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INTRODUCTION.

THE investigation of the science of Mind, especially

as to its element, Thought, is of so interesting a charac

ter as in great measure to reconcile the inquirer to the

abstruseness of formal reasoning. The beauty of the

flower, whilst concealing the ruggedness, is apt to with

draw our attention from the utility, of the soil on

which it grows ; and thus in like manner the charms of

Idealism, ending but too frequently in visionary specu

lation, have obstructed the clear appreciation of the

design and use of Logic. Not that we deny the con

nexion which must ever subsist between Logic, as the

science of the laws of reasoning, and psychology ; in-

deed the latter is constantly introduced in several topics

of the Organon ; but if we would derive real practical

benefit from logical study, we must regard it as enun-

ciative of the universal principle of inference, affording

a direct test for the detection of fallacy, and the estab

lishment of true conclusion.
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Wherefore, while primarily connected with the laws

of Thought, Logic is secondarily and practically allied

to language as enunciative of Thought. To enter into

the mental processes incident thereto, though so tempt

ing a theme as already to have seduced many from the

direct subject of the science, would far exceed the

limits of this Introduction. We shall therefore content

ourselves with a few observations upon the utility of

the study connected with the Organon itself.

It is a quaint remark of Erasmus, that the human un

derstanding, like a drunken clown lifted on horseback,

falls over on the farther side the instant he is supported

on the nearer ; and this is the characteristic of human

praise and censure. From an ignorant and exaggerated

notion of its purport, Logic, instead of being limited to

its proper sphere, was supposed commensurate with the

whole investigation of abstract truth in relation to

matter, cause, and entity, in fact, the substance of a

folio volume, describing every phase of human life,

compressed into a few pages of Boethius and Aldrich.

Thus, not having effected what nothing short of a mi

raculous expansion of the understanding could effect, it

sunk into insignificance, until recently vindicated, and

placed upon its proper footing, by Whately, Hansel,

and others.

It is true that, whether viewed as an art or a science,
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Logic does not solve the origin of mental conception;

but it furnishes the rules on which all reasoning is

constructed ; and it would be strange indeed if we re

fused the practical assistance of surgery because it does

not exhibit in theory the operation of will upon matter.

We may learn Logic and yet not be able to think
; but

the science cannot be blamed for the imperfection of

the element worked upon, any more than the artificer

for the inferiority of the only material within his reach.

It is sufficient that Logic, without entering into all the

phenomena of mind, provides certain forms which an

argument, to be legitimate, must exhibit, certain tests

by which fallacy may be detected, and certain barriers

against ambiguity in the use of language.

Hence, the utility of a science which enables men

to take cognizance of the travellers on the mind s

highway, and excludes those disorderly interlopers

verbal fallacies, needs but small attestation. Its search

ing penetration by definition alone, before which even

mathematical precision fails,
1 would especially com

mend it to those whom the abstruseness of the study

does not terrify, and who recognise the valuable results

which must attend discipline of mind. Like a medi

cine, though not a panacea for every ill, it has the

health of the mind for its aim, but requires the de

termination of a powerful will to imbibe its nauseating

x Prior Analyt. ii. 16.
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yet wholesome influence : it is no wonder therefore that

puny intellects, like weak stomachs, abhor and reject

it. What florid declaimer can endure that the lux

uriant boughs of verdant sophistry, the rich blossoms

of oratorical fervour, should be lopped and pared by
the stern axe of a syllogism, and the poor stripped

trunk of worthless fallacy exposed unprotected to the

nipping atmosphere of truth ?

Like the science of which it treats, not only has the

term &quot;

Logic
&quot; been variously applied,

1 but even the Or

ganon, as a whole, presents no great claim to unity.

The term is neither found, as belonging to an art

or science, in Aristotle, nor does it occur in the writings

of Plato, and the appellation
&quot;

Organon,&quot; given to the

treatises before us, has been attributed to the Peripatetics,

who maintained against the Stoics that Logic was &quot; an

instrument
&quot;

of Philosophy. The book, according to

M. St. Hilaire, was not called
&quot;

Organon
&quot;

before the

15th century,
2 and the treatises were collected into one

volume, as is supposed, about the time of Andronicus of

Rhodes ; it was translated into Latin by Boethius about

the 6th century. That Aristotle did not compose the

Organon as a whole, is evident from several portions

having been severally regarded as logical, gram

matical, and metaphysical, and even the Aristotelian

names themselves, Analytic and Dialectic, are applica-

1 Scotus super Univ. Qu. 3.
2
CfTWaitz, vol. ii. p. 294.
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ble only to certain portions of the Organon. Still the

system is so far coherent in the immediate view taken

of Logic, as conversant with language in the process of

reasoning, that any addition to the structure of the

Stagirite can never augment the compactness with

which the syllogism, as a foundation, is built. The

treatises themselves are mentioned under distinct titles

by their author, and subsequent commentators have

discussed the work, not as a whole, but according to its

several divisions. It is remarkable also, that no quot

ations from the Categories, de Interpretatione, or So

phistical Elenchi, are found in the extant writings of

Aristotle, since those given by Bitter l of the first and

last must be considered doubtful.

In the present Translation my utmost endeavour haa

been to represent the mind and meaning of the author

as closely as the genius of the two languages admiia.

The benefit of the student has been my especial object;

hence in the Analysis, the definitions are given in the

very words of Aristotle, and the syllogistic examples,

introduced by Taylor, have been carefully examined

and corrected. In order also to interpret the more con

fused passages, I have departed somewhat from tht

usual plan, and in addition to foot-notes have affixec

explanations in the margin, that the eye may catch, u

the same line, the word and its import. Wherevei

Vol. iii. p. 28.
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further elucidation was necessary, I Lave referred to

standard authorities, amongst whom I would gratefully

commemorate the works of Mr. Mansel and Dr.

Whately, not forgetting my solitary predecessor in this

laborious undertaking, Thomas Taylor, whose strict

integrity in endeavouring to give the meaning of the

text deserves the highest commendation. For books

placed at my disposal I have especially to express my
sincere acknowledgments to the Rev. Dr. Hessey,

Head Master of Merchant Tailors School, and John

Cuninghame, Esq. of Lainshaw.

By an alteration in the original plan, it has been

found requisite, in order to equalize the size of the

volumes, to place Porphyry s Introduction at the
&amp;lt;jlose,

iiutead of at the commencement, of the Organon.

O. F. O.

,
Jane 3, 1853.



ERRATA,

P**ge 219, line 2, in head of chapter xvii., for an account read on account

273, in marginal note 4, for Instance of a syllogistic argument read

Instance of asyllogistic argument, i. e. not syllogistic

594, at head of chapter xxv., for from what is timply read fro*.

what is not simply





AEISTOTLE S OKGANON.

THE CATEGORIES. 1

CHAP. I. Of Homonyms? Synonyms, Paronyms.

THINGS are termed homonymous, of which the i- What are

name alone is common, but the definition (of sub-
h

stance according to the name) is different ; thus &quot; man w

1

Categories, or Predicaments, so called because they concern things
which may always be predicated, are the several classes under which all

abstract ideas, and their signs, common words, may be arranged. Theii
slassification under ten heads was introduced by Archytas and adopted by
Aristotle. The reason why, in this treatise about them, Aristotle does not

begin from these, but from Homonyms, &c., is that he might previously

explain what was necessary to the doctrine of the Categories to prevent

subsequent digression. Vide Porphyr. in Prsedicam. After comparing
various opinions of Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Syrianus, Simplicius, and

others, it appears agreed by all, that Aristotle s intention in this treatise

was, to discuss simple primary and general words, so far as they are sig

nificant of things ; at the same time to instruct us in things and conceptions,
so far as they are signified by words. A recollection of this digested ex

planation, will much assist the student in the enunciation of the plan.
2 &quot;

Homonyms,&quot; equivocal words,- -&quot;

Synonyms,&quot; univocal,
&quot; Paro-

liyms,&quot; derivative. We may remark here, that analogous nouns consti

tute only one species of equivocal : that the synonyms of Aristotle must
be distinguished from the modern synonyms, which latter are denned by
Boethius,

&quot;

those which have many names, but one definition
;&quot;

and

lastly, that paronyms have been limited by the schoolmen to certain con

crete adjectives, a limitation which is not warranted by Aristotle, and is

expressly rejected by his Greek commentators. Hansel s Rudiments of

Logic. See also Simplicius Scholia, p. 43, b. 5.
&quot; The reason,&quot; says

Syrianus,
&quot;

why things polyonomous, and heteronomous, are omitted by
Aristotle, is because they rather pertain to ornament of diction, than to

the consideration of things ; they are therefore more properly discussed

in the Rhetoric and Poetics.&quot;
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and &quot; the picture of a man &quot;

are each termed &quot;

animal,&quot;

since of these, the name alone is common, but the definition

(of the substance according to the name) is different :
l as if

any one were to assign what was in either, to constitute it

&quot;

animal,&quot; he would allege the peculiar definition of each.

But those are called synonyms, of which both the

name is common, and the definition (of the sub

stance according to the name) is the same,
2 as

both &quot; a man &quot;

and &quot; an ox &quot;

are &quot;

animal,&quot; for each of these

is predicated of as &quot; animal
&quot;

by a common name, and the

definition of the substance is the same, since if a man gave
the reason of each as to what was in either, to constitute

3 Paron ms
^ &quot; an imaV ne would assign the same reason.

Again, things are called paronyms which, though

differing in case, have their appellation (according to name)
from some thing, as &quot; a grammarian

&quot;

is called so from &quot;gram

mar,&quot; and
&quot; a courageous man

&quot; from &quot;

courage.&quot;

CHAP. II. Of the logical division of Things and their Attributes.
3

} sub ects of
OF things discoursed upon, some are enunciated

discourse com- after a complex, others after an incomplex, man-
ner 5 tne complex as &quot; a man runs,&quot; &quot;a man con

quers,&quot;
but the incomplex as &quot;

man,&quot;
&quot;

ox,&quot;

1

Taylor translates Xoyog sometimes &quot;

reason,&quot; at others
&quot;

definition.&quot;

It is better to preserve the latter as far as may be, though the student \\ill

do well to remember that it is capable of both significations. The brack

ets are retained from the Leipsic and other copies.
2
Ovaia,

&quot; a thing sufficient of itself to its own subsistence.&quot; Taylor.
He translates it

&quot;

essence,&quot; rather than &quot;

substance,&quot; because this latter

word conveys no idea of self-subsistence. See his Introduction of Por

phyry. It must be observed, however, that whilst by continued abstrac

tion from the subject and different predicates of Propositions, the predi
cates arrive at the nine other categories, the subject will ultimately end in
&quot;

substance.&quot; Cf. Phys. Ausc. lib. iii.

3 This chapter, containing the several divisions of terms, into abso

lute and connotative, abstract and concrete, respectively, has presented
endless difficulties to commentators

;
and the question of relation seems

as far from being settled as ever. The whole subject may perhaps be

properly condensed in the following manner. All ovra are divided by
Aristotle into four classes, Universal and Singular Substances, and Uni
versal and Singular Attributes

;
the former existing per se, the latter in

the former. Universals are predicable of singulars, but attributes, in
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&quot;

runs,&quot;

&quot;

conquers.&quot; Likewise also some things 2. Varieties of

are predicated of a certain subject, yet are in no Prodicati &quot;n-

subject, as &quot;the man&quot; is predicated of a subject, i. e. of

their original state, are not predicable of substances
;
but by the mental

act, we may so connect an attribute with a subject, as to render the
former predicable of the latter, as a difference, property, or accident.
When a predicate is thus formed from an attribute, it is called connota-
tive, or, as Whately justly remarks,

&quot;

attributive,&quot; and signifies primarily,
the attribute, and secondarily, the subject of inhesion. Original uni-
versals or attributes, as

&quot;man,&quot; &quot;whiteness,&quot; are called
&quot;absolute;&quot;

but terms may be made to cross, so that by an act of mind, that which
signifies substance may be conceived as an attribute, and as no longer
predicable of the individuals

;
in this sense they are called

&quot;

abstract,&quot; as
*
humanitas &quot;

from &quot; homo
;

&quot;

but when they are primarily or secondarily
predicable of individuals, they become &quot;concrete,&quot; e. g. &quot;man&quot; is con
crete and absolute; &quot;white,&quot; concrete and connotative; &quot;whiteness,&quot;
abstract and absolute

;
it must be remembered only, that no abstract term

is connotative. Vid. Occam, Log. p. i. ch. 5, 10.. Simplicius enumerates
eleven modes of predication, arising from the relations of genus and spe-
cies

^
A

.

ristotle, in the Physics, divides substance in eight modes, omit
ting &quot;time &quot;considering subject as both composite and individual.
The division into universals and particulars was probably taken from the

categorical scheme of Pythagoras.
We annex a scheme of the relation of subject to predicate, in respect

of consistency and inhesion.

Substance
Contrary to or inconsistent with

o

Universal

Sub-contrary 01 inconsistent with

13 2

Accident

Particular
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&quot; some certain man,&quot; yet is in no subject. Others, again,
are in a subject, yet are not predicated of any subject, (I
mean by a thing being in a subject, that which is in any

thing not as a part, but which cannot subsist without that

in which it is,) as &quot;a certain grammatical art&quot; is in a sub

ject, &quot;the soul,&quot; but is not predicated of any; and &quot;this

white thing&quot;
is in a subject, &quot;the

body,&quot; (for all &quot;colour&quot; is

in &quot;

body,&quot;)
but is predicated of no subject. But some

things are both predicated of and are in a subject, as &quot; sci

ence&quot; is in a subject &quot;the
soul,&quot;

but is predicated of a

subject, namely, &quot;grammar.&quot; Lastly, some are neither in,

nor are predicated of, any subject, as &quot;a certain man&quot; and
&quot; a certain horse,&quot; for nothing of this sort is either in, or

3 individuals predicated of, a certain subject. In short, indi-

not predicated viduals, and whatever is one in number, are pre-
ot a subject.

^icated of no subject, but nothing prevents some

of them from being in a subject, for &quot; a certain grammatical
art&quot; is amongst those things which are in a subject, but is

not predicated of any subject.

CHAP. III. Of the connexion between Predicate and Subject.

1. statementof WHEN one thing is predicated of another, as of

abstract

11 in a su^j ectj
whatever things are said of the predi

cate, may be also said of the subject,
1 as

&quot; the

man&quot; is predicated of &quot;some certain man,&quot; but &quot;the animal&quot;

is predicated of &quot;the man,&quot; wherefore &quot;the animal&quot; will be

predicated of &quot;some certain man,&quot; since &quot;the certain man&quot; is

2. Difference of
both &quot; man &quot; and &quot;animal.&quot; The differences of

distinct genera different genera, and of things not arranged under

1
Genera, species, and differences, differ according to their predica

ments, hence in each predicament, there are genera, species, and differ

ences. Those genera also, have a mutual arrangement, one of which is

under the other, as
&quot;

flying
&quot; under &quot;

animal,&quot; but those are not mutually

arranged, one of which, is not ranked under the other, as &quot;animal&quot; and
&quot;

science.&quot; Upon the application of this general rule, see Whately and

Hill s Logic, especially the latter, in respect to summa and subaltern

genera, and their cognates, pages 56, 57. Properly speaking, there can

be only one highest genus, namely, Being ; tfibugh relatively a subaltern

term, may at any time, be assumed as the summum genus, as &quot; sub

stance,&quot;
&quot;

animal^ etc.
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each other, are diverse also in species,
1 as of &quot; ani- induc

.es
differ

1 1) j a T* it I /Y&amp;gt; r&amp;gt;

ence in species
mal and &quot; science. For the differences of &quot; am- under them.

mal&quot; are
&quot;quadruped,&quot; &quot;biped,&quot; &quot;winged,&quot; &quot;aquatic,&quot; but

none of these, forms the difference of
&quot;science,&quot; since &quot;sci

ence,&quot; does not differ from &quot;

science,&quot; in being 3 Not so as to

&quot;biped.&quot;
But as to subaltern genera, there is subaltern ge -

nothing to prevent the differences being the same,
as the superior are predicated of the genera under them

; so

that as many differences as there are of the predicate, so many
will there also be of the subject.

CHAP. IV. Enumeration of the Categories.

OF things incomplex enunciated, each signifies L ofincom-
either Substance, or Quantity, or Quality, or Re- piex uni-

lation, or Where, or When, or Position, or Pos-
v

session, or Action, or Passion. 2 But Substance is, (to speak

generally,) as
&quot;man,&quot; &quot;horse;&quot; Quantity, as &quot;two&quot; or

&quot; three cubits
;&quot; Quality, as &quot;white,&quot; a &quot;grammatical thing ;&quot;

Relation, as &quot; a double,&quot;
&quot; a half,&quot;

&quot;

greater ;

&quot;

Where, as &quot; in

the Forum,&quot; &quot;in the Lyceum ;&quot; When, as
&quot;yesterday,&quot;

&quot;last

year;&quot; Position, as &quot;he reclines,&quot; &quot;he sits;&quot; Possession, as

&quot;he is shod,&quot; &quot;he is armed;&quot; Action, as &quot;he cuts,&quot;
&quot;he

burns;&quot; Passion, as &quot;he is
cut,&quot;

&quot;he is burnt.&quot; 2 . categories

Now each of the above, considered by itself, is by themselves,
_ . . neither arnrm-

predicated neither affirmatively nor negatively, ative nor nega-

but from the connexion of these with each other,
tlve&amp;gt;

affirmation or negation arises. For every affirmation or nega
tion appears to be either true or false, but of things enun-

1 Difference joined to genus constitutes species it is called specific

difference, when it constitutes the lowest species, as of individuals. Cf.

Crakanthorpe Logica, lib. ii. The common definitions of the heads of

the predicates, are those of Porphyry, adopted by subsequent logicians.

Vide Porph. Isagoge.
2 The principle of distinction above is shown to be grammatical, by

Trendelenburg, Elementa, section 3rd. The six last may be reduced to

Relation, see Hamilton on Reid, p. 688. The categories are enu

merated and exemplified in the following verses, for the student s recol

lection.

Summa decem : Substantia, Quantum, Quale, Relatio,

Actio, Passio. Ubi, Quando, Situs, Habitus.

Presbyter exilis, specie pater, orat et ardet.

In campo, semper rectus, et in tunica.
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elated without any connexion, none is either true or false, as

&quot;man,&quot; &quot;white,&quot; &quot;runs,&quot; &quot;conquers.&quot;

CHAP. V. Of Substance}

i.primarysub- SUBSTANCE, in its strictest, first, and chief sense,
stance is nei-

j s that which is neither predicated of any subiect,
ther in, nor is . .

v
. ,

J J
.

predicated of, nor is in any ; as &quot; a certain man, or &quot; a certain

J secoSry
horse.&quot; But secondary substances are they, in

substances con- which as species, those primarily-named sub-
irst

stances are inherent, that is to say, both these

and the genera of these species;
2 as &quot;a certain man&quot; exists

in &quot;

man,&quot; as in a species, but the genus of this species is

&quot;animal;&quot; these, therefore, are termed secondary substances,

1 On the various modes in \vhich Aristotle employs the term ovaia,
cf. Metaphy. lib. iv., and Phys. lib. iii. Without entering into the

dispute relative to the real existence of genera and species, as substances

independent of us, between the old Realists and the modern Conceptual-
ists, it will be sufficient to state that Aristotle here employs the term as

,

the summum genus, under which, by continued abstraction of differences,
1 all things may be comprehended as a common universal. Thus also

Plato in Repub. lib. vii. Whether called Entity, Being, Substance, or

Subsistence, it may be denned,
&quot; That which subsists independently of

any other created thing,&quot; and in this view may be affirmatively predi
cated of every cognate term, though no cognate term can be so predi
cated of it : thus all bodies, all animals, all lions, etc., are substances
or things, according as we adopt either of these last as summum genus.

Archytas places essence first
;

Plotinus and Nicostratus doubt its generic

affinity altogether ;
but all regard the principle laid down, of some one,

independent, existence, or conception.
2 But in getting to this ultimate abstraction, the first common nature

of which the mind forms conception from individual comparison, is called

the lowest primary or most specific species, and of this, every cognate term

may be universally predicated, though itself canno* be predicated of any
cognate term. Between these extremes, all intermediate notions (and their

verbal signs) are called subaltern, each of which, like the step of a lad

der, is at once superior to some and inferior to others, and becomes a

genus in relation to some lower species, and a species to some higher
genera. The annexed &quot; Arbor Porphyriana&quot; is given by Aqtrinas, Opusc.
48. Tract. 2, cap. 3. In all the earlier specimens, &quot;animal rationale&quot;

is placed between &quot;Animal&quot; and &quot;Homo,&quot; as the proximum genus,
divided into

&quot;

mortale&quot; and &quot;

immortale,&quot; in accordance with Porphyry s

definition of man. We shall here observe also, that a summum genus can
have no constitutive differences, which are represented at the side, though
a summum genus may have properties.
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as both &quot;man&quot; and &quot;animal.&quot;
1 But it is evident

3 In
from what has been said, that of those things
which are predicated of a subject, both the name
&nd the definition must be predicated of the sub- must be predi-

ject, as &quot;man&quot; is predicated of &quot;some certain

man,&quot; as of a subject, and the name, at least, is predicated, for

you will predicate &quot;man&quot; of &quot;some certain
man,&quot; and the

Substantia

Corporea

Animatum

Sensibile

Rationale

Incorporea

Inanimatum

Insensibile

Irrationals

Socrates Plato

1 For the method of predication, vide Huyshe, Aldrich, or Whately.
Also compare the Topics iv. 2, Isagoge 2, Aquinas Opusc. 48, cap. 2.

Genus and species are said
&quot;

prsedicari in
quid,&quot;

i. e. are expressed by
a substantive ; Property and Accident &quot;

in quale,&quot;
or by an adjective.

This whole chapter, brings forcibly to the mind, Butler s satirical bur

lesque of Hudibrastic acumen, in discovering
&quot; Where entity and quiddity,
The ghosts of defunct bodies fly !

&quot;

Hudibras, Part i. Can. 1.

Though very necessary, the initiative processes of Logic, indeed present
&quot; A kind of Babylonish dialect,

Which learned pedants much affect.&quot;
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definition of man will be predicated of &quot; some certain man,&quot;

for &quot;a certain man&quot; is both &quot;man&quot; and &quot;animal;&quot; where
fore both the name and the definition will be pre-
dicated of a subject. But of things which are in

inhMions
any a subJ ect &amp;gt;

f r tne most Part &amp;gt;

neither the name nor

the definition is predicated of the subject, yet with

some, there is nothing to prevent the name from being some
times predicated of the subject, though the definition cannot

be so; as &quot;whiteness&quot; being in a body, as in a subject, is

predicated of the subject, (for the body is termed
&quot;white,&quot;)

but the definition of &quot;whiteness&quot; can never be predicated of

body. All other things, however, are either predicated of

primary substances, as of subjects, or are inherent in them
as in subjects ;

l

this, indeed, is evident, from several obvi

ous instances, thus &quot; animal
&quot;

is predicated of &quot;

man,&quot; and

therefore is also predicated of some &quot; certain man,&quot; for if it

5 Theuni- were predicated of no &quot;man&quot; particularly, nei-

versai involves ther could it be of &quot; man &quot;

universally. Again,
&quot;colour&quot; is in

&quot;body,&quot;
therefore also is it in

&quot;some certain
body,&quot;

for if it were not in &quot;some one&quot; of

bodies singularly, it could not be in
&quot;body&quot; universally;

so that all other things are either predicated of primary sub

stances as of subjects, or are inherent in them as in subjects ;

if therefore the primal substances do not exist, it is impossible
that any one of the rest should exist.y

6. species more
But ^ secondary substances, species is more

a substance substance than genus ;

2 for it is nearer to the

primary substance, and if any one explain what
the primary substance is, he will explain it more clearly and

appropriately by giving the species, rather than the genus ;

as a person defining &quot;a certain man&quot; would do so more

clearly, by giving &quot;man&quot; than &quot;animal,&quot; for the former is

more the peculiarity of &quot;a certain man,&quot; but the latter is

more common. In like manner, whoever explains what &quot;a

certain tree
&quot;

is, will define it in a more known and appropri-
/. Primary sub- ate manner, by introducing &quot;tree&quot; than

&quot;plant.&quot;

su
a

bjects

b
t

e

o

c

au
e Besides the primary substances, because of their

predicates ; subjection to all other things, and these last being

1
Plato, in the Philebus, observes, that a philosopher ought not to de

scend, below wholes, and common natures.
3 Vide supra, note

;
also Metaph. lib. iv. and vi.
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either predicated of them, or being in them, are for hence tb^
this reason, especially, termed substances. Yet the

name

same relation as the primary substances bear to all other things,
does species bear to genus, for species is subjected to genus
since genera are predicated of species, but species s. Gemisapre

are not reciprocally predicated of genera, whence
jJJ*

1

[ JJJ-

the species is rather substance than the genus. ,

Of species themselves, however, as many as are 9 . infim.fi

not genera, are not more substance, one than an- species are

. . L equal in their

other, for he will not give a more appropriate not being sub-

definition of &quot; a certain man,&quot; who introduces stance -

&quot;

man,&quot; than he who introduces &quot;

horse,&quot; into the definition of

&quot;a certain horse:&quot; in like manner of primary substances,
one is not more substance than another, for &quot;a certain man&quot;

is not more substance than a &quot;certain ox.^ With reason

therefore, after the first substances, of the rest,

species and genera alone are termed secondary

substances, since they alone declare the primary
substances of the predicates ; thus, if any one were

to define what &quot;a certain man&quot; is, he would, by giving the

species or the genus, define it appropriately, and will do so

more clearly by introducing &quot;man&quot; than &quot;animal;&quot; but

whatever else he may introduce, he will be introducing, in

a manner, foreign to the purpose, as if he were to introduce
&quot;

white,&quot; or &quot;

runs,&quot; or any thing else of the kind, so that

with propriety of the others, these alone are termed sub

stances. Moreover, the primary substances, be

cause they are subject to all the rest, and all the
Je

1

latf
q
n
u
?e-

y f

others are predicated of, or exist in, these, are most tween cognate

properly termed substances, but the same relation fpeS.^
which the primary substances bear to all other

things, do the species and genera of the first substances bear to

all the rest, since of these, are all the rest predicated, for you
will say that &quot;

a certain man &quot;

is
&quot; a grammarian/ and therefore

you will call both &quot;

man&quot; and &quot;

animal&quot;
&quot; a grammarian,&quot; and

in like manner of the rest. 1

1

Archytas adopts a different division of substance, into matter, form,

and a composite of the two, and this division Aristotle shows in his

Physics, and Metaphysics, and Physical Auscultation he knew, but do^s

not employ it in this treatise, as not adapted for its subject matter,

namely, logical discussion. Cf. Physica Ausc. lib. iii., and Metaph. lib.

ri. and xi.
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12. NO sub- I* *s common however to every substance, not to

stance m a sub- be in asubject,
1 for neither is the primal substance in

a subject, nor is it predicated of any ;
but of the se

condary substances, that none of them is in a subject, is evident

from this ;

&quot; man &quot;

is predicated of &quot; some certain
&quot;

subject
&quot;

man,&quot; but is not in a subject, for &quot; man &quot;

is not in &quot; a cer

tain man.&quot; So also &quot; animal
&quot;

is predicated of &quot; some certain
&quot;

13. Of inhe- subject
&quot;

man,&quot;&quot;but

&quot;

animal&quot; is not in &quot;a certain

sives the name man.&quot; Moreover of those which are, in the sub-
may be predi- -, . ,1 r i

cated of the ject, nothing prevents the name from being some-
subject, but not times predicated of the subject but that the defi-
the definition. . .

r
, , , , , .

J
, n . ., ,

nition should be predicated of it, is impossible.
Of secondary substances however the definition and the name
are both predicated of the subject, for you will predicate the

definition of &quot; a man&quot; concerning
&quot; a certain man,&quot;

may \&amp;gt;e predl-
and likewise the definition of &quot;

animal,&quot; so that

substance, may not be amongst the number, of those

things which are in a subject.

15. Difference This however is not the peculiarity of sub-
does not exist

stance, but difference also is of the number of

those things not in a subject;
2 for

&quot;pedestrian&quot;

and
&quot;biped&quot;

are indeed predicated of &quot;a man&quot; as of a

subject, but are not in a subject, for neither
&quot;biped&quot;

nor

&quot;pedestrian&quot; is in &quot;man,&quot; The definition also of differ

ence is predicated of that, concerning which, difference is pre

dicated, so that if
&quot;

pedestrian
&quot;

be predicated of
&quot;man,&quot; the

definition also of &quot;

pedestrian
&quot;

will be predicated of man, for
&quot; man &quot;

is
&quot;

pedestrian.&quot; Nor let the parts of sub-

stances, being in wholes as in subjects, perplex us,

so ^iat we Snou^ at anv time ^ compelled to say,
that they are not substances ;

for in this manner,

1

Simplicius observes that Aristotle discusses the things which sub
stance has in common with the other predicaments ; lamblichus, what is

common to it, and also its property and difference. Some may doubt
how essence, will not be in a subject, as ideas according to Plato are in

intellect, yet these are neither as in a subject, but are as essence in an
other essence: Aristotle discusses this in the 12th book of the Metaphysics.

2 Generic difference, it must be remembered, constitutes subaltern spe
cies specific difference, forms the lowest species the former difference

is predicated of things different in species, the latter of things differing in

number. In the scholastic theory, the properties of the summuni genus
were regarded as flowing from the simple substance, those of all subor
dinate classes, from the differentia. See Hill s Logic on the Predicables
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things would not be said to be in a subject, which arc in

any as parts. It happens indeed both to substances
and to differences alike, that all tilings should be IndSSar

6

predicated of them univocally, for all the cate- substance pre-

gories from them are predicated either in respect cli?y?

d univ &quot;

of individuals or of species, since from the primary
substance there is no category, for it is predicated in respect
of no subject. But of secondary substances, species indeed
is predicated in respect of the individual, but genus in respect
to species and to individuals, so also differences are predicated
as to species and as to individuals. Again, the

primary substances take the definition of species
*

and of genera, and the species the definition of the genus, for
as many things as are said of the predicate, so many also will
be said of the subject, likewise both the species and the indi

viduals accept the definition of the differences : those things
at least were univocal, of which the name is common and the
definition the same, so that all which arise from substances
and differences are predicated univocally.

Nevertheless every substance appears to signify ]9 A11 sub
this particular thing :

l as regards then the pri-
stance signifies

mary substances, it is unquestionably true that
someonethin s-

they signify a particular thing, for what is signified is indi

vidual, and one in number, but as regards the secondary sub

stances, it appears in like manner that they signify this par
ticular thing, by the figure of appellation, when any one says
&quot; man &quot;

or &quot;

animal,&quot; yet it is not truly so, but
20 Secondary

rather they signify a certain quality, for the sub- substances sig-

1
It was the opinion of Kant, as well as of Reid and Stewart, that in

mind, as in body, substance and unity are not presented but represented,
but what the thing itself is, which is the subject and owner of the several

qualities, yet not identical with any one of them, can only be conceived,
in as far as wre can attain to any single conceptio-n of the TO ov through
its many modifications, which attainment is itself questionable. Vide
some admirable remarks in Mansel s Prolego. Log. 277. Generally it

suffices to retain the quaint form of the schools noticed above upon pre
dication of genus and species. Vide Aldrich s Logic. Genus is a whole

logically, but species metaphysically, or, as they may be better expressed,
the first is Totiim Universale, the second Totum Essentiale. Cf. Cra-

kanthorpe Logica, lib. ii. cap. 5. Since writing the above, the striking
illustration occurs to me, used by Lord Shaftesbury, of

&quot;

the person left

within, who has power to dispute the appearances, and redress, the ima

gination.&quot; Shaftesbury s Charac. vol. i. p. 325. The passage has mora
sense than, yet as much sound as, any of his Lordship s writing.
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nify a certain ject is not one, as the primary substance, but
&quot; man

&quot;quaie.&quot; an(j anjmai
&quot;

are predicated in respect of many.
Neither do they signify simply a certain quality, as &quot;

white,&quot;

for &quot; white
&quot;

signifies nothing else but a thing of a certain

quality, but the species and the genus determine the quality,

about the substance, for they signify what quality a certain

substance possesses: still a wider limit is made by genus
than by species, for whoever speaks of &quot;

animal,&quot; comprehends
more than he who speaks of &quot;man.&quot;

It belongs also to substances that there is no

contrary to them,
1 since what can be contrary to the

mtts no con-
primary substance, as to a certain &quot;

man,&quot; or to a

certain &quot;animal,&quot; for there is nothing contrary
either at least to &quot;man&quot; or to &quot; animal ?&quot; Now this is not the

peculiarity of substance, but of many other things, as for in

stance of quantity ; for there is no contrary to &quot;

two&quot;

cubits nor to &quot; three
&quot;

cubits, nor to
&quot;ten,&quot;

nor to any

thing of the kind, unless some one should say that
&quot;

much&quot; is contrary to &quot;

little,&quot; or
&quot; the

great&quot;
to &quot; the small ;

&quot;

but of definite quantities, none is contrary to the other. Sub

stance, also, appears not to receive greater or less ;

2

^ mean
&amp;gt;

not tnat one substance is not, more or less,

substance, than another, for it has been already
said that it is, but that every substance is not said to be

more or less, that very thing, that it is ; a? if the same sub

stance be &quot; man &quot; he will not be more or less &quot; man
;&quot;

neither

himself than himself, nor another &quot; man &quot;

than another, for

one &quot; man &quot;

is not more &quot; man &quot; than another, as one &quot; white

thing
&quot;

is more and less
&quot; white

&quot;

than another, and one

&quot;beautiful&quot; thing more and less &quot;beautiful&quot; than another, and
&quot; the same

thing&quot;
more or less than &quot;itself;&quot; so a body being

&quot;

white,&quot; is said to be more &quot; white
&quot;

now, than it was before,

and if &quot; warm &quot;

is said to be more or less
&quot;

warm.&quot; Substance

at least is not termed more or less substance, since &quot; man &quot;

is not said to be more &quot;man&quot; now, than before, nor any

1
This, says Simplicius, is doubted by some, and indeed in his Physics,

lib. i., Aristotle apparently contradicts his own statement above by in

stancing Form as the contrary to Privation, both being substantial
;
but

Form is but partly, substance, and partly, habit^and only in so much as it

is the latter, is it contrary to Privation, not &quot;

quoad substantiam.&quot;

2 This is true, discrete quantities being unchangeable, and definite in

quantity.
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one of such other things as are substances : hence substance
is not capable of receiving the greater and the less.

It appears however, to be especially the pecu- 24. individu-

liarity of substance, that being one and the same SeVontra
6
-

in number, it can receive contraries, which no one r
ies

.

in which

can affirm of the rest which are not substances, those wnkhTre
as that being one in number, they are capable of not sut&amp;gt;*tancei.

contraries. 1 Thus
&quot;colour,&quot; which is one and the same in

number, is not &quot;white
&quot; and

&quot;black,&quot; neither the same action,
also one in number, both bad and good ;

in like manner of other

things as many as are not substances. But substance being
one, and the same in number, can receive contraries, as &quot; a

certain man &quot;

being one and the same, is at one time, white,
and at another, black, and warm and cold, and bad and good.
In respect of none of the rest does such a thing appear, ex

cept some one should object, by saying, that a sentence and

opinion are capable of receiving contraries, for the same sen

tence appears to be true and false ; thus if the statement be

true that &quot; some one sits,&quot; when he stands up, this
MI T- j? i A -i

25 - Reply to

very same statement will be false. And in a si- objection by a

milar manner in the matter of opinion, for if
j^rencetothe

any one should truly opine that a certain person

sits, when he rises up he will opine falsely, if he still holds

the same opinion about him. Still, if any one, should even

admit this, yet there is a difference in the mode. -x
J

. 26. Innerents \

r or some things in substances, being themselves in substances

changed, are capable of contraries, since cold, be- are&amp;gt;
wl

-
I

ing made so, from hot, has changed, for it is bie of contra- /

changed in quality, and black from white, and _J

good from bad : in like manner as to other things, each one

of them receiving change is capable of contraries. The sen

tence indeed and the opinion remain themselves altogether

immovable, but the thing being moved, a contrary is pro
duced about them ; the sentence indeed remains the same,
that &quot; some one sits,&quot; but the thing being moved, it becomes

at one time, true, and at another, false. Likewise as to opinion,

1 He does not mean that contraries exist in substance at one and the

same time, as may be perceived from the examples he adduces. Archy-
tas, according to Simplicius, admits the capability of contraries to be the

peculiarity of substance ;

&quot; thus vigilance is contrary to sleep, slowness

to swiftness, disease to health, of all which, one and the same man, is capa
ble.&quot; Simp, in Arist. Cat. Compare also Waitz, Organ, p. 291, Comment.
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so that in this way, it will be the peculiarity of substance, to

receive contraries according to the change in itself, but if any
one admitted this, that a sentence and opinion can receive

contraries, this would not be true. For the sen-

S pasrioifta

1 tence an(i the opinion are not said to be capable
the example as of contraries in that they have received any thing,

opinion. but, in that about something else, a passive qua
lity has been produced, for in that a thing is, or

is not, in this, is the sentence said to be true, or false, not in

that itself, is capable of contraries. 1 In short, neither is a sen

tence nor an opinion moved by any thing, whence they can

not be capable of contraries, no passive quality being in them ;

substance at least, from the fact of itself receiving contraries,
is said in this to be capable of contraries, for it receives dis

ease and health, whiteness and blackness, and so long as it

receives each of these, it is said to be capable of receiving
contraries. Wherefore it will be the peculiarity of substance,
that being the same, and one in number, according to change
in itself, it is capable of receiving contraries ; and concerning
substance this may suffice. 2

CHAP. VI. Of Quantitij?

i. Quantity
OF Quantity, one kind is discrete, and another

two-fold, dis- continuous;
4 the one consists of parts, holding

1

Simplicius alleges that certain Peripatetics asserted that matter itself

was susceptible of 7rd9oQ. It must be remembered however that Aris
totle s definition of TraQri (Rhet. lib. i.) is, that they are certain things
added to substance, beyond its own nature. Vide Scholia ad Categorias,
ed. Waitz, p. 32. Leip. 1844.

2 The union between ovaia and v\r] is laid down in the treatise de

Anima, lib. ii. ] , sec. 2 : the latter term was used by the schoolmen to

signify the subject matter upon which any art was employed, in which
sense, it was tantamount to primal substance.

3 Some say that quantity, is considered in juxta-position with substance,
because it subsists together with it, for after substance is admitted, it is

necessary to inquire whether it is one or many ; others, becausg among
other motions, that which is according to quantity, viz. increase and
diminution, is nearer to the notion of substance, viz. generation and cor

ruption, than &quot;

alliation
&quot;

is, which is a motion according to quality.

Taylor. Vide ch. 8, and Sulpicius, concerning the nature of this last. See

also, Arist. Phys. lib. iii. et v., also cf. Cat. ch. 14.
4 Conf. Metaphy. lib. iv. cap. 13, HOGOV ^sytrai TO SiaiptTov tig

ivvTrapxovra, K. T. X. The reader will do well to compare the above

chapter, throughout, with that quoted from the Metaphysics, where
these terms are all used equivocally.
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position with respect to each other, but the other crete and &amp;gt;mi-

of parts, which have not that position. Dis-
nuous

:.d parts

crete quantity is, as number and sentence, but
continuous, as line, superficies, body, besides
place and time. For, of the parts of number, .

there is no common term, by which its parts con- l .Sber

join, as if five be a part of ten, five and five, conjoin at no
common boundary, but are separated. Three, and seven, also
conjoin at no common boundary, nor can you at all take a
common limit of parts, in number, but they are always separ
ated, whence number is of those things which
are discrete. In like manner a sentence, for

2&amp;gt; ratio

that a sentence is quantity is evident, since it is measured
by a short and long syllable ;

l but I mean a sentence produced
by the voice, as its parts concur at no common limit, for there
is no common limit, at which the syllables concur, but each is
distinct by itself. A line, on the contrary, is

continuous, for you may take a common term, at continS?
8

which its parts meet, namely, a point, and of a
L A line

superficies, a line, for the parts of a superficies coalesce in a
certain common term. So also you can take a common term
in respect of body, namely, a line, or a superficies,
by which the parts of body are joirred. Of the

2&amp;lt;

same sort are time and place, for the present time is joined
both to the past and to the future. Again, place 3 . Time and
is of the number of continuous things, for the Place -

parts^
of a body occupy a certain place, which parts join at a

certain common boundary, wherefore also the parts of place,
which each part of the body occupies, join at the same bound
ary as the parts of the body, so that place will also be con
tinuous, since its parts join at one common boundary.

Moreover, some things consist of parts, having
position with respect to each other, but others of smon ofs^mT
parts not having such position ;

2 thus the parts of
gJJJ/

8 to the

a line have relative position, for each of them lies

1
Aristotle means by Xoyoc, a sentence subsisting in voice, not in intel

lect. Sulpic. He adds also, that Archytas, Athenodorus, and Ptolemy
condemn the division of quantity into two kinds, and prefer that of num
ber, magnitude, and momentum, but the reply is, that the last is a quality,
the same as density.

3
Plotinus, in his first book on the Genera of Being, says, if the con

tinued, is quantity, discrete, cannot be
;
but he questions it as existing in
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some where, and you can distinguish, and set out, where each

lies, in a superficies, and to which part of the rest, it is joined.]
83 also the parts of a superficies, have a certain position, for

it may be in like manner pointed out where each lies, and

what have relation to each other, and the parts of a solid, and

of a place, in like manner. On the contrary, in

no reiaUon In respect of number, it is impossible for any one to

respect of num- show that its parts have any relative position, or
ber or time. , ,

J
, i i ti

that they are situated any where, or which of the

parts are joined to each other. Nor as regards parts of time,

for not one of the parts of time endures, but that which

does not endure, how can it have any position ? you would

rather say, that they have a certain order, inasmuch as one

part of time is former, but another latter. In the same man
ner is it with number, because one, is reckoned before two,

and two, before three, and so it may have a certain order, but

you can, by no means, assume, that it has position,

A speech likewise, for none of its parts en

dures, but it has been spoken, and it is no longer possible to

bring back what is spoken, so that there can be no position

of its parts, since not one endures : some things therefore

consist of parts having position, but others of those which

have not position. What we have enumerated

are alone properly termed quantities ; all the rest
named
only proper being so denominated by accident, for looking

IS^Tdici- to these, we call other things quantities, as white-
bie to these. ness jg saj^ ^o ^e much, because the superficies is
l^xainples. . ,

&amp;gt;

_ P i

great, and an action long, because ol its time be

ing long, and motion also, is termed, much. Yet each of

these is not called a quantity by itself, for if a man should

explain the quantity of an action, he will define it by time,

describing it as yearly, or something of the sort ;
and if he

were to explain the quantity of whiteness, he will define it by
the superficies, for as the quantity of the superficies, so he

would say is the quantity of the whiteness ; whence the par
ticulars we have mentioned are alone properly of themselves

termed quantities, none of the rest being so of itself, but ac-

the intellect, and confounds the distinction between order, in discrete,

and position, in continued quantities. The point is touched upon also in

lib. vi. of the Physics. Compare also ch. 12, on Priority, in the Cate

gories, as to the relation in respect of number and time.
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cording to accident. Again, nothing is contrary g Quant ;

t

to quantity,
1 for in the definite it is clear there is perse, hwno

nothing contrary, as to &quot; two cubits
&quot;

or to &quot;

three,&quot;

contrary-

or to &quot;

superficies,&quot; or to any thing of this kind, for there
is no contrary to them

; except indeed a man should allege
that &quot; much &quot; was contrary to &quot;

little,&quot; or the &quot;

great
&quot;

to the
&quot;

small.&quot; Of these however, none is a quantity, but rather be

longs to relatives, since nothing, itself by itself, is described as

great or small, but from its being referred to

something else. A mountain, for instance, is called
j^ct^n founded

&quot;

little,&quot;
but a millet seed &quot;

large,&quot;
from the fact upon the con-

of the one being greater, but the other less, in re- t^smSi^
great

spect of things of the same nature, whence the

relation is to something else, since if each were called &quot; small
&quot;

or
&quot;great&quot;

of itself, the mountain would never have been
called &quot;

small,&quot; nor the seed &quot;

large.&quot;
We say also that there

are &quot;

many
&quot; men in a village, but &quot; few &quot;

at Athens, although
these last are more numerous, and &quot;

many
&quot;

in a house, but
&quot; few

&quot;

in a theatre, although there is a much larger number
in the latter. Besides,

&quot; two cubits,&quot;
&quot;

three,&quot; and every thing
of the kind signify quantity, but

&quot;great

&quot;

or &quot; small
&quot;

does not

signify quantity, but rather relation, for the &quot;

great
&quot;

and
&quot; small

&quot;

are viewed in reference to something else, so as evi

dently to appear relatives. Whether however any one does,
or does not, admit such things to be quantities, still there is

no contrary to them, for to that which cannot of

itself be assumed, but is referred to another, how
can there be a contrary ? Yet more, if

&quot;

great
&quot; and &quot; small

&quot;

be contraries, it will happen, that the same thing, n
at the same time, receives contraries, and that the

same things are contrary to themselves, for it happens that the

same thing at the same time is both &quot;

great
&quot; and &quot;

small.&quot;

Something in respect of this thing is
&quot;

small,&quot; but the same, in

reference to another, is
&quot;

large,&quot;
so that the same thing happens

at the same time to be both
&quot;great&quot;

and &quot;

small,&quot; by which at

the same moment it receives contraries. Nothing 12 simultane.

however appears to receive contraries simultane- ?us contrariety

ously, as in the case of substance, for this indeed

1 Idiov TOV TTocrov rnrifidiKav Tiveg TO fir)tv e%ftv tvavriov, Trpbg ava-

rpoiri)v t TOVTOV ov ^(jjotl, dia TO
7rpo&amp;lt;T%w i&amp;lt;$a%fii, on ovdi ry ovaiq,

&amp;lt;TIV ivavriov Magent. Schol. ed. Waitz. Cf. Metaph. lib. ix. c. 4, 5,

and 7.

c
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seems capable of contraries, yet no one is at the same time &quot; sick
&quot;

and &quot;

healthy,&quot;
nor a thing

&quot; white
&quot;

and &quot; black
&quot;

together,
neither does any thing else receive contraries at one and the

13
same time.. It happens also, that the same things
are contrary to themselves, since if the &quot;

great
&quot;

be opposed to the &quot;

small,&quot; but the same thing at the same
time be great and small, the same thing would be contrary to

itself, but it is amongst the number of impossibilities, that the

same thing should be contrary to itself, wherefore the great is

not contrary to the small, nor the many to the few, so that even
if some one should say that these do not belong to relatives,
but to quantity, still they will have no contrary.

14. The contra- Tne contrariety however of quantity seems

tit

et
-

y
chiefl

ian
especially to subsist about place, since men admit

subsistent in
&quot;

upward
&quot;

to be contrary to &quot;

downward,&quot; calling
space. ^e piace toward the middle &quot;

downward,&quot; because

there is the greatest distance from the middle, to the extremities

of the world ;

l

they appear also to deduce the definition of the

other contraries from these, for they define contraries to be
those things which, being of the same genus, are most distant

from each other.

io. Quantity is
Nevertheless quantity does not appear capable

incapable of de- of the greater and the lessj as for instance &quot;two

cubits,&quot; for one thing is not more &quot; two cubits
&quot;

than another ; neither in the case of number, since
&quot; three

&quot;

or
&quot; five

&quot;

are not said to be more than &quot; three
&quot;

or &quot;

five,&quot;
nei

ther &quot;five&quot; more &quot;five&quot; than &quot;three&quot; &quot;three;&quot; one time

also is not said to be more &quot; time
&quot;

than another ;
in short, of

none that I have mentioned is there said to be a greater or a

less, wherefore quantity is not capable of the greater and less.
;

16 But of
Still it is the especial peculiarity of quantity

equality and to be called &quot;

equal&quot; and &quot;unequal,&quot;

2 for each of

the above-mentioned quantities is said to be

1 The &quot;

upward
&quot; and &quot; downward &quot;

do not signify place, but the pre
dicament where, just as

&quot;

yesterday
&quot;

and &quot;

to-day
&quot; do not signify time,

but the predicament when. Simplicius. Andronicus also assents to this.

Compare the 4th book of Arist. Physics, where he defines place to be
the boundary of that which it contains

;
the Pythagoreans, who in words

agree with Aristotle, in effect differ most widely from him. Phys. lib.

vi. and viii.

2 This may be shown thus : Quantity, quoad se, is measurable ; but

the measurable can be measured by the same, or by more or by fewer

measures; in the first case therefore, equal ty, in the second, inequality,
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&quot;equal&quot;
and

&quot;unequal,&quot;
thus body is called

&quot;equal&quot;
and

&quot;unequal,&quot;
and number, and time, are predicated of as &quot;equal

&quot;

and &quot;

unequal ;&quot;
likewise in the case of the rest enumerated,

each one is denominated &quot;

equal
&quot;

and &quot;

unequal.&quot; Of the

remainder, on the contrary, such as are not quantities, do not

altogether appear to be called &quot;

equal
&quot; and &quot;

unequal,&quot; as for

instance, disposition is not termed entirely &quot;equal&quot;
and &quot;un

equal,&quot;
but rather &quot;similar&quot; and &quot;dissimilar;&quot; and white

ness is not altogether
&quot;

equal
&quot;

and &quot;

unequal,&quot; but rather
&quot; similar

&quot; and &quot; dissimilar
;&quot;

hence the peculiarity of quan
tity will especially consist in its being termed &quot;

equal
&quot;

and
&quot;

unequal.&quot;

CHAP. VII. Of Relatives.
1

SUCH things are termed &quot;

relatives,&quot; which are
l Defin ition of

said to be what they are, from belonging to other relatives, and

things, or in whatever other way they may be re

ferred to something else ; thus &quot; the greater&quot;
is said to be what

it is in reference to another thing, for it is called greater than

something ;
and &quot; the double

&quot;

is called what it is in reference to

something else, for it is said to be double a certain thing ; and si

milarly as to other things of this kind. Such as these are of the

number of relatives, as habit,
2
disposition, sense, knowledge, po

sition, for all these specified are said to be what they are, from

belonging to others, or however else they are referrible to

another, and they are nothing else ; for habit is said to be

the habit of some one, knowledge the knowledge of something,

position the position of somewhat, and so the rest. Relatives,

therefore, are such things, as are said to be what they are, from

belonging to others, or which may somehow be referred to an

other ; as a mountain is called &quot;

great&quot;
in comparison with an

other, for the mountain is called
&quot;great

&quot;in relation to something,
and &quot;

like&quot; is said to be like somewhat, and other things of this

subsists. Archytas divides the equal and unequal triply, according to

the three differences of quantity. Taylor.
1

Compare the divisions of relation given in the Metaphys. lib. iv. c. 15.

2 This must not be confounded with the action of habit alluded to in

b. ii. c. 2, of the Ethics. Plotinus doubts whether habit in things re

lated be other than a mere name. This chapter is a thorough specimen
of Aristotelian prolixity, of which, by a slight change in the Horatian

line, we may say,
* Et facundia deseret hunc et lucidus ordo.&quot; Ars Poet 41.

c 2
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sort, are similarly spoken of, in relation to something. Re

clining, station, sitting, are nevertheless certain positions, and

position is a relative ; but to recline, to stand, or to sit, are not

themselves positions, but are paronymously denominated from
the above-named positions.

2 some reia-
Yet tnere ^s contrariety in relatives, as virtue

tives admit is contrary to vice, each of them being relative,

and knowledge to ignorance ;

l but contrariety is not

inherent in all relatives, since there is nothing contrary to

double, nor to triple, nor to any thing of the sort.

Relatives appear, notwithstanding, to receive
3. Also degree. ^ i i i

&amp;lt;? ^ vi \ ,1 1M
the more and the less, for the like and the unlike

are said to be so, more and less, and the equal and the un

equal are so called, more and less, each of them being a

relative, for the similar is said to be similar to something, and

the unequal, unequal to something. Not that all
4. Exceptions. , .

H
,

. P i i i r&amp;gt; i i i

relatives admit of the more and less, for double is

not called more and less double, nor any such thing, but all

5. Relatives relatives are styled so by reciprocity, as the servant

reciprocally is said to be servant of the master, and the master,

master of the servant ; and the double, double of

the half, also the half, half of the double, and the greater,

greater than the less, and the less, less than the greater. In

like manner it happens as to other things, except that some

times they differ in diction by case, as knowledge is said to

be the knowledge of something knowable, and what is know-
able is knowable by knowledge : sense also is the sense of

e. Except the sensible, and the sensible is sensible by sense,

where the attri- Sometimes indeed they appear not to recipro-

wLtionta cr- cate, if that be not appropriately attributed to
roneous. which relation is made, but here he who attributes

errs ; for instance, a wing of a bird, if it be attributed to the

bird, does not reciprocate, for the first is not appropriately
1 These are relatives, according to their genus, which is habit in this

case. It may, however, be inquired how Aristotle afterwards ranks sci

ence, virtue, and their opposites, amongst qualities ? Because the same

thing, as he shows throughout, according to its connexion with different

relations, occupies often a different predicament. Hence, also, contrariety

is only partly inherent in relatives, since they derive their contrariety

from the contrariety of their predicaments : thus in habit or in quality

they receive contrariety, but not in the double or triple, because quantity
does not receive it. To admit contraries therefore, is not the peculiarity

of relatives, since contrariety is not in all relatives, nor in them alone,
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attributed, namely &quot;wing&quot;
to

&quot;bird,&quot; since
&quot;wing&quot;

is not

predicated of it so far as it is
&quot;

bird,&quot; but so far as it is
&quot;

winged,&quot; as there are wings of many other things which are

not birds, so that if it were appropriately attributed, it would
also reciprocate ; as &quot;

wing
&quot;

is the wing of &quot; a winged crea

ture,&quot; and
&quot; the winged creature

&quot;

is
&quot;

winged
&quot;

by the &quot;

wing.&quot;

It is sometimes necessary perhaps /even to invent

a name,
1 if there be none at hand, for that to

which it may be properly applied : e. g. if a rudder
be attributed to a ship, it is not properly so attri

buted, for a rudder is not predicated of a ship so far as it is
&quot;

ship,&quot;
since there are ships without rudders ; hence they do

not reciprocate, inasmuch as a ship is not said to be the ship
of a rudder. The attribution will perhaps be more appro

priate, if it were attributed thus, a rudder is the rudder of

something ruddered, or in some other way, since a name is

not assigned ; a reciprocity also occurs, if it is appropriately

attributed, for what is ruddered is ruddered by a rudder. So
also in other things ; the head, for example, will be more ap

propriately attributed to something headed, than to animal,
for a thing has not a head, so far as it is an animal, since

there are many animals which have not a head.

Thus any one may easily assume those things to
8 Rule for no_

which names are not given, jif from those which mination of re-

are first, he assigns names^to those others also,

with which they reciprocate,
2 as in the cases adduced,

&quot;winged&quot;
from

&quot;wing,&quot;
and &quot;ruddered&quot; from &quot;rudder.&quot;

All relatives therefore, if they be properly attri-
9 A11 proper

buted, are referred to reciprocals, since if they relatives reel-

are referred to something casual, and not to that
p

to which they relate, they will not reciprocate. I mean, that

neither will any one of those things which are admitted to be

referrible to reciprocals, reciprocate, even though names ba

assigned to them, if the thing be attributed to something ac

cidental, and not to that to which it has relation: for ex-

1 Conf. Top. L 5, 1, also Anal. Post, ii. 7, 2. Definable objects are

of two classes, producing a corresponding variety in the form of defini

tion. 1st, Attributes, which include things belonging to every other cate

gory but that of substance. 2nd, Substances, which not existing in a sub

ject, but per se, must be assumed before their attributes or relatives can be

demonstrated. The definition of an attribute is to be found in its cause.

3 See Blair s Lectures on Rhetoric, under Figurative Language.
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ample, a servant, if he be not attributed as the servant of a

master, but of a man, of a biped, or any thing else of the kind,
will not reciprocate, for the attribution is not appropriate.
If however that, to which something is referred, be appropri

ately attributed, every thing else accidental being taken

away, and this thing alone being left, to which it is appropri

ately attributed, it may always be referred to it, as &quot;a

servant,&quot; if he is referred to &quot; a master,&quot; every thing else ac

cidental to the master being left out of the question, (as the

being
&quot; a

biped,&quot;
and &quot;

capable of knowledge,&quot; and that he is

&quot;a man,&quot;)
and his being &quot;a master&quot; alone, left, here the

&quot; servant
&quot;

will always be referred to him, for a &quot; servant
&quot;

is said to be the servant of a &quot;

master,&quot; If again, on the

other hand, that to which it is at any time referred is not ap

propriately attributed, other things being taken away, and
that alone left, to which it is attributed, in this

exis?enc
h
e

a

of

the
case ^ wil1 not be referred to it. For let a &quot; serv-

one depends ant
&quot;

be referred to &quot;

man,&quot; and a &quot;

wing
&quot;

to

videtatefit &quot;bird,&quot; and let the being
&quot; a master

&quot;

be taken

away from &quot;

man,&quot; the servant will no longer
refer to man, since &quot;master

&quot;

not existing, neither does &quot; serv

ant&quot; exist. So also let
&quot;

being winged&quot; be taken away from
&quot;

bird,&quot; and
&quot;

wing
&quot;

will no longer be amongst relatives, for

what is
&quot;

winged
&quot;

not existing, neither will &quot;

wing
&quot;

be the

wing of any thing. Hence it is necessary to attribute that,

to which a thing is appropriately referred, and if indeed a name
be already given to it, the application is easy ; but ifno name be

assigned, it is perhaps necessary to invent one ; but being thus

attributed, it is clear that all relatives are referred to reciprocals^/

-j Naturally, relatives appear simultaneous, and

by nat
e

ufeTi
e
-

S
tllis is true of the generality of them, for &quot; double

&quot;

muitaneous, and &quot;half&quot; are simultaneous, and &quot;half&quot; existing,

c

V

ep?io

S

nT
e e

&quot;double &quot;exists, and &quot;a master&quot; existing, the &quot;serv

ant
&quot;

is, and the &quot; servant
&quot;

existing, the &quot;master
&quot;

is, and other things are also like these. These also are mutually
subversive, for if there is no &quot;

double&quot; there is no
&quot;half,&quot;

and no
&quot;

half&quot; there is no &quot; double
&quot;

; likewise as to other things of the

same kind. It does not however appear to be true of all re-

i AS science l^ives, that they are by nature simultaneous, for

and its object, the object of &quot; science
&quot;

may appear to be prior
apparently.

to sc iencej
&quot;

since for the most part we derive
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science from things pre-existing, as in few things, if even in

any, do we see science and its object originating together.
Moreover, the object of science being subverted, 13 Sometimeg
co-subverts the science, but science being sub- but not always ,

verted, does not co-subvert the object of science,
c -subversive -

for there being no object of science, science itself becomes

non-existent, (since there will be no longer a science of any
thing) ;

1 but on the contrary, though science does not exist,
there is nothing to prevent the object of science existing. Thus
the quadrature of the circle, if it be an object of scientific

knowledge, the science of it does not yet exist, though it is itself

an object of science :
2

again,
&quot; animal

&quot;

being taken away, there

will not be &quot;

science,&quot; but still it is possible for
14 Tnstance Ol

-

many objects of science to be. Likewise also do things pertain-

things pertaining to sense subsist, since the sens-
&quot;

ible seems to be prior to the sense, as the sensible being sub
verted co-subverts sense, but sense does not co-subvert the

sensible. For the senses are conversant with body, and are in

body, but the sensible being subverted, body also is subverted,

(since body is ofthe number of sensibles,) and body not existing,
sense also is subverted, so that the sensible co-subverts sense.

Sense on the other hand does not co-subvert the sensible, since if

animal were subverted, sense indeed would be subverted, but yet
1 This is self-evident, as also that there are some few things in which

science is the same as its object, e. g. things without matter are certainly

present at the same time as the intellectual science which abides in

energy. On the contrary, in the other case, as Simplicius observes, if in

dolence reject the knowledge of things, yet the things themselves remain,
as music, etc. Vide also Brewer s Introduction to the Ethics, book v., as

to the position occupied by kir^Ti]p.ri in the scheme of the five habits. It

will thence appear second, and correspond to deduction from certain prin

ciples, the latter being a subdivision of abstract truth, thus :

Abstract truth

Principles Deductions from

Principles

together | aoty ia.

* Aristotle selects this instance, as the quadrature of the circle does not

appear from this, to have been known in his time, but lamblichus asserts

that it was known to the Pythagoreans, and Sextus Pythagoricus re

ceived it by succession. Archimedes is stated to have discovered the

quadrature of the circle by a line called the line of Nicomedes : he himself

styled it the quadratrix.
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the sensible will remain ; such for instance as
&quot;body,&quot;

&quot;

warm,&quot;
&quot;

sweet,&quot;
&quot;

bitter,&quot; and every thing else which is sensible. Be
sides,

&quot; sense
&quot;

is produced simultaneously with what is
&quot; sensi

tive,&quot;
for at one and the same time &quot; animal

&quot;

and &quot; sense
&quot;

are

produced, but the &quot; sensible
&quot;

is prior in existence to &quot; animal
&quot;

or &quot;

sense,&quot; for fire and water, and such things as animal con

sists of, are altogether prior to the existence of animal or sense,

so that the sensible will appear to be antecedent to sense.

15. Primary
^ ^s doubtful however whether no substance is

substance has among the number of relatives, as seems to be the

case, or whether this happens in certain second sub

stances ; for it is true in first substances, since neither the

wholes, nor the parts, of first substances are relative.
&quot; A cer

tain man &quot;

is not said to be a certain man of something, nor &quot; a

certain ox&quot; said to be a certain ox of something ; and so also with

respect to the parts, for a &quot; certain hand &quot;

is not said to be a cer

tain hand ofsome one, but the hand of some one ; and some head
is not said to be a certain head of some one, but the head ofsome

one, and in most secondary substances the like occurs. Thus
man is not said to be the man of some one, nor an ox the ox
of some one, nor the wood the wood of some one, but they
are said to be the possession of some one ; in such things

therefore, it is evident, that they are not included amongst re-

16. But some latives. In the case of some secondary substances

st

e

ances
a

slem to
there is a doubt

&amp;gt;

as &quot;

head,&quot; is said to be the head of

possess reia- some one, and
&quot;

hand,&quot; the hand ofsome one, and in

question is&quot;

5 ^e manner, every such thing, so that these may
solved by an appear amongst the number of relatives. If then
analysis of the i -i / n i t T n* i

definition of the definition of relatives has been sufficiently
v

7rp(k&amp;gt;
rt -

framed, it is either a matter of difficulty, or of

impossibility, to show that no substance is relative ;
l but if

1 Plato s favourite method of definition, which however was rejected by
Speusippus, was to take a wide genus, and by the addition of successive

differentiae, to arrive at a complex notion, co-extensive with the desired
definition. Aristotle, on the other hand, to discover definition, employed
the inductive method, (he does not name this however,) which consisted

in examining the several individuals, of which the term to be defined is

predicable, and observing what they had in common. This will apply to

relatives and co-relatives equally, and hence we perceive that, properly
speaking, all definition is an inquiry into attributes. Every substance
definable must be a species, every attribute a property. Vide Scholia.

Edinburgh Review, No. cxv. p. 236. Pacius on Anal. Post, 11, 13, 21.
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the definition has not been sufficiently framed, but those

things are relatives, whose substance is the same, as consists
with a relation, after a certain manner, to a certain thing ;

somewhat, perhaps, in reply to this, may be stated. The ^
former definition, however, concurs with all relatives, yet it

is not the same thing, that their being, consists in relation,
and that being what they are, they are predicated 17 . One reia-

of other things. Hence it is clear, that he who ,
tive beins

i -i. i &amp;lt;* i 11 i i known, the co-
knows any one relative, definitely, will also know relative can be

what it is referred to, definitely. ^Wherefore also
known -

from this it is apparent, that if one knows this particular

thing to be among relatives, and if the substance of relatives

is the same, as subsisting in a certain manner, with reference

to something, he will also know that, with reference to which,
this particular thing, after a certain manner, subsists ; for if, in

short, he were ignorant of that, with reference to which, this

particular thing, after a certain manner, subsists, neither would
he know, whether it subsists, after a certain manner, with re

ference to something. And in singulars, indeed,
., . . . ,

&amp;lt;
/ i -i /&amp;gt; -i

18. Singulars.
this is evident ; for if any one knows definitely,
that this thing is

&quot;

double,&quot; he will also forthwith know that,

definitely, of which it is the double, since if he knows not that

it is the double, of something definite, neither will he know
that it is

&quot;

double,&quot; at all. So again, if a man knows this

thing, to be more beautiful than something else, he must

straightway and definitely know that, than which, it is more
beautiful. (Wherefore, he will not indefinitely know, that this,

is better, than that which is worse, for such is opinion and not

science, since he will not accurately know that it is better

than something worse, as it may so happen that there is

nothing worse than it,
]

whence it is necessarily evident, that

whoever definitely knows any relative, also definitely knows

that, to which it is referred. It is possible, ig Thecon
notwithstanding, to know definitely what the verse true of

head, and the hand, and every thing of the sort s

s^e

d

s

ary sub

are, which are substances ; but it is not necessary
to know that to which they are referred, since it is not neces

sary definitely to know whose, is the head, or whose, is the

hand ; thus these will not be relatives, but if these be not

relatives, we may truly affirm no substance to be among re

latives. It is, perhaps, difficult for a man to assert assuredly
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any thing of such matters, who has not frequently considered

them, yet to have submitted each of them to inquiry, is not
without its use. 1

CHAP. VIILOfthe Quale and of Quality?

i. Quality and BY quality, I mean that, according to which, cer-

lattToffou?
6 tain tnmo s

&amp;gt;

are said to be, what they are. Quality,
kinds. however, is among those things which are predi-

dtepSSon-
d

cated multifariously ; hence one species of quality

these^ex-
is called &quot;habit&quot; and

&quot;disposition,&quot; but habit,
differs from disposition, in that it is a thing more

lasting and stable. 3 Of this kind too, are both the sciences

and the virtues,
4 for science appears to rank among those

things, which continue more stable, and are hardly removed,
even when science is but moderately attained, unless some

great change should occur from disease, or from something
of the sort; so also virtue, as justice, temperance, and so

forth, does not appear capable of being moved or changed with

facility. But those are termed dispositions, which are easily
moved and quickly changed, as heat, cold, disease, health, and
such things ; or a man is disposed, after a manner, accord

ing to these, but is rapidly changed, from hot becoming cold,
and from health passing to disease, and in like manner as to

other tilings, unless some one of these qualities has, from
1 Cf. Metaph. lib. iv. c. 15.
2

Iloior/jc. Def. &quot; That which imparts what is apparent in matter, and
what is the object of sense.&quot; Taylor s Explanation of Aristotelian Terms.
See also Metaphys. lib. iv. c. 14, 19, and 20, Leip. The distinction in

the text has been remarked upon, as exemplifying Aristotle s passion for

definition, but it would be more correct to remember that it was perhaps
less his inclination than his judgment, which induced him to lay down
strict notions of verbal definition primarily, knowing that the thing signi

fied, or idea, could never hold its proper position in the mind, if any doubt
existed as to the meaning of the term or verbal symbol of it, ab origine.
It is a great pity that modern controversialists so frequently neglect this.

3 Cf. Ethics, book ii. ch. 5, and book ii. ch. 1 . In the latter place,
Aristotle shows that moral virtue arises from habit, in opposition to Plato,
who taught that the virtues were not produced by learning or nature, but
were divinely bestowed. Aristotle s opinion resembled Locke s, in the de
nial of innate ideas, the soul having nothing within it but inclination, r6

TTf^vKoc. The^student will profitably refer here to Bishop Butler s Analogy,
on the growth of mental habits. Anal, part i. di. 5. Bonn s Stand. Lib.

4 So Cicero, de Off. lib. iii., connects these two,
&quot;

temperantia est

scientia.&quot; See also Montaigne s Essays, ch. xl. b. i., and ch. ii. b. iii.
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length of time, become natural, immovable, or at least dif

ficult to
be^ moved, in which case we may term it a habit.

But it is evident that those ought to be called habits, which are
more lasting, and are with greater difficulty removed, for those

persons who do not very much retain the dogmas of science, but
are easily moved, are said not to possess a scientific habit,
although they are in some manner disposed as to science,
either worse or better ; so that habit differs from disposition
in the one being easily removed, but the former is more lasting,
and less easily removed. Habits are dispositions also,

1 but

dispositions not necessarily habits, for those who have habits
are also, after a manner, disposed according to them, but those
who are disposed are not altogether possessed of the habit.

Another kind of quality is, that, according 2nd species of
to which, we say that men are prone to pugilism, quality, that

or to the course, or to health, or to disease, in helS ti

P
f

short, whatever things are spoken of according to
culties&amp;gt;

natural power, or weakness ; for each of these is not denomi
nated from being disposed after a certain manner, but from

having a natural power or inability of doing something easily,
or of not suffering ; thus, men are called pugilistic, or fitted

for the course, not from being disposed after a certain man
ner, but from possessing a natural power of doing something
easily. Again, they are said to be healthy, from possessing a
natural power of not suffering easily from accidents, but to be
diseased, from possessing a natural incapacity to resist suffer

ing easily from accidents : similarly to these, do hard and soft

subsist, for that is called &quot;hard&quot; which possesses the power
of not being easily divided, but &quot;

soft,&quot; that which has an impo
tence as to this same thing.

The third kind of quality consists of passive qua- 3rd Passive
lities and passions, and such are sweetness, bitter- qualities.

1 The &quot;EQoq signifies the habitual disposition or
&quot;

humour,&quot; as in

Every Man out of his Humour, by Ben Jonson.
&quot;When some one peculiar quality
Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw
All his affects, his spirits, and his powers,
In their confluctions, all to run one way
This may be truly said to be a humour.&quot;

Vide Aristotle s Rhetoric, (Bonn s Class. Lib.). And again, Coriolanus,
act iii. scene 2, Away my disposition, and possess me

Some harlot s spirit !

Or, act iii. sc. 1,
&quot; Men: His nature, is too noble for the world,&quot; etc.
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ness, sourness, and all their affinities, besides warmth, and cold

ness, and whiteness, and blackness. Now that these are qualities,

is evident from their recipients being called from them, &quot;qua-

lia,&quot;

l as honey from receiving sweetness, is said to be sweet, and
the body white, from receiving whiteness ; in like manner in

other things. They are called passive qualities,
2 not from the re

cipients of the qualities suffering any thing, for neither is honey
said to be sweet from suffering any thing, nor any thing else of

such a kind. In like manner to these are heat and cold called

passive qualities, not from the recipients themselves suffering

any thing, but because each of the above-mentioned qualities

produces passion in the senses, they are denominated passive

qualities ; for as sweetness, produces a certain passion in the

taste, and warmth, in the touch, so also do the rest. Whiteness,

i Exception in
an(^ blackness, and other colours are, on the con-

the case of co-
trary, not called passive qualities in the same man
ner with the above-mentioned, but from themselves

being produced from passion ; for that many changes of co

lours spring from passion is evident, since when a man blushes

he becomes red, and when frightened, pale, and so every thing
of this sort._ Whence also if a man naturally suffers a passion
of this nature, he will probably have a similar colour, since the

disposition which is now produced about the body when he

blushes, may also be produced in the natural constitution, so

as that a similar colour should naturally arise. Whatever
such symptoms then originate from certain passions diffi-

1

Simplicius doubts whether the same thing is signified by quale, and

quality : probably the latter signifies the peculiarity itself, but quale that

which participates in the peculiarity, as in the examples given above. As
to the term &quot;

quality,&quot; Plato in his Theaetetus insinuates that he was
the author of it, and indeed some ancient philosophers, as Antisthenes,
subverted certain qualities, and allowed only the subsistence of qualia,
which they deemed incorporeal. The Stoics, on the contrary, thought
the qualities of incorporeal natures incorporeal, and of bodies, corporeal.

Simplicius defines qualities
&quot;

powers, active, yet not so, primarily, nor
alone.&quot;

2 It may perhaps seem strange that Aristotle distinguishes passions and

passive qualities by the same characteristics as he has before used about
habit and disposition ;

but it may be replied, that here he considers the

passions and passive qualities which by nature are easily or hardly re

moved. Heat, so far as it disposes a subject, is a disposition ;
so far as

that disposition is permanent, is a habit
;

if it be superficially effected by an

agent, it is called a passion, and so far as the passion is produced perma
nently and intrinsically, it is called passive quality. Taylor.
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cult to be removed and permanent are called passive qualities.
For whether in the natural constitution, paleness, or blackness,
be produced, they are called qualities, (for according to them
we are called &quot;

quales ;&quot;)
or whether through long disease or

heat, or any such thing, paleness or blackness happens, nei
ther are easily removed, or even remain through life, these are
called qualities, for in like manner, we are called &quot;

quales
&quot;

in

respect of them. Notwithstanding, such as are

produced from things easily dissolved, and quickly Je
T
j^

re may

restored, are called passions,
1 and not qualities,

for men are not called
&quot;quales&quot;

in respect of them, since neither
is he who blushes, in consequence of being ashamed, called red,
nor he who turns pale, from fear, called pale, they are rather
said to have suffered something, so that such things are called

passions, but not qualities. Like these also are
3 Also affec

passive qualities, and passions denominated in the tions of the

soul. For such things as supervene immediately
s

upon birth from certain passions difficult of removal, are called

qualities ; as insanity, anger, and such things, for men ac

cording to these are said to be &quot;

quales,&quot;
that is, wrathful and

insane. So also as many other mutations as are not natural,
but arise from certain other symptoms, and are with difficulty

removed, or even altogether immovable, such are qualities,
for men are called &quot;

quales
&quot;

in respect of them. Those which,
on the other hand, arise from things easily and rapidly restored,
are called passions, as for instance, where one being vexed
becomes more wrathful, for he is not called wrathful who is

more wrathful in a passion of this kind, but rather he is said

to have suffered something, whence such things are called

passions, but not qualities.
2

\j The fourth kind of quality is figure and the form, 4th species of

which is about every thing, besides rectitude and quality form

curvature, and whatever is like them, for accord

ing to each of these a thing is called &quot;

quale.&quot;
Thus a tri

angle or a square is said to be a thing of a certain quality,
also a straight line or a curve, and every thing is said to be
&quot;

quale
&quot;

according to form. The rare and the dense, the

rough and the smooth, may appear to signify a certain quality,

1 Cf. Ethics, b. ii. ch. 5; also Metaphys. lib. iv. ch. 21
; where the

same examples of inanimate objects are given.
8

Ethics, book ix. ch. 8. The being loved is like something passive.
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but probably these are foreign from the division of quality, as

each appears rather to denote a certain position of parts. For

a thing is said to be &quot;

dense,&quot; from having its parts near each

other, but &quot;rare,&quot;
from their being distant from each other, and

&quot;

smooth,&quot; from its parts lying in some respect in a right line,

but &quot;

rough,&quot;
from this part, rising, and the other, falling.

5. Things call- There may perhaps appear to be some other

nymoSliyK&quot;
mode of qualit 7&amp;gt;

but those we have enumerated
these qualities. are most commonly called so.

The above-named therefore are qualities, but
&quot;qualia&quot;

are

things denominated paronymously according to them, or in some
other manner from them ; most indeed and nearly all of them
are called paronymously,

1 as &quot;a white man&quot; from &quot;whiteness,&quot;

&quot; a grammarian
&quot;

from &quot;

grammar,&quot; a &quot;just
man &quot;

from
&quot;justice,&quot;

and similarly of the rest. Still in some, from no names having
been given to the qualities, it is impossible that they should

be called paronymously from them ; for instance, a &quot; racer
&quot;

or &quot;

pugilist,&quot; so called from natural power, is paronymously
denominated from no quality, since names are not given to

those powers after which these men are called &quot;

quales,&quot; as

they are given to sciences, according to which men are said

to be pugilists or wrestlers from disposition, for there is said

to be a pugilistic and palsestric science, from which those dis

posed to them are paronymously denominated
&quot;quales.&quot;

Sometimes however, the name being assigned, that which is

called
&quot;quale&quot; according to it, is not denominated parony

mously, as from virtue, a man is called worthy, for he is called

worthy, from possessing virtue, but not paronymously from
virtue ; this however does not often happen, wherefore those

things are called
&quot;qualia,&quot;

which are paronymously denomin
ated from the above-mentioned qualities, or which are in some
other manner termed from them. 2

1 Vide supra, Cat. i. Massinger s employment, of the very word,
we are now discussing, presents a peculiar difficulty, in establishing the

paronymous or denominative relation. In the Roman Actor, act i. scene

3, and also in the Picture, act ii. scene 1, the word quality is limited to

actors and their profession. See Gifford s notes on Massinger. In fact,

most of our ancient dramatists confined the word chiefly to histrionic

performers.
8 The name &quot;

conjugata
&quot;

is more properly applied to derivatives from
the same primitive, as sapiens, sapienter, sapientia ;

the
&amp;lt;ru&amp;lt;rrot%a

of Aris
totle. Cf. Topics ii. 9, 1. Cic. Top. c. iii.
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In quality, there is also contrariety,
1 as justice

is contrary to injustice, and whiteness to black- J^SSJXro..
ness, and the like; also those things which sub- ceptibie of con.

sist according to them are termed qualia, as the

unjust to the just, and the white to the black. This however
does not happen in all cases, for to the yellow, or the pale, or
such like colours, though they are qualities, there is no con

trary.
2

Besides, if one contrary be a quality, the other, will

also be a quality, and this is evident to any one con

sidering the other categories. For instance, if

justice be contrary to injustice, and justice be a trachea quaie f

quality, then injustice will also be a quality, for
{,e\

ot^e

wi11

none of the other categories accords with injustice,
neither quantity, nor relation, nor where, nor in short any
thing of the kind, except quality, and the like also happens as

to quality in the other contraries.

Qualia also admit the more arid the less,
3 as one thing is

said to be more or less &quot; white
&quot;

than another, and one more
and less

&quot;just&quot;
than another ; the same thing also

8 It can a]so

itself admits accession, for what is
&quot;

white,&quot; can be- admit degree,

2ome more, &quot;white.&quot; This however, does not hap-
b

pen with all, but with most things, for some one may doubt
whether justice, can be said to be more or less justice, and so

also in other dispositions, since some doubt about such, and as

sert that justice cannot altogether be called more and less, than

justice, nor health than health, but they say, that one man has

less health, than another, and one person less justice, than an

other, and so also of the grammatical and other dispositions.
Still the things which are denominated according to these, do

without question admit the more and the less, for one man is said

1 See below, Cat. xi. 5.
2
Repugnance is not synonymous with contrariety, e. g. red and blue

are repugnant, but not opposed. Archytas says,
&quot; Certain contraries are

conjoined to quality, as if it received a certain contrariety and privation.&quot;
3 Here he evidently means qualities by qualia, as the examples indi

cate. There were four opinions entertained, upon the admission by qualia,

of degree. Plotinus, and the Platonists, asserted that all qualia, and qua
lities alike, received the greater and the less

; others, limited intension, and

remission, to the participants ;
the Stoics avowed that the virtues are inca

pable of either
;
and the fourth opinion, which Porphyry opposes, allows

degree, to material, but denies it, to immaterial, and self-subsistent, qua
lities. Vide Simp, in Catego. Iamb. Opera. Aristotle, below, seems tc

refer to the second, of these opinions.
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to be more grammatical, than another, and more healthy, and
more iust, and similarly in other things. Tri-

Form incapable i j .LI -i T i

of degree. (Cf. angle and square appear nevertheless incapable

c^sec^)
&quot; ^ *ke more

&amp;gt;

as a^so every other figure, since those

things which receive the definition of a triangle,

and of a circle, are all alike triangles or circles, but of things
which do not receive the same definition, none can be said to

be more such, than another, as a square, is not more a cir

cle, than an oblong, for neither of them admits the definition

of the circle. In a word, unless both receive the definition of

the thing propounded, one cannot be said to be more so and so,

than another, wherefore all qualities do not admit the more and

the less.

Of the above-mentioned particulars then, no

pertyo/quaHty
one ^s Peculiar to quality, but things are said to

that similitude be similar, and dissimilar, in respect of qualities

refpecto? it!

m
alone, for one thing is not like another in respect
of any thing else, than so far as it is quale, so

that it will be peculiar to quality, that the like and the unlike

should be termed so in respect of it.
1

Yet we need not be disturbed lest any one should say that,

10 Re i to Proposing to speak of quality, we co-enumerate

objection that many things which are relatives, for we said that

piSttai are

18 habits and dispositions are among the number of re-
reckoned latives, and nearly in all such things the genera are

tJvelTasVeifas called relatives, but not one of the singulars. Sci-

Stie&quot;

gst qua ence
&amp;gt;

for example, although it is a genus, is said to

be what it is, with respect to something else, for it is

said to be the science of a certain thing, but of singulars not

one is said to be what it is, with reference to something else,

as neither grammar is said to be the grammar of something,
nor music the music of something. But even perhaps these,

are called relatives, according to genus, as grammar is said to

be the science of something, not the grammar of something,
and music the science of something, not the music of some-

1 If impression and character produce similitude, and quality consists

in character, it will justly have its peculiarity according to the similar

and dissimilar. Archytas observes,
&quot; The peculiarity of quality is the si

milar and the dissimilar
;

for we say that all -those things are similar

in colour which have the same colour, and the same idea of character;
but those are dissimilar which subsist in a contrary manner.&quot;
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thing ; so that singulars are not of the number ofAblatives.

Still, we are called quales from singulars,
1 for

these we possess, as we are called scientific from not incEdS*

&amp;gt;ossessing
certain singular sciences ; so that these 8ri

n
?Cf

1

Har1
nay be singular qualities, according to which Logic, cie Divi

ne are sometimes denominated quales, but they
s

ire not relatives ; besides, if the same thing should happen to

be both a particular quality and a relative, there is no absurdity
in its enumeration under both genera.

CHAP. IX. Of Action, Passion, and the other categories of
Position : When : Where : and Possession.

ACTION and Passion admit contrariety, and the

more and the less, for to make warm, is contrary
to making cold ; to be warm, contrary to the being contrariety and

cold, to be pleased, contrary to being grieved ; so

that they admit contrariety. They are also capable of the more
and the less, for it is possible to heat, more and less, to be

heated, more and less, and to be grieved, more and less ; where

fore, to act, and to suffer, admit the more and less, and so much

may be said of these. HBut we have spoken of the being situ

ated in our treatment of relatives,
2 to the effect that it is

paronymously denominated, from positions : as re-
2 Reca ituja

gards the other categories, when, where, and to tion of the other

have, nothing else is said of them, than what was cate nes -

1

TOIQ KciO tKaffTa, etc. tt may be useful here to give a general defin

ition of the several meanings applied by Aristotle to peculiar uses of the

preposition as regards relative action and relation. Ai 6, on account of

Avhich, then signifies the final cause; Si ov through which the instru

mental cause
;

e ov or tv
&amp;lt;,

from or in which the material cause
;

KaO 6 according to which form is thus denominated ; TTOO^ o, with re

lation to which or the paradeigmatic cause
;
and

v&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
ov, by which the

demiurgic or fabricative cause. Cf. Top. lib. iv. c. 15, et seq. Taylor
makes one continual mistake in the translation of Ka6 eicctora, by ren

dering it
&quot;

particular,&quot; whereas the latter is
&quot; iv

/icpsi.&quot; Buhle, on the

contrary, is correct in this translation throughout.
2 Aristotle here refers the reader to the category of relation, but as re

gards the opinion entertained of the remaining categories, Porphyry and
lamblichus consider them as accessorial relatives; e. g.

&quot; When &quot;

and
&quot;

where&quot; are not, per se, place and time, but when these two latter exist

primarily, the former accede to them. Thus also
&quot;

having&quot; signifies some

thing distinct from the existing thing, at the same time that it exists with it.

Upon the reduction of the latter six categories to relation, see Hamilton
on Reid, p. 688

;
also St. Hilaire s Translation, Preface, p. 68, et seq.
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mentioned at first, because they are evident ;
e. g. that &quot;to have,&quot;

signifies to be shod, to be armed ; &quot;where,&quot; as in the Lycaeum,
in the Forum, and the rest which are spoken of these. Of
the proposed genera therefore, sufficient has been stated,

CHAP. X. Of Opposites.
1

i. Opposites
WE must now speak of opposites, in how many

are of four ways opposition takes place. ) One thing then is

said to be opposed to another in four ways, either

as relative, or as contrary, or as privation and habit, or as

affirmation and negation. Thus speaking summarily, each

thing of this kind is opposed, relatively, as &quot; the double
&quot;

to
&quot; the

half,&quot; contrarily, as &quot; evil
&quot;

to &quot;

good,&quot; privatively and

habitually, as &quot; blindness
&quot; and &quot;

sight,&quot; affirmatively and ne

gatively, as &quot; he
sits,&quot;

&quot; he does not sit,&quot;

Whatever things then are relatively opposed, are
tlve P sa^ to ^e what they are with reference to opposites,

or are in some manner referred to them, as &quot; the

double of the half,&quot; is said to be what it is, with reference to

something else, for it is said to be the double of something ; and
&quot;

knowledge
&quot;

is opposed relatively to the object of knowledge,
and is said, to be what it is, in reference to what may be

known, and what may be known, is said to be what it is, in

reference to an opposite, namely,
&quot;

knowledge,&quot; for &quot; the ob

ject of knowledge
&quot;

is said to be so, to something, namely, to
&quot;

knowledge.&quot;

1 For a brief exposition of this chapter, the reader is referred to the

nature and laws of logical opposition in necessary, impossible, and con

tingent matter, given in Aldrich, Huyshe, Whately, Hill, and Man-
sel. It will be remembered however that he here speaks of the opposi
tion of terms, the rules for the opposition of propositions being mere

especially considered in the Interpretation : still a reference to that treatise,

as well as to the authors cited above, will be useful, as elucidating the

grounds on which all logical opposition is founded. Archytas (says

Simplicius) does not omit, but seems to have more accurately explained
the differences of contraries adduced by Aristotle. He says : Of contra

ries, some are in the genera of genera, as good and evil, the first being the

genus of the virtues, the second of the vices : some again in the genera of

species, as virtue to vice, the first being the genus of prudence, temperance,
etc.

;
the other of imprudence, intemperance : lastly, some in species, as

fortitude to timidity, etc. : but he adds,
&quot;

there is nothing to prevent the

contraries of genera being reduced under one genus, as gcod and evil

under quality.&quot;
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Things therefore relatively opposed are said to be, what

they are, with reference to opposites, or in whatever manner,

they are referrible to each other, but those which
are opposed as contraries, are by no means, said

to be what they are, with reference to each other,
but are said to be contrary to each other, for neither is

&quot;good&quot;
said to be the

&quot;good&quot;
of

&quot;evil,&quot;
but the contrary of

evil, nor is &quot;white,&quot; denominated the &quot;white &quot;of &quot;black,&quot;

but its contrary, so that these oppositions differ from each

other. Such contraries however, as are of that kind, that one

of them must necessarily be in those things, in which it can

naturally be, or of which it is predicated, these have nothing
intermediate ; but in the case of those, in which it is not

necessary, that one should be inherent, there is something
intermediate. For instance, health and disease may na

turally subsist in the body of an animal, and it is necessary
that one, should be therein, either disease, or health ; the odd
and even are also predicated of number, and one of the two,
either the odd or the even, must necessarily be in number, yet
there is nothing intermediate between these, neither between
disease and health, nor between the odd and the even. Those

contraries, again, have something intermediate, in which one
of them need not be inherent, as black and white are naturally
in body, but it is not necessary, that one of these, should be

inherent in body, for every body, is not white or black.

Vileness, also and worth, are predicated of man, and of many
others, yet one of these, need not be in those things of which
it is predicated, for not all things are either vile or worthy ;

at least, there is something intermediate, as between white

and black, there is dark brown, and pale, and many other

colours, but between vileness and worth, that, is intermediate,
which is neither vile, nor worthy. In some instances, the inter

mediates have names, thus, the dark brown, and the pale, and
such colours are media between white and black, but in other

cases, it is not easy to assign a name to the intermediate, but the

latter is defined, by the negation of either extreme, as, for exam

ple, whatever is neither good nor bad, nor just nor unjust.
1

Privation, however,
2 and habit are predicated 3. opposition

1 Vide Whately, book ii. ch. 5, sect. 1
;
also book ii. ch. 3, sect. 4

;
also

Metaph. lib. iv. c. 10.
3 Cf. Metaph. lib. iv. c. 22 and 23. Examples of Positive, Privative,

D 2
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of habit and of something identical, as sight and blindness of the
privation. eve

^
an(j un iversaUy, jn whatever the habit is natu

rally adapted to be produced, of such is either predicated. We
say then, that each of the things capable of receiving habit is

deprived of it, when it is not in that, wherein it might naturally
be, and when it is adapted naturally to possess it ; thus we say
that a man is toothless, not because he has no teeth, and blind,

not because he has no sight, but because he has them not, when
he might naturally have them, for some persons from their birth,

have neither sight nor teeth, yet they are neither called tooth-

i. Distinction less nor blind. To be deprived of, and to possess

of habiufaTand
liabit

&amp;gt;

tlien
&amp;gt;

are not Pri^ation and habit, for the

privative op- sight is habit, but the privation is blindness, but
to possess sight is not sight, nor to be blind, blind

ness, for blindness is a certain privation, but the being blind

is to be deprived, and is not privation, for if blindness were
the same as being blind, both might be predicated of the same

person, but a man is said to be blind, yet he is never called

blindness. To be deprived also, and to possess habit, appear
to be similarly opposed, as privation and habit, since the mode
of opposition is the same, for as blindness is opposed to sight, so

likewise is the being blind, opposed to the possession of sight.
1

4. opposition
Neither is that, which falls under affirmation and

of affirnmtive
negation, affirmation and negation ; for affirmation

is an affirmative sentence, and negation a negative

and Negative words are given in Hill s Logic, p. 27. Aldrich s definition
of the three will be remembered here, namely, that the first signifies the

presence of an attribute
;
the second, its absence from a subject capable

of it; the last, its absence from a subject incapable of it. A definite
noun and its corresponding indefinite noun together, constitute a perfect
division.

1 This opposition between propositions is said to be as to their quality ;

to this may be appended that contrariety of quality which exists between
two particulars, properly called the opposition of sub-contraries. It may
here be observed, that though this last-named form of contrariety is ad
mitted by Aristotle, (Int. ch. 7,) he does not use the term virivavnus as

expressive of it, but calls it, in Anal. Prior, ii. ] 5, an opposition Kara rr)v
\s%iv. The term is used by the Greek commentators, (Ammonius Schol.

p. 115, a. 15,) Boethius Int. ad Syll. p. 564. A poetical example of the
mutual subversion of some relative opposites may be found in Shaks-
peare s King John, act iii. scene 1 :

&quot;

Indirection thereby grows direct,
And falsehood falsehood cures : as fire cools fire

Within the scorched veins of one new burn d.&quot;
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sentence, but nothing which falls under affirmation and nega
tion is a sentence (but a thing). Still these are said to be

mutually opposed, as affirmation and negation, since in them
the mode of opposition is the same, for as affirmation is some
times opposed to negation, for example, &quot;he sits&quot; to &quot;he does

not
sit,&quot;

so that thing which is under each is opposed, as
&quot;

sitting
&quot;

to &quot; not
sitting.&quot;

But that privation and habit, are not opposed
, .

r
. . , . i . ,, . . . 5. Privation

as relatives, is evident, since what a thing is, is and habit not

not asserted of its opposite, for sight is not the ^ ely op &quot;

sight of blindness, nor in any other way spoken
in reference to it, so also blindness, cannot be called the blind

ness of sight, but blindness indeed is said to be the privation
of sight, not the blindness of sight. Moreover, all relatives

are referred to reciprocals, so that if blindness were relative,

it would reciprocate with that to which it is referred, but it

does not reciprocate, for sight is not said to be the sight of

Blindness.

From these things, also, it is manifest that those which are

Dredicated, according to privation and habit, are not

:ontrarily opposed, for of contraries which have
[rainy?

1 C

no intermediate, one must always necessarily be

inherent, wherein it is naturally adapted to be inherent, or of

which it is predicated, but between these, there is no inter

mediate thing wherein it was necessary that the one should be in

what was capable of receiving it, as in the case, of disease and

health, in odd and the even number. Of those however between

which there is an intermediate, it is never necessary that one

should be inherent in every thing ; for neither is it necessary
that every thing capable of receiving it, should be white or

black, or hot or cold, since there is no prevention to an interme

diate being between them. Again, of these also there was a cer

tain medium, of which it was not requisite that one should be

in its recipient, unless where one is naturally inherent, as in fire

to be hot, and in snow to be white : still in these, one, must

of necessity be definitely inherent, and not in whatever way
it may happen, for neither does it happen that fire is cold,

nor that snow is black. 1 Wherefore it is not necessary that one

of them should be in every thing capable of receiving it, but

1 Vide Whately and Hill s Logic, De terminorum distributione : also

the former upon Fallacies, book i. sections 1 and 13.
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only in those wherein the one is naturally inherent, and in

these, that which is definitely and not casually, one. In

privation however, and habit, neither of the above-men
tioned particulars is true, since it is not always necessary
that one should be inherent in what is capable of receiv

ing it, as what is not yet naturally adapted to have sight,
is neither said to be blind nor to have sight ;

intermediates wherefore these things will not be of such contra-

ries as nave notning intermediate. But neither,
on the other hand, will they be amongst those

which have something intermediate, since it is necessary that

at some time, one of them, should be inherent in every thing ca

pable of receiving it : thus when a man is naturally fitted to

have sight, then he will be said to be blind, or to have sight,
and one of these, not definitely, but whichever may happen,
since he need not necessarily be blind, nor see, but either, as it

may happen. In respect nevertheless of contraries, which have
an intermediate, it is by no means necessary that one, should

be inherent in every thing, but in some things, and in these,
one of them definitely, and neither casually, so that things
which are opposed according to privation and habit, are evi

dently not in either of these ways opposed, as contraries.

Again, in contraries, when the recipient exists, a change
into each other may happen, unless one is naturally inherent

in something, as for instance, in fire to be hot. It is possible
also for the healthy to be sick, the white to become black,
cold to become hot. (and the hot to become cold) ; from good
it is possible to become bad, and from bad good, for he
who is depraved, being led to better pursuits and discourses,

advances, though but a little, to be better, and if he once makes
an advancement ever so little, he will evidently become either

altogether changed, or have made a very great proficiency,
1

1 Vide Ethics, book ii. ch. 1; also Magna Moralia, and Metaph. lib.

viii. It will be observed that here, as elsewhere, he speaks of moral, not
intellectual advancement: Truth, however, he considers the work of
both the intellectual parts of the soul. Ethics, book vi. ch. 2. See Mer
chant of Venice, act iv. scene 1

;
and Massinger s beautiful lines on the

progress of moral habit in the 5th act, 2nd scene, of the Virgin Martyr :

also the duty of increasing the mental powers, Hamlet, act iv. sc. 4 :

&quot; Sure he that made us with such large discourse,

Looking before and after, gave us not

That capability and godlike reason

To fas in us unused.&quot;
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since he ever becomes more disposed to virtue, even if he has ob

tained the smallest, increase, from the beginning. Wherefore
he will probably acquire greater increase, and this perpetually

occurring, he will at last be transformed entirely to a contrary
habit, unless he be prevented by time ; but in privation and

habit, it is impossible for a mutual change to occur, since it

may take place from habit to privation, but from privation to

habit is impossible, as neither can he who has become blind,

again see, the bald again have hair, nor has the toothless ever

yet again got teeth.

Whatever things are opposed, as affirmation
7 The pecu

and negation, are evidently opposed according to iiarity of affir-
7 r

mative, and ne-, T . i

of the above-mentioned modes, since in these gativ

alone it is always necessary that one should be t
i

on
\V

1 ** one
* .* . . should be true

true, but the other false ;

l as neither, is it al- and the other

ways necessary in contraries that one should be false&amp;gt;

true but the other false, nor in relatives, nor in habit and

privation. For instance, health and disease, are contrary, yet
neither of them is either true or false ; so also the double and

the half are relatively opposed, and neither of them is either

true or false ; nor in things which are predicated as to priva
tion and habit, as sight and blindness. In short, nothing pre
dicated without any conjunction, is either true or false, and

all the above-named are predicated without conjunction. Not
but that a thing of this kind may appear, tohappen in contraries,

which are predicated conjunctively, for &quot; Socrates is well&quot; is

opposed to &quot; Socrates is sick,&quot;

2
yet neither in these is it always

necessary, that one should be true and the other false, for

while Socrates lives, one will be true and the other false, but

when he is not alive, both will be false, since neither is it

true that Socrates is sick, nor that he is well, when he is not

1 Vide rules of natural opposition in the common Logical Treatises.
2 These are properly contradictories, one being true and the other false,

but the definition of contradictories does not include them as being given

by Aldrich only of universals
;

the definition however given in Anal.

Post, i. 2, 6, will include them avTifyaoiq de avriQiaiQ TIQ OVK ion

fjitra^v Ka9 avrrjv. Some logicians call the opposition of singulars

secondary contradiction. Boethius, p. 613, regards such instances as con

tradictories j
also Wallis, lib. ii. ch. 5. Compare Aldrich s Logic upon

rules of contradiction : it is remarkable that he does not mention the op

position of singulars until he comes to the causes of opposition of propo
sitions. Cf. Interpretation 7, Anal. Prior, xi. 15.
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in existence at all. In privation and habit, then when the sub

ject is non-existent, neither is true, but when the subject exists,

the one is not always true, nor the other false.
&quot; Socrates

sees
&quot;

is opposed to &quot; Socrates is blind,&quot; as privation and habit,

and whilst he exists, one need not be true or false, for when he

is not naturally fitted to possess them, both are false, but when
Socrates does not exist at all, both will thus be false, that he

sees, and that he is blind. In affirmation and negation always,
if Socrates be or be not, one will always be false and the other

true ;
for it is evident with respect to these two,

&quot; Socrates is

sick,&quot; and
&quot; Socrates is not sick,&quot;

that when he exists one of

them is true and the other false ; and in like manner when he

does not exist, for in the latter case that he is ill is false, but

that he is not ill is true ; so that in those things alone which

are affirmatively and negatively opposed will it be the pecu

liarity that one of them is either true or false.

CHAP. XI. Opposites continued, especially as to the contrariety be

tween the Evil and the Good.

i. Opposition

&quot; EVIL &quot;

is of necessity opposed to good, and
of good and this is evident from an induction of singulars,

as disease to health, and cowardice to courage,
and similarly of the rest. But to evil, at one time, good, is

contrary, and at another, evil, for to indigence being an evil,

Rhet. b. i. c. 7,
excess ig contrary, which is also an evil ; in like

and Etii. b. ii. manner, mediocrity, which is a good, is opposed to

each of them. A man may perceive this in re

spect of a few instances, but in the majority the contrary to

evil is always good.
1

Again, of contraries it is not required, if one is,

contrarylSs that the remainder should be; for when every

1

Compare note in the preceding chapter relative to the observation of

Archytas as to generic and specific contrariety, whence it will be seen
that this chapter is nothing else than an elaboration of the principle he

lays down. He adds in his treatise on Opposites,
&quot; There are three dif

ferences of contraries
;

for some things are opposed as good to evil, as for

instance health to sickness, some as evil to evil, as avarice to prodigality,
and some as neither to neither, as the white to the black, and the heavy
to the

light.&quot; What he calls
&quot;

neither,&quot; and Aristotle
&quot;

the negation of

extremes,&quot; subsequent philosophers called
&quot;

indifferent,&quot; aSi

Comp. Cic. ad Atticum, also Sanct. Chrys. in Ep. ad Ephes. c. 5.
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man is well, there will indeed be health, and not it is not neces-

disease, and so also when all things are white, there other ^hoS
will be whiteness, but not blackness. Besides, if exist but

- Socrates is well&quot; be the contrary of &quot; Socrates is

ill,&quot;
and both cannot possibly be inherent in the other -

same subject, it follows, that when one of the contraries exists,
the other cannot possibly exist, for &quot; Socrates is well

&quot;

exist

ing,
&quot; Socrates is ill&quot; cannot exist. 1

Contraries, however, evidently are, by their na

ture, adapted to subsist about the same thing, |en
c
erai7y

a

^nhe
either in species or genus, since disease and health rent in similar

naturally subsist in the body of an animal, but ?

ra or spe &quot;

whiteness and blackness simply in body, and jus
tice and injustice in the soul of man.

Notwithstanding, it is requisite that all contraries be either

in the same genus, or in contrary genera, or be ge
nera themselves ; for white and black are in the Je SherhXe
same genus, as &quot; colour

*

is the genus of them ; ?
ame genus, or

but justice and injustice in contrary genera, for
&quot;

&quot;

virtue&quot; is the genus of one, but &quot;vice
&quot;

of the

other ; lastly, &quot;good

&quot;

and &quot; bad &quot;

are not in a genus,
but are themselves the genera of certain things.

CHA P. XIL Of Priority.
2

A THING is said to be prior to another in four

respects : first and most properly, in respect of fo

time, according to which, one is said to be older

and more ancient than another, since it is called

older and more ancient, because the time is longer. Next,
when it does not reciprocate, according to the

2nd ^^
consequence of existence : thus one is prior to two, there is no re-

for two existing, it follows directly that one ex-
?n
p
e

r Se -

as to

ists ; but when one is, it is not necessary that two quence of ex-

should be, hence the consequence of the re

mainder s existence does not reciprocate from the existence of

the one ; but such a thing appears to be prior, from which
the consequence of existence does not reciprocate.

1

Logic taking no cognizance of understood matter, the necessary, im

possible, and contingent should be omitted from the table of opposition.
Mansel. Compare also Whately de Oppositione, cited above.

3 Cf. Metaph. lib. iv. c. 11.
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3rd, in respect Thirdly, the prior is that predicated according
of order.

^Q a certain order, as in the instance of sciences and

discourses, for in demonstrative sciences, the prior and the

posterior, subsist in order, since the elements are prior in

order, to the diagrams, and in grammar, letters are before

syllables ; so also of discourses, as the proem is prior, in order,

to the narration.

Moreover, besides what we have mentioned, the

knee
10 ex el &quot;

better and more excellent appear to be prior by
nature. The common people are accustomed to

say, that those whom they chiefly honour and especially re

gard, are prior in their esteem ;

l but this is nearly the most

foreign of all the modes, wherefore such are (nearly) the modes
of priority which have been enumerated.

2. Another Besides the above-mentioned, there may yet
mode of prior- appear to be another mode of the prior ; as of

X^er^one things reciprocating, according to the consequence
thing is the of existence, that which in any respect is the cause
cause of an- PT PI * i i i i

other s exist- ot the existence ol the one, may justly be said to be

by nature prior, and that there are, certain things
of this kind, is manifest. For that man exists, reciprocates,

according to the consequence of existence, with the true sen

tence respecting him, since if man is, the sentence is true, by
which we say, that man is, and it reciprocates, since if the

sentence be true, by which we say that man is, then man is.

Notwithstanding, a true sentence, is by no means the cause of

a thing s existence, but in some way, the thing appears the

cause of the sentence being true, for in consequence of a thing

existing, or not existing, is a sentence said to be true or

false. Wherefore one thing may be called prior to another,

according to five modes. 2

1 In the text, TOVQ ivripajTspovQ. The adverbial construction repre
sented in Greek by the neuter plural, was frequently the form of employ
ing Trpwroe in this sense : thus Herod, vi. 100, AlaxiviiQ 6 No^o^og tujv

rSiv Eperpj twi TO. Trpwro. In Latin the same expression occurs for

great men, primates equivalent to optimates, and sometimes primores ;

thus Liv. Primoribus patrum ;
Hor. Populi primores, etc. An odd in

stance of
&quot;

first&quot; for &quot;noblest&quot; occurs in Coriolanus, act iv. scene 1,
&quot;

My first son,

Whither wilt thou go ?&quot; where see note, Knight s ed.
2 The tautological baldness of this whole chapter, it is hopeless to

remedy, its arrangement also is slovenly : for the latter portion, the next
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CHAP. XIII. Of things simultaneous.

THINGS are called simultaneous simply and most
i. Those things

properly, whose generation occurs at the same are simuitane-

/ . ,

&
. . . , i ous which at

time, for neither is prior or posterior ; these, the same time

therefore, are said to be simultaneous as to time. aKmdTre-

But by nature those are simultaneous, which re- ciprocate, but

ciprocate according to the consequence of exist- cause the*
1 &quot;

ence, although one, is by no means the cause of other s exist-

the existence of the other, as in the double and

the half, for these reciprocate ;
thus the double existing, the

half also exists, and the half existing, the double exists, but

neither is the cause of existence to the other.

Those, also, which being derived from the same
2 Qr which &&

genus, are by division mutually opposed, are said species of the

to be naturally simultaneous ;

! but they, are said J*|dT the

to have a division opposite to each other, which same relation

subsist according to the same division ; thus the

winged is opposed to pedestrian and aquatic, as these being
derived from the same genus, are by division mutually opposed,
for animal is divided into these, viz. into the winged, the pe

destrian, and aquatic, and none of these is prior or posterior,

but things of this kind appear naturally simultaneous. Each
of these again, may be divided into species, for instance, the

winged, the pedestrian, and the aquatic ; wherefore, those will

be naturally simultaneous which, derived from the same genus,
subsist according to the same division. But genera are al

ways prior to species, since they do not reciprocate according
to the consequence of existence ;

2 for the aquatic existing, ani

mal exists, but though animal exists, it is not necessary that

the aquatic should.

Hence those are called naturally simultaneous, which in

deed r&ciprocate, according to the consequence of existence ;

but the one is by no means the cause of existence to the other,

which is also the case with things that, derived from the same

chapter will appear elucidatory, and, in fact, is the same statement of the

whole, in reverse.
1

Porphyry recognises only a relative difference between two given

species. See Introduction
;

also Hill s Logic.
2 See Whately, book ii. ch. 5.
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genus, have by division a mutual opposition ; those, how

ever, are simply simultaneous whose generation is at the same
time. 1

CHAP. XIV. Of Motion?

1. Motion of OF motion, there are six species, generation, cor

ruption, increase, diminution, alteration, and

change of place.
The other motions then evidently differ from each other,

for neither is generation, corruption, nor increase, diminu

tion, nor alteration, change of place, and so of the rest. In

2. Alteration the case of alteration however, there is some

relative

n
to

b
the ^oubt, whether it be not sometimes necessary that

rest, this dis- what is altered, be so, in respect to some one, of

the other motions, but this is not true, for it hap
pens that we are altered, as to nearly all the passions, or at

least the greater part of them, without any participation
of the other motions, for it is not necessary that what is

passively moved should be either increased or diminished.

Wherefore, alteration will differ from the other motions, since

1st, By no in- if it were the same, it would be necessary that
crease or dimi- what js altered, be forthwith increased or dimin-
nution neces- _

sariiy occurring ished, or follow some of the other motions, but

tere

V

d
hat 1S al~

this, is not necessary. Similarly, also, what is in-

2nd, By n,o creased or moved with any other motion, ought
placet

d
to be altered (in quality) ; but some things are

quality. increased which are not so altered, as a square
is increased when a gnomon

3
is placed about it, but it has

1 The office of Logic being to guard against ambiguity in the use of

terms
;

it is clear that by nominal division alone, species from the same

genus will often have a subordinate opposition, as antagonistic in its na

ture, as opposite genera ;
for example, purple, yellow, etc., under colour.

Boethius uses division in three senses : I. Of a genus into species. 2. Of
a whole into its parts. 3. Of an equivocal term into its several significa
tions. Cicero, Top. vi. ch., calls the first, divisio, the second, partitio.

Aristotle approves division by contraries. See Top. vi. 6, 3, de part.
Anim. i. 3.

2
Compare the Physics, books iii. v. vi. vii. viii., also Metaph. lib. x.

ch. 9, 11, 12. In the llth ch. of the 10th book, Meta., he defines motion,
&quot;H KivriaiQ tvEpyeia fikv Hvai Soicei rtf arX?)e $f. Vide also the Scholia

Marc. ed. Waitz, H Kivriaiq ianv l%d\\a%i icat tKaramg.
3 The following figure will illustrate this comparison : the use of the

yvu)fi.ov being the ascertainment of right angles.
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not become altered (in quality) ; and in like manner with other

things of this kind, so that these motions will differ from

each other.

Nevertheless simply, rest is contrary to motion, 3 Generic and

the several rests to the several motions, corrup- specific contra-

tion to generation, diminution to increase, rest

in place to change in place ; but change to a contrary place
seems especially opposed, as ascent to descent, downwards to

upwards. Still it is not easy, to define the contrary to the re

mainder of these specified motions, but it seems to have no

contrary, unless some one should oppose to this, rest according
to quality, or change of quality into its contrary, just as in

change of place, rest according to place, or change to a contrary

place. For alteration is the mutation of quality, so that to mo
tion according to quality, will rest according to quality, or

change to the contrary of the quality, be opposed ; thus becoming
white is opposed to becoming black, since a change in quality

occurs, there being an alteration of quality into contraries.

CHAP. XV. Of the verb &quot; to Have.&quot;

To have, is predicated in many modes; either i. Having pre-

as habit and disposition or some other quality,

for we are said to have knowledge and virtue ;

l
many ways.
1. Quality.

1st

Square

1 This form is often cognate, and almost identical with the 7th, of pos
session, thus St. Paul s Ep. 2 Cor. iv. 7

;
as to the 2nd, the idiom of the

English does not fully correspond with the Greek exeiv, our word in re

lation to quantity being
&quot;

to hold.&quot; A rare use of the word &quot;havings
&quot;

occurs in the Lover s Complaint of Shakspeare ; see Knight s edition :

&quot; Whose rarest havings made the blossoms dote.&quot;
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2. Quantity or as to quantity, as the size which any one has ;

thus he is said to have the size of three or four cubits ; or

s. investiture, as things about the body, as a garment or a

4. in a part. tunic ;

l or as in a part, as a ring in the hand ;

5. AS to a part, or as a part, as the hand or the foot ; or as in a

e. in measure, vessel, as a bushel has wheat, or a flagon, wine,
for the flagon is said to have 2 the wine, and the bushel the

wheat ; all these therefore are said to have, as in a vessel ; or

? Possession
as a Possessi n

5
f r we are said to have a house or

land.

A man is also said to have a wife, and the wife a husband,
but the mode now mentioned, of &quot;to have,&quot; seems the most

8. Also indi- foreign, for we mean nothing else by having a wife,

rectiy or by than that she cohabits with a man ; there may
perhaps appear to be some other modes of having,

but those usually mentioned have nearly all been enumerated.

ON INTERPRETATION. 3

CHAP. I. What Interpretation is, which is here discussed: of the

Symbols or Exponents of the Passions by the voice of Nouns and
Verbs.

i.Things enun- WE must first determine what a noun, and what

votafare sjm-
a verb are 5 next wliat are negation, affirmation,

bois of the pas- enunciation, and a sentence.

soul!

m
Those things therefore which are in the voice,

1 This is Shakspearian usage also. Sometimes this form is applied

generally to condition or estate, and even attire, and manner. See Win
ter s Tale, iv. 3. The next are in the sense of

&quot;

holding,&quot; again.
a More properly x^peti/. It is evident throughout this chapter, that

the elliptical modes in which we employ
&quot; have

&quot;

as an auxiliary verb

are endless, and in the use of it, the assimilation of the English to the

Greek is peculiar. Sometimes a very decided verb is omitted, and the

auxiliary made to stand alone
; thus, in K. Henry VIII. act ii. sc. 2,

&quot;All the clerks,

I mean the learned ones, in Christian kingdoms,
Have their free voices

&quot;

for
&quot; have sent

&quot;

their free voices.

For the Aristotelian usages of the word, compare Metaph. lib. iv. c. 23.
3
Having discussed in the Categories the doctrine of simple terms,

Aristotle, in the following treatise, proceeds to the discussion of Proposi-
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are symbols of the passions of the soul, and when written, are

symbols of the (passions) in the voice, and as there are not the

same letters among all men, so neither have all the same voices,

yet those passions of the soul, of which these are primarily the

signs, are the same among all, the things also, of which these

are the similitudes, are the same. About these latter, we have

spoken in the treatise
&quot; Of the Soul,&quot; for they are parts be

longing to another discussion, but as in the soul, there is

sometimes a conception, without truth or falsehood, and at

another time, it is such, as necessarily to have one of these,
inherent in it, so also is it with the voice, for false-

2 Truth and
hood and truth are involved in composition and falsehood of

division.2 Nouns therefore and verbs of them- 5

tion, which is the result of the conjunction of simple terms, and discard

ing the other species of sentence, confines himself to the categoric form
of the enunciative sentence simply, preparatory to the systematic inquiry
into the nature of syllogism, hereafter to be conducted in the Analytics.

Indeed, for this reason, as occupying a middle place between simple terms
and syllogism, this treatise is more properly introduced here, as Waitz,
Buhle, Averrois, and Taylor place it, than after the Topics, as by Bekker.
So highly is it esteemed by Ammonius, (in librum Aris. de Int., Yenet.

1545,) that he states his gratitude to the god Hermes if he shall be able

to add any thing to its elucidation, from what he recollects of the interpret
ations of Proclus, the Platonist, his preceptor.
As to the title, notwithstanding much difference of opinion, the fruit of

primary misconception of the term (Trepi ep/j,r]vtiag}, its application here

seems well grounded, as descriptive of language in its construction, being
enunciative of the gnostic powers of the soul ; it may therefore, we
think, (with the learned author of the Prolegomena Logica, Mansel,) be

adequately Anglicized,
&quot; Of language as the interpretation of thought.&quot;

Boethe defines it,
&quot;

Interpretatio est vox significativa, per se ipsam, aliquid

significans,&quot; to which Waitz adds the remark,
&quot;

latius patet tpprjvtia

quam \?tc.&quot; Isidore of Seville observes :

&quot; Omnis elocutio concepts
rei interpres est : inde perihermeniam nominant quam interpretationem.
nos appellamus.&quot; For various interpretations of the word, see St. Hilaire,

de la Logique d Aristote, p. i. ch. 10. The treatise itself may be divided

into four parts : First, concerning the principles of the enunciative sen

tence, including definitions of its component parts ;
the three otherg in

forming us of proposition : as, 1st, purely enunciative
; 2nd, more complex,

wherein something is added to the predicate, making in fact a fourth

term ; 3rd, modal : at the end he annexes an inquiry connected with a case

of problematic contrariety.
1 Vide de Anim. iii. 6

;
also Metaph.

2 This is evident, since logic itself is psychological ;
but observe, he

does not say all truth is conversant with composition and division, the last

is indeed excluded from the idealities of Plato. Thought, per se, has no

need of systematic language, the most accurate development of which does
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composition selves resemble conception, without composition
*nd

r I

f
and division, as &quot;man,&quot;

or &quot;white,&quot; when some-
bois.

thing is not added, for as yet it is neither true nor

false, an instance of which is that the w6rd rpaytXcupoQ
l

sig

nifies something indeed, but not yet any thing true or false,

unless to be, or not to be, is added, either simply, or according
to time.

CHAP. II. Of the Noun and its Case.

i Definition
^ NOUN therefore is a sound significant

2
by

of the noun compact without time, of which no part is separ-

paratelysigniT ately significant ; thus in the noun Ka\\nnrog&amp;gt; the

fion^ween&quot;
i/7r7r signifies nothing by itself, as it does in the

simple and sentence KO\OQ imroQ ; neither does it happen with
composite.

simple nouns as it does with composite, for in the

former there is by no means the part significant, but in the

latter a part would be, yet signifies nothing separately, as in

the word iwaKTpoKtXrjQ,
3 the jccAqg signifies no-

Ui
thing b7 itself- But it is according to compact,

4

because naturally there is no noun ; but when it

not touch, in all cases, its subtlety. On the distinction between (rrj/jitlov

and ojwoiw/za, see Waitz, vol. i. 324. It will be remembered that the legi

timate office of logic is not establishment of the truth or falsehood of the

subject matter, except in so far as that truth or falsehood results from
certain relations of original data according to fixed rules. (Vide Whately,
Hill, Huyshe.) It is needless to quote the definition given by Aldrich of

Proposition here.
1 That is, an animal partly a goat and partly a stag. Compare with

this and the following chapters, ch. xx. of the Poetics.
2

4&amp;gt;wj /} ffrjpavTiKr], called by Aldrich vox, by Boethius and Petrus

Hispanus, vox, significativa ad placitum. Logical nouns are equivalent
to simple terms, or categorems, in opposition to syncategorems, which are

not, per se, significative. Here Aristotle mentions the noun and the verb :

but (ch. xx. Poetics) he elsewhere adds the conjunction and article

(Quivai a&amp;lt;r/7juoi).
Cf. Harris Hermes, ch. iii.

;
also Hill s Logic.

3 A piratical ship. The word is a vox complexa Qtuvfi, (TVfnrtirXejusvr],
a compound word, whereof each part has a meaning in composition,

(pajvri cnrXr], where the parts have no meaning. Vide Sanderson s Logic.
4 Primo quidem declarat conceptum deinde supponit pro re. Aldrich.

When Aristotle makes the assertion in the text, he does not dissent frcin that

of Socrates in the Cratylus; but whilst he denies the subsistence of names
from nature, an opinion adopted by Heraclitus, he shows in his Physical
Auscultation, and various other places, that names accord with things. In

this very treatise the name of
&quot; an indefinite noun,&quot; or of

&quot;

contradic-
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becomes a symbol, since illiterate sounds also signify some
thing, as the sounds of beasts, of which there is no noun.

&quot; Not man,&quot; however, is not a noun, neither is a
name instituted by which we ought to call it, since

3&amp;gt; The lndefi -

it is neither a sentence, nor a negation;
1 but let

&quot;

it be an indefinite noun because it exists in respect of every
thing alike, both of that which is, and of that which is not. 2

QiXwvoQ indeed, or 0tXwvi, and such like words
are not nouns, but cases of a noun,3 but the de-
finition of it (that is, of the case) is the same as
to other things (with the definition of a noun), but joined to th

(it differs in) that, with (the verb) &quot;is&quot; or &quot;was&quot; J5y
&quot;

y
or &quot; will

be,&quot;
it does not signify what is true or neither truth

false, but the noun always (signifies this), as
&quot;

&quot; Philonus
is,&quot;

or &quot;

is
not,&quot; for as yet, this neither signifies

what is true, nor what is false.

CHAP. III. Of the Verb, its Case, and of those called Verbs

generally*

A VERB, is that which, besides something else, sig- 1 Definition
nifies time ; of which no part is separately signifi

- of the verboi

cant, and it is always indicative ofthose things which
^Ma

tion,&quot; given by him, clearly shows his opinion about names. The suppo-
sitio of Aldrich is not found in Aristotle, but may be traced to the Greek
Logic of Michael Psellus.

1 Not a noun, that is, not a true and perfect noun, nor a sentence, since
it is neither &quot; verum vel falsum signirlcans;&quot; neither is it a negation, for it

wants a verb, without which there is no negation.
Signifies as well being as non-being : in the original opoiwQ ty

OTOVOVV U7rapx- Waitz omits the rest of this sentence from &quot;indefi

nite noun.&quot;

3
Aristotle considers the oblique cases of a noun (Trroxrftc), not the nomi

native, the Stoics regarded the nominative (tvSeia) also a case. Oblique
cases are syncategorematic, that is, can only form part of a term, the
nominative may be a term by itself.

4
Aristotle does not employ the term categorematic, but defines his

simple terms, opoi ac oDc SiaXvtrai
-f] Trporao-ic, with him categorema

tic words are the noun as subject, and the verb as predicate. Vide Boeth
Introd. ad Syll. and Pet. Hisp. Tract i. Cf. Trendelenburg, Elementa, 3.

Waitz, vol. i. 267. The copula has been called the only logical verb, but
is, properly speaking, no verb at all, and cannot correspond with the pijpa
of Aristotle, except by coalescing with the predicate. Vide Mansel s

fi
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are asserted of something else. But I say that it signifies

time, besides something else, as for instance, &quot;health&quot; is a

noun, but &quot;is well&quot; is a verb ; for it signifies, besides being

well, that such is the case now : it is always also significant

of things asserted of something else, as of those which are

predicated of a subject, or which are in a subject.

Nevertheless I do not call, &quot;is not well,&quot; and, &quot;is

ed wkh
r

ne
J

ga
n &quot;

not ill&quot; verbs ; for indeed they signify time, be-

tton, or in its sides something else, and are always (significant) of

the present, is something, yet a name is not given to this difference,

fficafvef&quot;
let eitlier be therefore an indefinite verb, because

it is similarly inherent both in whatever does, and

does not exist. 1 So also &quot;was well&quot; or &quot;will be well&quot; are

not verbs, but they are cases of a verb, and differ from a verb,

because the latter, besides something else, signifies present
time ; but the others, that which is about the present time.

Verbs therefore so called, by themselves, are nouns, and have

a certain signification, for the speaker establishes

properly

1

nouns.
^ie conception,

2 and the hearer acquiesces, but they
do not yet signify

3 whether a thing
&quot;

is
&quot;

or &quot;

is

not,&quot;
for neither is

&quot; to be&quot; or &quot;not to be&quot; a sign of a thing,

Logic ;
also Pacius de Interp., c. 3. The ovop,a is dvev xpovov, the verb

Trpoffarjualvfi xpovov : this distinction is lost by those who, with Aldrich,
resolve the verb into copula and predicate. Vide Ammonius Scholia, p.

105, b. 29. The infinitive is not included under &quot;verb,&quot; for it is a

noun-substantive, nor the participle, which is a noun-adjective, neither

can the former ever be the predicate, except when another infinitive is

the subject. Vide Whately, b. ii. c. i. 3. For case as appertaining to

verbs, see post, ch. 20. By Aristotle, number, tense, and mood, were all

reckoned cases, Trrwcrac, or fallings, of the noun and verb, so our Eng
lish word &quot;

fall
&quot;

in music.
1 Boeth. translates aopivrov, infinitum. The translation is blamed by

Vives de Caus. Corr. Art. lib. iii. Sir W. Hamilton uses the word in-

designate.
2 That is, in the mind of the hearer. The expression V0T?j&amp;lt;7i TT/JV Sid-

voiav is rendered by Taylor
&quot;

stops the discursive power&quot; a meaning
which is however equivalent to

&quot;

establishes the conception,&quot; since

Cidvoia being properly the movement of the intellect towards investi

gating truth, is &quot;arrested,&quot; when a conception is fixed upon it: thus

Buhle,
&quot;

constituit conceptionem.&quot; Taylor s translation is strictly exact,

but besides being obscure, enforces the introduction of many words into

the text. Aidvoid is more nearly akin to logical discursus than to any
other energy : see the note upon Anal. Post, lib. i. ch. 33.

3
i. e. before they are enunciatively joined with nouns.
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nor if you should say merely, &quot;being,&quot;
for that 4 - Theyarein.

is nothing; they signify however, besides some- ?&%%.
thing else, a certain composition, which with- sition -

out the composing members it is impossible to under-
stand. 1

CHAP. IV. Of the Sentence.
2

A SENTENCE is voice significant by compact,* of
which any part separately possesses signification, of the&quot; sentence
as indeed a word, yet not as affirmation or nega- r^^^^.
tion; now I say for example &quot;man&quot; is signifi-

w omitted by

cant, but does not imply that it
&quot;

is
&quot;

or &quot;

is
WaitZ

not;&quot;
3

it will however be affirmation or negation, if any
thing be added to it. One/ syllable of the word
is not however (significant),

4 neither the &quot;i/e
&quot;

in yuc,
but it is now merely sound ; still in compound words a part
is significant, but not by itself, as we have observed.
Now every sentence is significant, not as an instrument, but,

as we have said, by compact, still not every sentence is enuncl-
ative,

5 but that in which truth or falsehood is inherent, which
things do not exist in all sentences, as prayer is a sentence,
but it is neither true nor false. Let therefore the
other sentences be dismissed, their consideration

belongs more properly to Rhetoric or Poetry;
but the enunciative sentence to our present
theory.

ith the enun-
ciative alone.

1 Cf. Mansel s Prol. Log. p. 63. I follow Waitz and Bulile
; Taylor s

rendering is altogether erroneous.
2
Compare Poetics, ch. 20; also this treatise, ch. 5; Analy. Post, lib.

ii. cap. 10; Metap. vii. 4; also Aldrich, sub vocis speciebus.3 That is, it neither affirms nor denies something ;
a verb must be

added to make it significant.
4 In the Poetics, c. 20, he defines a syllable, a sound without signifi

cation, composed of a mute and an element which has sound, (i. e. a
vowel or semi-vowel). An article, again, is a sound insignificant, showing
the finals or distinctions of a word. Buckley has well called the de
scription most obscure : Aristotle, the star of definition, is at last confused
by his own ray !

5
AiroQavTiKOQ tie ov irag. The quality of signifying either what is

true or false is the logical property of proposition, and is the immediate
consequence of its difference, namely, affirmation or negation. Hill s

Logic, p. 90. Vide also Whately, Aldrich, and the other .testifies on
Logic.

E 2
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CHAP. V. Of Enunciation?

&quot; r&amp;lt;

i Divisions of ^NE ^rst enunciative sentence 2
is affirmation;

tiie enunciative afterwards negation, and all the rest are one by
m- conjunction. It is necessary however that every

enunciative sentence should be from a verb, or

from the case of a verb, for the definition of &quot;

man,&quot; unless
&quot;

is,&quot;
or &quot;

was.&quot; or &quot; will be,&quot; or something of this kind, be

added, is not yet an enunciative sentence. Why indeed is the

sentence &quot; a terrestrial biped animal
&quot;

one thing, and not many
things ? for it will not be one, because it is consecutively pro
nounced : this however belongs to another discussion. 3 One
enunciative sentence, moreover, is either that which signifies

one thing,
4 or which is one by conjunction,

5 and

composite

or
many (such sentences) are either those which sig

nify many things
6 and not one thing, or which

are without conjunction.
7 Let therefore a noun or a verb be

only a word, since we cannot say that he enunciates who thus

1 Cum disseramus de oratione cujus varLae species sunt est una inter

has ad propositum potissima qure pronuntiabilis appellatur, absolutam
sententiam comprehendens, sola ex omnibus verilati at falsitati obnoxia,

quam vocat Sergius,
&quot;

effatum&quot; Varro,
&quot;

proloquium,&quot; Cicero,
&quot; enunci-

atum&quot; Greece
&quot;

protasin&quot; turn &quot;azioma:,&quot; familiarius tamen dicetur
&quot;

propositio.&quot; Apuleius de Dogm. Platonis, lib. iii. As Mansel ob

serves justly, he has not distinguished between d7r6&amp;lt;pavaig
and Trporaaic.

the former of which is rendered by Boethius &quot;

enunciatio,&quot; the latter
&quot;pro

positio.&quot; Vide Elem. sect. 2, Trendelenburg ; Aquinas, Opusc. 48, Tract.

de Enunc. The distinction drawn by the latter is not implied by Aris

totle either here or Anal. Pr. L 1,2.
2
Aoyoc a7ro&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;avTiKO. Oratio indicativa, Pet. Hispanus. Boethius,

&quot;

Oratio enunciativa.&quot; VorKara^aaig, &c. see next chapter. Aldrich s de

finition errs against the third rule, and hardly presses on the second for

good definition.
3 Definition is a sentence, but not as if one enunciation

;
its consider

ation belongs to the first philosophy, and the reader will find the question
solved in lib. 6, of the Metaphysics.

* As &quot; a man runs,&quot; the purely categorical.
5 This may be disjunctive, which is a species of hypothetical or com

pound, as
&quot;

it is either day or night.&quot;
Vide Whately, book ii. ch. ii.

sect. 1 .

6 These come under the class ambiguous, founded often on one equi
vocal term only, as the &quot;

dog is moved,&quot; where dog may signify many
things.

7 As &quot;

I congratulate you,&quot;
&c. Compare Hill and Whately ;

in the

former many examples are given.
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expresses any thing by his voice whether he is * i. e . simple

interrogated by any one or not, but that he speaks affixation,
from deliberate intention. 1 Now of these enun- negation&quot;&quot;

1* e

ciations one is simple, for instance something of * Jay ^t

&quot;

n
^

{^ *

something, or fromf something, but another is 3 - Definition

composed of these,! as a certain sentence which is clatS^l^a^r-

already a composite ; simple enunciation, then, is gJep J
D

voice significant about something being inhe

rent, or non-inherent, according as times are di- i. e. into past,

Vided. 2 present,andfu-

CHAP. VI. Of Affirmation and Negation.
3

AFFIRMATION is the enunciation of something i. Distinctive

concerning something, but negation is the enun-
affirmation**

ciation of something from something.
4

Since, Td$a&amp;lt;r) and&quot;&quot;&quot;

1 This form arises from our usual elliptical method of expression, in

regard to interrogatives, when the repeated verb is understood but not

expressed ; as,
&quot; Who reads ? Socrates,&quot; i. e.

&quot;

Socrates reads.&quot;

8 These sentences are known by the barbarous name of propositions
de inesse, that is, denoting the inherency or inbeing of the predicated qua
lity in the class or thing expressed by the subject. The expression
TOV virapxeiv in Aristotle, has two meanings, one in which the pre
dicate is said to be in the subject, which is equivalent to KaTiiyopflrai,
as all B is A, TO A Krar^yoptirai Kara iravroQ TOV B

;
and Elvai iv,

whereby the subject is said to be in the predicate, as all A is B, A tOTiv Iv

oXy r&amp;lt; B., which is exactly the reverse of Karjjyoptlrai. See note 3,

p. 8(X On the different species of sentences alluded to in the above

chapter, see also Petrus Hispanus, Sum. Log. Tract 1.
&quot; Vocum signifi-

cativarum ad placitum, alia complexa ut oratio, alia incomplexa ut
nomen et verbum. Orationum perfectarum, alia indicativa, ut Homo
currit ;

alia imperativa, ut Petre fac ignem ;
alia optativa, ut &quot; Utinam

esset bonus clericus !

&quot;

alia subjunctiva, ut &quot;

si veneris ad me dabo tibi

equum;&quot; alia deprecativa, ut
&quot;

miserere mei Deus!&quot; Harum autem
orationum sola indicativa oratio dicitur esse propositio.&quot; Cf. Boeth. de

Syll. Cat. p. 582, also Poet. c. 20.
3 Upon the import of Propositions, see Mill s Logic, book i. ch. 5

Reid defines judgment after the above manner :

&quot; an act of the mind
whereby one thing is affirmed or denied of another.&quot; Affirmative judg
ment is called by Aldrich,

&quot;

compositio,&quot; negative,
&quot;

divisio,&quot; avvQiaiQ
and

3ia.ipi&amp;lt;ri&amp;lt;;
: comp. 1st ch. of this treatise. Apuleius calls the sentence

either Propositio dedicativa or abdicativa.
4 My translation is identical with that of Boethius : Aldrich s defini

tion is applicable only to propositions
&quot;

tertii adjacentis,&quot; and is in fact acci

dental. Vide Huyshe, p. 51.
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negation (d- however, a man may enunciate what is inherent as
^a.)

though it were not,
1 and what is not 2 as though it

were ;
that which is, as if it were, and that which is not, as if it

were not, and in like manner about times external to the pre
sent ;

it is possible that whatever any one affirms may be

denied, and that whatever any one denies may be affirmed,
whence it is evident that to every affirmation there is an op
posite negation, and to every negation an opposite affirma

tion. 3 Let this be contradiction, affirmation and

betwSnaffirm- negation being opposites,
4 but I call that opposi-

ative and nega- tion which is of the same respecting the same,
5 not

tive constitutes . ,, , , ,
l

i r&amp;gt; i

contradiction equivocally, and such other particulars of the

ca ?&quot;?^

Cf kind as we have concluded against sophistical

importunities.
6

CHAP. VII. Of Contraries and Contradictories.

OF things, since some are universal, but others

singular,
7
(and by universal I mean whatever may

K^I\ol?
(

naturally be predicated of many things, but by sin-

and the singu- gular, that which may not : as &quot;

man&quot; is universal,

KM!)!&quot;* but &quot;

Callias
&quot;

singular,) it is necessary to enunciate

that something is, or is not, inherent, at one time, in

1 A false negation, (
2
)
a false affirmation : of the subsequent examples,

the first is a true affirmation, and the second a true negation.
3 This classification originates in the logical difference of propositions,

see Hill s Logic, page 96.
4 at avTiKfifjisvai (7rpora&amp;lt;7Hc), this term is sometimes by Aristotle

limited to contradictories.
5 &quot; When having the same subject and predicate they differ in quan

tity, or quality, or both.&quot; Whately. Vide also some general remarks on
this subject in Huyshe, p. 51, note.

6 Vide &quot;

Sophistical Elenehi.&quot;

7
Taylor has mistaken Ka9 s/caoroj , by translating it &quot;particular,&quot;

as

usual : see note, page 33. Compare An. Pr. i. 1, 2. Omnis is the sign of

an universal proposition taken distinctively, as Omnis homo est animal
;

when collectively, the proposition is singular. Individual names are

distinguished as individua signata, as
&quot;

Socrates :

&quot; individua demonstra-

tiva, by a demonstrative pronoun, hie homo : individua vaga, by an inde

finite pronoun, aliquis, quidam : this distinction is found in the Greek
commentators. Cf. Albert de Predicab. Tract, iv. cap. 7. Aquinas.
The two first form singular propositions ;

a doubt has been entertained

as to the last, whether they form singulars or particulars. Mansel s Logic,
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an universal, at another in a singular thing. Now, if any one

universally enunciates of an universal, that something is or is

not inherent, these enunciations will be contrary :
1

^ N&ime {

I mean universally enunciates of an universal, as
contrariety

that &quot;every
man is white,&quot; &quot;no man is white.&quot; |^J^t .

When on the other hand he enunciates of univer-

sals, not universally,
2 these are not contraries, though the

things signified may sometimes be contrary ; but I mean by not

universally enunciating of universals, as that &quot; man is white,&quot;

&quot;man is not white :&quot; for man being universal, is not employed
as an universal in the enunciation, since the word &quot;

every
&quot;

does not signify the universal, but (shows that the subject is) uni

versally (taken). Now to predicate universally of what is univer

sally predicated is not true, for no affirmation will be true in which

the universal is predicated of an universal predicate,
3 as for in

stance, &quot;every
man&quot; is &quot;every

animal.&quot; Where-
3 Ofcontradic.

fore I say affirmation is opposed to negation contra- tion . (iMiaari-

dictorily, the affirmation which signifies the uni-
Kc

versal to that which is not universal, as
&quot;

every man is white,&quot;

&quot;not every man is white,&quot; &quot;no man is white,&quot; &quot;some man is

white.&quot; But contrarily is between universal affirmative and uni

versal negative, as &quot;

every man is white,&quot;
&quot; no man is white,&quot;

&quot;

every man is
just,&quot;

&quot;no man is
just.&quot;

4 Wherefore it is impossi-

p. 46. When a singular term is the predicate, it must of course be co

extensive with its subject. On the above chapter compare Whately,
book ii. 2, 3, and Hill, 9, et seq. : in fact, a slight acquaintance even

with Aldrich s Logic will suffice to place the principle of opposition,

as copied here, clearly before the reader; for mere simplification we

have annexed the usual scheme of opposition.
1 That is, adds the universal mark, or sign,

&quot;

every
&quot;

or &quot;

none.&quot; It

should be recollected also, as Taylor observes here,
&quot;

that contraries may
at one and the same time be absent from a subject, but they cannot at

one and the same time be inherent in
it;&quot;

this Aristotle indeed points

out in this chapter. (
2
) Not universally, i. e. does not add the universal

mark&quot; he adds,
&quot; the things signified may be contraries, that is to say,

the mental conceptions may be, whilst the enunciations are still indefi

nite. The extent of the indefinite is regulated by the matter of the pro

position, and is universal in necessary and impossible matter.&quot;

3 For example, to say, every man is every animal, is false, unless man is

horse, ox, etc.
;
or to say every man is every visible thing will be false, be

cause the predicate of every man may be also said of Socrates, hence So

crates would be every thing visible. Socrates would therefore be Plato,

and Aristotle, and every thing visible, which is absurd. Taylor.
4 These contraries cannot be at one and the same time true, but they may

be both false, or one true, and the other false. In necessary matter, af-
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ble that these should at one and the same time be

themselves** true
j
but the opposites to these may sometimes pos-

cannot at the
sibly be co-verified about the same thing, as that

same time be , -, ., M i ft i . i

true, though &quot;not everyman is white, and &quot;someman is white.
their opposites Qf g^^ contradictions then of universals, as are

universally made, one must necessarily be true or

false, and also such as are of singulars, as &quot; Socrates is

white,&quot;
&quot; Socrates is not white;&quot; but of such contradictions

as are indeed of universals, yet are not universally made, one

is not always true, but the other false. For at one and the

same time we may truly say that &quot; man is white,&quot; and that
&quot; man is not white,&quot; and

&quot; man is handsome,&quot; and &quot; man is

not handsome,&quot; for if he is deformed he is not handsome,
and if any thing is becoming to be, it is, not. This how
ever may at once appear absurd, because the assertion &quot;man

is not white,&quot; seems at the same time to signify the same

thing, as &quot; no man is white,&quot; but it neither necessarily signi
fies the same thing, nor at the same time.2

5. one nega- Notwithstanding it is evident that of one af-

tion incident firmation there is one negation, for it is necessary

firmatives are true, negatives false, in impossible matter negatives true,

affirmatives false, in contingent matter both false. Properly speaking, it

is contrary to the very nature of logical inquiry to admit any reference

whatever to the understood matter of proposition, of which Logic can take
no cognizance, its province being, to establish argument when necessarily
deducible from propositions placed in a certain connexion. From the

truth of the universal or the falsehood ofthe singular we infer the accidental

quality of all the opposed propositions ;
but from the falsehood of an uni

versal or truth of a singular, we only know the quality of the contradictory.
1 He means &quot;

singular sub-contraries,&quot; which contradict the universals

mutually contrary to each other, hence are co-verified in the same thing,
i. e. in contingent matter, as in the above instance. The expression sub-

contrary (vTTfvavTLtiig) is not used by Aristotle, though he admits the op
position above; he calls it in Anal. Prior, ii. 15, an opposition Kara TI\V

Xitv, but not KO.T aXrjQfiav : subalterns (uTraXX 77X01) are not noticed

by Aristotle, the first who gave the laws of this species of opposition was

Apuleius De Dogmate Platonis, lib. iii., who was followed by Marcianus

Capella, and Boethius. The three kinds of opposition are called by the

earlier writers, Alterutrae, Incongruae, and Suppares.
2 Viz. what he has said, that indefinites are at one and the same time

true. Indefinite enunciation may seem to be universal, because it has an

universal subject, but it is not universal, because it wants the universal

mark,
&quot;

every
&quot; or &quot; no one.&quot; It is not requisite that the universal and

indefinite should be at one and the same time true nor false, for one may
be true and the other false.
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that the negation should deny the same thing toeachaffirm-

which the affirmation affirmed, and also from the ation&amp;gt;

same, (i. e.) either from some singular or some universal, uni

versally ornot universally ; I say, for instance, that &quot; Socrates

is white,&quot;
&quot; Socrates is not white.&quot; If however there is

something else from the same thing, or the same thing from

something else, that (enunciation) will not be opposite, but

different from it;
1 to the one,

&quot;

every man is white,&quot; the other

(is opposed)
&quot; not every man is white,&quot; and to the one,

&quot; a cer

tain man is white,&quot; the other,
&quot; no man is white

;&quot;
and to the

one,
&quot; man is white,&quot; the other,

&quot; man is not white.&quot;

That there is then one affirmation contradictorily opposed to

one negation, and what these are, has been shown, also that there

are other contraries, and what they are, and that not every con

tradiction is true or false, and why and when it is true or false.

1 That is, if the negative differs from the affirmative in the predicate or

the subject. The instance &quot; Socrates is white,&quot; Socrates is not white,

is contradictory, the one being true always, and the other false
;
which con

stitutes the essential feature of contradictories included in the definition

given Anal. Post, i. 2, Avrtyaaie dt dvriOtaig f]Q OVK scrri fitraZv Ka9

avTrjv. Some logicians call the opposition of singulars
&quot;

secondary con

tradiction.&quot; Vide Boethius, p. 613. Wallis, lib. ii. c. 5. For the rules

of contradiction, vide Aldrich, Whately, Huyshe. The following scheme

from Aldrich gives the opposition of necessary, impossible, and contingent
matter (n. i. c.) as to universal contraries A. E., and sub-contraries I. and

O., with their verity (v.) or falsity (f.). See also scheme page 3.

n. v.

i. f.

c. f. A

Contraries
Ll/UI/T(LU

f. n.

Of- n.

v, i.

v. c.
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CHAP. VIII. Of Opposition when there is not one Affirmation,
nor one

THE affirmation and negation are one, which indi-
1. What con- ?, . , - .

stitutes single cate one thing ot one, either ot an universal, being

n?gSi?s*b.e
ta^en universally, or in like manner if it is not, as

unity of the
&quot;every

man is white,&quot;
&quot; not every man is white,&quot;

the
J

predi^ate

f
&quot; man is white,&quot; &quot;man is not white,&quot; &quot;no man is

without equi- white,&quot;
&quot; some man is white,&quot; if that which is

vocation. . . . . _ , . T A * i

white signifies one thing. But it one name be

given to two things, from which one thing does not arise, there

is not one affirmation nor one negation ;

2 as if any one gave
the name &quot;

garment
&quot;

to a &quot;horse,&quot;
and to &quot;a man;&quot; that

&quot; the garment is white,&quot; this will not be one affirmation, nor

one negation, since it in no respect differs from saying
&quot; man &quot;

and &quot;horse&quot; are &quot;white,&quot; and this is equivalent to &quot;man is

white,&quot; and
&quot; horse is white.&quot; If therefore these signify many

things, and are many, it is evident that the first enunciation

either signifies many things or nothing,
3 for &quot; some man is not

a horse,&quot; wherefore neither in these is it necessary that one

should be a true, but the other a false contradiction.4

CHAP. IX. Of Opposition in contingent Futures.

^N tnose tnings which are, and have been,
5 the

affirmation and negation must of necessity be true

tionmustneces-
or ^se *n universals, as universals, always one

sariiy be true true but the other false, and also in singulars, as

otiferwisefo we have shown ; but in the case of universals not

respect of the
universally enunciated, there is no such necessity,
and concerning these we have also spoken, but as

1 Vide Whately, b. ii. c. 2, sect. 3.

2 That is, enunciation is equivocal.
3 &quot; The garment is white

&quot;

signifies many things, i. e. if the word
&quot;

garment&quot; be assumed for &quot;man
&quot; and &quot;horse;&quot; or it signifies nothing,

that is, if it is sc assumed as to signify one thing, since being taken for

man, horse, the latter is not one thing, but nothing.
4 For both may be true, as every garment (i. e. man) is rational, not

every garment (i. e. horse) is rational; or they may be both false.

5
Taylor reads yivo^tvojv, after the Laurentian MS. Waitz, Bekker,

and Buhle ytvo^kv^v. In iis quae sunt et qute facta sunt. Averrois.

Of course Aristotle does not mean by the assertion in the text, other than

that one is true and the other false.
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to singulars and futures, this is not the case. For if every
affirmation or negation be true or false, it is also necessary
that every thing should exist or should not exist, for if one

man says that a thing will be, but another denies the same,
one of them must evidently of necessity speak truth, if every
affirmation or negation be true or false, for both will not

subsist in such things at one and the same time. Thus if

it is true to say that &quot; a thing is white,&quot; or that &quot;

it is not

white,&quot; it must of necessity be &quot;white&quot; or not &quot;white,&quot; and
if it is white or not white, it was true to affirm or to deny it :

also if it is not, it is falsely said to be, and if it is falsely

said to be, it is not ; so that it is necessary that either

the affirmation or the negation should be true or false. In

deed there is nothing which either is, or is gene
rated fortuitously, nor casually, nor will be, or trueaffima-

not be, but all things are from necessity, and not
^

casually, for either he who affirms speaks truth, futures ex-

or he who denies, for in like manner it might eSSice!
either have been or not have been, for that which

subsists casually neither does nor will subsist more in this

way than in that. 1 Moreover if a thing is now &quot;white,&quot; it

1 Pluribus modis Aristoteles repetit et inculcat quod si aut affirmatio aut

negatio necessario sit vera de rebus futuris item e veritate in dicendo

colligi possit quomodo res ipsse evenire debeant atque ex ipsis rebus ju-

dicetur quid sit verum, quid falsum : etenim si certum est et definitum

utrum verum sit, utrum falsum in us quae de rebus futuris prommtiantur,

prcestituta sunt omnia, et quae eveniunt, necessario eveniunt. Waitz. It

is well observed by Ammonius, that the observations here made by Aristo

tle
&quot;

are conversant not only with logic, but with every part of philosophy.&quot;

Not all things are assumed to exist from necessity, but some are supposed
to be in our own power; this constitutes the doctrine of moral responsibi

lity with the theologian, the scientific investigation of the philosopher, and

the division into necessary and contingent of the logician : with respect

to the last, the inquiry here seems to be whether all contradiction defi

nitely or only indefinitely comprehends these. The fatalist looks to the doc

trine of necessity as authorizing his
&quot;

affections and antipathies
&quot;

to become

&quot;the laws ruling his moral state,&quot; (Vide Shelley s Queen Mab,) forgetful of

the moral faculty of self-approval and the contrary, (doKi^aariK^ and

(diroSoKifJiaffTiKri), admitted by Epictetus, (Arr. Epict. lib. i. Capt. 1,)

whilst others are led by it into the &quot;

visionary presumption of a peculiar

destiny.&quot;
Vide Foster s Essays on the Epithet Romantic. For the

Ethical discussion of the subject, the reader is referred to Butler s Ana

logy, and so far as certain laws of thought form the basis of logical ne

cessity, he will find an admirable paper in chap. vi. of Hansel s Prolego

mena Lo^-ica. It is sufficient for our present purpose to state that
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was true to say before that it will be &quot;white,&quot; so that it

was always true to say of any thing generated that it

either is, or that it will be ; but if it was always true to

say that it is, or will be, it is impossible that this is not,

nor should be ; and whatever must of necessity be, it is

impossible that it should not have been generated, and what
it is impossible should not have been generated must of ne

cessity have been generated ; wherefore all things that will

be, it is necessary should be generated, and hence there will

be nothing casual nor fortuitous, for if it were fortuitous it

would not be of necessity. Nor is it possible to say, that

neither of them is true, as that it will neither be, nor will not

be, for in the first place the affirmation being false, the nega-

3 Result of
tlOn. W^ n0t ke true

?
an^ this being false, it re-

denying the suits that the affirmation is not true. And besides,
oth

if it were true to say that a thing is at the same
time &quot; white

&quot; and &quot;

great,&quot;
both must of necessity be, but if

it shall be to-morrow, it must necessarily be to-morrow, and if

it will neither be nor will not be to-morrow, it will not be a

casual thing, for example, a naval engagement, for it would be

requisite that the engagement should neither oc

cur nor not occur.

These and similar absurdities then will hap-

surdity

a

follows pen, if of every affirmation and negation, whether

*n resPect ^ universals enunciated universally, or

of singulars, it is necessary that one of the op-

posites be true and the other false, but that nothing happens

casually in those things which subsist, but that all are, and

are generated of necessity ; so that it will neither be necessary
to deliberate nor to trouble ourselves, as if we shall do this

thing, something definite will occur, but if we do not, it will

not occur. For there is nothing to prevent a person for ten

thousand years asserting that this will happen, and another

person denying it, so that of necessity it will have been then

true to assert either of them. And it makes no difference

whether any persons have uttered a contradiction or not, for

Aristotle traces here the institution of a word to the primary concept of

the thing, so that if affirmation is true, a thing is, if negation is true, a

thing is not. If either be true or false, he who affirms or denies says truly

or falsely, so that if affirmative be true or false, a thing must necessarily

exist or not exist, He alleges two enthymematic proofs, terminating in a

reductio ad absu dum.
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it is evident that the things are so, although the one should

not have affirmed any thing, or the other have denied it, since

it is not, because it has been affirmed or denied, that therefore

a thing will or will not be, neither will it be more so for ten

thousand years than for any time whatever. Hence if a

thing so subsisted in every time that one of these is truly

asserted of it, it was necessary that this should take place ;

and each thing generated, always so subsisted, as to have been

generated from necessity, for when any one truly said that it

will be, it was not possible not to have been generated, and of

that which is generated, it was always true to say that it will be.

But* if these things are impossible (for * vide Bekker,

we see that there is a beginning of future
2jfSe

]

KSlic
things, both from our deliberation and practice, edition. Tay-

and briefly in things which do not always energize,
1(

there is equally a power of being and of not being, in

which both to be and not to be occurs, as well as to have been

generated and not to have been generated ; and, indeed, we
have many things which evidently subsist in this manner, for

example, it is possible for this garment to have been cut in

pieces, and it may not be cut in pieces, but be worn out be

forehand, so also it is possible that it may not be cut in pieces,

for it would not have been worn out before, unless it had been

possible that it might not be cut in pieces, and so also in re

spect of other productions, which are spoken of according to

a power of this kind )
then it is evident that all things

neither are, nor are generated of necessity, but 5. Many things

that some things subsist casually, and that their

affirmation is not more true than their negation, and

that there are others in which one of these subsists ion r neg

more frequently, and for the most part,
1

yet so, that tion -

either might possibly have occurred,but the other not.2

Wherefore, being, must of necessity be when it is,
3

and non-being, not be, when it is not; but it is not ne

cessary that every being should be, nor that non-being
should not be, since it is not the same thing for every being

1 As for instance, finding a treasure ;
here the negation is oftener true

than the affirmation : except recently in California and Australia.
2 That is, the rarer may occur, but the more common may not.

3
Hypothetically, i. e. a thing must be, if it is supposed to be, because

being and non-being cannot concur in eodem, eodem tempore.
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to be from necessity, when it is, arid simply to be from neces

sity, and in like manner as to non-being. There
6. Parallel rea- . , , . ,

soning as to is the same reasoning also in the case or contra-

and^difficuity
diction 5 to ^e or not to be is necessary for every

as to the neces- thing, also that it shall, or shall not be, yet it is not

SKhoodof
1

requisite to speak of each separately, but I Fay,
contingent fu- for instance, that it is necessary for a naval action
tures, solved. J

to occur or not occur to-morrow, yet it is not

necessary that there should be a naval action to-morrow, nor

that there should not be
;

it is necessary, however, that it

should either be or not be. Wherefore, since assertions and

things are similarly true, it is evident that things which so

subsist, as that whatever have happened, the contraries also

were possible, it is necessary that contradiction should subsist

in the same manner, which happens to those things which are

not always, or which not always, are not. For of these, one

part of the contradiction must necessarily be true or false, not

indeed this or that, but just as it may happen, and one must
be the rather true, yet not already true nor false ;

l so that it

is evidently not necessary that of every affirmation and nega
tion of opposites, one should be true, but the other false ;

2 for

it does not happen in the same manner with things which are

not, but which either may or may not be, as with things
which are, but it happens as we have said 3

1 When the contingents of course are unequal.
2 That is, definitely.
3 Quae ex casu pendent et esse possunt et non esse

; quare in his affir-

matio et negatio (/ avrifyacng) quum nihil prfestitutum sit, eodem jure
verae vel falsa? pronuntiantur (6 po iuc; tx (L

) altera utra enim admittenda
erit neque tamen, altera alteri pnvierenda, tanquam sit destinatum, et

certum quod eventurum sit
; quamvis enim alteram veram fore magis sit

probabile quam alteram (pa\\ov dXrjOij) nondum vera est donee
eventus earn comprobaverit. Waitz. Aristotle s object, whilst he admits
the contingent, is to reduce it, for all logical purposes, to a necessary
certainty of consequence. The whole of this chapter proves at once the

practical turn of his mind, opposed alike to the ideal of Plato, the merely
probable (as a result) of the Academics, and the versatile scepticism of

Pyrrho, against whom Montaigne ushers in his own Philippic (Essay 12,

book ii.) by the famous quotation from Sextus Empiricus.
&quot; Nil sciri si quis ptitat, id quoque nescit

An sciri possit quo se, nil sciri fatetur.&quot;

Compare the philosophical principle of formal necessity in this chapter
with Bp. Butler s distinction between,

&quot;

by necessity,&quot; and acting &quot;neces

sarily,&quot; Analogy, ch.
(&amp;gt;,

also his Introduction, arid part ii. ch. 2, upon the

nature of the contingent ar.d proof.
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CHAP. X. Of Opposition with the addition of the Copula*

SINCE affirmation signifies something of something, and this

is either a noun, or anonymous,
2

(i. e. indefinite,) but what is

in affirmation must be one and of one thing,
3

all

affirmation and negation will be either from a
JnmfciatiwS!

noun and a verb, or from an indefinite noun and

verb. (But what a noun is, and what the anonymous, has been

shown before, for I do not reckon &quot; not man &quot;

a noun, but an

indefinite noun, for an indefinite noun signifies in a certain

respect one thing, just as &quot;is not well&quot; is not a verb, but an

indefinite verb.) Still without a verb there is
Cf ch 2 aIKn

neither an affirmation nor negation, for &quot;

is,&quot;
or

&quot; will be,&quot;
or &quot;

was,&quot; or &quot;

is going to be,&quot;
and so forth, are

verbs, from what has been already laid down, since in

addition to something else they signify time. Hence the

first affirmation and negation (will be),
&quot; man

is,&quot;

&quot; man is

not,&quot;
afterwards &quot; non-man

is,&quot;

&quot; non-man is not.&quot; Again,
&quot;

every man
is,&quot;

&quot;

every man is not,&quot;

&quot;

every non-man is,&quot;

&quot;every
non-man is

not,&quot;
and the same reasoning holds in

times beyond (the present).
4 But when &quot;

is,&quot;
is additionally

1 This is called oppositio tertii adjacentis, and a proposition is so de

nominated where the copula is separated from the predicate ;
otherwise

where the two form one word, as
&quot; He walks,&quot; the proposition is called

secundi adjacentis ;
hitherto the latter has been treated of, and the co

pula and predicate considered equivalent to a single verb, as \WKOV (De
Int. ch. 2) to \evKov tari. I have followed Taylor in finishing the sen

tence before the bracket.
2

Avwvvfj.ov vocat TO aopicrrov ovo/Jia quod ex sequentibus apparet,

quamquam TO dvwvv^ov alium sensum habere solet apud Arist. Waitz.

Vide supra.
&quot;

Something of something,&quot; means of which something is

asserted.
3 This is true also of negation. The statement has already been made,

ch. 8, that there must be one subject, and one predicate. Vide Whately,
b. ii. c. 2.

4
Literally,

&quot;

external times,&quot;
TUV SKTOQ Se xpovwi/. On the distinc

tion between the copula and the third per. sing, of e ip-i, as predicating

existence, see Pacius de Int. c. 3, and Biese, vol. i. p. 95. Upon the pre

dicate having the negation added to it for the sake of obtaining a parti

cular affirmative premise, see Whately. b. ii. ch. 2 : where of course it is

added to the subject, as in the text, it becomes an indefinite subject, to

which the finite is stated prior, as being of an incomplex nature, and by this

means the character of the proposition is sometimes changed, and the
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predicated as the third thing, then the oppositions are enun
ciated doubly ;

l I say for instance,
&quot; a man is just ;

&quot;

here the

word &quot;

is,&quot;
I say, is placed as a third thing, whether noun or

verb, in the affirmation, so that on this account, these will be

four, of which two will subsist with respect to
2. If the copula r
be added, there affirmation and negation, according to the order of

SunclSs- consequence, as privations, but two will not. 2 But
their subsist- I say that the word &quot;

is,&quot;
will be added to

&quot;just

&quot;

or
ence exempli- , ,

j. * .i , i j* jj j i

f.ed. to notjust, *sothat also negation is added, where -

* Manornon- fore there wju fa four \ye ^11 understand,
inan, Waitz. . .

however, what is said from the under-written

examples :
3 &quot; A man is

just,&quot;
the negation of this is,

&quot; a man
is notjust ;&quot;

&quot; he is not a just man,&quot; the negative of this is,
&quot; he

is not not a just man,&quot; for here the word
&quot;is,&quot;

and &quot;is not,&quot;

will be added to the
&quot;just&quot;

and the &quot;not
just,&quot;

wherefore

An. Pr. 46.
these things, as we have shown in the Analytics,
are thus arranged. The same thing will happen

iithTh
r

e?r

h
p

e

e

r
-

S&amp;gt; if the affirmation be of a noun taken universally,
4

cuiiarity, uni- as for instance, &quot;every man is just ;&quot;
of this the

negation is, &quot;not every man is
just,&quot; &quot;every

iran

is not
just,&quot;

&quot;not every man is not
just,&quot; except that it does

not similarly happen that those which are diametrically op

posed are co-verified ;

5
sometimes, however, this does hap-

subject admits an affirmative. Vide Huyshe, 51, and the translator s note,
A.ldrich s Log., Oxford, 1843.

1 That is, besides the two terms, (man) subject, and (just) predicate.
2 The enunciations will be four which have the same predicate, and

m a certain respect the same subject. Two of these, he says, will subsist

with respect to affirmation and negation according to the order of con

sequence, because &quot; man is notjust,&quot; man not is notjust, are referred to
v&quot; man is

just,&quot;

&quot; man not is
just,&quot; as privations are referred to habits.

By the word negation here, he does not mean the whole proposition, but
the words &quot; not is.&quot; Farther on he calls

&quot; not
&quot;

negative.
3 EK TU&amp;gt;V vTroyeypajLtjUE^wv. Tabula hoc modo disponenda erit

OVK lanv ov diicaLog avQpwiroQ &amp;lt;\~ , OVK sort di/caiog a

tan, Siicaiog dv9p(i)7rof;
^ &quot;Etrnv ov fiiKaiog

Waitz.
The place subsequently referred to in the Analytics, is upon the opposition
of indefinites.

4 That is, of a distributed subject, which is the case in universal pro

position. Vide Whately, book ii. ch. 2, sect. 2.
5

Since indefinites are compared to particulars, in contingent matte?
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pen, these two therefore are opposed to each other. 4 ot .
r

T~&amp;gt; 2. A.I A.I / i \
valuers will

Jtiut the other two (are opposed) in respect to an indefinite

&quot;non-man,&quot; as to a certain added subject, as
subject -

&quot;non-man is
just,&quot; &quot;non-man is not

just,&quot; &quot;the non-just is

not man,&quot; &quot;the not non-just is not man:&quot; there are not,

however, more oppositions than these, but these without

those, will be by themselves, as using the noun,
&quot;

non-man.&quot;

In those, however, wherein,
&quot;

is,&quot;
is not adapted, as in &quot; he

enjoys health,&quot; and &quot;he walks,&quot; here it produces the same
when thus placed, as if &quot;is&quot; were added; as &quot;

every man
enjoys health,&quot;

&quot;

every man does not enjoy health,&quot;
&quot;

every
non-man enjoys health,&quot; &quot;every non-man does not enjoy
health.&quot; For it must not be said,

&quot; not every man,&quot; but the

negation, &quot;not,&quot;
must be added to &quot;man;&quot; for

&quot;every&quot;
does

not signify universal, but that (the thing is taken) universally.
1

This is however evident, from &quot; a man enjoys health,&quot;
&quot; a man

does not enjoy health,&quot;
&quot; non-man is

well,&quot;

&quot; non-man is not

well,&quot; these differ from those, in not being universally (taken).
2

Hence &quot;

every,&quot;
or &quot; no

one,&quot; signifies nothing else, than that

affirmation or negation is of a noun universally (assumed) ;

wherefore it is necessary to add other things of the same kind. 3

But because the contrary negation to this,
&quot;

every animal
is

just,&quot;
is that which signifies that &quot;no animal is

just,&quot;
it

is evident that these will never be either true at the same

time, nor in respect to the same subject, but the opposites to

these will sometimes be so, as &quot;not every animal is
just,&quot;

and &quot;some animal is
just.&quot;

4 But these follow; 5 consequence
the one, &quot;no man is

just,&quot;
follows

&quot;every
man of the negative

opposite enunciations may be true. Contraries are both false in contin

gent matter, never both true
;
subcontraries both true in contingent mat

ter, never both false
; contradictories always one true, another false. Vide

scheme of opposition.
1 &quot;

Every,&quot;

&quot;

all,&quot;

&quot;

no,&quot; etc., are called universal signs, and show
that the subject is distributed

;
but when the common term has no sign

at all, the indefinite is decided by the prepositional matter, i. e. is uni

versal in impossible, aud particular in contingent matter. Vide the com
mon Logics.

2 The enunciations,
&quot; man is well,&quot;

&quot; man is not well,&quot; differ from
&quot;

every man is well,&quot;

&quot;

every man is not well.&quot;

3 That is, as the indefinite is made indefinite by the addition of nega
tion to the subject, the same should be done in a definite enunciation, as
&quot;

every man is well,&quot; every non-man is well. TO, ovv dXXa ra avra Stl

aTtOivai,
&quot;

reliqua ergo eadem oportet (dicontem) apponere.&quot; Buhle
These are the particulars, or subcontraries.

9
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upon the af- is not
just,&quot;

but the opposite,
&quot; some man is

just,&quot;

JSTverSi
and fU ws &quot; not every man is not

just,&quot;
for it is neces

sary that some man should be just. In the case

also of singulars, it is evident that if a man being questioned
denies truly, he asserts also truly, as,

&quot;

Is Socrates wise ?

No !

&quot;

Socrates therefore is not a wise man. But in the case

of universals, what is similarly asserted is not true, but the

negation is true, as,
&quot; Is every man wise ? No !

&quot;

Every man
therefore is not wise ; for this is false, but this,

halr
e

t

l

t^
eviT

~
&quot; not every man then is wise,&quot; is true, and this is

opposite, but that is contrary.

Opposites, however, as to indefinite nouns and verbs, as &quot;non-

man &quot;

and &quot;

non-just,&quot; may seem to be negations without a noun
and verb, but they are not so, for the negation must always of

necessity be either true or false, but he who says
&quot; non-man &quot;

does not speak more truly or falsely, but rather less, than he who
says

&quot;

man,&quot; except something be added. Still the
6. An indefi- J

.
fe

. ,

nite not a le- assertion,
&quot;

every non-man is just, does not sig-

ciatfon

te enun &quot; n*fy the same as anv one of those (propositions), nor

the opposite to this, namely,
&quot; not every non-man

is just ;&quot;
but the assertion,

&quot;

every one not just is not a man,&quot;

means the same with, &quot;no one is just who is not a man.&quot;

Nouns and verbs indeed, when transposed, have the same sig

nification, as,
&quot; he is a white man,&quot;

&quot; he is a man white,&quot; for

unless it be so, there will be many negations of the same thing,
but it has been shown that there is one of one ; of this,

&quot; he

is a white man,&quot; there is the negation
&quot; he is not a white man,&quot;

and of the other,
&quot; he is a man white,&quot; (except this be the

same with &quot; he is a white
man,&quot;)

the negation will either be
&quot; he is not, not a man white,&quot; or &quot; he is not a man white.&quot;

7. NO differ- But the one is a negation of this,
&quot; he is not a

S^n^r man white,&quot; and the other of this, &quot;he is a white
tion produced man &quot;

(so
l that there will be two negations of one

1 This parenthetical sentence is omitted by Taylor, but given by Bek-

ker, Waitz, Buhle, and Averrois
;
the last gives the following scheme of

Eminciationum indefinitarum dispositio.

^ ( Affirmativa simplex Negativa simplex ) g
( Homo est Justus Homo non est Justus )

Q I Negativa infinita Affirmativa infinita }
j^

\ Homo non est non Justus Homo est non Justus /

j,
( Negativa privatoria Affirmativa privatoria \ p
( Homo nori est injustus Homo est injustus )
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affirmation) ; wherefore it is evident that when a by transposi-

noun and verb are transposed, the same affirmation
tlon-

and negation result.

CHAP. XL Of the Composition and Division of Propositii

To affirm, and deny, one thing of many, or many , One th
.

of one, is not one affirmation nor one negation, cannot be said

except that is some one thing which is manifested many S on?
from the many : I mean by one, not if one name b^ one affini a-

, . ,1 n i
tion or nega-

be given to many things, nor if jne thing result tion. Excep-

from them, as &quot;man&quot; is perhaps &quot;animal,&quot; and
tion -

&quot;

biped,&quot;
and

&quot;mild,&quot; yet one thing results from these; bat
from &quot;

white&quot; and &quot;

man,&quot; and
&quot; to walk,&quot; one thing does not re

sult, so that neither if a person affirm one certain thing of these

is it one affirmation, but there is one articulate sound indeed,
1

yet many affirmations, nor if he affirmed these things of one,

(would there be one affirmation,) but in like manner, many. If,

then, dialectic interrogation be the seeking of an answer, either

of a proposition, or of either part of a contradiction, (but a

proposition is a part of one contradiction,) there would not be
one answer to these, for neither is there one interrogation,
not even if it be true : we have, however, spoken of these in

the Topics, at the same time it is evident that, Topics, vm. 7.

What is it ? is not a dialectic interrogation,
2 for a

cf
P
prioi An

6

choice should be given from the interrogation to i. i.

He divides also
&quot;

universals
&quot; and

&quot;particulars&quot; after the same manner.
The whole treatise he distinguishes into two books, the 2nd commencing
with this chapter, and treating of indefinite enunciations generally. The
Greeks resolved it into five sections

; Boethius, sometimes into two, and
at others into six books

;
the Latin translators generally, into two books.

These differences, in the earlier commentators, have given rise to much
confusion in quotation, amongst their successors.

1 Or
&amp;lt;j)&amp;lt;j}vr) fiia una vox. Aristotle s doctrine in the Topics differs

from that of Porphyry, as the latter does from Aldrich. The word
KarTjyojojjywa, occurrent lower down, signifies a predicable the expres
sions categorematic and syncategorematic are not Aristotelian, but are
met with in Michael Psellus. Cf. Trendelenburg, Elem. sect. 9. Waitz,
vol. i. p. 267.

2 On the nature of the interrogation, see Whately ii. 2, 1, and upon
interrogational fallacy, book iii. sect. 9. Si quis vero quaerit ita ut quod
responderi debeat unum quidem sit, sed definitione data exponendum,
unum quidem est quod quaeritur et quod respondetur, quajstio vero dia-

F 2
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irpo3opmr0. enunciate this or that part of the contradiction ;

Taylor. but tne interrogator must besides define, whether

this particular thing, or not this, be a man.

As, however, there are some things predicated

as composites, so that there is one whole predicable,

of those which are predicated separately, but others are not so,

what is the difference ? For in respect of &quot;

man,&quot; we may truly

and separately predicate &quot;animal
&quot; and &quot;

biped,&quot;
and these as one

thing ;
also &quot;man&quot; and &quot;white,&quot;

and these as one thing ; but

not if he is
&quot; a shoemaker&quot; and &quot; a good man,&quot; is he therefore

also a good shoemaker. For if, because each of

not^beal
5

-&quot;

8

these is true, both, conjointly, should be of neces-

sumed, as con-
s|ty true, many absurdities would follow, for

&quot;man&quot; and &quot;white&quot; are truly predicated of a

man, so that the whole together may be ;

l

again, if the thing

&quot;is white,&quot; the whole conjointly &quot;is white,&quot; wherefore, it

will be &quot; a man white, white,&quot; even to infinity ; again,
&quot; a

musician white walking,&quot; and these frequently involved to

infinity. Once more, if
&quot;

Socrates&quot; is
&quot;

Socrates&quot; and &quot;

man,&quot;

&quot;

Socrates&quot; is also
&quot; Socrates man,&quot; and if he is &quot;man&quot; and

&quot;biped,&quot;
he is also &quot;man biped ;&quot;

wherefore it is evident, if

a man says conjunctions are simply produced,
2 the result will

be that he will utter many absurdities.

Let us now show how they are to be placed. Of things

predicated, and of those of which it happens to be predi

cated, whatever are accidentally enunciated, either in respect

of the same, or the one of the other, these will not be one ; as

&quot;man is white,&quot; and &quot;a musician;&quot; but &quot;whiteness&quot; and

lectica, quoniam quaestione dialectica non interrogatur quse sit hominis

definitio, sed utrum ha?c sit hominis definitio, an non sit. Waitz.

1 Since
&quot; man &quot; and &quot; white

&quot;

are predicated at the same time, and the

subject may be said to be &quot; a white man.&quot; The rule is, that we cannot

use a separate predicate when there is in the subject any thing so opposed

to a portion of the predicate, as to cause any contradiction, as if a dead

man were called a man. If there is any contradiction between the pre

dicate and subject, the proposition will be false, yet if there be no such

contradiction, it does not follow that the latter is always true. In most

cases, however, of this sort, we find a fourth term surreptitiously intro

duced, by the ambiguity of the copula.
2 Tag (TVfjiTrXoKaQ cnrX&G yivtv9ai, si quis simpliciter dicat com-

plexiones fieri. Averrois. Compare Whately, book i. and ii. ch. 5
;
also

book iii. sect. 9
;

also Hill s Logic, 108, et seq., and observations upon

logical division.
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&quot;music&quot; are not one thing, for both are accidents to the same
thing. Neither if it be true to call what is white musical,

yet at the same time will &quot;musical&quot; &quot;white&quot; be one thing,
for what is &quot;white&quot; is

&quot; musical
&quot;

per accidens, so that &quot; white
musical&quot; will not be one thing, wherefore neither

is a man said to be &quot;a good shoemaker&quot; singly, sim^S^nd*
but also &quot; a biped animal,&quot; because these are not composite pre-

, . , n \r . . , -. .- dication.

predicated ot him per accidens. Moreover, nei

ther are such things which are inherent in another (to be

added), hence, neither is &quot;whiteness&quot; (to be predicated)

repeatedly, nor is &quot;a man&quot; &quot;a man animal,&quot; nor (a man)
&quot;

biped,&quot; since both animal and biped are inherent in man ;

still it is true to assert it singly of some one, as that &quot; a cer
tain man is a man,&quot; or that &quot; a certain white man is a white

man,&quot; but this is not the case always. But when some op
position is in the adjunct which a contradiction follows, it is

not true, but false, as to call a dead man a man, but when
such is not inherent, it is true. Or when something (contra

dictory) is inherent, it is always not true ; but when it is not

inherent, it is not always true, as &quot;Homer&quot; is something, &quot;a

poet,&quot;
for instance, &quot;is&quot; he therefore, or &quot;is&quot; he not? for

&quot;is&quot; is predicated of Homer accidentally, since &quot;is&quot; is predi
cated of Homer because he is a poet, but not per se (or essen

tially). Wherefore, in whatever categories, contrariety is not

inherent, if definitions are asserted instead of nouns, and are

essentially predicated, and not accidentally, of these a parti
cular thing may be truly and singly asserted ; but non-being,
because it is a matter of opinion, cannot truly be called a

certain being, for the opinion of it is, not that it is, but that

it is not.

CHAP. XII. On Modal Proposition.
1

THESE things then being determined, let us con- lt of thenega-
sider how the affirmations, and negations of the

JJjJjJ jJ3J~

possible and impossible to be, subsist with refer- xowwefvcu,
, n , . -. , and the like.

ence to each other, also ot the contingent and the

1 Aristotle here enumerates four modes, but in Anal. Prior, i. 2, they
are reduced to two, the necessary and contingent. See St. Hilaire s

Translation. The Greek commentators have multiplied the modes, by
allowing any adverb, added to the predicate, or adjective qualifying the

subject to constitute a modal. The word rpoTroc, as applied to the modes
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non-contingent, and of the impossible and necessary, since this

has some doubtful points. For if among the complex, those

contradictions are mutually opposed, which are arranged ac

cording to the verb &quot; to
be,&quot;

and &quot; not to
be,&quot; (as for instance

the negation &quot;to be a man,&quot; is &quot;not to be man,&quot; not this,
&quot; to be riot a man,&quot; and the negation of &quot; to be a white man &quot;

is
&quot; not to be a white man,&quot; and not this

&quot; to be not a white

man,&quot; since if affirmation or negation be true of every thing, it

will be true to say
&quot; that wood is not a white

man,&quot;)
if this be

so, in those things to which the verb &quot; to be
&quot;

is not added,
that which is asserted instead of the verb &quot;to

be,&quot;
will pro-

luce the same thing. For example, the negation of &quot; a man
walks,&quot; will not be &quot; non-man walks,&quot; but,

&quot; a man does not

walk,&quot; for there is no difference in saying that &quot; a man walks,&quot;

or that &quot; a man is walking,&quot; so that if this is every where the

case, the negation of &quot;

it is possible to
be,&quot;

will be &quot;

it is pos
sible not to

be,&quot;
and not &quot;

it is not possible to be.&quot; But it

appears that it is possible for the same thing both to be, and
not to be, for every thing which may possibly be cut, or may
possibly walk, may also possibly not be cut, and not walk, and

the reason is that every thing which is thus pos-

sible, does not always energize,
1 so that negation

will also belong to it, for that which is capable
of walking, may not walk, and the visible may not be seen.

Still however it is impossible that opposite affirmations and

negations should be true of the same thing, wherefore the ne-

of propositions and of syllogisms, comes from the Greek commentators,
but is not Aristotelian. (Ammonius Schol. p. 130, a. 16.) The ad

mission of modals into Logic, has been strongly advocated and opposed ;

the determination of the implied matter of a pure proposition is extra-

logical of course, but respecting the expressed matter of a modal, the

reader will find some valuable remarks in Mansel s Logic. The authorities

are, on one side of the question Sir W. Hamilton, on the other Kant
and St. Hilaire. A modal is reducible to a pure categorical, by uniting
the modal word to the predicate, or to the subject when the mode only

expresses the nature of the matter of the proposition, e. g. a fish neces

sarily lives in the water, i. e. all fish live in the water. Though the man
ner of connexion between the extremes is expressed in a modal, yet it

does not thereby test the quantity of the proposition, as there are uni-

versals and particulars in each mode. On the distinction of propositional

matter, see Sir. W. Hamilton, Ed. Rev. No. 115, p. 217. Also the com

mentary of Ammonius, de Int. 7, (Scholia, p. 115, a. 14).
1 &quot; Non semper in aetu est.&quot; Averrois. Cf. Me tap. lib. ii. 4, and books

&quot;

and 8; also Physics, lib. ii.
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gation of &quot;

it is possible to
be,&quot;

is not &quot;

it is possible not to

be.&quot; Now it results from this that we either at the same

time affirm and deny the same thing of the same, or that the

affirmations and negations are not made according to the ad

ditions, &quot;to be&quot; or &quot; not to be ;

1W
if therefore, that, be im

possible, this, will be to be taken, wherefore the negation of

&quot;

it is possible to
be,&quot;

is
&quot;

it is not possible to be,&quot;

(but* not it is possible not to be). Now there is Bekker!
ed

the same reasoning also about the being contingent,

for the negation of this is, not to be contingent, and in like

manner as to the rest, for example the necessary and impossible,

since as in those it happens that,
&quot; to

be,&quot; and,
&quot; not to

be,&quot;
are

additions, but &quot; whiteness
&quot; and &quot; man &quot;

are subjects, so here

&quot; to be
&quot; and &quot; not to

be,&quot;
become as subjects, but &quot; to be possi

ble,&quot;
and &quot; to be contingent,&quot;

are additions which determine the

true and false in the (enunciations) &quot;to be possible&quot;
and &quot;to

i _
&quot;

&quot;U1 ^ ?? ^.! ^^1 ^ 1 TT *T, r ^ *- 4-\~ s-\os\ ^^-/-w T-\Q &quot; anrl ^
&quot;n A^&quot;. tA nA *

possible to
be,&quot;

the negation is not,
&quot;

it is possible not to be,&quot; but,
&quot;

it is not possible to be
;&quot; wherefore, &quot;it is possible to

be,&quot; and,

&quot;it is possible not to be,&quot;
will appear to follow each other ; for it

is the same thing,
&quot;

to be possible to
be,&quot;

and &quot;not to be,&quot;
since

such things are not contradictories of each other, namely, &quot;it is

possible to
be,&quot; and,

&quot;

it is possible not to be.&quot; But &quot;

it is pos-

1

Sequitur enim hinc aut idem vere simul affirmari et negari de eodem

ant non secundum apposita quatenus ea, sunt et non sunt, fieri affirma-

tiones et negationes. Si ergo illud fieri nequit (ut negatio propositionis

modalem negativam efficiat} hoc (ut negatio modi efficiat
modalem nega-

tivam) eligendum fuerit. Bnhle.
2 Vide Huyshe s Logic, p. 50. As regards modality, judgments accord-

ing to Kant are problematical, assertorial, and apodeictical. The first are

accompanied by a consciousness of the bare possibility of the judgment ;

the second by a consciousness of its reality ;
the third by a consciousness

of its necessity. Modality is thus dependent on the manner in which a

certain relation between two concepts is maintained, and may vary ac

cording to the state of different minds, the given concepts, and conse

quently the matter of the judgment, remaining unaltered. Mansel s I rol.

Log ,
and Appendix, note G. The real state of the case appears to be that,

in the endeavour to combine psychological variation with logical distinct

ness, philosophers have sacrificed the proper office of the latter. As lar

as proposition is concerned, modals may be turned at once into pure ca-

tegoricals in fact they affect not the relation between the terms, but sim

ply the subject or predicate, in other words, the terms themselves alone.
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sible to be,&quot;
and &quot;

it is not possible to
be,&quot;

are never true of

the same thing at the same time, for they are opposed, neither

at least are,
&quot;

it is possible not to
be,&quot;

and &quot;

it is not possible
not to

be,&quot;
ever true at the same time of the same thing. Like

wise of, &quot;it is necessary to
be,&quot;

the negation is not, &quot;it is

necessary not to
be,&quot;

but this,
&quot;

it is not necessary to
be,&quot;

and

of, &quot;it is necessary not to be,&quot; (the negation) is this, &quot;it is

not necessary not to be.&quot; Again, of, &quot;it is impossible to
be,&quot;

the negation is not &quot;it is impossible not to
be,&quot;

but &quot;it is not

impossible to
be,&quot;

and of,
&quot;

it is impossible not to
be,&quot; (the

negation) is,
&quot;

it is not impossible not to be.&quot; In fact, uni

versally, as we have said, &quot;to be&quot; and &quot;not to
be,&quot;

we must

2. TheeZi/a necessarily regard as subjects, but those things

be
d
coSidered

wn^c^ produce affirmation and negation we must
as subjects, connect with &quot;to be&quot; and &quot;not to be :&quot; we ought

affinnltilm and also to consider these as opposite affirmations and
negation is to negations : possible, impossible, contingent, non-
be connected. Y .,, fe

contingent, impossible, not impossible, necessary,
not necessary, true, not true.

CHAP. XIII. Of the Sequences of Modal Propositions.

7of disos-

THE consequences are rightly placed thus :
&quot;

it

happens to be,&quot; follows,
&quot;

it is possible to
be,&quot;

and
this reciprocates with that ; also,

&quot;

it is not impos
sible to be&quot; and &quot;it is not necessary to be.&quot; But,

&quot;

it is not necessary not to
be,&quot; and, &quot;it

l
is not impossible not to

be ;

&quot;

follow,
&quot;

it is possible not to
be,&quot; and,

&quot;

it may happen
not to be ;

&quot;

and,
&quot;

it is necessary not to
be,&quot; and,

&quot;

it is im

possible to
be,&quot; follow,

&quot;

it is not possible to
be,&quot; and,

&quot;

it does

not happen to be
;&quot; but, &quot;it is necessary to

be,&quot;
and also,

&quot;

it is impossible not to
be,&quot; follow,

&quot;

it is not possible not to

be,&quot; and,
&quot;

it is not contingent not to be :

&quot; what we say how
ever may be seen from the following description :

1 3

It is possible to be It is not possible to be
It may happen to be It may not happen to be

1

Bekker, Buhle, and Waitz read this clause differently : as all are,

however, agreed in the scheme given, I have reconciled their variation

by a reference to that. Taylor appears to have done the same.
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It is not impossible to be It is impossible to be

It is not necessary to be. It is necessary not to be.

2 4

It is possible not to be It is not possible not to bo

It may happen not to be It may happen not to be

It is not impossible not to be It is impossible not to be

It is not necessary not to be. It is necessary to be.

Therefore the impossible, and the not impossi- i. ^aAWo*
ble, follow contradictorily the contingent, and the

possible, and the non-contingent, and the not

possible, and vice versa ;

* for the negation of the

impossible, namely, &quot;it is not impossible to be,&quot; follows, &quot;it is

possible to
be,&quot;

but affirmation follows negation, for,
&quot;

it is im

possible to be
&quot;

follows &quot;

it is not possible to
be,&quot; since

&quot;

it is

impossible to
be,&quot;

is affirmation, but,
&quot;

it is not impossible to

be,&quot;
is negation.

Let us next see how it is with necessary matter, now it is

evident that it does not subsist thus, but contraries follow,

and contradictories (are placed) separately,
1
for,

&quot;

it is not ne

cessary to
be,&quot;

is not the negation of &quot;it is ne-
2mr6llva^a

-
OVt

cessary not to
be,&quot;

since both, may possibly be true its peculiarity,

of the same thing, as that which necessarily, is not, ^^HS**
need not of necessity, be. But the reason why the

necessary follows not, in like manner, other propositions, is

that the impossible being enunciated contrarily to the ne

cessary, signifies the same thing ; for what it is impossible

should exist, must not of necessity be, but not be, and what is

impossible should not be, this must of necessity be ; so that

if these similarly follow the possible and the not possible,

these (do so) in a contrary mode,
2 since the necessary and the

impossible do not signify the same thing, but, as we have said,

1 Contrarias eas appellat, quurn propterea quod non est aliud nomen,

quod iis melius conveniat, turn maxime propter locos, quos occupant in

tabula quam adscripsit nam in hac t tvavriaQ collocatae sunt OVK avay-
KCUOV iivai et avaj. /i*}

iivai Waitz. In the table given above the two

former in each column are contraries to the two former in the opposite ;

and the two latter in each are contrary sequences from the two former.

Necessity, according to Aristotle, (Ethics, ch. iii.,) was either absolute

(a-rrXwQ), or hypothetical (t inro6kauQ), the former immutable, the lat

ter only conditional. See also Metap. lib. iv.

*
Namely,

&quot;

it is necessary and it is net necessary.&quot;
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Buhie and v^ce versa. Or is it impossible that the contra-
Averrois omit dictories of the necessary should be thus disposed ?

for, what, &quot;is necessary to be&quot; is &quot;possible to

be,&quot;
since if not, negation would follow, as it is necessary eithei

to affirm or deny, so that, if it is not possible to be, it is im

possible to be, wherefore it would be impossible for that to

be, which necessarily is, which is absurd, but the enunciation,
&quot;it is not impossible to be&quot; follows the other, &quot;it is possible
to

be,&quot;
which again is followed by,

&quot;

it is not necessary to

be,&quot;
whence it happens that what necessarily exists does not

necessarily exist, which is absurd. But again neither does,
&quot;it is necessary to be&quot; follow &quot;it is possible to

be,&quot;
nor

does the proposition,
&quot;

it is necessary not to
be,&quot;

for to that,

both, may occur, but whichever of these is true,
1 those 2 will

be no longer true, for at one and the same time, it is possible
to be, and not to be, but if it is necessary either to be or not

to be, both, will not be possible. It remains therefore, that

&quot;it is not necessary not to
be,&quot;

follows &quot;

it is possible to be
;&quot;

for this 3 is also true in respect of what is necessary to be,
since this becomes the contradiction of that proposition which

follows, viz. &quot;it is not possible to be;&quot; as &quot;it is impossible
to

be,&quot; and
&quot;

it is necessary not to
be,&quot;

follow that, of which the

negation is,
&quot;

it is not necessary not to be.&quot; Wherefore these

contradictions follow according to the above-mentioned mode,
and nothing absurd results, when they are thus disposed.

4

Still it may be doubted whether &quot;

it is possible

t? to
be,&quot;

follows &quot;it is necessary to
be,&quot;

for if it

the above, by does not follow, the contradiction will be conse-

between ration- quent, namely,
&quot;

it is not possible to
be,&quot; and if a

a! potentiality.&quot;

man should deny this to be a contradiction, it will

be necessary to call,
&quot;

it is possible not to
be,&quot; a

contradiction, both which are false in respect of necessary
matter. Nay, on the contrary, it appears to be possible that the

same thing should &quot; be cut&quot; and &quot; not be
cut,&quot;

should &quot;

be&quot; and
&quot;not

be,&quot;
so that what necessarily &quot;is,&quot; may happen &quot;not to be,&quot;

which is false. Nevertheless it is evident that not every thing
which can &quot;

be,&quot;
and can &quot;

walk,&quot; is capable also of the op-

posites, for in some cases this is not true. In the first place,

1 That is, it is necessary to be, and it is necessary not to be.
7

It is possible to be, and it is possible not to be.
8 It is not necessary not to be. * As above.
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in those things which are potent irrationally,
1 as

fire is caloriiic, and has irrational power ; rational

powers then are those of many things, and of

the contraries ;
but not all irrational powers, for, as we

have said, fire cannot heat, and not heat, nor such other

things as always energize. Yet even some irrational powers
can at the same time receive opposites ; but this has been

stated by us, because not every power is susceptible of con

traries, not even such as are predicated, according to the

same species. Moreover, some powers are equivocal, for the

possible is not predicated, simply ; but one thing is (called so),

because it is true, as being in an energy, as it is possible for a

man to walk, because he walks, and in short, a thing is pos
sible to be, because that is already in energy which is said to

be possible ; on the other hand, another thing (is said to be

possible), because it may be in energy ; as it is possible to

walk, because a man may walk. Now this power exists in

movable natures only, but that in immovable ; but with re

spect to both, it is true to say, that it is not impossible to

walk or to be, and that a man is now walking and energizing,
and has the power to walk, hence it is not true 2 to predicate
that which is thus possible, in respect of necessary matter,

simply, but the other is true. Wherefore since the universal

follows the particular, to be able to be, but not all ability, fol

lows that which is of necessity, and indeed the
3 The^^

necessary and the non-necessary may perhaps be ov xaiw ,

1 Non secundum rationem possibilia. Buhle. &quot; Non secundum ratio-

nem possunt.&quot; Averrois. Compare Metaph. lib. ii. and iv. and viii. In

the last place, the same distinction between rational and irrational powers
is maintained ; the reader will find also that the whole of the 8th chapter
turns on the difference between ^vvd^iQ and ivepyeia. Briefly, the former

is (as here) simple potentiality ;
the latter, that active state, in which

potentiality may be. Aristotle places the tvtpyua, and properly, ante

cedent to the SvvafjiiQ. Vide also Ethics, book i. ch. 2. AvvafjLttc con

sidered as faculties were five, of which vegetables possessed one, brutes

four, and man all. Compare Aristot. de Anima. The resistance given,
has respect to the potentiality of the will, which of course is excluded
from irrational subjects, hence they are, in a sense, unsusceptible of con

traries ; man s will, being potential, has power to restrict his $vva/mc,
or place them in ivepyetq, but irrational subjects have no potential will,

hence the difference.
2 It is only truly asserted of what is hypothetically necessary, because

a thing must of necessity be, when it will be, though it will not neces

sarily be.
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are the ipxj the principle of the existence, or of the non-exist-
&quot;&quot;&quot; &quot; &quot; &quot;

ence of all things, and we should consider other

things as consequent upon these. 1 Hence from

what we have stated, it is clear that whatever exists of necessity,
is in energy, so that if eternal natures are prior in existence,

4. The TO if, energy also is prior to power, and some things, as

LTpwf
vwj ^e first substances, are energies without power,

Priority. but others with power, namely, those which are

prior by nature, but posterior in time : lastly, there are some

which are never energies, but are capacities only.

CHAP. XIV. Of Contrary Propositions.
2

i. Those opin-
BUT whether is affirmation contrary to negation,

ions are con- or affirmation to affirmation ? and is the sentence

1 The following order will explain :

1 3

It is necessary to be It is not necessary to be
It is not possible not to be It is possible not to be
It may not happen not to be It may happen not to be
It is impossible not to be. It is impossible not to be.

2 4

It is necessary not to be It is not necessary not to be
It is not possible to be It is possible to be
It may not happen to be It may happen to be
It is impossible to be. It is not impossible to be.

Waitz observes that he does not consider the 7rpar/ ovaia here as in the

Categories, but as in the Metaphysics. Vide Metap. b. iii. 4, 6, etc., also

Physics, lib. ii. and De Anima, i. 1, 2, and ii. 1, 2. Ed. Trendelenburg.
The learned note of Ammonius, too long to insert, tends to show no
more than what can be gleaned by the student from a reference to the

places quoted, namely, that with Aristotle, energy is prior to capacity,
and that the necessary being invariably the same in subsistence, can only
be predicated of things which are always in energy : this conclusion

being syllogistically educed, he proceeds to evolve the contingents and

consequences, placing form in energy, matter in capacity. In the Meta.
12th book, he calls the gods essences in energy. Composites are those
which participate of matter, and either may or may not retain form : thus

beings are, first, energies simple and immutable, next, those which are

mutable, yet connected with energy, others, which precede energy as to

time, but do not always obtain it, lastly, others which subsist as to capa
city alone, and are not naturally adapted to energy. Vide Ammonius in
librum de Interpretatione.

2 This chapter is not given separately in the text, by Waitz: with
Ammonius it forms the fifth section of the treatise. He considers it eithei
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which says, &quot;every man is
just,&quot; contrary to the

trary which are

one, &quot;no man is
just,&quot;

or the sentence
&quot;every

of contrary

man is
just,&quot; to, &quot;every

man is
unjust,&quot; as &quot; Cal- ^sitSaf

6

lias is
just,&quot;

&quot;

Callias is not
just,&quot;

&quot;

Callias is un- contrariety cor-

tt t i (* , i *\ T-I /&amp;gt;
responds with

just, which ot these are contraries : lor if the contrariety

things in the voice, follow those which exist in
of Pimon -

the intellect,
1 but there the opinion of a contrary is contrary,

as for instance, that &quot;

every man is
just,&quot;

is contrary to,
^

&quot;every
man is unjust,&quot;

it is necessary that affirmations also

in the voice should subsist in the same manner, but if there,
the opinion of a contrary be not contrary, neither will affirm

ation be contrary to affirmation, but the before-named ne

gation. Hence it must be considered what false opinion is

contrary to the true opinion, whether that of negation or that

which opines it to be the contrary. I mean in this way,
there is a certain true opinion of good that it is good, but an

other false opinion that it is not good, lastly, a third, that it is

evil, which of these therefore is contrary to the true opinion ?

and if there is one, according to which is it contrary ? If then

a man should fancy contrary opinions to be defined by this,

that they are of contraries, it would be erroneous, for of good
that it is good, and of evil that it is evil, there is perhaps the

same opinion, and it is true whether there be many (opinions)
or one : but these are contraries, yet not from their being of

contraries are they contraries, but rather from their subsist

ing in a contrary manner.2 If then there is an opinion of good
that it is good, but another that it is not good, and there is

also something else, which is neither inherent, nor can be,

in good, we cannot admit any contrary of the rest, neither

as spuriously introduced by some one posterior to Aristotle, or written by
him to exercise the reader s judgment upon what has been said, as in the

Categories he contends that what is sensible is prior to sense, explaining
the system of relation generally in his Physical Auscultation.

1 Vide supra, ch. i.
;

also Ethics, book vi. ch. 1 and 2. As Waitz ob

serves, he seems to refer to the same subject in the Metaphysics, where he
takes for granted that ivavria icrri d6%a doZy r/ rrjQ dvTKpdaecjQ, and again
in the Topics. Waitz, 363. Vide also Whately, book ii. ch. 2, 3, and

Huyshe, sect. 4 : whose remarks will fully explain this chapter. The

example, Callias is just is unjust, is in fact a contradiction. (Vide De
Interpretatione, ch. 7.)

2
fiaXXov T$ tvavTiuG, in a form of logical contrariety. On the three

fold division of good, by the Pythagoreans and Peripatetics, see Cic.

A.cad. i. 5
;
Tusc. v. 85. Ethics, book i. 8.
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such opinions as imagine the non-inherent to be inherent, nor

the inherent to be non-inherent, (for both are infinite,
1 both

as many as imagine the non-inherent to be inherent, and the

inherent to be non-inherent) ; but in those things in which there

is deception, (therein we admit contraries,) and these are from

which there are generations ; generations however are from

opposltes, wherefore deceptions also. If then good is good
and not evil, and the one is essential, but the other accidental

(for it is accidental to it not to be evil) and of every thing
the opinion is more true and false which is essential, if the

true (be assumed) the opinion that good is not good, is

false in respect of that which is essentially inherent, but

the opinion that it is evil is false of that which is from acci

dent, so that the opinion of the negation of good would be

more false than the opinion of the contrary. He is however

especially deceived about every thing who holds a contrary

opinion, for contraries belong to things which are the most
diverse about the same thing. If then one of these is con

trary, but the opinion of the negation is more contrary, it

is evident that this itself will be (truly) contrary ; but the

opinion that the good is evil is complex, for it is necessary

perhaps, that the same man should suppose (good) not good.
Once more, if it is requisite for the like to occur in other things,
it may seem to have been well said in this case also ; for the

(opposition) of negation is either every where or no where ;

but whatever things have no contraries, of these, the opposite
to the true opinion is false, as he is mistaken who fancies &quot; a

man &quot;
&quot; not a man,&quot; if then these (negations) are contrary the

other (opinions) also, of negation, are. Besides, it is the same
as to the opinion of good that it is good., and of what is not

good, that it is not good ; and also the opinion of good, that it

is not good, and of what is not good that it is good ; to the

opinion then of the not good that it is not good, which is true,

2. Nature of what will be the contrary ? Certainly not that
contrariety be- wnich says that it is evil, since it may at one
tween affirma- .

J

tion and nega- and the same time be true ; but truth is never

contrary to truth, for whatever is not good is evil,

so that it will happen that these opinions, shall be at one and
the same time, true. Nor again will that (opinion) that it is not

1 This parenthesis is omitted by Taylor. I follow the reading of Buhle
and Waitz.
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evil, be (the contrary), for that is also true, and these may exist

at the same time, wherefore (the opinion) of what is not good,
that it is good, remains as a contrary to the opinion of what is

not good, that it is not good, and this will be false, so that

the opinion of good that it is not good, will be the contrary
to that of what is good, that it is good. That there will be no

difference though we should propose universal affirmation is

evident, for universal negation will be the contrary ; as for in

stance, to the opinion which supposes every thing good to be

good, that nothing of good things is good (will be the contrary

opinion), for the opinion of good that it is good, if good be

universal, is the same with that which opines that whatever

is good is good, and this differs in no respect from the opinion

that every thing which is good is good, and the like takes place

as to that which is not good. So that if this be the case in

opinion, and affirmations and negations in the voice are sym
bols of (conceptions) in the soul, it is clear that the universal

negation which is about the same thing, is contrary to affirm

ation. For instance, to &quot;

every thing good is
good,&quot;

or that

&quot;every
man is

good,&quot; (the negation is contrary,) that
&quot;

nothing or no man is good ;&quot;
but this, that &quot; not every thing,

or not every man,&quot; (is good, is opposed) contradictorily. It

is however evident, that true opinion can neither possibly be

contrary to true opinion, nor true negation (to true negation),

for those are contraries which subsist about op- g Contraries

posites ; but about the same things the same may cannot co-exist

be verified, but contraries cannot possibly be in-

herent in the same thing, at one and the same time. 1

1 Vide the canones oppositarum. Aldrich. Also notes upon the 7th

chap, de Interpret.
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THE PRIOR ANALYTICS. 1

BOOK I.

CHAP. I. Of Proposition, Term, Syllogism, and its Elements.

1. Purport of IT is first requisite to say what is the subject,

the aftSnment
concerning which, and why, the present treatise

of demonstra- is undertaken, namely, that it is concerning de-
tive science. monstration, and for the sake of demonstrative

science; we must afterwards define, what is a proposition,
what a term, and what a syllogism, also what kind of syllo

gism is perfect, and what imperfect; lastly, what it is for

a thing to be, or not to be, in a certain whole, and what
we say it is to be predicated of every thing, or of nothing

(of a class).

2. Definition of ^ proposition then is a sentence which affirms or

(Trp^rao-ir) pro- denies something of something,
2 and this is uni-

position. It is , . ,
-i f&amp;gt; T i

either, versal, or particular, or indefinite ; I denominate

versfi

X u Uni~ universa
l&amp;gt;

the being present
3 with all or none;

2. ei/wepe*, par- particular, the being present with something, or
C

orSoprrw, not with something, or not with every thing ;

indefinite. but the indefinite the being present or not being

present, without the universal or particular (sign) ; as for

example, that there is the same science of contraries, or that

1 Aristotle herein analyzes syllogism and demonstration into their prin

ciples ;
the names Prior and Posterior were given to these treatises in

the time of Galen, but it is remarkable, that when Aristotle cites them,
he denominates the former,

&quot;

Concerning Syllogism,&quot; and the latter
&quot;

Concerning Demonstration.&quot; Upon the subject of title, compare St.

Hilaire, Memoire, vol. i. p. 42, with Waitz, vol. i. p. 367 ;
and for general

elucidation of the treatise itself, much information has been derived from

the valuable commentary of Pacius.
2 Oratio indicativa, etc., Aldrich,

&quot; Oratio enunciativa,&quot; Boethius. The
latter s definition is the better.

3 The word vTrapxtiv, inesse, has given ample scope for the exercise of

logical contention : Taylor objects to translating it, the being inherent,

and points out an anomaly arising from Pacius use of it in this way,
in the next

chapter.^
He asserts that the real Aristotelian sense is

* (

being present with.&quot; For the account of the word, see note, p. 53.
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pleasure is not good. But a demonstrative
j-sr f T i ^ i i

3 - Difference

proposition diners trom a dialectic in this, that between the

the demonstrative is an assumption of one part of

the contradiction, for a demonstrator does not in- ana th

terrogate, but assume, but the dialectic is an in-

terrogation of contradiction. 1 As regards however forming a

syllogism from either proposition, there will be no difference

between one and the other, since he who demonstrates and
he who interrogates syllogize, assuming that something is or

is not present with something. Wherefore a

syllogistic proposition will be simply an affirma-
Jic

tion or negation of something concerning some

thing, after the above-mentioned mode : it is however demon
strative if it be true, and assumed through hypo
theses from the beginning,

2 and the dialectic pro-

position is to him who inquires an interrogation
of contradiction, but to him who syllogizes, an assumption
of what is seen and probable, as we have shown in the Topics.
What therefore a proposition is, and wherein the syllogistic

demonstrative and dialectic differ, will be shown accurately

1 The oldest Greek commentator, Alexander Aphrodisiensis, speaks of

the XoyiKi) Kat ffwAXoyitmie?} Trpayfjiartia as containing under it, a-jro-

StiKTiicr], SiaXtKTiKr], TTfipaariKr], and ao^iariKr]. Schol. p. 149, a. 19.
2 These are auo/*ara, the truth of which are self-evident. Waitz.

They correspond to the Koival evvoiai of the mathematicians. The place
referred to is the 1st book of the Topics. As assumption by the name of

hypothesis forms one of the Aristotelian apxt, or principles of science, we
annex the following table of the latter from Hansel s Appendix.

Koivai (i% aiv)
-Idiai (Trepi o)

Oeatig

(original premises)

Definitions. assumptions of the

real, of the subjects, existence of the subjects, as

nominal, of the attributes. a necessary condition

to their definition.

(N. B. The attributes are not

assumed, but proved to e.iJJt

in their subjects.)

O
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in the following treatises, but for our present requirements
what has now been determined by us may per-

a tfrm-^o&quot; .

f haPs suffice - Again, I call that a &quot;

term,&quot; into

which a proposition is resolved, as for instance,

the predicate and that of which it is predicated, wiiether to be

or not to be is added or separated. ^Lastly, a

lyUogtenf* syllogism is a sentence in which certain things

being laid down, something else different from
the premises necessarily results, in consequence of their ex

istence. 1

^ I say that,
&quot; in consequence of their existence,&quot;

something results through them, but though something happens

through them, there is no need of any external term in order

i The latter
to t^ie ex istence ^ tne necessary (consequence).

either perfect, Wherefore I call a perfect syllogism that which

jf feTAfj! requires nothing else, beyond (the premises) as

sumed, for the necessary (consequence) to appear :

but an imperfect syllogism, that which requires besides, one
or more things, which are necessary, through the supposed
terms, but have not been assumed through propositions.

2 But
for one thing to be in the whole of another, and for one thing
to be predicated of the whole of another, are the same thing,

s Definition
an(^ we sa^ ^ *s Pre^icated of the whole, when no-

of predication thing can be assumed of the subject, of which the

nuno
lniet

other may not be asserted, and as regards being

predicated of nothing, in like manner. 3

1 Vide Aldrich. Aristotle s definition is translated by Aulus Gellius, xv.

26. Oratio in qua, consensis quibusdam et concessis aliud quid, quam
quae concessa sunt, per ea, quae concessa sunt necessario conficitur.

On the subject of the syllogism being a petitio principii, vide Hansel s

Logic, Appendix D.
2 Cf. Aquinas Opusc. 47. de Syll. cap. viii. Scotus, lib. i. Anal.

Prior, Quaest. xxii. seqq. Occam, Log. p. 3, cap. 6. The direct and in

direct syllogisms of the Schoolmen must not be confounded with the per
fect and imperfect of Aristotle : an indirect syllogism has the minor term
the predicate, and the major the subject, of the conclusion.

3 That is, when nothing can be assumed of the subject of which the

other can be predicated. With Aristotle the &quot; dictum de omni et nullo,&quot;

is the principle of all syllogism. Vide Whately, b. i. sect. 4. See also the
same principle, Categor. 3.
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CHAP. II. On the Conversion of Propositions.

SINCE every proposition is either of that which
is present (simply), or is present necessarily or convS

contingently, and of these some are affirmative,
w
f

u

but others negative, according to each appellation ;
in E, univer-

again, since of affirmative and negative propositions
sally&amp;lt;

some are universal, others particular, and others indefinite, it

is necessary that the universal negative proposition of what
is present should be converted in its terms

; for instance, if
&quot; no pleasure is

good,&quot;

&quot; neither will any good be
pleasure.&quot;

But an affirmative proposition we must of neces-
2 A and r to

sity convert not universally, but particularly,
1 as be converted

if &quot;all pleasure is
good,&quot; it is also necessary that i)articularly-

&quot; a certain good should be pleasure ;

&quot;

but of particular pro
positions, we must convert the affirmative proposition parti&amp;gt;

cularly, since if &quot; a certain pleasure is
good,&quot;

so also &quot; will a
certain good be pleasure ;&quot;

a negative proposition however
need not be thus converted, since it does not follow, 9 ~

*_&amp;gt;
,, .. .

*
m

o. conversion
it man is not present with &quot; a certain animal, of o unneces-

that animal also is not present with a certain man. sary&amp;lt;

Let then first the proposition A B be an universal nega
tive ; if A is present with no B, neither will B be present
with any A, for if it should be present with some A, for ex
ample with C, it will not be true, that A is present with no
B, since C is something of B. If, again, A is pre
sent with every B, B will be also present with
some A, for if with no A, neither will A be present with any
B, but it was supposed to be present with every B. In a
similar manner also if the proposition be particular, for if A

1
Aristotle s account of conversion differs from that of Aldrich, since he

divides conversion into universal and particular, having respect to the qua
lity of the proposition after conversion. ATrXi) avTivrpotyij is mentioned
by Philoponus Scholia. On the conversion per accidens, of the logicians,
see Whately, b. ii. sect. 4. Boethius uses the expressions generalis and
per accidens. Whately s term, conversion by limitation, is far better.
The example in the text is worked out more shortly by Theophrastus and
Eudemus. It is to be noticed that, having in Inter, ch. 12, spoken of four

modes, he here reduces them to two Vide St. Hilaire s Translation,
Preface, p. 66.

G 2
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be present with some B, B must also necessarily be present
with some A, for if it were present with none, neither would
A be present with any B, but if A is not present with some

B, B need not be present with some A, for example, if B is

&quot;

animal,&quot; but A,
&quot;

man,&quot; for man is not present with &quot;

every
animal,&quot; but &quot; animal

&quot;

is present with &quot;

every man.&quot;

CHAP. III. On the Conversion of Modal Propositions.
1

i Rule for
THE same system will hold good in necessary pro-

modal conver-
positions, for an universal negative is universally

asfor purepro- convertible, but either affirmative proposition par-

ampte? the
x &quot;

ticularlv
&amp;gt;

f r if it; is necessary that A should be

necessary mo- present with no B, it is also necessary that B
should be present with no A, for if it should hap

pen to be present with any, A also might happen to be pre
sent with some B. But if A is of necessity present with

every or with some certain B, B is also necessarily present
with some certain A ;

for if it were not necessarily, neither

would A of necessity be present with some certain B : a

particular negative however is not converted, for the reason

we have before assigned.
In contingent propositions, (since contingency is mul

tifariously predicated, for we call the necessary, and the not

necessary, and the possible, contingent,) in all affirmatives,

conversion will occur in a similar manner, for if A is con

tingent to every or to some certain B, B may also be con

tingent to some A ; for if it were to none, neither would

Vid ch 2
A be to any B, for this has been shown before.

The like however does not occur in negative

propositions, but such things as are called contingent either

from their being necessarily not present, or from their being
not necessarily present, (are converted) similarly (with the

1

Modality is not altogether excluded from Logic ;
but is admitted by

Aristotle, only when, being expressed in a proposition, it necessitates un
der certain conditions a corresponding modification of consequence.

Logic has nothing to do with deciding the truth or falsity of proposition,

per se, necessarily or contingently ;
it only ascertains the necessary infer

ence of conclusion from premises according to certain canons. Vide
some admirable remarks by Sir W. Hamilton on this subject. Psellus

and Petrus Hispanus are both extra-logical in their consideration of

matter.
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former); e. g. if a man should say, that it is
2 Of the con-

contingent, for &quot; a man. not to be &quot; a horse,&quot; tingent, with

or for &quot; whiteness
&quot;

to be present with no &quot;

gar-
examPle

ment.&quot; For of these, the one, is necessarily not present, but
the other, is not necessarily, present ; and the proposition is

similarly convertible, for if it be contingent to no &quot; man &quot;

to

be &quot; a horse,&quot; it also concurs with no &quot; horse
&quot;

to be &quot; a man,&quot;

and if &quot;whiteness
&quot;

happens to no
&quot;garment,&quot;

a &quot;garment
&quot;

also happens to no &quot; whiteness ;

&quot;

for if it did happen to any,
&quot;whiteness&quot; will also necessarily happen to &quot;a certain gar
ment,&quot; and this has been shown before, and in

^Cn 2
.

like manner with respect to the particular negative

proposition. But whatever things are called con- caikd^S-
tinorent as being for the most part and from their &?&quot;*&amp;gt;

witn the

, . . , . differences in

nature, (after which manner we define the contin- conversion be-

gent,) will not subsist similarly in negative conver- tween E and -

sions, for an universal negative proposition is not converted, but

a particular one is, this however will be evident when we speak
of the contingent. At present, in addition to what we have

said, let thus much be manifest, that to happen to nothing, or

not to be present with any thing, has an affirma- * cf ch&amp;gt; 12 de

tive figure,* for &quot;

it is contingent,&quot; is similarly ar- interpret-

ranged with &quot;it
is,&quot;

and &quot;it is&quot; always and entirely

produces affirmation in whatever it is attributed to, e. g.
&quot;

it

is not
good,&quot; or,

&quot;

it is not white,&quot; or in short,
&quot;

it is not this

thing.&quot;
This will however be shown in what follows, but

as regards conversions, these will coincide with the rest.

CHAP. TV. Of Syllogism, and of thefirst Figure.

THESE things being determined, let us now de- i. syllogism

scribe by what, when, and how, every syllogism is J^* &quot;^han

produced, and let us afterwards speak of demon- demonstration

stration, for we must speak of syllogism prior to
ed us nSure

demonstration, because syllogism is more uni- and construe.

versal, since, indeed, demonstration is a certain

syllogism, but not every syllogism is demonstration.

When, then, three terms so subsist, with reference to each

other, as that the last is in the whole of the middle, and the mid
dle either is, or is not, in the whole of the first, then it is neces

sary that there should be a perfect syllogism of the extremes.
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2. Definition of
But * c

^\
tl[iai the mi4dle,

1 which is itself in an-

c, and of other, whilst another is in it,
2 and which also be-

comes t
.

he middle by position,
3 but the extreme 4

that which is itself in another, and in which an
other also is.

5 For if A is predicated of every B, and B of

every C, A must necessarily be predicated of every C, for it

has been before shown, how we predicate
&quot; of every ;

&quot;

so also

if A is predicated of no B, but B is predicated of every C, A
will not be predicated of any C. But if the first is in every

1 That is, in the first figure, because the middle is placed otherwise in
the second and third figures.

2 That is, in the first figure ;
the middle is the subject of the major pre

mise, and predicate of the minor.
3 That is, the middle is placed between the extremes. Aristotle, in

his figures, regards rather the extension of the middle, than its position
in the two premises. Vide Trendelenburg, Elem. sect. 28. Waitz, Anal.
Pr. 23.

4 The majus extremum, TO p-tiZov dicpov, is called also TO irpuTov.
An. Pr. book i. ch. 31

;
the minus, TO HXctTTov, also TO tcf^aTOv. An.

Pr. book ii. ch. 8. Cf. Aldrich, cap. iii. sect. 3.
5 The minor extreme is the subject of the middle in the minor pre

mise
;
and the major extreme is the predicate of the middle in the major

premise.

ET. 1. Every man is an animal Every man is an animal
No horse is a man No stone is a man
Every horse is an animal. No stone is an animal.

Ex. 2. No line is science No line is science

No medicine is a line No unity is a line

Every medicine is science. No unity is science.

Ex. 3. Some Habit
( |* not J

good Some habit
{ not J

good

All prudence is a habit All ignorance is a habit

All prudence is good. No ignorance is good.

MX. 4. Some horse
J jjj not j

white Some horse
| ^ J

white

No swan is a horse No crow is a horse

Every swan is wrhite. No crow is white.

K&quot;X. 5. Every man is an animal Every man is an animal

Something white
(i.

e. a swan) Something white (i. e. snow) is not
is not a man a man

Every swan is an animal. No snow is an animal.

Ex. 6. No man is inanimate No man is inanimate

Something white
(i.*

e. snow) Something white
(i. e. a swan) id

is not a man not a man
All snow is inanimate. No swan is inanimate.
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middle, but the middle is in no last, there is not a syllogism
of the extremes, for nothing necessarily results from the ex
istence of these, since the first happens to be present with

every, and with no extreme ; so that neither a particular nor
universal (conclusion) necessarily results, and nothing neces

sary resulting, there will not be through these a syllogism.
Let the terms of being present universally, be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;

&quot;

horse,&quot; and let the terms of being present with no one be

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot; &quot;stone.&quot;* Since, then, neither ^
1 a -n i -i it i Example (1.)
the first term is present with the middle, nor the

middle with any extreme, there will not thus be a syllogism.
Let the terms of being present, be &quot;

science,&quot;
&quot;

line,&quot;

&quot; medi

cine,&quot; but of not being present,
&quot;

science,&quot;
&quot;

line,&quot; Exam
&quot;

unity ;&quot;f
the terms then being universal, it is

manifest in this figure, when there will and when there will

not be a syllogism, also that when there is a syllogism, it is

necessary that the terms should subsist, as we have said, and
that if they do thus subsist there will evidently be a syllogism

But if one of the terms be universal and the other particu

lar, in relation to the other, when the universal is joined to the

major extreme, whether affirmative or negative, but the par
ticular to the minor affirmative, there must necessarily be a

perfect syllogism, but when the (universal) is joined to the

minor, or the terms are arranged in some other way, a (syl

logism) is impossible. I call the major extreme
that in which the middle is, and the minor that

*

(l ^&quot;^and^

which is under the middle. For let A be present 7
^XaTT &quot;

with every B, but B with some C, if then to be

predicated
&quot; of every

&quot;

is what has been asserted from the first,

A must necessarily be present with some C, and if A is pre
sent with no B, but B with some C, A must necessarily not

be present with some C, for what we mean by the being predi
cated of no one has been defined, so that there will be a perfect

syllogism. In like manner, if B, C, being affirm- 4 Syl iogistic

ative, be indefinite, for there will be the same syl-
ratio the same

logism, both of the indefinite, and of that which affor th^pS-
is assumed as a particular.

ticuiar.

If indeed to the minor extreme an universal af- ?.
NO syllogism

firmative or negative be added, there will not be
a syllogism, whether the indefinite, or particular,
affirms or denies, e. g. if A is or is not present definite.
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with some B, but B is present to every C ; let the terms

of affirmation be
&quot;good,&quot; &quot;habit,&quot; &quot;prudence,&quot;

and those

Example (3.)

of 8*t[
&amp;gt;

&quot;

good,&quot; &quot;habit,&quot;

&quot;

ignorance.&quot;
*

Again, if B is present with no C, but A is

present or is not present with some B, or not with every
B ; neither thus will there be a syllogism : let the terms of

t Example (4 )
being present with every (individual) be

&quot;

white,&quot; f

&quot;horse,&quot; &quot;swan;&quot; but those of being present
with no one, be &quot;

white,&quot;
&quot;

horse,&quot;
&quot;

crow.&quot; The same also

may be taken if A, B be indefinite. Neither will

the mIjOT

h
fs

n
there be a syllogism, when to the major extreme

Apr E, but the the universal affirmative or negative is added ;

but to the minor, a particular negative, whether
it be indefinitely or particularly taken, e. g. if A is present
with every B ; but B is not present with some, or not with

every C, for to what the middle is not present, to this, both to

every, and to none, the first will be consequent. For let the

terms,
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

man,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; be supposed, afterwards

from among those white things, of which man is not predicated,
let &quot;swan&quot; and &quot;snow&quot; be taken ; hence &quot;animal&quot; is predi
cated of every individual of the one, but of no individual of the

Exam ie ( 5
other, wherefore there will not be a syllogism.J

Again, let A be present with no B, but B not be

present with some C, let the terms also be &quot;

inanimate,&quot;
&quot;

man,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; then let
&quot;

swan&quot; and &quot;

snow&quot; be taken from
those white things, of which man is not predicated, for inani

mate is predicated of every individual of the one, but of no

Exam le (6 )

ina*ividual of the other. Once more, since it is

indefinite for B not to be present with some C,

(for it is truly asserted, that it is not present with some C,
whether it is present with none, or not with every C,) such
terms being taken, so as to be present with none, there will

be no syllogism (and this has been declared before). Where
fore it is evident, that when the terms are thus, there will not

be a syllogism, since if one could be, there could be also one
in these, and in like manner it may be shown, if even an uni-

7 Nor when
versal negative be taken. Nor will there by any

both are parti- means be a syllogism, if both particular inter-
cuiar, etc. yajg

i ^Q predicated either as affirmative or nega-

1

Propositions.
&quot;

Propositio ipsa vocatur passim ab Aristotele, inter-
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tive, or the one affirmative and the other negative, or the one
indefinite, or the other definite, or both indefinite ; but let the
common terms of all be

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot; &quot;man,&quot; ,

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot;
&quot;stone.&quot;*

From what has been said, then, it is evident, that if there
be a particular syllogism in this figure, the terms must ne

cessarily be as we have said, and that if the terms be thus,
there will necessarily be a syllogism, but by no

8 2
-
ua v -.

means if they are otherwise. It is also clear, that TO*. The first

all the syllogisms in this figure are perfect,
1 for pj^andeom-

all are perfected through the first assumptions ; and prehends ail

, , , , ,
te
, n . &quot;. . classes of af-

tnat all problems are demonstrated by this figure, firmation and

for by this, to be present with all, and with none,
ne^ation -

and with some, and not with some, (are proved,) and such I
call the first figure.

2

CHAP. V Of the second Figure.

WHEN the same (middle term) is present with every i , zxwa, B.,

individual, (of the one,) but with none, (of the {tovJffiE
other,) or is present to every or to none of each, position of the

vallum, didaTrifjia, quoniam duobus extremis terminis includitur, eorum-

que intervallum efficit.&quot; Buhle.

Ex. 7. Something white
{ |jj Qot j

an Something white
{ |^ nofc

animal mal

Some man
j ^ not J

white Some stone
j ^ nofc J

white

Every man is an animal. No stone is an animal.

1 For the special and general rules of syllogism, see the common
Logics. It is sufficient to observe here, that the Aristotelian dictum is

directly applicable only to the first figure, which is therefore the type of

all syllogisms, and that the special rules, as laid down by Petrus Hispa-
nus, may all be found in this and the following chapters.

8 On the term 7rpo/3/\?7juara, compare Alexander Schol. p. 150, b. xl.

with this place, and also with Topics, i. 4. Schol. p. 256, a. 14, here, it

is used as ^Tov^va, or
&quot;

qusestiones,&quot; upon which vide Aldrich, cap. 3.

The term (T^r^ara, is employed, as Pacius thinks, by Aristotle, because

of his illustration of syllogisms by geometrical figures. Vide Waitz, vol.

i. 384. The invention of the fourth figure (disowned by Aristotle) is

attributed by Averrois to Galen. TpoTrce, or mood, is not used in Aid-

rich s sense by Aristotle, except, perhaps, in the 28th chapter of this

book. In the same meaning, Aristotle uses Trrwcrtc in An. i. 26. Upon
the perfect and imperfect moods, vide Whately and Aldrich, (Mansel s Ed.)
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terms-no per-
a figure f tnis kind I call the second figure.

feet syllogism The middle term l also in it, I call that which

Itfwn^Sion&quot;
is predicated of both extremes, and the ex-

withbothuni- tremes I denominate those of which this mid-
versal and par- .,, - ,

ticuiarquan- die is predicated, the greater extreme being
tity - that which is placed near the middle, but the

less, that which is farther from the middle. Now the mid
dle is placed beyond the extremes, and is first in posi

tion ; wherefore by no means will there be a perfect syllo

gism in this figure. There may however be one,*

gism
6 a SyU both when the terms are, and are not, universal,

2

and if they be universal there will be a syllogism
when the middle is present with all and with none, to

which ever extreme the negation is added,
3 but by no means

in any other way. For let M be predicated of no N, but of

every ; since then a negative proposition is convertible, N
will be present with no M ;

but M was supposed to be pre
sent with every 0, wherefore N will be present with no O,
for this has been proved before. Again, if M be present with

every N, but with no O, neither will be present with any N,
for if M be present with no O, neither will be present with

any M; but M was present with every N, hence also O will

be present with no N ; for again the first figure is produced ;

since however a negative proposition is converted, neither will

N be present with any ; hence there will be the same syllo

gism. We may also demonstrate the same things, by a de

duction to the impossible ;
it is evident therefore, that when

the terms are thus, a syllogism, though not a perfect one, is

produced, for the necessary is not only perfected from first as-

2 Fromuni- sumptions, but from other things also. 4 If also

versai affirm- M is predicated of every N and of every 0, there

1 Aristotle gives a separate definition of the three terms in each figure.

Cicero and others call the middle &quot;

argumentum.&quot;
2 There is in this expression an ellipse of Trpoc rbv trepov, the phrase

means strictly that one term is predicated universally, i. e. of the whole

of the other
; opoc, is not properly a premise in Aristotle.

3 Whichever denies, if the other only affirms.
4

i. e. a necessary conclusion. Syllogism is, in its strictest sense, a

logical deduction or inference, and often appears used in this way by

Aristotle, as in this same chapter.

Kx. 1. Every animal is a substance Every animal is a substance

Every man is a substance Every stone is a substance

Every man is an animal. No stone is an animal.
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will not be a syllogism, let the terms of being atives there i

present be &quot;substance,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;
and of

not being present
&quot;

substance,&quot;
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

stone,&quot;

the middle term &quot;substance.&quot;* Nor will there
* Example (i.)

then be a syllogism, when M is neither predicated of any N.
nor of any O, let the terms of being present be &quot;

line,&quot;

&quot; ani

mal,&quot; &quot;man;&quot; but of not being present, &quot;line,&quot; xam
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

stone.&quot;|

Hence it is evident, that if there is a syllogism when the

terms are universal, the latter must necessarily be, as we said

at the beginning,
1 for if they are otherwise, no necessary (con

clusion) follows. But if the middle be universal in respect to

either extreme, when universal belongs to the major either

affirmatively or negatively, but to the minor particularly, and
in a manner opposite to the universal, (I mean by opposition,
if the universal be negative, but the particular affirmative, or

if the universal is affirmative, but the particular negative,) it

is necessary that a particular negative syllogism 3 . When the

should result. For ifM is present with no N, but major is Apr E,
. _ and the minor

with a certain O, IN must necessarily not be pre- I or o, the con

sent with a certain O, for since a negative propo-
clusion 1S -

sition is convertible, N will be present with no M, but M was

by hypothesis present with a certain 0, wherefore N will not

be present with a certain O, for a syllogism is produced in

the first figure.

Again, if M is present with every N, but not with a certain

O, N must of necessity not be present with a certain O, for

if it is present with every 0, and M is predicated of every N,

Ex. 2. No animal is a line No animal is a line

No man is a line No stone is a line

Every man is an animal. No stone is an animal.

One affirmative and the other negative. Taylor uses categoric and

privative, for the usual expressions affirmative and negative, whereas in

Aristotle KarrijopiKog always signifies affirmative, and is opposed to trrepij-

TIKOQ. Vide Sir W. Hamilton, Ed. Rev. No. 115.

Ex. 3. Not every substance is an Not every thing white is an ani-

animal mal

Every crow is an animal Every crow is an animal

Every crow is a substance. No crow is white.

Ex. 4. Some substance is an animal Some substance is an animal
No stone is an animal No science is an animal

Every stone is substance. No science is substance*
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M must necessarily be present with every 0, but it was sup

posed not to be present with a certain 0, and if M is present
with every N, and not with every O, there will be a syllogism,
that N is not present with every O, and the demonstration

will be the same. But if M is predicated of every O, but not

of every N, there will not be a syllogism ; let the terms of

presence be &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

substance,&quot;
&quot;

crow,&quot; and of absence

* Exam le (3

&quot; an^ma
^&quot;

&quot;

white,&quot; &quot;crow ;&quot;* neither will there

be a syllogism when M is predicated of no O, but of

a certain N, let the terms of presence be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;substance,&quot;

t Example (4 )

&quot; stone
&amp;gt;&quot;

but ^ absence,
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

substance,&quot;
&quot;

science.&quot; f
When therefore universal is opposed to particular, we have

declared when there will, and when there will not, be a syllogism ;

but when the propositions are of the same quality,
1

r&amp;gt;Uioio(r\r]U.bvev. 111-
4. if both pre- as both being negative or affirmative, there will not

^me quality**
b7 anv means be a syllogism, For first, let them be

no syllogism negative, and let the universal belong to the major
extreme, as let M be present with no N, and not be

present with a certain O, it may happen therefore that N
shall be present with every and with no

; let the terms of

Exam le
.

5
universal absence be &quot;

black,&quot;
&quot;

snow,&quot;
&quot; ani

mal ;

&quot;

J but we cannot take the terms of universal

presence, if M is present with a certain O, and with a certain

not present. For if N is present with every O, but M with
no N, M will be present with no 0, but by hypothesis, it was

present with some 0, wherefore it is not possible thus to assume
the terms. We may prove it nevertheless from the indefinite,

2

1

Taylor forgets that the affirmation and negation of proposition con
stitute its quality, so construes

6juoio&amp;lt;r%jfyioi
c,

&quot; of the same figure,&quot; a
classical exactitude procured by an illogical ambiguity. Buhle,

&quot; e&dem
form&.&quot;

Ex. 5. No snow is black
Some animal is not black
No animal is snow.

3 Called dSiopurroQ, or indefinite, because it does not explain whether
the attribution is true, alone in a part, or universally. Taylor.

Ex. 6. Every swan is white

Some stone is white
No stone is a swan.

Ex. 7. Every swan is white Every swan is white
Some bird is not white Every bird is a swan

Every bird is a swan. Every bird is white.
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for since M was truly asserted not to be with some certain O,
even if it is present with no ; yet being present with no O,
there was not a syllogism, it is evident, that neither now will

there be one. Again, let them* be affirmative,
and let the universal be similarly assumed, e. g. p s it̂ ns

th pro~

let M be present with every N, and with a certain

O, N may happen therefore to be present, both with every
and with no O, let the terms of being present with none, be

&quot;white,&quot; &quot;swan,&quot; &quot;snow:&quot;t but we cannot as-
, f, , . . , t Example (6.)sume the terms 01 being present with every, lor

the reason which we have before stated, but it may be shown
from the indefinite.^ But if the universal be

Exam le

joined to the minor extreme, and M is present with
no O, and is not present with some certain N, it is possible
for N to be present with every and with no O ; let the terms
of presence be

&quot;white,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;crow,&quot; but of absence,
&quot;

white,&quot;
&quot;

stone,&quot;
&quot;

crow.&quot; But if the proposi- Example (8 }

tions are affirmative, let the terms of absence be
&quot;

white,&quot;
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

snow,&quot; of presence,
&quot;

white,&quot;
&quot;

animal,&quot;

&quot;swan.
&quot;||

Therefore it is evident, when the pro- Exam le (g

positions are of the same quality, and the one

universal, but the other particular, that there is by no means
a syllogism. Neither, however, will there be one, if a thing
be present to some one of each term, or not present, or to the

one, but not to the other, or to neither universally, or indefinitely,
let the common terms of all be &quot;white,&quot; &quot;ani

mal,&quot; &quot;man
;&quot; &quot;white,&quot;

&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot; inanimate. ^

Wherefore it is evident, from what we have stated, that if

the terms subsist towards each other, as has been said, there

is necessarily a syllogism, and if there be a syllogism, the

terms must thus subsist. It is also clear that all syllogisms

Ex. 8. Some animal is not white Some stone is not white
No crow is white No crow is white

Every crow is an animal. No crow is a stone.

Ex. 9. Some animal is white Some animal is white
All snow is white Every swan is white
No snow is an animal. Every swan is an animal.

Ex. 10. Some animal
j ^ not J

white Some animal
{ |J not }

white

Some man
j |^ not j

white Something inanim.
j jj UQt J

whit*

Every man is an animal. Nothing inanimate is an animal.
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in this figure are imperfect, for all of them are produced from
certain assumptions, which are either of necessity in the terms,
or are admitted as hypotheses, as when we demonstrate by the

XT _ impossible. Lastly, it appears that an affirmative
5. No affirma- -., . -i -i ,

tive conclusion syllogism is not produced in this figure, but all
in this figure. are negative, both the universal and also the

particular.
1

CHAP. VI. Of Syllogisms in the third Figure.

i. sxtiwar, WHEN with the same thing one is present with

gu^S* cha- every, but the other with no individual, or both
racteristic-the with every, or with none, such I call the third

mbjwt of toth
-

figure ; and the middle in it, I call that of which
P
erftct

e

s

S

7io
we predicate both, but the predicates the ex-

gfsm in thfc tremes, the greater extreme being the one more
remote from the middle, and the less, that which

is nearer to the middle. But the middle is placed beyond the

extremes, and is last in position ; now neither will there be a

perfect syllogism, even in this figure, but there

gism!

a Syll mav be one,* when the terms are joined to the

middle, both universally, and not universally.
Now when the terms are universally so, when, for instance,
P and R are present with every S, there will be a syllogism,
so that P will necessarily be present with some certain R, for

since an affirmative is convertible, S will be present to a cer

tain R. Wherefore since P is present to every S, but S to

some certain R, P must necessarily be present with some R,
for a syllogism arises in the first figure. We may also make

the demonstration through the impossible, and byMr e*0e&amp;lt;7-

exposition.
2 For if both are present with every

S, if some S is assumed, (e. g.) N, both P and R

1 For the special rules and necessary negative conclusion in this figure,
vide Whately and Aldrich

;
and for the principles of the several figures,

compare Hill s Logic. The enumeration of distinct axioms for the second
and third figures, occurs in Lambert Nues Organon, part i. ch. 4, sect.

232. According to him, the use of the second figure is for the discovery
and proof of differences in things; and of the third, for those of examples
and exceptions.

2 The method called ticOeaiG signifies by exhibiting an individual case.
4

exponere sensui,&quot; hence a syllogism &quot;with singular premises is caned
&quot;

syllogismus expositorius.&quot; It is doubtful whether Aristotle regarded
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will be present with this, wherefore P will be present with a
certain R, and if R is present with every S, but P is present
with no S, there will be a syllogism, so that P will be neces

sarily inferred as not present with a certain R ; for the same
mode of demonstration will take place, the proposition R S

being converted ; this may also be demonstrated by the im

possible, as in the former syllogisms. But if R is present
with no S, but P with every S, there will not be a syllogism ;

let the terms of presence be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;horse,&quot; &quot;man,&quot; but
of absence

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;inanimate,&quot; &quot;man.&quot;*
Exam j

Neither when both are predicated of no S, will

there be a syllogism, let the terms of presence be &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

horse,&quot;
&quot;

inanimate,&quot; but of absence &quot;

man,&quot;
f Exam ^

&quot;horse,&quot; inanimate,&quot; the middle
&quot;inanimate.&quot;!

Wherefore also in this figure it is evident, when there will,
and when there will not, be a syllogism, the

terms being universal, for when both terms are

affirmative, there will be a syllogism, in which it affirmative

.,, 1111 there will be a
will be concluded that extreme is with a cer- syllogism, but

tain extreme,
1 but when both terms are negative &quot;re negative

there will not be. When however one is negative the major

and the other affirmative, and the major is riega-
tive but the other affirmative, there will be a syl- l

he minor
&amp;gt;

at-

i , .
* . firmative.

logism, that the extreme is not present with
a certain extreme, but if the contrary there will not be.

If indeed one be universal in respect to the middle,
2 and the

other particular, both being affirmative, syllogism is necessarily

produced, whichever term be universal. For if R is present

as a syllogism at all. Vide Aquinas, Opusc. 47. Zabarella,

cap. 7.

Ex. 1. Every man is an animal Every man is an animal
No man is a horse No man is inanimate

Every horse is an animal. Nothing inanimate is a horse.

Ex. 2. Nothing inanimate is an ani- Nothing inanimate is a man
mal

Nothing inanimate is a horse Nothing inanimate is a

Every horse is an animal. No horse is a man.
1

i. e. the major with the minor.
1

i. e. Universally predicated of the middle.

Ex. 3. Every animal is animate
Some animal is not a man
Every man is animate.
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with every S, but P with a certain S, P must necessarily be

present with a certain R, for since the affirmative is convert

ible, S will be present with a certain P, so that since R is

present to every S, and S with a certain P, R will also be

present with a certain P, wherefore also P will be present with
a certain R. Again, if R is present with a certain S, but P is

present with every S, P must necessarily be present with a
certain R, for the mode of demonstration is the same, and
these things may be demonstrated like the former, both by
the impossible, and by exposition. If however one be affirm

ative, and the other negative, and the affirmative be universal,
when the minor is affirmative there will be a syllogism ; for

if R is present with every S, and P not present with a certain

S, P must also necessarily not be present with a certain R,
since if P is present with every R, and R with every S, P
will also be present with every S, but it is not present, and
this may also be shown without deduction, if some S be taken
with which P is not present. But when the major is affirm

ative there will not be a syllogism, e. g. if P is present with

every S, but R is not present with a certain S ; let the terms

^ being universally present with be &quot;animate,&quot;

man,&quot; &quot;animal.&quot;* But it is not possible to

take the terms of universal negative, if R is present with a

certain S, and with a certain S is not present, since if P is

present with every S, and R with a certain S, P will also be

present with a certain R, but it was supposed to be present
with no H, therefore we must assume the same as in the former

syllogisms. As to declare something not present with a cer

tain thing is indefinite, so that also which is not present with

any individual, it is true to say, is not present with a certain

individual, but not being present with any, there was no syl

logism, (therefore it is evident there will be no syllogism).
1

1
i. e. when it is assumed not to be present with a certain individual.

Ex. 4. Something wild is an animal Something wild is an animal

Nothing wild is a man Nothing wild is science

Every man is an animal. No science is an animal.

Ex. 5. Something wild is net an ani- Something wild is not an animal,
mal

Nothing wild is science Nothing wild is a man
No science is an animal. Every man is an animal.
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But if the negative term be universal, (yet the particular af

firmative,) when the major is negative, but the minor affiiTn-

ative, there will be a syllogism, for if P is present with no S,
but R is present with a certain S, P will not be present with
a certain R, and again there will be the first figure, the pro
position R S being converted. But when the minor is nega
tive, there will not be a syllogism ; let the terms of presence
be

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot; &quot;wild,&quot; but of absence, &quot;animal,&quot;

&quot;science,&quot; &quot;wild,&quot; the middle of both, &quot;wild.&quot;*
# Exam

Nor will there be a syllogism when both are ne

gative, the one universal, the other particular : let the terms
of absence when the minor is universal as to the middle, be
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

science,&quot;
&quot;

wild,&quot; (of presence,
&quot; ani

mal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot; &quot;wild).&quot;|
When however the

f

major is universal, but the minor particular, let the terms of

absence be &quot;crow,&quot; &quot;snow,&quot; &quot;white;&quot;! but of
,_ , i -p -r, t Example (6.)

presence we cannot take the terms, if R is present
with some S, and with some is not present, since if P is present
with every R, but R with some S, P will also be present with
some S, but it was supposed to be present with no S, indeed
it may be proved from the indefinite. Neither if each ex
treme be present or not present with a certain middle, will there

be a syllogism ; or ifone be present and the other not
; or ifone be

with some individual and the other with not every or indefinitely.
But let the common terms of all be, &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;

&quot;

white,&quot;

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;inanimate,&quot;
&quot;

white.&quot; S Wherefore
t

, . ,. , ,* , .,, Example (7.)
it is clear in this figure also, when there will

and when there will not be a syllogism, and that when the

terms are disposed as we have stated, a syllogism of necessity

subsists, and that there should be a syllogism, it is necessary
that the terms should be thus. It is also clear 3. NO universal

that all syllogisms in this figure are imperfect, for conclusion de-

Ex. 6- Nothing white is a crow
Not every thing white is snow
No snow is a crow.

Ex. 7. Something white
]

1S
, &amp;gt; an Something white &amp;lt;*

s
, an ani-

^ is jj^i ) ^ is not 3

animal mal

Something white
| ^ not |

a Something white
j ^ ^ j

inani-

man mate.

Every man is an animal. Nothing inanimate is an animal.
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I.

rived from this they are all perfected by certain assumptions, and
figure. t^at an universal conclusion either negative or af

firmative, cannot be drawn from this figure.
1

CHAP. VII. Of the threefirst Figures, and of the Completion

of Incomplete Syllogisms.

IN all the figures it appears that when a syllogism is not pro

duced, both terms being affirmative, or negative, (and par

ticular,
2
) nothing, in short, results of a necessary character ;

but if the one be affirmative and the other nega-
1. Ifonepre- , ... . ,, , ,

mise be A or i, tive, the negative being universally taken, there

the
d

re

h
wm

h
be
E
a is always a syllogism of the minor extreme with the

conclusion in major. For example, if A is present with every
nor

c

is pr

h
edi

mi &quot;

or with some B, but B is present with no C, the

m?or
f the

propositions being converted, C must necessarily
not be present with some A ; so also in the other

figures, for a syllogism is always produced by conversion :

again, it is clear that an indefinite taken for a particular affirm

ative, will produce the same syllogism in all the figures.
Moreover it is evident that all incomplete syllogisms

are completed by means of the first figure, for all of them
are concluded, either ostensively or per impossibile, but

in both ways the first figure is produced : being osten

sively*
3
completed, (the first figure is produced,)

because all of them were concluded by conversion,

but conversion produces the first figure : but if they are de-

1 Vide Hill, p. 196; also Whately, pp. 60 and 61. For the uses of

the three figures also Aldrich, iii. 8.
2 The words &quot; and particular

&quot;

are omitted by Waitz.
3
Taylor translates this

&quot;

demonstratively.&quot;
&quot;

Simplici et rectS. de-

monstratione.&quot; Buhle. Reduction is expressed by the verb avdyevOai,
never aTraytaQai. Mansel. He is also right in drawing attention to the

incorrectness of the phrase,
&quot; reductio ad impossibile ;

&quot;

it ought to be

&quot;per
deductionem ad impossibile, or elliptically, per impossibile.&quot; The

general phrase is a palpable absurdity. Vide An. ii. 11, C. Upon the

nature of the ctTrayo/y?/ tig TO ddvvaTov, wherein, after all, the word does

not mean reduction, see Mansel s Logic, Appendix, note G. The anti

thesis to dtiKTiicbc;, is t v7ro9t&amp;lt;T8WQ. Cf. ch. 23 of tl.is 1st book of Ana

lytics : also Whately, book ii. ch. 3, sect. 5 and 6. Although the in

direct moods have been attributed to the invention of Theophrastus, by
Alexander, (Schol. p. 153,) we find two of them recognised here by
Aristotle, and the other three in Anal. Prior, ii. 1.
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monstrated per impossibile, (there will be still the first figure )
because the false being assumed, a syllogism arises in the first

figure. For example, in the last figure, if A and B are present
with every C, it can be showr that A is present with some B, for
if A is present with no B, but B is present with every C, A will
be present with no C ; but it was supposed that A was presentwith every C, and in like manner it will happen in other in
stances.

It is also possible to reduce all syllogisms 2
to universal syllogisms in the first figure. For gisms maybe
those in the second, it is evident, are completed versa^fcthe*
through these, yet not all in like manner, but first figure

the universal by conversion of the negative, and She varioui&quot;&quot;

each of the particular, by deduction per impos-
melhods -

sibile. Now, particular syllogisms in the first figure are com
pleted through themselves, but may in the second figure be
demonstrated by deduction to the impossible. For example,
if A is present with every B, but B with a certain C, it can
be shown that A will be present with a certain C, for if A is

present with no C, but is present with every B, B will be
present with no C, for we know this by the second figure. So
also will the demonstration be in the case of a negative, for ifA is present with no B, but B is present with a certain C,A will not be present with a certain C, since if A is present
with every C, and with no B, B will be present with no C,
and this was the middle figure. Wherefore, as all syllogisms
in the middle figure are reduced to universal syllogisms in the
first figure, but particular in the first are reduced to those in
the middle figure, it is clear that particular will be reduced to
universal syllogisms in the first figure. Those, however, in the
third, when the terms are universal, are immediately completed
through those syllogisms ;

#1 but when particular ,

(terms) are assumed (they are completed) through versaVoTthe

particular syllogisms in the first figure ; but these j
fir

i

St

e
figu

a

r

r

e

t
-

cu
have been reduced to those,J so that also particu- lai.

6 *

lar syllogisms in the third figure (are reducible
* Universals -

to the same). Wherefore, it is evident that all can be re
duced to universal syllogjms in the first figure ; and we have
therefore shown how syllogisms de inesse and de non inesse

1 By a deduction to an absurdity.
H 2
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subsist, both those which are of the same figure, with refer

ence to themselves, and those which are of different figures,

also with reference to each other.

CHAP. VIII. Of Syllogisms derivedfrom two necessary

Propositions.

SINCE however to exist, to exist necessarily, and
1 . Variety of . . , . ^ / 1*

syllogisms, viz. to exist contingently are different, (lor many
t

e Imi those things exist, but not from necessity, and others

Tor itvufKMov neither necessarily, nor in short exist, yet may hap-

Xxe*Saf.
T

cf. pen to exist,) it is evident that there will be a
whateiy, b. 2. different syllogism from each of these, and from the

terms not being alike ;
but one syllogism will con

sist of those which are necessary, another of absolute, and a third

of contingent. In necessary syllogisms it will
2. Necessary _ J

.
J

, n ,

syllogisms re- almost always be the same, as in the case ot abso-

aiiy

b

those
ener &quot;

lute subsistences,
1 for the terms being similarly

which are abso- placed in both absolute existence, and in existing,
or not of necessity, there will and there will not

be a syllogism, except that there will be a difference in neces

sary or non-necessary subsistence being added to the terms.

For a negative is in like manner convertible, and we assign

similarly to be in the whole of a thing, and to be (predicated)
of every. In the rest then it will be shown by the same

manner, through conversion, that the conclusion is necessary,
as in the case of being present ;

but in the middle figure, when
the universal is affirmative, and the particular negative, and

again, in the third figure, when the universal is affirmative,

but the particular negative, the demonstration will not be in

the like manner ; but it is necessary that proposing something
with which either extreme is not present, we make a syllogism
of this, for in respect of these there will be a necessary (conclu

sion). If, on the other hand, in respect to the proposed term,

there is a necessary conclusion, there will be also one (a neces

sary conclusion) of some individual of that term, for what is

proposed is part of it, and each syllogism is formed under its

own appropriate figure.

1
i. e. Pure categoricals.
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CHAP. IX. Of Syllogisms, ivhereof one Proposition is necessary, and
the other pure in thefirst Figure.

IT sometimes happens also that when one pro-
position is necessary, a necessary syllogism arises,

1 of a Jy
not however from either proposition indifferently, *?8e iec-~
but from the one that contains the greater ex- sary often foi-

treme. 2 For example, if A is assumed to be JSi^-et
necessarily present or not present with B, but B ^{JtfH
to be alone present with C, for the premises being ?eais and&quot;

thus assumed, A will necessarily be present or
particulars -

not with C ; for since A is or is not necessarily present with
every B, but C is something belonging to B, C
will evidently of necessity be one of these.* If *. i&amp;gt;e - willor

again, A B (the major) is not necessary, but B
&quot;

C (the minor) is necessary, there will not be a necessary con
clusion, for if there be, it will happen that A is necessarily
present with a certain B, both by the first and the third
figure, but this is false, for B may happen to be a thing of
that kind, that A may not be present with any thing of it.

Besides, it is evident from the terms, that there will not be a
necessary conclusion, as if A were

&quot;motion,&quot; B &quot;animal,&quot;
and C

&quot;man,&quot; for &quot;man&quot; is necessarily &quot;an
animal,&quot; but

neither are &quot;animal&quot; nor &quot;man&quot;
necessarily &quot;moved;&quot; so

also if A B is negative, for there is the same de
monstration. In particular syllogisms, however, nec

Case of l

if the universal is necessary, the conclusion will
also be necessary, but if the particular be, there will not be a
necessary conclusion, neither if the universal premise be nega
tive nor affirmative. Let then, in the first place, the universal
be necessary, and let A be necessarily present with every B,

1

Theophrastus and Eudemus allowed a necessary conclusion to follow
from two necessary premises only. Vide Alex. Aphr.

2
Majori necessaria, necessario aliquid inesse concluditur. Buhle.

Ex. 1. Every animal is moved No animal is moved
It is necessary that something It is necessary that something white

white should be an animal should not be an animal
Therefore something white is Therefore something white is not
moved. moved.

This is not necessary, for it [This is not necessary, because it

might possibly not be moved.] may be moved.]
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but B only be present with a certain C ;
it is necessary therefore

that A should of necessity be present with a certain

toV
is J

ined
C, for C is under *

B, and A was of necessity pre

sent with every B. The same will occur if the

syllogism be negative, for the demonstration will be the same,

but if the particular be necessary, the conclusion will not be

t i. e. though a necessary, for nothing impossible results,! as nei-

non-necessary ^her in universal syllogisms. A similar conse-

admitted
n

quence will result also in negatives ; (let the
I Example (i.) termg^ motion,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot;

&quot;

white.&quot; J

CHAP. X. Of the same in the second Figure.

1. in the second IN the second figure, if the negative premise be

figure, when a necessary, the conclusion will also be necessary,

joined

8

with
S

a but if the affirmative (be necessary, the conclu-

pure premise, siou) will not be necessary. For first, let the
the conclusion . , v, . , ., ,

follows the ne- negative be necessary, and let it not be possible

saJy

V

p

e

re

n
m
C

iSt- for A to be in anV B
&amp;gt;

but let ^ be Present with

Example and C alone ; as then a negative proposition may be

converted, B cannot be present with any A, but

A is with every C, hence B cannot be present with any C,

i. e. belongs for C is under A. In like manner also, if the
to A.

negative be added to C,|| for if A cannot be with
||
The conclu- & ~ . ,

~ &quot;

.,, A ,

sion will be any C, neither can C be present with any A, but
necessary. ^ -

g w[fa every B, so neither can C be present

with any B, as the first figure will again be produced ;

wherefore, neither can B be present with C, since it is simi-

2. if the affirm- larly converted. If, however, the affirmative pre-
ative be neces- mjse be necessary, the conclusion will not be

cSo^wm&quot;&quot; necessary ; for let A necessarily be present with
not be.

every B, and alone not be present with any C,

then the negative being converted, we have the first figure ;

but it was shown in the first, that when the major negative

(proposition) is not necessary, neither will the conclusion be

necessary, so that neither in these will there be a necessary-

conclusion. ^[ Once more, if the conclusion is

gttnu of^ necessary, it results that C is not necessarily pre-

withTa neces
sent w^ a certain A, for if B is necessarily pre-

Tary affirms- sent with no C, neither will C be necessarily pre-
tlve&amp;gt;

sent with any B, but B is present necessarily with
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a certain A, if A is necessarily present with every B. Hence,
it is necessary that C should not be present with a certain A ;

there is, however, nothing to prevent such an A being as

sumed, with which universally C may be present. More
over, it can be shown by exposition of the terms, that the
conclusion is not simply necessary, but necessary from the

assumption of these, e. g. let A be &quot;

animal,&quot; B &quot;

man,&quot; C
&quot;

white,&quot; and let the propositions be similarly assumed : for it is

possible for an animal to be with nothing
&quot;

white,&quot; then nei
ther will &quot; man &quot;

be present with any thing white, yet not
from necessity, for it may happen for &quot;man&quot; to be

&quot;white,&quot;

yet not so long as &quot;animal&quot; is present with nothing &quot;white,&quot;

so that from these assumptions there will be a necessary con

clusion, but not simply necessary.
The same will happen in particular syllogisms, for 3 - Case the
1,1 L

. . .
J same with par-nen the negative proposition is universal and ne- ticuiars.

cessary, the conclusion also will be necessary,butwhen the affirm-

*
Taylor in

serts &quot; and not

necessary,&quot;

ative is universal and necessary, and the negative
particular,* the conclusion will not be necessary.
First, then, let there be an universal and necessary which words

negative, and let A not possibly be present with BekkTr^nd
by

any B, but with a certain C. Since, therefore, a Waitz.

negative proposition is convertible, B can neither be possibly

present with any A, but A is with a certain C, so that of

necessity B is not present with a certain C. Again, let there

be an universal and necessary affirmative, and let the affirm

ative be attached to B, if then A is necessarily present wTith

every B, but is not with a certain C, B is not with a certain

C it is clear, yet not from necessity, since there will be the

same terms for the demonstration, as were taken in the case

of universal syllogisms. Neither, moreover, will the conclu

sion be necessary, if a particular necessary negative be taken

as the demonstration is through the same terms.

CHAP. XI. Of the same in the third Figure.

IN the last figure, when the terms are universally i. in this figure

joined to the middle. 1 and both premises are Se^neces-
affirmative, if either of them be necessary, the sary, and both

1 That is, are predicated of iL
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conclusi n will also De necessary ; and if one be

negative, but the other affirmative, when the

negative is necessary, the conclusion will be also necessary,
but when the affirmative (is so, the conclusion) will not be

1st case necessary. For first, let both propositions be 1

affirmative, and let A and B be present with

every C, and let A C be a necessary (proposition). Since
then B is present with every C, C will also be present with
a certain B, because an universal is converted into a parti
cular : so that if A is necessarily present with every C, and
C with a certain B, A must also be necessarily present with

i. e . belongs
a certain B, for B is under C,* hence the first figure

to it- again arises. In like manner, it can be also de

monstrated if B C is a necessary (proposition), for

C is converted with a certain A, so that if B is necessarily

present with every C, (but C with a certain A,) B will also

of necessity be present with a certain A. Again let A C be
a negative (proposition), but B C affirmative, and let the

negative be necessary ; as therefore an affirmative pro
position is convertible, C will be present with some certain

B, but A of necessity with no C, neither will A necessarily
be present with some B, for B is under C. But

&quot;

if the affirmative is necessary, there will not be a

necessary conclusion
; for let B C be affirmative

and necessary, but A C negative and not necessary ; since

then the affirmative is converted C will also be with a cer

tain B of necessity ; wherefore if A is with no C, but C with
a certain B, A will also not be present with a certain B, but

t vide ch 9
not ^rom necessity, for it has been shown by the

first figure,f that when the negative proposition
is not necessary, neither will the conclusion be necessary.
Moreover this will also be evident from the terms, for let A

1

Taylor, by mistake, reads &quot;

necessary.&quot;

Ex. 1. No horse is good
It is necessary that every horse should be an animal
Therefore some animal is not good.

Ex. 2. No horse
I sleeps

It is necessary that every horse should be an animal

. . Some animal does not
j
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be &quot;

good,&quot;
B &quot;

animal,&quot; and C &quot;

horse,&quot; it happens therefore

that &quot;

good&quot;
is with no &quot;horse,&quot; but &quot;animal&quot; is necessarily

present with every
&quot;

horse,&quot; but it is not however necessary
that a certain &quot; animal

&quot;

should not be &quot;

good,&quot; for every
&quot;

animal&quot; may possibly be &quot;

good.&quot;* Or if this ,

is not possible, (viz. that every animal is good,) we
must assume another term, as &quot; to wake,&quot; or &quot; to

sleep,&quot;
for

every
&quot; animal

&quot;

is capable of these.f If then the Exam ]e

terms are universal in respect to the middle, it has

been shown when there will be a necessary conclusion.

But if one term is universally but the other 2 . if one pro-

particularly (predicated of the middle), and both position be A
. A .

J vr ^ JL
. Al . , . or I, when A is

propositions are affirmative, when the universal is necessary the

necessary the conclusion will also be necessary, ^^J
ion

fut
for the demonstration is the same as before, since not when i is

the particular affirmative is convertible. If there-
necessary-

fore B is necessarily present with every C, but A is under C,
B must also necessarily be present with a certain A,

1 and if

B is with a certain A, A must also be present necessarily with

a certain B, for it is convertible ; the same will also occur if

A C be a necessary universal proposition, for B is under C.

But if the particular be necessary, there will not be a neces

sary conclusion, for let B C be particular and necessary, and
A present with every C, yet not of necessity, B C then being
converted we have the first figure, and the universal propo
sition is not necessary, but the particular is necessary, but

when the propositions are thus there was not a necessary con

clusion,:]: so that neither will there be one in the

case of these. Moreover this is evident from the
*

Example (3.)

terms, for let A be &quot;

wakefulness,&quot; B &quot;

biped,&quot;
but

C,
&quot; animal

;&quot;
B then must necessarily be present with a cer-

1 This succeeding clause is omitted by Taylor, though read by Buhle
and Waitz.

Ex. 3. Every C is A.

It is necessary that some
{ gf^ \

.
*

. Some B is A.

Ex. 4. Every animal wakes
It is necessary that some animal should be biped

.
*

. Some biped wakes.
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tain C, but A may happen to be present with every C, and

yet A is not necessarily so with B, for a certain &quot;

biped
&quot;

need

not &quot;

sleep
&quot;

or &quot;

wake.&quot;
* So also we may de-

* Example (4 ) monstrate j t ^y the same terms ifA be particular
t Example (5.)

^
and necessary.! But 11 one term be affirmative

and the other negative, when the universal proposition is ne

gative and necessary, the conclusion will also be necessary,
for if A happens to no C, but B is present with a certain C,

A must necessarily not be present with a certain B. But

3 when the
wnen tne affirmative is assumed as necessary,

affirmative is whether it be universal or particular, or particular

necessarye^ther negatjvej there wjn not be a necessary conclusion,
o is assumed, for we may allege the other same (reasons

be&quot;? necessary against it), as in the former cases. 1 But let the
conclusion. terms when the universal affirmative is necessary

Exam ie(6)
be &quot;wakefulness,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;

the middle

&quot;man.&quot; J But when the particular affirmative is

necessary, let the terms be &quot;wakefulness,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot;

&quot;

white,&quot;

for &quot;animal&quot; must necessarily be with something &quot;white,&quot; but

&quot;wakefulness&quot; happens to be with nothing &quot;white,&quot; and it

is not necessary that wakefulness should not be
Example (7.) with a certain animal. But when the negative

particular is necessary, let the terms be
&quot;biped.&quot;

H Example (8.)

motioilj &quot;animal,&quot; and the middle term,
&quot;

animal.&quot;
||

Ex. 5. It is necessary that some ani- Every animal wakes

mal should be a biped It is necessary that some biped

Every animal wakes should be an animal

. . Something that wakes is a . . Some biped wakes.

biped.
1 Because by reduction to the first figure the minor will be necessary,

but the major pure ;
hence no necessary conclusion can be inferred.

(Vide supra.)

Ex. 6. Some man does not wake
It is necessary that every man should be an animal

. . Some animal does not wake.

Ex. 7. Nothing white wakes
It is necessary that something white should be an animal

. . Some animal does not wake.

Ex. 8. It is necessary that some animal should not be a biped

Every animal is moved
. Something which is moved is not a biped.
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CHAP. XII. A comparison ofpure with necessary Syllogisms.
1

IT appears then, that there is not a syllogism de inesse un
less both propositions signify the being present with,

2 but
that a necessary conclusion follows, even if one
alone is necessary. But in both,* the syllogisms

*

nd ^&quot;i

6

being affirmative, or negative, one of the propo
sitions must necessarily be similar to the conclu- i. Distinction

sion ; I me m by similar, that if (the conclusion) |

e

e

e

J
be (simply) that a thing is present with, (one of cessaryconciu-

the propositions also signifies simply) the being pre- thTlStSffe*
sent with, but if necessarily, (that is, in the con- pendenceupon

elusion, one of the propositions is also) necessary. theircorm5on

Wherefore this also is evident, that there will alsowithit -

neither be a conclusion necessary nor simple de inesse, unless
one proposition be assumed as necessary, or purely categorical,
and concerning the necessary, how it arises, and what differ

ence it has in regard to the de inesse, we have almost said

enough.

CHAP. XIII. Of the Contingent, and its concomitant Propositions.

LET us next speak of the contingent, when, and
} Definition of

how, and through what (propositions) there will the contingent

be a syllogism; and to be contingent, and the (

J g?v
c

e

x
n

&quot;

and

contingent, I define to be that which, not being confirmed,

necessary, but being assumed to exist, nothing [^ y. 2?) also

impossible will on this account arise, for we say interpret, is.

that the necessary is contingent equivocally. But, that such

1 Vide the previous notes on the subject of modals. The reader who
wishes to ascertain how far logic is convei-sant with the expressed matter of

modal proposition, will find arguments &quot;ad rein,&quot; and &quot;ad nauseam&quot;

both, in relation to the various views of the question, in Ed. Review, No.

118; Kant, Logik, sec. 30; St. Hilaire s preface. In both modals and
pure categoricals, the formal consequence alone is really the legitimate
object of consideration to the logician, with the material he has strictly

nothing to do. Whately has shown that a modal may be stated as a pure
proposition, by attaching the mode to one of the terms

;
this being done,

the rule of consequence applies to both eqnially.
2

i. e. in categoricals both premises must be affirmative for the con
clusion to be so.
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is the contingent, is evident from opposite negatives and

affirmatives, for the assertions
&quot;

it does not happen to
be,&quot;

and,
&quot;

it is impossible to be,&quot; and,
&quot;

it is necessary not to
be,&quot;

are either the same, or follow each other ; wherefore also the

contraries to these, &quot;it happens to
be,&quot;

&quot;it is not impossible

to be,&quot; and,
&quot;

it is not necessary not to
be,&quot;

will either be the

same, or follow each other ;
for of every thing, there is either

affirmation or negation, hence the contingent will be not

necessary, and the not-necessary will be contingent. It hap

pens, indeed, that all contingent propositions are

iVorSSJS^ convertible with each other. I do not mean the

?ersion

f con affirmative into the negative, but as many as have

an affirmative figure, as to opposition ; e. g.
&quot;

it

happens to exist,&quot; (is convertible into) &quot;it happens not to

exist,&quot; and,
&quot;

it happens to
every,&quot;

into &quot;

it happens to none,&quot;

or, &quot;not to
every,&quot; and, &quot;it happens to some,&quot; into &quot;

it hap

pens not to some.&quot; In the same manner also with

tne rest?* f r since the contingent is non-neces

sary, and the non-necessary may happen not to

exist, it is clear that if A happens to be with any B, it may
also happen not to be present, and if it happens to be present
with every B, it may also happen not to be present with every
B. There is the same reasoning also in particular affirmatives,

for the demonstration is the same, but such propositions are

affirmative and not negative, for the verb &quot; to be contingent,&quot;

is arranged similarly to the verb &quot; to be,&quot;
as we

t Vide c. 3. ?, , .
J

have said before. y
These things then being denned, let us next

3. The contin- , ,
to

. ^. . ^ , .

gent predicated remark, that to be contingent is predicated in two

theTnege
a

nemi wa78
5
one tnat which happens for the most part

the other inde- and yet falls short of the necessary (for instance,

SVc^er- for a man to become hoary, or to grow, or to

;sion not the
waste, or in short whatever may naturally be, for

this has not a continued necessity, for the man

may not always exist, but while he does exist it is either of

necessity or for the most part)
1 the other way (the contin

gent is) indefinite, and is that which may be possibly thus arid

not thus ; as for an animal to walk, or while it is walking for an

earthquake to happen, or in short whatever occurs casually, for

1
i. e. that he is subject to these things.
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nothing is more naturally produced thus, or in a contrary way.
Each kind of contingent however is convertible according to

opposite propositions, yet not in the same manner, but what

may naturally subsist is convertible into that which does not

subsist of necessity ; thus it is possible for a man not to be

come hoary, but the indefinite is converted into what cannot

more subsist in this than in that way. Science however and

demonstrative syllogism do not belong to indefinites, because
the middle is irregular, but to those things which may na

turally exist ; and arguments and speculations are generally
conversant with such contingencies, but of the indefinite con

tingent we may make a syllogism, though it is not generally

investigated. These things however will be more
defined in what follows,

1 at present let us show
nitJcontingent

when and how and what will be a syllogism from of less use in

. . syllogism.

contingent propositions.
Since then that this happens to be present with that may

be assumed in a twofold respect, (for it either signifies

that with which this is present, or that with which it may be

present, thus the assertion, A is contingent to that of which
B is predicated, signifies one of these things, either that of

which B is predicated, or that of which it may be predicated ;

but the assertion that A is contingent to that of which there

is B, and that A may be present with every B, do not differ

from each other, whence it is evident that A may happen to

be present with every B in two ways,) let us first show if B
is contingent to that of which there is C, and if A is contin

gent to that of which there is B, what and what kind of syllo

gism there will be, for thus both propositions are contingently
assumed. When however A is contingent to that

5 An in ui

with which B is present, one proposition is de in- into the con-

esse, but the other of that which is contingent, so
co

that we must begin from those of similar character, logisms pre-

i , o pared.
as we began elsewhere. 2

1 In the Post Analytics, i. c. 8. In Rhetoric, b. ii. c. 24, he admits ac

cident to be an clement of apparent argument, but in Metap. lib. v. c, 3,

denies that there is any science of it, and regards it as a arjfit iov.

3 That is, from syllogisms, each of whose propositions is contingent.
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CHAP. XIV. Of Syllogisms with two contingent Propositions in

thejirst Figure.

1 With the
WHEN A is contingent to every B, and B to

contingent pre- every C, there will be a perfect syllogism, so that

Jer
S

s

e

a
S

i

b
th?re

ni &quot; A is contingent to every C, which is evident from
win be a perfect the definition, for thus we stated the universal

contingent (to imply). So also if A is contingent
to no B, but B to every C, (it may be concluded) that A is

2nd case contingent to no C, for to affirm that A is contin

gent in respect of nothing to which B is contin

gent, this were to leave none of the contingents which are

under B. But when A is contingent to every B, but B con-

3rd case tingent to no C, no syllogism arises from the as

sumed propositions, but B C l

being converted ac

cording to the contingent, the same syllogism arises as existed

before, as since it happens that B is present with no C, it may
* vi^e ch 13

a^so naPPen to De present w
Tith every C, which was

shown before,* wherefore if B may happen to

every C, and A to every B, the same syllogism will again
arise. The like will occur also if negation be added with the

4th case contingent (mode) to both propositions, I mean, as

if A is contingent to no B, and B to no C, no syl

logism arises through the assumed propositions, but when they
2 when the are converted there will be the same as before. It

EotlTSgat^e
is evident tnen tnat when negation is added to

or the minor the minor extreme, or to both the propositions,

ifeuSr no
616

tnere is either no syllogism, or an incomplete one,

syllogism or an for the necessity (of consequence) is completed by
incomplete one . -rX i r&amp;gt; i *-

case of the conversion. 11 however one or the propositions

versai w&quot;ith the
^e un iyersa^ an(l tne other be assumed as parti-

minor particu- cular, the universal belonging to the major ex-
lar, different. treme there w ju be a perfect syHogism, for if A
is contingent to every B, but B to a certain C, A is also con

tingent to a certain C, and this is clear from the definition of

universal contingent. Again, if A is contingent to no B, but

B happens to be present with some C, it is necessary that A
should happen not to be present with some C, since the de-

1 That is, the minor negative being made
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monstration is the same ; but if the particular proposition be
assumed as negative, and the universal affirmative, and retain
the same position as if A happens to be present to every B,
but B happens not to be present with some C, no evident

syllogism arises from the assumed propositions, but the parti
cular being converted and B being assumed to be contingently
present with some C, there will be the same conclusion as be
fore in the first syllogisms.

1
Still if the major proposition be

taken as particular, but the minor as universal, and
if both be assumed affirmative or negative, or of
different figure, or both indefinite or particular, there will

never be a syllogism ; for there is nothing to prevent B from

being more widely extended than A, and from not being
equally predicated. Now let that by which B exceeds A, be
assumed to be C, to this it will happen

2 that A is present
neither to every, nor to none, nor to a certain one, nor not
to a certain one, since contingent propositions are convertible,
and B may happen to be present to more things than A.

Besides, this is evident from the terms, for when the propo
sitions are thus, the first is contingent to the last, and to none,
and necessarily present with every individual, and let the

common terms of all be these ; of being present necessarily
3

&quot;

animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot;

&quot;

man,&quot; but of not being con-

tingent, &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot; &quot;garment.&quot;* There
fore it is clear that when the terms are thus there is no syllo-

1 In the universal imperfect syllogisms mentioned towards the begin
ning of this chapter.

3 Because C is necessarily not present, and the necessary is distin

guished from the contingent.
8 That is, of the major being with the minor.

Ex. 1. It happens that something white
j

!
s

&amp;gt; an animal

/every \

It happens that &amp;lt;

n
&amp;gt; man is white

\ not every /

It is necessary that every man should be an animaL

It happens that something white
j ^ t J

an animal

/ every \

ft happens that &amp;lt;

n
me &amp;gt; garment is white

\ not every J

It is necessary that no garment should be aa animal.
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gisra, for every syllogism is either de inesse, or of that which
exists necessarily or contingently, but that this is neither

tie inesse, nor of that which necessarily exists, is clear, since

the affirmative is subverted by the negative, and the negative

by the affirmative, wherefore it remains that it is of the con

tingent, but this is impossible, for it has been shown that when
the terms are thus, the first is necessarily inherent in all the

last, and contingently is present with none, so that there

cannot be a syllogism of the contingent, for the necessary is

not contingent. Thus it is evident that when universal terms

s. When the are assumed in contingent propositions, there

Sn^sai^A or
arises always a syllogism in the first figure, both

E, there is ai- when they are affirmative and negative, except

gisS in tile first tnat being affirmative it is complete, but if nega-
flgure-the live incomplete, we must nevertheless assume the
former(A) com- .

piete the lat- contingent not in necessary propositions, but ac-

p&quot;t

(

e
E)

fvTdT cording to the before-named definition, and some-
last chapter.) times a thing of this kind escapes notice.

CHAP. XV. Of Syllogisms with one simple and another contingent

Proposition in thefirst Figure.

IF one proposition be assumed to exist, but the
1. No syllogism , i i

with mixed other to be contingent, when that which contains

SmS] i? tne major extreme signifies the contingent, all the

the major is syllogisms will be perfect and of the contingent, ac-

syHogifmwiii

6

cording to the above definition. But when the mi-

otherwke
n0t nor ^s contingent) tnev wiU all ^e imperfect, and

the negative syllogisms will not be of the contingent,

according to the definition, but of that which is necessarily

present with no one or not with every ; for if it is necessarily

present with no one, or not with every, we say that &quot;it hap

pens
&quot;

to be present with no one and not with every. Now
let A ]be contingent to every B, and let B be assumed to be

present with every C, since then C is (included) under B, and
A i? contingent to every B, A is also clearly con-

1. Case of a . / . tfj.ii
perfect syiio- tmgent to every O, and there is a perfect sylio-

gism - So also if the Proposition A B is negative,
but B C affirmative, and A B is assumed as con

tingent, but B C to be present with (simply), there will be a

perfect syllogism, so that A will happen to be present with no C.
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It appears then that when a pure minor is assumed the svl-

logisms are perfect, but that when it is of a contrary charac

ter it may be shown per impossibile that there would be also

syllogisms, though at the same time it would be evident that

they are imperfect, since the demonstration will not arise from
the assumed propositions. First, however, we must show that

if A exists, B must necessarily exist, and that if A is possible,
B will necessarily be possible ; let then under these circum
stances A be possible but B impossible, if therefore the possible,
since it is possible to be, may be produced, yet the impossible,
because it is impossible, cannot be produced, But if at the

same time A is possible and B impossible, it may happen that

A may be produced without B ;
if it is produced also, that it

may exist, for that which has been generated, 2 Digression
when it has been so generated, exists. We must to prove the na-

however assume the possible and impossible,
1 not consequence in

only in generation, but also in true assertion, and resP^ct of the

in the inesse, and in as many other ways as the Fmp^ssibk! and

possible is predicated, for the case will be the
necessarv -

same in all of them. Moreover (when it is said) if A exists

B is, we must not understand as if A being a certain thing B
will be, for no necessary consequence follows from one thing

existing ; but from there being two at least, as in the case of

propositions subsisting in the manner we have stated in syllo

gism. For if C is predicated of D, but D of F, C will also

necessarily be predicated of F ; and if each be possible, the

conclusion will be possible, just as if one should take A as the

premises, but B the conclusion ;
it will not only happen that

A being necessary, B is also necessary, but that when the

former is possible, the latter also will be possible.

This being proved, it is manifest that when 3. From a false

there is a false and not impossible hypothesis, the
JJJJJSSS?

&quot;ot

consequence of the hypothesis will also be false similar conciu-

and not impossible, e. g. if A is false yet not im- s

possible, but when A is, B also is, here B will also be false

yet not impossible. For since it has been shown that A ex-

1 The possible is either that which may be when it is not, or that

which is simply, or that which necessarily is
;
and to all these the above

rule applies, and the formal consequence follows as directly from the pre

mises, as to its character, as in the case of categoricals. Cf. Metap. 13.

The nature of the possible is fully discussed, Rhetoric, b. ii. ch. 10.

I
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isting, B also exists, when A is possible, B will be also pos

sible, but A is supposed to be possible, wherefore B will bo

also possible, for if it were impossible the same thing would

be possible and impossible at the same time. These things
then being established, let A be present with every B, and

B contingent to every C, therefore A must necessarily hap

pen to be present with every C ; for let it not happen,
but let B be supposed to be present with every C, this is

indeed false yet not impossible ;
if then A is not con

tingent to C, but B is present with every C, A is not con

tingent to every B, for a syllogism arises in the third figure.

But it was supposed (that A was) contingently present with

every (B), therefore A must necessarily be contingent to every
. C, for the false being assumed, and not the im-* Example (1.) M . . . . .. . ... ,_.

possible,
1 the consequence is impossible.* We

may also make a deduction to the impossible in the first figure

by assuming B to be present with every C, for if B is with

every C, but A contingent to every B, A will also be contin-

t Example (2 )
Sent to evei7 Q but it was supposed not to be

present with every C.f Still we must assume
the being present with every, not distinguishing it by time, as

4 Universal &quot;now,&quot;
or &quot; at this time,&quot; but simply ; for by pro-

predication has positions of this kind, we also produce syllogisms,
2

1
i. e. that A is not contingent to every C.

Ex. 1. Every B is A It is necessary that some C
should not be A

It happens that every C is B Every C is B
. . It happens that every C is A. . . Not every B is A.

Ex. 2. Every B is A It happens that every B is A
It happens that every C is B Every C is B

. . It happens that every C is A. . . It happens that every C is A.

2 Vide note to chap. 13, also Post Anal. Book i. He takes only pro

positions which are universally and immutably true for the elements of

the sciences.

Ex. 3. Whatever is moved is a man Whatever is moved is an animal

It happens that every horse It happens that every man is

is moved moved
It is necessary that no horse It is necessary that every man
should be a man. should be an animal.

Ex. 4. No B is A It is necessary that some C
should be A

It happens that every C is B Every C is B
. . li happens that no C is A. . . Some B is A.
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since when a proposition is taken as to the pre- no reference to

sent it will not be syllogism, since perhaps there
Jj

e
:ul
(Cf *~

is nothing to hinder &quot; man &quot;

from being present Logic.)

some time or other with every thing moved, viz. if nothing else
is moved, but what is moved is contingent to every

&quot;

horse,&quot;

yet &quot;man&quot; is contingent to no &quot;horse.&quot; Moreover, let the
first term be

&quot;animal,&quot; the middle, &quot;that which is moved,&quot;
and the last, &quot;man

;&quot;
the propositions will then be alike, but

the conclusion necessary, and not contingent, for &quot; man &quot;

is

necessarily &quot;an animal,&quot; so that it is evident that the
universal must be taken simply and not deprived

by time.*
* Example (.3.)

Again, let the proposition A B be universal negative, and
let A be assumed to be present with no B, but 2 . E pure. A
let B contingently be present with every C ; now c

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
ntingent.

from these positions A must necessarily happen to be present
with no C, for let it not so happen, but let B be supposed to
be present with C, as before ; then A must necessarily be

present with some B, for there is a syllogism in the third

figure, but this is impossible, wherefore A can be contingent
to no C, for the false and not the impossible being
assumed, the impossible results.} Now this syllo-

(V?deTi
pl
ra )

gism is not of the contingent according to the

definition, but of what is necessarily present with none, for
this is a contradiction of the given hypothesis, because A was
supposed necessarily present with some C, but the syllogism
per impossible is of an opposite

l
contradiction. Besides, from

the terms it appears clearly that there is no contingent con

clusion, for let &quot;

crow&quot; stand for A,
&quot; that which is intelligent

&quot;

for B, and &quot;man&quot; for C ; A is therefore present with no B,
for nothing intelligent is a

&quot;crow;&quot; but B is contingent to

every C, since it happens to every &quot;man&quot; to be
&quot;intelligent,&quot;

but A is necessarily present with no C, where
fore the conclusion is not contingent.^: But

*

neither is the conclusion always necessary, for let A be &quot; what
is moved,&quot; B &quot;science,&quot; and C &quot;man,&quot; A will then be present
with no B, but B is contingent to every C, and the conclusion

1 Vide Whately s Logic, b. ii. c. 3, sect. 7.

Ex. 5. Nothing intelligent is a crow
It happens that every man is intelligent
It is necessary that no man should be a crow,

i 2
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will not be necessary, for it is not necessary that no &quot;man&quot;

should be &quot;moved,&quot; but also it is not necessary that a certain

man should be moved ; therefore it is clear that the conclu

sion is of that which is necessarily present with no one, hence

the terms must be assumed in a better manner. 1 But if the

3. Minor nega- negative be joined to the minor extreme, signify
-

tive contingent. jng ^ fog contingent, from the assumed propositions
there will be no syllogism, but there will be as in the former

1 That is, instead of science, or an abstract term, we must assume one

which may concur with man, e. g.
&quot;

scientific,&quot; since a man may be
&quot;

scientific,&quot; though he cannot be &quot;

science.&quot;

Ex. 6. It happens that
| ^

ery
j
ani- It happens that

{^
ery

J
animal

mal is white
No snow is an animal
It is necessary that all snow

should be white.

is white

No pitch is an animal
It is necessary that no pitch should

be white.

Ex. 7. It happens that |^
ery

j
ani- It happens that {^

ery
j
animal

mal is white
Some snow is not an animal
It is necessary that all snow

should be white.

Ex. 8. It happens that

is white

Some pitch is not an animal

It is necessary that no pitch should

be white.

white is an animal

man is white

Every

oome (

Not every /

It is necessary that every man should be an animal.

It happens that
| ^e^thing
/ Every

}
white is an animal

Some garment is white

\ Not every )

It is necessary that no garment should be an animal.

It happens that

/ every
j no man is white
some
not every

It is necessary that every man should be an animal.

J sor

I no
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instances, when the contingent proposition is converted. For
let A be present with every B, but B contingent to no C,
now when the terms are thus, there will be nothing necessary
inferred, but if B C be converted, and B be assumed to be

contingent to every C, a syllogism arises as before, since the
terms have a similar position. In the same man- 4 . Both pre -

ner, when both the propositions are negative, ifA mises negative.

B signifies not being present, but B C to be contingent to no

individual, through these assumptions no necessity arises, but
the contingent proposition being converted, there will be a

syllogism. Let A be assumed present to no B, and B contin

gent to no C, nothing necessary is inferred from these ; but
if it is assumed that B is contingent to every C, which is

true, and the proposition A B subsists similarly, there will

be again the same syllogism. If however B is assumed as

not present with C, and not that it happens not to be pre
sent, there will by no means be a syllogism, neither if the

proposition A B be negative nor affirmative ; but let the com
mon terms of necessary presence be

&quot;white,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot;

&quot;snow,&quot; and of non-contingency
&quot;

white,&quot; &quot;ani- ^

rnal,&quot; &quot;pitch.&quot;

* It is evident, therefore, that when
terms are universal, and one of the propositions is 5. General law

assumed, as simply de inesse, but the other con- gLSs^vhen~
tingent, when the minor premise is assumed con- minor premise
,. 11-1 i

1S contingent,
tingent, a syllogism always arises, except that a syllogism is

sometimes it will be produced from the proposi- SSJjJdtoctij
tions themselves, and at other times from the (con- or by convert

tingent) proposition being converted ; when, how-
Slon

ever, each of these occurs, and for what reason, we have
shown. But if one proposition be assumed as universal, and
the other particular, when the universal contin

gent is joined to the major extreme, whether it be
affirmative or negative, but the particular is a

J1

n

simple affirmative de inesse, there will be a perfect

animal

/ every/ every \

It happens that &amp;lt;

no
&amp;gt; garment is white

\ not every ;

It is necessary that no garment should be an ammai.
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syllogism, just as when the terms are universal, but the

demonstration is the same as before. Now when the major is

2. Major A or universal, simple, and not contingent, but the other

Epure.
(^he minor) particular and contingent, if both

propositions be assumed affirmative or negative, or if one be

affirmative and the other negative, there will always be an

incomplete syllogism, except that some will be demonstrated

per impossible, but others by conversion of the contingent

proposition, as in the former cases. There will

also be a syllogism, through conversion, when the

universal major signifies simply inesse, or non-inesse, but the

particular being negative, assumes the contingent, as if A is

present, or not present, with every B, that B happens not to

be present with a certain C ; for the contingent proposition
B C being converted, there is a syllogism. Still

when the particular proposition assumes the not

being present with, there will not be a syllogism. Now let

the terms of presence be &quot;white,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;snow,&quot; but of

not being present &quot;white,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;pitch,&quot;
for the demon-

!

stration must be assumed through the indefinite.*

Yet if the universal be joined to the less extreme,
7. if the major |)ut particular to the greater, whether negative or

there will be no affirmative, contingent or pure, there will by no

ff bSpremSes
means De a syllogism, nor if particular or inde-

i particular finite propositions be assumed, whether they take
ute

the contingent, or simply the being present with,
or vice versa, will there thus be a syllogism, and the demon
stration is the same as before ; let however the common terms

of being present with from necessity be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot;

&quot;man;&quot; and of not being contingent &quot;animal,&quot;
}

&quot;white,&quot; garment.&quot;t Hence it is evident, that

if the major be universal, there is always a syllogism, but it

the minor be so, (if the major be particular,) there will never be.

CHAP. XVI. Of Syllogisms with one Premise necessary, and the

other contingent in thejirst Figure.

WHEN one is a necessary proposition simple, de

inesse, or non-inesse, and the other signifies being
gismsofthis contingent, there will be a syllogism, the terms
character. . . . . ., . , . .,, J

3

subsisting similarly, and it will be perfect when
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the minor premise
l
is necessary ; the conclusion however, when

the terms are affirmative, will be contingent, and not simple,
whether they are universal or not universal. Nevertheless, if

one proposition be affirmative, and the other negative, when
the affirmative is necessary, the conclusion will in like manner

signify the being contingent, and not the not-existing or being
present with ; and when the negative is necessary, the con
clusion will be of the contingent non-inesse, and of the sim

ple non-inesse, whether the terms are universal or not. The

contingent also in the conclusion, is to be assumed in the same

way as in the former syllogisms, but there will not be a syllo

gism wherein the non-inesse will be necessarily inferred, for

it is one thing &quot;inesse&quot; not necessarily, and another &quot;non-

inesse
&quot;

necessarily. Wherefore, it is evident that
,, nz -n 2 - When both

when the terms are affirmative, there will not be premises are

a necessary conclusion. For let A necessarily be not^a neces-

present with every B, but let B be contingent to sary conciu-

every C, there will then be an incomplete syllo-
s

gism, whence it may be inferred that A happens to be present
with every C ; but that it is incomplete, is evident from de-

^ Major premise -f] Trpoe Tip ^.ti^ovi aKpt$ TrporaaiQ minor
/ irpbg T

IXdrrovi axrpy Trporaftic. Conclusion (TVfiTr^paa/j.a. In Anal. Pr. ii. 14,
this last signifies also the minor term.

Ex. 1. It is necessary that no B It is necessary that noA should
should be A be B

It happens that every C is B Some C is A
. . No C is A. . . It is necessary that some C

should not be B.

Ex. 2. It happens that
{^

ery
|
ani- It happens that

| Q̂
ery

J
animal is

mal is white white
It is necessary that no snow It is necessary that no pitch should

should be an animal be an animal
It is necessary that all snow It is necessary that no pitch should

should be white. be white.

Ex. 3, It is necessary that something It is necessary that something white

white should
{ ^t be }

an should
{^ be }

an animal

animal

It happens that
j ^

ery I man It happens that
j^ery I garment

is white is white

It is necessary that every man It is necessary that no garment
should be an animal. should be an animal.
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monstration, for this may be shown after the same manner as

in the former syllogisms. Again, let A . be contingent to

every B, but let B be necessarily present with every C, there

will then be a syllogism wherein A happens to be present with

every C, but not (simply) is it present with every C, also it will

be complete, and not incomplete, for it is completed by the first

1. Negative propositions. Notwithstanding, if the propositions
necessary. are no^ of similar form, first, let the negative one
be necessary, and let A necessarily be contingent to no B, but

let B be contingent to every C ; therefore, it is necessary that

A should be present with no C ; for let it be assumed present,
either with every or with some one, yet it was supposed to

be contingent to no B. Since then a negative proposition is

convertible, neither will B be contingent to any A, but A is

supposed to be present with every or with some C, hence B
will happen to be present with no, or not with every C, it

* Exam le (i

was nowever supposed, from the first, to be pre
sent with every C.* Still it is evident, that there

may also be a syllogism of the contingent non-inesse, as there

2. Affirmative is one of the simple non-inesse. Moreover, let

necessary. ^e affirmative proposition be necessary, and let

A be contingently present with no B, but B necessarily pre
sent with every C : this syllogism then will be perfect, yet
not of the simple, but of the contingent non-inesse, for the

proposition (viz. the contingent non-inesse) was assumed from
the major extreme, and there cannot be a deduction to the

impossible, for if A is supposed to be present with a certain

C, and it is admitted that A is contingently present with no

B, nothing impossible will arise therefrom. But if the minor

3. Minor nega- premise be negative when it is contingent, there
tive contingent. wju ^g a syllogism by conversion, as in the former

cases, but when it is not contingent, there will not be ; nor

when both premises are negative, but the minor not contin

gent : let the terms be the same of the simple inesse &quot;

white/

&quot;animal,&quot; &quot;snow,&quot;
and of the non-inesse &quot;white,&quot;

)
&quot;

animal,&quot; &quot;pitch.&quot;t

The same will also happen in particular syllogisms, for when
the negative is necessary, the conclusion will be of

3. Case of par- , , . , .
&amp;gt; -PA- i

ticuiar syiio-
the simple non-inesse. Thus if A is contingently

gisms. present with no B, but B contingently present with
**

a certain C, it is necessary that A should not be
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present with a certain C. since if it is present with every C, but

is contingent to no B, neither will B be contingently pres: nt

with any A. So that if A is present with every C, B is con

tingent with no C, but it was supposed contingent to a cer

tain C. When however in a negative syllogism the particular
affirmative is necessary, as for example B C, or

2

the universal in an affirmative syllogism, e. g. A
B, there will not be a syllogism de inesse, the demon
stration however is the same as in the former cases. But if

the minor premise be universal, whether affirm-

ative or negative and contingent, but the major

particular necessary, there will not be a syllogism, let the

terms of necessary presence be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;

and of the non-contingent
&quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; ^ Exam ie (3 )

&quot;garment.&quot;*
But when the universal is neces

sary, and the particular contingent, the universal being nega

tive, let the terms of presence
1 be &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot;

&quot;crow,&quot; and of non-inesse &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;white,&quot; + Example (4 )

&quot;

pitch.&quot; f
But when (the universal) affirms let the terms

of presence be &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot;
&quot;

swan,&quot; but *

of the non-contingent be &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; j Example (5.)
&quot;

snow.&quot; J Nor will there be a syllogism when in-
4 Case of both

definite propositions are assumed or both particular, premises inde-

let the common terms, de inesse, be &quot;animal,&quot; cuiS.
rpart

&quot;white,&quot;

&quot;

man,&quot; de non-inesse &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot;

&quot; inanimate
;&quot;

for &quot; animal
&quot;

is necessarily and not contingently

1 That is, of the major being with the minor.

Ex. 4. It happens that something It happens that something white

White
{ is not )

an animal
{ is not }

an animal

It is necessary that no crow It is necessary that no pitch should

should be white be white

It is necessary that every crow It is necessary that no pitch should

should be an animal. be an animal.

Ex, 5. It happens that something It happens that something white

white
{ Ss not }

an animal
{ S not }

an animal

It is necessary that every swan It is necessary that all snow should

should be white be white

It is necessary that every swan It is necessary that no snow should

should be an aninrnl. be an animal
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present with something
&quot;

white,&quot; and
&quot; white

&quot;

is also neces

sarily and not contingently present with something
&quot; inani

mate :&quot; the like also occurs in the contingent, so
* Example (6.) ,

_ ., ^
that these terms are useful for all.*

From what has been said then it appears that when the

terms are alike both in simple and in necessary propositions,

5. conclusion a syllogism does and does not occur, except that

from the above, if the negative proposition be assumed de inesse
15-)

there will be a syllogism with a contingent (con

clusion), but when the negative is necessary there will be one

of the character of the contingent and of the non-inesse, but

it is clear also that all the syllogisms are incomplete,
1 and that

they are completed through the above-named figures.

CHAP. XVII. Of Syllogisms with two contingent Premises in the

second Figure.

IN the second figure, when both premises are as-
1. Rule for con- , ,. .,,

,
,,

tinpent syiio-
sumed contingent, there will be no syllogism, nei-

tl Tre
in this

t^ier wnen tneJ are taken as affirmative, nor nega
tive, nor universal, nor particular ; but when* one

signifies the simple inesse, and the other the contingent, if the

affirmative signifies the inesse, there will never be a syllogism,
but if the universal negative (be pure, there will) always (be a

Ex. 6. It happens that something It happens that something white

White
{ is not }

an animal
{ is not }

an animal

It is necessary that some man It is necessary that something in-

should
{ not be }

white animate should
{ not be }

white

It is necessary that every man It is necessary that nothing inani-

should be an animal. mate should be an animal.

It is necessary that something It is necessary that something white

white should
{^ t be }

an should
{^ be ]

an animal

animal
It happens that some man It happens that every thing inani-

le is white

It is necessary that every man It is necessary that nothing inani-

should be an animal. mate should be an animal.

1 Those are syllogisms with a contingent minor, but a necessary or

\ure majo
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syllogism). In the same manner, when one premise is assumed
as necessary, but the other contingent ; still in these syllogisms
we must consider the contingent in the conclusions,
as we did in the former ones. Now in the first place, coJfnntne-
we must show that a contingent negative is not con- ati

Ye not con -

vertible, e. g. if A is contingent to no B, it is not

necessary that B should also be contingent to no A. For let this
be assumed, and let B be contingently present with no A, there
fore since contingent affirmatives, both contrary and contra

dictory, are convertible into negatives, and B is contingently
present with no A, it is clear that B may be contingently
present with every A; but this is false, for if

this is contingent to all of that, it is not necessary
l

that that should be contingent to this, wherefore a negative
(contingent) is not convertible. Moreover, there is nothing
to prevent A being contingent to no B, but B not necessarily
present with a certain A, e. g.

&quot; whiteness
&quot;

may happen not
to be present with every

&quot;

man,&quot; (for it may also happen) to

be present ; but it is not true to say, that man is contingently
present with nothing

&quot;

white,&quot; for he is necessarily not pre
sent with many things (white), and the necessary is not the

contingent. Neither can it be shown convertible per impos-
sibile, as if a man should think, since it is false that B is con

tingently present with no A, that it is true that it

(A) is not contingent to no one (B), for these are

affirmation and negation ; but if this be true B is necessarily
present with a certain A, therefore A is also with a certain B,
but this is impossible, since it does not follow if B is not con

tingent to no A, that it is necessarily present with a certain A.
For not to be contingent to no individual, is pre
dicated two ways, the one if a thing is necessarily JreSed

8^
present with something, and the other if it is gativeiy in two

necessarily not present with something. For what USeT^?*&quot;

necessarily is not present with a certain A, can- consenuent
, , .

*
, -i i . opposition.

not be truly said to be contingently not present
with every A ; as neither can what is necessarily present
with a certain thing, be truly said to be contingently present
with every thing ; if, then, any one thinks that because C is

not contingently present with every D, it is necessarily not

present with a certain D, he would infer falsely, for, per
chance, it is present with every D ; still because a thing ia
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necessarily present with certain things, on this account, we
Bay that it is not contingent to every individual. Wherefore
the being present necessarily with a certain thing, and the

not being present with a certain thing necessarily, are op
posed to the being contingently present with every individual,
and in like manner, there is a similar opposition to the being
contingent to no individual. Hence it is evident, that when
the contingent and non-contingent are taken, in the manner
we first defined, not only the necessarily being present with
a certain thing, but also the necessarily not being present
with it, ought to be assumed ; but when this is assumed, there

is no impossibility to a syllogism being produced, whence it

is evident, from what we have stated, that a negative con

tingent is not convertible.

4. From two This then being demonstrated, let A be as-

premises uni- Sumed contingent to no B, but contingent to
versai (A) or ~.

i p i n
(E) contingent every C ; by conversion, therefore, there will not

figure, nosyiio-
^e a syllogism, for it has been said that a proposi-

gisn&amp;gt;
is con- tion of this kind is inconvertible, neither, however,

will there be by a deduction per irnpossibile. For
B being assumed contingently present with every C, nothing
false will happen, for A may contingently be present with

* Exam led
ever

y&amp;gt;

anc^ with no C.* l In short, if there is a

syllogism, it is clear that it will be of the contin

gent, (because neither proposition is assumed as de inesse,)
and this either affirmative, or negative ; it is possible, how
ever, in neither way, since, if the affirmative be assumed, it

can be shown by the terms, that it is not contingently present ;

but if the negative, that the conclusion is not contingent, but

necessary. For let A be &quot;white,&quot; B &quot;man,&quot; and C &quot;horse,&quot;
A

therefore, i. e. &quot;whiteness,&quot; is contingently present with every
individual of the one, though with no individual of the other,

1 Ex. 1. It happens that no B is A It happens that no B is A
It happens that every C is A It is necessary that every or

some C should be B
.

*
. It happens that no C is B. . . It happens that every or some

C is not A.

I have followed Waitz here. Buhle reads the letters and statement of

premises differently.

Ex. 2. It happens that no man is white
It happens that every horse is white

It is necessary that no horse should be a man.
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but B is neither contingently present, nor yet contingently
not present, with C. It is evident that it is not contingently

present, for no &quot;horse&quot; is &quot;a man,&quot; but neither does it hap
pen not to be present, for it is necessary that no &quot; horse

&quot;

should be &quot; a man,&quot; and the necessary is not the
.
Exaraple (2

contingent, wherefore there is no syllogism.* This

may be also similarly shown, if the negative be transposed,
1

and if both propositions be assumed affirmative, .

.,, , t .Lxample (3.&amp;gt;

or negative, for the demonstration will be by the

same terms, f When one proposition also is uni- 5. Nor from one

versal, but the other particular, or both particular oWIi iS.^!
6

or indefinite, or in whatever other way it is pos- J*
h Par - or in

sible to change the propositions, for the demon
stration will always be through the same terms.J

* Example (4.*

Hence it is clear that if both propositions are as

sumed contingent there is no syllogism.
2

CHAP. XVIII. Of Syllogisms with one Proposition simple, and the

other contingent, in the second Figure.

IF one proposition signifies inesse, but the other i. Rule for

the contingent, the affirmative proposition being STg^re,&quot;

1

simple, but the negative contingent, there will with one Pu

never be a syllogism, neither if the terms be as-
p

1
i. e. If the major affirm, and the minor deny.

Ex, 3. It happens that
j J^

erj

j
man is white

It happens that
j^

ery
}
horse is white

It is necessary that no horse should be a man.

, ( every ) It happens that some man
Ex. 4. It happens that

j no }
man

( is )

is white I is not }

W

It happens that some horse
Jt h that (

every 1 horse ia

{Snot}**-
It is necessary that no horse It is necessary that no horse should

should be a man. be a man.

It happens that some man
not

white

It happens that some horse
{ |J not }

white

It is necessary that no horse should be a man.

The lost sentence is omitted by Taylor.
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sumed universally, or partially, still the demon
stration will be the same, and by the same terms,

yet when the affirmative is contingent, but the negative sim

ple, there will be a syllogism. For let A be assumed present

j
with no B, but contingent with every C, then by
conversion of the negative, B will be present with

no A, but A is contingent to every C, therefore there is a

syllogism in the first figure, that B is contingent to no C.
So also if the negative be added to C ; but if both propositions
be negative, and one signifies the simple, but the other the

contingent non-inesse, from these assumed propositions nothing
necessary is inferred, but the contingent proposition being
converted,

1 there is a syllogism, wherein B is contingently
present with no C, as in the former, for again there will be
the first figure. If, however, both propositions be assumed

If the contingent negative proposition be changed into an affirmative.

It happens that every horse is well

Every man is well
It is necessary that no man should
be a horse.

Every horse is well
It happens that every man is well

It is necessary that no man should
be a horse.

It happens that no horse is well

Some man is well
It is necessary that no man should

be a horse.

Every horse is well
It happens that some man is not

well

It is necessary that no man should
be a horse.

Ex. 1. It happens that every animal
is well

Every man is well
It is necessary that every man

should be an animal.

Every animal is well

It happens that every man is

well

It is necessary that every man
should be an animal.

Ex. 2. It happens that no animal is

well

Some man is well
It is necessary that every man

should be an animal.

Every animal is well
It happens that some man is

not well

It is necessary that every man
should be an animal.

Ex. 3 Some animal
{ j* not j

well Some horse
| j not

I well

It happens that some man It happens that some man

.(Snot)-&quot; {LotH
It is necessary that every man It is necessary that no man should

should be an aninal. be a horse.
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affirmative, there will not be a syllogism : let the
2

terms of presence be &quot;health,&quot; &quot;animal,&quot; &quot;man,&quot;

but of not being present with &quot;health,&quot; &quot;horse,&quot; t xam
&quot;

man.&quot;* The same will happen in the case of

particular syllogisms, for when the affirmative is

pure, taken either universally, or particularly,

there will be no syllogism, and this is shown
in like manner through the same terms as be-

t Example (2 )

fore.j But when the negative is simple, there

will be a syllogism by conversion, as in the former cases.

Again, if both premises be taken negative, and that which signi

fies simply the non-inesse be universal ; from these propositions

no necessity will result, but the contingent being converted as

before there will be a syllogism. If however the negative

be pure but particular, there will not be a syllogism, whether

the other premise be affirmative or negative. Neither will

there be one, when both propositions are assumed indefinite,

whether affirmative, negative, or particular, and the
^ Example (3 }

demonstration is the same and by the same terms.J

CHAP. XIX. Of Syllogisms with one Premise necessary and the

other contingent, in the second Figure.

IF however one premise signifies the being present } Rule in

necessarily, but the other contingently, when the *h
/

s

a
e

tî

e

p

n
re

the

negative is necessary there will be a syllogism, m ise is neces-

wherein not only the contingent but also the simple jry,^n
be

non-inesse (maybe inferred), but when the affirma- constructed.

tive (is necessary) there will be no syllogism. For L c

let A be assumed necessarily present with no B, but contingent

to every C, then by conversion of the negative neither will B be

present with any A, but A was contingent to every C, wherefore

there is again a syllogism in the first figure, so that B is con

tingently present with no C. At the same time it is shown that

neither is B present with any C, for let it be assumed to be

It happens that some animal It happens that some horse

{Snot}.-
11 {Lot}-11

Some man
{ ^ }

well Some man
{

*
not }

well

It is necessary that every man It is necessary that no man should

should be an animal be a horse.
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present, therefore if A is contingent to no B, but B is present
with a certain C, A is not contingent to a certain C, but it

was supposed contingent to every C, and it may be shown
after the same manner, if the negative be added to C. Again,

2 caseofane- ^et ^e affirmative proposition be necessary, but

cessary affirm- the other negative and contingent, and let A be

contingent to no B, but necessarily present with

every C ; now when th^ terms are thus, there will be no syl

logism, for it may happen that B is necessarily not present
with C. Let A be &quot;

white,&quot; B &quot;

man,&quot; C &quot; a swan
;&quot;

&quot; white

ness,&quot; then, is necessarily present with &quot; a swan,&quot; but is con

tingent to no &quot;

man,&quot; and
&quot; man &quot;

is necessarily present with
no &quot;swan

;&quot;
therefore that there will be no syllogism of the

, contingent is palpable, for what is necessary is not* Example 1.) .
fo

^ ^ ,

^
*: .

J
.

contingent.*
l Yet neither will there be a syllogism

of the necessary, for the latter is either inferred from two ne

cessary premises, or from a negative (necessary premise) ; be

sides, from these data it follows that B may be present with

C, for there is nothing to prevent C from being under B, and
A from being contingent to every B, and necessarily present
with C, as if C is &quot;awake,&quot; B &quot;aniftial,&quot;

and A &quot;motion;&quot;

for &quot; motion
&quot;

is necessarily present with whatever is
&quot;

awake,&quot;

but contingent to every
&quot;

animal,&quot; and every thing which is

N

&quot; awake &quot;

is
&quot; an animal. &quot;t Hence it appears

T Example (2.) . . . . ^ ,
J ? .

that neither the non-messe is interred, since if the

terms are thus the inesse is necessary, nor when the enunci

ations are opposite,
2 so that there will be no syllogism. There

1 Ex. 1. It happens that no man is white
It is necessary that every swan should be white
It is necessary that no swan should be a man.

Ex. 2. It happens that no animal is moved
It is necessary that every thing awake should be moved
Every thing awake is an animal.

Alexander Aphrodisiensis observes that the example would be clearer,

.f
&quot;

walking
&quot; were assumed instead of &quot;

awake,&quot; because it is more ob

viously necessary that a thing which walks should be &quot;

moved,&quot; than a

tiling which is awake.
2 &quot; Will there be a syllogism from such propositions

&quot;

there is an ei-

lipse of these words here. The case is that neither a contingent nor ne

cessary affirmation is to be inferred, since sometimes the non -inesse ia

necessary.
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will be also a similar demonstration if the affirm

ative premise be transposed, but if the proposi-
tions are of the same character, when they are

negative, a syllogism is always formed, the contingent pro
position being converted, as in the former cases. For let A
be assumed necessarily not present with B, and contingently
not present with C, then the propositions being converted, B

Ex. 3. It is necessary that every swan should be v.hite

It happens that every man is white
It is necessary that no man should be a swan.

Ex. 4. It happens that no man is It happens that no animal is moved
white

It is necessary that some swan
should be white

It is necessary that no swan
should be a man.

, It is necessary that every swan should be white
It happens that some man is not white
It is necessary that no man should be a swan.

Ex. 5. It is necessary that every It happens that every man is white
swan should be white

It happens that some man is

a swan
It is necessary that no man

should be a swan.

It is necessary that some swan
should be white

It happens that every man is

white
It is necessary that no man

should be a swan.

Ex. 6. It happens that some animal

It is necessary that something
awake should be moved

It is necessary that every thing
awake should be an animal.

It is necessary that some swan
should be white

It is necessary that no swan should
be a man.

It happens that some man is white

It is necessary that every swan
should be white

It is necessary that no swan should
be a man.

It happens that some animal

white
no.

It is necessary that some man

should
{notbe}

white

It is necessary that every man
should be an animal

It is necessary that some ani-

It is necessary that something in-

animate should (be white

mal should (be
}

\ not be j

that some

\ not be
.

It is necessary that nothing in

animate should be an animal.

It is necessary that some animal

white should (be white

It happens

(is )

\ is not )

It is necessary that every man
should be an animal

white

(not be j

man It happens that something in-

animate
|isnot[

white

It is necessary that nothing in

animate should be an animal.

K
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is present with no A, and A is contingent with every C, and

the first figure is produced ;
the same would also occur if the

negation belongs to C. But if both propositions be affirma

tive, there will not be a syllogism, clearly not of

tffkma
e

tive

b th
the non-inesse, nor of the necessary non-inesse,

because a negative premise is not assumed, nei

ther in the simple, nor in the necessary inesse. Neither,

again, will there be a syllogism of the contingent non-

inesse, for necessary terms being assumed, B will not be pre
sent with C, e. g. if A be assumed &quot;

white,&quot; B &quot; a swan,&quot; and

C &quot;man
;&quot;

nor will there be from opposite affirmations, since

B has been shown necessarily not present with C, in short,

* Exam ief3)
there ôre a syllogism will not be produced.* It

will happen the same in particular syllogisms, for

when the negative is universal and necessary,
there will always be a syllogism of the contingent,

and of the non-inesse, but the demonstration will

be by conversion ; still, when the affirmative (is necessary),

there will never be a syllogism, and this may be shown in

. the same way as in the universals, and by the
t Example (4. . -*T i i ^

same terms.y Nor when both premises are as-

. sumed affirmative, for of this there is the same
J Example (5.) . , / x i i T i

demonstration as before,^ but when both are ne

gative, and that which signifies the non-inesse is universal,

and necessary ; the necessary will not be concluded through
the propositions, but the contingent being converted, there

will be a syllogism as before. If however both propositions are

laid down indefinite, or particular, there will not be a syllogism,

. _, . . and the demonstration is the same, and by the
example (o.) f

same terms.

It appears then, from what we have said, that an universal,

and necessary negative being assumed, there is always a

syllogism, not only of the contingent, but also of the simple
non-inesse ; but with a necessary affirmative, there

3. Conclusion. ,, , ,
. ,

(Cf. cap. is.)
Wl11 never be a syllogism ;

also that when the

terms subsist in the same manner, in necessary,

as in simple propositions, there is, and is not, a syllogism ;

lastly, that all these syllogisms are incomplete, and that they
are completed through the above-mentioned figures.

1

1
Although all incomplete syllogisms are completed through the first

figure, yet some are, after a manner, rendered more useful through another
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CHAP. XX. Of Syllogisms with loth Propositions contingent
in the third Figure.

IN the last figure, when both premises are contin

gent, and when only one is contingent, there will

be a syllogism, therefore when the premises sig

nify the contingent, the conclusion will also be

contingent ;
also if one premise signifies the contingent, but

the other, the simple inesse. Still when one premise is as

sumed necessary, if it be affirmative, there will not be a conclu
sion either necessary or simple, if on the contrary it is nega
tive, there will be a syllogism of the simple non -inesse as be
fore ; in these however the contingent must be similarly taken
in the conclusions. First then let the premises l Both pre .

be contingent, and let A and B be contingently mises contin-

present with every C ; since therefore a particular
gen

affirmative is convertible, but B is contingent to every C,
C will also be contingent to a certain B, therefore if A is con

tingent to every C, but C is contingent to a certain B, it is

necessary also that A should be contingent to a certain B, for

the first figure is produced. If again A is con

tingently present with no C, but B with every C,
A must also of necessity be contingently not present with a

certain B, for again there will be the first figure by conver

sion j

1 but if both propositions be assumed negative from these

the necessary will not result, but the propositions 3

being converted there will be a syllogism as be

fore. For if A and B are contingently not present with C,

figure, as by changing the contingent affirmative proposition into the

negative.
1 That is, by conversion of the minor.

Ex. 1. It happens that something white
j

1S
,

|
an animal

It happens that something white
j

*s
la man

It is necessary that every man should be an animal

It happens that something white
| ^ j

a horse

It happens that something white
|

*s
&amp;gt; a man

It is necessary that no man should be a horse.

K 2
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if the contingently not present be changed, there will again be

the first figure by conversion. It however one

umvSTnJT term be universal but the other particular, when
the other par- they are so, as in the case of simple inesse, there

will, and will not, be a syllogism ; for let A be

contingently present with every C, and B present with

a certain C, there will again be the first figure by con

version of the particular proposition, since if A is contingent

to every C, and C to a certain B, A is also contingent to a

certain B, and in like manner if the universal be joined to B
C. This also will be produced in a similar way
if A C be negative, but B C affirmative, for again

we shall have the first figure by conversion, if however both

are negative, the one universal and the other particular, by
the assumed propositions there will not be a syllogism, but

G Both parti-
there W1^ ^e when they are converted as before.

cuiar or indeii-
Lastly, when both are indefinite or particular,

there will not be a syllogism, for A must neces

sarily be present with every and with no B, let the terms

de inesse be &quot;

animal,&quot;
&quot;

man,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; and de non-in-

esse &quot;

horse,&quot;
&quot;

man,&quot;
&quot;

white,&quot; the middle term

CHAP. XXI. Of Syllof/isms with one Proposition contingent and

the. other simple in the third Fiyure.

i. Rule of con- ^F however one premise signifies the inesse, but

sequence a the other the contingent, the conclusion will be

SJe^frVm that a thing is contingent to, and not that it is

one absolute present with (another), and there will be a syllo-and another ^
. , . . . .

J

contingent pre- gism, the terms subsisting in the same manner as

Sjra )

(Vide tne previous ones. For, first, let them be affirm-

ist case. Both
ative,

1 and let A be in every C, but B contingent
with every C ; B C then being converted there

will be the first figure, and the conclusion will be thai A is

contingently present with a certain B, for when one premise
in the first figure signifies the contingent, the conclusion also

2nd, Minor sim- was contingent. In like manner if the proposition

B C 2 be of the simple inesse, but the proposition

1 &quot;

Predicative.&quot; Averrris. 2 That is, the minor.
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A C be contingent, and if A C l be negative, but ,-ent and nega-

B C affirmative, and either of them be pure ;
in tive&amp;gt;

both ways the conclusion will be contingent, since again there

arises the first figure. Now it has been shown that where
one premise in that figure signifies the contingent, the con
clusion also will be contingent ; if however the negative
be annexed to the minor premise, or both be as

sumed as negative, through the propositions laid
g

down themselves, there will not indeed be a syllo-
from two nega-

gism, but by their conversion 2 there will be, as in g?Sm resuits.

~

the former cases.

Nevertheless if one premise be universal and 4. cases of

the other particular, yet both affirmative, or the Particulars -

universal negative but the particular affirmative, there will

be the same mode of syllogisms ; for all are com

pleted by the first figure, so that it is evident there

will be a syllogism of the contingent and not of the inesse.

If however the affirmative be universal and the negative par
ticular, the demonstration will be per impossible ;

for let B be with every C and A happen not to be
with a certain C, it is necessary then that A should happen not

to be with a certain B, since if A is necessarily with every B,
but B is assumed to be with every C, A will necessarily be with

every C, which was demonstrated before, but by hypothesis
A happens not to be with a certain C.

When both premises are assumed indefinite, or particular, there

will not be a syllogism, and the demonstration is the w

same as in universals,
3 and by the same terms.*

1

Major.
2

i. e. the negative contingent being changed into affirmative.
3 Alexander Aphrodis. thinks we should read i) ical f?rt T&V i% dutyo-

Tfpu&amp;gt;v tvStxo^tvwv. (instead of } ical ivroli; Ka66\ov,) i. e. which was
in syllogisms, both the propositions of which are contingent. Taylor,
Julius Pacius, and Zell approve of this emendation, but I agree with

Waitz in thinking it unnecessary. Cf. cap. 20, and 21.

Ex. . Something white
j

*S
, &amp;gt;

an animal

It happens that something white
|

!

s
. &amp;gt; a man

It is necessary that every man should be an animal.

Something white
{

? no*
}
a horse

It happens that something white
J ^ not J

a man

It is necessary that no man should be a horse.
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CHAP. XXII. Of Syllogisms with one Premise necessary, and the

other contingent in the third Figure.

IF one premise be necessary, but the other con-

univCTsais
f&amp;lt;

in tingent, the terms being affirmative there will be
the third figure, always a syllogism of the contingent; but when
with one neces- ^n i i i -PI
sary, and the one is affirmative but the other negative, if the
other contin- affirmative be necessary there will be a syllogism
gent premise. .

J
,

J p
ot the contingent non-messe ;

if however it be

negative, there will be one both of the contingent and of the

absolute non-inesse. There will not however be a syllogism
of the necessary non-inesse, as neither in the other figures.
Let then, first, the terms be affirmative, and let A be neces-

Each propo-
sarily witn every C, but B happen to be with every

jtion,
affirma- C , therefore since A is necessarily with every C,

but C is contingent to a certain B, A will also be

contingently, and not necessarily, with some certain B ; for thus

it is concluded in the first figure. It can be similarly proved

* Exam le (i )

^ ^ ^ ^ assumed as necessary, but A C contin

gent.*
_

2. Major nega- Again, let bne premise be affirmative, but the
tive, minor other negative, and let the affirmative be neces

sary ; let also A happen to be with no C, but let B
necessarily be with every C ; again there will be the first figure ;

!

It happens that something white f

*s

\ an animal
\ is not )

Something white I

|^
1 a man

It is necessary that every man should be an animal.

It happens that some animal
j

*s

|
a horse

Something white
| j,

, i a man

It is necessary that no man should be a horse.

Ex. 1. It happens that every man is It happens that every man is

white white
It is necessary that every man It is necessary that some aiii-

should be an animal mal should be a man
. . It happens that some animal . . It happens that some anima)

is white is white.
1

Taylor inserts here &quot; and the conclusion will be contingent, but net
pure&quot; which is omitted by Waitz.
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for the negative premise signifies the being contingent it is

evident therefore that the conclusion will be contingent, for

when the premises were thus in the first figure, the conclusion

was also contingent. But if the negative premise be neces

sary, the conclusion will be that it is contingent, not to be with

something, and that it is not with it ; for let A be supposed

necessarily not with C, but contingent to every B, then the

affirmative proposition B C being converted, there will be the

first figure, and the negative premise will be necessary. But
when the premises are thus, it results that A happens not to

be with a certain C, and that it is not with it ; wherefore it is ne

cessary also that A should not be with a certain B.
.,.,

J
. , . . 3. Vice versa.

When however the minor premise is assumed ne

gative there will be a syllogism, if that be contingent by the

premise being converted as in the former cases, but if it be ne

cessary there will not be, for it is necessary to be with every, and

happens to be with none ; let the terms of being with every in

dividual, be
&quot;sleep,&quot;

a &quot;sleeping horse,&quot; &quot;man
;&quot;

of ^

being with none
&quot;

sleep,&quot;
a &quot;waking horse,&quot; &quot;man.&quot;*

It will happen in the same way, if one term be

joined to the middle universally, but the other
J(clSj.

of par &quot;

partially, for both being affirmative there will be

a syllogism of the contingent, and riot of the absolute, also

when the one is assumed as negative but the other affirmative,

and the affirmative is necessary. But when the negative is

necessary, the conclusion will also be of the not being present
with ; for there will be the same mode of demonstration,
whether the terms are universal or not universal, since it is

necessary that the syllogisms be completed by the first figure,

so that it is requisite that the same should result, in these,
1

Ex. 2. It happens that eve*y man It happens that every man sleeps

It is necessary that no man It is necessary that no man should

should be a sleeping horse be a waking horse

It is necessary that every It is necessary that no waking
sleeping horse should sleep. horse should sleep.

Ex. 3. It happens that some man It happens that some man sleeps

sleeps
It is necessary that no man It is necessary that no man should

should be a sleeping horse be a waking horse

It is necessary that every It is necessary that no waking
sleeping horse should sleep. horse should be asleep.

i. e. in syllogisms of the first figure.
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as in those. 1 When however the negative, universally as

sumed, is joined to the less extreme, if it be contingent, there

will be a syllogism by conversion, but if it be necessary there

will not be, and this may be shown in the same mode as in

universals, and by the same terms.
j&quot;

Wherefore
e

x

in this figure it it is evident, when and how there

will be a syllogism,
2 and when of the contingent, and when of

the absolute, all also it is clear are imperfect, and are perfected

by the first figure.

CHAP. XXIII. It is demonstrated that every Syllogism is completed
by thefirst Figure.

THAT the syllogisms then in these figures are com-

pleted by the universal syllogisms in the first

proving that
figure, and are reduced to these, is evident from

every syllogism , , ,
,

, . , . , . , ,,

results from what has been said ; but that in short every syllo-

Sism is thus wil1 now be evident, when it shall be
shown that every syllogism is produced by some

one of these figures.

2 s iio ism
^ *s ^en necessar7 that every demonstration,

must demon- and every syllogism, should show either something

fut^uXvere-

&quot;

inesse or non-inesse, and this either universally
ally or particu- or partially, moreover either ostensively or

bj&amp;gt;

Sv?.
fth &quot;

hypothesis. A part however of that which is by
hypothesis is produced per impossible, therefore

let us first speak of the ostensive (syllogisms), and when these

are shown, it will be evident also in the case of those lead

ing to the impossible, and generally of those by hypothesis.
3. For a sim- If then it is necessary to syllogize A of B either

we must have
as being with or as not being with, we must as-

twoproposi- sume something of something, if then A be as

sumed of B, that which was from the first (pro
posed) will be assumed (to be proved), but if A be assumed
of C, but C of nothing, nor any thing else of it, nor of A, there
will be no syllogism, for there is no necessary result from as

suming one thing of one, so that we must take another pre
mise. If then A be assumed of something else, or something

1 In syllogisms of the third.
2

i. e. there will be a syllogism from both propositions being contin

gent, or from one being pure and the other contingent, or from one nec&amp;lt; &

sary and the other contingent.
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else of A, or of C, there is nothing to hinder a syllogism, it

will not however appertain to B l from the assumptions. Nor
when C is predicated of something else, and that of another,
and this last of a third,

2 if none of these belong to B, neither

thus will there be a syllogism with reference to B, since in

short we say that there never will be a syllogism of one thing
in respect of another unless a certain middle is assumed, which
refers in some way to each extreme in predication. For a

syllogism is simply from premises, but that which pertains to

this in relation to that, is from premises belonging to this in

relation to that,
3 but it is impossible to assume a premise re

lating to B, if we neither affirm nor deny any thing of it, or

again of A in relation to B, if we assume nothing common,
but affirm or deny certain peculiarities of each.

Hence a certain middle of both must be taken,
which unites the predications, if there shall be a iddle term ;

syllogism of one in relation to the other; now if nexion is three-

it is necessary to assume something common to

both, this happens in a three-fold manner, (since
we either predicate A of C, and C of B,

4 or C 5 of both or

both of C,
6
)
but these are the before-mentioned figures it is

evident that every syllogism is necessarily produced by some
one of these figures, for there is the same reasoning, if A be

connected with B, even through many media, for the figure in

many media will be the same.

Wherefore that all ostensive syllogisms are 2. of syiio-

perfected by the above-named figures is clear, also
jJSXtfe

that those per impossibile (are so perfected) will is the same

appear from these, for all syllogisms concluding
method -

per impossibile collect the false, but they prove by hypothesis
the original proposition, when contradiction being admitted

some impossibility results,
7 as for instance that the diameter of

a square is incommensurate with the side, because, a common
measure being given, the odd would be equal to the even.

1 A will not be concluded of B but something else.

2
i. e. C of D, D of E, E of F.

3
i. e. in which the middle is connected with each extreme.

4 The first figure.
5 The second figure.

6 The third figure.
7 This, as Dr. Hessey remarks, in his valuable tables upon the nature of

Enthymem, corresponds very closely to the definition of kXeyKTiicbv ivQv-

jiT^ia in the Rhetoric ii. 2, 15, and to the instance given Rhetoric ii. 24,

3. He thus exhibits the operation, which the reader will find applied to

the instance in the text, in table 4 of Schemata Rhetorica.
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They collect then that, the odd would be equal to the even,

but show from hypothesis that the diameter is incommen

surate, since a falsity occurs by contradiction. This then it

i What this
* S to syUize Per impossibile, namely, to show an

kind of syiio- impossibility from the original hypothesis, so that

as by reasonings leading to the impossible, an

ostensive syllogism of the false arises, but the original propo
sition is proved by hypothesis ; and we have before said

about ostensive syllogisms, that they are perfected by these

figures it is evident that syllogisms also per impossibile will

be formed through these figures. Likewise all others which

are by hypothesis, for in all there is a syllogism of that which
is assumed,

1 but the original proposition is proved by con

fession, or some other hypothesis. Now if this is true, it is

necessary that every demonstration and syllogism should arise

through the three figures before named, and this
3. Also of syllo- .

&
-p . .1 , n

gisms, ef Wo- being shown, it is manliest that every syllogism

capitulation
*s completed in the first figure, and is reduced to

universal syllogisms in it.

CHAP. XXIV. Of the Quality and Quantity of the Premises in

Sylloyism. Of the Conclusion.

i One affirma-
MOREOVER it is necessary in every syllogism, that

tive and one one term should be affirmative and one universal,

necessary.in ail f r without the universal there will not be a syllo-
Syll

rproof )
&ism &amp;gt;

or one not pertaining to the thing proposed,
or the original (question) will be the subject of

petition.
2 For let it be proposed that pleasure from music is

If A is B, then P is Q,
But that P is Q is absurd.

. . If it is absurd to say that P is Q, it is absurd to say that A is B.
. . A is not B. Q. E. D.

1
TTpbq, TO nTa\an/3avo/j,evov. For example, in the hypothetical

syllogism If the soul is moved by itself it is immortal: but it is moved

by itself, .

*
. it is immortal : the assumption is, the soul is moved by

itself. The disjunctive syllogism owes its origin to the curayuyri iirrro

advvctTov, one of the principal kinds of hypothetical mentioned by Aris

totle, whose use of the latter expression, it is necessary to remember, is

not opposed to categorical, but to ostensive (^EIKTIKOC) syllogism, as in

this very chapter. The reader is referred for some valuable observations

upon this subject to note G, Appendix, ManseFs Logic. Hypothetical
syllogisms, as we employ the term, are not discussed by Aristotle

;
vide

Aldrich de Sylloeismis Hypotheticis.
2

diTfjcrtrai. Distinction is not an Aristotelian term, but the rules
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commendable, if then any one should require it to DP granted
that pleasure is commendable, and did not add all pleasure,
there would not be a syllogism, but if that a certain pleasure
is so, if indeed it is a different pleasure, it is nothing to the

purpose, but if it is the same it is a petitio principii, this will

however be more evident in diagrams, for instance, let it be

required to show that the angles at the base of an isosceles

triangle are equal.
1 Let the lines A B be drawn to the centre of

a circle, if then he assumes the angle A C to be equal to the

angle B D, not in short requiring it to be granted that the angles
of semicircles are equal, and again that C is equal to D, not

assuming the whole (angle) of the section, if besides he assumes
that equal parts being taken from equal whole angles, the re

maining angles E F are equal, he will beg the original (question),
unless he assume thatif equals are taken from equals the remain
ders are equal. Wherefore in all syllogism we must have an
universal ; universal is also shown from all universal terms, but
the particular in this or that way, so that if the

conclusion be universal, the terms must of necessity ImSuSfS
be universal, but if the terms be universal, the lows from u

.

ni-

conclusion may happen not to be universal. It

appears also that in every syllogism either both

premises or one of them must be similar to the 3. One premise

conclusion. I mean not only in its being affirm- SeomSSSi
ative or negative,but in that it is either necessary,

in character

or absolute, or contingent ; we must also have

regard to other modes of predication.
2

In a word then it is shown when there will and will not be a

syllogism, also when it is possible,
3 and when per

fect, and that when there is a syllogism it must have
J- J

ecapitn1*

its terms according to some one of the above modes.

belonging thereto are implied in his account of the figures. The several
directions given by Aldrich, on the construction of syllogistic inquiry,
occur successively in this and the succeeding chapters, as comprised in
the old memorial &quot;

Distribuas Medium,&quot; etc.
1 This is demonstrated in one way by Euclid, and in another by Pap

pus. See also Proclus Commen. lib. i. Euclid. Elem. One of the five
modes of the &quot;petitio principii,&quot; is not in form distinguishable from the
legitimate syllogism. Conf. Top. viii. 13; Anal. Pr. ii. 16.

2 As the impossible, probable, etc.
3 By possible here he means an imperfect, which may be brought into

fc perfect syllogism. For the elucidation of this chapter and the follow-
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CHAP. XXV. Every Syllogism consists of only three Terms, and

of two Premises.

1. Demonstra- IT appears that every demonstration will be by

edb
is

thre&amp;lt;r

v three terms and no more, unless the same con-

terms only elusion should result through different l

arguments,
prooft as E 2

through A B,
3 and through C D,

4 or through
A B, A C, and B C, for there is nothing to prevent many
media subsisting of the same (conclusions). But these being

(many), there is not one syllogism, but many syllogisms ; or

again, when each of the propositions A B is assumed by syl

logism, as A through D E,
5 and again B through

F G-,* or when the one is by induction,
6 but the

other by syllogism. Thus in this manner indeed

there are many syllogisms, for there are many conclusions, as

A and B and C, and if there are not many but one, it is thus

possible, that the same conclusion may arise
2. The same f. n , ^ i -i ^ r&amp;gt;i

onclusion may through many syllogisms, but in order that C may
be Pved through A B, it is impossible.f For
let the conclusion be E, collected from A B C D,

there should be it is then necessary that some one of these should
more than ke assumed with reference to something else, as a
three terms. ,. . ,

whole, but another as a part, for this has been

shown before, that when there is a syllogism, some of the

terms should necessarily thus subsist ; let then A be thus with

reference to B, from these there is a certain conclusion, which
is either E or C or D, or some other different from these.

ing more particularly, the reader is referred to Hansel s, Whalely s, and
Hill s Logic.

1 The Leipsic copy omits the example, and Taylor s reading is some
what different to that of Averrois, Buhle, and Waitz. By demon
stration Aristotle here means syllogism generally.

2 The conclusion. 3 A the major, B the minor.
* C the major, D the minor.
5 A the major of the prosyllogism in which the major of the principal

syllogism is proved E the minor of the same. Though in the first part
E signifies the conclusion of the principal syllogism, yet the conclusion is

at present called C. Taylor.
6 As far as induction is logical at all, in its process it is equally formal

with, though it proceeds in an inverse order to, syllogism. It is defined

by Aristotle, proving the major term of the middle by means of the minor.

Anal. Pr. ii. 23. The Sorites is not recognised distinctively by Aristotle,

though, as Melancthon observes, it is implied in Cat. 3, and is alluded to

in this chapter; its distinct exposition is attributed to the Stoics.
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Now if E is concluded, the syllogism would be from A B
alone, but if C D are so as that the one is universal, and the

other particular, something also will result from these which
will either be E or A or B, or something else different from

these, and if E is collected, or A or B, there will be

either many syllogisms, or, as it was shown possible, the same

thing will happen to be collected through many terms. If,

however, any thing else different from these is collected, there

will be many syllogisms unconnected with each other ; but if

C is not so with respect to D, as to produce a syllogism, they
will be assumed to no purpose, except for the sake of induction

or concealment, or something of the sort. Still if from A B,
not E, but some other conclusion is produced, and from C D,
either one of these, or something different from these, many
syllogisms arise, yet not of the subject, for it was supposed
that the syllogism is of E. If, again, there is no conclusion

from C D, it will happen that they are assumed in vain, and
the syllogism is not of the primary problem, so that it is evi

dent that every demonstration and every syllogism will be

through three terms only.
1

This then being apparent, it is alco clear that
g These three

a syllogism consists of two premises and no more ; terms are in-

for three terms are two premises, unless some-
^0^&quot;^

thing is assumed over and above, as we observed vide Aidnch

at first, for the perfection of the syllogisms.
Hence it appears, that in the syllogistic discourse, in which

the premises, through which the principal conclusion is col

lected, are not even, (for it is requisite that some of the

former conclusions should be premises,) this discourse is

either not syllogistically constructed,
2 or has required more

than is necessary to the thesis.

When then the syllogisms are taken according to the prin

cipal propositions, every syllogism will consist of propositions

1 The prosyllogism, or antecedent syllogism of Aristotle, is a syllogism
used to prove one of the premises of another syllogism. Vide Pacius

Anal. Pr. i. 35. Biese, vol. i. p. 157.
2
Taylor erroneously uses the active here, contrary to Waitz and

Averrois, the latter translates (av\\e\6jiaTai) similarly to the rendering
above &quot;

est raJiocinatu.&quot; Aristotle calls a thesis, the consequent
&quot; ex

tra syllogismum spectata,&quot; as Aldrich says, that is, the &quot;problem,&quot;

&quot;question,&quot; TO ^i}rov[itvov the last, however, is used mere extensively
in signification. Vid. An. Post, i. 1, and ii. 3.
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which are even, but of terms which are odd for the terms

exceed the premises by one, and the conclusions will be half

part of the premises.
1 When, however, the conclusion results

through pro-syllogisms, or through many continued middles,
2

as A B through C D, the multitude of terms, in
6 TrapCMTTtTTTWl/ 1-] Ml 1 jl T_ / C
&amp;lt;V-v

incidens like manner, will exceed the premises by one, (tor

Buhl&quot;

US&amp;gt; *he term interpolated will be added either exter

nally or in the middle ;
but in both ways it will

happen that the intervals are fewer than the terms by one,)
but the propositions are equal to the intervals, the former,

indeed, will not always be even, but the latter odd, but alter

nately, when the propositions are even the terms are odd, but

when the terms are even the propositions are odd ; for toge
ther with the term, one proposition is added wherever the

term is added.3 Hence, since the propositions

ber?f terms,&quot;

1 &quot;

were even, but the terms odd, it is necessary they
propositions, should change when the same addition is made ;

sionsMncom- but the conclusions will no longer have the same
Syl*

order, neither with respect to the terms, nor to

the propositions, for one term being added, con

clusions will be added less than the pre-existent terms by one,

because to the last term alone* there is no con-
* The minor. , i /&amp;gt; -rx

elusion made ;
but to all the rest, e. g. if D is

added to A B C, two conclusions are immediately added, the

one to A and the other to B. The same occurs in the other

cases also, if the term be inserted in the middle after the same

manner, for it will not make a syllogism to one term alone, so

that the conclusions will be many more than the terms, and

than the propositions.

CHAP. XXVI. On the comparative Difficulty of certain Problems,
and by what Figures they are proved.

11

i. The conciu- SINCE we have those particulars with which syl-

flgures consti- logisms are conversant, and what is their quality
stutes the reia- in each figure, and in how many ways demon-

1 For there is one conclusion to two propositions.
* As in Sorites. Vide Hansel s Logic, p. 83.
3 At the beginning, middle, or end. See Waitz, vol. i. p. 440, and 441.
* Edocemur hoc capite et seq., quomodo ars dialectica cohsereat euro

demonstrandi arte, Topica cum Analyticis. Waitz.
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stration takes place, it is also manifest to us,
tire facility of

what kind of problem is difficult, and what easy Enumeration&quot;

of proof, for that which is concluded in many
figures, and through many cases, is more easy, but cond figures.

what is in fewer figures, and by fewer cases, is more difficult,

An universal affirmative then is proved through the first figure

alone, and by this in one way only ; but a negative, both

through the first and through the middle, through the first in

one way, but through the middle in two ways ; the particular
affirmative again through the first and through the last, in one

way through the first figure, but in three ways through the

last ; lastly, the particular negative is proved in all the figures,
but in the first in one way, in the middle in two ways, and in

the last in three ways. Hence it appears most
difficult to construct an universal affirmative, but easier o^sub*

most easy to subvert it, in short, universals are version than
* - , -I-, i particulars.

easier to subvert than particulars, because the

former are subverted, whether a thing is present with nothing,
or is not with a certain thing, of which the one, namely, the not

being with a certain thing, is proved in all the figures, and the

other, the being with nothing, is proved in two. The same mode
also prevails in the case of negatives, for the original proposition
is subverted, whether a thing is with every, or with a certain

individual,
1 now this was in two figures. In particular problems

there is one way (of confutation), either by showing a thing
to be with every, or with no individual, and parti- 3 particu iars

cular problems are easier of construction, for they easier of con-

are in more figures, and through more modes.2 In

short, we ought not to forget that it is possible to confute

universal mutually through particular problems, and these

through universal, yet we cannot construct universal through

particular, but the latter may be through the former, at the

same time that it is easier to subvert than to construct is plain.

In what manner then every syllogism arises, through how

1 This clause is omitted by Taylor.
2 Aristotle employs TTTWO-IC here in the sense of rpoTroe, which latter is

not an Aristotelian expression, except, as some think, in cap. 28 of this

book. He shows in each figure what prepositional combinations are

admissible. In Apuleius there is a distinction between modi, or moduli,
and conjugationes, the former referring to combinations of three propc-

sitions, the latter to vhose of two.
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many terms and premises, how they subsist with

tion*.

e apltU reference to each other, also what sort of problem
may be proved in each figure, and what in many

and in fewer modes, may be gathered from what has been said. 1

CHAP. XXVII. Of the Invention and Construction of Syllogisms?

1. HOW to pro- WE must now describe how we may always obtain

gi^msffrom
a Pr vision of syllogisms for a proposed question,

certain princi- and in what way we may assume principles about

each, for perhaps it is not only requisite to con
sider the production of syllogisms, but also to possess the

power of forming them.

2. The several Of all beings then, some are of such a nature

^Jts
ofpredi- as not to be truly predicated universally of any

Snnot tetraiv thing else, as
&quot;Cleon,&quot; and &quot;Callias,&quot; that which

vers
d

any?of
uni~

is sin
gular&amp;gt;

3 and that which is sensible, but others
other than in- are predicated of these, (for each of these is man

etc- and animal) ; some again are predicated of others,
but others not previously of these ; lastly, there are some
which are themselves predicated of others, and others of them,
as &quot; man &quot;

is predicated of Callias, and
&quot; animal

&quot;

of man. That
some things therefore are naturally adapted to be predicated of

nothing is clear, for of sensibles each is almost of such a sort, as
not to be predicated of any thing except accidentally, for we
sometimes say that that white thing is Socrates, and that the

object approaching is Callias. But that we must stop some-

Videb.i.ch.i9,
where in our upward progression we will again

Post Anal., et show, for the present let this be admitted. Of these

things then we cannot point out another predicate,

1 As a digest of the method of proof, we may state that
A is proved in one figure and one mood
E - - two figures and three moods
I two four
O three six.

Thus A is the easiest to overthrow, and the nearest to establish : O the
reverse.

2
Averrois, following the old divisions, commences his 2nd section here

&quot; De abundantia Propositionum.&quot;
3 The employment of singulars as predica es, is open to much objection,

in connexion with singular propositions. See the Thesis appended to
Wallis s Logic.
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except according to opinion, but these may be predicated of

others, nor can singulars
l be predicated of others, but others

of them. It appears however that those which are interme

diate, are capable in both ways (of demonstration), for they

may be predicated of others, and others of them, and argu
ments and speculations are almost all conversant with these.

Still it is requisite to assume the propositions 2. HOW to as-

about each thing thus: In the first place, the sSsPIsPto
subject, (by hypothesis,) the definitions, and such these, in order

peculiarities as exist of the thing ; next, whatever to inference -

things are consequent to the thing, and which the thing fol

lows ;

2
lastly, such as cannot be in it ; those however which it

cannot be in are not to be assumed, because of the conversion

of the negative. We must also distinguish in the consequents
what things belong to &quot;what a thing is,&quot;

what are predicated
as properties,

3 and what as accidents ; also of these, those which
are (predicated) according to opinion, and those, according to

truth ; for the greater number any one has of

these, the quicker will he light upon a conclusion, J- S^^&quot;
and the more true they are, the more will he de

monstrate. We must too select not those which are conse

quent to a certain one, but those which follow the whole thing,
e. g. not what follows a certain man, but what follows every
man, for a syllogism consists of universal propositions. If

therefore a proposition is indefinite, it is doubtful whether it is

universal, but when it is definite, this is manifest. So also we
must select those things the whole of which a thing follows,

for the reason given above, but the whole consequent itself

need not be assumed to follow ; I say for instance, (it must not

be assumed) that every
&quot; animal

&quot;

is consequent to &quot;

man,&quot; or

every science to music, but only that they are simply conse

quent, as we set forth,
4 for the other is useless and impossible,

5

as that
&quot;every

man&quot; is
&quot;every animal,&quot; or that &quot;justice is

every thing good.&quot;
To whatever (subject) a consequent is

attached, the sign
&quot;

every
&quot;

is added ; when however the sub-

1

Taylor here falls into his common mistake of translating ica9

tKaara &quot;

particular.&quot; Averrois,
&quot;

singularia
&quot; which is right.

2 Omitted by Taylor.
3 The iStov, both by Porphyry and Aristotle, is considered as co-exten

sive and convertible with its subject, and answers to the fourth predicable.
4

i. e. as we form propositions.
That is, a predicate with the universal sign.
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ject is comprehended by a certain thing,
1 the consequents

of which we must assume, those which follow or which do

not follow the universal, we are not to select in these for

they were assumed in those, since whatever are consequent to
&quot;

animal,&quot; are also consequent to &quot;

man,&quot; and as to whatever

things are not absolutely present with in like man-
8umed.

to

vide~ ner; but the properties of each thing must be
Aidrich and

taken, for there are certain properties in species
not common to genus, since it is necessary that

certain properties should be in different species. Nor are we
to select those in regard to the universal, which the thing com

prehended follows, as those which &quot; man &quot;

follows ought not

to be assumed to &quot;

animal,&quot; for it is necessary if animal fol

lows man that it follows all these,
2 but these more properly

belong to the selection of the antecedents of &quot;

man.&quot;
3 We must

also assume those which are generally consequent and antece

dent, for of general problems the syllogism also is from propo
sitions, all or some of which are general, as the conclusion of

each syllogism resembles its principles. Lastly, we are not to

select things consequent to all, since there will not be composed
a syllogism from them, on account of a reason which will ap

pear from what follows.

CHAP. XXVIII. Special Rules upon the same Subject.

, THOSE therefore who desire to confirm any thine:
1. What should _ . . ,,,-,,, i^,. &
betheinspec- of a certain universal, should look to the subject

[iiTtanunr matter of what is confirmed, in respect of which
versai or parti- it happens to be predicated ; but ofwhatever ought

Btfreornega- to be predicated, of this, he should examine the

rm&amp;gt;

e

&quot;rated

d6
consequents ; for if one of these happens to be the

same, one must necessarily be in the other. But
if (it is to be proved) that a thing is not present universally
but particularly, he must examine those which each follows,

4

for if any of these is the same, to be particularly present is

1
i. e. by an universal predicate.

2 Of which man is predicated.
* That is, the subjects to man ought to be chosen and assumed per

$e. The reader is referred for the rules specified here to the commoi
Logics, especially Whately, b. ii. c. 111.

* The antecedent of both predicate and subject.
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necessary ; but when the presence with nothing is necessary,
1

as to what it need not be present with,
2 we must look to those

which cannot be present with it ;

3 or on the contrary, (as regards

that) with which 4
it is necessary not to be present, we must

look to those which cannot be with it, but as to what ought
not to be present, to the consequents. For whichever of these

are identical, it will happen that the one is in no other, since

sometimes a syllogism arises in the first and at other times in

the middle figure. If however the particular non-inesse (is

to be proved), that with which it ought not to be present, and
those which it follows, are to be looked to ; but of that which

ought not to be present, those must be considered, which it is

impossible can be in it, for if any of these be identical the

particular non-inesse is necessary. What has been said how
ever will perhaps be more clear thus. Let the consequents to

A be B, but let those to which it is consequent be C ; those

again which cannot be in it, D ; again, let the things present
with E be F, and those to which it is consequent, G ; lastly,

those which cannot be in it, H. Now if a certain C and a

certain F are identical, it is necessary that A should be with

every E, for F is present with every E, and A with every C,
so that A is with every E ; but if C and G are identical, A
must necessarily be with a certain E, for A follows every C, and
E every G. If however F and D are identical, A will be witli

no E from a pro-syllogism,
5 for since a negative is convertible

and F is identical with D, A will be with no F, but F is with every
E ; again, if B and H are the same, A will be with no E, for B
is with every A, but with no E, for it was the same as H,
and H was with no E. If D and G are identical, A will not

be with a certain E, for A will not be with G, since it is not

present with D, but G is under E, so that neither will it be

with a certain E. Moreover ifB is identical with G there will

be an inverse syllogism, for G will be with every A, (since B is

with A,) and E with B (for B is the same as G) ; still it is

not necessary that A should be with every E, but it is neces-

When E was to be proved,
i. e. the subject of the question.

Taylor inserts with Buhle here tig TO. tTro/isa/a, which alters the sense.

1 follow Waitz.
The predicate. The confusion of the various readings here is endless.

In which the major premise of the principal syllogism is proved.
L 2
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sary that it be with a certain E, because an universal predi
cation may be converted into a particular one.

Wherefore we must evidently regard what has

tion of thepr- been mentioned as to each part of every problem,
1

s^uce a^ syllogisms are from these ; but in conse

quents, and the antecedents of each thing, we
must look to first elements, and to those which are for the

most part universal, as in the case of E we must look more to

K F than only to F,
2 but in the case of A more to K C than

to C only. For if A is present with K C it is also present
with F and with E,

3 but if it is not consequent to this, yet it

may be consequent to F ; in like manner we must examine
those which the thing itself is consequent to, for if it follows

the primary, it also does those which are included under them,
and if it does not follow these, yet it may those which are

arranged under them. 4

Speculation then, plainly, consists of three terms and two

propositions, and all syllogisms are through the
3. Speculation

r
,

J ./ , ,,
J % A . ,

consistsof three above-mentioned figures ;
tor A is shown present

terms and two w ith every E, when of C and F something iden-
propositions. .

*
.

tical may be assumed. JNow this will be the mid
dle term,

5 and A and E the extremes, and there is the first

figure, but (presence with) a certain thing is shown when C
and G are assumed identical, and this is the last figure, for G
becomes the middle. Again, (presence with) none, when D
and F are identical, but thus also the first figure and the

middle are produced ; the first, because A is with no F, (since
a negative is converted,) but F is with every E ; and the

middle because D is with no A, but with every E. Not to

be present also with a certain one, (is shown) when D and G
are the same, and this is the last figure, for A will be with

no G, and E with every G. Wherefore all syllogisms are

evidently through the above-named figures, and we must not

select those which are consequent to all, because no syllogism
arises from them ; as, in short, we cannot construct from con-

: As to both subject and predicate.
a K F is the genus of both K and F, and K C stands in the same rela

tion to K and C. 3 F is contained under K, and E under F.
4 Thus if

&quot;living&quot;
follows &quot;animal,&quot; it also follows&quot; man,&quot; and

though it does not follow
&quot;body,&quot;

it follows that which is under &quot;

body.&quot;

Taylor
* viz. C F A the major E the minor.
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sequents, nor deduce a negative through an universal conse

quent, for it must be in one, and not in the other. 1

TLat other modes of speculation
2
also, as regards selection,

are useless for the construction of syllogism is apparent ; for

instance, if the consequents to each are identical, or if those
which A (the predicate) follows, and which can- 4 . other modes
not be with E (the subject), or again those which

JJ^JJ
16

^
1

cannot concur to be with either, for no syllogism ga!Sie?tkm
arises through these. If then the consequents

oi the middle -

are identical, as B and F, the middle figure is produced, having
both premises affirmative ; but if those which A follows, and
which cannot be with E, as C and H, there will be the first

figure having the minor premise negative ; again, if those are
identical which cannot be with either, as D and H,

3 both pro
positions will be negative, either in the first or in the middle
figure : thus, however, there will by no means be a syllogism.We see moreover that we must assume in spe
culation things identical, and not what are different, feielt Ses-
or contrary ; first,, because our inspection is for Ration, not

the sake of the middle, and we must take as a XfteTSSSlr,
middle, not what is different, but what is identical. J^

1 in wllich

Next, in whatever a syllogism happens to be pro
duced, from the assumption of contraries, or of those things
which cannot be with the same, all are reduced to the before-
named modes, as if B and F are contraries, or cannot be with
the same thing ; if these are assumed there will be a svllo-

gism that A is with no E : this however does not result from
them, but from the above-named mode ; for B is with every
A, and with no E, so that B must necessarily be identical
with a certain H. Again, if B and G do not concur to be
with the same thing, (it will follow) that A will not be with
a certain E, and so there will be the middle figure, for B is

That is, he who wishes to conclude a negative must take a middle,
which concurs with one extreme, and not with the other, but in the case
cited both propositions would be affirmative here KarcHTicevdZuv,

&quot;

affir
mative colligere,&quot; is opposed to diroertpuv,

&quot;

negative coiligere.&quot; Confer
Waitz, vol. i. page 450.

*
ffKs^fig rS)v Kara rag sK-Xoyag axpeToi. Vide Waitz, vol. i. 451, and

Biese, i. p. 166, also Maiusel s Logic, page 79. See also the definition of
rows given by Cicero (Top. ch. ii.) ; the name originally alluded to the
place in which we look for middle terms. Vide Ehet. ii. 26. 1 ; also note
ou Top. i. 1.

*
Taylor reads G, eu ineously.
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with every A, and with no G,
1 so that B must necessarily be

identical with some H. For the impossibility of B and G
being in the same thing, does not differ from B being the

same as a certain H, since every thing is assumed which can

not be with E.

From these observations, then, it is shown that

no sy^gism arises ; but if B and F are contraries,

B must necessarily be identical with a certain H,
and a syllogism arises through these. Nevertheless it occurs

to persons thus inspecting, that they look to a different way
than the necessary, from the identity of B and H escaping
them,

CHAP. XXIX. The same Method applied to other than cate

gorical Syllogisms.

SYLLOGISMS which lead to the impossible subsist
1. J he same . -PIT
method to be in the same manner as ostensive, tor these also

r
arise through consequents, and those (antecedents)

middle term in which each follows,
2 and the inspection is the

&quot;^he^mpossi-
same in both, for what is ostensively demonstrated

others
8 in the

&quot;^
^e a^so syMgistically inferred per impossi-

bile, and through the same terms, and what is de

monstrated per impossibile, may be also proved ostensively,
as that A is with no E. For let it be supposed to be with a cer

tain E, therefore since B is with every A, and A with a certain

E, B also will be with a certain E, but it was present with none ;

again, it may be shown that A is with a certain E, for ifA is with
no E, but E is with every H, A will be with no H, but it was

supposed to be with every H. It will happen the same in other

problems, for always and in all things demonstration per im

possibile will be from consequents, and from those which each

follows. In every problem also there is the same considera

tion, whether a man wishes to syllogize ostensively, or to lead

to the impossible, since both demonstrations are from the same

terms, as for example, ifA were shown to be with no E, because
B happens to be with a certain E, which is impossible, if it is as

sumed that B is with no E, but with every A, it is evident that

A will be with no E. Again, if it is ostensively collected that A
1 Waitz incorrectly reads E.
2

i. e. the predicate and subject of the question.
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ia with no E, to those who suppose that it is with a certain E, it

may be shown per impossibile to be with no E. The like will

also occur in other cases, for in all we must assume some
common term different from the subject terms to which there
will appertain a syllogism of the false, so that this proposition

being converted,
1 but the other remaining the same, there will

be an ostensive syllogism through the same terms. 2. Wherein the

But an ostensive syllogism differs from that per ostensive and
., ., , i i ! per impossibile

impossibile, because in the ostensive both premises syllogism^

are laid down according to truth,
2 but in that

l lffer-

which leads to the impossible one is laid down falsely.
3

These things however will more fully appear by what fol

lows, when we come to speak of the impossible, for the pre
sent let so much be manifest to us, that both he who wishes
to syllogize ostensively, and per impossibile, must observe

these things. In other syllogisms indeed which are hypo
thetical, such as those which are according to transumption,
or according to quality, the consideration will be in the sub

ject terms, riot in the original ones, but in those

taken afterwards, but the mode of inspection will investigation

be the same ; but it is necessary also to consider,
JJ

16

otSeti
and distinguish, in how many ways hypothetical

syllogisms arise.

Each problem then is demonstrated thus, and some of them
we may infer syllogistically after another method, for example,
universals by an hypothetical inspection of particulars, for if

C and H are the same, and if E is assumed to be with H alone,

1 That is, the proposition being assumed contradicting the conclusion of

the syllogism leading to the impossible. Taylor.
2
They are assumed as true, though sometimes false.

3 As if false to be confuted by a conclusive absurdity. Compare the

23rd chap, of this book of the Analytics. In the place just quoted the

TO j.itTaXap,(3av6iJ.evov is explained by Alexander as applying to the

conclusive expression of the syllogism, because it is taken differently to

the manner in which it was originally enunciated, being at first part of a

conditional agreement, and afterwards a categorical conclusion. For this

reason the syllogism is here said to be Kara p.trdXr)\}jiv. Were it not for

this authority it would seem simpler to interpret /itraX^ic,
&quot;

change
of question.&quot; As to the hypothetical called Kara TTOIUTIJTO.., mentioned

here, we have no data for even a plausible conjecture Mansel. Philo-

pontis (Scholia, p. 178, b. 9) says it is a syllogism, SK TOV fiaXXov i] rx

TOV TJTTOV, fj IK TOV bfj-oiov. Vide Whately s and Hill s Logic. Waitz
identities both terms. See vol. i. 456
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A will be with every E ; and again, if D and H are the same,
and E is predicated of H alone, (it may be shown) that A is

with no E. Wherefore the inspection must clearly be in this

way after the same manner both in the necessary and contin

gent, for the consideration is the same, and the syllogism both

of the contingent and the absolute will be through terms the

same in order ;
in the contingent however we may assume

things which are not with, but which may be, for it has been

shown that by these a contingent syllogism is produced, and

the reasoning is similar in the case of the other predications.
From what has been said then it appears not only that it is

allowable for all syllogisms to be formed in this,
4. Conclusion. i P -i

but that they cannot be tormed in any other way,
for every syllogism has been shown to originate through some
one of the before-named figures, and these may not be consti

tuted through any other than the consequents and antecedents

of a thing, for from these are the premises and assumption f

the middle, so that it is not admissible that a syllogism should

be produced through other things.

CHAP. XXX. TJie preceding method of Demonstration applicable
to all Problems.

i. The method THE Wa7 then of proceeding in all (problems),
of demonstra- both in philosophy and in every art and discipline,

prTvioiti^Ts&quot;
is the same, for we must collect about each of them

applicable to ail those things which are with, and the subjects
objects of phi-

& .. , , .-i-i-,
losophicai in- which they are with, and be provided with as many
quiry. ag pOSSj|)ie of these, considering them also through
three terms in one way subverting, but in another constructing

according to truth (we reason) from those which are truly de

scribed to be inherent, but as regards dialectic syllogisms (we
must reason) from probable propositions. Now the princi

ples of universal syllogisms have been mentioned, how they
subsist, and how we must investigate them, that we may not

direct our attention to every thing which is said, nor to con

structing and subverting the same things, nor both construct

ing universally or particularly, nor subverting wholly or par

tially, but look to things fewer and definite; as to each

however we must make a selection, as of good or of science.

The peculiar principles indeed in every science are many,
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hence it is the province of experience to deliver
2 x edence

the principles of every thing, for instance, I say is to supply the

that astrological experience gives the principles demonstration

of astrological science, for from phenomena being in every sci-

sufficiently assumed, astrological demonstrations

have thus been invented, so also is it in every other art and
science. Wherefore if things are assumed which exist in in

dividuals, it is now our duty readily to exhibit demonstrations,
for if as regards history nothing is omitted of what is truly

present with things, we shall be able about every thing of

which there is demonstration to discover and demonstrate this,

and to make that clear which is naturally incapable of demon
stration.

3. The end of

Universally then we have nearly shown how analytical in-

propositions ought to be selected, but we have XJSfitSniK
discussed this accurately in the treatise on Dia- jects naturally... J abstruse.
lectic. 1

CHAP. XXXI. Upon Division ; and its Imperfection as to De
monstration?

THAT the division through genera
3

is but a cer

tain small portion of the method specified, it is i.%Tv7sVon, its

easy to perceive, for division is, as it were, a weak
&quot;^umSiTit

syllogism, since it begs what it ought to demonstrate, is a species of

1 In the Topics. The dialectic however of Aristotle, as enunciated

here, differs from that art as exhibited in the Topics, in that he discusses

it in the Analytics as a mere formal method of reasoning, but in the

Topics he gives it an entirely material character. The dialectic of Plato

corresponds more nearly with the metaphysics of Aristotle : again, the

dialectic of Aristotle is an art, but his analytic a science
;
see note on

Top. i. 1.
2 Vide Whately, b. iii. sect. 11.
3

i. e. by which genera are divided into species by the addition of differ

ences. Plato used division as a means of demonstrating definitions, and
the utility of them, according to Aristotle, consists in employing them as

tests of definitions when obtained. Amongst the later Peripatetics, di

vision rose in estimation, and Andronicus Rhodius composed a treatise

on the subject. Modern logicians have chiefly drawn from Boethius*

work de Divisione. Compare Top. vi. 2. Dichotomy, or the division al

luded to above of genus, is approved by Aristotle when effected by con

traries, but not by contradictories. Compare Eth. Nic. vii. o
; Kant,

Logic, sect. 113; Trend. Elem. sect. 58; also Categor. 10.
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*fe?n
Syll &quot;

an(^ always infers something of prior matter. 1

Now this has first escaped the notice of all those

who use it, and they endeavour to show that demonstration
about essence and the very nature of a thing is possible, so

that they neither perceive that those who divide happen to

syllogize, nor that it is possible in the manner we have said.

In demonstrations therefore, when it is requisite to infer ab

solute presence, the middle term by which the syllogism is

2. in demon- produced must always be less, and must not be
stration of the universally predicated of the first extreme, but on

nfcbifcMmut the contrary, division takes the universal for the

uni^saHn^e-
micldle term - For let animal be A, mortal B, im-

spect of the first mortal C, and man of whom we ought to assume
the definition D, every animal then comprehends

either mortal or immortal, but this is that the whole of what
ever may be A is either B or C. Again, he who divides

man, admits that he is animal, so that he assumes A to be

predicated of D, hence the syllogism is that every D is either

B or C, wherefore it is necessary for man to be either mortal
or immortal, yet it is not necessary that animal should be

mortal, but this is desired to be granted, which was the very

Example (i )

ttlino which ought to have been syllogistically in

ferred.* Again, taking A for mortal animal, B
for pedestrian, C without feet, and D for man, in the same
manner it assumes A to be either with B or C, for every mortal
animal is either pedestrian or without feet, and that A is pre
dicated of D, for it has assumed that man is a mortal animal,
so that it is necessary that man should be either a pedestrian

1
i. e. of universals, or of things more nearly approaching to these.

Ex. 1. Every animal is either mortal or immortal

Every man is an animal
. . Every man is either mortal or immortal.

The conclusion here was to have been, that every man is mortal
;
but he

&amp;gt;vho divides does not prove this, but desires it to bo granted.

Ex. 2. Every mortal animal is pedestrian or without feet

Every man is a mortal animal
.

*
. Every m.m is pedestrian or without feet.

Ex. 3. Every length is or is not commensurable

Every diameter is a length
. , Every diameter is or is not commensurable.
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animal or without feet, but that he is pedestrian is not n^ces-

sary, but they assume it, and this again is what

they ought to have proved.* After this manner
it always happens to those who divide, namely, that they as

sume an universal middle, and what they ought to show, and
the differences as extremes. In the last place, they assert

nothing clearly, as that it is necessary that this be a man, or
that the f question necessarily is whatever it may y

be, but they pursue every other way, not appre- vov .

v

(Vide

e

Lending the available supplies. It is clear how- ^^Lion not

ever, that by this method we can neither subvert suitable for re-

nor syllogistically infer any thing of accident or fo^various
r

property or genus, or of those things of which we kinds of Ques ~

J
. . tion.

are a priori ignorant as to how they subsist, as

whether the diameter of a square be incommensurable, for if

it assumes every length to be either commensurable or incom

mensurable, but the diameter of a square is a length, it will

infer that the diameter is either incommensurable or com

mensurable, and if it assumes that it is incommensurate, it will

assume what it ought to prove, wherefore that we cannot

show, for this is the way, and by this we cannot do it ; let

however the incommensurable or commensurable be A, length
B, and diameter C. It is clear then that this

, . . t Example (3.)
mode or inquiry does not suit every speculation,
neither is useful in those to which it especially appears ap
propriate, wherefore from what sources, and how demonstra
tions arise, and what we must regard in every problem, appear
from what has been said.

CHAP. XXXII. Reduction of Syllogisms to the above Figures}

How then we may reduce syllogisms to the above-
l Method of

named figures must next be told, for this is the reducing every

remainder of the speculation, since if we have one of the three

noticed the production of syllogisms, and have the fisu f
to be

.
L

. fn considered.

power ol inventing them, it moreover we analyze (Compare ch.

them when formed into the before-named figures,
28&amp;gt;)

1 Averrois commences his third section here,
&quot; de syllogismorum reso-

lutione.&quot; The word dvdytiv, and not dirayuv, as significative of reduction,
has been already commented upon ;

it is employed in its strict meaning at

this place.
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our original design will have been completed. At the same

time, what has before been said will happen to be confirmed,
and be more evident that they are thus from what shall now
be said, for every truth must necessarily agree with itself in

every respect.

Rule 1st. First then we must endeavour to select the two
Propositions to

propositions of a syllogism, for it is easier to di-
be investigated

r ., r . , .

as to quantity, vide into greater than into less parts,
1 and com

posites are greater than the things of which they
are composed ; next we must consider whether it is in a whole
or in a part, and if both propositions should not be assumed,
oneself placing one of them. For those who propose the uni

versal 2 do not receive the other which is contained in it,
3

neither when they write, nor when they interrogate, or pro

pose these,
4 but omit those 5

by which these are concluded,
and question other things to no purpose. There-

Uxainine their f re we HHlSt Consider whether any thing Super-
superfluities fluous has been assumed, and any thing necessary
and deficiencies . . . . ,-,.,, %
as to the proper omitted, and one thing is to be laid down, and

of another to be removed, until we arrive at two

propositions, for without these we cannot reduce

the sentences which are thus the subjects of question. Now
in some it is easy to see what is deficient, but others escape

us, and seem to be syllogisms,
6 because something necessarily

happens from the things laid down, as if it should be assumed
that essence not being subverted, essence is not subverted,

7

but those things being subverted, of which a thing consists,

what is composed of these is subverted also ; for from these

1
i. e. into propositions than into terms.

*
i. e. the major proposition, which is always universal in the first

figure.
3

i. e. the minor, which stands towards the major in the relation of

particular to universal.
*

i. e. the propositions of the principal syllogism.
5

i. e. the propositions of the pro-syllogism. This last is the antece

dent in a minor premise, which makes it enthymematic. Vide Whately,
book ii. ch. 4, sect. 7, note.

9 Vide Whately s table of Fallacies, book iii.

7 In the propositions adduced, the syllogistic form is not present, but

syllogistic inferences may be derived from them. In the place of the

major, we have an equivalent proposition expressed, and in place of the

minor the major of the pro-syllogism proving that mvnor is added; this

major, however, is changed so far, as it is made more mii
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positions it is necessary that a part of essence should be

essence, yet this is not concluded through the assumptions,
but the propositions are wanting. Again, if because man ex

ists, it is necessary that animal should be, and animal exist

ing, that there should be essence ; then, because

man exists, essence must necessarily be ; but this consider the

is not yet syllogistically inferred,
1 for the proposi-

reality of infer-

tions do not subsist as we have said they should
;

2

but we are deceived in such, because something necessary

happens from the things laid down, and because also a syllo

gism is something necessary. The necessary, however, is

more extensive than the syllogism, for every syllogism is ne

cessary, but not every thing necessary is a syllogism ; so that

if any thing occurs from certain positions, we must not imme

diately endeavour to reduce, but first assume two propositions,
then we must divide them into terms, in this manner, that

term we must place as the middle which is said to be in both

propositions, for the middle must necessarily exist in both, in

all the figures. If then the middle predicates,
and is predicated of, or if it indeed predicates, Ascertain the

but another thing is denied of it, there will be the fisure to which

.c.L/2 !.?. v i i i i properly the
first figure, but if it predicates, and is denied by problem be-

something, there will be the middle figure, and if 5ne
bythe

other things are predicated of it, and one thing is

denied, but another is predicated, there will be the last figure ;

thus the middle subsists in each figure. In a similar manner

also, if the propositions should not be universal, for the deter

mination of the middle is the same,
3 wherefore it is evident,

that in discourse, where the same thing is not asserted more
than once, a syllogism does not subsist, since the middle is

not assumed. As, however, we know what kind of problem
is deduced in each figure,

4 in what the universal, and in what
the particular, it is clear that we must not regard all the

figures, but that one which is appropriate to each problem,
and whatever things are deduced in many figures, we may
ascertain the figure of by the position of the middle.

1
i. e. it is not categorical, but hypothetical.

2
They neither affirm nor deny.

3 For an universal does not differ from a particular, by reason of the

middle term, but by the circumscription and determination of the verbal

sign, &quot;every,&quot; &quot;none,&quot; called
7rpo&amp;lt;riopi&amp;lt;T/ioc.

See Hill s Logic, and

Whately.
4 From chapter 26.
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CHAP. XXXIII. On Error, arisingfrom the quantity of
Propositions.

i. Cause of de- IT frequently happens then, that we are deceived
ception about u n e ^
syllogisms

about syllogisms, on account of the necessary

to the relative* (conc^us i n
))
aswe have before observed, and some-

quantity of times by the resemblance 1 in the position of the
propositions.

terms, which ought not to have escaped us.

Thus if A is predicated of B, and B of C, there would

appear a syllogism from such terms, yet neither is any thing

necessary produced, nor a syllogism. For let A be that which

always is ; B, Aristomenes the object of intellect
; and C,

Aristomenes ;
it is true then that A is with B, for Aristomenes

is always the object of intellect ; but B is also with C, for Aristo
menes is Aristomenes the object of intellect, but A is not with

C, for Aristomenes is corruptible, neither would a syllogism
be formed from terms thus placed, but the universal proposi
tion 2 A B must be assumed, but this is false,

3 to think that

every Aristomenes who is the object of intellect always exists,
when Aristomenes is corruptible. Again, let C be Miccalus,
B Miccalus the musician, A to die to-morrow ; B therefore is

truly predicated of C, since Miccalus is Miccalus the musician,
and A is truly predicated of B, for Miccalus the musician may
die to-morrow, but A is falsely predicated of C. This case

therefore is the same with the preceding, for it is not uni

versally true that Miccalus the musician will die to-morrow,
and if this is not assumed, there would be no syllogism.

4

This deception arises therefore from a small (matter), since

we concede, as if there were no difference between saying
that this thing is present with that, and this present with

every individual of that.

1 In indefinites, which are mistaken for universals.
2

i. e. the major.
3 Because the distributive particle

&quot;

every
&quot; shows that any particular

is assumed.
4 Here the fallacy arises from the major not being universal, for it is

not said that every Miccalus, a musician, will die to-morrow. Vide

Ai-pendix to Hill s Logic.
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CHAP. XXXIV. Error arising from inaccurate exposition

of Terms. 1

DECEPTION will frequently occur from the terms i. Nature ofd-

of the proposition being improperly expounded,
2
SPMtate*gSi

as if A should be health, B disease, and C man, terms inaccu-

for it is true to say that A cannot be with any B,
r

for health is with no disease, and again that Bis with every C,
for every man is susceptible of disease, whence it would appear
to result that health can be with no man. Now the reason ofthis

is, that the terms are not rightly set out in expression, since

those words which are significant of habits being changed,
there will not be a syllogism, as if the word &quot; well

&quot; were
taken instead of

&quot;health,&quot; and the word &quot;ill&quot; instead of &quot;dis

ease,&quot; since it is not true to say, that to be well cannot be pre
sent with him that is ill. Now this not being assumed, there

is no syllogism except of the contingent,
3 which indeed is not

impossible, for health may happen to be with no man. Again,
in the middle figure there will likewise be a falsity, for health

happens to be with no disease, but may happen to be with every
man, so that disease shall be with no man.4 In the third figure
however falsity occurs by the contingent, for it is possible that

health and disease, science and ignorance, in short, contraries,

shall be with the same individual, but it is impossible that

they should be present with each other : this, however, differs

from the preceding observations,* since when
^ yide ch 2o

many things happen to be present with the same
individual they also happen to be so with each other.

Evidently then in all these cases deception arises from the

setting forth of the terms, as if those are changed which relate

to the habits, there is no falsity, and it is therefore apparent

1 Vide Hill, on verbal and material fallacy; also Whately, who refers

the Aristotelian division of fallacies (01 Trapd rf)v \e%iv and oi t o&amp;gt; rrjy

Xsfwc) to logical and material, upon a species of conjecture. Confer.

Waitz, vol. ii. p. 532.
2 Because an abstract term, &quot;health,&quot; is assumed for a concrete, as

&quot;sane.&quot;

3 For a man now ill, may not hereafter be well
;
that to be ill is pre

sent with every man, therefore to be well present with no man.
* This is against the rule laid down in ch. 2, of the next book, wherein

he shows that the false cannot be collected from the true.
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that in such propositions, what relates to hat it
1 must always

be exchanged and placed for a term instead of habit.2

CHAP. XXXV. Middle not always to be assumed as a particular

de/lnite thing, &amp;lt;i&amp;gt;e

rod* n.

i. One word
*T *3 not alwa7s necessary to seek to expound the

cannot always terms by a name,
3 since there will oftentimes be

JJme*teSttf in-
sentences to which no name is attached, wherefore

asmuch as they it is difficult to reduce syllogisms of this kind,
are sentences. -, . in *. i 11-11but we shall sometimes happen to be deceived by
such a search, for example, because a syllogism is of things im
mediate. 4 For let A 5 be two right angles, B a triangle, C an
isosceles triangle. A then is with C through B, but no longer
with B through any thing else, for a triangle has of itself two

right angles, so that there will not be a middle of the propo
sition A B,

6 which is demonstrable. The middle then must

clearly not thus be always assumed, as if it were a particular
definite thing,

7 but sometimes a sentence, which happens to be
the case in the instance adduced.

CHAP. XXXVI. On the arrangement of Terms, according to nomi
nal appellation ; and of Propositions according to case*

i. For the con- FOR the first to be in the middle, and the latter

8yo
C

gism,i

f

t

a

is
tne extreme, it is unnecessary to assume as if

not always re- they were always predicated of each other, or in
quisite that one -.., Q .-. n

&amp;lt;? i -in -i i

term should be like manner,
9 the first ct the middle, and this in

1 The concrete word &quot;

well.&quot;

2 The abstract,
&quot;

health.&quot;
3 One word.

4 Between which there is no middle they may be proved, however,

by a definition of the subject, as in the Post Ana. Vide Pacius and

J3iese, vol. i. p. 157 ;
also Aquinas, Op. 48. cap. 1. The word

dp.i&amp;lt;roc
is

used by Aristotle, either to express a proposition not proved by any
higher middle term, (vide An Post, i. 2, and ii. 19,) or a premise imme
diate, as regards its conclusion, i. e. not requiring the insertion of lower
middle terms, for connexion of its terms with-those of the conclusion.

s
i. e. three angles, equal to two right.

6 A certain middle thing, signified by one word.
T As one thing expressed by one word.
8 Aristotle distinguishes KXrjatiQ and TrrcDirtic, (which last word he uses

for rpoTrog,) the first as being nouns in the nominatire case, the other the

oblique cases. See Hermen. c. 2. i. e. in the same case.
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the last, and also likewise in the case of non- predicated of

inesse. Still in so many ways as to be is predi- ^u recto.&quot;

cated, and any thing is truly asserted, it is requi-
Since either

site to consider that we signify the inesse, as that SKS&quot;?
of contraries there is one science. both, may have

For let A be, there is one science, and B, things case.

contrary to each other, A then is present with B, not as if
contraries are one science,

1 but because it is true in respect of

them, to say that there is one science of them. It sometimes
occurs indeed, that the first is predicated of the middle, but
the middle not of the third, as if wisdom is science, but
wisdom is of 2

good, the conclusion is that science is of good:
hence good is not wisdom, but wisdom is science. Some
times, again, the middle is predicated of the third, but the first

not of the middle, e. g. if there is a science of every quality
or contrary, but good is a contrary and a quality, the con
clusion then is, that there is a science of good, yet neither

good, nor quality, nor contrary is science, but good is these. 3

Sometimes, again, neither the first is predicated of the middle,
nor this of the third, the first indeed being sometimes predi
cated of the third, and sometimes not,

4 for instance, of whatever
there is science, there is genus, but there is science of good,
the conclusion is that there is a genus of good, yet none of
these is predicated of any. If, nevertheless, of what there is

science, this is genus, but there is a science of good, the con
clusion is that good is genus, hence the first is predicated of
the extreme, but there is no predication of each other.5

In the case of the non-inesse there must be the
2 Method the

same manner of assumption, for this thing not same with ne-

being present with this, does not always signify
gatlves -

that this is not this, but sometimes that this is not of this, or
that this is not with this, as there is not a motion of motion or

generation of generation, but there is (a motion and genera
tion) of pleasure : pleasure therefore is not generation. Again,
there is of laughter a sign, but there is not a sign of a

1 Waitz inserts avraiv. 2 Here he also inserts tTrttrrrj/iij. Aristotle

means, that in the major proposition the greater extreme is in a direct,
but in the minor proposition the middle is in an oblique case.

3
i. e. good is a quality, and is contrary, hence the minor is direct.

4
i. e.

&quot;

recta predicatione.&quot; Buhle.
4 The conclusion is direct, but the propositions are oblique.
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sign, so that laughter is not a sign, and similarly in other

cases, wherein the problem is subverted from the genus being
in some way referred to it.

1

Moreover, occasion is not oppor
tune time, for to the divinity there is occasion, but not oppor
tune time, because there is nothing useful to divinity,

2 we
must take as terms, occasion, opportune time, and divinity,

but the proposition must be assumed according to

the case of the noun, since, in short, we assert this

terms
0ns and

universally, that we must always place the terms

according to the appellations of the nouns, e. g.

man, or good, or contraries, not of man, nor of good, nor of

contraries, but we must take propositions according to the cases

of each word, since they are either to this as the equal, or of

this as the double, or this thing as striking, or seeing, or this

one as man, animal, or if the noun falls in any other way, ac

cording to the proposition.

CHAP. XXXVII. Rules of Reference to theforms of Predication.

FOR this thing to be with that, and for one thing

abs*iutpredi
d

to be trul7 predicated of another, must be assumed
cation we must in as many wavs as the categories are divided : the
accept the se- ,

J
, . ,

verai varieties latter must also be taken either in a certain re-

divfoion?

rical
sPect &amp;gt;

3 or simply, moreover either as simple
4 or

connected,
5 in a similar manner also with regard

to the non-inesse ; these however must be better considered

and defined.

1 Either directly or obliquely. Aristotle calls the middle term in the

second figure, genus, because as the latter is predicated, the middle term

in the second figure is also predicated ;
otherwise they differ greatly, since

genus is predicated of species affirmatively, but the middle in the secojid

figure is partly predicated affirmatively, and partly negatively, since one

premise ought to affirm, and the other deny.
2 This syllogism is in the third figure; the middle term being

&quot;divinity.&quot;
3
As, an Ethiopian has white teeth.

4
As, a swan is an animal.

*
As, a swan is a white animal.
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CHAP. XXXVIIL Of Prepositional Iteration and the Addition
to a Predicate.

WHATEVER is reiterated* 1 in propositions must
be annexed to the major and not to the middle * ftravaaurAoS-

term ; I mean for instance, if there should be a
M

syllogism, that there is a science of justice &quot;because it is

good,&quot; the expression
&quot; because it is

good,&quot;
or &quot; in

} whatever is
that it is

good,&quot; must be joined to the major. For reiterated*

let A be &quot;science, that it is good ;

&quot;

B, &quot;good ;&quot; eTtottmS
and C, &quot;justice ;&quot; A then is truly predicated of not to the mid-

B, since of good there is science that it is good :

d

but B is also true of C ; for justice is what is good, thus
therefore the solution is made.f But if,

&quot; that it

is
good&quot; be added to B,

2
it will not be true ; for

f Example (L)

A will indeed be truly predicated of B, but it will not be
true that B is predicated of C, since to predicate of justice,
good that it is good, is false, and not intelligible. So also it

may be shown that the healthy is an object of science in that
it is good, or that hircocervus is an object of opinion, quoad
its nonentity,

3 or that man is corruptible, so far as

he is sensible, for in all super-predications, we &amp;lt;Wa-r 7opuu-

must annex the repetition to the (major) term.

. dicitur in oratione, quod accedit, proesertim si ita accedit ut
sensus ant leviter, aut omnino non mutetur. Waitz. A syllogism is how
ever said to be produced /nerd TrpoaOrjicrjG, when something is added lo
the predicate, TO tTrncar^yopoy/^j/ov.

Ex. 1. Of good there is science that it is good
Justice is good

. . Of justice there is science that it is good.
* That is, to the middle.
3 An animal formed from the union of a goat and a stag. The syllogism

may be thus constructed.

Non-being is an object of opinion quoad nonentity
An hircocervus is a nonentity

. . An hircocervus is an object of opinion quoad nonentity.

Ex. 2. Every being is an object of science
Good is being

. . Good is an object of science.

Ex. 3. Of being there is science, that it is being
Good is being

. . Of good there is science, that it is being.
M 2
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2 Th- terms
The P08^011 f tne terms is nevertheless not

not the s

e

a

r

me
S

the same when a thing is syllogistically inferred

?k&amp;gt;nSthl

P
r&quot; simply, and when this particular tiling, or in a

the inference is certain respect, or in a certain way. For instance,

a certai^q^aii- I mean, as when good is shown to be an object of

fication.
science, and when it is shown to be so because it is

good ;
but if it is shown to be an object of science simply, we

must take &quot;

being
&quot;

as the middle term ;

* if (it is

proved that it may be scientifically known) to be

good, a certain being (must be taken as the middle). For

let A be &quot;

science, that it is a certain being,&quot;
B &quot; a certain

being,&quot;
and C &quot;

good ;

&quot;

to predicate then A of B is true,

for there is science of a certain being, that it is a certain

being ;
but B is also predicated of C, because C is a cer-

^ood
tain being ; f therefore A will be predicated of C,

hence there will be science of good that it is good,

for the expression
&quot; a certain being

&quot;

is the sign of peculiar

or proper essence. If, on the other hand,
&quot;

being
&quot;

is set as

the middle, and being simply and not a certain being is added

to the extreme, there will not be a syllogism that there is a

science of good, that it is good, but that it is being : for ex

ample, let A be science that it is being ; B, being ;

and C, good.J In such syllogisms then as are from

a part,
1 we must clearly take the terms after this manner.

CHAP. XXXIX. The Simplification of Terms in the Solution of

Syllogism.

WE must also exchange those which have the same import ;

nouns for nouns, and sentences for sentences, and a noun and

a sentence,
2 and always take the noun for the sentence, for

thus the exposition of the terms will be easier. For example,

i. in syiio-
if there is no difference in saying that what is

gistic analysis supposed is not the genus of what is opined, or that

what is opined is not any thing which may be

supposed, (for the signification is the same,) in

stead of the sentence already expressed we must

vocat eos qui non cnrXutQ n sed ToSt TI concludunt. Waitz.

Vide Biese, i. p. 179, not. 2.
2 Either for either. This is omitted by Taylor, though read by Averrois,

Buhle, Waitz. This direction, except carefully done, gives rise to frequent

fallacies. Quando pro termino repetendo, substituitur vox illi aequipol-

lens. Aldrich. Whately on Fallacies.
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take what may be supposed and what may be opined, as

terms.

CHAP. XL. The definite Article to be added according to the nature

of the Conclusion.

SINCE however it is not the same, for pleasure to

be good, and for pleasure to be the good, we must addition of the

not set the terms alike ; but if there is a syllogism ^&quot;g

16 and

that pleasure is the good, the good (must be taken

as a term) if that it is good, good (must be taken), and so of

the rest.

CHAP. XLI. On the Distinction of certainforms of Universal

Predication.

IT is neither in fact nor in word the same thing } The expres .

to assert that A is present with every individual

with which B is present, and to say that A is !

present with every individual of what B is pre- !

sent with, since there is nothing to prevent with Ka e ov

B from being with C, yet not with every C. 1 l* lji
For instance, let B be beautiful, but C white, if

KjJf5iX
Af

then beautiful is with something white, it is true to A being pre-

to say that beauty is present with what is white, evy thtag of

yet not perhaps with every thing white. If then JJ^d

B is 1)re

A is with B, but not with every thing of which

B is predicated, neither if B is present with every C, nor if

it is alone present, it is necessary that A should not only not

be present with every C, but that it should not be present

(at all), but if that of which B is truly predicated, with every
individual of this A is present, it will happen that A will be

predicated of every individual of which B is predicated of

every individual. But if A is predicated of that of which B
is universally predicated, there is nothing to prevent B from

being present with C with not every or with no individual of

which A is present, therefore in (three terms it is evident

that) the assertion that A is predicated of every individual of

which B is predicated, signifies that of whatever B is predi-

1 Therefore &quot;

that with which B is present,&quot; and &quot;

that with every

individual of which B is present,&quot;
do not mean the same thing.
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cated of all these A is predicated also, and if B is predicated
of every, A will also thus be predicated, but if it is not

predicated of every individual it is not necessary that A should
be predicated of every individual.

Still we need not imagine that any absurdity will occur
from this exposition, for we do not use the expression that
this is a particular definite thing,

1 but as a geometrician says
that this is a foot in length, is a straight line, and is without
breadth though it is not so, he does not however so use them,
as if he inferred 2 from these. In a word, that which is not

2. certain ex- as a whole to a part, and something else in refer-

pressions used ence to this as a part to a whole, from nothing of
lor illustration. ,, ,

x
..

these can a demonstrator demonstrate, where
fore neither is there a syllogism, but we use exposition as we
do sense 3 when we address a learner, since we do not (use it)
so as if it were impossible to be demonstrated without these,
as (we use propositions) from which a syllogism is con
structed.

CHAP. XLII. That not all Conclusions in the same Syllogism are

produced through one Figure.

i. The conciu-
-^ET us no* f rget tnat all conclusions in the same

sion an evi- syllogism are not produced by one figure, but one

figure the* through this figure, and another through that, so
inquiry is to be that clearly we must make the 4 resolutions in
made. .

J
,

the same manner, but since not every problem is

proved in every
5
figure, but arranged in each, it is evident

from the conclusion in what figure the inquiry must be
made. 6

1

Examples are not adduced to prove, but to illustrate.
2 Tanquam ex his ratiocinans. Averrois.
3
Ty 6 tKTiOeaBai (exhibere sensui) OVTW ^pwjut0a axnrep Kai

T(jt aiaQa-
rfuOai, Cf. Aquinas Opusc. 47. Zabarella, cap. vii. aiaOrjaiz, sensa

tion, signifies the perception of the external senses. Vide Ethics, b. vi.

chap. 2, and 11
; Phys. b. iii. and vii.

4
i. e. the several syllogisms to their proper figures .

5 As no affirmative in the second nor universal in the third.

In qua figura queerendum sit problema aliquod. Buhle.
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CHAP. XLIII. Of Arguments against Definition, simplified.

WITH regard, however, to arguments against de- L Forbrevjty 8

finition, and by which a particular thing in the sake the thing

definition is attacked, that term must be laid JKStion,
down which is attacked, and not the whole de- an

1

d
,

no* t
^
e

.

r* , f .,, 1111 i whole defini-

nmtion, tor it will result that we shall be less tion itself, is to

disturbed by prolixity, e. g. if we are to show be laid down&amp;lt;

that water is humid potable, we must place potable and
water as terms. 1

CHAP, XLIV. Of the Reduction of Hypotheticals and of Syllogisms
ad impossibile.

WE must not endeavour, moreover, to reduce hy
pothetical syllogisms, for we cannot reduce them, Jur Sre-

101

from the things laid down,
2 since they are not

fhe
C

ticais
yP

proved syllogistically, but are all of them admitted

by consent. Thus if a man supposing that except there is one
certain power of contraries, there will neither exist one sci

ence of them, it should afterwards be dialectically proved
that there is not one* power of contraries; for

P., i -, -i r i 11 irao-a. Waltz.
instance, ot the wholesome and or the unwhole

some, for the same thing will be wholesome and unwholesome
at the same time here it will be shown that there is not one

power of all contraries, but that is not a science, has not been
shown. We must yet acknowledge that there is, not however

by syllogism, but by hypothesis, wherefore we cannot reduce

this, but that, we may, viz. that there is not one power, for

this perhaps was a syllogism, but that an hy- 2 Norsyl]o .

pothesis. The same thing happens in the case of gisms per im-

IT i * i * p
-J.LJ.

^ possibile,

syllogisms, which inter a consequence per impos
sibile, since neither can we analyze these, though we may a

1 Waitz states that Pacius has misapprehended this place, by following
Philoponus, and avers that SiaXkytaQai here is not &quot;

disserere contra

aliquid,&quot; sed &quot;

disputare de aliqua re.&quot; Pacius thinks that the chapter
refers to such syllogisms as impugn the definition.

2 rS)v Ktt/j,tv(iiv. Vide Whately, book ii. ch. 4
;

also Hansel s Logic,
Appendix, note G. It has been questioned whether hypothetical can be
reduced to categorical ;

the reader will find the subject well and fully
treated in Mansel, p. 88.
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deduction to the impossible, (for it is demonstrated by syllo

gism,) but the other we cannot, for it is concluded from hy
pothesis. They differ nevertheless from the before-named,

1

because we must in them indeed have admitted some thing

previously, if we are about to consent, as if, for example, one

power of contraries should have been shown, and that there

was the same science of them, now here they admit, what

they had not allowed previously on account of the evident

falsity, as if the diameter of a square having been admitted

commensurable with the side, odd things should be equal to

even.

Many others also are concluded from hypothe-
3. Furthercon- .

i i . i 1.11
n of sis, which it is requisite to consider, and clearly

l8 exPlairi 5
wnat then are the differences of these,

and in how many ways an hypothetical syllogism
is produced, we will show hereafter;

2 at present, let only so

much be evident to us, that we cannot resolve such syllogisms
into figures ; for what reason we have shown.

CHAP. XLV. The Reduction of Syllogismsfrom one Figure
to another.

* Anal i 4 As many problems* as are demonstrated in many
and 26 ; Topics, figures, if they are proved in one syllogism, may

be referred 3 to another, e. g. a negative in the

first may be referred to the second, and one in the middle to

the first, still not all, but some only.
4 This will appear

i Whatever from the following : ifA is with no B, but B v/ith

syllogisms are every C, A is with no C, thus the first figure
proved in many . , .n .-, ,. j ,?

figures, maybe arises ; but it the negative is converted, there

on^figu/Jt
Wil1 be the middle

&amp;gt;

for B wil1 be with n A
&amp;gt;

aTld

another-caseof with every C. In the same manner, if the syllo-

particuhiS
d

Sism be not universal, but particular, as ifA is with
the first and no B, but B is with a certain C, for the negative

being converted there will be the middle figure.

1
i. e. from syllogisms, by hypothesis.

2 No work is extant of Aristotle s upon this subject ;
with St. Hilaire,

however, we think that though the subject is not worked out by Aristotle,
we have ample data from which to elucidate it.

3
avayaytlv vide Mansel s Appendix.

4
i. e. may be reduced, or referred.
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Of syllogisms, however, in the middle figure, the
2 universal

universal will be reduced to the first, but only one in the second

of the particular,
1 for let A be with no B, but with

&quot;\^l ffrst, bui

every C, then by conversion of the negative there
l̂ar

ne par &quot;

will be the first figure, since B will be with no A,
but A with every C. Now if the affirmative be added to B,
and the negative to C, we must take C as the first term, since

this is with no A, but A is with every B, wherefore C is with no

B, neither will B be with any C, for the negative is converted.

If however the syllogism be particular, when the negative is

added to the major extreme, it will be reduced to the first

figure, as if A is with no B, but with a certain C, for by con

version of the negative there will be the first figure, since B is

with no A, but A with a certain C. When however the affirma

tive (is joined to the greater extreme), it will not be resolved,

as if A is with every B, but not with every C, for the proposi
tion A B does not admit conversion,

2 nor if it were made
would there be a syllogism.

Again, not all in the third figure will be resolv

able into the first,
3 but all in the first

4 will be

into the third, for let A be with every B, but B with

a certain C, since then a particular affirmative is not universal,

convertible, C will be with a certain B, but A was
with every B, so that there is the third figure. Also

if the syllogism be negative, there will be the same result, for

the particular affirmative is convertible, wherefore A will be

with no B, but with a certain C. Of the syllogisms in the last

figure, one alone is not resolvable into the first,
5 when the

negative is not placed universal, all the rest however are re

solved. For let A and B be predicated of every C, C there

fore is convertible partially to each extreme, wherefore it is

present with a certain B, so that there will be the first figure,

if A is with every C, but C with a certain B. And if A is

with every C, but B with a certain C, the reasoning is the same,

1 Viz. Festino and noKBaroko. Of these reductions it may be generally

observed, that only negative syllogisms are reducible to the second, and

only particular to the third figure. Barbara, Baroko, and Bokardo cannot

be ostensively reduced to any other figure.
2
Being A it does not admit simple conversion.

3 For Bokardo is excepted.
4 Darii and Ferio because universals cannot be reduced to the third

figure, in which the conclusion is particular,
5

i. e. Bokardo.
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for B reciprocates with C. But if B is with every C, and A with
a certain C, B must be taken as the first term, for B is with

every C, but C with a certain A, so that B is with a certain A ;

since however the particular is convertible, A will also be with
a certain B. If the syllogism be negative, when the terms
are universal, we must assume in like manner, for let B be with

every C, but A with no C, wherefore C will be with a certain B,
but A with no C, so that C will be the middle term. Likewise,
if the negative is universal, but the affirmative particular, for

A will be with no C, but C with a certain B ; if however the

uvdxwt negative be taken as particular, there will not be
a resolution,* e. g. if B is with every C, but A not

with a certain C, for by conversion of the proposition B C,
both propositions will be partial.

4. The conver- It is clear then, that in order mutually to con-

mln^/pSmise
vert tnese figures,

1 the minor premise must be
necessary for converted in either figure, for this being trans

posed a transition 2
is effected ; of syllogisms in the

middle figure,
3 one is resolved,

4 and the other is not 5 resolved
into the third, for when the universal is negative there is a

resolution, for if A is with no B, but with a certain C, both

similarly reciprocate with A, wherefore B is with no A, but C
with a certain A, the middle then is A. When however A is

with every B, and is not with a certain C, there will not be reso

lution, since neither proposition after conversion is universal.

Syllogisms also of the third figure may be resolved into
the middle, when the negative is universal, as ifA is with no C,
but B is with some or with every C, for C will be with no A,
but will be with a certain B, but if the negative be particular,
there will not be a resolution, since a particular negative does
not admit conversion.

We see then that the same syllogisms
6 are not

gismsnot
S

mu- resolved in these figures,
7 which were not resolved

bStntoIha
1 &quot; into the first %ures

&amp;gt;

and that when syllogisms
other figures are reduced to the first figure, these only are con-

SSiMto? ducted per impossible.
How therefore we must reduce syllogisms, and

1 Viz. the first and third.
2
MeTafBamQ transitus fit ex un in aliam figuram. Buhle.

3 Those are particular, because there is no universal conclusion in the
third. 4 Festino. s Baroko.

6 Baroko and Bokardo. 7 In the second and third figures.
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that the figures are mutually resolvable, appears from what
has been said.

CHAP. XLVL Of the Quality and Signification of the Definite,
and Indefinite, and Privative.

THERE is some difference in the construction or i. Difference in

subversion of a problem, whether we suppose the
-Jg

te

f ^ \ t
&quot;^{&quot;

expressions
&quot; not to be this particular thing,&quot;

and to be&quot; and &quot;to

&quot; to be not this particular thing,&quot; have the same, f^rcas^n*

kh

or different signification, e. g.
&quot; not to be white,&quot;

(Cf - Herm - 6 -)

and &quot;to be not white.&quot; Now they do not signify the same

thing, neither of the expression
&quot; to be white,&quot; is the nega

tion &quot;to be not white,&quot; but, &quot;not to be white;&quot; and the
reason of this is as follows. The expression &quot;he is able to

walk,&quot; is similar to &quot;he is able not to walk,&quot; the expression
&quot;

it is white
&quot;

to, &quot;it is not white,&quot; and &quot;he knows good/ to
&quot; he knows what is not

good.&quot;
For these,

&quot; he knows good/
or &quot; he has a knowledge of

good,&quot; does not at all differ, nei

ther &quot; he is able to walk,&quot; and
&quot; he has the power of walk

ing ;&quot; wherefore also the opposites, &quot;he is not able to walk,&quot;

and &quot; he has not the power of
walking,&quot; (do not differ from

each other). If then &quot;he has not the power of
walking,&quot;

signifies the same as &quot; he has the power of not walking,&quot;

these will be at one and the same time present with the same,
for the same person is able to walk, and not to walk, and is

cognizant of good, and of what is not good, but affirmation

and negation being opposites, are not at the same time present
with the same thing.

1 Since therefore it is not the same thing
&quot; not to know

good,&quot;
and &quot;

to know what is not
good,&quot;

nei

ther is it the same thing to be &quot; not good
&quot; and &quot; not to be

good,&quot; since of things having analogy,
2 if the one is different

the other also differs. Neither is it the same to be &quot; not
equal,&quot;

and &quot; not to be
equal,&quot;

3 for to the one, namely,
&quot; to that which

1 Aristotle demonstrates the difference between infinite affirmation and
finite negation by an hypothetical syllogism leading to an absurdity. The
reader may find the principle of proper logical affirmation and negation
discussed in Whately, b. ii. ch. 2, and Hill, p. 96, et seq.

2 Eandem rationem. Buhle. Similitude or identity of relation.
3 For &quot;to be not equal

&quot;

implies at all events that a thing exists, which
is affirmation, but &quot;not to be equal&quot; maybe nothing, which is puro

negation. Hence, as Taylor remarks, Aristotle infers that
&quot; not every
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is not
equal,&quot; something is subjected, and this is the unequal,

but to the other there is nothing subjected, wherefore &quot; not

every thing is equal or unequal,&quot; but &quot;

every thing is equal
or not

equal.&quot;
Besides this expression,

&quot;

it is not white

wood,&quot; and this,
&quot; not is white wood,&quot; are not present toge

ther at the same time, for if it is &quot;wood not white,&quot; it will be

wood ; but &quot; what is not white wood &quot;

is not of necessity

&quot;wood,&quot; so that it is clear that of &quot;it is
good&quot;

the negation is

not &quot;it is not
good.&quot;

Ifthen of every one thing either the affirm

ation or negation is true, if there is not negation, it is evident

that there will in some way be affirmation, but of every affirm

ation there is negation, and hence of this l the negation is, &quot;it

is not not
good.&quot; They have this order indeed with respect

2 Order of af-
to eacn tner : let to be good be A, not to be

firmation and good B, to be not good C under B, not to be not

good D under A. With every individual then

either A or B will be present, and (each) with nothing which
is the same and C or D with every individual,

2 and with

nothing which is the same, and with whatever C is present,
B must necessarily be present with every individual, for if it

is true to say that &quot; a thing is not white,&quot; it is also true to say
that &quot; not it is white,&quot; for a thing cannot at one and the same
time be white and not white, or be wood not white and be

white wood, so that unless there is affirmation, negation
will be present. C however is not always (consequent) to B,
for in short, what is not wood will not be white wood, on the

contrary, with whatever A is present D also is present with

c every individual, for either C or D will be pre
sent. As however &quot;to be not white&quot;* and &quot;to

be white,&quot; f cannot possibly co-subsist, D will be

present, for of what is white we may truly say, that it is not not

white, yet A is not predicated of every D, for, in short, we can

not truly predicate A of what is not wood, namely, to assert

that it is white wood, so that D will be true, and A will not

be true, namely, that it is white wood. It appears also, that

A and C are present with nothing identical, though B and D
may be present with the same.

thing&quot; is equal or unequal, because that which is not is neither equai
nor unequal ;

but that &quot;

every thing
&quot;

is equal or is not
equal,&quot;

because
this is contradiction.

1 &quot;

It is not good :

&quot;

affirmative. 2
Taylor omits this clause.
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Privatives also subsist similarly to this position
., \ t* * 7 i i A 3 - Relation be-

with respect to attributes,
1 lor let equal be A, not tween

&amp;lt;AI &amp;lt;ni\-

equal B, unequal C, not unequal D. In many ?&7s md&quot;attri-

things also, with some of which the same thing is butes (KUT^O-

present and not with others, the negative may be
p

similarly true, that,
&quot; not all things are white,&quot; or &quot; that not

each thing is white ;

&quot;

but,
&quot; that each thing is not white,&quot; or,

&quot;that all things are not white,&quot; is false. So also of this

affirmation,
&quot;

every animal is white,&quot; the negation is not,
&quot;

every animal is not white,&quot; for both are false, but this,
&quot; not every animal is white.&quot; Since however it is clear that
&quot;

is not white,&quot; signifies something different from &quot; not is

white,&quot; and that one is affirmation and the other negation, it

is also clear that there is not the same mode of demonstrating

each, for example,
2 &quot; whatever is an animal is not white,&quot; or

&quot;

happens not to be white
;&quot;

and that we may truly say, &quot;it

is not white,&quot; for this is
&quot; to be not white.&quot; Still there is

the same mode as to it is true to say it is white or not white,
for both are demonstrated constructively

*
through * Ka-ra^evaa-

the first figure, since the word &quot; true
&quot;

is similarly ^Stive &quot;&quot;&quot;

arranged with
&quot;is,&quot;

for of the assertion &quot;it is Averr.&quot; con-

true to say it is white,&quot; the negation is not, &quot;it is B^hie/
6

&quot;

true to say it is not white,&quot; but &quot;

it is not true to * The difler-

,
*

. ,, -,^ . .-, . . ence ot the cha-

Say It IS White. But it It IS true to Say, racter of asser-

&quot; whatever is a man is a 3
musician, or is not 4 a

J^&quot;/^&quot;&quot;?

musician,&quot; we must assume that &quot; whatever is an in the mode oi

animal is either a musician or is not a musician,&quot;
5 d

and it will be demonstrated, but that &quot; whatever
J^jJj^^SJ*&quot;

is a man is not a musician,&quot; is shown negatively! structive.&quot;

according to the three modes 6 stated.

In short, when A and B are so, as that they 5. Reiativ*

cannot be simultaneously in the same thing, but proved^cer-
one of them is necessarily present to every indi- tain cases -

1

Karriyomai predicamenta. Averrois. The word must here be under

stood as opposed to privation in the sense of
&quot;

habits/ not as a species

of quality, as it is considered in the Categor. ch. 8.

2 We cannot demonstrate the two assertions given, in the same way.
3 An universal finite affirmative.
4 An universal indefinite atfirmative.
5 This is the major premise, to which if the minor,

&quot;

every man is an

animal,&quot; is added, the syllogi?m will be in Barbara.

Viz. Celarent, Cesare, Camestres.
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vidual, and again C and D likewise, l.ut A follows C
and does not reciprocate, D will also follow B, and will not

reciprocate, and A and D may be with the same thing, but B
and C cannot. In the first place then, it appears from this

that D is consequent to B, for since one of C I) is necessarily

present with every individual, but with what B is present C
cannot be, because it introduces with itself A, but A and B
cannot consist with the same, D is evidently a consequent.

Again, since C does not reciprocate with A, but C or D is

present with every, it happens that A and D will be with the

same thing, but B and C cannot, because A is consequent to

C, for an impossibility results,
1 wherefore it appears plain

that neither does B reciprocate with D, because it would hap
pen that A is present together with D. 2

6. Fallacy Sometimes also it occurs that we are deceived

not assumSg
b^ sucn an arrangement of terms, because of our

opposites pro- not taking opposites rightly, one of which must

necessarily be with every individual, as ifA and B
cannot be simultaneously with the same, but it is necessary that

the one should be with what the other is not, and again C and D
in like manner, but A is consequent to every C ; for B will hap
pen necessarily to be with that with which D is, which is false.

For let the negative of A B which is F be assumed, and again
the negative of C D, and let it be H, it is necessary then, that

either A or F should be with every individual, since either af

firmation or negation must be present. Again also, either C
or H, for they are affirmation and negation, and A is by hy
pothesis present with every thing with which C is, so that H
will also be present with whatever F is. Again, since of F B,
one is with every individual, and so also one of H D, and H
is consequent to F, B will also be consequent to D, for this

we know. If then A is consequent to C, B will also follow

D, but this is false, since the sequence was the reverse in

things so subsisting, for it is not perhaps necessary that either

A or F should be with every individual, neither F nor B, for F
is not the negative of A, since of &quot;

good&quot;
the negation is

&quot; not

good,&quot; and
&quot;

it is not
good&quot;

is not the same with &quot;

it is neither

good nor not
good.&quot;

It is the same also of C D, for the as

sumed negatives are two.

1
i. e. A and B would co-subsist.

2 Because A cannot be present with B.
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BOOK Il ;

CHAP. I. Recapitulation. Of the Conclusions of certain

Syllogisms.

IN how many figures, through what kind and i. Reference to

number of propositions, also when and how a syl- observations.

logism is produced, we have therefore now ex- Universal syi-

i i i iii logisms infer

plained ; moreover, what points both the con- many conciu-

structor and subverter of a syllogism should Slons -

regard, as well as how we should investigate a proposed sub

ject after every method ; further, in what manner we should

assume the principles of each question. Since, 2 . so also do

however, some syllogisms are universal, but particular af-

- ii , . lirmative, but
others particular, all the universal always con- notthenega-

clude a greater number of things, yet of the par-
tive Particular -

ticular, those which are affirmative many things, but the

negative one conclusion only. For other propositions are con

verted, but the negative is not converted, but the conclusion

is something of somewhat ; hence other syllogisms conclude a

majority of things, for example, if A is shown to be with every
or with a certain B, B must also necessarily be with a certain A,
and ifA is shown to be with no B, B will also be with no A, and
this is different from the former. If however A is not with a cer

tain B, B need not be not present with a certain A, for it possibly
may be with every A. 1 This then is the common .J

D n ii n xi 11 3 - Difference

cause of all syllogisms, both universal and par- between uni-

ticular ; we may however speak differently of
first ancUhose

universals, for as to whatever things are under ofthesewnd

the middle, or under the conclusion, of all there

will be the same syllogism, if some are placed in the middle,
but others in the conclusion,

2
as, ifA B is a conclusion through

C, it is necessary that A should be predicated of whatever is

1 As if A were &quot; man
;

&quot;

a &quot;

certain animal,&quot; a certain B
;
and animal,

B
;
therefore though

&quot;

man&quot; is not present with
&quot; a certain animal,&quot; (e. g.

&quot; a lion,&quot;) yet
&quot; animal

&quot;

is with every
&quot;

man.&quot;

2 Hence three conclusions, he means, may be drawn from the same

syllogism, one of the minor extreme, another of what is under the minor

and the third of what is the subject of the middle.
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under B or C, for if D is in the whole of B, but B in the

whole of A, D will also be in the whole of A. Again, if E is

in the whole of C, and C is in A, E will also be in the whole

of A, and in like manner if the syllogism be negative ; but in

the second figure it will be only possible to form a syllogism
of that which is under the conclusion. As, if A is with no B,

but is with every C, the conclusion will be that B is with no C ; if

therefore D is under C, it is clear that B is not with it, but that

it is not with things under A, does not appear by the syllogism,

though it will not be with E, if it is under A. But it has

been shown by the syllogism that B is with no C, but it was as

sumed without demonstration l that it is not with A, wherefore

it does not result by the syllogisms that B is not with E.

Nevertheless in particular syllogisms of things under the con

clusion, there is no necessity incident, for a syllogism is not

*
(TrpoTcun? )

produced,
2 when this* is assumed as particular,

major in 1st but there will be of all things under the middle,

yet not by that syllogism, e. g. ifA is with every B,
but B with a certain C, there will be no syllogism of what is

placed under C, but there will be of what is under B, yet not

through the antecedent syllogism. Similarly also in the case

of the other figures, for there will be no conclusion of what is

under the conclusion, but there will be of the other, yet not

through that syllogism ; in the same manner, as in universals,

from an undemonstrated proposition, things under the middle

were shown, wherefore either there will not be a conclusion

there,
3 or there will be in these also. 4

CHAP. II. On a true Conclusion deducedfrom false Premises in the

first Figure.

i. Material JT is therefore possible that the propositions may
truth or falsity ,

,
, , i i n i

of propositions, be true, through which a syllogism arises, also

b ThVccfnchi
tnat the^ ma^ be ^als6 a*S l^at n6 ma^ ^ tl&amp;gt;Ue

sion. and the other false ; but the conclusion must of

1 A being assumed of no B, B is in a manner assumed of no A, be

cause a proposition universal negative reciprocates.
J Because in the 2nd figure both propositions affirm

;
hence nothing is

concluded.
3 In universal syllogisms.
4 In particular. For the recognition of the indirect modes, in this

chapter, by Aristotle, see Mans^l, p. 66, and 74, note.
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necessity be either true or false. From true propositions then
we cannot infer a falsity, but from false premises
we may infer the truth, except that not the why* L^ntn

^
but the mere that (is inferred), since there is not propter quid

a syllogism of the why from false premises, and Ave^Hiii s

for what reason shall be told hereafter. 1 Lo&ic &amp;gt; P- 287 -)

First then, that we cannot infer the false from
true premises, appears from this : if when A is, it

fnf(^h
a

ue
is necessary that B should be, when B is not it from fatee p?*
is necessary that A is not, if therefore A is true, JheSse^m
B is necessarily true, or the same thing (A) would true premises.

at one and the same time be and not be,
2 which

is impossible. Neither must it be thought, be-
cause one term, A, is taken, that from one certain

thing existing, it will happen that something will result from

necessity, since this is not possible, for what results

from necessity is the conclusion, and the fewest

things through which this arises are three terms, but two in

tervals and propositions. If then it is true that with whatever
B is A also is, and that with whateverC is B is, it is necessary
that with whatever C is A also is, and this cannot be false, for
else the same thing would exist and not exist at the same time.
Wherefore A is laid down as one thing, the two
propositions being co-assumed. It is the same
also in negatives, for we cannot show the false from what are
true

; but from false propositions we may collect the truth,
3

either when both premises are false, or one only, and this not

indifferently, but the minor, if it comprehend the whole false,
4

but if the whole is not assumed to be false, the
true may be collected from either.f Now let A be
with the whole of C, but with no B, nor B with C,

1 In ch. 2 of 1st book, Post Anal.
2 Because it is true by hypothesis, but B being denied true, A cannot

be true.
3 See the general rules of syllogism in Aldrich, and Hill s Logic.

Hereafter Aristotle expounds this more fully ;
he means that a true con

clusion may always be inferred in the first figure, unless the major is

wholly false, and the minor true.
4

By this expression he means, as he explains further on, an universal

proposition, contrary to the true, as
&quot; no man is an animal.&quot; An universal

contradictory to the true is of course a particular false proposition, (vide
table of opposition,) and a proposition is said to be false in part, wlieu
what is partly true and partly false, is affirmed, or denied, universally.
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and this may happen to be the case, as ani^wl is with no stone,

nor stone present with any man, if then A is assumed present
with every B, and B with every C, A will be with every C,

so that from propositions both false, the conclusion
* Example (1.) . .

r
.

*
. i *

will be true, since every man is an animal.*

So also a negative conclusion (is attained), for neither A
may be assumed, nor B present with any C, but

let A be with every B, for example, as if, the same

terms being taken, man was placed in the middle, for neither

animal nor man is with any stone, but animal is

I Animal. with every man. Wherefore if with whatf it Jis

present universally, it is assumed to be present withIn the major. I
.

J
. .

none, but with what it is not present, we assume
II
in the minor.

that it ig present w jth everv individual,
||

from
* Example (2.) both these false premises, there will be a true con-

4 elusion.^!&quot; The same may be shown if each pre
mise is assumed partly false, but if only one is

admitted false, if the major is wholly false, as A B, there will

not be a true conclusion, but if B C, (the minor is wholly

3. Instance of
f^SQ

&amp;gt;)

tnere wil1 be
(
a true Conclusion). Now I

afaisepropo- mean by a proposition wholly false that which is

contrary (to the true), as if that was assumed pre
sent with every, which is present with none, or that present
with none, which is present with every. For let A be with

no B, but B with every C, if then we take the proposition B

Ex. 1. Every stone is an animal B A
Every man is a stone Ex. 3. Every animaJ is a stone

Every man is an animal. C B
Ex. 2. No man is an animal Every man is an animal

Every stone is a man C A
. . No stone is an animal. . . Every man is a stone.

B A
Ex. 4. Every thing white is an animal

C B
Every swan is white

C A
.

*
. Every swan is an animal.

B A
Ex. 5. Nothing white is an animal

C B
All snow is white

C A
.

*
. No snow is an animal.
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C as true, but the whole of A B as false, and that A is with

every B, it is impossible for the conclusion to be true, for it

was present with no C, since A was present with none
of what B was present with, but B was with

-cry C*
In like manner also the conclusion will be false,

if A is with every B, and B with every C, and
the proposition B C is assumed true, but A B wholly false,

and that A is present with no individual with which B is, for

A will be with every C, since with whatever B is, A also is,

but B is with every C. It is clear then, that, the 4 When t]ie

major premise beincr assumed wholly false, whether major is wholly
.. v in .L- A - i_ j. AI_ li false, but the
it be affirmative or negative, but the other pre- minor is true,

mise being true, there is not a true conclusion ; }^nchision
if however the whole is not assumed false, there when the whole

will be. For if A is with every C, but with a cer- ^^tnif
6

tain B, and B is with every C ; e. g. animal with true.
. , ,

\ , . -. , ., Affirmative.

every swan, but with a certain whiteness, and white

ness with every swan, if A is assumed present with every B,
and B with every C, A will also be truly present Exam k ^

with every C, since every swan is an animal. |
So also if A B be negative, for A concurs with

&^&
a certain B, but with no C, and B with every C,
as animal with something white, but with no snow, and

whiteness with all snow ; if then A is assumed present
with no B, but B with every C, A will be present ^ Exampie (5 )

with no C. J
If however the proposition A B were assumed 5 If the major

wholly true, but B C wholly false, there will be a is true wholly,
J

.
, ,,. J

A , . but the minor
true syllogism,

1 as nothing prevents A from being wholly false.

with every B and every C, and yet B with no C, as
tr

nclusion

is the case with species of the same genus, which

1 Here is another instance of
&quot;

syllogism
&quot;

being employed in its pure
sense, equivalent to

&quot;

conclusion,&quot; frequently it signifies the prepositional

arrangement necessarily inferring the conclusion.

B A B A
Ex. 6. Every horse is an animal Ex. 7. No music is an animal

C B C B

Every man is a horse All medicine is music
C A C A

. *. Every man is an animal. . . No medicine is an animal.

M 2
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are not subaltern, for animal concurs both with horse and

man. but horse with no man
;

if therefore A is assumed pre-

i Affirmative.
sent wittl eveiT B, and B with every C, the con

clusion will be true, though the whole proposition
} B C is false.* It will be the same, if the propo

sition A B is negative. For it will happen that A will be

neither with any B, nor with any C, and that B is with no C,

as genus to those species which are from another genus, for

animal neither concurs with music nor with medicine, nor

music with medicine : if then A is assumed present with no

B, but B with every C, the conclusion will be

true.f Now if the proposition B C is not wholly
but partially false, even thus the conclusion will be true. For

nothing prevents A from concurring with the whole of B,

and the whole of C, and B with a certain C, as genus with

species and difference, thus animal is with every man and

with every pedestrian, but man concurs with something, and

not with every thing pedestrian : if then A is assumed pre-

Exam le (8
S6Ilt with eV61T ^ an(^ ^ W^tn everv C, A will

also be present with every C, J which will be true.

B A
Ex. 8. Every man is an animal

C B
Every pedestrian thing is a man

B A
. . Every pedestrian thing is an animal.

B A
Ex. 9. No prudence is an animal

C B
All contemplative knowledge is prudence

C A
. . No contemplative knowledge is an animal.

B A
Ex. 10. All snow is an animal

C B
Something white is snow

C A
. . Something white is an animal.

B A
Ex. 11. No man is an animal

C B
Something white is a man

C A
. . Something white is not an aniraaL
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The same will occur if the proposition A B be

negative. For A may happen to be neither with

any B, nor with any C, yet B with a certain C, as genus with
the species and difference which are from another genus.
Thus animal is neither present with any prudence nor with

any thing contemplative, but prudence is with something
contemplative ; if then A is assumed present with no B, but
B with every C, A will be with no C, which will

be true.* -Example^.)

In particular syllogisms however, when the

whole of the major premise is false, but the other

true, the conclusion may be true : also when the J r false but a

A -r .Li.pi i . -r *-i / i \ minor true,

major A B is partly false, but B C (the minor) there may be

wholly true
; and when A B the major is true, MJJ

16 condu -

but the particular false, also when both are false.

For there is nothing to prevent A from concurring with no

B, but with a certain C, and also to prevent B from being
present with a certain C, as animal is with no,.. .,

, i i T . , 1. Affirmative.

snow, but is with something white, and snow with

something white. If then snow is taken as the middle, and
animal as the first term, and if A is assumed present with the

whole of B, but B with a certain C, the whole proposition
A B will be false, but B C true, also the conclu- A

.,, , , t Example (10.)
sion will be true.]

It will happen also the same, if the proposition A B is ne

gative, since A may possibly be with the whole of B, and not
with a certain C, but B may be with a certain C.

2 Ne
Thus animal is with every man, but is not conse

quent to something white, but man is present with something
white ; hence if man be placed as the middle term, and A is

assumed present with no B, but B with a certain C, the con
clusion will be true, though the whole proposition
A -o f ! + J Example (11.)A &amp;gt; is lalse.|
If again the proposition A B be partly false,

1
7. if the major

1

Taylor and Buhle insert,
&quot; when B C is true,&quot; which is omitted by

Waitz and Averrois.

B A
Ex. 12. Every thing beautiful is an animal

C B
Something great is beautiful

C A
.

*
. Something great is an animal.
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is partly false, the conclusion will be true. For nothing hinders

^conclusion
^ from concurring with B, and with a certain C,
and B from being with a certain C ; thus animal

may be with something beautiful, and with something great,
1

and beauty also may be with something great. If
1. Affirmative. . ,

J
,

then A is taken as present with every B, and 13

with a certain C, the proposition A B will be partly false ;

but B C will be true, and the conclusion will
* Example (12.) ,

be true.*

2 Negative
Likewise if the proposition A B is negative,

for there will be the same terms, and placed in
* Example (13.) ^ c -, ,. 4.

the same manner tor demonstration.]&quot;

minoXe
116

Again, if A B be true, but B C false, the

conclusion will be true, since nothing prevents A
from being with the whole of B, and with a certain C, and B
from being with no C. Thus animal is with every swan, and

with something black, but a swan with nothing black ; hence,
if A is assumed present with every B, and B with a cer-

,
tain C, the conclusion will be true, though B C

I Example 14. ./, .

is false. J
B A

Ex. 13. Nothing beautiful is an animal
C B

Something great is beautiful

C A
. . Something great is not an animal.

1
i. e. to prove a true conclusion from premises, one partly false, and

the other true.

B A
Ex. 14. Every swan is an animal

C B
Something black is a swan

C A
. . Something black is an animal.

B A
Ex. 15. No number is an animal

C B
Something white is number

C A
. . Something white is not an animal.

B A
Ex. 16. Every thing white is an animal

C B
Something black is white

B A
. . Something black is an animal.
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Likewise if the proposition A B be taken as 4. Majoi neg a.

negative, for A may be with no B, and may not be tive -

with a certain C, yet B may be with no C. Thus genus may
be present with species, which belongs to another genus, and
with an accident, to its own species, for animal indeed concurs
with no number, and is with something white, but number is

with nothing white. If then number be placed as the mid
dle, and A is assumed present with no B, but B with a
certain C, A will not be with a certain C, which would be
true, and the proposition A B is true, but B C
false.*

* Example (15.)

Also if A B is partly false, and the proposition ^X^B C is also false, the conclusion will be true, for false -

nothing prevents A from being present with a certain B, and
also a certain C, but B with no C, as if B should be contrary
to C, and both accidents of the same genus, for animal is with
a certain white thing, and with a certain black thing, but
white is with nothing black. If then A is assumed present
with every B, and B with a certain C, the con
clusion will be true.f

f ExamPle ( 16
-&amp;gt;

Likewise if the proposition A B is taken nega- Ne
tively, for there are the same terms, and they will
be similarly placed for demonstration.!

l t Example (i 7.)

If also both are false, the conclusion will be

true, since A may be with no B, but yet with a
1 To prove a true conclusion may be drawn from false premises.

B A
Ex. 17. Nothing white is an animal

C B
Something black is white

C A
. . Something black is not an animal.

B A
I5x. 18. Every number is an animal

C B
Something white is number

C A
. Something white is an animal.

B A
EJC 19. No swan is an animal

C B
Something black is a swan

C A
. . Something black is not an animal.
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certain C, but B with no C, as genus with species of another

genus, and with an accident of its own species, for animal is

with no number, but with something white, and number with

nothing white. If then A is assumed present with every B,

and B with a certain C, the conclusion indeed will
Example (18.) ^ ^^ whUe bQth ^ premiges will be false&amp;gt;

*

8. Major nega^ Likewise if A B is negative, for nothing pre
vents A from being with the whole of B, and

from not being with a certain C, and B from being with no

C, thus animal is with every swan, but is not with something

black, swan however is with nothing black. Wherefore, if

A is assumed present with no B, but B with a certain C, A
is not with a certain C, and the conclusion will

be true, but the premises false.f
1

CHAP. Ill The same in the middle Figure.

IN the middle figure it is altogether possible to

figure we ma; infer truth from false premises, whether both are
infer the true assumed wholly false, or one partly, or one true.
from premises, . ,

J
. ni , i i r&amp;gt; i

either one or but the other wholly false, whichever ol them is

Placed false
&amp;gt;

or whether both are partly false, or

one is simply true, but the other partly false, or

one is wholly false, but the other partly true, and as well in

i Universal
universal as in particular syllogisms. For if A
is with noB but with every C, as animal is with no

stone but with every horse, if the propositions are placed con

trariwise, and A is assumed present with every B, but with

no C, from premises wholly false, the conclusion
j Example (i.) will be true&amp;gt;j Likewise if A is with every B but

Example (2.) with no C, for the syllogism will be the same. 1

1 Vide Waitz, vol. i. pp. 483 and 487.

B A B A
Ex. 1. Every stone is an animal Ex. 2. No horse is an animal

C A C A
No horse is an animal Every stone is an animal

C B C B
. . No horse is a stone. .

&quot;

. No stone is a horse.

2 One of these syllogisms is in Cesare, but the other in Camestres :

yet both are similar in respect of being produced by the same terms
;

proving the truth from false premises, and deducing almost the same
conclusion.
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Again, if the one is wholly false, but the other
2 One wholly

wholly true, since nothing prevents A from being false, the other

i ~r&amp;gt; i -ii, r^ t. j. Tt -AT r\ wholly true.
with every B and with every C, but Is with no C,

as genus with species not subaltern, for animal is with

every horse and with every man, and no man is a horse.

If then it is assumed to be with every individual of the

one, but with none of the other, the one proposition will

be wholly false, but the other wholly true, and the conclu

sion will be true to whichever proposition the * Example (3.)

negative is added. 1 * Also if the one is partly 3 _ One part]y

false, but the other wholly true, for A may possibly
false -

be with a certain B and with every C, but B with no C, as ani

mal is with something white, but with every crow, and white

ness with no crow. If then A is assumed to be present with no

B, but with the whole of C, the proposition A B will be partly

false, but A C wholly true, and the conclusion t Example (4.)

will be true, f Likewise when the negative is 4 . Minor or

transposed,
2 since the demonstration is by the negative.

1
i. e. whether the major or minor premise is negative.

B A B A
Ex. 3. Every horse is an animal No horse is an animal

C A C A
No man is an animal Every man is an animal

C B C B
. . No man is a horse. . . No man is a horse.

B A
Ex. 4. Nothing white is an animal

C A
Every crow is an animal

C B
.

*
. No crow is white.

2 If the minor premise denies.

B A B A
Ex. 5. Every crow is an animal Ex. 6. Every thing white is an animal

C A C A
Nothing white is an animal No pitch is an animal

C B C B
. . Nothing white is a crow. . . No pitch is white.

B A
Ex. 7. Every thing white is an animal

C A
Nothing black is an animal

C B
, . Nothing black is white.
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Example is}, same terms.* Also if the affirmative premise is

parfi

ffi

faTse

tive Partl7 ^alse
&amp;gt;

but tne negative wholly true, for no

thing preventsA being present with a certain B, but
not present with the whole of C, and B being present with no C,
as animal is with something white, but with no pitch, and
whiteness with no pitch. Hence if A is assumed present with
the whole of B, but with no C, A B is partly false, but A C
t Example (6.) wholly true, also the conclusion will be true.f
e. Both partly Also if both propositions are partly false, the con

clusion will be true, since A may concur with a cer-

B A
Ex. 8. Nothing white is an animal

C A
Every thing black is an animal

C B
. . Nothing black is white.

B A
Ex. 9. No man is an animal

C A
Something white is an animal

C B
. . Something white is not a man.

B A
Ex. 10. Every thing inanimate is an animal

C A
Something white is not an animal

C B
.

*
. Something white is not inanimate.

B A
Ex. 11. No number is an animal

C A
Something inanimate is an animal

C B
.

*
. Something inanimate is not number.

B A
Ex. 12. Every man is an animal

C A
Something pedestrian is not an animal

C B
. . Something pedestrian is not a man.

B A
Ex. 13. Every science is an animal

C A
A certain man is not an animal

C B
. . A certain man is not science
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tain B, and with a certain C, but B with no C, as animal may be
with something white, and with something black, but white
ness with nothing black. If then A is assumed present with

every B, but with no C, both premises are partly
false, but the conclusion will be true.* Likewise
when the negative is transposed by the same terms, f t ExamPie(8.)

This is evident also as to particular syllogisms,
since nothing hinders A from being with every

!

B, but with a certain C, and B from not being with a certain

C, as animal is with every man, and with something white,

yet man may not concur with something white. If then A is

assumed present with no B, but with a certain C, i. Major nega-
the universal premise will be wholly false, but the tive -

particular true, and the conclusion true.| Like
wise if the proposition A B is taken affirmative,
for A may be with no B, and may not be with a

certain C, and B not present with a certain om^teTby
86

C ; thus animal is with nothing inanimate, but Ta
&amp;gt;

lor -

with something white, and the inanimate will not be present
with something white. If then A is assumed present with

every B, but not present with a certain C, the universal pre
mise A B will be wholly false, but A C true, and the con
clusion true.

|J

Also if the universal be taken true, y Example (io.)

but the particular false, since nothing prevents A 3. Univ. true,

from being neither consequent to any B nor to
part&amp;lt;

fal

any C, and B from not being with a certain C, as animal is

consequent to no number, and to nothing inanimate, and num
ber is not consequent to a certain inanimate thing. If then A
is assumed present with no B, but with a certain C, the con
clusion will be true, also the universal proposition, but the

particular will be false.1 Likewise if the uni- _
i , i . i . , . II Example (11.)

versal proposition be taken affirmatively, since A
may be with the whole of B and with the whole

4 - Univ - aff

of C, yet B not be consequent to a certain C, as genus to species
and difference, for animal is consequent to every man, and to

the whole of what is pedestrian, but man is not (consequent)
to every pedestrian. Hence if A is assumed present with
the whole of B, but not with a certain C, the universal pro
position will be true, but the particular false, and
f, T . Example (12.;
the conclusion true.*
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Moreover it is evident that from premises both
5

reSfsesfa
l

ise

h ^se ^ere w^ be a true conclusion, if A happens
to be present with the whole of B and of C, but

B to be not consequent to a certain C, for if A is assumed

present with no B, but with a certain C, both propositions

are false, but the conclusion will be true. In like manner

when the universal premise is affirmative, but the particular

negative, since A may follow no B, but every C, and B may
not be present with a certain C, as animal is consequent to

no science, but to every man, but science to no man. If then

A is assumed present with the whole of B, and not conse

quent to a certain C, the premises will be false,

but the conclusion will be true.*

CHAP. IV. Similar Observations upon a true Conclusionfrom false.

Premises in the third Figure.

THERE will also be a conclusion from false pre-hC
wfth

&
mises in the last figure, as well when both are

fi

he
u?e

r

s

Ceding ^alse an&amp;lt;* either Partty false or one wholly true,
res

; but the other false, or when one is partly false,

and the other wholly true, or vice versa, in fact in as many
ways as it is possible to change the propositions. For there

is nothing to prevent either A or B being present with any C,

i. Both univ. but yet A may be with a certain B ;

l thus neither
affirm. man, nor pedestrian, is consequent to any thing in-

1

Taylor has made a mistake here both in the letters and in this

and the succeeding syllogistic example. I have followed Waitz, Buhle,
Averrois, and Bekker; for the general rules to which these chapters
refer, the reader may find the subject fully treated in Whately and Hill.

C A
Ex. 1. Every thing inanimate is a man.

C B
Every thing inanimate is pedestrian

B A
. . Something pedestrian is a man.

C A
Ex. 2. No swan is an animal

C B
Every swan is black

B A
.

*
. Something black is not an animal.
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animate, yet man consists with something pedestrian. If then

A and B are assumed present with every C, the propositions

indeed will be wholly false, but the conclusion * Example (i.)

true.* Likewise also if one premise is negative, 2. onenega-

but the other affirmative, for B possibly is present
tlve -

with no C but A with every C, and A may not be with a certain

B. Thus blackness consists with no swan, but animal with every

swan, and animal is not present with every thing black.

Hence, if B is assumed present with every C, but A with no

C, A will not be present with a certain B, and the conclusion

will be true, but the premises false,
j&quot;

If, how- t Example (2.)

ever, each is partly false, there will be a true con- 3. One partly

elusion, for nothing prevents A and B being pre-
f

sent with a certain C, and A with a certain B, as whiteness

and beauty are consistent with a certain animal, and white

ness is with something beautiful, if then it is laid down that

A and B are with every C, the premises will indeed be partly

false, but the conclusion true.J Likewise if A C
t Example (3.)

is taken as negative, for nothing prevents A not

consisting with a certain C, but B consisting with
4&amp;gt; Ne&atlvei

C A
Ex. 3. Every animal is white

C B
Every animal is beautiful

B A
. . Something beautiful is white.

C A
Ex. 4. No animal is white

C B
No animal is beautiful

B A
.

*
. Something beautiful is not white.

C A
Ex. 5. No swan is an animal

C B
Every swran is white

B A
. . Something white is not an animaL

C A
Ex. 6. No swan is black

C B
Every swan is inanimate

B A
. . Something inanimate is not black.
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a certain C, and A not consisting with every B as whiteness

is not present with a certain animal, but beauty is with some

one, and whiteness is not with every thing beautiful, so that

if A is assumed present with no C, but B with every C, both

premises will be partly false, but the conclusion will be

Example (4)
true *

Likewise, if one premise be assumed

5. One wholly wholly false, but the other wholly true, for both
false, the other A and B may follow every C, but A not be with

a certain B, as animal and whiteness follow every
swan, yet animal is not with every thing white. These terms
therefore being laid down, if B be assumed present with the

whole of C, but A not with the whole of it, B C will be wholly
true, andA C wholly false, and the conclusion \vill

ample (5 .) be tniei
.|.

gQ also if B C is faise,but A C true, for
6 - there are the same terms for demonstration, black,

1 Example (6.) swan, inanimate. 1

J Also even if both premises

7 Both affirm
are assume(l affirmative, since nothing prevents
B following every C, but A not wholly being pre

sent with it, also A may be with a certain B, as animal is

1
i. e. to deduce a true conclusion from false premises.

C A
Ex. 7. Every swan is black

C B
Every swan is an animal

B A
. . Some animal is black.

C A
Ex. 8. Every swan is an animal

C B
Every swan is black

B A
. . Something black is an animal.

C A
Ex. 9. Every man is beautiful

C B
Every man is a biped

B A
.

*
. Some biped is beautiful.

C A
Ex. 10. Every man is a biped

C B
Every man is beautiful

B A
Something beautiful is a biped.
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with every swan, black with no swan, and black with a cer

tain animal. Hence if A and B are assumed present with

every C, B C will be wholly true, but A C wholly false, and

the conclusion will be true.* Similarly, again, if * Example (7.)

A C is assumed true, for the demonstration will

be through the same terms.f Again, if one is f ExamPle (&amp;lt;*)

wholly true, but the other partly false, since B may be with

every C, but A with a certain C, also A with a certain B, as

biped is with every man. but beauty not with every man, and

beauty with a certain biped. If then A and B are assumed

present with the whole of C, the proposition B C is wholly

true, but A C partly false, the conclusion will also be

true.| Likewise, if A C is assumed true, and B j Example (9.)

C partly false, for by transposition of the same 8.

terms,
1 there will be a demonstration. Again, if Exampie(io.)

one is negative and the other affirmative, for since B may
possibly be with the whole of C, but A with a certain C, when
the terms are thus, A will not be with every B. If B is as

sumed present with the whole of C, but A with none, the

negative is partly false, but the other wholly true, the con

clusion will also be true. Moreover, since it has been shown
that A being present with no 0, but B with a certain C, it is

possible that A may not be with a certain B, it is clear that

when A C is wholly true, but B C partly false,
g

the conclusion may be true, for if A is assumed

present with no C, but B with every C, A C is wholly true,

but B C partly false.

Nevertheless, it appears that there will be alto

gether a true conclusion by false premises, in the

case also of particular syllogisms. For the same

terms must be taken, as when the premises were versai and one

universal, namely, in affirmative propositions, af-
JS^&quot;

1 &quot;

firmative terms, but in negative propositions, nega
tive terms, for there is no difference 2 whether when a thing-

consists with no individual, we assume it present with every,
3

or being present with a certain one, we assume it present uni-

1 In these two last examples, the greater and less extremes change

places, yet a true conclusion is deduced.
2

i. e. things assumed in particular, do not differ from the same things

assumed in universal syllogisms.
3

i. e. entirely false.

re &quot;
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3. Also nega- ve^aHy,
1 as far as regards the setting out of the

tives. terms;
2 the like also happens in negatives. We

elusion fe

C

f liec
see ^ien that ^ ^e conclusion is false, those things

fai

ere USt be frorn which the reasoning proceeds, must either

or more of the all or some of them be false ; but when it (the

fhis&quot;does7ot

ut conclusion) is true, that there is no necessity,
hold good vice either that a certain thing, or that all things,

of this.

Re &quot;

should be true; but that it is possible, when
nothing in the syllogism is true, the conclusion

should, nevertheless, be true, yet not of necessity. The
reason of this however is, that when two things

3 so sub
sist with relation to each other, that the existence of the one

necessarily follows from that of the other, if the one 4 does not

exist, neither will the other be,
5 but if it

6 exists that it is not

necessary that the other 7 should be. If however the same

thing
8
exists, and does not exist, it is impossible that there

should of necessity be the same (consequent) ;

9 I mean, as if

A being white, B should necessarily be great, and A not be

ing white, that B is necessarily great, for when this thing A
being white, it is necessary that this thing B should be great,
but B being great, C is not white, if A is white, it is neces

sary that C should not be white. Also when there are two

things,
10 if one is,

11 the other 12 must necessarily be, but this not

1
i. e. partly false.

2 That is, the terms being: proposed, it may be shown, that we can de
duce a true inference from false premises.

3
i. e. antecedent and consequent.

4 The consequent.
5 The antecedent. It is valid to argue from the subversion of the con

sequent, the subversion of the antecedent
;
thus if man is, animal is, but

animal is not, therefore man is not.
8 The consequent.
7 The antecedent. It is not necessary that this should exist, because

an inference of the existence of the antecedent from that of the conse

quent is invalid.
8 The antecedent.
9 Because we cannot collect the consequent from the affirmation or

negation of the antecedent
; as, if man is, animal is

; and if man is not,
animal is.

10 That is, two subject terms, as A and B. He now enunciates that an

argument from the negative of the consequent to the negative of the ante
cedent is valid. Buhle and Waitz read this passage differently to Taylor,
by the insertion of the letter merely.

11 That is, the antecedent. I2 The consequent.
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existing, it is necessary that A* should not be, . (IHud
thus B not being great, it is impossible that A Buhie

U
i. e.the

should be white. first -

But if when A is not white, it is necessary that B should
be great, it will necessarily happen that B not being great, B
itself is great, which is impossible. For if B is not great, A
will not be necessarily white, and if A not being white, B
should be great, it results, as through three

(terms), that if B is not great, it is great, f
t Example (ii.;-

CHAP. V. Of Demonstration in a Circle, in thefirst Figure.
1

THE demonstration of things in a circle, and from
each other, is by the conclusion, and by taking ahttSSd?
one proposition converse in predication, to con- monstration

elude the other, which we had taken in a former
a

syllogism. As if it were required to show that A is with every
C, we should have proved it through B ;

2
again,

3 if a person
should show that A is with B, assuming A present with C.
but C with B, and A with B ; first, on the contrary, he as
sumed B present with C. Or if it is necessary to demonstrate
that B is with C,

4
if he should have taken A (as predicated)

of C, which was the conclusion,
5 but B to be present with A,

for it was first assumed 6
conversely, that A was witli B. It,

is not however possible in any other manner to demonstrate
them from each other, for whether another middle 7

is taken,
there will not be (a demonstration) in a circle, since nothing
is assumed of the same,

8 or whether something of these (is as

sumed), it is necessary that one alone 9 should (be taken), for

Ex. 11. If A is not white B is groat
If B is not great A is not white

. . If B is not great it is great.
1 Vide Mansel s Logic, on this kind of demonstration, pp. 103 105
8 The first syllogism, ABC.
3 The second, A C B, in which the major of the first proposition is

proved.
4

i. e. the minor proposition of the first syllogism.5 In the first syllogism.
e In the fiist Syiiogism ,

7
i. e. different from ABC, the original terms.

8 Of the premises in the former syllogism.
Of the premises of the Srst syllogism.
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if botli l there will be the same conclusion, when
we need another. In those terms then which are

kind not truly not converted, a syllogism is produced from one
made, except , J &

. .
l

through con- undemonstrated proposition, for we cannot demon-

Mdthen bJ

8
Strate b7 this term tliat the third is with the mid ~

assumption die, or the middle with the first, but in those which

cesso,&quot; oniy.
are converted we may demonstrate all by each

other, as if A B and C reciprocate ; for A C can.

be demonstrated by the middle,
2 B

; again,
3 A B (the major)

through the conclusion, and through the proposition B C, (the

minor) being converted ; likewise
4 also B C the minor through

the conclusion, and the proposition A B con-

verted. We must however demonstrate the pro-

position C B,* and B A,f for we use these alone

undemonstrated, if then B is taken as present
gism. with every C,J and C with every A, there will

*

.J^e
Mh syiio- be a syllogism of B in respect to A. Again, if

f
S

i e . that B is
C is assumed present with every A, and A with

with A.
every B,||

it is necessary that C should be present

JJm?cl?!
10~ witn eveiT B, in both 5

syllogisms indeed, the pro

position C A is taken undemonstrated, for the

others were demonstrated. Wherefore if we should show

this, they will all have been shown by each other.

If then C is assumed present with every B,1F and
B with every A, both propositions are taken de

monstrated, and C is necessarily present with A, hence it is

clear that in convertible propositions alone, demonstrations

may be formed in a circle, and through each other, but in

others as we have said before,
6 it occurs also in these 7 that

Premises in the first syllogism
The first syllogism of a circle, ABC.
The second syllogism, A C B. * The sixth syllogism, BAG.
i. e. in the fifth and third.

One proposition is not demonstrated in a circle.

i. e. in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th, in which the converse propositions are

proved. It must be remembered that a circle consists of six syllogisms,
the others flowing from the first : of these, the 2nd proves the major,
and the 6th the minor of the first, but both assume the conclusion of the

first, to which the 2nd adds the converse minor, and the Gth the con
verse major of the first : hence the 2nd and Gth prove directly the pro

positions of the first, but assume two converse propositions, which have
also to be proved to make the circle complete. This is done by the third
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we use the same thing demonstrated for the pur- * The major of

pose of a demonstration. For C is demonstrated 1%
J?T&amp;gt;* i T- p A j. /^t i

IM minor of
oi B,* and B of A,j assuming C to be predicated 4th.

of A,J but C is demonstrated of A by these pro- LThe maj r f

positions,] so that we use the conclusion for de- in the 4th.

monstration. A.

In negative syllogisms a demonstration through
each other is produced thus : let B be with every Je

c
f*es

f

C, but A present with no B, the conclusion that
A is with no C. If then it is again necessary to conclude
that A is with no B, which we took before, A will be with no
C, but C with every B, for thus the proposition becomes con
verted. But if it is necessary to conclude that B is with C,
the proposition A B must no longer be similarly

converted, for it is the same proposition,^ that B
is with no A, and that A is with no B, but we must assume
that B is present with every one of which A is present with
none. Let A be present with no C, which was the con

clusion, but let B 2 be assumed present with every of
which A is present with none, therefore B must necessarily
be present with every C, so that each of the assertions which
are three becomes a conclusion, and this is to demonstrate in

a circle, namely, assuming the conclusion and one premise
converse to infer the other.3 Now in particular

, .
r

.,
4. In particu-

syliogisms we cannot demonstrate universal pro- lars the major

position through others, but we can the particular, jJxJJ

and that we cannot demonstrate universal is evi- minor is.

dent, for the universal is shown by universals,
l

but the conclusion is not universal, and we must
demonstrate from the conclusion, and from the other proposi
tion. Besides, there is no syllogism produced at all when the

proposition is converted, since both premises become particular.

and fifth syllogisms, the major of the 3rd and the minor of the 5th being
identical, as well as the latter being the converse conclusion of the first,

proved by the 4th. Thus a circle may be divided into two parts, of
which the conclusion of the 1st, 2nd, and 6th are direct, but those of
the 3rd, 4th, and 5th are converse.

Of the 4th, i. e. in order to prove the propositions of the same fourth.
2 Omitted by Taylor.

3 Vide Whately and Hill.

Ex. 1. Every B is A
Some C is B

. . Some C is A.
o 2
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Bui we can demonstrate a particular proposition, for let A be

demonstrated of a certain C through B, if then

B is taken as present with every A, and the con

clusion remains, B will be present with a certain C, for the

first fijrure is produced, and A will be the middle.*
* Example (1.) _, . ,

-f&amp;gt; -, n
Nevertheless it the syllogism is negative, we can

not demonstrate the universal proposition for the reason ad

duced before, but a particular one cannot be demonstrated, if

A B is similarly converted as in universals, but we may show
it by assumption,

1 as that A is not present with something,
but that B is, since otherwise there is no syllogism from the

particular proposition being negative.

CHAP. VI. Of the same in the second Figure.

IN the second figure we cannot prove the affirm -

versais of the iitivc in this mode, but we may the negative ; the
second figure affirmative therefore is not demonstrated, because
an affirmative

, ,
,

,
. . /v p

proposition is there are not both propositions affirmative, for

strated

m0n tne conclusi n *s negative, but the affirmative is

demonstrated from propositions both affirmative,

the negative however is thus demonstrated. Let A be with

every B, but with no C, the conclusion B is with no C, if then B
is assumed present with every A, it is necessary that A should

be present with no C, for there is the second figure, the

middle is B. But if A B be taken negative, and the other

proposition affirmative, there will be the first

!atfv

U
eYs

he ne &quot;

figure, for C is present with every A, but B with

no C, wherefore neither is B present with any
A, nor A with B, through the conclusion then and one pro

position a syllogism is not produced, but when another pro

position is assumed there will be a syllogism. But if the

a. in particu- syllogism is not universal, the universal proposi-
lars the parti- tion 2

is not demonstrated for the reason we have
cular proposi- . Q i i i A i -i

tion alone is given before, but the particular
4 is demonstrated

1 That is, hypothetically. As regards the concluding sentence of this

chapter, 1 have followed Bekker, Buhle, and Taylor, in preference to Waitz
and Averrois, since.though I favour the grammatical construction of the tw;

latter, the sense of the context is against them. 2 The major.
3 Because the conclusion being assumed, and the minor of Festino or

Baroko, both propositions are particular, hence there is no conclusion,
4 The minor.
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when the universal is affirmative. For let A be demonstrated

with every B, but not with every C, the conclu- v^XaflS-
sion that B is not with a certain C, if then B is ative-

assumed present with every A, but not with every C, A will
not be with a certain C, the middle is B. But if the universal
is negative, the proposition A C will not be de

monstrated, A B being converted, for it will hap-
2

pen either that both 1 or that one 2
proposition will be negative,

so that there will not be a syllogism. Still in the same man
ner there will be a demonstration, as in the case of universals,
if A is assumed present with a certain one, with which B is

not present.

CHAP. VII. Of the same in the third Figure.

IN the third figure, when both propositions are
l In this

assumed universal, we cannot demonstrate reci- figure, when

procally, for the universal is shown through uni- SonsareTni-

versals, but the conclusion in this figure is always
versal there is

particular, so that it is clear that in short we can- tion to a circie.

not demonstrate an universal proposition by this 2. There win

figure. Still if one be universal and the other tion ^SftSe

particular, there will be at one time and not at minor is uni-

, i f . , , \ i i
versa! and the

another (a reciprocal demonstration) ; when then major particu-

both propositions are taken affirmative, and the
lar *

universal belongs to the less extreme, there will be, but when
to the other,

3 there will not be. For let A be with
I

every C, but B with a certain (C), the conclusion

A B, if then C is assumed present with every A, C has been
shown to be with a certain B, but B has not been shown to be
with a certain C. But it is necessary if C is with a certain B,
that B should be with a certain C, but it is not the same thing,
for this to be with that, and that with this, but it mast be as

sumed that if this is present with a certain that, that also is

with a certain this, and from this assumption there is no longer
a syllogism from the conclusion and the other proposition. If

1 If the conclusion is assumed and the major premise.
2 If a negative conclusion is assumed, with a minor affirmative.
3 When the major is universal and the minor particular there will not

be a trae circle, because from the conclusion and the major premise the
minor is not proved.
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however B is with every C, but A with a certain

C, it will be possible to demonstrate A C, when C
is assumed present with every B, but A with a certain (B).
For if C is with every B, but A with a certain B, A must

necessarily be with a certain C, the middle is B. And when
one is affirmative, but the other negative, and the

affirmative universal, the 1 other will be demon-
universal there strated

;
for let B be with every C, but A not be

tton^Tthe^par- with a certain (C), the conclusion is, that A is not
ticuiar nega- wjth a certain B. If then C be assumed besides

present with every B, A must necessarily not be
4 Not when w itn a certain C, the middle is B. But when the
the negative is . t t

universal (ex- negative is universal, the other is not demon-
ception).

strated, unless as in former cases, if it should be

assumed that the other is present with some individual, of what
this is present with none, as if A is with no C, but B with a

certain C, the conclusion is, that A is not with a certain B.

If then C should be assumed present with some individual of

that with every one of which A is not present, it is necessary
that C should be with a certain B. We cannot however in

any other way, converting the universal proposition, demon
strate the other, for there will by no means be a syllogism.

2

It appears then, that in the first figure there is

tion of the pre- a reciprocal demonstration effected through the
ceding chap- ihir& and through the first figure, for when the

conclusion is affirmative, it is through the first,

but when it is negative through the last,
3 for it is assumed

* The predi- that with what this *
is present with none, the

cate - other | is present with every individual. In the
The subject. mj^^e figure however, the syllogism being uni-

1 The particular negative.
2 Thus in Ferison, the minor, being I, cannot be demonstrated in a

circle, the conclusion and major being negative, except by converting
both these into affirmative. In the cases of the particular modes of the
third figure, where there is an universal minor, i. e. Disamis and Bokardo,
there .may be a perfectly circular demonstration, but not in those which
have the major universal, as Datisi and Ferison.

3 Aristotle does not mean the third figure of categoricals, because in

the syllogisms mentioned by him, there are a negative minor and an uni
versal conclusion, contrary to the rules of the third figure. He intends
therefore an hypothetical syllogism, wherein there are two predicates and
one subject, as in the third figure.
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versal, (the demonstration) is through it and through the first

figure,
1 and when it. is particular, both through it and through

the last. 2 In the third all are through it, but it is also clear
that in the third and in the middle the syllogisms, which are
not produced through them, either are not according to a
circular demonstration, or are imperfect.

CHAP. VIII. Of Conversion of Syllogisms in thefirst Figure.

CONVERSION is by transposition of the conclusion

to produce a syllogism, either that the major is

not with the middle, or this (the middle) is not with syllogism
,i -i , / ,-, . \ a Tt (atntffrpctoctv}.
the last (the minor term).

3 P or it is necessary
when the conclusion is converted, and one proposition re

mains, that the other should be subverted, for if this (pro
position) will be, the conclusion will also be. 4

2 Difference
But there is a difference whether we convert the whether this is

conclusion contradictorily or contrarily, for there
dSSorifyor con-

is not the same syllogism, whichever way the tra
&quot;iy- The

,
.L -i -i i MI P distinction be-

conclusion is converted, and this will appear from tween these

what follows. But I mean to be opposed (con-
shown -

tradictorily) between, to every individual and not to every
individual, and to a certain one and not to a certain one, and

contrarily being present with every and being present with

none, and with a certain one, not with a certain

one.5 For let A be demonstrated of C, through
the middle B ; if then A is assumed present with no C, but
with every B, B will be with no C, and if A is with no C, but
B with every C, A will not be with every B, and not altogether
with none, for the universal was not concluded through the last

figure. In a word, we cannot subvert universally the major
1 For the major of Cesare is proved in Celarent.
2 For the minor of Ferison is proved hypothetically. See above.
3 The minor term is here called TO TtXtvraiov, lower down in this

chapter it is called TO
ta^arov. By transposition of the conclusion, is

intended the change of it into its contradictory or contrary, when a pro
position is enunciated, to Avhich the other proposition is added, and thus
a new syllogism in subverting the former is produced. Vide Whately and
Hill s Logic.

4 This has been shown above, that we cannot infer falsity from true

premises ;
if then we admit the conclusion to be false, and take its op

posite, one proposition must be false.
5

i. e. these are sw&-contraries.
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premise by conversion, for it is always subverted through the
third figure, but we must assume both propositions to the
minor term, likewise also if the syllogism is negative. For
let A be shown through B to be present with no C, where
fore if A is assumed present with every C,

1 but with no B, B
will be with no C, and if A and B are with every C, A will
be with a certain B, but it was present with none. 2

2
If however the conclusion is converted contra

dictorily, the (other) syllogisms also will be con

tradictory,
3 and not universal, for one premise is particular,

so that the conclusion will be particular. For let the syllo
gism be affirmative, and be thus converted, hence if A is not
with every C, but with every B, B will not be with every C,
and if A is not with every C, but B with every C, A will not

* i e Ceiarent
be Wlt^ evei7 B&amp;lt; Likewise, if the syllogism be

negative,* for if A is with a certain C,
4 but with

t Universally.
no B, B will not be with a certain C, and net

simply f with no C, and if A is with a certain C,
5

and B with every C, as was assumed at first,
6 A will be with

a certain B.

s. inparticu-
^n particular syllogisms, when the conclusion is

converted contradictorily,both propositions are sub-

verted, but when contrarily, neither of them
;
for it

no
.

longer happens, as with universals, that through
oth proposi- failure of the conclusion 7

by conversion, a subver-

verted^tfcan-
s^on ^s Produced, since neither can we subvert it

8

i&quot; Dadi
neither at a11 For let A be demonstrated of a certain C,J

if therefore A is assumed present with no C,
9 but

B with a certain C, A will not be with a certain B,
10 and if A

1
i. e. by converse of the conclusion and assumption of the minor.

-

By hypothesis in the major premise of Ceiarent.
3 In their opposition, for they will prove a particular conclusion contra

dicting the previously assumed universal proposition.
The subversion of the minor in Ferison.

5 The subversion of the major in Disamis.
In the minor proposition of Ceiarent.

e\\t7roj/roe TOV crv/iTrfpacr/xaroc, deficiente conclusione. Buhle.
This expression signifies the change from an universal to a particular in
the conclusion, because in the latter case it comprehends fewer things.* Because there is no syllogism from particular premises.9 The subversion of the minor in Camestres while the major of the
first syllogism is retained.

10 The contradictory of the major will be concluded.
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is with no C, but with every B, B will be with no C,
1 so that both

propositions are subverted. If however the con
clusion be converted contrarily, neither (is sub

verted), for if A is not with a certain C, but with every B, B
will not be with a certain C, but the original proposition is

not yet subverted,* for it may be present with a * Viz the mi
certain one, and not present with a certain one. nor premise of

Of the universal proposition A B there is not any
Dani

syllogism at all,
2 for if A is not with a certain C, but is with a

certain B, neither premise is universal. So also if the syllo
gism be negative, for if A should be assumed present with

every C, both are subverted, but if with a certain C, neither ;

the demonstration however is the same.

CHAP. IX. Of Conversion of Syllogisms in the second Figure.

IN the second figure we cannot subvert the major
premise contrarily, whichever way the conversion verlais we can-

is made, since the conclusion will always be in the not infer the

,i j f&amp;gt;

, ,, ,
. ,. r ,, contrary to the

third figure, but there was not in this figure an major premise,

universal syllogism. The other proposition in- SJconta3i&-
deed we shall subvert similarly to the conversion, tory the mi-

I mean by similarly, if the conversion is made
&quot;pon^e&quot;^

114

contrarily (we shall subvert it contrarily), but if sumption of the

j- j. -i i T T i A a i
conclusion.

contradictorily by contradiction, i or let A 3 be
with every B and with no C, the conclusion B C, if then B
is assumed 4

present with every C, and the proposition A B
remains, A will be with every C, for there is the first figure.
If however B is 5 with every C, but A with no C, A
is not with every B, the last figure. If then B C
(the conclusion) be converted contradictorily, A B may be de

monstrated similarly,
6 and A C contradictorily. For if B is

with a certain C,
7 but A with no C, A will not be present,

with a certain B ; again, if B 8 is with a certain C, but A
1 That is, by assuming a contradictory conclusion of the first syllo

gism, and retaining the major premise of the same, a conclusion will be

drawn, contradictory of the minor.
2 In which the major premise of Darii is subverted.
3 This is inCamestres. 4 Barbara subverting the minor of Camestres.
5
Felapton subverting the major of Camestres.

9
i. e. subverted by a contrary.

7 Darii subverting the minor. 8 Ferison subverting the major.
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trary of the
conclusion is

assumed, nei

ther proposi
tion is sub
verted

;
if the

contradictory,
both are.

with every B, A is with a certain C, so that there is a syllo-

3 gism produced contradictorily.
1 Jn like manner

it can be shown, if the premises are vice versa,
2

^ut ^ tne sy^g^sm *s particular, the conclusion

being converted contrarily, neither premise is

subverted, as neither was it in the first figure, (if

however the conclusion is) contradictorily (con

verted), both (are subverted). For let A be as

sumed present with no B, but with a (certain) C,
3

the conclusion B C ;
if then B is assumed present

with a certain C, and A B remains, the conclusion will be

that A is not present with a certain C, but the original would
not be subverted, for it may and may not be present with a

certain individual. Again, if B is with a certain C, and A
with a certain C, there will not be a syllogism, for neither of

the assumed premises is universal, wherefore A B is not sub

verted. If however the conversion is made contradictorily,
both are subverted, since if B is with every C, but A with no

B, A is with no C, it was however present with a certain (C).
3

Again, if B is with every C, but A with a certain C, A will be

with a certain B, and there is the same demonstration, if the

universal proposition be affirmative.

1. In this figure,
if the contrary

CHAP. X. Of the same in the third Figure.

IN the third figure, when the conclusion is con-
.. . , . , .

verted contrarily, neither premise is subverted,

according to any of the syllogisms, but when con

tradictorily, both are in all the modes. For let

A be shown to be with a certain B, and let C be

taken as the middle, and the premises be universal :

. .

it then A is assumed not present with a certain

B, but B with every C, there is no syllogism of A and C,
4

i Universais
nor ^ ^ * s not Present with a certain B, but with

every C, will there be a syllogism of B and C.5

There will also be a similar demonstration, if the premises
1 Because Darii proves a contradictory conclusion to the minor, and

Ferison a contradictory conclusion to the major of the same Camestres.
2 That is, if the major is negative, but the minor affirmative, hence a

syllogism produced in Cesare.
3 A was assumed present with a certain C, in the minor of Festino.
4 Because the major is particular.

5 Because the major is particular.

ed, neither

verted%ut
8

if

the con trad ic-

tory, both.
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are not universal, for either both must be particular by con
version, or the universal be joined to the minor, but thus
there was not a syllogism neither in the first nor in the middle
figure. If however they are converted contra-

2

dictorily, both propositions are subverted ; for

if A is with no B, but B with every C, A will be with no C ;

again, if A is with no B, but with every C, B will be with no
C. In like manner if one proposition is not uni-

versal ; since if A is with no B, but B with a
certain C, A will not be with a certain C, but if A is with
no B, but with every C, B will be present with no C. So
also if the syllogism be negative, for let A be shown not pre
sent with a certain B, and let the affirmative proposition be
B C, but the negative A C, for thus there was a syllogism ;

when then the proposition is taken contrary to the conclusion,
there will not be a syllogism. For if A were with a certain

B, but B with every C, there was not a syllogism ^
e A j r\ *^ &amp;gt; A ^i -n * Videch. iv.

ot A and C,*
l nor it A were with a certain B, b. i. Anal. Pr.

but with no C was there a syllogism of B and C,f t vide ch. v.

so that the propositions are not subverted. When b&amp;gt; * AnaL Pr

however the contradictory (of the conclusion is

assumed) they are subverted. For if A is with

every B, and B with C, A will be with every C, % camestres.
but it was with none. 2

Again if A J is with every
B, but with no C, B will be with no C, but it was with every C.3

There is a similar demonstration also, if the pro- 2 part icu iars

positions are not uni versal, for A C
||

becomes the same.

universal negative, but the other,^[ particular af- } Th&quot;major

firmative. If then A is with every B, but B with P^ minor
a certain C, A happens to a certain C, but it was pr

with none ;

4
again, ifA is with every B, but with no

* Camestres -

C,* B is with no C, but if A is with a certain B, and B with a

certain C, there is no syllogism,
5 nor if A is with a certain B,

but with no C, (will there thus be a syllogism) :
6

.

n . . . ;. j. r t The contra-
.^nce in that way,7 but not in

this,:}:
the pro- dictory.

positions are subverted. t The contrary.

Because the major is particular.
So assumed in the major proposition of Felapton.
In the minor of Felapton.
In the major of Ferison. 5 Because of part, premises.
Because of the part, major.
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From what has been said then it seems clear

tio
ecapllula

~

now
&amp;gt;

when the conclusion is converted, a syllogism
arises in each figure, both when contrarily and

when contradictorily to the proposition, and that in the first

figure syllogisms are produced through the middle and the

last, and the minor premise is always subverted through the
middle (figure), but the major by the last (figure) : in the se

cond figure, however, through the first and the last, and the
minor premise (is) always (subverted) through the first figure,
but the major through the last : but in the third (figure)
through the first and through the middle, and the major pre-
.mise is always (subverted) through the first, but the minor

premise through the middle (figure). What therefore con
version is, and how it is effected in each figure, also what
syllogism is produced, has been shown.

CHAP. XL Of Deduction to the Impossible in the first Figure.

i Howsyiio-
-A- SYLLOGISM through the impossible is shown,

gism &a TOV when the contradiction of the conclusion is laid

shown, and its down, and another proposition is assumed, and it

fro

s

m
n
conver- ^ Produced in all the figures, for it is like conver

sion cairn- sion except that it differs insomuch as that it is
arpopu). converted indeed, when a syllogism has been
made, and both propositions have been assumed, but it is de
duced to the impossible, when the opposite is not previously
acknowledged but is manifestly true. Now the terms subsist

similarly
1 in both, the assumption also of both is the same, as

for instance, if A is present with every B, but the middle is

C, if A is supposed present with every or with no B, but with

every C, which was true, it is necessary that C should be with
no or not with every B. But this is impossible, so that
the supposition is false, wherefore the opposite

2
is true. It

is a similar case with other figures, for whatever are capable
of conversion, are also capable of the syllogism per impossibile.
2. The univer- All other problems then are demonstrated

the fiSt fi^e through the impossible in all the figures, but the
not demonstra- universal affirmative is demonstrated in the nrid-

That is to say, both in the converse syllogism and in that per impos
The contradictory.
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die, and in the third, but is not in the first. For bie per impo;-

let A be supposed not present with every B, or Slbile -

present with no B, and let the other proposition be assumed
from either part, whether C is present with every A, or B
with every D, for thus there will be the first figure. If then

A is supposed not present with every B, there is no syllo

gism,
1 from whichever part the proposition is assumed, but if

(it is supposed that A is present with) no (B), when the pro
position B D is assumed, there will indeed be a syllogism of

the false, but the thing proposed is not demonstrated. For if

A is with no B, but B with every D, A will be with no D,
but let this be impossible, therefore it is false that A is with
no B. If however it is false that it is present with no B, it

does not follow that it is true that it is present with every B.
But if C A is assumed, there is no syllogism,

2 neither when
A is supposed not present with every B, so that it is manifest

that the being present with every, is not demonstrated in the

first figure per impossibile. But to be present with a certain

one, and with none, and not with every is de-
3 Butthepar

monstrated, for let A be supposed present with affir. and mm!
no B, but let B be assumed to be present with SnTtSted,
every or with a certain C, therefore is it neces- when the con -

*
. tradictory of

sary that A should be with no or not with every the conclusion

C, but this is impossible, for let this be true and is assumed -

manifest, that A is with every C, so that if this is false, it

is necessary that A should be with a certain B. But if

one proposition should be assumed to A,
3 there will not be

a syllogism,
4 neither when the contrary to the conclusion is

supposed as not to be with a certain one, wherefore it appears
that the contradictory must be supposed. Again, let A be sup

posed present with a certain B, and C assumed present with

every A, then it is necessary that C should be with a certain B,
but let this be impossible, hence the hypothesis is false, and
if this be the case, that A is present with no B is true.

1 Because of a particular nega. prem. being inadmissible in the first fig.
- Because from the hypothesis being negative it cannot be the minor

in the first fig.
3 So that it becomes the major.
4 Because the negative hypothesis becomes the minor prem. contrary

to the rule.
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In like manner, if C A is assumed negative ; if however the

proposition be assumed to B, there will not be a syllogism,
but if the contrary be supposed, there will be a syllogism, and
the impossibile (demonstration), but what was proposed will

not be proved. For let A be supposed present with every B,
and let C be assumed present with every A, then it is neces

sary that C should be with every B, but this is impossible, so

that it is false that A is with every B, but it is not yet neces

sary that if it is not present with every, it is present with no
B. The same will happen also if the other proposition

l
is

assumed to B, for there will be a syllogism, and the impossible

(will be proved), but the hypothesis is not subverted, so that

the contradictory must be supposed. In order however to

prove that A is not present with every B, it must be supposed

4. Also the par.
Present with evei7 B

,
for if A is present with

neg. is demon- every B, and C with every A, C will be with

thTsifb-S-&quot; every B. so that if this impossible, the hypothesis
trary to the is false. In the same manner, if the other proposi-
conclusion is . . 1^-091 !/-*
assumed, what tion is assumed to B/ also it A is negative in

ru
a

h

S

v
P
erted!

ediS
tllG Sam6 Wa

^&amp;gt;

for tllUS tll6re is a Syllogism, but if

the negative be applied to B, there is no demon
stration. If however it should be supposed not present with

every, but with some one, there is no demonstration that it is

not present with every, but that it is present with none, for if

A is with a certain B, but C with every A, C will be with a
certain B, if then this is impossible it is false that A is present
with a certain B, so that it is true that it is present with none.
This however being demonstrated, what is true is subverted

besides, for A was present with a certain B, and with a cer

tain one was not present. Moreover, the impossibile does not

result from the hypothesis, for it would be false, since we
cannot conclude the false from the true, but now it is true,
for A is with a certain B., so that it must not be supposed pre
sent with a certain, but with every B. The like also will

occur, if we should show that A is not present with a certain

B, since if it is the same thing not to be with a certain indi

vidual, and to be not with every, there is the same demon
stration of both.

1 A proposition evidently true.
2 If the true proposition becomes the minor.
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It appears then, that not the contrary, but the

contradictory must be supposed in all syllogisms,
1 Jj^SSHf

for thus there will be a necessary (consequence),
the above *-

and a probable axiom,
2 for if of every thing af

firmation or negation (is true), when it is shown that negation
is not, affirmation must necessarily be true. Again, except it

is admitted that affirmation is true, it is fitting to admit nega
tion ; but it is in neither way fitting to admit the contrary, for

neither, if the being present with no one is false, is the

present with every one necessarily true, nor is it probable
that if the one is false the other is true.

It is palpable, therefore, that in the first figure, all other

problems are demonstrated through the impossible ; but that
the universal affirmative is not demonstrated.

CHAP. XII. Of the same in the second Figure.

IN the middle, however, and last figure, this 3 also

is demonstrated. For let A be supposed not pre-
sent with every B, but let A be supposed present Prove &amp;lt;J per ab-

with every C. therefore if it is not present with

every B, but is with every C, C is not with every
B, but this is impossible, for let it be manifest
that C is with every B, wherefore what was supposed is false,
and the being present with every individual is true. If how
ever the contrary be supposed, there will be a syllogism, and
the impossible, yet the proposition is not demonstrated. For
ifA is present with no B, but with every C, C will

be with no B, but this is impossible, hence that A
1

Leading to the impossible. Taylor gives rise to much confusion, by
using the word opposite as antithetical to contrary, instead of the word

contradictory.
2

d^niifia tvdo^ov dignitas probabilis, Averr. axioma rationi con-

sentaneum, Buhle
;
the latter notes, that Aristotle refers to the principle,

that of two contradictories, one is true and the other false, from which it

follows that when the contradictory of the first conclusion is proved
false, the original conclusion itself is proved true. As to the words them
selves, it may be sufficient to remark, that

d^n!&amp;gt;fj.ara are the original pre
mises, from which demonstration proceeds, and are a branch of the

xoivai Ap^af ;
and that taken purely, per se, Aristotle regards TO, ivc6%a

as among the elements of syllogism, some of which are necessary. See
also Waitz, vol. i. p. 505.

3 An universal affirmative.
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is with no B is false. Still it does not follow, that if this is

faise, the being present with every B is true, but when A is

f
with a certain B, let A be supposed present with
no B, but with every C, therefore it is necessary

that C should be with no B, so that if this is impossible A must

necessarily be present with a certain B. Still
* *

if it* is supposed not present with a certain

one,! there will be the same * as in the first figure.

Again, let A be supposed present with a certain B, but let it

be with no C, it is necessary then that C should not be with
a certain B, but it was with every, so that the supposition is

false, A then will be with no B. When however A
is not with every B, let it be supposed present with

every B, but with no C, therefore it is necessary that C should
be with no B, and this is impossible, wherefore it is true that

A is not with every B. Evidently then all syllogisms are

produced through the middle figure.
2

CHAP. XIII. Of the same in the third Fif/ure.

i. in this figure
THROUGH tne l&st figure also, (it will be con-

both affirma- eluded) in a similar way. For let A be supposed
Sves &quot;re de-

ga~

not present with a certain B, but C present with
nionstrabie per every B, A then is not with a certain C, and if
absurdum. .- -11 p i i i

this is impossible, it is false that A is not with a
certain B, wherefore that it is present with every B is true.

If, again, it should be supposed present with none, there
will be a syllogism, and the impossible, but the proposition is

not proved, for if the contrary is supposed there will be the
same 3 as in the former (syllogisms). But in order to con
clude that it is present with a certain one, this hypothesis
must be assumed, for if A is with no B, but C with a certain

B, A will not be with every C, if then this is false, it is

true that A is with a certain B. But when A is with no
B, let it be supposed present with a certain one, and let C be
assumed present with every B, wherefore it is necessary that

A should be with a certain C, but it was with no C, so that it

is false that A is with a certain B. If however A is supposed
1 The proposition will not be so much confirmed as subverted, for if O

is false, A is true, and vice versa. -
By a deduction to an absurdity.

3 A will not be demonstrated universal, \ -at particular.
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present with every B, the proposition is not demonstrated,
1

but in order to its not being present with every, this hypothesis
must be taken.2 For if A is with every B, and C with a cer
tain B, A is with a certain C, but this was not so, hence it is

false that it is with every one, and if thus, it is true that it

is^not
with

every B, and if it is supposed present with a cer
tain B, there will be the same things as in the syllogisms
above mentioned.

It appears then that in all syllogisms through
the impossible the contradictory must be supposed, ^Recapituia-
and it is apparent that in the middle figure the
affirmative is in a certain way

3
demonstrated, and the universal

in the last figure.

CHAP. XIV. Of the difference beticeen the Ostensive, and the
Deduction to the Impossible.*

A DEMONSTRATION to the impossible differs from i. Difference

an ostensive, in that it admits what it wishes to between direct

subvert, leading to an acknowledged falsehood, aSdThat
r

per

n

but the ostensive commences from confessed
imP ssibHe -

theses. Both therefore assume two allowed propositions,
but the one 5 assumes those from which the syllogism is formed,
and the other G one of these, and the contradictory of the con
clusion. In the one case* also the conclusion,

need not be known, nor previously assumed that
*

iv

e osten ~

it is, or that it is not, but in the other it is neces

sary
7
(previously to assume) that it is not ; it is of no conse

quence however whether the conclusion is affirmative or

1 Because if A is with every B is false, that A is with no B is not im

mediately true, but only the particular negative is true.
2
A, i. e. the hypothesis of being universally present.

3 By a deduction to an absurdity.
4
Compare Prior Anal. i. 23

; Hessey s Logical Tables, No. 4
; Whately s

Treatise on Rhetoric, part i. c. 3; Rhetoric, xi. 22. It is clear from the
remark in the text, that the demonstratisoi per impossible is one kind of
the hypothetical syllogism, the object of which is to prove the truth of a

problem, by inferring a falsity from its contradiction being assumed.
(Vide An. i. 23, and 29; also Waitz, vol. i. p. 430.) The reader will rind

the question fully discussed in note G, Appendix to Mitchell s Logic.
5 The ostensive. 6 The per impossibile.
7

i. e. we must assume the contradictory of the co^ciusion. to b$
proved.
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negative, but it will happen the same about both. 1 New
whatever is concluded ostensively can also be proved per im

possibile, and what is concluded per impossibile may be shown

ostensively through the same terms, but not in the same figures.

For when the syllogism
2
is in the first figure,

3 the

TOra?rated per
truth wil1 be *n the middle, or *n tne last tne ne~

absurdum in gative indeed in the middle, but the affirmative

ta JroTed

fl

ffie in the last. When however the syllogism is in

second, osten- ^he middle figure,
4 the truth will be in the first in

all the problems, but when the syllogism is in the

last
&amp;gt;

the truth wil1 be in the first and in the mid~

if it be affirm- die, affirmatives in the first, but negatives in the

i!

1

*
e

barii. middle. For let it be demonstrated through the

first figure* that A is present with no, or not with

every B, the hypothesis then was that A is with a certain B,
but C was assumed present with every A, but with no B, for

thus there was a syllogism, and also the impossible. But
this is the middle figure, if C is with every A, but with no B,
and it is evident from these that A is with no B. Likewise if it

2 t Barbara
^as been demonstrated to be not with every,f for

the hypothesis is that it is with every, but C was
assumed present with every A, but not with every B. Also

in a similar manner if C A were assumed negative, for thus

also there is the middle figure.!}; . Again, let A be

Festino.

sare
shown present with a certain B, the hypothesis
t^en is, that it is present with none, but B was
assumed to be with every C, and A to be with

every or with a certain C, for thus (the conclusion) will be

Dara ti impossible, but this is the last figure, if A and B
||

are with every C. From these then it appears
that A must necessarily be with a certain B, and similarly if

B or A is assumed present with a certain C.

Again, let it be shown in the middle figure ^[

that A is with every B, then the hypothesis was
that A is not with every B, but A was assumed present with

1 The conclusion is called negative when it is false, whether it affirms

cr denies, hence if it affirm a falsity, it is said
&quot; not to he,&quot;

and when it

denies a truth, it is equally said
&quot;

not to be.&quot; Waitz omits
&quot;

not&quot; in

the same figures ;
I read with Bekker, Buhle, and Taylor.

~ Per impossibile.
3 The thing proposed will be proved. Taylor.

4 Sometimes also in the 3rd, in fact what Arist. here states are the prin

cipal modes of demonstration, and are not tc be too generally assumed.

rent

*&quot; Cda
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every C, and C with every B, for thus there will be the im

possible. And this is the first figure,* if A is
7 , Barbar ,

with every C, and C with every B. Likewise if

it is demonstrated to be present with a certain one,f
8&amp;gt; f Camestre s.

for the hypothesis was that A was with no B, but A was as
sumed present with every C, and C with a certain B, but if

the syllogism J should be negative,
1 the hypothesis 9 j FeS tin0) in-

was that A is with a certain B, for A was assumed ferring the un

to be with no C, and C with every B, so that P ssible -

there is the first figure. Also if in like manner the syllo
gism is not universal, but A is demonstrated not
to be with a certain

B,|| for the hypothesis was *. impos -

that A is with every B, but A was assumed present
10 -

II
in Cesare.

with no C, and C with a certain B, for thus there
is the first figurc.f

Again, in the third figure,* let A be shown to

be with every B, therefore the hypothesis was
*

that A is not with every B, but C has been assumed to be
with every B, and A with every C, for thus there will be the

impossible, but this is the first figure. f Likewise

also, if the demonstration is in a certain thing,
2
J

for the hypothesis would be that A is with no B,
* In Feri8on -

but C has been assumed present with a certain B, and A with

every C, but if the syllogism is negative, the hy- Disamis
pothesis is that A is with a certain B, but C has
been assumed present with no A, but with every B, and this

is the middle figure. In like manner also,
3 if the demonstra

tion is not
I universal, since the hypothesis will

be that A is with every B, and C has been as-
&quot;

In DatisL

sumed present with no A, but with a certain B, Festino
and this is the middle figure.^

It is evident then that we may demonstrate 3. what is de-

each of the problems through the same terms, both ErdumV so

ostensively
4 and through the impossible, and in also ostensive-

1 Ifit should prove a conclusion in E, which contradicts&quot; .the minor of

Festino.
2 This will prove a conclusion in I.

3 If the syllogism per impossibile in Datisi should prove O.
4
Buhle, Bekker, and Taylor insert

&quot; and through the impossible,&quot; which
Waitz omits. It may be remarked, that though in some cases the demon
stration per impossibile is advantageous, yet that it is more open to

fallacy, especially to that of
&quot; a non-causa pro causa,&quot; a deception
p 2
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vcr
, and vice like manner it will be possible when the syllo-

gisms are ostensive, to deduce to the impossible in

the assumed terms when the proposition is taken contradic

tory to the conclusion. For the same syllogisms arise as those

through conversion, so that we have forthwith figures through
which each (problem) will be (concluded). It is clear then

that every problem is demonstrated by both modes, (viz.) by
the impossible and ostensively, and we cannot possibly separ
ate the one from the other.

CHAP. XV. Of the Method of concludingfrom Opposites in the

several Figures.

IN what figure then we may, and in what we may
Ju8figure8

Vari~
not

J syllogize from opposite propositions
1 will be

from which a manifest thus, and I say that opposite propositions

ScibieTrom
6 &quot;

are according to diction four, as for instance (to
opposite pro- ^g present) with every (is opposed) to (to be pre
positions, the // i \ i

latter (Kara TIJV sent) with none ; and (to be present) with every

kinds,(c

fr
r

to (to be present) not with every ; and (to be pre-
iierm! 7,)but sent) with a certain one to (to be present with)
&quot;&quot;ujof three, no one ; and (to be present with) a certain one to

(to be present) not with a certain one ; in truth

however they are three, for (to be present) with a certain one

which is very frequent in dialectical disputation when the opponent is

asked to grant certain premises. Vide the 17th ch. of this book, also

Rhet. ii. 24.
1

avTiKtiiikvai Trporafffi-g, is an expression sometimes limited to con

tradictories, the Kara TTJV \6%iv, opposition is properly subcontrary : that

of subalterns is not recognised by Aristotle (v7ra\Xr]\oi) ;
the laws of this

last are first given by Apuleius de Dogmate Plat. lib. iii. anonymously ;

also by Marcian Capella. Vide Whately s and Hill s Logic. Taylor,
from his extreme fondness for the expression opposites,&quot; certainly does

not &quot; what is dark in this, ilhmine, ncr what is low, raise and support .*

Ex. 1. Every science is excellent

No science is excellent

. . No science is science.

Ex. 2. Every science is excellent

No medicine (a certain science) is excellent

. .No medicine (a certain science) is science.

Ex. 3. No science is opinion
All medicine (a certain science) is opinion

. . No medicine (a certain science) is science.
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is opposed to (being present) not with a certain one accord

ing to expression only. But of these I call such contraries

as are universal, viz. the being present with every, and (the

being present) with none, as for instance, that every science

is excellent to no science is excellent, but I call the others

contradictories.

In the first figure then there is no syllogism 2. NO conciu-

from contradictory propositions, neither affirma-
SeroffiSS?&quot;

tive nor negative ; not affirmative, because it kind in the

is necessary that both propositions should be
fi

affirmative, but affirmation and negation are contradictories :

nor negative, because contradictories affirm and deny the same

thing of the same,* but the middle in the first
t

figure is not predicated of both (extremes), but rich s Logic, ch.

one thing is denied of it, and it is predicated of
EierSh

4
v?

(

6
Ph&amp;lt;

another ; these propositions however are not con

tradictory.
But in the middle figure it is possible to pro- 3 But from

duce a syllogism both from contradictories and both in the

from contraries, for let A be good, but science B
and C ; if then any one assumed that every science is excel

lent, and also that no science is, A will be with every B, and

with no C, so that B will be with no C, no science there

fore f is science. It will be the same also, if,
t Example (] )

having assumed that every science is excellent,

it should be assumed that medicine is not excellent, forA is with

every B, but with no C, so that a certain science will not be

science. J Likewise if A is with every C, but with
( Examp]e (2 }

no B, and B is science, C medicine, A opinion,
for assuming that no science is opinion, a person would have

assumed a certain science to be opinion. This 1

Exam ^

however differs from the former 2 in the conver

sion of the terms, for before the affirmative was joined to B,
3

but now it is to C.
||

Also in a similar manner, if
|(
The mh . on

one premise is not universal, for it is always the

middle which is predicated negatively of the one and affirma

tively of the other. Hence it happens that contradictories are

1 Cesare. 2 Camestres.
3 That is, in Camestres the major of course was affirmative, the minor

negative.
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concluded, yet not always, nor entirely, but when those which

*
i e. the ex- are under the middle * so subsist as either to be

tremes, being the same, or as a whole to a part:
1 otherwise it

middfe in 2nd is impossible, for the propositions will by no means
figure. be either contrary or contradictory.

In the third figure there will never be an af-
4. In the third _ . . . /.

no affirmative firmative syllogism trom opposite propositions, tor
is deduced.

the reason aneged in the first figure ; but there

will be a negative, both when the terms are and are not uni

versal. For let science be B and C, and medicine A, if then

a person assumes that all medicine is science, and that no

medicine is science, he would assume B present with every A,

and C with no A, so that a certain science will

not be science.f Likewise, if the proposition A
B is not taken as universal, for if a certain medicine is science,

and again no medicine is science, it results that a certain sci-

t Exam ie(5
ence is not Science4 But the propositions are

contrary, the terms being universally taken,
2 if

however one of them is particular,
3
they are contradictory.

We must however understand that it is possible thus to as

sume opposites as we have said, that every science is good,

and again, that no science is good, or that a certain science

is not good, which does not usually lie concealed. It is also

possible to conclude either (of the opposites), through other

ook interrogations, or as we have observed in the

viii.ch. i. Topics, to assume it. Since however the op-
5. opposition positions of affirmations are three, it results that

we may take opposites in six ways, either with

every and with none, or with every and not with every indi

vidual, or with a certain and with no one ; and to convert

1 As genus to species thus science is related to medicine.

Ex. 4. No medicine is science

All medicine is science

. . A certain science is not science.

A B
Ex. 5. A certain medicine is not science.

A C
All medicine is science

C B
. . A certain science is not science.

In Felapton.
3 In Bokardo.
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this in the terms, thus A (may be) with every B but with
no C, or with every C and with no B, or with the whole of
the one, but not with the whole of the other ; and again, we
may convert this as to the terms. It will be the same also in
the third figure, so that it is clear in how many ways and in

what figures it is possible for a syllogism to arise through op
posite propositions.

But it is also manifest that we may infer a true t Vide thjs

conclusion from false premises, as we have ob- ^ook, chapters

served* before, but from opposites we cannot, for
2&amp;gt;

3 and 4

a syllogism always arises contrary to the fact, as 6
:
N

.
true con -

P ,1 . 1/1 T MI i \ i . elusion deduci-
it a thing is good, (the conclusion will be,) that it we from such

is not good, or if it is an animal, that it is riot an Pr P sitions -

animal, because the syllogism is from contradiction, and the

subject terms are either the same, or the one is a

whole,f but the other a part.J It appears also

evident, that in paralogisms
l there is nothing to

* Species -

prevent a contradiction of the hypothesis arising, 7. From con-

as if a thing is an odd number, that it is not odd,
tradictories a

ft n i contradiction
lor trom opposite propositions there was a con- to the assump-

trary syllogism ; if then one assumes such, there
tion is inferred -

will be a contradiction of the hypothesis. We must under

stand, however, that we cannot so conclude contraries from
one syllogism, as that the conclusion may be that what is not

good is good, or any thing of this kind, unless such a pro

position is immediately assumed,
2 as that every animal is

white and not white, and that man is an animal.3
8 To infer con _

But we must either presume contradiction,
4 as tradition in

that all science is opinion,
5 and is not opinion, wemusthave

and afterwards assume that medicine is a sci- contradiction in

. , , , , . . . . , . K the premises.
ence indeed, but is no opinion, just as Elenchi b

(vide whateiy,

are produced, or (conclude) from two syllo-
t&amp;gt;.ii.c.2aud3.)

1 All reasoning from opposites is faulty, because one proposition is

necessarily false.
2 A proposition opposed.
3 The minor

;
the conclusion will be, man is white and not white.

4 That is, at first suppose an axiom contradictory of subsequent con

clusion, e. g- all science is opinion.
5 This clause is omitted by Waitz, it is the conclusion contradicting

the hypothesis.
6 In the 20th chapter of this book, an Elenchus is defined to be a syllo

gism of contradiction, or (b. i. c. 1, Soph. Elen.)
&quot; a syllogism with con-
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gisms.
1 Wherefore, that the things assumed should really be

contrary, is impossible in any other way than this, as was be

fore observed.

tentttss$o- CHAP. XVI. Of the &quot; Petitio Principii&quot; or

gisticis. (Aver- Beyqinti the Question?
*

rois.)

&quot; eStfo *)rhi-
^ ke an(^ assume the original (question) con-

cipii Ms TO sists, (to take the genus of it,) in not demon -

Jfa(pait*i9- grating fhe proposition, and this happens in many
ways, whether a person does not conclude at all, or whether
he does so through things more unknown, or equally unknown,
or whether (he concludes) what is prior through what is pos-

t vide Post terior ; for demonstration is from things more
An. b. i. ch. 2, creditable and prior. f Now of these there is no

begging the question from the beginning, but since

some things are naturally adapted to be known through them

selves, and some through other things, (for principles
3 are

I Conclusions
known through themselves, but what are under

principles J through other things,) when a person
2. HOW this fai- endeavours to demonstrate by itself what cannot be

sSlaffLoSc
known by itself, then he begs the original question.

P. 33i, et seq. It is possible however to do this so as immediately
to take the thing proposed for granted, and it is

tradiction of the conclusion,&quot;
&quot;

proprie syllogismus est adversarium re-

darguens, confirmando sell, quod illius sentential contradicat.&quot; Aldrich.
It is well observed by Dr. Hessey, that the iAsy/cn/cov tvQvfirifia of the
Rhetoric seems to include the two processes, v tig TO ddvv. a-Traywyr/ and
o-w\Xoy(c. ia rov dew., An. Pr. i. 38, and to correspond to the tig TO ddvv.

ayovaa avodtibc, An. Post. i. 26. Vide Hessey s Tables, 4, Rhet. ii.

22, and ii. 24.
1

Proving affirmation in one, and negation in the other.
2 This takes place when one of the premises (whether true or false) is

either plainly equivalent to the conclusion, or depends on that for its own
reception. The most plausible form of this fallacy is arguing in a circle,

(vide supra,) and the greater the circle, the harder to detect. Whately, b.

iii. sect. 4. Aristotle enumerates five kinds of it, these however do not
concur with those given by Aldrich in his Fallaciae extra dictionem. As
to the identity of the syllogism with apetitio principii, see Mansel s Logic,
Appendix, note D. Conf. Top. 8

;
also Pacius upon this chap.

3 These precede all demonstration : for their relative position refer to
note p. 81

;
also Meta. v. 1, x. 7, vi. 4, and Sir W. Hamilton Reid s

Works, p. 16.
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also possible, that passing to other things which are naturally
adapted to be demonstrated by that (which was to be investi

gated), to demonstrate by these the original proposition ; as
if a person should demonstrate A through B, and B through
C, while C was naturally adapted to be proved through A.
for it happens that those who thus svllo^ize, prove
A , .

r
frt rru j i i i c 2 - ExampleA by itself. Ihis they do,

1 who fancy that they Riven of ma-

describe parallel lines, for they deceive themselves tllematicians -

by assuming such things as they cannot demonstrate unless

they are parallel. Hence it occurs to those who thus svllo-

gize to say that each thing is, if it is, and thus every thing
will be known through itself, which is impossible.

If then a man, when it is not proved that A is

with C, and likewise with B, begs that A may be
admitted present with B, it is not yet evident whether he

begs the original proposition, but that he does not prove it is

clear, for what is similarly doubtful is not the principle of
demonstration. If however B so subsists in reference to C
as to be the same,

2 or that they are evidently convertible, or
that one is present with the other,

3 then he begs 4 .

the original question. For that A is with B, may # .

be shown through them, if they are converted, the minor, and

but now 4 this prevents
5

it, yet not the mode
;

if
R

c
however it should do this,* it would produce 5. t Beg the

what has been mentioned before,f and a conver- iuestlon

sion would be made through three terms.6 In like manner
if any one should take B to be present with C, whilst it is

equally doubtful if he assumes A also (present with C), he

1 Those beg the question who endeavour to show that certain lines are

parallel because they never meet, for they ought to prove that equi-dis-
tant lines do not meet

;
so that it is tantamount merely to saying that

lines are equi-distant because they are equi-distant, and they prove the

same thing by the same, and beg the question.
2 The same in reality, as a vestment and a garment. Taylor.
3 B predicated of C, as genus of species.
4

i. e. when this is done, viz. B predicated thus of C.
5 That is, B being of wider extension than A, prevents the demonstrat

ing A of B through C, though the syllogistic mode does not prevent
conversion taking place, but rather favours it, since it is Parbara, wherein
alone a perfect circle is produced by this kind of conversion.

9 Not always really three, but sometimes one term is assumed for two
and therefore in one respect there are three terms.
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does not yet beg the question, but he does not prove it. If

however A and B should be the same, or should be converted,
or A should follow B, he begs the question from the beginning
for the same reason, for what the petitio principii can effect

we have shown before, viz. to demonstrate a thing by itself

which is not of itself manifest.

3 This fallacy
^ then tbe Petitio principii is to prove by it-

may occur in self what is not of itself manifest, this is not to

and^rdfigures, prove, since both what is demonstrated and that
but in the case by which the person demonstrates are alike du-

Jive syllogism bious, either
l because the same things are assumed

first

he 3r^ *nd
Present witl1 the same thing, or the same thing
with the same things ;

2 in the middle figure, and
also in the third, the original question may be the ob

jects of petition, but in the affirmative syllogism, in the third

and first figure.
3

Negatively when the same things are absent

from the same, and both propositions are not alike,
4
(there is

the same result also in the middle figure,) because of the non-

conversion of the terms in negative syllogisms.
5 A petitio

principii however occurs in demonstrations, as to things which
thus exist in truth, but in dialectics as to those (which so sub

sist) according to opinion.

1
i. e. when A and B are the same, thus A is said to be with C in the

conclusion, but B with C in the minor, and in Barbara.
2

i. e. when B and C are the same with which in Barbara A is present,
the latter being predicated of B in the major, and of C in the con
clusion.

3 Because there is no affirmative syllogism in the 2nd figure.
4 A petitio principii can only occur in an affirmative proposition.
5

i. e. the terms of a negative proposition, being different in significa

tion, cannot be converted, which would be necessary if a petitio principii
could occur in an affirmative proposition. For whenever this fallacy
occurs in the other proposition, the subject and attribute should be iden

tical, or nearly so. After all, it must be remembered that the Pet. Prin,
w a material, and non-logical, not a formal fallacy.
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CHAP. XVII. A Consideration of the Syllogism, in which it is

argued, that the false does not happen
&quot; on account of thi-s,&quot;

irapa TOVTO ffvpfiaiviiv, TO

THAT the false does not happen on account of this
, This hap,

(which we are accustomed to say frequently in pens in a de-

discussion) occurs first in syllogisms leading to imp^Sbte,
the impossible, when a person contradicts that

^^^no&quot;^
which was demonstrated by a deduction to the ostensive de-

impossible. For neither will he who does not con-
m nstrati n -

tradict assert that it is not (false) on this account, but that

something false was laid down before ;

2 nor in the ostensive

(proof), since he does not lay down a contradiction. Moreover

when any thing is ostensively subverted through ^ 5 e osten .

A B C,* we cannot say that a syllogism is pro- siveiy through
, i i. A -i j j ff those terms.
duced not on account of what is laid down, tor we
then say that is not produced on account of this, when this

being subverted, the syllogism is nevertheless completed,
which is not the case in ostensive syllogisms, since the thesis

being subverted the syllogism which belongs to it will no

longer subsist. It is evident then that in syllogisms leading

to the impossible, the assertion,
&quot; not on account of this,&quot; is

made, and when the original hypothesis so subsists in refer

ence to the impossible as that both when it is, and when it is

not, the impossible will nevertheless occur.

Hence the clearest mode of the false not subsist-
2 The per

ing on account of the hypothesis, is when the feet example of

syllogism leading to the impossible
3 does not con- SU^p. 3*

join with the hypothesis by its media, as we have
Jjjfjjjjj^

observed in the f Topics. For this is to assume as do not concur.

a cause, what is not a cause, as if any one wishing
t^sop.

Eien.

to show that the diameter of a square is incom-

1 &quot; Non penes hoc.&quot; Averr.
&quot; non per hoc.&quot; Waitz. Confer. Sop

Elen. v. 11, 29, 1
;

Rhet. ii. 24; Whately, iii. 3 and 4
;

Hill s ed. Aid

rich, p. 330.
2 Viz. of the propositions anterior to the conclusion. He also who uses

an ostensive proof, of course does not adduce a proposition contradictory

of what he wishes to prove.
3
Taylor translates this passage somewhat differently, but I prefer the

rendering of Buhle. Aristotle joins the Sop. Elen. with the Topics, be

cause the former contain sophistical, as the other dialectic, places. Note

Julius Pacius.
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mensurate with its side should endeavour to prove the argu
ment of Zeno,* that motion has no existence, and

* sP-
4

Elen - x -

to this should deduce the impossible, for the false

is by no means whatever connected with what was
stated from the first.

1 There is however another mode, if the

impossible should be connected with the hypothesis, yet it does

not happen on account of that, for this may occur, whether we
assume the connexion up or down, as if A is placed present
with B, B with C, and C with D, but this should be false,

that B is with D. For if A being subverted B is neverthe-

3. Another less with C, and C with D, there will not be
mode. the false from the primary hypothesis. Or

again, if a person should take the connexion upward, as if

2
A should be with B, E with A, and F with E,
but it should be false that F is with A, for thus

there will be no less the impossible, when the primary hypo
thesis is subverted. It is necessary however to

4. Necessity of , .. , .
,

, / ,,

connecting the unite the impossible with the terms (assumed)

S^th^terms ^rom tne beginning, for thus it will be on account

assumed from of the hypothesis ; f as to a person taking the

f

h
L e^the im- connexion downward, (it ought to be connected)

possible win be with the affirmative term ; for if it is impossible
that A should be with D, when A is removed

there will no longer be the false. But (the connexion being

assumed) in an upward direction, (it should be joined) with the

subject, for if F cannot be with B, when B is subverted, there

will no longer be the impossible, the same also occurs when
the syllogisms are negative.

It appears then that if the impossible is not connected with

the original terms, the false does not happen on account of

the thesis, or is it that neither thus will the false occur always
on account of the hypothesis ? For if A is placed present not

with B but with K, and K with C, and this with D, thus also

the impossible remains ; and in like manner when we take

the terms in an upward direction, so that since the impossible

happens whether this is or this is not, it will not be on account

1 That the diameter of a square is not commensurable with its side

Upon the argument called Achilles, which Zeno used to support the lead

ing- tenet of Parrnenides, viz. the unity of all things; a sophism which
after all turns upon the falsity of the major premise. See Plato, Farm. 128,

Cousin, Nouv. Frag., and Mansel, p. 125. Ar. Phys. lib. vi.
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of the position.* Or if this is not, the false ne- .
s e the h

vertheless arises ; it must not be so assumed, as potiiesis.

if the impossible will happen from something else 5. This not

being laid down, but when this being subverted, SaSifTd?&quot;

the same impossible is concluded through the re- auction to
. . .... . the impossible

maming propositions, since perhaps there is no arises from

absurdity in inferring the false through several
otherterms -

hypotheses, as that parallel lines meet,
1 both whether the in

ternal angle is greater than the external, or whether a tri

angle has more than two right angles.

CHAP. XVIII. Offalse Reasoning.

FALSE reasoning arises from what is primarily , Fa]secon
false. For every syllogism consists of two or ciusion arises

more propositions, if then it consists of two, it is
tSprtSSy&quot;

necessary that one or both of these should be false, propositions.

for there would not be a false syllogism from true
t Vide this

propositions.^ But if of more than two, as if C b ok
&amp;gt; chap,

(is proved) through A B, and these through D E 2

F G, some one of the above 2
is false, and on this account the

reasoning also, since A and B are concluded through them.
Hence through some one of them the conclusion and the false

occur.3

CHAP. XIX. Of the Prerention of a Catasyllogism.*

To prevent a syllogistical conclusion being ad- i. Ruietopre-
duced against us, we must observe narrowly when ySJ^JJgJj?

~

of

(our opponent) questions the argument
5 without a catasyiiogism

conclusions, lest the same thing should be twice ^nsfthe

granted in the propositions, since we know that same term

1 This is a false conclusion from two false hypotheses ;
the one, that

when a line falls on two parallel lines the internal angle is greater than
the external angle ;

the other is, if a triangle has three angles greater
than two right angles.

2
i. e. D E F G.

3
i. e. the false conclusion C. Vide Aldrich and Huyshe for the

rules of syllogism.
4
KaTaav\\oyi%ta9at vox dialectica, disputationum et interrogationum

laqueis aliquem irretire. Waitz.
5

i. e. the propositional matter.
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being twice ad-
a syllogism is not produced without a middle, but

mitted in the the middle is that of which we have frequently

spoken. But in what manner it is necessary to

observe the middle in regard to each conclusion, is clear from

our knowing what kind of thing is proved in each figure, and
this will not escape us in consequence of knowing how we
sustain the argument.

1

Still it is requisite, when we argue, that we
and
N
m
C

eth

8

oci

y
of should endeavour to conceal that which we direct

maskin? our the respondent to guard against,
2 and this will be

design in ar- l &
. . .

gument two done, first, it the conclusions are not pre-syllogized,

!ng
y
this.

effect~ but are unknown when necessary propositions are

assumed, and again, if a person does not question
those things which are proximate, but such as are especially

immediate,* for instance, let it be requisite to con-

clude A of F
&amp;gt;

and let the media be B C D E ;

therefore we must question whether A is with B,
and again, not whether B is with C, but whether D is with

E, and afterwards whether B is with C, and so of the rest.

If also the syllogism arises through one middle, we must begin
with the middle, for thus especially we may deceive the re

spondent.

CHAP. XX.OftheElenchus.*

}. The eien- SINCE however we have when, and from what man-

tio) fc

r

a
e

syifo&quot;
ner ofterminal subsistence syllogism is produced, it

1 We shall know the principal conclusion, as being the subject matter
of our dispute.

2
i. e. if we wish to infer an indefinite conclusion, we should secretly

endeavour that our opponent may grant us two propositions, in which the

middle is latent
;

if however we wish to infer a definite conclusion, we
must assume propositions containing the middle from which the con
clusion is inferred mediately and remotely. Taylor, from whom the

above note is chiefly taken, appears to have fallen into the same error as

Buhle, Boeth, and some of the older interpreters, by reading /xjora instead
of aptffa, which I have followed from Waitz and Averrois, and which
the former evidently proves to be the right reading. Vide Waitz, torn. i.

p. 5 2l
; Aver. vol. i. p. 159; Top. 8. Immediate inference is that with

which opposition and conversion are connected; mediate pertains to in

duction and syllogism.
3 An kTTixtiprjfia admits of a species of this, which is called aTroprjpa

The original meaning of tXyxe is as Dr. Hessey observes, (Table 4,)
the refutation of an actual adversary s position, and so indirectly a con-
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is also clear when there will and will not be an gism of contra-

Elenchus. For all things being granted, or the an- 2nrt h
pn&amp;gt;:i

swers being arranged alternately, for instance, the there must be

one being negative and the other affirmative, an elen- fhougffilt
chus may be produced, since there was a syllogism ^JJ

1

^
s

t

ubsist

when the terms were as well in this as in that former. (Conf.

way, so that if what is laid down should be con- Sop&amp;gt;
Elen -

6&amp;gt;)

trary to the conclusion, it is necessary that an elenchus should

be produced, for an elenchus is a syllogism of contradiction.

If however nothing is granted, it is impossible that there

should be an elenchus, for there was not a syllogism when all

the terms are negative, so that there will neither be an elen

chus, for if there is an elenchus, it is necessary there should

be a syllogism, but if there is a syllogism, it is not

necessary there should be an elenchus. Likewise, respondent

6

if nothing should be universally laid down in the should not con-

* r ,1 ^ ? ^ i i
cede any um-

answer,* tor the determination ot the elenchus versai proposi-

and of the syllogism will be the same. 1

CHAP. XXL Of Deception, as to Supposition Kara c nf- Meta-
J

* .
&amp;gt;x i 2 lib- vi. and iii.,

TTJV w7roXjn//iv. and de Animfc,
iii. 3, 7.

SOMETIMES it happens, that as we are deceived in i. This kind of

the position of the terms, f so also deception arises as
f

e

ld
eptlon two &quot;

to opinion, for example, if the same thing happens t vide ch. 33,

to be present with many things primary,
3 and a

Pn&amp;gt; An&amp;lt; *

person should be ignorant of one, and think that it is

present with nothing, but should know the other.

For let A be present with B and with C,

per se, (that is, essentially,) and let these, in like manner, be

with every D ; if then somebody thinks that A is with every

B, and this with every D, but A with no C, and j Through B.

this with every D ; he will have knowledge J | ;

and ignorance of the same thing, ||

as to the same.^f IT A.

firmation of our own
; but, practically, the process of meeting a real

or supposed opponent, is the same. Vide Rhet. ii. 22 and 24.

1 The reader will profitably read upon this chapter, Hill s notice and

examples of the Elenchus, given at p. 322 of his Logic.
8 See Hill and Whately on Fallacies.

So Waitz; Buhle, and Taylor read Trpwrwc; the latter adds, i. e.

&quot;without a medium,&quot; a meaning which is evidently concurred in by

Waitz.
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2. Again, if one should be deceived about
*

(-K TMalrw things which are from the same class,
1 * as if A is

with B, but this with C, and C with D, and
should apprehend A to be with every B, and again with no
C, he will at the same time both know and not apprehend
its presence. Will he then admit nothing else from these

things, than that he does not form an opinion on what he
knows ?

2 for in some way, he knows that A is with C through
t c being a B, just as the particular is known in thef uni-

I?
f

in flu versal, so that what he somehow knows, he ad-
first deception, mits he does not conceive at all, which is impos-
toiddfesinBar- siole - Jn what, however, we mentioned before, J

re^t^t being ^ thC middle is nOt f the Same class
&amp;gt;

^ is impOS-
Bubaitern. sible to conceive both propositions, according to

LTba
e

r

aJ rof each
.

f the media,
3 as if A were with every B,

Celarent
f ^ W^ U ^^ b th t^eS Wlt^ 6Vei7 ^.f

/The minor of For it happens that the major proposition assumes
a contrary, either simply or partially,

4 for if with

every thing with which B is present a person thinksA is present,
but knows that B is with D, he also will know that A is with D.

Hence, if, again, he thinks that A is with nothing with which
C is, he \\dll not think that A is with any thing with which
B is, but that he who thinks that it is with every thing with
which B is, should again think that it is not with something
with which B is, is either simply or partially contrary. Thus
however it is impossible to think, still nothing prevents (our

i. e. B and c.
assummg) one proposition according to each (mid
dle),

5 * or both according to one, as that A is with

every B, and B with D, and again, A with no C. For a de

ception of this kind resembles that by which we are deceived
about particulars, as if A is with every B, but B with every
C, A will be with every C. 6 If then a man knows that A is

1

Taylor says,
&quot;

co-ordinatum
;

&quot;

Waitz,
&quot; ex eadem serie.&quot; It is clear,

that subalterns are intended.
2 For in the major of Celarent, he assumes no C is A, whereas he

knows, as will be shown, that C is A.
3 That is, he cannot, at one and the same time, assume both the prop.

of Barbara, and both 01 Celarent.
4

i. e. by reason of D, the subject of both B and C.
5

i. e. one prop, for B, the other for C, as every B is A, no C is A, the
minors not being added.

6 Vide Post An. i. 1
; Eth. Nicom. b. vi. c. 3.
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with every thing with which B is, he knows also that it is
with C ; still nothing prevents his being ignorant of the ex
istence of C, as if A were two right angles, B a triangle, and
C a perceptible triangle.* For a man may think
that C does not exist, knowing that every triangle
has two (equal to) right angles, hence he will know and be
ignorant of the same thing at once ; for to know

3 Distinction
that every triangle has angles equal to two right, between uni-

is not a simple thing,f but in one respect arises S?r tafoJ?&quot;

from possessing universal science, in another, par-
le
? e

-.

ticular science. Thus therefore he knows by uni- ceps%!nbf-

&quot;

versal science, that C has angles equal to two right
&uum -&quot; Waitz -

angles, but by particular science he does not know it, so that
he will not hold contraries. In like manner is the reasoning in
the Meno,J that discipline is reminiscence, for it

t Meno (p]at }

never happens that we have a pre-existent know- p- si. Hitter,

ledge of particulars, but together with induction,
vo1 ii-

p&amp;gt;
293&amp;gt;

receive the science of particulars as it were by
Cf&amp;gt; Eth&amp;gt; vi 4

recognition ; since some things we immediately know, as (that
there are angles) equal to two right angles, if we know that

(what we see) is a triangle, and in like manner as to other

things.

By universal knowledge then we observe par- 4. Our observ-

ticulars,
1 but we do not know them by an (innate)

ation of Parti-

B A
Ex. 1 . Every triangle has angles equal to two right angles (known)C B

This is a triangle (unknown)

.
-

. This ha, ang,es equa, to tto right ang.es
{jl? L,

knowledge. Vide Post. An. i. 4.

1 It would weary the reader, and far exceed the limits to which, ne

cessarily, we confine our remarks, to enter fully into the analysis of
the distinction here drawn. In the Post An. i. 6, the subject is again
entered upon, but for all necessary understanding of the matter, the
reader is referred to Sanderson upon Certainty, book iii., and to Hansel s

notes upon Syllogism quoad Materiam, artic. Opinio, p. 97, et seq. Al

though we have translated vTroXij^vg, supposition, yet as it approaches
nearest to our idea of logical judgment, (see Trendelenburg de Anima, p.

469,) the latter term shows at once, not only the nature, but frequently the

causes, of error, (An. Post. i. 6, 8,) which may be individual, that is, con
nected with the person s own constitution of mind or circumstances, and,
both as to uaiversals and particulars, partake much of the character of

o
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cuiaw, derived peculiar knowledge, hence we may be deceived

fedeof
r

uni
W ~

about them, yet not after a contrary manner, but
versais, a pecu- while possessing the universal, yet are deceived
liarity noticed. . ,. ,

fe _ . ^ i

(Met. book vi. in the particular. It is the same also as to what

y i 4v
ke

5

S

and
we nave spoken of, for the deception about the

vi. 2! middle is not contrary to science about syllogism,
nor the opinion as to each of the middles. Still nothing prevents
one who knows that A is with the whole of B, and this again
with C, thinking that A is not with C, as he who knows that

every mule is barren, and that this (animal) is a mule, may think

that this is pregnant ; for he does not know that A is with C
5. A deception from not at the same time surveying each. Hence

l
r

n Pro^anf
^ is evi(^ent tnat ^ ne knows one (of the proposi-

being ignorant tions), but is ignorant of the other, he will be de-
of the other.

cejve(j as to how the universal subsists with refer

ence to the particular sciences. For we know nothing of those

things which fall under the senses as existent apart from

sense,
1 not even if we happen to have perceived it before, un

less in so far as we possess universal and peculiar knowledge,
and not in that we energize. For to know is pre-

6. bcientinc .
l

knowledge is dicated triply, either as to the universal or to

tripiy

C

.

ate(
the peculiar (knowledge), or as to energizing, so

that to be deceived is likewise in as many ways.
Nothing therefore prevents a man both knowing and being de-

i.e. so as not ceived about the same thing, but not in a con-
to hold a self-

frary manner,* and this happens also to him, who

either. What however Aristotle here means is, that scientific knowledge,
or that of particulars, is said of truths deduced from higher truths

;
hence

to each of these there is a foundation, in universal knowledge (votlv),
viz. we originally begin our speculation upon them, it, d\r}9a&amp;gt;v

icai irpurw,
or intuitively perceived truths, though these generals will not of themselves

suffice to prevent error in particulars, seeing that to each of the last its

own peculiar study and examination is appropriately necessary. This is

fully borne out by the relative meanings of iiriorfiftii and VOVQ. The
word &quot;innate&quot; we have inserted from Buhle; by a contrary manner is

not only meant, as Taylor says,
&quot;

not in a manner contrary to science,&quot;

but without holding a contradictory opinion, we may know the general,

yet mistake the particular truth. (Cf. Hill s note on Objective and Sub

jective Certainty. Leibnitz de Stylo Nizolii. Sir W. Hamilton Reid s

Works, p. 671.)
1 Vide de Anima, lib. ii. 5 and 6. alffBrjaig is perception by the senses,

as VOVQ is the intellectual element. Vide Eth. vi. 1 and 12
;

in the lat

ter, aiffO. is reckoned intuition.
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knows each proposition, yet has not considered contradictory

before ;

l for thinking that a mule is pregnant, he Pimori -

has not knowledge in energy,* nor again, on ac-
*

-
aT&amp;lt;

V|*.
tf&amp;gt;

count of opinion,
2 has he deception, contrary to tiani actu.&quot;

knowledge, since deception, contrary to universal
Jjjjjj

(knowledge), is
3
syllogism.

Notwithstanding, whoever thinks that the very 7. From a de-

being of good is the very being of evil, will ap- gJJS person

prehend that there is the same essence of good may imagine

and of evil ; for let the essence of good be A, and concurs^
the essence of evil B ; and again, let the essence its contrary.

of good be C. Since then he thinks that B and C are the

same, he will also think that C is B ; and again, in a similar

manner, that B is A, wherefore that C is A.f xam k ^

For just as if it were true that of what C is predi
cated B is, and of what B is, A is ; it was also true that A is

predicated of C ; so too in the case of the verb &quot; to
opine.&quot;

In like manner, as regards the verb &quot;to
be,&quot;

for C and B
being the same, and again, B and A, C also is the same as A.

Likewise, as regards to opine, is then this necessary,
4 if any

one should grant the first? but perhaps that is false,
5 that

any one should think that the essence of good is the essence

of evil, unless accidentally,
6 for we may opine this in many

ways, but we must consider it better.7

1
i. e. he has not considered both propositions together.

2
i. e. because he thinks the mule parturient.

3
i. e. as Taylor says, it is a deceptive syllogism, which proves no mule

barren, because the universals are contrary. The opinion proposed is

however particular, because it thinks this particular mule barren.

B A
Ex. 2. He thinks the essence of evil is the essence of good

C B
He thinks the essence of good is the essence of evil

C A
. . He thinks the essence of good is the essence of good.

4 That one who conjointly considers both propositions should hold con

trary opinions, if a person should state the essence of good and of evil to

be identical.
5 Vide the opinion of Heraclitus, upon the nature of contraries

;
also

Met. books ix. and xiii.

That is, what is essentially good, for instance, to return a person s

property, may be in a certain case bad, as to give a sword to a madman.
7 In the Ethics and Metaphysics.
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the middle
must be con
verted with
both.

* The major,

t The minor.

CHAP. XXII. On the Conversion of the Extremes in the fast
Figure.

i. if the terms WHEN the extremes are converted, the middle
connected by a must necessarily be converted with both. For if

A is present with C through B, if it is converted,
and C is with whatever A is, B also is converted
with A,* and with whatever A is present, B also

is through the middle C, and C is converted with
B f through the middle A. The same will occur

with negatives, as if B is with C,
1 but A is not

with B,
2 neither will A be with C, if then B is converted with

A, C also will be converted with A. For let B not be with

A,3 neither then will C be 4 with A, since B was with every
C, and if C is converted with B, (the latter) is also converted

2
with A ; for of whatever B is predicated, C also

is, and if C is converted with A, B also is con
verted with A, for with whatever B is present, C also is,

5 but

3. The mode of C is not present with what 6 A is. This also alone

negative

1

f Uo- Begins fr m the conclusion, (but the others not

gism, begins similarly,) as in the case of an affirmative syllo-

ciusio^as ^ gism. Again, if A and B are converted, and C
Barbara. and D likewise ; but A or C must necessarily be

present with every individual ; B and D also will so subsist,
as that one of them will be present with every individual.

For since B is present with whatever A is, and D with what
ever C is, but A or C with every individual, and not both at

the same time, it is evident that B or D is with every indi

vidual, and not both of them at the same time ; for two syllo-

t omitted by gisms are conjoined.^: Again, if A or B is with

every individual and C or D, but they are not

present at the same time, if A and C are converted
B also and D are converted, since if B is not present with a
certain thing with which D is, it is evident that A is present

1 The minor of Celarent. 2 The major of Celarent.
3 The minor of Camestres. 4 The conclusion of Camestres.
5

i. e. every B is C, this is the major of Camestres, inferred from the
conversion of the minor of Celarent .

i. e. no A is C, the minor of Camestres, taken from the conversion of
the conclusion of Celarent.

waitz.
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with it. But if A is, C also will be, for they are converted,
so that C and D will be present at the same time, but this is

impossible ;

l as if what is unbegotten is incorruptible, and what
is incorruptible unbegotten, it is necessary that what is be

gotten should be corruptible, and the corruptible begotten.
But when A is present with the whole of B and C, and is

predicated of nothing else, and B also is with every C, it is

necessary that A and B should be converted, as since A is

predicated of B C alone, but B itself is predicated both of it

self and of C, it is evident that of those things of which A is

predicated, of all these B will also be predicated, except of A
itself. Again, when A and B are with the whole of C, and
C is converted with B, it is necessary that A should be with

every B, for since A is with every C, but C with B in conse

quence of reciprocity, A will also be with every B. But
when of two opposites A is preferable to B, and 4 Caseofe iec .

D to C likewise, if A C are more eligible than B tion of oppo-

D, A is preferable to D, in like manner A should

be followed and B avoided, since they are opposites, and C (is

to be similarly avoided) and D (to be pursued), for these are

opposed. If then A is similarly eligible with D, B also is simi

larly to be avoided with C, each (opposite) to each, in like man

ner, what is to be avoided to what is to be pursued. Hence both

(are similar) A C with B D, but because (the one are) more (eli

gible than the other they) cannot be similarly (eligible), for

(else) B D would be similarly (eligible) (with A C). 5 The greater
If however D is preferable to A, B also is less to be good and less

avoided than C, for the less is opposed to the less, toSStoMgSd
and the greater good and the less evil are prefer-

and greater

able to the less good and the greater evil, where

fore the whole B D is preferable to A C. Now however

this is not the case, hence A is preferable to D, consequently
C is less to be avoided than B. .If then every lover accord

ing to love chooses A, that is to be in such a condition as to

be gratified, and C not to be gratified, rather than be gratified,

which is D, and yet not be in a condition to be gratified, which

is B, it is evident that A, i. e. to be in a condition to be gratified,

1 He had before shown B to be predicated of D universally, though it

does not hence follow that they are convertible unless D is shown to be

predicated of B universally ;
this is omitted for brevity, as the proof is the

game as the other.
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is preferable to being gratified.
1 To be loved then is preferable

according to love to intercourse, wherefore love is rather the

cause of affection than of intercourse, but if it is especially

G The desire (^e cause) f this, this also is the end. Where
of the end, the fore intercourse either, in short, is not or is for the

|JiOTuit!

e

(Eth!
sake of affection, since the other desires and arts

b. i. c. 7.) are thus produced.
* How therefore terms sub-

* Waitz con- . . . x . . . . v
eludes the sist as to conversion, also in their being more eli-

cnapterhere.
gj^ie or more to be avoided, has been shown.

CHAP. X XIII. Of Induction.
2

i. Not only di- WE must now show that not only dialectic and

ddcticsyilo^

&quot;

demonstrative syllogisms are^produceSTnrough
gisms, but also the above-named figures, but that rhetorical are
rhetorical, and , i i i -i n i

every species of also, and in short, every kind or demonstration

arthrough the
and ^ every method. ( For we believe all things

above-named either through syllogism or from induction!)

Induction, then, and the inductive syllogism is to

prove one extreme in the middle through the other,
3 as ifB is the

middle of A C, and we show through C that A is with B, for

1 This confirms the opinion of Plato in the Symposium. The demon
stration is thus

;
if of four terms the first is preferable to the 2nd, and

the 4th to the third, but the 1st and 3rd together preferable to the 2nd
and 4th together, then the 1st is preferable to the 4th, hence to be in a
condition adapted to be gratified is preferable to being gratified.

a Aristotle attributes the discovery of induction and also of definition

to Socrates, but the induction of the latter (who exhibited both dialec-

tically) comes closer to the
&quot;

example
&quot; of Aristotle. Vide Gorgias 460,

also Metaph. xii. 4, 5.
3

i. e. to prove the major term of the middle by the minor. The ex

pression t% 7raywy}c ffv\\. used here, does not (as Mansel justly re

marks) denote the syllogism proper, or reasoning from a whole to its

parts, but comprehends formal reasoning generally, as in Rhet. ii. 25,

Enthymem is spoken of as including example. For induction properly
is an inverted syllogism, which argues from the individuals collected,

to the universal or whole class they constitute, whereas syllogism
does just the reverse. Upon the various kinds of induction see Hill s

Logic, 229, where some examples are given ;
also Hansel s Logic,

Appendix note F. Inasmuch as we seldom can enumerate all the

individuals of a class, we rarely meet with a specimen of perfect in

duction, but we agree with Whately in believing, that the cause of

the opposition of induction to syllogism, arises entirely from the inac

curacy in the use of the word. Vide Whately, Log. b. iv. c. i. 1. Even
however the distinction between perfect and imperfect induction is extra-
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lst

thus we make inductions. Thus let A be long-
lived, B void of bile, C every thing long-lived, as

man, horse, mule; A then* is present with the

whole of C, for every thing void of bile is long- the minor!

lived, but B f also, or that which is void of bile,
* The major of

is present with every C, if then C is converted
with B,J and does not exceed the middle, it is figure -

necessary that A should be with B. For it has
been before shown,

1 that when any two things j A reduction

are present with the same thing, and the extreme
is convertible with one of them, that the other

predicate will also be present with that which is converted.
We must however consider C as composed of all

xam
singulars, for induction is produced through all.

A syllogism of this kind however is of the first, Jj^
nduct

^
on is

and immediate proposition; for of those which those demon-

have a middle, the syllogism is through the mid- SSchare
die, but of those where there is not (a middle) it proved without

is by induction. 2 In some way also induction is

opposed to syllogism, for the latter demonstrates
\\

j. e . tne

the extreme
\\

of the third through the middle, but maJ r -

the former the extreme of the middle through the f The minor .

third. Tf To nature therefore the syllogism pro
duced through the middle is prior or more known, but to us

that by induction is more evident.3

logical. The reader may profitably consult on this subject the Edinburgh
Review, No. 115, p. 229; Bacon, Nov. Orga. lib. 2, Aph. x.

;
Sir W.

Hamilton Reid s Works, p. 712. The word liraywyij, or induction, is

clearly taken from the Socratic accumulation of instances, serving as

antecedents to establish the requisite conclusion. Confer. Cicero de In-

ventione i. 32.
1 In the preceding ch.

C A
Ex. 1. Every man, horse, mule, is long-lived

B C
Whatever is void of bile is man. horse, mule

B A
. . Whatever is void of bile is long-lived.

2 Vide Aldrich s Logic upon the second species of demonstration, v. 5,

1
;

also remarks made before upon the use of the terms mediate and im
mediate.

3 Some things are more known to nature, but others more known to

us. Vide Post. An. i. 1, 2
; Pliny, b. i. 2. 1

; Metaph. b. ii. c. 1. Com-
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i. .ap^e^a, CHAP. XXIV.O/ Example*
or example, ifl

majoTo/tife
EXAMPLE is when the extreme is shown 2 to be

middle by a present with the middle through something similar
tf&amp;gt;rm r&amp;lt;acf-m-

&quot;

to the third,
3 but it is necessary to know that the

middle is with the third, and the first with what
is similar. 4 For example, let A be bad, B to (make war) upon

neighbours, C the Athenians against the Thebans, D the

2
Thebans against the Phocians. If then we wish

* Example
to snow tnat **&amp;gt; ^s bad to war against the Thebans,
we must assume that it is bad to war against

neighbours, but the demonstration of this is from similars, as

that (the war) by the Thebans against the Phocians (was bad).
Since then war against neighbours is bad, but that against
the Thebans is against neighbours, it is evidently bad to war

against the Thebans, so that it is evident that B is with C,
and with D, (since both are to war against neighbours,) and
that A is with D, (for the war against the Phocians was not

advantageous to the Thebans,) but that A is with B will be

pare also the whole chapter with Rhet. b. i. c. 2, b. ii. c. 23; and

Ethics, Nic. b. vi. c. 3.
1

Compare Rhet. b. ii. c. 20, 24, and b. iii. c. 17. Example differs

from induction, 1st, in that the latter proves the universal from a complete
enumeration of individuals, whilst example selects single cases; 2nd,
Induction stops at the universal, whilst example infers syllogistically a
conclusion regarding another individual : in fact, example includes an

imperfect (therefore illogical) induction and a syllogism. Sometimes it is

called loosely reasoning from analogy, but as logic recognises only formal

consequence, neither analogy nor example have any logical force. (Vide
Mill s Logic, b. iii. ch.20

;
also Mansel, p. 82.) The distinction is however

better drawn by Hill, p. 243, comprehending, 1st, the antecedent, which in

induction consists of several singular cases, but in example frequently
of only one. 2nd, the conclusion, being universal in induction, but

singular in example : he adds as usual various examples. See also

Whately, b. iv. ch. 1 and 2. As to the place which 7rcrpaday/ia occupies
with regard to the relation of the subject matter of a premise to the sub

ject matter of the conclusion, in the consideration of Enthymem, the ex
cellent Tables of Dr. Hessey, 2, Div. 1, and Table 5, give a complete
scheme of their position, also the statement of the argument given in the

text. It is evident, as Aristotle shows, that example consists of two
elements, a quasi inductive syllogism apparently in Fig. 3, and a deductive

syllogism in Fig. 1, so it is assailable in each of these.
2

i. e. the major.
3 The minor.

4
i. e. with what is similar to the minor.
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shown through D. In the same manner also if the demon
stration of the middle as to the extreme should be

through many similars, wherefore it is evident subsStTas
6

that example is neither as part to a whole, nor as
(

p?
r

rt part

whole to a part, but as part to part,
1 when both are *(&amp;gt;&amp;gt;* **po*,&amp;gt;

j ^ T o -i i T wherein it

under the same thing/ but one is known. It differs from in-

(example) also differs from induction, because the

latter shows from all individuals that the extreme 3

is present with the middle, and does not join the syllogism to

the extreme, but the former,
4 both joins it, and does not de

monstrate from all (individuals).

CHAP. XXV. Of Abduction.5
i. ^^0,
a syllogism

ABDUCTION is when it is evident the first is pre- prem* Sain,
sent with the middle,

6 but it is not evident that and the mi
.

n
?
r

, . T -.1 iii i ,....,, more credible
the middle is with the last, though it is similarly than the con-

credible, or more so, than the conclusion
; more- clusion -

over if the media of the last and of the middle be few, for it

by all means happens that we shall be nearer to knowledge.
For instance, let A be what may be taught, B 2. Moreover

science, C justice ; that science then may be taught ^ proved bythe
is clear, but not whether justice is science. If interposition

1 &quot;

Exemplo utemur ut singula demonstremus per singula.&quot; Waitz.

A is a whole, B part of A, C D parts of B, when therefore example pro
ceeds from D to C, it proceeds from part to part.

2 As C and D under the same A, but D more than C is known to be

under A.
3

i. e- the major A with the middle B, and does not join the syllogism
with the minor, in other words, it does not prove A of C.

4 Example proves A of C, and does not demonstrate from all individuals,

but only from some of them, under B.
5 This term (aTray.) must not be confounded when it occurs alone,

with the meaning it bears, in reference to the impossible, for when it is

by itself, as here, it signifies a syllogism with a major premise certain,

and a minor more probable, or demonstrable, than the conclusion.

Aldrich is so far right in using the word :

oblique,&quot; as applied to it,

(though utterly wrong in limiting its sense only to the
&quot; ducens ad im-

possibile,&quot;)
in that the word means &quot; a turning off,&quot;

from the immediate

point to be proved, to something else on which it may depend, this is the

foundation of the meaning it bears here, and the more general acceptation

of it as a deduction per impossibile. Syllogistically it holds a place

between the demonstration and the dialectic syllogism. Confer. Mansel

and Hill s Logic.
6

i. e. when the major is known.
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of few middle therefore B C is equally or more credible than
terms. A C,

1
it is abduction, for we are nearer know-

Example (i.)
ledge because of our assuming A C, not possess

ing science before.* Or again, if the media of B
C should be few, for thus we are nearer knowledge, as 2 if D
should be to be squared, E a rectilinear figure, and F a circle,

then if, of E F there is only one middle, for a
circle to become equal to a rectilinear figure,

t Example (2.) through lunulae, will be a thing near to know
ledge.f But when neither B C is more credible

than A C, nor the media fewer, I do not call this abduction,
nor when B C is immediate, for such a thing is knowledge.

i TiWTa
CHAP XXYL f Objection*

(Instantia,) a

proposition OBJECTION is a proposition contrary to a propo-
contrary to a ... ., ,.,v. , * *

. . ,

proposition, it sition, it differs however from a proposition be-

1 The minor than the conclusion.

B A
Ex. 1. Every science may be taught. Known.

C B ( Equally or more credible than the
All justice is science. \ conclusion.

C A
.

*
. All justice may be taught. Unknown.

2 As Taylor remarks, Arist. here refers to the quadrature of the circle

by Hippocrates of Chius.

E D
Ex. 2. Every rectilinear figure may be squared. Known.

p E (
Prove(*

Every circle may become a rectilinear figure,
j

P

F D
|
This is proved through many

Every circle may be squared. \ media.

3 We assail an adversary either by bringing an tWraonc to show his

conclusion is not proved, or by disproving his conclusion, by an dvrurvX-

Xoytoyzoc, (objection to consequent,) i. e. by proving its contradictory by
means of a new middle term. Now Evaraaiq may either be material,
or objection to antecedent, or formal objection to consequent. If material,
it may be either tK ravrov, iie TOV ivavTiov, tK TOV 6/toiou tK jcpirrewc, or

SK TOV Kara doav : (see by this ch.) the relative position of which the

reader will find admirably laid down in Dr. Hessey s Schema Rhetorica,
wherefrom this note is chiefly taken. The present ch. causes us chiefly
to notice the &quot;Everrao*if l/c TUVTOV, and this may be either KaQoXov, or

tcard nipoQ. In proving the first we assume as a new middle, a terra
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caise objection may be partial, but proposition differs from fc

cannot be so at all, or not in universal syllo-

gisms. Objection indeed is advanced in two ways,

more extensive, and KadoXov, as compared with the subject of the original

?rpora&amp;lt;Ti ;
in proving the tvar. Kara

/iepoc,
we assume as a new middle,

a term less extensive than the subject of the original Trporuffic. Now A

may be assailed by proving its contrary, or contradictory, in Fig. 1, or its

contradictory in Fig. 3. E may be assailed by proving its contrary (or

contradictory) in Fig. 1, or its contradictory in Fig. 3. Lastly, an affirma

tive proposition (but not a negative) may be assailed by an Enstatic

Enthymem, in Fig. 2, but Arist. objects to do so. Conf. upon this ch.,

Julius Pacius ; Whately on the Nature and Fallacy of Objections ;
Anal.

Post. i. 12
;
Rhet, ii. 26 ; Waitz, p. 535, in loc. Hermogenes, in his trea

tise upon Invention, does not consider objection in the same respect as

Arist. The apparent discrepancy between this chap, and the account of

objection in the Rhetoric is noticed by Dr. Hessey, Table 5.

Ex. 1. Proposition.

There is one science of contraries.

Objection.
A C

There is not one science of opposites

B C
Contraries are opposites

A B
. . There is not one science of contraries.

Ex. 2. Proposition.
A B

There is one science of contraries.

Objection.
A C

There is not one science of the known, and of the

C B
The known and the unknown are contraries

A B
There is not one science of contraries.

Ex. 3. Proposition.
A B

. . There is not one science of contraries.

Objection.
A C

There is one science of opposites
B C

Contraries are opposites
A B

. . There is one scien c-3 of contraries.
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either Ka66\ou and by two figures ; in two ways, because every
or 71-; Mepor.

objection is either universal or particular, and by
two figures, because they are used opposite to the proposition,
*

i. e. affirm- and opposites
* are concluded in the first and third

Sedatives! figure alone. When then a person requires it to

2 Method of
^e admitted that any thing is present with every

aiiegi

e

ngthe individual, we object either that it is with none,
e.o-ra.

or tkat ^
-

g not w jth a certain one, and of these,

t ceiarent. the being present with none, (is shown) by the

first figure,] but that it is not with a certain one

by the last.j For instance, let A be &quot;there is one

science, and B contraries
;&quot;

when therefore a person advances
that there is one science of contraries, it is objected either

that there is not the same science of opposites, altogether,
but contraries are opposites, so that there is the

Example (1.) firgt figure
. or t]iat t^ere Js not Qne science of

II Feiapton
the known and of the unknown, and this is the

third figure, ||

for of C, that is, of the known, and

ir Example (2.)
^ ^e unknown, it is true that they are contraries,

but that there is one science of them is false.^f

Again, in like manner in a negative proposition, for if any one
asserts that there is not one science of contraries, we say either

that there is the same science of all opposites, or that there is

of certain contraries, as of the salubrious, and of the noxious ;

* Barbara
^at t^iere *s therefore (one science) of all things
is by the first figure,* but that there is of certain

t Darapti. by the third.f In short, in all (disputations) it is

I Example (3.) necessary that he who universally objects should

3. Rule for the apply a contradiction of the propositions to the

l^ffaff^. universal,J as if some one should assert that there

is not the same science of all contraries, (the ob

jector) should say, that there is one of opposites. For thus

it is necessary that there should be the first figure,

since the middle becomes an universal to that

Proposition the same.

Objection.

A C
There is one science of the salubrious and noxious

C B
The salubrious and noxious are contraries

A B
. There is one science of certain contraries.
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(which was proposed) at first, but he who objects Ôte
pe Vide

in part (must contradict) that which is universal, Subject.

of which the proposition is stated, as that there is not the same
science of the known, and the unknown, for the

contraries are universal with reference, to these.* attributed?!

The third figure is also produced, for what is par- u
h
n
e

k^ n&quot; a
a
s

nd

ticularly assumed is the middle, for instance, the universal to

known and the unknown ;
as from what we may

*

infer a contrary syllogistically, from the same we en- 5 - Objection

t- * TXTi e adduced in the
deavour to urge objections. Wherefore we adduce first and third

then (objections) from these figures only,f for in
fi ures alone -

these alone opposite syllogisms are constructed, t Hence if the
since we cannot conclude affirmatively through the prop, is nega-

middle figure.
1

Moreover, even if 2
it were (pos- aS tort cannot

sible), yet the (objection), in the middle figure Je proper in the

/T
J

.
V

/ . -,. \ . 2nd figure since
would require more (extensive discussion), as if the objection

any one should not admit A to be present with B,
ought to affirm -

because C is not consequent to it, (B). For this is manifest

through other propositions, the objection however must not

be diverted to other things, but should forthwith have the

other proposition apparent,
3 wherefore also from this figure

alone there is not a sign.
4

We must consider also other objections, as those . ...
, , _ , n *V, . ., , 6. Objections

adduced trom the contrary, from the similar, and of other kinds

from what is according to opinion,
5 also whether v

it is possible to assume a particular objection from supra
.

the first, or a negative from the middle figure.

1 In self-defence upon this
&quot; vexed place,&quot;

I am obliged to quote the
note of Julius Pacius as corroborative of the sense I have given in the
text

;
Waitz however in most obscure phraseology comes, as Dr. Hessey

remarks, to the same point. The following is from Pacius : Aristoteles

loquens de universali objectione inquit hoc simpliciter ; id est, generaliter
in omnibus disputationibus obtinere, ut necesse sit, eum qui universaliter

objicit, id est, affert objectionem universalem dirigat contradictionem

propositorum, id est, suam objectionem, quae opponitur proposition! ad-
versarii

; dirigat (inquam) ad universale, id est in ea objectione sumat
terminum universalem, qui attribuatur, subjecto propositionis, ut in

exemplo antea dato, sumebamus hunc terminum, avTiKtiptva qui est

universalis, et attribuitur subjecto propositionis, id est tvavrloiQ.&quot; (Vide
Julius Pacius in h. 1.

;
also Waitz, p. 536, An. Pr.)

2
i. e. when the prop, is affirmative. 3

i. e. the prop, understood.
4 See the following ch.

Examples of all these are given in Table v., Hessey s Schema Rhet.
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CHAP. XXVIL Of LikeliJiood, Sign, and Enthymeme.
1

i. Eucor con- LIKELIHOOD and sign, however, are not the
sentaneum ar-

gamej but the u^y Jg a probable proposition for

1 For writers upon the subjects of this chapter we may refer to the com
mentary of Julius Pacius, (Excerpta,) and Crakanthorpii Logica, lib. v.,

both annexed to the Schema Rhetorica of Dr. Hessey; No. 115, in the

Edinburgh Review, attributed to Sir W. Hamilton; Mansel s Logic, Ap
pendix, note E.

; Whately s Rhetoric and Buckley s note, Bohn s edi

tion of the Rhetoric, book i. chap. 2. The older writers upon it are

Rodolphus Agricola, 1485, Phrissemius, 1523, J. Pacius, Scaynus, 1599,
and Majoragius, (1572). We now proceed to the words themselves.

The term EI ICOC, we prefer, with Sir W. Hamilton, to interpret
&quot;

likeli

hood&quot; to the other senses given by commentators we have named in the

margin, since the former approaches nearer to its Aristotelian definition

as a proposition stating a general probability. This indeed is a propo
sition nearly, though not quite, universal, and when employed in an

Enthymeme, will form the major premise of a syllogism such as the

following :

Most men who envy, hate.

This man envies :

Therefore this man (probably) hates.

Aristotle limits it to contingent matter, and its relation to the conclusion
is that of an universal to a particular.

2jj/mov, on the other hand, in a prepositional sense, is &fact which is

known to be an indication, more or less certain, of the truth of some fur

ther statement, whether of a single fact or of a general belief. We say in a

prepositional sense, for sometimes EJ KOC, &amp;lt;rjjufTov, and TeKp.r)piov, are used
for the Enthymemes drawn from each

;
it is. in fact, a singular proposition

employed relatively to some other proposition which may be inferred from
it, and will form one premise of a syllogism, which may be in either of

these figures which Aristotle discusses, having respect in this division to

the extent of the so-called middle term, as compared with the other two
terms. In the first and second figures it is the minor premise, in the

third it seems more naturally to belong to the major. Whately con
siders the twos (or SIOTI) of Aristotle to be an a priori argument, which

may be employed to account for the fact, whereas the aijp.tiov (or on)
could not be so employed ;

he has however glanced at this point but

generally. Aristotle tells us that we may either class reK/^piov, as he
does in the Rhet. c. 2, as a species of ffrjfitlov, or contradistinguish two

oilHiia in necessary matter as in the relation of a particular to an uni

versal, or of an universal to a particular, and class the rtKfiripiov as a

species under a genus. By a reference to Dr. Hessey s Tables the exact

position of each in the enthymematic system may be clearly perceived :

we may merely add that, as propositions, it is no where stated that /eoj

and Sij/zElor may not be combined in the same syllogism, and that much
of apparent contradiction between the places in the Analytics and Rheto-
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what men know to have generally happened or
gumentum

not, or to be or not to be ; this is a likelihood, BuhieandTay-

for instance, that the envious hate, or that lovers
ie&quot; and

e

&quot;veri-

love : but a sign seems to be a demonstrative pro-

position, necessary or probable, for that which Waltz
; &quot;p

when it exists a thing is, or which when it has ^ifkeiSood/

happened, before or after, a thing has happened, Sir w - Hamii-

,
.
r

. . P 1-1 i
ton ; is a pro-

this is a sign of a thing happening or being, babie propW
Now an Enthymeme is a syllogism from likelihoods

^&quot;deinonstra-

or signs, but a sign is assumed triply in as many tive proposi-

ways as the middle in the figures, for it is either ciTsk^or^o-
as in the first, or as in the middle, or as in the bable -

.
Enthy-

*
, . 1 meme is a syl-

third, as to show that a woman is pregnant be- logism drawn

cause she has milk is from the first figure, for the from either of

ric may be solved by a careful study of the tabular view given by the

Doctor, of the consideration of these elements of Enthymeme, first as

propositions, next as terms.

In regard to Enthymeme, it is no wonder that difficulties should not

vanish, when even the abandonment of the word areX?}c, ejected as a

gloss by Pacius, and discountenanced by the best MSS. of the old Latin

version, is still clung to by some authors. Enthymeme is composed of

tjfcora, or ajjfiaa, and without circumscribing our notion of it within the

limits absurdly laid down of its etymology by Aldrich, we may conceive it

in a general sense as comprehending Trioreie of every kind
;
and at other

times limited to a special kind of syllogism designated rhetorical. Vari

ous senses have been attributed to it by Cicero, Quintilian, and others, but

Aristotle in general describes it as one sort of argument on moral matters

distinguished carefully as to its principle from example, a collateral sort of

argument. In the words of Sir W. Hamilton,
&quot;

Enthymeme is distin

guished from pure syllogism as a reasoning of peculiar matter from signs

and likelihoods
;&quot;

whether therefore a premise of it be suppressed or

not, an argument agreeing with this description is an Enthymeme. The
words dTrodeiKriKi) dvayKaia fj Wooc, applied to

aijfielov
as a Trporafftc,

do not relate to the modal character of the proposition in itself, but to its

logical validity when the other premise is added, without which addition

expressed or understood, there is no Enthymeme at all. Lastly, 2/j/itIov

is called a demonstrative proposition, because it professes to enunciate

what is absolutely true, i. e. what Aristotle calls necessary, (Rhet. i. c. 2,)

the latter word being used in two senses, 1st, of a premise which states a

fact, 2nd, of a consequence which is logically unassailable.

B A
&quot;^x. 1. Whatever woman has milk is pregnant

C B
This woman has milk

C A
, . This woraan is pregnant.
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Rheb c 2
to have milk&amp;gt; Let A be to -

soph. (Ed. coi!
nant

&amp;gt;

B to have milk, C a woman.* But that

? Alii
1

!!:
wise men are worthy, for Pittacus is a worthy

sumed triply, man, is through the last figure, let A be worthyB wise men
&amp;gt;

C Pittacus. It is true then A and--i/ J.kJ Ui LC^, L1J-C1I \. fcllUJ.

*-Exam le f i

B are Predicated of C, except that they do not as-

t Example (2.)
sert tne one l because they know

it, but the other
(a paralogism.) they assume.f But that a woman is pregnant
because she is pale, would be through the middle figure, for
since paleness is a consequence of pregnancy, and also attends
this woman, they fancy it proved that she is pregnant. Let
t Example (3.)

A be paleness, to be pregnant B, a woman C.i
be JnuSteT;

If the
.

n one proposition should be enunciated,
there is only a there is only a sign, but if the other also be

assumed, there is a syllogism, as for instance that
Pittacus is liberal, for the ambitious are liberal, and Pittacus
is ambitious, or again, that the wise are good, for Pittacus is

good and also wise.
^

Thus therefore syllogisms are produced,
except indeed that the one in the first figure is in-

itbe
y
tru?in- controvertible if it be true, (for it is universal,)

ITtKfftg
1* but that tnrough the last is controvertible though

but not so in the conclusion should be true, because the syllo-

Pittacus is worthy, it is not necessary that on this
account other wise men also should be worthy. But that
which is by the middle figure is always and altogether con-

i. e. when trovertible, for there is never a syllogism, when
a!i 1

t

r

h

m
prei1 the terms tnu subsist, for it is not necessary, if

Viz. &quot; That Pittacus is a wise
man,&quot; but they assume the other, viz.

i hat Pittacus is a worthy man.&quot;

C A
Ex. 2. Pittacus is a worthy man

C B
Pittacus is a wise man
B A

.
*

. Wise are worthy men.

B A
Ex. 3 Whatever woman is pregnant is pale

C A
This woman is pale

C B
. , This woman is pregnant.
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she who is pregnant be pale, and this woman be Bekker and

pale, that this woman should be pregnant ; what
^Jo/^uhie

is true therefore will be in all the figures,* but and Averrois,

they have the above-named differences. &amp;lt;rxnwa&amp;lt;,

Either therefore the sign must be thus divided,
but of these the middle must be assumed as the 1

(indSmTa
proof positive, (for the proof positive they say is syllogism in

that which produces knowledge, but the middle is (cf. Qumtmln,

especially a thing of this 2
kind,) or we must call

l

^
v - c&amp;gt; 9) sec -

those from the 3
extremes, signs, but what is from

the middle a proof positive, for that is most probable, and for

the most part true, which is through the first figure. We
may however form a judgment of the disposition 6 By the ex _

by the body, if a person grants that whatever pas- ample of phy-

sions are natural, change at once the body and totf^showt&quot;

8

the soul,
4 since perhaps one who has learned music tha* ^ns e -

_ _ i i i 11* pecietiiy prooa-
has changed his soul in some respect, but this bie belong to

passion is not of those which are natural to us,
the lst figure

but such as angers and desires, which belong to natural emo
tions. If therefore this should be granted, and one thing
should be a sign of one (passion), and we are able to lay hold of

the peculiar passion and sign of each genus, we shall be able

1 The TtKprjpiov is a crrjfiflov in fig. 1, necessarily conclusive, (vide
Rhet. i. c. 2,) derived by Arist. from reK/^ap, a boundary. The argument
Sid TtKfirjpiov is logical, but rarely occurs, since its advancement settles

the question. He speaks of &quot;

the middle,
&quot;

&c., as referring to the first figure,
in which the middle term obtains the middle place. Tf/c/z^pia can only
be refuted by assailing the premises.

2 Cf. Waitz, Tom. i. p. 538. Biese, i. 227, also ch. 14, book i. Anal.

Post.
3 Which are referred to the second or third figure ;

&quot;

quae extrema
sunt (ut utrobique subjecti aut utrobique predicati locum habeant,&quot;) ea

signa dicenda sunt; quod autem e medio (sumtum est) ut partim sub

jecti, partim prsedicati vicem gerat indicium dicendum est. Buhle.
4 Cf. Arist. Physio. Eth. ii. c. 1, and 5. Buhle, Anal. i. ch. v. Dan.

iii. 19. Gen. xxxi. 2.
&quot; My grief lies all within

;

And those external manners of laments

Are merely shadows to the unseen grief
That swells with silence in my tortured soul.

There lies the substance.&quot; Shaks. Richd. II.

The same sentiment is met with in our dramatists passim. The acqui
sition of knowledge of course changes the soul

; since, to take a high

view, it is the first human element of all reLgion.
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r. The first
* conjecture from nature. For if a peculiar pas-

physiognomic sion is inherent in a certain individual genus, as

thatnSurai
S

fortitude in lions, it is necessary also that there
passionchanges should be a certain sign, for it is supposed that
at one time the . .. ,, -. i \ ,,
body and soul, they (the body and soul) sympathize with each

Sre tawM* other and let this be the having great extremi-

signofonepas- ties, which also is contingent to other, not whole,
sion. The 3rd, , -^ ,, . ? ,, ,. ,

that the proper genera.
1 tor the sign is thus peculiar, because

Tecies ofanf
h *^e passion is a peculiarity of the whole genus,

mai may be and is not the peculiarity of it alone,
2 as we are

accustomed to say. The same (sign) then will also

be inherent in another genus, and man will be brave,and some
other animal, it will then possess that sign,

3 for there was
one (sign) of one (passion). If then these things are so, and
we can collect such signs in those animals, which have one

peculiar passion alone, but each (passion) has its (own) sign,
since it is necessary that it should have one, we may be able

to conjecture the nature from the bodily frame. But if the

whole genus have two peculiarities, as a lion has fortitude and

liberality, how shall we know which of those signs that are

peculiarly consequent is the sign, if either (passion) ? Shall

we say that we may know this, if both are inherent in some

thing else, but not wholly,
4 and in what each is not inherent

1 Other species, he means, also have this sign, but it is not possessed

by every individual in the species.
2 That is, though it may even happen to every individual, it does not

happen to that genus alone. This mere sketch presents the outlines,
in comparative anatomy, of the strongest evidence upon which modern

phrenologists can rest their claim to credence ; it must be remembered
however that the whole case falls, if the identification of the peculiar
mark with the passion is not fully proved. His further question, of how
we are to apportion each passion to its own mark, when many are pre
sent in one genus, seems unanswerable : yet we have presumed even to

measure the prominence which marks each passion, (if it does mark it,)

and to set one over against the other, e. g. benevolence against destruct-

iveness, almost to a hair s breadth !

3 Viz. great extremities.
4

i. e. If both passions and both signs are inherent in another genus of

animals, yt so as not both to be inherent in all the individuals of that

genus ;
for instance, both courage and liberality, and their signs, are in

horses as well as in lions, but not in all horses, for some are brave and
not liberal, others liberal and not brave.

Ex. 4. Whatever has great extremities is brave

Every lion has great extremities

. . Every lion is brave.
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wholly, when they have the one, they have not the other ; for

if a (lion) is brave, but not generous, but has .

this* from two signs, it is evident that in a lion extremities

also this is the sign of fortitude. But to form a

judgment of the natural disposition by the bodily is ^Secf!&quot;

frame, is, for this reason, in the first figure, be- this reject is

. , ,, .
-i ! collected in the

cause the middle reciprocates with the major ist figure.

term, but exceeds the third, and does not recipro
cate with it

; as for instance, let fortitude be A, great ex
tremities B, and C a lion. Wherefore B is present with

every individual with which C is, but with
others* also, and A is with every individual of D

*
fs me

th

that with which B is present, and with no more,
&quot;

man.&quot;

but is converted, for if it were not, there would .

, * n / \ t lirxampie (i.)

not be one sign 01 one (passion).j

Whatever has great extremities is brave

Some man has great extremities

. . Some man is brave.

R I
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THE POSTERIOR ANALYTICS.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I. Upon the Nature of Demonstration,

ALL doctrine, and all intellectual discipline,
1 arise

tic disciplines

&quot;

from pre-cxistent knowledge. Now this is evi-

from
d
rertoui

^ent ^ we Surve7 tnem all
&amp;gt;

ôr ^oi^ mathematical

knowledge, sciences are obtained in this manner, and also

fwo
s

-foid

d
re

n a
each of the other arts. It is the same also with

spect. (Cf. arguments, as well those which result through
i. if, and Eth! syllogisms, as those which are formed through

f
U
2

de
s )

ib V
induction, for both teach through things pre

viously known, the one assuming as if from those

who understood them,
2 the other* demonstrat

ing the universal by that which is evident as to the singular.

Likewise also do rhetoricians persuade, for they do so either

through examples, which is induction, or through enthy-

i vide Prior niems, which is syllogism.!
3 It is necessary how-

Anal, b. ii. c. ever to possess previous knowledge in a twofold

respect ;
for with some things we must pre-sup-

pose that they are, but with others we must understand what

that is which is spoken of; and with others both must be

1 Doctrine and discipline are the same in reality, but differ in relation,

being called
&quot;

doctrine
&quot; when applied to teaching, and &quot;

discipline
&quot;

as

pertaining to learning. Taylor defines Atafcu a, that power of the soul

which reasons scientifically, deriving the principles of its reasoning from

intellect : and these principles are axioms and definitions. Comp. Poetic,

ch. 6, where the word is applied to a certain part of tragedy. Ethics, b.

vi. c. 2. Waitz notices the similarity between the commencement of this

ch. and the opening ch. of the Ethics. For the principle stated, consult

Hill s Logic, p. 137, and for the word, see Biese, i. p. 89.

2 That is, syllogisms contain propositions, assumed to be known either

by demonstration or per se.

3 Vid. llhet. b. i. ch. 2. It was shown (b. ii. ch. 24, Anal. Pri.) that

example is reduced to a syllogism in the 1st figure, the major prop, of

which is proved by an imperfect deduction
;
wherefore as the whole

force of th example consists in that induction, it is not undeservedly said

to be a certain induction. Tay.ar.
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known, as for instance, (we must pre-assume,) that of every
thing it is true to affirm or deny that it is, but of a triangle,
that it signifies so and so, and of the monad (we must know)
both, viz. what it signifies and that it is, for each of these is

not manifest to us in a similar manner. 1 It is possible how
ever to know from knowing some things previously,

2 and re

ceiving the knowledge of others at the same time, as of things
which are contained under universals, and of which a man
possesses knowledge.

3 For he knew before that every tri

angle has angles equal to two right angles, but that this which
is in a semi-circle is a triangle, he knew by induction at the
same time. For of some things knowledge is acquired after
this manner, nor is the extreme known through the middle,
as such things as are singulars, and are not predicated of any
subject. Perhaps however we must confess that we possess
knowledge after a certain manner before induction or the as

sumption of a syllogism, but in another manner not. 4 For
what a man is ignorant about its existence at all, how could
he know at all that it has two right angles ? But 2. what we
it is evident that he thus knows because he knows Sj^JSr-
the universal, but singly he does not know it. ally we may
Still it this be not admitted, the doubt which is

gfy.SthougJ&quot;

mentioned in the Meno* will occur, either he will not in the same

learn nothing, or those things which he knows,
5 *Sl

, Plato-

1 Quae antequam disciplina ipsa quaecunque nobis tradatur, cognoscere
debemus ore. tonv, axiomata sunt, quae vero cognoscere debemus ri TO

Xtyoptvov sari, definitiones sunt : unde fit ut disciplinam ipsam quam-
cunque, praecede redebeant, axiomata et definitiones. Nam etsi definitio
rei naturam non patefaciat, tamen quam vim habeat nomen quo res signi-
ficetur exponit, ut etiam definitio nominalis, qua? dicitur utilitatem

quandam habeat. Waitz. See also Meditationes de cognitione Veritatis
et Ideis : Leibnitz Opera, p. 80, ed. Erdmann.

2
i. e. to prove the principal conclusion, from certain propositions

being proved, pro-syllogistically.
3
Learning them not from antecedent knowledge nor pro-syllogistically,

but immediately, just as sensibles are known by the senses. Taylor.
Compare also Ethics, b. vi. ch. 3, and Whately s Logic.

4
i. e. the conclusion may be known by universal, yet it cannot be by

proper or peculiar knowledge ;
for instance, in the case below he knows

that this triangle has angles equal to two right, because he knows this to

be the case universally of a triangle, but he does not know it singly, ab

solutely, and perfectly by proper knowledge.
5 The passage in the Meno of Plato is that commencing Kai nva rpoiroi
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nis opera, Bek- for he must not say, as some endeavour to solve

fv
er&amp;gt;S

32

t0m tlie ^Oul)t
5

&quot; Do 7OU know that every duad is an
even number or not?&quot; for since if some one says

that he does, they would bring forward a certain duad which
he did not think existed, as therefore not even ; and they
solve the ambiguity, not by saying that he knew every duad
to be even, but that he was ignorant as to what they know is

a duad. Nevertheless they know that of which they possess
and have received the demonstration, but they have received

it not of every thing which they know to be a triangle or a

number, but of every number and triangle singly, for no pro

position is assumed of such a kind as the number which you
know, or the rectilinear figure which you know, but univers

ally. Still there is nothing (I think) to prevent a man who
learns, in a certain respect knowing and in a certain respect

being ignorant,
1 for it is absurd, not that he should in some

way know what he learns, but that he should thus know it, as

he does when he learns it, and in the same manner.

CHAP. II. Of Knowledge, and Demonstration, and its Elements.

* Soph. Eienc. WE think that we know each thing singly, (and
xi. i. Metap. not in a sophistical manner,* according to acci-

i Scientific dent,) when we think that we know the cause on

knowledge is account of which a thing is, that it is the cause of

wh
S

eT&quot;v

e

e

d

know that thin
g&amp;gt;

and that the latter cannot subsist

the necessary otherwise ; wherefore it is evident that knowledge

tweenTthing is a thing of this kind, for both those who do not,
and its cause. an &amp;lt;j those who do know, fancy, the former, that
Definition of .

i i j V_.!LI
Demonstration, they in this manner possess knowledge, but those

vl
1

s

e

4

E
J

hlcs who know, possess it in reality, so that it is im

possible that a thing of which there is know-

The doubt (airfyqfui) is, that if we can learn nothing, there

fore that nothing is to be investigated, since what we know we need not

investigate, and it is vain to search after what we know not, since not

knowing the object of our search, we shall be ignorant of it, even when
found. Socrates solves this (Xwet) by declaring that to discover and to

learn, are nothing else than to remember, because the soul, being im

mortal, formerly knew every thing, of which knowledge, becoming ob
livious by being merged in the body, she endeavours to recall knowledge
to memory by investigation.

1
Knowing by universal, being ignorant by proper knowledge.
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ledge simply should subsist in any other way.
1 Whether

therefore there is any other mode of knowing we shall tell

hereafter, but we say also that we obtain knowledge through
demonstration, but I call demonstration a scien-

* s llo

tific
*

syllogism, and I mean by scientific that ac- scire facit?

m

cording to which,jrom our possessing it, we know.
Buhle -

If then to know is~wn~at we have laid down, it is me
s
n
p
t

e

s

c

?
e

^ue

e &quot;

necessary that demonstrative science should be demonstrate

from things true, first, immediate, more known science -

than, prior to, and the causes of the conclusion, for thus there
will be the appropriate first principles of whatever is demon
strated. 2 Now syllogism will subsist even without these, but
demonstration will not, since it will not produce
knowledge. It is necessary then that they should

*

be true, since we cannot know that which does not subsist, for

instance, that the diameter of a square is commensurate with
its side. But it must be from things first and

indemonstrable, or otherwise a man will not know
them, because he does not possess the demonstra
tion of them,

3 for to know those things of which there is de
monstration not accidentally is to possess demon
stration. But they must be causes, and more
known, and prior ; causes indeed, because we then
know scientifically when we know the cause ; and prior, since

they are causes ; previously known also, not only according

1 True science requires, 1st, that the cause of a thing be known, i. e.

that the middle term be the cause of the conclusion
; 2nd, that the

cause be compared with the effect, so that we know it to be the cause of
the conclusion

; 3rd, that we know the conclusion to subsist thus neces
sarily, and that it cannot subsist otherwise. Taylor. Comp. Rhet. i. c. 7.

Magna Moralia, i. c. 34. Metap. i. 1, and 10, 3, and 7. Cause and dpxn
must not be confounded, since the cause precedes the dpx) ;

vide Buck
ley s note in Bonn s edition of the Rhetoric quoted above.

2 Vide Hill s Logic, page 289, also Mansel, p. 104, et seq. ;
in the ap

pendix note H. of the latter s work, the reader will find the statement of
the nature of demonstrative syllogism fully set forth. The words first

and immediate, signify that they are not demonstrable by a middle term
from any higher truth. The demonstration,

&quot;

propter quid sit per causam
non primam,&quot; would only form a subordinate portion of a complex de
monstration. Vide Wall s Log. lib. iii. cap. 22. As post demonstrations
depend upon those prior, therefore all are said to be from things first.

3 Either they would be unknown or not be principles, because they
might be demonstrated by other things prior to them, ad infinitum. Vide
Whately s Logic, book iv.
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to the other mode by understanding (what they
4. Prior and . -r-\i i i ^i L A-I i

--
more known, in signify), but by knowing that they are. 1 More*

s 7ct
f ld re over tnev

.

are prior and more known in two ways,
for what is prior in nature, is not the same as that

which is prior in regard to us, nor what is more known (simply)
the same as what is more known to us. Now I call things

prior and more known to us, those which are nearer to sense,

and things prior and more known simply, those which are

more remote from sense ; and those things are

seise.

fr m most remote * which are especially universal,
2 and

those nearest which are singular, and these are

mutually opposed. That again is from things first, which is

from peculiar principles,
3 and I mean by first, the

5. Immediate. *_,.
r

,
r

. . . , A
.

J
. . I

same thing as the principle, but the principle of

demonstration is an immediate proposition, and that is imme
diate to which there is no other prior. Now a

of proposftion. proposition is one part of enunciation, one of one,
4

dialectic indeed, which similarly assumes either

(part of contradiction), but demonstrative which definitely

(assumes) that one (part) is true. Enunciation is either part
of contradiction, and contradiction is an opposi-
tion f which has no medium in respect to itself.

But that part of contradiction (which declares)

1

Principles are prior in a two-fold respect, they cause a thing to be,
and also cause the same to be known. Taylor. Comp. Anal. Post. i.

24. The inquiry into the definition of a thing is identical with that of its

cause, with the difference that the cause of attributes is to be sought in

their subject, but in the case of substances per se the cause must be

sought in themselves only. Cf. Metap. v. 1, 2
;
x. 7, 2.

2 Aristotle here intimates his concurrence with the Platonic theory, that

the soul contains in itself essentially the
&quot;

universal,&quot; or true principle
of demonstration

;
vide the Commentary of Proclus on the Parmenides

of Plato, in which he exhibits the priority of universals to singulars, and
the method of their reception by the dianoetic faculty. Cf. also Ritter

and Cousin upon the Old Academy. Arist. Ethics, b. vi. c. 11, and

Metap. books i. iv. vi. and xii. (Leip. ed.) If demonstration be from

universals prior by nature, it follows, according to Aristotle, that it is

alone from forms essentially inherent in the soul, since abstract forms

are not naturally prior, because they are universals of a posterior

origin.
3 That principles ought to be peculiar to the science, and to what is to

be demonstrated, he shows, ch. vii. and ix.
4 One enunciation signifies one thing of one. Vide ch. 8, on Inter

pretation.
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something, of somewhat, is affirmation, and that (which si^ni-
fies) something from somewhat is negation.* Of , rh

*

an immediate
^jllogistic principle, I call that the ^rpretatiTn.

1 &quot;&quot;

thesis, which it is not possible to demonstrate, nor 4 - Definition of

is it necessary that he should possess it, who in- derS bypt
tends to learn any thing ; but what he who intends ^^SaSSlto learn any thing must necessarily possess, that with &quot;*.

I call an axiom,
1 for there are certain things of

5 Of axiom -

this kind, and in denominating these, we are accustomed
generally to use this name. But of thesis, that which re
ceives either part of contradiction, as for instance, I mean
that a certain thing is, or that it is not, is hypo
thesis, but that which is without this, is definition.

6
:
Of hypothe-

For definition is a thesis, since the arithmetician

lays down unity to be that which is indivisible, according to

quantity, yet it is not hypothesis, since what unity is, and
that unity is, are not the same thing.

Notwithstanding, since we must believe in and know a thing
from possessing such a syllogism as we call demonstration, and
this is, because these are so, of which syllogism consists it

is necessary not only to have a previous knowledge of the
first, or all, or some things, but that they should be more known,
for that on account ofwhich any thing exists, always exists itself
in a greater degree ; for example, that on account of which we
love is itself more beloved. Hence if we know and believe
on account of things first, we also know and believe those
first things in a greater degree, because through them (we
know and believe) things posterior. A man however cannot
believe more than what he knows, those things which he does
not know, nor with respect to which he is better disposed

1 Axioms are common, according to Aristotle, to several classes, but
in the case of a single science need only be assumed to an extent com
mensurate with the object-matter of that science. As Mansel well ob
serves, the places in which the axioms are mentioned in connexion with
demonstration, have never been satisfactorily explained on the usual
scholastic interpretation. I entirely agree with him, that the supposition
that axioms are virtually, but not actually, employed in demonstration,
and the distinction drawn between immediate propositions and axioms!
are equally unfounded

;
in fact it subverts Aristotle s own expression.

Vide Mansel s Logic, App. 66. Compare also Zabarella in I. An. Post.
Cont. 57, 58. Crakanthorpe, Logic, lib. iv. c. 1. Aquinas Opusc. 43, de
Sy. lo. Dem. cap. 6.
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than if he knew. 1 This however will happen, unless some
one should previously know of those who give credence through
demonstration, since it is more necessary to believe either in

all or in certain first principles, than in the conclu-

lity o

h

fknow?ng sion. It is not only however requisite that he who
principles and js to possess knowledge through demonstration,
their opposites, , , -F i -, r.

in order to pos- should know in a greater degree first principles,
and believe rather in them than in the thing de

monstrated, but also that nothing else should be
more credible or more known to him than the opposites of the

principles, from which a syllogism of centra-deception may
consist, since it behoves him who possesses knowledge singly
to be unchangeable.

2

CHAP. III. Refutation of certain opinions as to Science and
Demonstration.

I. Refutation
of those who

To some, because it is necessary that first things
should be known, science does not appear to exist,

ence
/

o

t

f

h
s

e

cie

:

nce&quot;

but to otners to exist indeed, yet (they think)
there are demonstrations of all things, neither of

which opinions is true or necessary.
3 For those who suppose

1

By being better disposed, Aristotle, who is here speaking of demon
strative knowledge, means the intuitive apprehension of intellect. Cf.

Waitz and Biese in loc.
2 That is, free from lapsing into error, which he would fall into by not

knowing opposites, since he might believe that the opposites to true prin

ciples are true. For the better elucidation of the above chapter, the fol

lowing table of the principles of science is given :

ApXai

Koivai ( wv) (irepi o)

Constituting the original

premises from which de

monstration proceeds.

Definitions real, of

the subjects nominal,
of the attributes.

Assumptions of the

existence of the

subjects as necessary
to their definition.

3 The argument is as follows : there are, or are not, certain irpuiTa ;
if

there are not, but we admit a process ad infinitum, there is no science,
since the latter ultimately depends on certain Trpwra : if there are
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that knowledge does not subsist at all, these thick that we are

to proceed to infinity as if we may not know things subse

quent by things prior, of which there are no first, reasoning

rightly, since it is impossible to penetrate infinites. 1 And
if (they say) we are to stop, and there are principles, these

are unknown, since there is no demonstration of them, which
alone they say is to know scientifically ;

but if it is not possible
to know first things, neither can we know either simply or

properly things which result from these, but by hypothesis,
if these exist. Others however assent with re- 2. Also of those

spect to knowledge, for (they assert) that it is
Jtag^l&quot;^!

1

only through demonstration, but that nothing pre- of demonstra-

vents there being a demonstration of all things,
tlon

for demonstration may be effected in a circle, and (things be

proved) from each other. We on the contrary assert, that

neither is all science demonstrative, but that the science of

things immediate is indemonstrable. And this is evidently

necessary, for if it is requisite to know things prior, and from

which demonstration subsists, but some time or other there is

a stand made at things immediate, these must of necessity be

indemonstrable. This therefore we thus assert, . That
.

g de

and we say that there is not only science,* but monstrative

also a certain principle of science, by which we s

know terms.2 But that it is impossible to demon- JiiSSiSeta
strate in a circle simply is evident, since demon- a circle things

&quot;

firsts
&quot; on the other hand, still there is no science, for the latter being

from things prior, there can be nothing prior to
&quot;

firsts.&quot;

1

They are right in saying we cannot know things posterior through
the prior, unless the progress of investigation stop at, certain

&quot;

firsts
;

&quot;

they are wrong in asserting that these firsts cannot be known. Cf. Phy
sics, lib. i. and iii.

2 A certain knowledge antecedent to demonstrative science. The word

open, here, Pacius mistakes for
&quot;

simple terms;&quot; it signifies rather, as St.

Hilaire observes,
&quot; les propositions immediates,&quot; i. e. axioms. The fol

lowing is the interpretation by Ammonius of this place. The principle

of science is intellect, not our intellect, but that which is divine and

above us
;
but terms are intelligible and divine forms, which are called

terms in consequence of being the boundaries of all things. For as mul

titude originates from the monad, and is dissolved into the monad, and

tens are the boundaries of hundreds, and hundreds of thousands, but the

monad is the common boundary of all numbers ;
thus also with respect to

things, we may say that the boundaries of sensibles are the celestial

bodies, of the celestial bodies intelligible essences, and of all things in

common the first cause. And this may be said in answer to those who
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which do not stration must consist of things prior and more
reciprocate. known, as it is impossible that the same should

be prior and posterior to the same, unless in a different way,
as for instance, some things with reference to us, but others

simply in the manner in which induction makes

y,vchi known.* If however this be so, to know simply
also Metap. will not be well defined, but it is two-fold,

1 or the

other demonstration is not simply so which is pro-

tr^ seech
h
i3

duced from things more known to us.f Still there

happens to those who assert there is demonstra

tion in a circle, not only what has now been declared, but that

they say nothing else than this is if it is, and in this manner
we may easily demonstrate all things. Nevertheless it is evi

dent that this occurs, when three terms are laid down, for to

assert that demonstration recurs through many or through
few terms, or whether through few or through two, makes no

4 Exam le
difference. For when A existing, B necessarily

is, and from this last C, if A exists C will exist,

if then, when A is, it is necessary that B should be, but this

existing, A exists, (for this were to demonstrate in a circle,)
let A be laid down in the place of C. To say therefore that

because B is A is, is equivalent to saying that C is, and this

is to say that A existing C is, but C is the same as A, so that

it happens that they who assert there is demonstration in a

circle, say nothing else than that A is because A is, and thus

we may easily demonstrate all things. Neither however is

this possible, except in those things which follow each other

as properties : from one thing however being

bookil chfM. lai(* down, it has been proved J that there will

never necessarily result something else, (I mean

by one thing, neither one term, nor one thesis being laid

down,) but from two first and least theses, it is possible (to

infer necessarily something else), since we may syllogize.
If then A is consequent to B and to C, and these to each

subvert demonstration by a procession to infinity, that we not only say
there is demonstration, but that things do not proceed to infinity, because
there is a certain principle of demonstration by which we know the terms
or boundaries of things, when we obtain illumination from thence. Per

haps, however, by a &quot;

certain principle of science,&quot; Aristotle means our

intellect, and by terms, axioms. Cf. Metap. lib. ii. and x.
1 The one from things more known and prior, according to nature

;
the

other from those more known and prior, according to us.
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other, and to A, thus indeed it is possible to demonstrate
all those things which are required from each other in the

first figure, as we have shown in the books on * Anal. Prior,

Syllogism.* It has also been shown f that in the book
.&quot;

ch - 5 -

other figures there is either not a syllogism, J or et^eq.

h 5

not one concerning the subjects assumed
j

1 but it t (circuio.)

is by no means possible to demonstrate in a circle
Buhle -

those which do not reciprocate. Hence, since there are but
few such in demonstrations, it is evidently vain and impossi
ble to say, that there is demonstration of things from each

other, and that on this account universal demonstration is

possible.

CHAP. IV. Upon the terms &quot;

every&quot; &quot;per
se&quot; and &quot;

universal.&quot;

SINCE it is impossible that a thing, of which there

is simply science, should have a various subsist-
demonstration*

ence, it will be also necessary that what we know
should pertain to demonstrative science, and demonstrative

science is that which we possess from possessing demon
stration, hence a syllogism is a demonstration from neces

sary (propositions). We must comprehend then of what,
and what kind (of propositions), demonstrations consist ; but
first let us define what we mean by

&quot; of
every,&quot;

and &quot;

per
se,&quot; and

&quot;

universal.&quot;

I call that &quot; of
every,&quot;

which is not in a cer

tain thing, and in another certain thing is not, nor

which is at one time, and not at another ; as if

animal is predicated of every man, if it is truly
said that this is a man, it is true also that he is an animal,
and if now the one is true, so also is the other ; and in like

manner, if a point is in every line. Here is a proof, for when
we are questioned as it were of every, we thus object, either

if a thing is not present with a certain individual, or if it is

not sometimes. But I call those &quot;

per se
&quot; which 3. of t( TO KQ

are inherent in (the definition of) what a thing g
per

1 Both assumed prop, are not proved, because in the 2nd fig. the con

clusion is negative, wherefore we cannot prove an affirmative prop, in 4

circle
;
and in the 3rd fig. the conclusion is particular, wherefore an uni

versal cannot be demonstrated in a circle.

TO Kara iravrot.
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is,
1 as line is in triangle, and point in line, (for

thft essence of them is from these,* and they are

in the definition explaining what it is :)
2 also

those things which are inherent in their attributes in the

definition declaring what a thing is,
3 as the straight and the

curved are inherent in a line, and the odd and even in

number, and the primaryf and composite,! the

& C .

S

equilateral and the oblong:
4 and they are inhe-

t AS 9, i. e. rent in all these, in the definition declaring what
3, 3, 3, &c. a thing is, there indeed line, but here number.

number.
square ^n a similar manner, in other things, I say that

Taylor. such are per se inherent in each, but what are

4. of accidents, in neither way inherent (I call) accidents, as the

(cf ^Phys^Iib being musical, or white in an animal. Moreover,
ij

, et Metap. that which is not predicated of any other subject,
as that which walks being something else, is that

which walks, and is white, but essence and whatever things

signify this particular thing, not being any thing else, are that

which they are. Now those which are not predicated of a

subject, I call &quot;

per se,&quot;
but those which are so predicated, I

call accidents. Again, after another manner, that which on
account of itself is present with each thing is

&quot;

per se,&quot;
but

that which is not on account of itself is an accident ;

5 thus it

is an accident if while any body was walking it should lighten,
for it did not lighten on account of his walking, but we say
that it accidentally happened. If, however, a thing is present
on account of itself, it is per se, as if any one having his throat

1 Four senses are given of this expression, TO KaO avro: 1. When the

predicate is part of the definition of the subject. 2. When the subject is

part of the definition of the predicate. 3. When existence is predicated
of a substance. 4. When the subject is the external efficient cause of the

predicate. In proper demonstration, propositions must be &quot;

per se
&quot;

either in the first or second meaning. Cf. Mansel s Logic, note H. on
the Demonstrative Syllogism.

2 Thus a triangle is defined to be a figure contained by three straight
lines.

3
As, to use Aristotle s graphic illustration, in the definition of nose,

flatness of nose is not employed, but flatness of nose is defined to be a

curvature of nose.
* An oblong number is that which a number produces, not multiplied

by itself, but by another number, as six is from twice three. Taylor.
4 This relates to the efficient cause.
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cut should die, and through the wound, because he will die in

consequence of his throat being cut, but it did not accident

ally happen that he whose throat was cut died.

Those therefore which are predicated in things
which are simply objects of science per se, so as

to be inherent in the things predicated,* or which * lst mode -

are themselves inherent in subjects,f are on ac- t 2nd mode,

count of themselves, and from necessity, for it

does not happen that they are not inherent either simply or as

opposites, as the straight and the curved in a line, and the

even or odd in number. For a contrary is either

privation or contradiction in the same genus, as
conS?y.

1S a

that is even which is not odd in numbers, so far

as it follows :
l hence if it is requisite to affirm or deny, it is

also necessary that those which are per se should be inherent.

Let then the expressions
&quot; of every

&quot; and &quot;

per 7 .

se&quot; be thus defined : I call that universal, however, r^fenus ip-

which is both predicated
&quot; of every

&quot; and &quot;

per sum,&quot; and TO

se,&quot;
and so far as the thing is.

2 Now it is evident

that whatever are universal are inherent in things

necessarily, but the expressions
&quot;

per se,&quot;

&quot; and so far as it

is,&quot;
are the same ; as a point and straightness are per se pre

sent in a line, for they are in it, in as far as it is a line, and

two right angles in a triangle, so far as it is a triangle, for a

triangle is per se equal to two right angles. But universal is

then present, when it is demonstrated of any casual and pri

mary thing, as to possess two right angles is not universally

inherent in figure, yet it is possible to demonstrate of a figure

that it has two right angles, but not of any casual figure, nor

does a demonstrator use any casual figure, for a square is in

deed a figure, yet it has not angles equal to two right. But

1 Contraries may, however, be both absent from a subject, as a body

may be neither white nor black ;
but the even and odd are opposed as

contradictories, so that one of them must be present in a subject. Vide

Categ. ch. 10. The even is compared to the not odd, because it is neces

sarily consequent to it.

8 As man is risible, because every man is, both &quot;

per se
&quot; and &quot;

qua-

tenus ipsum ;&quot; upon the apparent inconsistency of Aristotle in the use of

the word Ka9o\ov, see Waitz, 1. Ana. Post. p. 315. The reader will find

some valuable remarks upon the demonstratio potissima, especially in

reference to this place, in Mansel s Logic, Appendix, note H., where the

example is regularly stated.
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any isosceles lias angles equal to two right, yet not primarily,
for triangle is prior. Whatever therefore is casually first

demonstrated to possess two right angles, or any thing else, in

this first is the universal inherent, and the demonstration per
se of this is universal, but of other things after a certain

manner not per se, neither is it universally present in an

isosceles, but extends farther.

CHAP. V. Of Errors about the primary Universal.
1

WE ought not to be ignorant that frequently error arises, and

that what is demonstrated is not primarily universal, in so

far as the primarily universal appears to be demonstrated.

i. Sources of Now we are deceived by this mistake, when
error in effect- either nothing higher can be assumed, except
ing universal .

e *
demonstration, the singular or singulars, or when something
Example. ejge can ke assumcci

5
b^ j^ Wants a name in

things differing in species, or when it happens to be as a

whole in a part, of which the demonstration is made, for

demonstration will happen to particulars, and will be of every
individual, }^et nevertheless it will not be the demonstration

of this first universal. Still I say the demonstration of this

first, so far as it is this, when it is of the first universal. If

then any one should show that right lines do not meet, it may
appear to be (a proper) demonstration of this, because it is in

all right lines, yet this is not so, since this does not arise from

the lines being thus equal, but so far as they are in some way
or other equal. Also if a triangle should be no other than

isosceles, so far as isosceles it may appear to be inherent :

1 All universals are gained by abstraction, i. e, by separating the phe
nomena in which a certain number of individuals resemble each other,

from those in which they differ
;
Locke calls all universals, abstract ideas.

Upon generalization as distinguished from abstraction, vide Stewart, Phil,

of the Human Mind
; Whately s Logic, Outline of Lawr

s of Thought, p.
44. The causes of the error which a person commits who demonstrates

of the inferior as of species, what he ought to demonstrate of the superior
as of genus, are four. 1st, When one particular being under universal,
we demonstrate the former instead of the latter: 2nd, when we demon
strate of all contained under a proper subject when we seem to do so of

the proper subject itself : 3rd, when the particular is demonstrated be
cause the universal has no name : 4th, when we conclude that an universal

demonstration of a thing has been given because the demonstration is of

every individual. Of. Waitz, p. 387. et sea.
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alternate proportion also, so far as regards numbers and lines

and solids and times (as was once shown separately) it is possi
ble at least to be demonstrated of all by one demonstration, but
inasmuch as all these, numbers, length, time, are not one deno
minated thing, and differ from each other in species, they were
assumed separately. But now the demonstration is universal,
for it is not in so far as they are lines or numbers, that it is

inherent, but in so far as this thing which they suppose to be

universally inherent. For this reason neither if one should
demonstrate each several triangle by one or another demon
stration, that each has two right angles, equilateral, the

scalene, and the isosceles separately, would he yet know that
the triangle (itself) has angles equal to two right, except in a

sophistical manner,* nor triangle universally,

though there should be no other triangle besides

these. For he does not know it so far as it is triangle, nor
does he know every triangle, except according to number,
but not every, according to species, even if there be no one
that he does not know. 1 When then does he not know uni

versally, and when knows he simply? It is clear that if

there is the same essence of a triangle, and of an equilateral
either of each or of all, he knows,f

2 but if there is

not the same, but different, and it is inherent so ^ e&amp;gt; univers -

far as it is triangle, he does not know. 3 Whether
however is it inherent, so far as it is triangle, or so far as it

is isosceles ? And when, according to this, is it primary ?

And of what is the demonstration universally ? It is evident
that it then is, when, other things being taken away, it is in

herent in the primary, thus two right angles will be inherent
in a brazen isosceles triangle, when the being brazen and the

being isosceles are taken away, but not if the figure or bound

ary is taken away, nor if the primary are. But what pri-

1 That is, in number. Triangles are here said to be as many in num
ber as in species.

2
Universally and simply mean nearly the same thing, because when a

man knows not sophistically, i. e. simply, he knows universally, hence

Taylor and Buhle insert, the one &quot;universally,&quot;
the latter

&quot;

simpliciter,&quot;

as equivalent in this place.
3 That is, by demonstration of a species of triangle, he does not know

the universal property as demonstrated of triangle, viz. the possession of

three angles equal to two right.

ft
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mary ? if indeed triangle (is taken away) ; according to this

it is inherent in others, and of this universally is the demon
stration.

CHAP. VI. Demonstration consists of Principles per se and of a

necessary Medium. 1

IF then demonstrative science is from necessary
1. rtCC3.pltU.l3r i / ft i ii i

tion
;
true de- principles, (for what is scientifically known cannot

Syflw
a
mne- subsist otherwise,) and those which are per se in-

cessary propo- herent are necessarily so in things, (for some are

inherent in the definition of what a thing is, but

others are they in the very nature of which the subjects are

inherent, of which they are so predicated, that one of opposites
is necessarily present,) it is evident that the demonstrative

syllogism will consist of certain things of this

kind,* for every thing is either thus inherent, or

according to accident, but accidents are not ne

cessary.
Either therefore we must say this, or that demonstration is a

necessary thing, if we lay down this principle, and that if de

monstration is given that a thing cannot subsist otherwise,
wherefore thef syllogism must be from necessary

monstrative?&quot; (matter). For it is possible without demonstra

tion to syllogize from what are true, but we can

not do so from things necessary, except by demonstration, for

2 Proofofthis
*^s *s now ^Q essence )

^ demonstration. An
indication also that demonstration is from things

necessary is, that we thus object to those who think they de

monstrate that (the conclusion) is not necessary, whether we
think that the matter may altogether be otherwise possible, or

on account of the argument. Hence too the folly

objection.*
f tnose appears, who think they assume princi

ples rightly, if the proposition be probable and

true, as the Sophists (assume) that to know is to possess

knowledge.
2 For it is not the probable or improbable, which

1 If things per se or essential are necessary, and the principles of de

monstration are necessary ;
therefore the principles of demonstration are

per Be. As Taylor observes, by conversion of the major, Aristotle s argu
ment here may become a syllogism in Barbara.

2 It was thus argued by Protagoras : Whoever knows any thing, pos-
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is the principle, but that which is primary of the genus about

which the demonstration is made, nor is every thing true ap

propriate. But that it is necessary that the syl- 2nd

logism should consist of necessary things appears
also from these ; for if he who cannot assign a

reason why a thing is,* when there is a demon-

stration, does not possess knowledge,! let AJ be * The minor

necessarily predicated of C, but B the medium through which
it is demonstrated not of necessity, (in this case) he does not

know the cause. For this is not on account of the medium,
for the latter may not exist, yet the conclusion is necessary.

Besides, if some one does not know, though he now

possesses a reason, and is safe, the thing also be

ing preserved, he not having forgotten it, neither did he bo

fore know it. But the medium may perish if it is not neces

sary, so that he, being safe, will have a reason,

the thing being preserved, and yet not know it,

wherefore neither did he know it before. 1 But
if the medium is not destroyed, yet may possibly perish, that

which happens will be possible and contingent, it is impossi
ble however that one so circumstanced should know.2

When therefore the conclusion is from neces- 3. if the con-

sity, there is nothing to prevent the medium
cessary.the pie-

through which the demonstration was made from

being not necessary, since it is possible to syllogize the latter are so

the necessary even from things not necessary, just
as we may the true from things not true. Still

when the medium is from necessity the conclusion is also from

necessity, as the true (results) from the true always : for let

A be of necessity predicated of B, and this of C, then it is

sesses science : he who possesses science knows what science is : there

fore, he who knows any thing knows what science is.

1 Scientia quam quis habet, non perditur, nisi aut ipse perit aut

obliviscitur aut res quam scivit, interit. Waitz. For a general analysis

of the argument, see Waitz, page 320, in locum.
2 Vide Prior Anal, book ii. chap. 2 4. The argument that the me

dium, the source of science as containing the cause, does not perish, though
it may do so, and therefore by its remaining that science may be possessed,

Aristotle shows to be ineffectual, since they who advance it are compelled
to confess that to be possible, viz. that the medium may perish, which is

impossible, and hence that we may be ignorant of what we know. By
being &quot;so circumstanced,&quot; is meant &quot;to be ignorant without forgetfui-

ness
*&quot; C~ Whately s Logic, b. iv. c. ii. sec. 2.

s 2
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necessary that A should be with C. But when the conclu
sion is not necessary, neither possibly can the medium be ne

cessary : for let A be present with C, not of necessity, but let

it be with B, and this with C of necessity ; A then will also be
of necessity present with C, yet it was not supposed so. 1

Since therefore what one knows demonstratively must be in

herent of necessity, we must evidently obtain the demonstra
tion through a necessary medium also, for otherwise, he will

neither know why a thing exists, nor that it is necessary for

it to exist, but he will either imagine not knowing, if he
assumes what is not necessary as if it were necessary,

2

or in like manner he will not imagine if he knows that

it is through media, and why it is through the* Ci. en. 2, i i .&. Q
immediate. A

Of accidents however which are not per se after the man
ner in which things per se have been defined, there is no de-

1 The necessary relations between premises and conclusion may be
considered as four :

1. If the conclusion is necessary, the propositions may be non-neces

sary.
2. If the conclusion is non-necessary, the prop, are non-necessary.
3. If the prop, are necessary, the conclusion is always necessary.
4. If the prop, are non-necessary, the conclusion may be necessary.

Granting that the last (number 4.) may be true, yet Aristotle denies
that in such a case the person who thus infers demonstrates, because
demonstration produces true science, but such a man is ignorant that the
conclusion is necessary. Vide also Hill s Logic, p. 285, et seq.

2 Sanderson defines thus : Error est habitus quo raens inclinatur ad
assentiendum sine formidine falsitati. Opinio est habitus quo mens in

clinatur ad assentiendum cum formidine alicui propositioni propter proba-
bilitatem quam videtur habere. Error, therefore, as Mansel observes,

implies certainty of the subject, but not of the object; whilst opinion can
not consist with certainty of the subject, nor yet, strictly, with that of the

object. It is of course clear, that what one may scientifically know,
another may only think, but to constitute real science two things are

necessary : 1. A correct ascertainment of the data from which we are to

reason : 2. Correctness in deduction of conclusions from them. Cf.

Whately, b. iv. c. 2, sect. 3. Error, as defined above, comes under the
state of mind described in the text by Aristotle.

3 Cf. Aquinas, Op. 48, cap. 1
; Occam, Log. p. 3, c. 2. If the premise

is not the first cause, though it contains the cause of the conclusion, the

syllogism is not t d/j,fcru)v, and there is no demonstration : neither if

the premise be an effect and not a cause of the conclusion, nor if the pre
mise, though immediate, be a remote cause of it, since in all these cases
we know the fact only, but not the cause. Cf. Mansel and Wal/s Log.
1
\b. iii. cap. 22.
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monstrative science, since it is not possible to de
monstrate the conclusion of necessity, because
accident may possibly not be present, for I speak

be neglected in

of accident of this kind. 1
Still some one may

perhaps doubt why we must make such investigations about
these things, if it is not necessary that the conclusion should

be, for it makes no difference if any one interrogating casual

things
* 2 should afterwards give the conclusion :

nevertheless we must interrogate not as if (the

*

C f.

a

Rhetoric,

conclusion) were necessary on account of things JQ.^ , ?

am
!

interrogated, but because it is necessary for him
who asserts these should assert this, and that he should speak
truly if the things are truly inherent.

Since, however, whatever are inherent per se

are necessarily inherent in every genus, and so ^mkfo^and
far as each is, it is clear that scientific demonstra- aJ or proposi

tions are of things
&quot;

per se&quot; inherent, and consist
&quot;^&quot;r

se!&quot;

16

of such as these. For accidents are not neces- t An. Post. H.

sary : f wherefore it is not necessary to know the
8&amp;gt;

conclusion why it is, nor if it always is, but not &quot;

per se,&quot;

3

as, for instance, syllogisms formed from signs.J
For what is

&quot;

per se
&quot;

will not be known &quot;

per se,&quot; JJj
M
c

e *het -

nor why it is, and to know why a thing is, is to

know through cause, wherefore the middle must &quot;

per se
&quot;

be
inherent in the third, and the first in the middle.

CHAP. VII. That we may not demonstrate by passingfrom one

Genus to another*

IT is not therefore possible to demonstrate pass- i. Three things

, f. in demonstra-

ing from one genus to another, as, for instance, tion, viz. a de

1
i. e. about common accident for proper accident is predicated in

the second mode per se of a subject. Taylor.
2 Ad veram demonstrationem nihil attinet si quis sumat quae in casu

posita, et mutationi obnoxia sint et quae inde consequantur, declarer.

Waitz. The casual, here alluded to, are propositions not belonging to

the conclusion.
3 If it always is inherent, i. e. if the propositions be always true.
4 Cf. Anal. Post. i. 10. Eth. i. 2. Keckermann Syst. Log. iii. Tract.

2. cap. 1. Zabarella de Meth. lib. ii. cap. 7. Genus here signifies the

object or materia circa quam, often, but improperly, called the sub

ject; the species are the subdivisions of the general subject. In the
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monstrated (to demonstrate) a geometrical (problem) by

ioms^andihe arithmetic, for there are three things in demon-
subject genus, strations, one the demonstrated conclusion, and

The attribute
^s is that which is per se inherent in a certain

concluded of genus.* Another are axioms, but axioms are
the subject.

HO.QJ from which (demonstration is made), the

third is the subject genus, whose properties and essential

+ cf. Aquinas
accidents demonstration makes manifest,j Now

Opusc. 48, c. it is possible that the things from which demon
stration consists may be the same,! but with those

j videch. 11. whose genus i s different, as arithmetic and geo
metry, we cannot adapt an arithmetical demonstration to the

accidents of magnitudes, except magnitudes are numbers, and

vide ch 9
now ^s *s Possible to some shall be told here

after. But arithmetical demonstration always
has the genus about which the demonstration (is conversant),
and others in like manner, so that it is either simply neces

sary that there should be the same genus, or in a certain re

spect,
1 if demonstration is about to be transferred ; but that

2. That the ex- it is otherwise impossible is evident, for the ex-

mrtiamwt be
tremes and tne middles must necessarily be of the

of the same same genus, since if they are not per se, they
will be accidents. On this account we cannot by

geometry demonstrate that there is one science of contra

ries, nor that two cubes make one cube,
2 neither can any

science (demonstrate) what belongs to any science, but such
as are so related to each other as to be the one under the

other, for instance, optics to geometry, and harmonics to

arithmetic. Nor if any thing is inherent in lines not so far as

they are lines, nor as they are from proper principles, as if a

straight line is the most beautiful of lines, or if it is contrary
to circumference, for these things are inherent not by reason

of their proper genus, but in so far as they have something
common.

demonstrative syllogism, the minor term is the subject; the major, the

attribute
;
the middle, the cause.

1 Of subaltern sciences, the subject is not entirely the same, as the

subject of geometry is a line, but of optics an optical line. Taylor. Vide
also Trendelenburg, p. 1 18.

2 That is, geometry cannot teach a method of doubling the cube. Vide
Reimer de Duplicatione Cubi. Omnis demonstratio genus suum, non
excedere sed in eo consistere debet. Waitz.
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CHAP. VIII. Tilings which are subject to Change are incapable,

of Demonstration per se.

IT is also evident that if the propositions of which a syllogism
consists are universal, the conclusion of such a demonstration,

and in short of the demonstration of itself, must necessarily
be perpetual. There is not then either demon-

,F
.

!
. . .. , 1. That there

stration, nor in short science ot corruptible na- is no demon-

tures, but so as by accident, because there is not
fiSSSa &quot;per

6&quot;

universal belonging to it, but sometimes, and after se
&quot;

of mutable

a certain manner. But when there is such, it is
&quot;ause

6S

f the

necessary that one proposition should not be uni- universal being
- .1111 -11 non-existent.

versal, and that it should be corruptible, cor

ruptible indeed, because the conclusion will be so if the pro

position is so, and not universal, because one of those things
of which it is predicated will be, and another will not be,

1

hence it is not possible to conclude universally, but that it is

now. It is the same in the case of definitions, since definition

is either the principle of demonstration, or demonstration,

differing in the position (of the terms), or a certain conclusion

of demonstration. The demonstrations and sciences however

of things frequently occurrent, as of the eclipse of the moon,

evidently always exist, so far as they are such, but so far as

they are not always, they are particular,
2 and as in an eclipse,

so also is it in other things.

CHAP. IX. That the Demonstration of a thing ought to proceed

from its own appropriate Principles : these last indemonstrable.

SINCE however it is evident that we cannot de- h That true

monstrate each thing except from its own prin-
demonstration

1 Hoc quidem (tempore) erit quod asseritur, hoc vero (tempore) non

erit. Buhle. I prefer Buhle s translation for its clearness, but have fol

lowed Taylor s on account of its exactness. The science of things sub

ject to change is not simply science, but with the addition of Kara avp-

ftsftrjKog. Upon the relation of science to its subject matter, see Rhet.

book i. ch. 7. Cf. also Rhet. ii. ch. 24. Anal. Prior, i. ch. 13. The

subject of science, he expressly says in the Ethics, (b. yi.
ch. 4,) has a

necessary existence, therefore it is eternal and indestructible.

2 Particular cases, (of eclipses, for instance,) as they are not

tae same, do not fall under demonstration.
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only results ciples, if what is to be demonstrated is inherent

Ippropriafe
P
to

8
in a subject so far as the subject is that (which it

the subject of js) to have a scientific knowledge of that thing is
demonstration: . ..,,., -,*,-, -, -, *
the terms must not this, it it should be demonstrated irom true,

geneous^or

1110 &quot;

indemonstrable, and immediate (propositions).
1

from two ge- For we may so demonstrate possibly, as Bryso
oneVco* tain- did, the quadrature of the circle, since such rea-
ed in the other,

sonings prove through something common, that

which is inherent in another thing, hence these arguments are

adapted to other things not of the same genus.
2 Wherefore

that thing would not be scientifically known, as far as it is

such, but from accident, for otherwise the demonstration
would not be adapted also to another genus.
We know however each thing not accidentally when we

know it according to that, after which it is inherent from

*cf. Eth.b.vi. principles which are those of that thing, so far

as it is that thing ;

3 * as that a thing has angles
e^ua^ to two ric nt angles, in which the thing

equal to two spoken ofj is essentially inherent from the prin-

j

lg
of triangie.

ciPles f tnis thing.J Hence if that is essen-

ndtio*, or
tially inherent in what it is inherent, it is neces-

FtaThere.
t

sary that the middle should be in the same affinity, ||

Ltremes^sub-
^Ut ^

n0t&amp;gt; ^ ** W*^ ^e a narmon ics are proved
ject, and pro- through an arithmetical principle.

4 Such things
however are demonstrated after a similar manner,

1 That is, the propositions must also be appropriate to the subject of

demonstration.
2
According to Alexander Aphrodisiensis Bryso endeavoured to de

monstrate the quadrature of the circle thus : Where the greater and less

are found, there also is the equal found, but a square greater and less

than a circle is found, therefore a square equal to the circle may also be
found. The minor is proved, because a square inscribed in a circle is

less, and czVcwwscribed about a circle is greater than the circle, but the de
monstration is founded on a common principle, because the greater, the

less, and the equal are found not only in a square and circle, but also in

other things. Neither is the major universally true, because a rectilinear

angle may be given greater or less than the angle in a semicircle, but
one equal to it cannot be given. Vide Euclid Elem. Prop. xvi. b. 3.

3 The examples of Aristotle are principally taken from the Mathe
matics, and the tests of naB avro and y CIUTO are expressly applied to a

geometrical theorem. Mansel. Vide the 4th chap, of this book.
4 That is, by the application of the principle of a superior science, to a

problem belonging to a subaltern science, as music is subaltern to arith
metic.
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yet they differ,
1 for that they are, is part of another * inferior sci-

science,* (for the subject genus is another,f) but tTe. differs

why they are, is a province of a superior science, ?
rom lle su]3

.~

of which they are the essential qualities. Hence science!&quot;

1
&quot;

from these things also it is apparent that we cannot demon
strate each thing simply, but from its proper principles,
and the principles of these J have something j Of subaitern

Common. sciences.

If then this is evident, it is also clear that it
. . ., , ... 2. That the ap-
18 impossible to demonstrate the proper principles propriate prin-

of each thing, for they will be the principles of
f

all things, and the science of them the mistress of selves inc

all (sciences) :
2 for the man has more scientific S

knowledge who knows from superior causes, since is
.

the especial

he knows from prior things when he knows not

from effects, but from causes. So that if he knows more,
he knows also most, and if that be science, it is also more,
and most of all such. Demonstration however is not suitable

to another genus, except as we have said, geometrical to me
chanical or optical, and arithmetical to harmonical demon
strations.

Nevertheless it is difficult to know whether a

man possesses knowledge or not, since it is hard deciding

U
\vhe-

f

to ascertain if we know from the principles of

each thing or not, which indeed constitutes know

ledge. We think however that we know, if we have got a

syllogism from certain primary truths, but it is
e con

not so, since it is necessary that they should be elusions with

of a kindred nature with the primary.
principles.

1 Where the principle is assumed from the same science, or from a

superior one, the difference is, that, in the former case, the on and Ston
are known ; but in the latter, the Sion is known in the superior, the ort

in the inferior science.
8
Metaphysics. See the third book of Aristotle s treatise on that sub

ject; also Magna Moralia, lib. i.
; De Anima, books i. ii. iii.
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Cf.Metaph. CHAP. X. Of the Definition and Division of Prin-
booksv.vi.x.

ciples*

i. Definition I CALL those principles in each genus, the exist-

&quot;IpjS^fe
ence f which it is impossible to demonstrate.

existence to be What then first things,t and such as result from
iissurneti. x/x- ,-1 / -,

, . ,

ample. these signify, is assumed, but as to principles, we
t vide ch. 2. must assume that they are, but demonstrate the

rest, as what unity is, or what the straight and a triangle are ;

it is necessary however to assume that unity and magnitude
exist, but to demonstrate the other things.

1

2 what are
^ t*lose which are employed in demonstrative

peculiar to each sciences, some are peculiar to each science, but

wbA
C

Sminon.
others are common, and common according to

analogy, since each is useful, so far as it is in the

genus under science. The peculiar indeed are such as, that
a line is a thing of this kind, and that the straight is, but the
common are, as that if equals be taken from equals the re

mainders are equal. Now each of these is sufficient, so far

as it is in the genus, for (a geometrician) will effect the same,
though he should not assume of all, but in magnitudes alone,
and the arithmetician in respect of numbers 2

(alone).

2 Mia Proper principles, again, are those which are

assumed to be, and about which science considers
whatever are inherent per se, as arithmetic assumes unities,
and geometry points and lines, for they assume that these are,

and that they are this particular thing.J But the

that tlfeylre?

6
essential properties of these, what each signifies,

and what they they assume, as arithmetic, what the odd is, or

the even, or a square, or a cube ; and geometry,
1 The above clears Aristotle from the charge unjustly brought against

him by Mill, since the former states here the necessity of assuming the

existence of the subject, as clearly as the latter asserts it. (Vide Mill s

Logic, vol. i.) The principles ( uv) from which Aristotle demonstrates
are axioms of which he gives a specimen below :

&quot;

If equals, &c.&quot;

Vide the table of the principles of science, given before. Cf. also Euclid,
b. vi. Prop. 11.

2 The geometrician and arithmetician each assume the principle, only
so far as it is analogous to his subject science

;
thus the former does not

assume every whole to be greater than its part, but that every magnitude
is so, and the latter that every whole number is greater than its part. Cf,

Waitz in loc.
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what is not proportionate, or what is to be broken, or to in

cline ; but that they are, they demonstrate through * L e prlnci
.

things common,* and from those which have been P^S.

demonstrated.! So also astronomy, for all de- siJns.

C

monstrative science is conversant with three 3
;
A

l
l demon-

stration con-

tnmgs, those which are laid down as existing, versantwith

and these are the genus,\ (the essential properties ofwhSTwe
of which the science considers,) and common sometimes may

i 11 i f i i neglect two.

things called axioms, trom which as primaries j i. e . the sub-

they demonstrate ; and thirdly, the affections,
Jec

p̂ o erties

the signification of each of which the demon- Taylor. Affec-

strator assumes. 1 There is nothing however to 5
prevent certain sciences overlooking some of these,

as if the genus is not supposed to be, if it be manifest 2 that it

exists, (for it is not similarly manifest that number is, as that

the cold and hot are,) and if (the science) does not assume what
the affections signify, if they are evident, as neither does it

assume what things common signify, (as what it is) to take

away equals from equals, because it is known ; nevertheless

these things are naturally three, viz. that about which demon
stration is employed, the things demonstrated, and the prin

ciples from which they are.

Neither however hypothesis nor postulate is 4 of the dif.

that which it is necessary should exist per se, and ference be-

be necessarily seen,|| for demonstration does not ISI^ and*

belong to external speech, but to what is in the
J vlde Mansei

soul,
3 since neither does syllogism. For it is P. 38, APP .

always possible to object to external discourse,
Waitzinloc -

1 Vide Trendelenburg Erlaiiteringen, p. 118. For a full enunciation

of the statement made here by Aristotle, the reader is referred to Mansel s

Logic, p. 109, and Appendices.
2 It is not made the subject of hypothesis, if it is manifest

;
in other

words, it is tacitly assumed.
3 The two kinds of speech were, 1st, Xoyo? 6 *w, Kai TrpoQopiKog, Kai

Kara TTJV (pwvrjv, i. e. the external, and (2nd) the internal, 6
tra&amp;gt;, Kai

iv$iaQf.TOQ, Kai Kara Tr\v I^V^TIV, Plut. in Philo. et Damascen. Both

Whately and Aldrich regard language as the principal object of logic ;
the

former declares that
&quot;

if any process of reasoning can take place in the

mind without any employment of language, orally or mentally, such a

process does not come within the province of the science here treated of.&quot;

Mansel, on the contrary, considers &quot; the laws of such process, equally
with any other, matters of logical investigation.&quot; The reader may pro-
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but not always to internal. Whatever things then, being de

monstrable, a man assumes without demonstration, these, if

he assumes what appear probable to the learner, he supposes,
and this is not an hypothesis simply, but with reference to the

learner alone ; but if, there being no inherent opinion, or when
a contrary is inherent, the demonstrator assumes, he requires
the same thing to be granted to him. And in this hypothesis
and postulate differ, for postulate is any thing sub-contrary to

the opinion of the learner, which though demonstrable a man
assumes, and uses without demonstration.

5. That defini-
Definitions then are not hypotheses, (for they

hy- are not asserted to be or not to be,) but hypothe
ses are in propositions. Now it is only necessary

that definitions should be understood, but this is not hypothe
sis, except some one should say that the verb to hear is hypo
thesis. But they are hypotheses, from the existence of which,
in that they are, the conclusion is produced. Neither does
the geometrician suppose falsities, as some say, who assert,
that it is not right to use a false (principle), but that the

geometrician does so, when he calls a line a foot long when
it is not so, or the line which he describes a straight line when
it is not straight. The geometrician indeed concludes nothing
from the lines being so and so, as he has said, but concludes

those, which are manifested through these (symbols). More
over postulate and every hypothesis are either as a whole or

as in a part, but definitions are neither of these. 1

fitably compare Locke s Essay, b. iv. 5, 5, and 6, 2
;

also Sanderson.
The former s distinction between mental and verbal propositions is well
known. The words in the text are only enunciative of oral as con
trasted with mental reasoning, but are not decisive against Whately s

opinion. Vide De Anima, b. i. and iii.
;
Eth. b. i. c. 13. Dr. Hessey

speaks sensibly enough of the &quot;

absurdity of maintaining that logic re

gards the accident of the external language, and not the necessity of
the internal thought&quot; (p. 4, Intro. Schem. Rhet.). It appears to be,
after all,

&quot;

splitting a straw
;

&quot;

for such an opinion is not only
&quot;

absurd,&quot;

but self-destructive, we never do, because we never can, practically
adopt it.

1 Defmitio ab hypothesi eo differt quod nihil edicit de existentia rei

quae definitur : nam si quis contendat definitionem, licet non ponat ali-

quid esse vel non esse, sed intelligi tantum velit id quod dicat, tamen
esse hypothesin, quodcunque auribus percipimus, si quod dictum est in-

telleximus, hypothesis dicenda erit. Verum vTroQkatiQ dicuntur quibus
positis (joau)v ovrdiv] et ex quibus aliud quid colligitur. \lia causa cur
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CHAP. XL Of certain Common Principles of all Sciences.

pe-
Buhle -

THAT there should then be forms,* or one cer-

tain thing besides the many, is not necessary, to
cies&amp;gt;

the existence of demonstration,
1 but it is necessary truly to

predicate one thing of the many, for there will not be the uni
versal unless this be so, and if there be not an universal, there
will not be a medium, so that neither will there
be a demonstration. It is essential then that

tto?5y!!2j
there should be one and the same thing, which is without !,

not equivocal in respect of many : no demonstra- out anVni-
h &quot;

tion however assumes that it is impossible to af-
J^

r

n
sal conceP-

firm and deny the same thing at one and the

same time, unless it is requisite also thus to demonstrate
the conclusion. It is demonstrated however by assuming
the first f to be true of the middle, and that it is t i. e. the ma-

not true to deny it, but it makes no difference

definitio non appellari possit hypothesis in eo est, quod haec aut uni-

versalis est aut particularis, in ilia, vero quod subjectum est eequale esse

debet ei quod praedicatur. Waitz. Vide also scheme of principles of

science. Cf. Locke s Essay, b. iii. 4, 7. Occam s Logic, part i.

1 The Platonic theory of Idea, to which Aristotle here refers, so

highly commended by St. Augustine, is not free from much error,

arising from Plato s opinion that the ideas in man s soul are inherently

good. The remark which Aristotle makes in this place, seems chiefly,
as Taylor thinks, to prevent the misconception of Plato s theory, by
those who imagined his ideas to be corporeally separate from matter,
and not incorporeal forms residing in a divine intellect; but the real

case is, that Aristotle elsewhere impugns the doctrine of the idea as not

practical. Vide Ethics, lib. i. c. 6, Browne s note, Bohn s edition ;
also

Metaphysics, lib. xii. De Anima
;
Brewer s Ethics

; Ritter, vol. ii. The

province of the Platonic dialectic was to investigate the true nature of that

connexion, which existed between each thing and the archetypal form or

idea which made it what it was, and to awaken the soul to a full remem
brance of what she had known prior to her being imprisoned in the body.
Hence, dialectic, with Plato, is the science of the immutable, and takes

cognizance of the universal principle ;
in fact, is an object identical with

the Metaphysics of Aristotle, whereas the dialectic of the latter partook
of the essentially practical nature of his mind, and is merely

&quot; the art of

disputing by question and answer.&quot; Cf. Gorgias, Thesetetus, Meno, and
the Commentaries of Syrianus, and upon the doctrine of universal, see

Locke s Essay, b. iv.
; Stewart, Phil, of Human Mind; Whately s and

Mansel s Logics.
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whether we assume the middle to be or not to be, and in a

similar manner also in respect of the third. 1 For
if that be granted* in respect of which it is true

to predicate man, even if (some one should think that man

is) not man, (the conclusion) will be true, if only it is said

that man is an animal, and not that he is not an animal, for

Su j the
it will be true to say that Callias, even if he be

mirior Caiiias not Callias,f yet is still an animal,! but not that

? ThTconciu-
* which is not an animal. The cause however is,

sion.
&quot;

that the first is not only predicated of the middle,
2. Of the use 1,1 c , i i r&amp;gt;

of what is call- but also oi something else, in consequence of its

of c^ntradic-
le ^eing common to many, so that neither if the

tion in demon- middle be that thing itself, or not that thing, does

it make any difference in respect to the conclu

sion. But the demonstration which leads to the impossible,
assumes that of every thing affirmation or nega-

FrioV book ii. tion is true, and these
||

it does not always (as-

Ta
(

^or
ms -)

sume) universally, but so far as is sufficient, and
it is sufficient (which is assumed) in respect of

the genus. I mean by the genus, as the genus about which a

person introduces demonstrations, as I have ob-
1T Vide ch. 10. , ,

-

served before.^
All sciences communicate with each other ac-

mon principles cording to common (principles), and Imean by com-
of the several mon those which men use as demonstrating from

these, but not those about which they demonstrate,
nor that which they demonstrate, and dialectic is (common) to all

*
(Science.) (sciences). If also any one* endeavours to demon -

Taylor, i. e. gtrate universally common (principles), as that of
metaphysics. ,

J \r r /&amp;gt;

vide Metap. every thing it is true to affirm or deny, or that equals
remain from equals, or others of this kind. Dia

lectic however does not belong to certain things thus definite,

t i e it is con- nor to one particular genus ; f for it would not
versant with

interrogate, since it is impossible for the demon-
ail subjects.

strator to interrogate, because the same thing is

t Pr An b. ii.
not Pr ved from opposites :

2 this however has
ch. is. been shown in the treatment of syllogism. :f

1
Though the minor should not be assumed both to be and not to be

that which it is, nevertheless the conclusion will be right.
* Here is a proof of the difference between the lialectic of Plato and
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CHAP. XII. Of Syllogistic Interrogation.

IP syllogistic interrogation is the same as a pro- l Method of

position of contradiction,
1 but there are proposi- deciding what

tions in each science, from which the syllogism
which belongs to each consists, there will be a science.

certain scientific interrogation, from which the .
11 . * -i i i

* i. e. the de-

Syllogism,* which is appropriate to each science, monstrative

is drawn. It is clear, then, that not every inter-
syllosism -

rogation would be geometrical, or medical, and so of the rest,

but from what any thing is demonstrated about which geo

metry is conversant, or which are demonstrated from the same

principles as geometry, as optics, and in like man
ner with other sciences. These f also must be

discussed from geometrical principles and conclu- etr
y&amp;gt;

&c -

sions,J but the discussion of principles is not to Jiusior

be carried on by the geometrician so far as he is tne former be-
, 1*1 . .1 .1 . - T . . come principles

such ; likewise with other sciences. Neither is to the subse-

every one who possesses science to be interrogated
q
t

ue
^.

t demon &quot;

with every question, nor is every question about

each to be answered, but those which are defined about the

science. It is evident then that he does well, who disputes
with a geometrician thus, so far as he is such, if he demon
strate any thing from these principles, but if not, he will not

do well. Again, it is clear that neither does he confute the

geometrician except by accident, so that there cannot be a

discussion ofgeometry by those who are ignorant of geometry,
since the bad reasoner will escape detection, and it is the same

with other sciences.

Since there are geometrical interrogations, are 2. or discover-

there also those which are ungeometrical ? and

that of Aristotle, pointed out above. Moreover the dialectician interro

gates so that his opponent may either affirm or deny, but the demon
strator proves or interrogates in order to make the thing evident from

principles better known to his hearer
; again, the dialectician may em

ploy affirmation or negation, but the demonstrator has to prove a certain

conclusion.
1

Interrogation and proposition are the same in reality, but differ in

definition. A proposition is such as, &quot;Every man is an animal;&quot; an

interrogation is such as,
&quot;

Is not every man an animal ?
&quot;

Taylor.
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false syllogism in each science are those ignorant questions which
are of a certain quality

1

geometrical? whether
also is a syllogism, from ignorance, a syllogism composed from
opposites or a paralogism,

2 but according to geometry, or from
another art, as a musical interrogation is ungeometrical, about

* Because the
e
?
metrv but to imagine that parallel lines meet

subject terms
6

is in a certain respect geometrical,* and after an-

t

r

Because it is
other

.

manner ungeometrical ?f For this j is two-
fold, in the same way as what is without rhythm ;

and the one is ungeometrical because it possesses
not (what is geometrical), as what is without

rhythm ; but the other because it possesses it wrongly and

From false
this ig110 1106 which is from such principles, is

prop, with geo- contrary. ||

In mathematics however there is not

.

in like manner a paralogism, because the middle
is always two-fold,

3 for (one thing) is predicated
of every individual of this, and this again of another every,
but the predicate is not called universal

;

4
those, nevertheless

n Mente.
** is Possible, we may see by common percep
tion,^ but in argument they escape us. Is then

every circle a figure ? If any one should delineate it, it is clear.
But what, are verses a circle ? They are evidently not so. 5

1

Ignorance is two-fold
; 1st, From pure negation ; 2nd, From a de

praved disposition. Vide chapters 16, 17, and 18; also Eth. b. iii ch 1

Cf. Metap. lib. iii.

2 Utrum syllogismus dyfwjusrpjjroe dicendus est is, qui fiat ex pro-
positionibus veritati repugnantibus, sive etiam qui ex propositionibus
veris non recte colHgat (6 TrapaXoyicr^ot;) dummodo propositiones ex
quibus fiat geometriae sint propria? an syll. qui ex alifi doctrina desumtus
ad geometriam omnino non pertineat ? Waitz. Aristotle says (after
wards) that certain interrogations, entirely geometrical, are assumed
from another art or science, and correspond to the ignorance which is

said to be of pure negation, as
&quot;

Is number even or odd ?
&quot;

but that there
are others which are in a certain respect geometrical, and in a certain

respect not, and which are falsely conceived of geometrical points as
&quot; Will not parallel lines meet ?

&quot;

Cf. Philop. fol. 34.
3 That is, the middle term is twice assumed, viz. in the major and in

the minor prop.
* The majus extremum is universally attributed to the middle term in

the major prop, in the first figure, (to which Aristotle refers,) and the
middle term is universally attributed to the minor extreme in the minor
proposition ;

but the expression of universality is not added to the predi-
cat?, but to the subject only.

1
I read the concluding paragraph according to Waitz s stopping. Aris-
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Still it is improper to object to it, if it be an in
ductive proposition ;* for as neither is that a pro- i.SjST
position which is not in respect of many things, 3 When
(since it will not be in all, but syllogism is from jectiolfi^not

~

uniyersals,) neither, it appears clear, is that an ob-
to be made

jection, for propositions and objections are the same, as the
objection which one adduces, may become either
a demonstrative or a dialectic proposition.

1

f
f Cf&quot; ch&amp;gt; 4

It occurs that some argue contrary to syllogism,
from assuming the consequences of both(ex-
tremes), as Caeneus does,

2 that fire is in a mul-
pioyTnga

7

tiple proportion, because, as he says, both fire and syllogism with

this proportion are rapidly generated. But thus flm.Sthe?nd
there is no syllogism,

3
though there will be, if figure&amp;lt;

totle says, they may be seen by common perception, (rg vofjaei,) the verb
voelv being said of self-evident truths, because mathematicians represent
these things by diagrams, and therefore if a circle was similarly described,
it would be manifest; KvicXog however signifies both a mathematical
figure and a kind of period or verse. Vide Hermo. et Demet.

The following is the note of Julius Pacius on Anal. Prior, c.

28, (Pacian Division,) as to the apparently conflicting statement made
by Aristotle here. &quot;

Discrimen ponit Aristoteles (lib. ii. Prior, cap.
28) inter objectionem et propositionem, id est propositionem illam cui
objicitur : alioquin etiam ipsa objectio est propositio, ut dictum fuit in
definitione. Discrimen est, quod objectio est universalis, vel particu-
laris : propositio vero, si sit pars syllogism! universalis, necessario est
universalis. Sensus est propositiones constituents syllogismum esse
universales : everti autem vel per objectiones universales, ut contrarias

;

vel per particulares ut contradicentes. Huic sententise opponitur quod
ait Aristoteles, lib. i. Post. cap. 12, par. 11, omnem instantiam esse
universalem. Existimo hsec loca per distinctionem esse concilianda.
Aristoteles in Prior, considerat instantiam sive objectionem quatenus
evertit propositionem contrariam

; haec objectio potest esse tarn universa
lis quam particularis. In Poster, autem considerat objectionem quatenus
per earn, non solum evertitur propositio adversarii, sed etiam demon-
stratio erigitur. Quoniam igitur demonstratio constat ex propositionibus
universalibus, etiam hsec objectio necessario est universalis.&quot; On the con
sideration of the enstatic enthymeme, and of the passages relative to the
&quot;EvffTaffig, vide Dr. Hessey s Schem. Rhet. Supple. Table 5. Cf. also
Waitz in loc.

2 Cffiiieus argued :

&quot; That which is increased by multiple proportion is

rapidly increased
Fire is rapidly increased

. . Fire is increased by multiple proportion.&quot;
The last expression means that by every addition it becomes double or

triple, etc.
* Because both prop, affirm, in the 2nd fig.

7.
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the multiple is consequent to the most rapid proportion, and

the most rapid proportion to fire in motion. Sometimes it

does not happen that a conclusion is made from the assump

tions, and sometimes it happens, but is not perceived : if

however it were impossible to demonstrate the true from the

* iavaXiKiv cf false, it would be easy to resolve,* for (the terms)
Prior An. b. ii. would be necessarily converted. 1 Thus let Af
^propositions, exist, and this existing, these things also exist j
i This conciu- ^he existence of which I know, as B, from these

know fa trae. then I will demonstrate that that
||
exists. What

lion

he
B?

n 1U
pertain however to mathematics, are rather con-

II
The proposi- verted, because they take nothing accidental, (and

in this they differ from dialectical subjects,) but

definitions.

Yet they are increased, not through media, but
5. Mathemati- . X,. . , . A r&amp;gt; T i e
cai demonstra- through additional assumption, as A ot U, tins 01

pro

n
4

r

t

a
he

ly C this aSain f D aild S0 n t0 infinity- Als

same, by many transversely, as A both of C and of E, as there is

a number so great or even infinite, which is A, an

odd number so great B, and an odd number C. A then is (true)

of C, and the even is a number so great D, the
Example (i). eyen number [s ft wnerefore A is (true) of E.f

CHAP. XIII. The difference between Science,
&quot;

that&quot; a thing is,

and &quot;

why
&quot;

it is.

i. A two-fold Now there is a difference between knowing
difference if the

,
_ ^ . .

syllogism be that a thing is, and why it is, first in the same

1 Difficilius est ad dijudicandum ex quibus propositionibus coactum sit.

quod syllogismus confecit (TO dvaXvf.iv). Waitz. Aristotle means that

the truth of the prop, might easily be collected from the truth of the

conclusion, for they might be converted.

B A
Ex. 1. Every odd number is finite or infinite

C B
Every ternary is an odd number

C A
. . Every ternary is finite or infinite.

D A
Every even number is finite or infinite

E D
Every binary is an even number

E A
.

*
. Every binary is finite or infinite
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science, and in this in two ways, the one, if the not through

syllogism is not formed through things immediate, Sate! S?if

(since the primary cause is not assumed, but the Jt be
&amp;gt;

but not

f. ,
f ,

J
,

1.1 n \ through cause,
science 01 the why has respect to the first cause,) in the same

but the other if it is through things immediate sdence -

indeed, yet not through the cause, but through that which is

more known of the things, which reciprocate.
1 Now nothing

prevents that which is not a cause being sometimes more
known amongst things which are mutually predicated, so that

demonstration shall accrue through this, as that the planets
are near, because they do not twinkle. Let C be the planets,
B not to twinkle, A to be near, B therefore is truly predi
cated of C, since the planets do not twinkle, A also of B, for

what does not twinkle is near, but this * may be *
\. e . the two

assumed by induction or by sense. 2 It is neces- propositions.

1 When the effect immediately follows the cause, the two are said to

reciprocate, because one being admitted, the other is necessarily so,

though sometimes the effect is more known than the cause, as he says be
low. For the two senses of the word a/zecrof , cf. Anal. Post. i. 2, and ii. 19

;

here it signifies a premise immediate, as regards its conclusion, i. e. not

requiring the insertion of lower middle terms, to connect its terms with
those of the conclusion. On the particular meaning of the word &quot;

cause,&quot;

and in fact in relation to the whole chapter, see Hill s Logic, under
&quot; Demonstrationis species.&quot; pp. 287, et seq., and Hansel s Logic, 106,

Appendix, pp. 63, et seq.
2 The major by induction, because a lamp, gold, etc., when they are

near, do not twinkle
;
the minor by sense, because we see the planets ilo

not twinkle. Taylor.
B A

Ex. 1. Whatever does not twinkle is near

C B
The planets do not twinkle

C A
.

*
. The planets are near.

B A
Ex. 2. Whatever is near does not twinkle

C B
The planets are near

C A
. . The planets do not twinkle.

B A
Ex. 3. What is spherical is thus increased

C B
The moon is spherical

C A
.*. The mcon is thus increased.
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sary then that A should be present with C, so

that itj is demonstrated that the planets are near.*

This syllogism then is not ef the &quot;

why,&quot;
but of

the &quot;that&quot; (a thing is), for the planets are not near because

they do not twinkle, but they do not twinkle because they are

near. It happens indeed that the one may be proved through
the other, and the demonstration will be of the &quot;

why,&quot;
as let

C be the planets, B to be near, A not to twinkle, B then is

present with C, so that A &quot; not to twinkle
&quot;

will

be with C-t Xt is also a syllogism of the &quot;

why,&quot;

for the first cause was assumed. Again, as they
show the moon to be spherical through increments (of light),

for if what is thus increased be spherical, and the moon is in

creased, it is evident that the moon is spherical, thus then a

syllogism of the &quot;that&quot; is produced, but if the

ermiddfe^e&quot;

1 &quot;

middle is placed contrarily,| there is a syllogism
comes the ma- of the &quot;

why.&quot;
for it is not spherical on account of

foraTr
d

major the increments, but from being spherical she

m
e

-dd
mes the receives such increments : let the moon be C,

f Example (3.) spherical B, increase A. Where again the media

2. Where the do not reciprocate,
1 and what is not the cause is

c

d

pr*o?a\e the more known, the &quot;that&quot; is indeed demonstrated,
cm is demon- but not the &quot;

why ;

&quot;

further, where the middle is

where
d
the

ls

mid- placed externally,
2 for in these the demonstration

f
le

i

s

ac

e

e

x
d
temal &quot;

is of tlie
&quot; that

&amp;gt;&quot;

and not of tlie
&quot;why,&quot;

as the

cause is not assigned. For example, why does

not a wall breathe ? because it is not an animal, for if this

was the cause of its not breathing, it would be necessary that

animal should be the cause of its breathing, since if negation
is the cause of a thing not being, affirmation is the cause of its

being, thus if the disproportion of hot and cold is the cause

of not being well, the proportion of these is the cause of be

ing well. Likewise if affirmation is the cause of being, nega
tion is the cause of not being, but in things which have been

thus explained, what has been stated does not occur, for not

1 The cause is the middle, in the demonstration of the
&quot;

why&quot; and

the effect is the middle, in the demonstration of the &quot;that&quot; By media

not reciprocating, is meant when we reason affirmatively, from the effect

to the remote cause ; as, man is risible, therefore he is animal : here we

miss the proximate cause,
&quot;

is rational.&quot;

2
i. e. before both extremes, in the 2nd 5gure, in winch demonstration

through a remote cause (as he will show) occurs.
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every animal respires.
1 A syllogism of such a cause is never

theless produced in the middle figure, for example, let A be
animal, B to respire, C a wall, A then is present with every
B,^(for

whatever respires is animal,) but with no C, so that
neither is B present with any C, wherefore a wall does not
respire.* Such causes however resemble things
spoken hyperbolically,

2 and this is, when we turn
* ExamPle (*)

aside to speak of the middle, which is more widely extended,
as for instance, that saying of Anacharsis, that amongst the

Scythians there are no pipers, since neither are there any
vines.3

As to the same science then, and the position
of the media, these are the differences between a

syllogism of, that a thing is, and of why it is, but
in another respect the why differs from the that,
because each is beheld in a different science. Now. ng
such are those things which so subsist with re- to

.

a differen t

ference to each other, as that the one is under the

other, such as optics with reference to geometry, mechanics
to the measurement of solids, harmonics to arithmetic, and
celestial phenomena to astronomy. Some of these sciences
are almost synonymous, as astronomy is both the mathematical
and the nautical; and harmony is both mathematical and

1 But only those which have lungs, hence the proximate cause of

respiration is not animal, but the possession of lungs, which cause how
ever is not assigned.

B A
Ex. 4. Whatever respires is an animal

C A
No wall is an animal

C B
. . No wall respires.

2 Remote causes being adduced resemble hyperboles, in that more is

said than is requisite, for a remote is of wider extension than a proximate
cause.

3 When we leave (the proximate cause) to speak of that middle which
is more widely extended than (cause). Taylor. The demonstration of
Anacharsis is thus framed in the 2nd figure. There are no pipers where
there are no vines, but there are no vines among the Scythians, .

*

. among
the Scythians there are no pipers. Now the successive causes to the
first or major premise are, there are no vines because there are no
grapes ; no grapes is the cause of no wine

;
no wine is the cause of no

intoxication
;
no intoxication cause of no pipers ;

but these intermediate
causes are omitted, and the effect is at once connected with the remote cause.
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that which belongs to the ear. For here to know
that a thing is, is the province of those who ex-

beiongs to the ercise the sense, but to know why it is, belongs

th2
v
to the to mathematicians, since these possess the demon-

Sguer
matica1 strati ns f causes, and often are ignorant of the

that, as they who contemplating universals, fre

quently are ignorant of singulars from want of observation.

*
i. e. the su-

But these * are such as being essentially something
perior sciences, else f use forms, for mathematics are conversant

with, forms, since they do not regard one certain

subject, for though the geometrical are of a cer

tain subject, yet not so far as they are geometrical
are they in a subject.^ As optics also to geome
try, so is some other science related to optics, as

for example, the science about the rainbow, for to know that

it is, appertains to the natural philosopher, but why it is, to

the optician either simply or mathematically. Many sciences

i e the 6-n
also wnich are not arranged under each other

is known in subsist thus, for example, medicine with regard to

but the &quot;IS. in geometry, for to know that circular wounds heal
another. more slowly is the province of the physician, but

why (they do so) of the geometrician.
1

their subject
sciences.

I Cf. Procli.

Con. in Euclid
Elem.

CHAP. XIV. Thefirst Figure most suitable to Science.

i. Mathemati- ^F tlie figures, the first is especially adapted to

cai demonstra- science, for both the mathematical sciences carry

1 Viz. because he knows that the capacity of the circle is the largest

of all figures, having equal perimeters, hence the parts of a circular

wound coalesce more slowly. For the development of the chapter, the

following scheme of demonstration is introduced :

Demonstratio

Quod sit

I

Propter quid sit

v^unij[ua, A^II

per deductionem
ad impossibile
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out their demonstrations by this, as arithmetic, tions effected

geometry, optics, and nearly, so to speak, whatso-
fi

h

g r

u
e
gh this

ever sciences investigate the
&quot;why,&quot;

since either

entirely or for the most part, and in most sciences, 2. Also the syi

the syllogism of the why is through this figure. SJTcl book

Wherefore also, on this account, it will be esr&amp;gt;e-
2nd -

. TT -, , , ,
. p i i i

3. Also the sci-

cially adapted to science, for it is the highest pro- ence of TC -rt

perty of knowledge to contemplate the &quot;

why ;

&quot; * &amp;lt;7T V

in the next place, it is possible through this figure alone to

investigate the science of what a thing is ; for in the middle

figure, there is no affirmative syllogism, but the science of

what a thing is belongs to affirmation,* and in *
i. e . the defi-

the last figure, there is an affirmative, but not an nition affirms -

universal; but the what a thing is belongs to ^0!!-
universals, for man is not a biped animal in a densed by this

certain respect. Moreover this has no need of ?Te. they are

those, but they are condensed f and enlarged \ J^g
5^ the

through this, till we arrive at things immediate : (By prosyiio-

it is evident, then, that the first figure is in the ff^ inde-

highest degree adapted to scientific knowledge. monstrabie.

CHAP. XV. Of immediate negative Propositions.

As it happened that A was present with B indi- i. That one

vidually, so also it may happen not to be present,
and I mean by being present with, or not, indi- dividuaiiy Pre-.-,,!,, ,. , sent with an-

vidually, that there is no medium between them, other. Exam-

for thus the being present with or not, will not be ples&amp;gt;

according to something else. When then either A or B is in

a certain whole,
||

or when both are, it is impos
sible that A should not be primarily present with

B. For let A be in the whole of C, if then B is

not in the whole of C, (for it is possible that A may be in a

certain whole, but that B may not be in this,) there will be a

syllogism ^[ that A is not present with B, for if C
InCamestres

is present with every A, but with no B A will

be present with no B. In like manner also, if B is in a cer

tain whole, as for instance, in D, for D is with every B, but

A with no D, so that A will be present with no * In Cesare .

B by a syllogism.* In the same wayf it can be t in either be-
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sare or Games- shown * if both also are in a certain whole, but

*
rC

That A is not
that ^ *s possible that B may not be in the whole

with B. in which A is, or again A in which B is, is evi-

t
. dent from those co-ordinations f which do not in

terchange.
1 For if none of those, which are in

the class A C D, is predicated of any of those in B E F, but

A is in the whole of H, which is co-arranged with it, it is

evident that B will not be in H, for otherwise the
t Example (i.)

co.ordinates would intermingle.^
Likewise also if B is in a certain whole, but if

neither is in any whole, and A is not present with

isTiot

S

A,

r

ifin
B

B, it is necessary that it should not be present
demonstrable,

individually, for if there shall be a certain mid
dle, one of them must necessarily be in a certain whole, for

there will be a syllogism either in the first, or in the middle

figure. If then it is in the first, B will be in a certain whole,

(for it is necessary that the proposition in regard to this

should be affirmative,) but if in the middle figure
either of them|| may be (in the whole), for the

neg

B
ative

P
in2nd

negative being joined to both,f there is a syllo

gism,* but there will not be when both the pro
positions are negative.

It is manifestly possible then, that one thing may not be

individually present with another, also when, and how this

may happen, we have shown.

i. e. A or B.

figure.
* In 2nd figure.

CHAP. XVI. Of Ignorance? according to corrupt position of the

Terms, where there are no Media.

i8o

f

Eth !&amp;gt;

2

hi
^HE ignorance t which is denominated not ac-

ch. i. cording to negation, but according to disposition,

1

By co-ordinations, he means the series deduced from each of the ten

categories, as substances, body, etc. Now what belongs to one class can
not be arranged in another

;
thus body, which is in the category of sub

stance, cannot be in the category of quality.

Ex. 1, H.Substance.

Body. A.
Animated.
Rational.

Animal.
2 Vide Whately ;

b. iii. sec. 1519.

C.

D.

Quality.
Colour.

Whitened.
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is a deception produced through syllogism, and i. Definition of

this happens in two ways, in those things which tSiiSfnt
are primarily present, or not present ; for it hap-

kinds -

pens either when one simply apprehends the being present,
or not being present, or when he obtains this opinion through
syllogism : of simple opinion, then, the deception is simple, but
of that which is through syllogism, it is manifold. For let A
not be present with any B individually, if then A is concluded
to be present with B, assuming C as the middle, a person will

be deceived through syllogism. Hence it is possible that both

propositions may be false, but it is also possible that only one

may be so, for if neither A is present with any C, nor C with

any B, but each proposition is taken contrary, both will be
false. But it may be that C so subsists with reference to A
and B, as neither to be under A nor universally (present) with

B, for it is impossible that B should be in a certain whole,
since it was said that A is not primarily presentI*,! A -i -i . 11 2. t-XEmplcs of
with it ; but A need not be universally present affirmative de-

with all beings, so that both propositions are false.
cePtlon -

Nevertheless, we may assume one proposition as true, not

either of them casually, but the proposition A C, for the pro
position C B will be always false, because B is in none ; but
A C may be (true), for instance, if A is present individually,
both with C and B, for when the same thing is primarily pre
dicated of many things, neither will be predicated of neither ;

it makes no difference however if it (A) be not individually

present with it (C).
The deception then of being present, is by these 3 Negative de _

and in this way only, (for there was not a syllo- ception in-

n i
. -, f, j,-. , ,1 stanced in the

gism ot being present in another figure,*) but the first and middle

deception of not being present with, is in the first *
g
vSe Anal

and middle figure.f Let us first then declare in Prior, b. i.

how many was it occurs in the first, and under
what propositional circumstances. It may then cause no uni-
, 111 i t ! versal conclu-

happen when both propositions are false, e. g. it sum proved in

A is present individually with C and B, for if A lt -

should be assumed present with no C, but C with every B,
the propositions will be false. But (deception) is possible,
when one proposition is false, and either of them casually ;

for it is possible that A C may be true, but C B false ; A C
true, because A is not present with all beings, but C B false,
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i,

because it is impossible that C should be with B, with

nothing of which A is present ; for otherwise
*

ififsome c,

w
tn &amp;lt;3 proposition A C will be no longer true,*

viz. with B at the same time, if both are true, the conclusion
contained un- . .,, , j. -n i ., -,

der c. also will be true.j .But it is also possible that C
Piior

d
?.ch.

B ma7 be true
&amp;gt;

wnen the other proposition is

24. false, as if B is in C and in A, for one
if
must ne-

c. cessarily be under the other, so that if A should
be assumed present with no C, the proposition

II
i.e. partially. wiR bg falge

||

jt jg dear ihe^ that when Qne
IT i. e. the con- proposition is false, and also when both are, the
elusion will be n gni_ c i mr
false. syllogism will be false. ^[

In the middle figure, however, it is not possible
2. Middle tig. .1,11 i 111 in n i A

that both propositions should be wholly false, for

when A is present with every B, it will be impossible to assume
* Any term. anv thing,* which is present with every individual
t with every of the one, but with no individual of the other : t
A and no B in , , . . ,

camestres, or but we must so assume the propositions that the

werV
n
Bfn

aild
(middle) ma7 be present with one (extreme), and

cesare. not be present with the other, if indeed there is

JIn2ndfigure.

assumed, they are false, it is clear that, when taken contrarily,

they will subsist vice versa, but this is impossible.
1

Still

there is nothing to prevent each being partly false, as if C is

with A, and with a certain B ; for if it should be assumed

present with every A, but with no B, both propositions in

deed would be false, yet not wholly, but partially. The same

So that the w^l occur when the negative is placed vice versa.

neg. prop, is But it is possible that one proposition, and either

of them, may be false, for what is present with
II
Because Bis every A, will be also with

B,||
if then C is as-

of A
sumed present with the whole of A, but not pre

sent with the whole of B, C A will be true, but the proposi
tion C B false. Again, what is present with no B, will not

be present with every A ; for if with A, it would also be with

B, but it was not present ; if then C should be assumed pre
sent with the whole of A, but with no B, the proposition C

1

They will be true when the arrangement is such that negation re

sults from affirmation, and affirmation from negation ;
but this will be

impossible, because when the conclusion is false, the prop, cannot be
true.
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B will be true, but the other false.* The same * Either wholly
will happen if the negative is transposed,f for T

fff^^-
what is in no A, will neither be in any B ; if then five become?
C is assumed not present with the whole of A,

the major&amp;gt;

but present with the whole of B, the proposition A C will be

true, but the other false. J Again, also, it is false
Wholl

to assume that what is present with every B, is

with no A ; for it is necessary, if it is with every B, that it

should be also with a certain A ;
if then C is assumed pre

sent with every B, but with no A, the proposition
C B will be indeed true, but C A false. Hence,
it is evident that when both propositions are false,

and when one only is so, there will be a syllogism deceptive
in individuals. 1

CHAP. XVII. Continuation of the same with Media.

IN those which are not individually present, ||

or L syllogism of

which are not present, when a syllogism of the the false pro-

false is produced through an appropriate medium, ates, when the

both propositions cannot be false, but only the ma r

t

i

by

f

a
lse

major. But I mean by an appropriate medium, medium.

that through which there is a syllogism of contra-
^ j e a con

diction.^&quot; For let A be with B through the me- elusion contra-

dium of C, since then we must take C B as af- ^SlL^
firmative, if there is to be a syllogism, it is clear conclusion.

that this will be always true, for it is not con- , Jt
.

g not
verted.* A C, on the other hand, will be false, changed into a

for when this is converted, a contrary syllogism
n

arises. 2 So also if the middle is assumed from another affinity,

as for instance, if D is in the whole of A, and is predicated of

every B, for the proposition D B must necessarily remain,
3

but the other proposition must be converted,
4 so that the one

(the minor) will be always true, but the other (the major)

always false. Deception also of this kind is almost the same

1 In those cases which have no medium.
2 A syllogism with a conclusion opposite to the true conclusion, and

which produces deception opposed to true science.
3 Because the minor in the 1st fig. must continue affirm.
4

i. e. the major must be changed into a negative.
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2 Case of both
as ^at which is through an appropriate medium,

propositions but if the syllogism should not be through an ap-
bemg false.

propriate medium,
1 when indeed the middle is

under A, but is present with no B, it is necessary that both

propositions should be false. For the propositions must be

assumed contrary to the way in which they subsist, if a syl

logism is to be formed,
2 for when they are thus assumed both

are false, as if A is with the whole of D, but D present with

no B, for when these are converted, there will be a syllogism,
and both propositions will be false. When however the me
dium is not under A, for instance, D, A D will be true, but

* vide An
^ ^ false, for A D is true, because D was not in

Prior, b. i. ch. A, but D B false, because if it were true the con

clusion also would be true,* but it was false.

Through the middle figure however, when de-
3. Both prop. . P , _ .

cannot be ception is produced, it is impossible that both

JheXddie
e in

propositions should be wholly false, (for when B
figure, when i s under A, it is possible for nothing to be pre-

produced.

w
sent with the whole of the one, but with nothing

t vide pre- of the other, as has been observed before,f) but
:dmg chapter. Qne pr0pOSjtion may be false whichever may hap

pen. For if C is with A and with B, if it be assumed pre
sent with A, but not present with B, the proposition A C will

be true, but the other false ; again, if C be assumed present
with B, but with no A, the proposition C B will be true, but

the other false.

4. Affirmative
^ ^en ^e syllogism of deception be negative,

deception. it has been shown when and through what the
I in Barbara. ^eception will occur, but if it be affirmative,J
when it is through un appropriate medium, it is impossible

Affirmative, that both should be false, for C B must necessarily

figim?.*

16 lst
remain, if there is to be a syllogism, ||

as was also

IT From being observed before. Wherefore C A will be always
fi?se!

8 n
false, for it is this which is converted.^&quot; Likewise

1 When it is through a medium by which a true conclusion cannot be

proved : thus, through
&quot;

brute,&quot; it can never be proved that
&quot; man is a

living being.&quot; Taylor.
2

i. e. to form a negative in the 1st figure, (Celarent,) it is necessary in

the major prop, that the first be denied of the middle, and in the minor
that the middle should be affirmed of the last.
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also, if the middle be taken from another class, as vas ob
served in negative deception, for the proposition D B must
of necessity remain, but A D be converted, and the decep
tion is the same as the former. But when it is not through
an appropriate medium, if D be under A, this* #
indeed will be true, but the other f false, for A

f ^
may possibly be present with many things which
are not under each other. 1 If however D is not under A,
this J will evidently be always false, (for it is as

sumed affirmative,) for D B may be as well true as
*

false, since nothing prevents A being present with no D, but
D with every B, as animal with (no) science, but science with

(all) music. Again, (nothing prevents) A from being present
with no D, and D with no B : it is clear then that when the
medium is not under A, both propositions, and either of them,
as it may happen, may be false.

In how many ways then, and through what, syllogistic de

ceptions are possible, both in things immediate, and in those

which are demonstrated, has been shown.

CHAP. XVIII, Of the Dependence of Universal* upon Induction,
and of the latter upon Sense.

IT is clear, also, that if any sense be deficient, a

certain science must be also deficient, which we Jr

cannot possess, since we learn either by induction &quot;

IT . - T -, . proceeds, de-
or by demonstration. .Now demonstration is from pend upon in-

universals, but induction from particulars, it is
jJSter upon

6

impossible however to investigate universal*, ex- sense. (Cf. Eth,

cept through induction, since things which are mS. t&amp;gt;. i. ch.

said to be from abstraction, will be known through ^
and b - &quot; ch -

induction;
2 if any one desires to make it ap-

1 The expression, present with, must be taken generally, for the being
attributed, whether affirmatively or negatively, to many things not un
der each other; thus &quot;

brute&quot; is affirmatively attributed to &quot;quadruped,&quot;

but negatively to
&quot; man

;

&quot;

but &quot; man &quot;

is not subjected to
&quot;

brute.&quot;

Taylor.
2 Vide Hill s Logic, and Aldrich de Praedicab. form.; Whately s Logic,

book ii. ch. 5, and book iv. ch. 1. Universals are gained by abstraction,
because we separate the points of concord, concomitant with a certain

number of individuals, from those points in which they differ, hence
Locke calls all universals abstract terms. Properly speaking, abstraction
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parent that some things are present with each genus, although
they are not separable, so far as each is such a thing. Never
theless, it is impossible for those who have not sense to make
an induction, for sense is conversant with singulars, as the
science of them cannot be received, since neither (can it be

obtained) from universals without induction, nor through in

duction without sense.

CHAP. XIX. Of the Principles of Demonstration, whether they are
Finite or Infinite.

EVERY syllogism consists of three terms, and one indeed is

able to demonstrate that A is with C from its being present
with B, and this last with C, but the other is negative, having
one proposition (to the effect) that one certain thing is in

another, but the other proposition (to the effect) that it is not
with it. Now it is clear, that the same are principles, and
what are called hypotheses, since it is necessary to demon
strate by thus assuming these,

1
e. g. that A is present with C

through B, and again, that A is with B through another me-
i. By those dium, and that B is with C in like manner. By
I^SfiUs those then who syllogize according to opinion only,
to be consider- and dialectically, this alone it is clear must be

is the separation of one portion of the attributes co-existing in any object
from the rest

; hence, in this sense, Aristotle applies the expression here,
TO. Q a0atpg(Twg, to geometrical magnitudes, because the geometer con.
siders only the properties of the figure, separating them from those of the
material in which it is found. (Cf. An. Post. i. ch. 5.)

&quot;

Induction,&quot;

says Taylor,
&quot;

is so far subservient to the acquisitions of science, as it

evocates into energy in the soul, those universals from which demonstra
tion consists. For the universal, which is the proper object of science,
is not derived from particulars, since these are infinite, and every induc
tion of them must be limited to a finite number. Hence the perception
of the all and the every is only excited, and not produced, by induction.&quot;

Cf. Trendelen. de An. p. 478. Biese 1. Sententia nostri &quot;loci hsec est.

Universales propositions omnes inductione comparantur, quum etiam
in iis quae a sensibus maxime aliena videntur et quae ut mathematica (TO.
e a0aipo-we) cogitatione separantur a materia quacum conjuncta sunt,
inductione probentur ea quae de genere, ad quod demonstratio pertineat
praedicentur Ka& avrd et cum ejus natura conjuncta sint. Inductio au-
tern iis nititur quae sensibus percipiuntur ;

nam res singulares sentiuntur,
scientia vero rerum singularium, non datur sine inductione, non datur in-

ductio, sine sensu. Waitz. Cf. Metap. b. ii. and vi.
;
De Anima, b. iii. iv.

1 So that both prop, affirm, or one affirms and the other denies.
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considered, viz. whether the syllogism is produced ed whether the

from propositions as probable as possible, so that SSeSSm
if there is in reality a medium between A and B, positions espe-

but it does not appear, he who syllogizes through
this, will have syllogized dialectically. But as to truth, it, be

hoves us to make our observations from things inherent :
l

it

happens thus. Since there is that, which is itself predicated
of something else, not according to accident,* but # Cf ch 6

I mean by according to accident, as we say some

times, that that white thing is a man, not similarly saying,
that a man is a white thing, for man not being any thing else

is white, but it is a white thing, because it happens to a man
to be white: 2 there are then some such things as are predi
cated per se. Let C be a thing of this kind which is not it

self present with. any thing else, but let B be pri- f Immediatelv

marily f present with this, without any thing else

between. Again, also let E be present in like manner with

F, and this with B, is it then necessary that this should stop,

or is it possible to proceed to infinity?
3 Once more, it

nothing is predicated of A per se, but A is primarily present
with H, nothing prior intervening, and H with G, and this

with B, is it necessary also that this should stop, or can this

likewise go on to infinity?
4 Now this so much

differs from the former, that the one is, whether
it is possible by beginning from a thing of that stated series of

i
.

-, Jf i .
,

. .,1 ,,. i v . terms proceeds

kmd,J which is present with nothing else, but to infinity.

something else present with it, to proceed upward
to intinity ; but the other is, beginning from that

which is itself predicated of another, but nothing predicated
of it, whether it is possible to proceed to infinity
downward. Besides, when the extremes are finite, ltttibut

P
e

r

.

eme

is it possible that the media may be infinite ? I

mean, for instance, if A is present with C, but the medium of

them is B, and of B and A there are other media, and of

these again others, whether it is possible or impossible for

these also to proceed to infinity ? To consider this however

1 Whether the propositions are really immediate.
2

I read this sentence with Buhle, Bekker, and Waitz.
3 So that a first predicate may not be found.
4 So that a last subject may not be found.
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* Cf ch 3
*s *^e same as to consider whether demonstra-

t if so, there tions proceed to infinity,* and whether there is

JSp!e?for
Demonstration of every thing, -f

or whether there
these are inde- is a termination (of the extremes) relatively to

SS^i&quot;- each other.
and &quot; I say also the same in respect of negative syl-

to Negatives

M looisms and propositions, for instance, whether A
is primarily present with no B, or there will be a

certain medium with which it was not before present, as if G
(is a medium), which is present with every B ; and again,

with something else prior to this, as whether (the

bu
a

t

n medium is) H, which is present with every G ; for

Taylor and [n these also, either those are infinite with which
Buhle read ,,.
&quot; not present.&quot;

nrst they are | present, or the progression stops.
The same thinsr however does not occur in

4. The doubt , . , . , . .

does not exist things which are convertible, since in those which

rec

t

iP

1

rSs.
f are mutually predicated of each other, there is

nothing of which first or last a thing is predi
cated;

2 for in this respect all things subsist similarly with

respect to all, whether those are infinite, which are predi-

The predi-
cated of the same, or whether both subjects of

cates and sub- doubt are infinite, except that the conversion can
not be similarly made ; but the one is as accident,

but the other as predication.
3

1
i. e. whether there may be found a last subject, which is the bound

ary of the progression downward from the first attribute
;
and also whe

ther there may be found a first attribute, by which the progression from
the last subject upward will be terminated. ITpoe aX\7?Xa TrfpaiveoOai,
dicuntur quorum termini medii non infiniti sunt, ut sive uno sive plurilms
terminis mediis interjectis major cum minore continua ratiocinatiune
connectatur in conclusione. Waitz.

In circular proofs, as in the circle itself, there is not a first nor last.
3 Whether the attributes are infinite, in terms convertible, they may

become subjects, or whether both attributes and subjects are infinite, the
effect is the same, and Aristotle shows that these investigations may be

adapted to reciprocals, when one is per se predicated of the other, anc
the other from accident. Excluding the last, the inquiry is whether the

subjects and predicates which are so per se, are finite or infinite. A
thing is attributed from accident, as man to a white thing ;

but per se as

risibility to a man. Predication therefore is now assumed for attribute

per se, as will be shown in chap. 22.
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attributes t

CHAP. XX. Of Finite Media.

THAT media cannot be infinite, if the predica
tions, both downward and upward, stop, is evi
dent : I call indeed the predication upward, which t]ons stop

_Ex
tends to the more universal, but the downward pianatloTand*

that which proceeds to the particular. For if
example&amp;gt;

when A is predicated of F, the media are infinite, that is

B,* it evidently may be possible that from A in a * A is the high-

descending series, one thing may be predicated of est predicate,

another to infinity, (for before we arrive at F, there fec^ThVme-
are infinite media,) and from F in an ascending se-

dia

ries, there are infinite (attributes) before we arrive at A. Hence,
if these things are impossible,! it is also impos- f Tha{
sible that there should be infinite media between should

A and F ; for it does not signify if a man should

say that some things of A B F J so mutually ad
here, as that there is nothing intermediate, but
that others cannot be assumed. For whatever
I may assume of B,

1 the media with reference to Because theyA or to
F,|| will either be infinite or not, and it ^Th^media

is of no consequence from what the infinites first between B and

begin,
2 whether directly or not

directly, for those B S^A?
66

which are posterior to them are infinite.

CHAP. XXI. It is shown that there are no Infinite Media in

Negative Demonstration.

IT is apparent also, that in negative demonstra- ?
That there

tion the progression will stop, if indeed in affirm- it/ofmedteta
ative it is stopped in both (series),^ for let it be

miration&quot;

impossible to proceed to infinity upward from the proved in tfie

last,
3
(I call the last that which is itself not pre- vTe

al

b

f

ofh
res

sent with any thing else, but something else ascending and

with it, for instance, F,) or from the first* to the *Tredirat
g
e.

1

i. e. whatever medium is assumed between A and F
;

for the infinite
media between A and F are signified by the letter B.

- Whether from either (A or F) of the extremes, or from some me
dium. Infinites are Erectly or immediately placed from A or from F,
but not directly when they are from some medium.

3 That is, in affirmative syllogisms, upward from the last subject
u
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last, (I call the first that which is indeed itself predicated
of something else, but nothing else of it).

If then these

things are so, the progression must stop in negation, for the

not being present is demonstrated triply,* since
*

T̂^
e three

either B is present with every individual with

which C is, but A is present with none with

which B is. In B C therefore, and always in the other pro-

t in the roof position,! it is necessary to proceed to immediates,
of the minor. for this proposition is affirmative. 1 With regard

f A^thepredi- to the other J however it is clear, that if it is not

m?o?
f the

present with something else prior, for instance,

^Becausein with D, it will be requisite that this (D) should

midd?e
u

isp

h
re. be present with every B. Also if again it||

is

dicateoftne not present with something else prior to D,^f it

if* A. will require that* to be present with every D, so

J
AS with E. tnat since the upward progression stops, the

Oj which A
downward progression will also stop, and there

is immediately will be something first with which it is not pre-
denied.

sent.f Moreover if B is with every A, but with

no C, A will be with no C ; again, if it is required to show

t viz prop B tnis4 i* is evident, that it may be demonstrated

c. either through the superior mode, or through
i. e. figure. tn^ QI&amp;gt; ^rough the third, now the first has been

2 -

spoken of, but the second shall be shown. Thus

indeed it may demonstrate it,
2

as, for instance, that D is pre

sent with every B, but with no C, if it is necessary that any

H AS D. thing ||
should be with B,

3
and, again, if thisf is

* which wm not Present with C,* something elsef is present
be shown.

W1
with D, which is not present with C, wherefore

since the perpetually being present with some

thing superior stops, the not being present will also stop. But

the third mode was if A indeed is present with every B, but

C is not present, C will not be present with every A ;

4
again,

1 It is assumed that there is no infinite progression in affirmative prop.,

because this will be proved in the following chapter.
2 The syllogism in the 2nd fig. will prove B to be predicated of no C.
3 In order that a syllogism may be formed in Camestres ; if, on the

other hand, D is predicated of every C, and of no B, it would be in

Cesare.

This is a particular prop., in order to eifect a syllogism in Bokardo,

as Aristotle will shortly prove it in the third figure ;
if it were universal

in Felapton, it could not be proved in this figure.
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this will be demonstrated either through the
above-mentioned modes,* or in a similar manner,f stadfiiJJL

*

in those modes the progression stops, J but if thus, t Through the

it will again be assumed that B is present with f
d

E, with every individual of which C is not pre-
* Vide above -

sent. This again, also, will be similarly demon- That c is not

strated,|| but since it is supposed that the down- FSSSftf
ward progression stops, C also, which is not iJSti
present with,f will evidently stop. gative prop.&quot;

6 &quot;

Nevertheless, it appears plain, that if it should not be de
monstrated in one way, but in all, at one time from the first

figure, at another from the second or the third, that thus also
the progression will stop, for the ways are finite,*
but it is necessary that finite things being finitely
assumed should be all of them finite.

That in negation then the progression stops,
if it does so in affirmation, is clear,f but that it BuWe end
must stop in them J is thus manifest to those who J

e

JJ- affirma.

consider logically.
1

turns.

CHAP. XXII. That there are no Infinite Media in Affirmative
Demonstration.

IN things predicated therefore as to what a thing , Of redica
is, this is clear, for if it is possible to define, or if tions, JJ

lca ~

,

the very nature of a thing may be known, but
infinites cannot be passed through, it is necessary

be infinity

that those tilings should be finite which are pre- %SSSto?
dicated with respect to what a thing is. We P inted out -

must however speak universally thus : a white thing we may
truly say walks, also that that great thing is wood

; more
over, that the wood is great, and that the man walks, yet
there is a difference between speaking in this way and&quot; in

1 Aristotle calls those arguments logical which are not derived from the
nature of a thing, but analytical are opposed to them, because they re
solve things into their principles ;

the one method is, as Waitz says an
accurate demonstration, which depends upon the true principles of the
thing itself; the other, that which is satisfied with a certain probable
ratiocination. Of. Philop. ; also Biese i. p. 261

; Waitz in loc. Cicero
(de Fmib. i. 7) calls the

&quot;

logical
&quot;

that part of philosophy, quaj sit qua&amp;gt;

rendi ac disserendi.&quot;

u 2
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that. For when I say that that white thing is wood, then 1

say that what happens to be white is wood, but what is white

is not, as it were, a subject to wood, since neither being white,

nor what is a certain white thing, became wood, so that it is not

(wood) except from accident. But when I say that the wood is

white, I do not say that something else is white,

but ifc haPPens to that * to be wood, (as when I

say that a musician is white, for then I mean that

the man is white, to whom it happens to be a musician,)
but wood is the subject which became (white), not being any

thing else than what is wood, or a certain piece of wood. If

indeed it is necessary to assign names, let speak -

it white
6 w d

ing in tnis waJ t be to predicate, but in that way J
j AS that which \)Q either by no means to predicate, or to predicate

wood! cr.

8

Met. indeed, not simply, but according to accident.
lib. v. phy. lib. That which is predicated is as white, but that of

which it is predicated as wood ; now let it be sup

posed that the predicate is always spoken of what it is predi
cated of simply, and not according to accident, for thus demon
strations demonstrate. Therefore when one thing is predi
cated of one, it will be predicated either in respect of what a

thing is, or that it is a quality, or a quantity, or a relative,

or an agent, or a patient, or that it is some where, or at

some time.

2. Truepredi- Moreover, those which signify substance, sig-
cations either njfy that the thing of which they are predicated,
define what the

,
J

. .. , . .
8

, i T

subject is, or is that which it is, or something belonging to it,
are accidents, j^ whatever do not signify substance, but are

predicated of another subject, which is neither the thing itself,

nor something belonging to it, are accidents, as white is pre
dicated of man, since man is neither white, nor any thing
which belongs to white, but is perhaps animal, for man is

that which is a certain animal. Such as do not signify sub

stance it is necessary should be predicated of a certain sub

ject, and not be something white, which is white, not being

any thing else. For, farewell to ideas, for they are mere

cr ch 11 prattlings, and if they exist, are nothing to the

subject, since demonstrations are not about such

things.
1

1

Taylor tells us quaintly,
&quot;

th&t Aristotle is not serious in the ob&amp;lt;
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Again, if this is not a quality of this, and that

of this, neither a quality of a quality, it is impos
sible that they should be thus mutually predicated of each

other, still they may possibly be truly said, but cannot truly
be mutually predicated. For will they be predicated as sub

stance, as being either the genus or the difference of what is

predicated ? It has been shown that these will not be infinite,
neither in a descending nor in an ascending progression, as

for instance, man is a biped, this an animal, this something
else ; neither can animal be predicated of man, this of Callias,
this of something else,* in respect to what a thing * .

e in an in

is. For we may define the whole of this to be finite series, cr.

substance, but we cannot penetrate infinites by f
h

^
s llb- m

, , ,, . , , . .
J T Hence they

perception, 7 wherefore neither are there infinites are incapable

upwards or downwards, for we cannot define that
of definition -

of which infinites are predicated. They will not indeed be

mutually predicated of each other as genera, for genus would
be a part itself, neither will quality nor any of the other cate

gories be (mutually) predicated, except by accident, for all

these are accidents, and are predicated of sub- 3 In either

stances. But neither will there be infinites in ca*e there can-

ascending series,^ for of each thing, that is predi- Site Series
mfi

cated, which signifies either a certain quality, or shown from the
. . T , . ....% nature of cate-

a certain quantity, or something of this kind, or gory.

those which are in the substance, but these are JoTbe taSite

finite, and the genera of the categories are finite,
accidents.

since (a category) is either quality, or quantity, or relation, or

action, or passion, or where, or when. One thing is however
supposed to be predicated of one, but those not i. e . proposi-
to be mutually predicated which do not -signify

tions are not

what a thing is, since all these are accidents, but theconji^ction

some are per se, others after a different manner,
of attributes.

and we say all these are predicated of a certain subject,

jections which he urges against Plato s theory of ideas
;

for that demon
stration cannot exist (from the testimony of Aristotle himself) unless the
existence of ideas be admitted conformably to the doctrine of Plato,&quot; in
total opposition to what is stated in the llth chap. What Aristotle means
is, that ideas, even if they exist, are of little use to effect demonstration,
because the latter cannot subsist unless there be tv Kara iroXX&v

;
but

since ideas subsist per se, (%wprra trrrtv,) they cannot be predicated ot
others. Vide also Metap. lib. ix. (x.) and lib. xii (xiii.) ed. Leipsic.
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but that accident is not a certain subject, for we do not as

sume any thing of this kind to be, which not being any thing

else, is said to be what it is said to be, but we say that it is

predicated of something else, and certain other things of

another thing.
1 Neither then can one thing be predicated of

one (infinitely) upwards, nor downwards, for those of which

accidents are predicated, are such as are contained in the sub

stance of each thing, but these are not infinite.

*ecte
aStSU

D Both these indeed and accidents are ascending,
t

e

i. e. immedi- and both are not infinite, wherefore it is neces-

?AS C. saiT tnat tnere should be something* of which
ASB.

primarily f something J is predicated, and some-
II Afirstpredi- thing else of this, also that this should stop,

ifpriortoB. and that there should be somethin which is

neither predicated of another prior thing,f nor

to A. another prior thing of it.*

This then is said to be one mode of demon-

tha?rSate stration, but there is another besides, if there is

proposition a demonstration of those of which certain things

are previously predicated, but of what there is

demonstration, it is not possible to be better affected towards

them than to know them, nor can we know without demon

stration.
2

Still if this j becomes known through

sion

he c ndu ~

these, J but these we do not know, nor are better

jThepre- affected towards them than if we knew them,

neither shall we obtain scientific knowledge of

that which becomes known through these. If then it is pos

sible to know any thing simply through demonstration, and

cf Prior An not ^rom certain things, nor from hypothesis, it

ii. cii. is. is necessary that the intermediate predications
5. if there is should stop ; for if they do not stop, but there is

Jredtauion,

f

always something above what is assumed, there

wil1 be a demonstration of all things, so that if

we cannot pass through infinites, we shall not

know by demonstration those things of which there is de

monstration. If then we are not better affected towards

them than if we knew them, it will be impossible to know

1 As whiteness of a swan, blackness of a crow.
2 To first principles (indemonstrable) we are better affected than if we

knew them through demonstration, as was shown in ch. 2.
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pove
caiiy from the

redicated

any thing by demonstration simply, but by hy-
*

ifthepro-

pothesis.*
1 positions are

Logically then from these things a person may
believe about what has been said, but analyti-

5 Tbe same

cally
2

it is more concisely manifest thus, that
there cannot be infinite predicates in demonstra
tive sciences, the subject -of the present treatise,

are
,P

r
fdjc

either in an ascending or descending series. For
demonstration is of such things as are essentially present with

things, essentially in two ways, both such as are in them in

respect of what a thing is, and those in which the things
themselves are inherent in respect of what a thing is, thus
the odd in number which indeed is inherent in number, but
number itself is inherent in the definition of it,f

again also, multitude or the divisible is inherent J^
6 01^116

in the definition of number. Still neither of
these can be infinites, nor as the odd is predicated of number,
for again there will be something else in the odd,| t e g inequal.

in which being inherent,! (the odd) would be ity-

inherent, and if this be so, number will be first

inherent in those things which are inherent in it.

If then such infinites cannot be inherent in the JTcf. Met. AS

one,f neither will there be infinites in ascend- *e finite can

ing series. Still it is necessary that all should
&quot;nfinUy.

a111

be inherent in the first,* for example, in number,
* Thus the.

and number in them,f so that they will recipro- second, Ind the

cate, but not be more widely extensive. Neither JgJ
nd in the

are those infinite which are inherent in the defi- t in their de-

nition of a thing, J for if they were, we could not fcSietap.
define, so that if all predicates are predicated per

Kb. (*)

se, and these are not infinite, things in an upward progression
will stop, wherefore also those which descend.

1 Jam si vera scientia demonstratione comparari potest, qua? neces-
sario vera sit, ut non pendeat ex aliis conditionibus quibuscunque, qua?
et esse possint, et non esse, terminorum mediorum, quibus demonstratio
utitur, numerus non erit infinitus : nam si esset, et omnia demonstrari

possent, et, quia infinitam demonstrationem perficere non liceret, quasdam
demonstrari non possent, ut demonstratio non efficeret veram scientiam,
sed hypothetical^ h. e. non cogeretur quod demonstratur ex proposition
ibus certis, sed ex propositionibus qua?, quamquam ipsa? demonstrari de-
berent, tamen pro certis sumta? essent. Wuitz. By hypothesis, he alludes
to what is not self-evidently certain, but is assumed to be so.

2 From the principles and essence of demonstration. Vide supra.

- e - in the
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* Vide ch. 3

e. That there
^ tnen tn ig ^e so

&amp;gt;

those also which are between
is not infinity the two terms will be always finite, but if this

be the case, it is clear now that there must neces

sarily be principles of demonstrations, and that there is m; v

demonstration of all things, as we observed in tlu

beginning,* certain persons assert. For if there be

principles, neither are all things demonstrable, nor can we pro

gress to infinity, since that either of these should be, is nothing
else than that there is no proposition immediate and indivisible,
but that all things are divisible, since what is demonstrated

is demonstrated from the term f being inwardly
introduced, and not from its being (outwardly) as

sumed.;};
l Wherefore if this may possibly proceed

to infinity, the media between two terms
|| might

also possibly be infinite, but this is impossible, if

!l
i. e. between predications upwards and downwards stop, and

the subject and , ,, , , , , . ,,

attribute of the that they do stop, has been logically shown before,
first prop. and anaiytically now.

t The middle.

t Extrinsecus
definitio.

Buhle.
The demon

stration of pro
positions.

CHAP. XXIII. Certain Corollaries.

FROM what has been shown it appears plain that

if one and the same thing is inherent in two, for

instance, A in C and in D, when one is not pre
dicated of the other, ^[ either not at all or not uni

versally, then it is not always inherent according
to something common.* Thus to the isosceles

and to the scalene triangle, the possession of an

gles equal to two right, is inherent according to

something common, f for it is inherent so far as

each is a certain figure, ;f
and not so far as it is

something else. This however is not always the

case, for let B be that according to which A is

1

Being assumed between the subject and attribute of the prop, to be.

proved. Thus the middle term is assumed in the first figure, in which it

is subjected to the attribtite, i. e. to the greater extreme, and is attributed

to the subject, i. e. to the less extreme. Taylor. By the middle being
inwardly introduced, he means that in order to demonstrate A B, A must
be predicated of C, and C of B, but A of B, and B of C. Upon the above

chap., compare Metap. lib. iii. iv. vi. ix. xiii. ; Eth. book i. ch. 6; De
Anim. b. iii. Vide also Hill s Logic, de Definitione, and Whately s Logic,
b. ii. ch 5, and b. iii. sec. 10.

1 . Case where
no common
ground of in

herency sub
sists.

1T As C of D.

Some term
in common
predicated of C
and D.

t Viz. triangle.

J i. e. triangle.

Viz. scalene,

isosceles, etc.
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inherent in C D. then it is evident 1 that B is also inherent in

C, and in D, according to something else com- * As T

mon,* and that alsof according to something else,J
t E is inc

so that between two terms, infinite terms may ^&quot;AS F.

be inserted, but this is impossible.il It is not viz. between

i 11 i i i -i i
B and C, or B

then necessary that the same thing should always and D.

be inherent in many, according to something com- &quot;

Vlde ch&amp;gt; 22&amp;gt;

mon, since indeed there will be immediate propositions ; it is

moreover requisite that the terms should be in the same genus,
and from the same individuals, since that which is common
will be of those which are essentially inherent, for it is im

possible to transfer things which are demonstrated
5 /? mr If Vide ch. 6.
from one genus to another.!

But it is also manifest that when A is with B, 2 Cases of pro.

if there is a certain middle, we may show that B positional de-

is with A, and the elements of this* are these and w iien a certain

whatever are media, for immediate propositions, &quot;J^g

is

either all of them, or those which are universal,
* or the con-

are elements. 2 Yet if there is not (a medium)
clusion B is A

there is no longer demonstration, but this is the way to prin-

ciples.f In like manner, if A is not with B, if
t To first prin_

there is either a middle, or something prior to cipies.

which it | is not present, there is a demonstra-

tion,
3 but if not, there is no demonstration, but a

principle, and there are as many elements as

terms, ||

for the propositions of these are the prin-
&quot;

WlthB -

cipies of demonstration. As also there are certain indemon
strable principles, that this is that, and that this is present with

that, so there are also that this is not that, and that this is not

1 Because if a thing is inherent in two things, it is inherent mediately.

Taylor.
2 Immediate particular propositions are not the principles of demon

strations, but of inductions. Upon the use of the word tri-oi^Ta, by Aris

totle, cf. Ammonius upon Catego. ch. 12; also Biese i. p. 381, note 5,

Trendelenburg Platonis de Ideis. In the Topics, as Waitz observes, he
uses oroixaa as synonymous with TOTTOL, for certain universal arguments,
from which, with some appearance of truth, a thing may be either proved
or refuted. Top. lib. iv. ch. 1, etc. The sense here, of elements, seems
most suggestive of their meaning, viz. that of certain principles of dis

putation, which when provided, enable us rightly to conduct an argument.
3 If there is a certain middle (C) through which A is proved not pre

sent with B, A will first be denied of C in the major premise, and after

wards of B in the conclusion
;
thus a syllogism will result in Celarent :

No C is A, every B is C
;
therefore no B is A,
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present with that, so that there will be some principles that a

thing is, but others that it is not. Still when it is required to

* AS that A is demonstrate,* that which is first predicated of B
with B. must be assumed ; let this be C, and let A, in like

t A syllogism manner, (be predicated) of this ;t by always pro-m Barbara. ,. \ r
, , .

J
. S r

The middle
ceec*ing thus, there is never a proposition ex-

D. ternally, nor is that| which is present with A
assumed in the demonstration, but the middle is always con-

3 whatposi-
densed till they become indivisible and one. 2

They
tion the con- are one indeed when the immediate is produced,
shou\d

g
oc

e

cupy and one proposition simply, an immediate one,
in an affirma- an(j as jn other things the principle is simple, but
tive and nega- , . . ,, .

r
. ,

tive proposi- this is not the same every where, but in weight
it is a minor, in melody a demi-semi-quaver,

3 and

something else in another thing, thus in syllogism, &quot;the one&quot;

is an immediate proposition, but in demonstration and science

cf An Post
** *s Hrtuition. 4 In syllogisms then, which de-

ii. cii. 19, and monstrate the being inherent, nothing falls beyond
1

J,&quot;
Jnda.

k
(the middle), but in negatives here,|| nothing falls

II
in 1st figure, external of that which ought to be inherent,

5
^&quot;

as
IT Seu medium ./&amp;gt; . . _.! -r i i /-&amp;lt; T\ -n /-\

non sumitur if A is not present with B through C. r or if C

Buhie
um ^ is Present witn every B,* but A with no C,f and

* The minor if, again, it should be requisite to show that A is

t^he major,
with no C,J we must assume the medium of A

* The conciu- an &amp;lt;i (^ an^ thus we must always proceed.
6 If

1

By assuming a new term, as predicate of the minor, and subject of

the major.
a Until we arrive at an indemonstrable and immediate proposition.
3 Aieaig. The least perceptible sound we have therefore expressed it ;

by its closest representative in music.
4 For we know principles by

&quot;

vovg.&quot; Cf. de Anim. iii. ch. 4 6, ubi

cf. Trende., Biese. and Rassow. I have translated the word &quot;intuition,&quot;

agreeing as I do with Professor Browne, (vide Ethics, b. vi. ch. 6, Bohn s

edition,) that no other word conve3
rs with the same exactitude Aris

totle s own definition of it in the Magna Moralia (i. 35), O vovq earl

Trept TCLQ ap-^aq TWV VOJ]TU&amp;gt;V
KO.I rHJv OVTWV, r) [liv ydp k7riffTj]p,n TU&amp;gt;V fitr

dTTodtlZeajg ovriitv icrriv, apa S ap^ai dvcnroctiKToi.
5 Thus Waitz, Buhle, and Bekker. Taylor evidently reads, o, foi, fir)

VTrap^tiv, an amendment which Waitz approves in his note, and so do I,

for the conclusion of the syllogism is of course negative ;
the meaning is,

that a middle term is never assumed, which is predicated of the major
extreme, since the major is that in which the conclusion is negatively

predicated of the minor.
6 Assume a middle term which does not fall externally to the major

extreme, in order to demonstrate the negative proposition.
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however it should be required to show* that D is sion of the pro-

not with E, because C is with every D,f but with ^i^Sestres.

DO, or not with everv E,i the medium will never t e maJ r -

,
-r-&amp;lt; -i , .

&amp;lt; i i . T t The minor.
fall external to E, and this is with what it need E.

not be present.
1 As to the third

mode,j|
it will II The 3rd

never proceed external to that from which, nor gure&amp;gt;

which it is necessary to deny.
2

CHAP. XXIV. The superiority of Universal to Particular

Demonstration proved.

As one demonstration is universal, but another i. The ques-

particular, one also affirmative, but the other ne-
tlon stated -

gative, it is questioned which is preferable, likewise also

about what is called direct demonstration, and that which
leads to the impossible. Let us first then consider the uni

versal and the particular, and having explained this, speak of

what is called direct demonstration, and that to the impossible.

Perhaps then to some considering the matter 2 . Reasons

in this way, the particular may appear the better, ?/
hy particular

_..,./ J rrX, , , . demonstration
for it that demonstration is preferable, by which may appear

we obtain better knowledge, for this is the excel-
eh^lble -

lence of demonstration, but we know each thing better when
we know it per se, than when through something else, (as we
know Coriscus is a musician, when we know that Coriscus is

a musician rather than when we know that a man is a musi

cian, and likewise in other things,) but the universal demon
strates because a thing is something else, not because it is that

which it is, as that an isosceles triangle (has two right angles),
not because it is isosceles, but because it is a triangle,) but the

particular demonstrates because a thing is what it is, if then

the demonstration per se is preferable, and the particular is

such rather than the universal, particular demonstration would
be the better. Besides, if the universal is nothing else than

1 It is the siibject of the negative conclusion, of which D is denied.
2 A middle will never be assumed above the greater or less extreme,

nor be predicated of either, because in the 3rd fSrgure the middle term is

always the subject of both premises. As Taylor remarks, in the whole
of this chapter, the middle is said to fall external to the extreme, when it

changes its situation
;
so that if it was before the subject of the major

extreme, afterwards in the pro-syllogism, it becomes the predicate of the

major.
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j particulars, but demonstration produces opinion
that this thing is something according to which it

demonstrates, and that a certain nature of this kind is in

things which subsist, (as of triangle besides particular (tri

angles), and of figure besides particular (figures), and of num
ber besides particular (numbers), but the demonstration about

being is better than that about non-being, and that through
which there is no deception than that through which there is,

but universal demonstration is of this sort, (since men pro
ceeding demonstrate as about the analogous,

1 as that a thing
which is of such a kind as to be neither line nor number, nor
solid nor superficies, but something besides these, is analo

gous,) if then this is more universal, but is less conversant
with being than particular, and produces false opinion, uni
versal will be inferior to particular demonstration.

i. e. the first.
First then may we not remark that one of these

bove
ply t0 the arouments

*
fl es not aPply more to universal than

to particular demonstration ? For if the possession
of angles equal to two right angles is inherent, not in respect
of isosceles, but of triangle, whoever knows that it is isosceles

knows Less essentially
2 than he who knows that it is triangle.

In short, if not so far as it is triangle, he then shows it, there will

i supply in-
not ^&quot;e demonstration, but if it is,f whoever knows

herent.orisde- a thing so far as it is what it is, knows that thing
monstrated so , TP , .,.., .

far as it is tri- more. d It then triangle is of wider extension

j

n
fo

e

that all (tnan isosceles), and there is the same definition,!
species of it are and triangle is not equivocal, and the possession

caTiedXngie.
of two angles equal to two right angles is inhe
rent in every triangle, triangle will have such

angles, not so far as it is isosceles, but the isosceles will have

them, so far as it is triangle. Hence he who knows the uni-

1
They who employ universal demonstration do not keep within the

exact limits of demonstration, but appear to go beyond them in the same

way as those who reason SK TOJI avd \6yov, for if they have demon
strated any thing of lines, body, etc., they apply the proof as equally con
clusive to every thing similar, and thus extend the demonstration unfairly.

2 Minus scit quatenus ipsum (tale est ut habere duos rectos angulos
illi insit). Buhle.

3 As Mansel observes, (Appendix, note B,) the office of logic is to

contribute to the distinctness of a conception, by an analysis and separate

exposition of the different parts contained within it. The mind, like the

sky, has its nebulae, which the telescope of logic may resolve into theii

component stars.
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versal, knows more in regard to the being inherent than he who
knows particularly, hence too the universal is better than the

particular demonstration. Moreover if there is one certain

definition, and no equivocation, the universal will
2

not subsist less, but rather more than certain par
ticulars, inasmuch as in the former there are things incorrupt

ible, but particulars are more corruptible.
1

Besides, there is

no necessity that we should apprehend this (universal) to be

something besides these (particulars), because it shows one

thing, no more than in others which do not signify substance,
but quality, or relation, or action, but if a person thinks thus,

it is the hearer, and not demonstration, which is to blame.2

Again, if demonstration is a syllogism, showing 3 Universal
the cause and the why, the universal indeed is aione is cogni-

rather causal, for that with which any thing is f
Therefo?e&quot;

e

essentially present, is itself a cause to itself * but more causal.

.
J ?

. . Cf. An. Post.ii.
the universal is the nrst,j therefore the universal 5; Eth. vi. 3.

is cause. Wherefore the (universal) demonstra- ^Jun^vifich^
tion is better, since it rather partakes of the cause property is per

and the why, besides up to this we investigate the
se inherent -

why, and we think that then we know it, when this is be

coming, or is, not because something else (is), for thus there

is the end and the last boundary. For example, on what ac

count did he come ? that he might receive money, but this that

he might pay his debts, this that he might not act unjustly,
and thus proceeding, when it is no longer on account of some

thing else, nor for the sake of another thing, then we say that

he came, and that it is, and that it becomes on account of this

as the end, and that then we especially know why he came.

If then the same occurs, as to all causes and inquiries into the

why, but as to things which are so causes as that for the sake

1 So Waitz, who has this note,
&quot; Notiones universales, si unitatem

quandam exprimunt et si alius earum cst usus quam ut orationem am-

biguam faciant, quum singula quse illis subjecta sint pereant, illae vero

non corrumpantur, etiam rectius ipsffi existere dicentur quam rd arojua.&quot;

Cf. Metap. lib. ii. (iii.),
v. (vi.),vi. (vii.), ix. (x.), and xi. (xii.), Leipsic ;

Phys. lib. iii. and via.
;
also Crakanthorpe s Logic, lib. ii., and upon this

chapter generally, Aquinas in Periherm. sect. i.

2 That is, if a man thinks that universal is something besides particu
lars. By universal here, he means, that which is

&quot; co-ordinated
&quot;

with

the many, and which when abstracted out of the many by the mir.u,

produces the universal, which is of posterior origin. Taylor.
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*
(Aiiquid sit of which,* we thus especially know, in other

things also we then chiefly know, when this no

longer subsists because another thing does. 1 When
therefore we know that the external angles are equal to four

right angles, because it is isosceles, the inquiry yet remains,

why because isosceles, because it is a triangle, and this be

cause it is a rectilinear figure. But if it is this no longer on

account of something else, then we pre-eminently know, then

also universally, wherefore the universal is better.

&quot;non per Again, by how much more things are according
aiiud,&quot;but to the particular, do they fall into infinites, but

the universal tends to the simple and the finite,

so far indeed as they are infinite, they are not subjects of

science, but so far as they are finite they may be known,
wherefore so far as they are universal, are they more objects

of scientific knowledge, than so far as they are

tend to^thJsim- particular. Universals however are more demon-

pie and finite, strable, and of things more demonstrable is there

morTscientific. pre-eminent demonstration, for relatives are at

t i. e. if one is one and the same time more,f whence the uni-

more.^the
other yersal is better, since it is demonstration pre

eminently. Besides, that demonstration is prefer

able, according to which this and something else are known,
to that, by which this alone is known, now he who has the uni

versal knows also the particular, but the latter does not know
the universal, wherefore even thus the universal will be more

eligible. Again, as follows : it is possible rather
6. They come , . , ,

closer in de- to demonstrate the universal, because a person
demonstrates through a medium which is nearer

to the principle, but what is immediate is the

nearest and this is the principle ; if then that demonstration

which is from the principle is more accurate than that which
is not from the principle, the demonstration which is in a

greater degree from the principle, is more accurate than that

which is from it in a less degree. Now the more universal is

of this kind, wherefore the universal will be the better, as if

it were required to demonstrate A of D, and the media should

be B C, but B the higher, wherefore the demonstration

through this is more universal.

1 A verbose exemplification of the terse truism of Swift, that
&quot; we un

ravel sciences, as we do old stockings, by beginning at the
foot&quot;
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Some of the above arguments are logical, it is
7 The uni

chiefly clear however that the universal is more versai is above

excellent, because when of two propositions we tha?it cwnprlJ.

have that which is the prior
* we also in a certain h

.

ends the par-
. . , ticular, and is

degree know and possess in capacity that which more intei-

is posterior ; thus if a man knows that every tri- l^xhefuni-

angle has angles equal to two right, he also in a versai proposi-

certain respect knows in capacity that an isosceles

triangle has angles equal to two right, even if he does not

know that the isosceles is a triangle,| but he who
t The particu .

has this proposition by no means knows the uni- lar proposition.

versai, neither in capacity nor in energy. The
universal proposition also is intuitively intelligible, t An. Post a.

but the particular ends in sense. 1

1

CHAP. XXV. The Superiority of Affirmative to Negative
Demonstration proved.

THAT universal is better than particular demon-
l Thatthede.

stration, let so much be alleged, but that the af- monstration

firmative is preferable to the negative, will be through fewer

evident from this. Let that demonstration be pstuiates,etc.,

i c* i i PP * Ceciens pa-

better, coeteris panbus, which consists 01 iewer ribus,&quot; the bet-

postulates, or hypotheses, or propositions. For if
ex^m^ eT^nd*

they 2 are similarly known, quicker knowledge applied to af-

.,? , i -i i 11 i i firmatives.
will be obtained through these, which is more AS it may be

eligible. The reason however of this proposition,
that that which consists of fewer is better, uni

versally is this ; for if the media are similarly known, but

things prior are more known, let the demonstration be through
the media of B C D, that A is present with E, but through
F G, that A is present with E. 3 That A is present with D, and

that A is present with E subsists similarly, ||

but
\\
Each is the

that A is with D, is prior and more known than conclusion.

that A is with E, for that^[ is demonstrated n viz. A E.

1 Cf. de An. iii. 6
; Metaph. ix. 1

;
and upon the conception of uni

versal notions, Reid s Works, Hamilton s ed. ;
Mill s Logic; Whately s

Rhet. ;
Trende. Biese i. p. 327, note 4; Rassow, p. 72.

3 Viz. the propositions of both demonstrations.
3 B C and F G are the same, but they are called B C, so far as they

form parts of the syllogism concluding A E
;
and they are called F G, so

far as they belong to the syllogisir i D.
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i. e. A D

2. The nega
tive requires
the affirmative,
but the latter

does not need
the former.

Vide Pr. An.
i. ch. 7 and 24.

||
That nega

tion is proved
by affirmation.

IT By pro-syllo
gisms.

through this,* and that is more credible through
which (a thing is demonstrated). Also the de

monstration which is through fewer things is therefore better,
.

cjeteris paribus ; both f then are demonstrated
firmatives and through three terms, and two propositions, but

&quot;Affirmative
t ^ie one assumes tnat something is,J and the other,
that something is and is not,

1 hence through a

greater number of things (the demonstration is made) so that

it is the worse.

Moreover since it has been shown impossible
for a syllogism to be produced with both propo
sitions negative. but that one must of necessity
be such (negative), and the other that a thing is

present with, (that is affirmative,) we must in ad
dition to this assume

this,||
for it is necessary that

affirmative (propositions) when the demonstration
is increased^ should become more, but it is im

possible that the negatives should be more than
one in every syllogism. For let A be present with nothing
of those with which B is, but B be present with every C, if

indeed, again, it should be necessary to increase both propo-
* TO prove sitions,* a middle must be introduced. 2 Of A B

then let the middle be D, but of B C let the mid-
die be E, E then is evidently affirmative,! but D

T X&amp;gt; TTlciy 06 ell- . fY T i r Y\
firmed of E.and is aliirmative indeed or B, yet is placed negatively

as regards A, since it is necessary that D should

be present with every B, but A with no D ; there is then one

negative proposition, viz. A D.| The same mode
also subsists in other syllogisms, for the middle

Subject of of affirmative terms is always affirmative in re-

predTcatTof

a
t

n
h
d
e

sPect of both (extremes), but in the case of a

negative (syllogism), the middle must be neces

sarily negative in respect to one of the two,|| so

there is one proposition of this kind,*lT but the

others are affirmative. If then that is more known
and credible through which a thing is demon

strated, but the negative is shown through the

I The major.

minor both

extreme to

which it is sub

ject in the

ir.ajor prem.
11 The major is

negative.

1 Because of negative demonstration, one premise affirms, but the other

denies.
2 This is done when a pro-syllogism is constructed in the 1st figure,

because here alone the middle term occupies the middle place.
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affirmative, and the latter not through the former, this, since
it is prior, more known, and more credible, will be better.

Again, since the principle of syllogism is an universal imme
diate proposition, but the universal proposition in an ostensive

(demonstration) is affirmative, but in a negative is negative,
and since the affirmative is prior to, and more known than, the

negative, for negation is known through affirmation, and af
firmation is prior, just as being is prior to not be- 3. Affirmative

ing, therefore the principle of affirmative is better
Jjjj^

es nearer

than that of negative demonstration, but that toth^natuiJeof

which uses better principles is better. Moreover a Princ P le -

it partakes more of the nature of principle,*
*

&amp;lt;iPX oe3&amp;lt;F&amp;lt;r-

since without affirmative there is no negative
Tepa-

demonstration. 1

CHAP. XXVI. The Superiority of the same to Demonstration
ad impossibile proved.

-

SINCE affirmative is better than negative de- 1. Thediffer-

monstration, it is evidently also better than that

which leads to the impossible,! it is necessary tween direct

, , i ., i !/* demonstration
however to know what the difference between and that which

them is. Let A then be present with no B, but ^rdum^
ab &quot;

let B be with every C, wherefore it is necessary
t vide infra.

that A should be with no C, (the terms) then being thus as

sumed, the negative proposition proving that A is not present
with C will be ostensive. The demonstration however to the

impossible is as follows : if it is required to show that A is not

present with B it must be assumed present, J also
j In order to a

that B is with C so that it will happen that A is fight syllogism

with C. Let this however be known and ac-
i]

knowledged impossible, then it is impossible that A should be
with B ; if then B is acknowledged present with C, it is im-

1 An affirmative partakes more of the nature of principle than a nega
tive demonstration, because the minor prem. of a negat. is proved through
an affirmative.

2 Vide Hill s and Mansel s Logic, article Demonstration
;
also Whately,

App. I. xi., upon &quot;Impossibility,&quot; and Rhetoric, part i. ch. 3, sec. 7.

The ti e TO dSovaTov dyovaa a.7rodtii&amp;lt;; here, seems to correspond with
the kXeynicbv tr9vp,rjp.a of the Rhetoric, upon which see Dr. Hessey s

Srlu&amp;gt;m. Rhet. Table 4. Cf. also Anal. Pr. i. 22 and 38; Rhet. ii. 2224
and 30; iii. 17, 13.
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possible that A should be with B. The terms then indeed

* in the osten,
are similarly arranged,* but it makes a difference

sive as in the which negative proposition is more known, viz.
11

whether that A is not present with B, or that A
is not present with C. When then the conclusion is more
known that it is not, there is a demonstration to the impos-

t The negation
sible produced, but when that which f is in the

that A isnot
syllogism (is more known) the demonstration is

ostensive. Naturally, however, that A is not pre
sent with B is prior to A is not present with C, for those

things are prior to the conclusion, from which the conclusion

(is collected), and that A is not with C is the conclusion, but
that A is not with B is that from which the conclusion is de
rived. For neither if a certain thing happens to be subverted,
is this the conclusion, but those (the premises) from which

(the conclusion is derived). That indeed from which (it is

inferred) is a syllogism, which may so subsist as

tion is t

P
o

r

the
S1

either J a whole to a part, or as a part to a

^
h
a
er

^a
whole whole, but the propositions A C and A B do not

the major asto thus subsist with regard to each other. If then

^AsTine major
tnat demonstration which is from things more

tn Disamis. known and prior be superior, but both are credi-

monstrative
e

ble from something not existing, yet the one from

ist
pe

\ffijma-
the Prior &amp;gt;

tne other from what is posterior, nega
tive. 2nd, tive demonstration will in short be better, than

Ad
g
absurdum

d&amp;gt; tuat to the impossible, so that as affirmative de

li Than nega-
monstration is better than

this,||
it is also evidently

tive - better than that leading to the impossible.

CHAP. XXVII. Upon the Nature of more Accurate Science. 1

i. That one sd- ONE science is more accurate than, and prior to,
enceismore another, both the science that a thin&quot;; is, and the
suhtle and ac- ... ,-,,
curate than same wliy it is, but not separately that it is, than

the science of why it is, also that which is not of

a subject
2 than that which is of a subject, for instance, arith-

1 Cf. ch. 13; Plato, Phileb.
;
Rhet. b. i. ch. 7. In the last place, he

says that the precedence of one science over another is dependent upon
the higher elevation of its subject matter. Met. lib. i. and x.

2 Not conversant with a material subject, as arithmetic, which is con
versant with number. Taylor.
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metic then harmonic science, and that which consists of fewer

things than that which is from addition, as arithmetic than

geometry. I mean by
&quot; from addition,&quot; as unity is a sub

stance without position, but a point is substance with posi

tion,
1 this is from addition.

CHAP. XXVIII. What constitutes one, and what different
Sciences.

ONE science is that which is of one genus of those i. Whatever

things which are composed of first (principles), monft
S

rafed
d

and are the parts or affections of these per se;
2 from principles

but a science is different from another, whose genus^hese

principles are neither from the same things, nor c nstitute one

one from the other. 3 A token of this is when ture of diverse

any one arrives at things indemonstrable, for it is
sciences&amp;gt;

necessary* that they should be in the same genus * if it is one

with those that are demonstrated ; it is also a
science -

sign of this when things demonstrated through them are in

the same genus and are cognate.

CHAP. XXIX. That there may be several Demonstrations of the

same thing.

THERE may possibly be many demonstrations of

the same thing, not only when one assumes an strabieinmany

1 A point was defined by the Pythagoreans, unity with position : cf.

Categ. ch. 6
;

Procl. in Euc. Elem. lib. ii. Qtaiv t%iiv dicuntur ea

quorum partes simul intuemur ac si oculis subjectae essent ; quae dum
fluunt, rnanent et quorum quasi imagines ita animo representantur, ut

qua? prffiterierint mente repeti possint simul cum iis, quae praesto sint.

Waitz, in Cat. cap. 6.
3 Thus natural productions, though they possess their own proper

principles, are ultimately composed of the first and common principles,
matter and form : these last constitute the parts of body, but body and
soul the parts of animal. Also in the sciences we must consider the sub

jects of them, their parts, and their proper affections.
3 That is, their principles neither issue from a common source, nor are

so intermingled that the one may be derived from the other : thus phy
sics and arithmetic are different sciences, but the science of motion and
of the heavens are not entirely different. Vide Physics.

x 2
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un-continued medium from the same class,* as if

C D and F (were assumed) of A B,f but also from
another (series).

1

Thus, let A be to be changed,
D to be moved, B to be delighted, and again G
to be tranquillized. It is true then to predicate
D of B and A of D, for whoever is delighted is

moved, and what is moved is changed : again, it is

true to predicate A of G, and G of B, for every
one who is delighted is tranquillized, and he who is tran

quillized is changed. Wherefore there is a syllogism through
different media,

2 and not from the same class, yet not so that

neither is predicated of neither medium, since it

is necessary that both J should be present with

something which is the same. We must also

consider in how many ways ||

there may be a syl

logism of the same thing through the other figures.

modes, both
when the mid
dles are taken
from the same,
or from a dif

ferent genus.
* When one is

subaltern to

the other,

t The conclu
sion.

J D and G.

B.

|| Through how
many media.

CHAP. XXX. That there is no Science of the Fortuitous.*

i. This class THERE is no science through demonstration of
does not come tnat which js fortuitous, since the fortuitous is
under the pro
per subjects of neither as necessary nor as for the most part, but
demonstration.

that whjch is produced besides these, and demon
stration is of one of these. For every syllogism is through

premises, either necessary, or through those which are for the

most part (true), and if indeed the propositions are necessary,
the conclusion also is necessary ; but if for the most part

(true), the conclusion also is of the same character. Hence
if the fortuitous is neither as for the most part nor necessary,
there cannot be demonstration of it.

H Vide Ethics, CHAP. XXXI. That we do not possess Scientific
b. vi. ch. 2

and 3.
Knowledge through Sensation.^

1. The percep
tion of the

NEITHER is it possible to have scientific know

ledge through sensation, for although there is

1 That is, it is possible to effect this when the one is not subaltern to

the other, as it may be shown that man is an essence if we take biped as

a medium, or walking, or disputing, for these are not from the same class

as the former.
2 That is, D and G, media, the same conclusion A B is proved.
1 Cf. Metap. lib. v. (vi.).
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sensible perception of such a thing as this, ana senses is not

not of this particular thing,* yet it is necessary *
C

Nec
e

Cei-tce

to have a sensible perception of this particular imjus rei.

i i i I T A A Buhle.

thing, and some where and now. 1 But it is impossi
ble sensibly to perceive the universal and in all things, for it is

not this particular thing, nor now, otherwise it would not be

universal, since we call the universal that which is always and

every where. Since then demonstrations are universal, but
these cannot be perceived by sense, it is plain that neither

can scientific be possessed through sense. In fact, it is clear,

that even if we could perceive by sense that a triangle has

angles equal to two right, we should require demonstration,
and not, as some say, know this scientifically, for it is necessary

sensibly to perceive the singular, but science is

from the knowledge of the universal.! Where-
JjJ^Jjjfil

fore also if we were above the moon, and saw the

earth opposite, we should not know the cause of an eclipse

(of the moon). For we should perceive that it is eclipsed,
but in short should not perceive why, since there would not

be a sensible perception of the universal. Nevertheless, from

observing this frequently to happen, by investigation of the

universal, we should obtain demonstration, for the universal

is manifest from many singulars, but is valuable, because it

discloses the cause, wherefore the universal (knowledge) about

such things, of which there is another cause, is more honour
able than the senses and apprehension : about first

j cf. An. Post,

principles however there is another reason.J
2 &quot; ch - 9 -

1 Aristotle intends to show that sense is not science
;
otherwise since

sense apprehends qualities, as sounds, etc., it may seem that sense and

science are the same ;
but the fact is, that though they are employed

about the same things, yet they are not so after the same manner, for

sense apprehends particularly, but science universally. Moreover the

perception of the senses is limited by time and place, but science, or uni

versal knowledge, is not so restricted, so that the ascertainment of the

universal is beyond the scope of sensuous perception. Cf. Physics; De
Anima, lib. ii. and iii.

; Metap. lib. i. ch. 1
; Magna Moral, lib. i. 34, and

Moral. Eud. lib. v. c. 3.
2 The nearest approach to simple apprehension is r/ rwv aciaipiruv

vo?y(n, but vorjffig is variously used, and in its widest sense will embrace

all the logical operations. Mansel. See also Reid s Works, pp. 242, 692.

Waitz observes upon the passage,
&quot;

Quare in iis quorum causa aliunde

suspensa est, cognitio quam maxime universalis potior est omni alia, qme
vel ex sensuum affectione gignatur vel ex cognitione sola originem ha-

beat : eorum vero quae non aliunde probantur, quippe quibus nitatur
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It is clearly then impossible to possess scien-

thJe
h
anfcer- ^G knowledge of any thing demonstrable by

tain things un- sensible perception, unless some one should affirm

the deficiency that sensible perception is this, to possess science

ce ?tion

ible per through demonstration. There are indeed certain

problems which are referred to the deficiency of

our sensible perception,
1 for some if we should see them we

should not investigate, not as knowing from seeing, but as

possessing the universal from seeing. For instance, if we saw

glass perforated, and the light passed through it, it would be

also manifest why it illuminates in consequence

gia^T
6

of our seeing separately in each,* and at the same
t pieces. time perceiving that it is thus with all.f

(Cf. An. Post. CHAP. XXXII. On the Difference of Principles ac-
* * 10 -) cording to the Diversity of Syllogisms.

i The impos-
THAT there should be the same principles of all

sioiiity of prin- syllogisms is impossible, first (this will be seen)

BjXioJisms be- by those who consider logically. For some syl-

&quot;roved&quot;

11031
lgisms are true, others false, since it is possible
to conclude the true from the false, yet this but

rarely happens, for instance, if A is truly predicated of C, but

the middle B is false, for neither is A present with B nor B with

t Example (i )
^4 ^ however the media of these propositions
are assumed, they will be false,

2 because every
false conclusion is from false principles, but the true from

true principles, and the false and the true are different.

Next, neither are the false (deduced) from the same (princi

ples) with themselves, for they are false and contrary to each

omnis ratiocinatio, alia ratio est : haec enim mente ipsa intuemur et quasi

ainpleetimur.
1

Philoponus observes that Aristotle added this observation lest any

discrepancy should appear to exist between what he has stated here and
at chapter 18. Philop. Schol.

B A
Ex. 1 . Every stone is an animal

C B
Every man is a stone

C A
. Every man is an animal.

a
i. e. the propositions of the prosyllogisms, if the former are to bfl

proved by the latter.
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other, and cannot be simultaneous, for instance, it is impossible
that justice should be injustice or timidity, that man should

be a horse or an ox, or that the equal should be greater or less.

From these positions indeed (we may prove it) *
i e that

thus,* since neither are there the same principles
there are not

of all the true (conclusions), for the principles of
cipieToTan&quot;&quot;&quot;

many are different in genus, and are not suitable,
thinss -

as units do not suit points, for the former have not position,
but the latter have it. At least it is necessary to adapt

(either) to media or from above or below, or to have some
terms within but others without. 1

! Nor can t The ex-

there possibly be certain common principles from jremes. (syi-

, . i ,, , . logismum,)
which all things may be demonstrated : I mean Buhie.

by common as to affirm or to deny every thing, for
2-

the genera of beings are different, and some are present with

quantities, but others with qualities alone, with which there

is demonstration through the common. Again, principles are

not much fewer than conclusions, for the propositions are

principles, but the propositions subsist when a term is either

assumed or introduced. Moreover, conclusions are infinite,

but terms finite ; besides, some principles are from necessity,
but others contingent.
To those therefore who thus consider, it will be 2. Reply to ob-

impossible that there should be the same finite

principles when the conclusions are infinite, but identity.

if any one should reason in some other way, for instance,
that these are the principles of geometry, but these

of reckoning,J and these of medicine, what is this

statement other than that there are principles of

the sciences ? but to say that there are the same

principles because they are the same with them-
selves is ridiculous,

||

for thus all things become the several sci-

the same. Still neither is to demonstrate any n Because no

thing from all things to investigate whether there fronfiSSf
are the same principles of all, since this would be

1 That is, if principles are to be accommodated to another science, we
must so arrange the terms as that the demonstrations may be formed
either in the 1st figure, wherein the middle term holds the middle place ;

or in the 2nd figure, where it occupies the first place, and is above both
the extremes

;
or in the 3rd figure, where it holds the last place under

each extreme. Moreover, some must be formed in the first, but otheri

in the second or third figure.
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*
i. e. Mathe- veiT silly. For neither does this happen in evi-

matics. dent disciplines,* nor is it possible in analysis,
1

since immediate propositions are principles, and another con-

+ So that he elusion arises, when an immediate proposition is

assumes the assumed.t If however any one should say that the
principles of / , &amp;lt; ,

many conciu- first immediate propositions are the same prinei-
sions -

pies, there is one in each genus, but it* it is nei

ther possible that any thing can be demonstrated as it ought
to be from all (principles), nor that they should be so different,
as that there should be different ones of each science, it re

mains that the principles of all are the same in

s\&amp;gt;ede s

diffe

genus,:f but that from different principles differ

ent sciences (are demonstrated). Now this is

I Principles
eyidently impossible, for it has been shown that

(u PXa!&quot;two!

S

the principles are different in genus of those

Sp- a*&quot;&quot;

and
things which are generically different, for princi

ples are two-fold, viz.from which and about whieli,
those indeed from which are common, 2 but those about which
are peculiar, for instance, number and magnitude.

II
Vid. Ethics, CHAP. XXXIIL Upon the Difference between Science

fcatV and Pini,n.\\

i. Science is THE object of scientific knowledge and science
universal, and ,., 1I&amp;gt;N ^.~, ,

. . ? .

subsists (itself) differs from the object of opinion, and from

nwwfaryt
1

?!? Pimon )
because science is universal, and subsists

teiiecttheprin- through things necessary, and what is necessarynce
cannot subsist otherwise than it does : some

things however are true, and subsist, yet may possibly subsist
otherwise. It is evident then that science is not conversant
with these, (for else things which are capable of subsisting other-

n See Ethics b
W * S6 colllcl not Possibly subsist otherwise). Yet

vi. ch. 2 and 3] neither is intellect^ conversant with such, (for I call

Boh s eS.
teS intellect the principle of science,

3
) nor indemon-

* hro\njv. strable science, and this is the notion * of an imme-
1 If any one were to analyze the different sciences into their principles,

he would not be able to analyze them into the same, but into different

principles.
2 As axioms, see ch. 10; also table of the principles of science. Cf.

Sanderson s Logic, b. iii. ch. 11
;
Mill s Logic, vol. i. p. 197; Metap. v.

and vi.
3 Because of our cognizance of axioms by it
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diate proposition. But intellect, science, and opi- See Mansei s

nion, and what is asserted through these, are true, JjjJ*
p 5&amp;gt;

wherefore it remains that opinion is conversant

with the true or false, which yet may have a various subsist

ence, but this is the notion of an immediate and not neces

sary proposition. This also agrees with what
g Opinioncon .

appears, for both opinion is unstable, and its na- v ersant with

ture is of this kind,
1

besides, no one thinks that thenon-necea-

he opines, but that he knows, when he thinks it

impossible for a thing to subsist otherwise than it does, but

when he thinks that it is indeed thus, yet that nothing hinders*

it being otherwise, then he thinks that he opines ;
* so waitz,

opinion as it were being conversant with a thing and
l

Buhie?
lor

of this kind, but science with what is necessary. Kxi&amp;gt; e r.

How then is it possible f to opine and know t Taylor and

the same thing, and why will opinion not be sci-
^-&quot;iorfu-

ence, if a person admits that every thing which cet,&quot; &quot;it isnot

he knows he may opine ? for both he who knows waSzandBek-
and he who opines will follow through media till ker omit it.

,

r
. . ,. i r&amp;gt; i f 3 - Solution of

they come to things immediate, so that if the former an inquiry why

knows, he also who opines knows. For as it
JJiSifmay**

8

is possible to opine that a thing is, so likewise not be science.

why it is, and this is the medium. Or
if

if he so
&quot;shSFwesay.&quot;

conceives things which cannot subsist otherwise, Tay lor - w/li

,

tz

., . i , ,,,.. , T-T i omits, but Bek-
as if he had the definitions through which the ker retains the

demonstrations are framed, he will not opine, but &amp;lt;iuestlon -

know ; but if that they are true, yet that these are not pre
sent with them essentially, and according to form, he will

opine and not know truly both the that and the why, if in

deed he should opine through things immediate ; but if not
1 In fact, as Aldrich observes,

&quot;

ei (opinion!) nulla competit certitudo

sed in ipsa sui ratione includit formidinem oppositi : sunt opinioni tamen

gradus quidam ad certitudinem.&quot; For the most admirable example of

all the vacillation of opinion from surmise to certainty, and of the desire

for that full knowledge and assurance which after all will crush the heart,
&quot; the doom it dreads, yet dwells upon,&quot; see Shakspeare s Othello,

passim, but especially act iii. scene 3 :

&quot; OTH. By the world,
I think my wife be honest

;
and think she is not

;

I think that thou art just ;
and think thou art not

;

I ll have some proof.&quot;

See also Butler s Analogy, Introduction on Probable Evidence. Cf. lop.
i. 1

; Aldrich, Whately, Sanderson s and Hill s Logic, in verb.
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through the immediate, he will only opine that they are.

Still opinion and science are not altogether conversant with

the same thing, but as both the true and the false opinion are

in a manner about the same thing, thus also science and

opinion are conversant with the same. 1 For as some say that

true and false opinion are of the same ; absurd consequences
follow both in other respects, and also that he

w^ pines falsely does not opine.
2 * Now since

the same thing is stated in several ways, in one

way there may be, and in another there cannot be (a true

and false opinion of the same). For to opine truly that the

diameter of a square is commensurate with its side, is ab

surd, but because the diameter about which there are (con

trary) opinions is the same thing, thus also they are of the

same thing, but the essence of each according to the definition

is not the same. 3 In like manner also knowledge and opinion
are conversant with the same thing, for the former is so con

versant with animal as that it is impossible animal should not

exist, but the latter so as that it may possibly not exist, as if

the one should be conversant with that which is man essen

tially, but the other with man indeed, yet not with what is

t But accident- man essentially \\ for it is the same thing, that is,

ally&amp;lt; man, but not the same as to the manner.

4. we cannot, From these then it is clearly impossible to opine
at one and the an(j know the same thing at the same time, for
same time, . ,

&amp;lt;

. .

know, and otherwise at one and the same time a man might
have a notion that the same thing could and could

not subsist otherwise, which is impossible. In different (men)
indeed each (of these) may be possible about the same thing,

1 Science is however distinguished from opinion, by the certainty of its

subject : error also consists with certainty of the subject, but opinion
cannot consist with it. Vide Hansel s note, p. 102

;
Sanderson s defini

tions. Cf. also Anal. Post. i. 6. The whole subject is well discussed by
Hill (Logic, p. 275, et seq.), and upon the distinction of the dialectic

and demonstrative syllogism, as enuuciative of opinion and science, the

reader will find some valuable remarks in Mansel, and Crakanthorpe s

Logic. Cf. Top. i. 1.

2 He here glances at the opinion entertained by Protagoras and the

sophists, who asserted that truth and falsehood were only in opinion, and
that if every opinion is true, false opinion is not opinion.

3 From the thing being considered in two ways, there are two essences

of the thing, and the diameter is assumed in true opinion in one way, and
in false opinion in another. Taylor.
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as we have said,* but in the same (man) it is im- , v ..

IT ,
. , 111 Vide Aldnch

possible even thus, since he would have a notion in verb. &quot;

Opi-

at the same time, for instance, that man is essen-
nio

&quot;

Top&amp;gt;
* L

tially animal, (for this it is to be impossible not to be an
animal,) and is not essentially an animal, for this it is to be
possible not to be an animal.

For the rest, how it is necessary to distinguish between dis
course and intellect, and science and art, and prudence and
wisdom, belongs rather partly to the physical, and partly to
the ethical theory.

1

CHAP. XXXIV. Of Sagacity.* t Cf. Ethics,
b.vi.ch. 9

SAGACITY is a certain happy extempore conjee- , Definitlon
ture of the middle term, as if a man perceiving of sagacity.

that the moon always has that part lustrous which J^je^
is towards the sun, should straightway understand Toi; u r D : in -

why this occurs, viz. because it is illuminated by
S

the sun, or seeing a man talking to a rich person, should know
that it is in order to borrow money of him, or that persons
are friends, because they are enemies of the same
man ; for he who perceives the extremes \ knows \^ conclu-

all the middle causes. Let to be lustrous in the

part toward the sun be A, to be illuminated by the sun B,
the moon C. Wherefore B to be illuminated by the sun is

present with the moon C, but A to be lustrous in the part
turned towards that by which it is illuminated is present
with B, hence also A is present with C through
B. Example v l.)

Cf. Biese, vol. i. p. 89, 327
; Hamilton s Reid, p. 768. Atavota is

the progress of the intuitive intellect (VOVQ) in investigating truth, and is

perhaps best rendered here &quot;

discourse,&quot; though the latter applies both to
it and to

Xoyi&amp;lt;r/zoe. Upon these terms, cf. Mansel s note, pp. 46, and
upon the powers or energies themselves, see Ethics, b. vi., Bohn s edition,
and De Anima.

B A
Ex. 1. Whatever is illuminated by the sun shines in the part towards

the sun
C B

The moon is illuminated by the sun
C A

. Tie moon shines in the part towards the sun.
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BOOK II.

CHAP. I. That the subjects of Scientific Investigation are four.

1. Subjects of
THE subjects of investigation are equal in num-

fnvestigaVion&quot;:
ber to the things which we scientifically know ;

wtyMhetf!
but we investigate four things ; that a thing is,

and the what, why it is, if it is, what it is. For when we in-

^T^Ui*] quire whether it is this, or that, having reference

instances
7 to & num^er

(as whether the sun is eclipsed or not)
we investigate the that, and a sign of this is that

when we have found that it is eclipsed we desist from our in

quiries, and if we knew from the first that it is eclipsed, we
do not inquire whether it is so. But when we know the

that, we investigate the why, for instance, when we know that

*
i. e directing

there is an eclipse, and there is an earthquake,
our attention we inquire why there is an eclipse, and an earth-
to manythings. , m, *, . . , , -

1

t simply con- quake. These things indeed we investigate thus,*

th1ng
ing ne kut some after another manner,f for instance, if

I Bekker and there is, or is not, a centaur or a God. I say if

here? Taylor there is or is not, simply,
1 and not if it is white

and Bunie add or not. When however we know that a thing
the opening . . . . _ &amp;gt;

sentence of the is, we inquire what it is, lor instance, what God,
next chapter. Qr what man ig +

CHAP. II. That all Investigation has reference to the Discovery of
the Middle Term.

i. The former THE things then which we investigate, and which

t?&quot;nV

n

mly
lg
b

a
e

~

having discovered we know, are such and so
reduced to two, many, but when we inquire the that or if a thing

1 Vide Trendelen. Elem. Log. p. 74. By simply, he means an inves
tigation into the mere existence of the thing, but when an inquiry as to the
TO on is made, then it becomes a question of the quality. Upon the ar

gument of this whole book, see Kuhn s work, Hal. 1844
;
we may remark

that the question or rb Lyrovfievov here, has a more extensive application
than what Aldrich assigns tou, since two of the questiones scibiles, &quot;an

sit,&quot; and &quot;

quid scit,&quot; cannot in all cases be determined syllogistically.
Cf. ch. 3, of this book. See also Mansel s Appendix, note B.
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is simply, then we inquire whether there is a concerning the

medium of it or not, but when knowing, either Se
d

re

le

be
eri

one!

that it is, or ifii is, either in part or simply,
1 we and what it is.

again investigate why it is, or what it is, then we inquire
what the middle is. But I mean by the that if it is in a

part and simply, in a part indeed (as) is the moon eclipsed or

increased ? for in such things we inquire if a thing is or is

not ; but simply (as) if there is a moon or not, or if night is

or not.* In all these inquiries it occurs that we * A question of

investigate either if there is a middle or what the the whole, not

i-ii (* i i -in n i
of an accident.

middle is, tor the cause is the middle, and this is 2. The middle

investigated in all things. Is there then an
expreSeg^th?

eclipse ? is there a certain cause or not ? after this, cause why the

when we know that there is, we inquire what Sted of the*
11&quot;

this is. For the cause of a thing not being this or minor.

that, but simply substance, or not simply, but something of

those which subsist per se, or accidentally, is the middle. I

mean by what is simply (substance) the subject, as the moon, or

the earth, or the sun, or a triangle, but by a certain thing, (as)
an eclipse, equality, inequality! if it is in the

middle or not.} For in all these it is evident that JhfaSVa
what a thing is and why it is are the same ; what triangle.

is an eclipse? a privation of light from the moon the earth, as in

through the interposition of the earth. Why is
Jhespheref

there an eclipse, or why is the moon eclipsed ?

because its light fails through the interposition of the earth. 2

What is symphony ? a ratio of numbers in sharp and flat.

Why does the sharp accord with the flat ? because the sharp
and flat have the ratio of numbers. Do then the sharp and
flat accord ?z is there then a ratio of them in numbers? as

suming that there is, what then is the ratio ?

That the inquiry is of the middle those things

prove whose middle falls within the cognizance of
fnv^tiga?e &quot;he

the senses, since we inquire when we have not a middle, if the

sensible perception, as of an eclipse, whether it is ancTfts

1

cause,

or not. But if we were above the moon we should fal1 within the

. . p , . ITT cognizance of
not inquire neither it, nor why, but it would be our senses.

immediately evident, as from sensible perception J^{

we should also obtain knowledge of the universal ;

1 In part that it is, or simply /it is.

- Upon the reduction ol this demonstration to syllogistic form, see

Aquinas Opusc. 38, and Crakanthorpe Log. lib. iv. cap. 4.
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for sense (would show us) that the earth is now opposed,
for it would be evident that there is now an

*ib

C
i*

Metap
eclipse, and from this there would arise the uni

versal. l *

As therefore we say, the knowledge of ihe^what is the same
as the knowledge of the why, and

&amp;gt;s

this is either
1

simply, and not

somewhat of things inherent,^)]? it is of things inherent, as

that there are two right angles or that it is greater or less.

CHAP. III. Upon the Difference between Demonstration and

Definition.

THAT all investigations then are an inquiry of the middle is

evident, but let us show how what a thing is, is demon

strated, and what is the method of training up a thing to its

, _ h principles,
2

&quot;J&quot;

also what a definition is, and of what
e. &quot;aWx^ewf subjects doubting first about these. But let the

commencement of the future (doubts) be that

which is most appropriate to the following discussion, since

perhaps a man might doubt whether it is possible
1. We cannot * . . ,.

know by deft- to know the same thing, and according to the

subjecfcapable
same ^7 definition and demonstration, or whether

of demonstra- it is impossible? For definition seems to be of

what a thing is, but every thing (which signifies)

what a thing is, is universal and affirmative, but some syllo

gisms are negative, others not universal ; for instance, all those

in the second figure are negative, but those in the third not

universal. Next, neither is there definition of all affirmatives

in the first figure, as that every triangle has angles equal to

two right angles ; the reason of this is, because to know

1

By sensible perception that of the universal is produced.
2 That is, how definition is reduced to demonstration, for every de

finition is either the principle or the conclusion of demonstration, or it

alone differs from demonstration in the position of terms, as was shown
in ch. 8, of the preceding book. Taylor. Upon the subject of this

chapter, and the subsequent ones, the reader is referred to the truly
valuable remarks in Hansel s Appendix, note B., which want of room

prevents my fully quoting, and justice to the excellent treatment the

author has shown of his subject, forbids me to abridge. In many cases

I have been compelled to give only references, where otherwise I would

have entered into greater detail. The student will do well also to con

sult Rassow, Aristot. de notionis def. doctr., and Crakanthorpe s Logic.
Cf. also Top. i. 5 and 6, 4 and 14; Metap. vi. 11

;
De Anima, i. 1.
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scientifically that which is demonstrable, is to possess de

monstration, so that if there is demonstration in regard to

things of this kind, there can evidently not be also definition

of them, for a person might know by definition without de

monstration, since nothing prevents the possession of it at one

and the same time. A sufficient evidence of this is also

derived from induction, for we have never known by de

finition, any of those which are inherent per se nor which are

accidents ; besides, if definition be a certain indication of sub

stance, it is evident that such things are not substances.

Clearly then, there is not definition of every

thing of which there is also demonstration, but moStrationaii

what, is there then demonstration of every thiner those which are

i . i i -i f } .1 capable of de-
of which there is definition or not t there is one finition.

reason and the same also of this.* For of one
*

bo
posed

thing, so far as it is one, there is one science, so

that if to know that which is demonstrable be to possess

demonstration, an impossibility would happen, for he who

possesses definition would know scientifically without de

monstration. Besides, the principles of demonstration are

definitions, of which it has been shown before, there will not

be demonstrations,! since either principles will be

demonstrable, and principles of principles, and this ch

would proceed to infinity, or the first (principles)
will be indemonstrable definitions.

Yet if there are not of every thing and the 3. in fact, no-

same, may there not be definition and demonstra- thing capable
,.

J
, . -. , r, ... Of definition

tion of a certain thing and the same : or is it im- admits de-

possible ? since there is not demonstration of what monstration -

there is definition. For definition is of what a thing is,

and of substance, but all demonstrations appear to suppose
and assume what a thing is, as mathematics, what is unity
and what an odd number, and the rest in like manner. More
over every demonstration shows something of somewhat, as

that it is, or that it is not, but in definition one thing is not

predicated of another, as neither animal of biped, 4 onepartofa
nor this of animal, nor figure of superficies, for su- definition is

perficies is not figure, nor figure superficies. Again, of iJother?
ted

it is one thing to show what a thing is, but an-
^ide

Hill s

other to show that it is, definition then shows what Whatehr on

a thing is, but demonstration that this thing, either
&quot;

Definition -&quot;
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is or is not of this. Of a different thing indeed there is a dif

ferent demonstration, unless it should be as a certain part of the

whole. I say this because the isosceles has been shown (to have

angles equal) to two right, if every triangle has been shown (to

* The isosceles
have tnem

)&amp;gt;

f r tnat is a Part &amp;gt;

but this a whole :
*

being a species these however, that a thing is, and what it is, do

to It ^a?a part
not thus subsist in reference to each other, since

to a whole. the one js no^ a part of the other.

Evidently then there is neither entirely demon-
stration ofwhat there is definition, nor entirely de

finition of what there is demonstration ; hence in

t Definition short it is impossible to have both j of the same

st

n
rat?oT

n ~

thin
g&amp;gt;

so that it; is also evident that definition and

. demonstration will neither be the same, nor the

defined anJTde- one contained in the other, otherwise their sub-
monstrated.

j ectg
i ^ou[^ subsist similarly . J

CHAP. IV. That the Definition of a thing cannot be demonstrated.

i. in order to
-^ET tnen so ^ar tnese things be matters of doubt,

collect by a syi- but as to what a thing is whether is there, or is

iMhe
&

there not, a syllogism and a demonstration of it, as

the present discussion supposed ? for a syllogism

press the defi- shows something in respect of somewhat through
a medium, but the (definition) what a thing is,

is both peculiar and is predicated in respect of what it is.

The nature
Now it is necessary that these should reciprocate :

|i

of the thing for if A is the property of C, it is evidently alsc

&quot;htebttk tto that of B
&amp;gt;

and that of C so that all reciprocate
nature. with each other. Nevertheless, if A is present

with every B in respect of what it is, and uni

versally B is predicated of every C in respect of what it is, it

is also necessary that A should be predicated of C in the ques
tion what it is. Still if some one should assume without this

reduplication,
2
it will not be necessary that A should be predi

cated of C in the question what a thing is, though A should

IT in the major
^e predicated of B^[ in the same question, but not

* in the minor, of those of which B is predicated in this question.*
1 B&amp;lt; Now both these f will signify what a thing (C) is,

1 ra VTTO KtijjLiva, h. e. finis ad quern tendit utvaque vel id quod utraque
conticere vult. Waitz.

2 That is, simply saying that A is attributed to B, and B tc C.
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wherefore B will also be the definition of C, hence if both

signify what a thing is, and what the very nature of it is,

there will be the very nature of a thing prior in the middle

term. Universally also, if it is possible to show what man

5s, let C be man, but A what he is, whether biped animal,
or any thing else ;

in order then that a conclusion should be

drawn, A must necessarily be predicated of every B, and of

this there will be another middle definition, so that this also

will be a definition of a man, wherefore a person assumes

what he ought to show, for B also is the definition of

a man.
We must however consider it in two proposi- 2. A twofold

tions, and in first and immediate (principles), for consideration.

what is stated becomes thus especially evident : they there

fore who show what the soul is, or what man or any thing
else is, by conversion, beg the question,

1 as if a man should

assume the soul to be that which is the cause to itself of

life,* and that this is number moving itself,f he

must necessarily so assume as a postulate that the t

soul is number moving itself, as that it is the
j

same thing. For it does not follow if A is con

sequent to B, and this to C, that A will therefore be the

definition of the essence of C, but it will be only possible to

say that this is true, nor if A is that which is predicated

essentially of every B. For the very nature of animal is

predicated of the very nature of man, since it is true that

whatever exists as man, exists as animal, (just as every man
is animal,) yet not so, as for both to be one thing.J j Because one

If then a person does not assume this, he will not is genus, the

1 In the minor in fact the terms so reciprocate as to become identical,

and the very nature of a thing, and that of which it is the very nature, are

the same. The whole argument goes to show that no definition, as such,
can be proved, but the endeavour necessarily results in a petitio principii,
and the reason is simply because a definition can be predicated essentially

(iv
T&amp;lt;fi

ri tan) of nothing but that, of which it is the definition
;
and siiu .

to prove a conclusion concerning the essence, the premises must be of th*

same character, the assumed middle must be identical with the minor,
and the major premise with the conclusion. The argument is used

against Xenocrates. Cf. Scholia, p. 242, b.35. Trendelenburg, de An. p.
273. Kuhn, de Notionis Definitione, p. 11. Mansel s Logic, Appendix
B. In some passages (Metap. vi. 5, 5

;
vi. 4, 12) Aristotle declares sub

stances alone capable of definition, but in a wider sense, as used throughout
the Post. Anal., the remark is applicable both to substances and attributes
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conclude that A is the very nature and sub-
other species.

J

3. He who stance of U, but if he thus assume it, he will

finitk)nby

e

a

de assume prior to the conclusion that B is the de-

syiiogism begs finition of the essence of C. Therefore there has
ie ques ion. j^^ no demonstration, for he has made a &quot;

peti-

tio principii.&quot;

CHAP. Y. That there is no Conclusion by Divisions proved.

1. That the NEVERTHELESS, neither does the method through

ision

d

is

b
{n-

di divisions infer a conclusion, as we observed in the

conclusive. analysis about figures,* since it is never necessary

*^An.
Prior, i. ^^ wjien ^QQQ things exist,! that | should exist,

* The members as neither does he demonstrate who forms an in-

? The defini- duction. For the conclusion ought not to inquire
ti

&quot;g2

be nor to exist from being granted, but it necessarily
The admitted is, when they exist, although the respondent

premises. ^oeg no^. acknowiedge it. Is man (for instance)
animal or inanimate,

1 if he has assumed him to be an animal,
it has no*fc been syllogistically concluded. Again, every ani

mal is either pedestrian or aquatic, he assumes it pedestrian,
and that man is that whole animal pedestrian, is not neces

sary from what is said, but he assumes also this. It signifies

nothing however, whether he does this in respect of many
2. The same things or few, since it is the same thing ; to those

reasoning good therefore who thus proceed, and in what is capa-
in long or short

-,
&amp;gt; r&amp;gt; ** , -\ ,-, -n

definition. ble of syllogistic conclusion, this use is unsyllo-

II Pedestrian, gistic. For what prevents the whole of this||

being true of man, yet without enunciating what
a thing is, or the very nature of it ? Again, what prevents

something being added to, or taken away from, or exceeding
the essence ?

2

Negligence then happens about these things,

piied foYdtvi- but we may avoid it by assuming all things (as
sionai defini-

granted) in respect of what a thing is, and the

first being made a postulate by arranging the order

1 This is an interrogation of one, investigating a definition by division.
2 That is, that something may be superfluous or defective in the defini

tion. Cf. rules for definition in the common Logics ;
also Passow, Arist

de Notionis Defin. Doct., Crakanthorpe, and Sanderson, and especially
Boethius de Divisione.
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in division, omitting nothing. This however is requisite for it
is necessary that there should be an individual
yet nevertheless there is not a syllogism, but if so ttvSf^S
it indicates after another manner. And this is not nS^a^&quot;
at all absurd, since neither perhaps does he who rived a*. we
makes

^

an induction demonstrate, though at the RTKhJE
same time he renders something manifest, but he dividual -

who selects definition from division does not state a syllo
gism For as in conclusions without media, if a man state
that from such things being granted, this particular thin-
necessarily exists, it is possible to inquire why, thus also is itm definitions by division. What is man ? A mortal animal
pedestrian, biped, without wings. Why ? according to each
addition,* for he will state and show by division as he thinks
that every one is either mortal or immortal. The whole
however of such a sentence is not definition,* * For the defi .

wherefore though it should be demonstrated by nition has to be

division, yet the definition does not become a L?!I
Syllogism.

3 animal.

CHAP. VI Case of one Proposition defining the Definition itself.

Is it however possible to demonstrate what a i. it is proved
thing is according to substance, but from hvpo-

that there is no

thesis assuming that the very nature of a thing SSSdSST
in the question what it is, is something of its SiSS&ta

1 06 X!y I) UXkyuv. A paronomasia; a definition is said to be
selected from division, because not all the members of the division are
assumed in the definition, but always from two opposite members the
one is assumed and the other relinquished. Taylor.2 That is, we may question each part of the definition, which is added
successively, e. g. why is man animal? why mortal? etc. Trap Uaarnv

3
Syllogism here, as in other places continually, means the conclusion

and, as Waltz remarks, Aristotle would more accurately have written
aAA o

&amp;lt;TuAAoyi(r/iGc oi&amp;gt;x 6pt&amp;lt;r/i6c yivtrai. Division was a favourite method
with Plato, for the demonstration of definitions, but Aristotle considers
it only a weak kind of syllogism ;

in fact, that its chief use is to test
definitions when obtained. Andronicus Rhodius wrote a separate trr-a
tise on division, and amongst the later Peripatetics, the system was ap
parently held m higher estimation. Cf. Cic. Top. ch. 6; Quintil v 10-
vu. 1; Hamilton s Reid; Trendelen. Elem. and Abelard Dialectics ed!
Cousin.

Y 2
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defines the de- peculiar principles, and that these alone 1 indicate
finition itself.

j tg substance, and that the whole 2
is its peculiar

ity? for this is its essence. Or again, has a person assumed

the very nature of a thing in this also ? for we must neces

sarily demonstrate through a middle term.3
Moreover, as in

a syllogism, we do not assume what is to have been syllo-

gisticaliy concluded, (for the proposition is either a whole or

a part, from which the syllogism consists,) thus neither ought
the very nature of a thing to be in a syllogism, but this

should be separate from the things which are laid down, and

in reply to him who questions whether this has been syllo-

gistically concluded or not, we must answer that it is, for this

was the syllogism.
4 And to him who asserts that the very

nature of the thing was not concluded, we must reply that

it was, for the very nature of the thing was laid down by us,

so that it is necessary that without the definition of syllogism,

or of the definition itself, something should be syllogistically

inferred.

2 Norb any
Also, if a person should demonstrate from hy-

other hypothe- pothesis, for instance, if to be divisible is the
ticai syllogism.

esgence of evil . but Of a contrary, the essence is

contrary of as many things as possess a contrary ; but good
is contrary to evil, and the indivisible to the divisible, then

the essence of good is to be indivisible. For here he proves

assuming the very nature of a thing, and lie assumes it in
* Therefore order to demonstrate what is its very nature:*

queTtiort!&quot; cf. let however something be different, since in de-

1 The things assumed as constituting the definition.
2 The composite from many attributes. It may be observed that there

are two ways of investigating definition ;
one by division, and the other

by induction
;
the first took a wide genus, including the object to be de

fined, and contracted it by the addition of successive differentiae, until we
obtain a complex notion, co-extensive with that of which the definition

is sought ;
this was Plato s favourite method, though rejected by Speusip-

pus. Vide Scholia, p. 179, b. xi. The other method was by induction,

which consisted in examining the several individuals of which the term

to be defined is predicable, and observing what they have in common
;
the

definition sought, being the one common notion which is thus obtained.

Vide Hansel s Logic, Appendix B.
;
Locke s Essay, book ii. ch. 23.

3 The medium being the essence, the latter is thus assumed to demon
strate itself.

4
i. e. from the definition of syllogism, it must be shown that the syllo

gism was rightly constructed, and the conclusion properly inferred.
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moristrations K is assumed that this is predicated Prior. An. b.

of that, yet not that very thing, nor that of which
JJ

chl 1G

there is the same definition,* and which recipro- knowS thJ

cates.t To both however there is the same doubt conclusion.

i T i ,,... T hen the

against him who demonstrates by division, and proposition can

against the syllogism thus formed, why man will
J^JXnly, as

be an animal biped pedestrian/ but not an ani- prove the con-

mal and pedestrian,}: for from the things assumed, ?sot!wt one

there is no necessity that there should be one

predicate, but just as the same man may be both these.

a musician and a grammarian.

CHAP. VII. That what a thing is can neither be known by Demon
stration nor by Definition.

How then will he who defines show the essence
l An in ujr r

of a thing, or what it is ? for neither as demon- into
1

&quot;

strating from things ||
which are granted will he

render it evident that when they exist, it is ne- objections.

cessary that something else^f should be, for de- TThownelu-
monstration is this, nor as forming an induction S10U *

by singulars which are manifest, that every thing thus subsists,
from nothing

*
subsisting otherwise ; since he does

not show what a thing is, but that it is, or is not.
*

iduai
ndi

What remaining method is there? for he will not

indicate by sense nor by the finger.
Moreover how will he show what it t is ? for it 2 -

, , , , , J t So Waitz and
is necessary that he also who knows what man is, Bekker. Bunie

or any thing else, should also know that he is,
2

J
for Sl^gf

no one knows with respect to non-being that it is,
&quot;man &quot;is. &^

but what the definition or the name signifies, as
Jhapter?**

when I say &quot;trugelaphos,&quot;
it is impossible to

1 So that one thing is produced from these, according to the nature of
definition. Cf. on Interpretation, ch. 5.

2 Before we can determine the real definition of any object (n &amp;lt;m)

we must of necessity ascertain that it exists (on tart). (Vide next chap
ter.) Now the existence of attributes and that of substances being de
termined in two different ways, there is a corresponding variety in the
form of definition, the former being defined by the same cause which
served as a middle term to prove their existence, a mode of definition

described as m/XXoyto^oc TOV ri tort, Trrwtm ^ta^tpwv rijq cfnoStilLtwQ
lour causes being recognised by Aristotle (cf. An. Post. b. ii. ch. 11) : but
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know what tragelaphos is. Moreover, if he should show what
a thing is, and that it is, how will he show this in the same
sentence ? for both definition and also demonstration manifest

one certain thing, but what man is is one thing, and the es

sence of man is another.

We next say that it is necessary to show by
lit thTiifl? demonstration every thing, that it is, except it be
stance to any substance, but to be, is not substance to any thing,

for being is not the genus. There will then he
*Notadefini- , ,

.
J_, x .

b
. - , . . .

tionofwhat&quot; demonstration that it is,* and this the sciences

now effect. For what a triangle means, the geo
metrician assumes, but that it is, he demonstrates. What
then will he who defines what it is, prove ? that it is a

f Fecause it i s triangle ? he then who knows what it is by
not yet chosen definition, will not know if it is.t but this is
to be a triangle.

4. Error of Evidently then those who define according to
present modes.

the presen t methods of definition, do not demon
strate that a thing is, for although those lines be equal which
are drawn from the middle, yet why is it the thing de-

t i e circle
^ne(^ ? t anc* why is this a circle ? for we might

why is the say that there is the same definition of brass.
||

For

havingUuS neither do definitions demonstrate that it is possi-
Hnes from the ble for that to be which is asserted, nor that that
centre to the ,-, . . f , . , ,, ,-, j / &amp;lt; i

cir,- LI inference, thing is, oi which they say there are definitions,
1

ir i

P
eWinter ^ut ^ *s a^wa7s possible to say why. If

rogate, why is If then he who defines shows either what a
ms a circle.

thing is or what the name signifies, except there

5 is, by no means (an explanation) of what a thing
is, definition will be a sentence signifying the same

thing as a name, but this is absurd. 2 For in the first place

the definition of substances is determined by the formal cause, in refer-

once to the essential constituents of the general notion, the possession of

which entitles the individual to be reckoned under it. Aristotle makes
summa genera, and individuals alone indefinite. Locke avers that simple
ideas only cannot be defined. Cf. Metap. books vi. and x.

;
Locke s Essay,

b. iii. 4, 7
; Descarte s Princip. i. 10

;
Occam s Logic, Part I.

1 Definition does not teach that the proposed thing, the essence of
which is investigated, exists in the nature of things, nor does it teach that

the thing is that, the essence of which the definition unfolds. Taylor.
*

Cf. Top. vi. 4 and 6, 14; Metap. vi. 11; Albert de Prad. Tract, i.;

Occam, Part I. ch. 26
; Whately s Logic, and Aldrich upon nominal and
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there would be a definition of non-essences and of non-entities,
since it is possible even for non-entities to have a signification.

Again, all sentences will be definitions, for we might give a

name to any sentence, so that we might all discuss in definitions,

and the Iliad would be a definition. Besides, no science would
demonstrate that this name signifies this thing, neither there

fore do definitions manifest this.

From these things therefore it appears that

neither definition nor syllogism are the same

thing, nor are syllogism and definition of the same

thinsr, moreover that definition neither demon-
strates nor shows any thing, and that we can

know what a thing is neither by definition nor by
demonst tion.

demonstration.

6 Recapitulil.

tion. it is

^ ** 8i*

neither by de-
fimtion nor by

CHAP. VIII. Of the logical Syllogism of what a thing is.

~
timov rov T

lanv. Cf. Ch. 2.

t Essentiae rei.

% Different
from the es-

MOREOVER we must consider which of these
l QUestions

things is well, and which is not well asserted, also propounded lot

what definition is, and whether there is in a
C1

dfertain way or by no means a demonstration and definition of

what a thing is. Now since it is the same thing as we have
said to know what a thing is, and to know the cause where
fore * it is, and the reason of this is, that there is a

certain cause,f and this is either the same or

another, J and if it is another, it is either demon
strable or indemonstrable ; if then it is another, and

is capable of demonstration,
1 it is necessary that -

t

e

is

ce

the

f

ĉ f
the cause should be a medium, and should be de

monstrated in the first figure, for that which is i. e. the n?

demonstrated is both universal and affirmative. funi^san^
8

Now one method will be that which has been now affirmed of that

investigated, viz. to demonstrate what a thing is
^

through something else, for of those things which

reai definition. It will be found from various places cited, that physical
definition was rejected by Aristotle, and that nominal definition is one in

which the existence of the objects to which the definition is applicable is

not proved ;
in fact, it is questionable whether the name &quot; nominal defini

tion
&quot;

is sanctioned by Aristotle (Cf. Trendelen. Elem. 55, upon ch. 10

of this book, and Mansel, Appendix B.
1 If being different from the

&quot; what &quot;

a thing is, it can be demonstrated
&quot;

what&quot; it is.
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t
are predicated in respect of what a thing is, it is

eclipse.*&quot; necessary that the medium should be what it is,

iight

g&amp;gt;
defect f anc^ a property in respect of properties, wherefore

t e. g. the op- of two essential natures of the same thing,* it will

l-arth&quot;&quot;

1

demonstrate the one,f but not the other. J
That this method then is not demonstration, has

been shown before, but it is a logical syllogism of

eo, quid sit.&quot; what a thing is, still let us show in what method

and
e

th(T&quot; that
&quot; this is possible, discussing it again from the be-

sometimes si-
ginning. For as we investigate why a thing is,

multaneously . .

known. The when we know that it is, but sometimes those

times
S

k
e

wn. become evident at the same time, but it is not
Kard awi/fc- possible to know why it is, prior to knowing that

&quot;what a thTng it is, it is clear that in like manner the very nature

andknown
med ^ a ^ne or what it is, cannot be known, with

out knowing that it is, since it is impossible to

vide last know what a thing is, when ignorant if it is.

wisTYhe^S- We sometimes indeed know if it is, accidentally,
nition will be knowing sometimes something belonging to the
only nominal. . .

,
. , , P . P

thing,
1 as thunder we know, because it is a cer

tain sound of the clouds, and an eclipse, because it is a cer*-

1 This passage is doubtful : it has nevertheless been used for the de
cision of the question as to whether the class of definitions described as

rf) TOV TI tanv aTrofot^fwc &amp;lt;rw/i7rlpa&amp;lt;7/za,
is to be regarded as nominal, or

as imperfect real definition
;
the question is of less importance as Aris

totle elsewhere condemns their use (De Anima ii. 2, 2). The instances he
gives here may refer either to the one or the other description. The
authorities who hold the first view of the subject are Averroes, Zabarella
and St. Hilaire

; those who hold up their pens
&quot; on the contrary,&quot; are the

Greek commentators, Pacius, Rassow, and Kuhn.

B A
Ex. 1. That to which the earth is opposed is eclipsed.

B C
The earth is opposed to the moon.

C A
.

*
. The moon is eclipsed.

B
Ex. 2. What does not produce a shadow when nothing intervenes if

A
eclipsed.

C B
The moon does not produce a shadow, &c

C A
. The moon is eclipsed.
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tain privation of light, and a man, because it is a certain

animal, and soul, because it moves itself. As regards then

whatever we know accidentally that they are, it is by no means

necessary that we should possess any thing by which to know
what they are, for neither do we (really) know that they are,

and to inquire what a thing is, when we do not know that it

is, is to inquire about nothing. In those things however of

which we know something, it is easy (to inquire) what they
are ; hence as we know that a thing is, so also are we disposed
to know what it is, now of those things, of whose essential

nature we know something, let this be first an example, an

eclipse A, the moon C, the opposition of the earth ,
T&amp;gt; * m ^i T Example (1.)
B.* lo inquire then whether there is an eclipse
or not, is to inquire whether B is or not, but this does not

at all differ from the inquiry if there is a reason of it, and if

this is, we say that that also is. Or we (inquire) of which con

tradiction there is a reason, whether of possessing, or of not

possessing, two right angles, but when we have discovered,
we know at the same time, that it is, and why it is, if it is

inferred through media ; j but if it is not so in-
t SoBekker

ferred, we know the that, but not the why. Let Buhie, and

C be the moon, A an eclipse, not to be able to wStM^Me-
produce a shadow when the moon is full and 0(av -

nothing is seen interposed between us, B, if then B, that is, not

to be able to produce a shadow when there is nothing be
tween us, be present with C, and A, to be eclipsed, present
with this, that there is an eclipse, is indeed evident, but why is

not yet so, and that there is an eclipse, we indeed know, but

what it is we do not know.t Yet as it is clear +
. * r+ f \ * * . I Example (2.)

that A is with C, (to inquire) why it is, is to in

vestigate what B is, whether it is the opposition (of the

earth), or the turn of the moon, or the extinction of light,

but this is the definition of the other extreme, as in those

(examples) of A, since an eclipse is the interposition of the

earth. What is thunder ? the extinction of fire in a cloud :

why does it thunder ? because fire is extinguished in a

B A
Ex. 3. Where there is an extinction of fire there is thunder.

C B
In a cloud there is extinction of fire.

C A
*

. In a cloud there is thunder.
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cloud. Let C be a cloud, A thunder, B the extinction of

fire, hence B is present with C, that is, with the cloud, for

fire is extinguished in it, but A, sound, is present
* Example (3^ wj^n this, and B is the definition of A, the first

prior cause of extreme ;

* if there be again another medium of

SfffSST thisf it will be from the remaining definitions. 1

We have shown therefore thus, how what a
3. Of what a . ,

thing is, there thing is, is assumed, and becomes known, wnere-

iogism

h
nor de- f re there is neither syllogism nor demonstration

monstration, Of what a thing is, still it will become evident

rested by both, through syllogism, and through demonstration;
cf. ch. 3.

an(j nence without demonstration it is neither

possible to know what a thing is, of which there is another

cause, nor is there demonstration of it, as we have already

observed in the doubts.

CHAP. IX. Of certain Natures or Principles incapable of
Demonstration.

i. A two-fold OF some things indeed there is a certain other

?Mn
Si

s-th
f

cause, but of others there is not, so that it is plain
method used that some of them are immediate, and principles,
in each. whose existence and what they are, we must sup

pose, or make manifest after another manner,
2 which indeed

the arithmetician does, for he both supposes what unity is,

and that it is. Of those however which have a medium,
3 and of

whose essence there is another cause, it is possible, as we have

said, to produce a manifestation through demonstration, yet
not by demonstrating what they are.

1 Sin autem etiam alius terminus medius inveniri potest per quern co-

gatur propositio A B, is quoque una ex reliquis definitionibus notionis A
non esse non poterit. Waitz. If what a thing is, may be proved by
another what, this last may also be proved by another, so that there will

be three causes of an eclipse, of which the 1st proves the 2nd, and the

2nd the 3rd, and if all are joined there will be a perfect definition. Cf.

ch. 10.
2 As by induction, or a demonstration of the &quot; that He shows here

that definitions are assumed prior to all demonstration, and are real, in

asmuch as the existence of the objects is assumed with them. The

ground of the assumption will vary according to the nature of the object
to be defined. Cf. Metap. x. 7.

3 A cause different from themselves.
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CHAP. X. Upon Definition and its kinch.

SINCE definition is said to be a sentence (ex

planatory) of what a thing is, it is evident that either expSns
one definition will be of what a name signifies, or

{jjf

n *me of a

another nominal sentence, as what a thing signi

fies, which is so far as it is a triangle, which when we know
that it is, we inquire why it is.

1
Still it is difficult thus to

assume things, the existence of which we do not know, and
the cause of this difficulty has been explained before, because
neither do we know whether it is or is not, except accidentally.
One sentence is indeed in two ways, the one by conjunction,
as the Iliad, but the other from signifying one thing of one,
not accidentally.
The above-named then is one definition of a

2 Or shows its

definition, but the other definition is a sentence cause. Adis-

showing why a thing is, so -that the former
t:

signifies, but does not demonstrate, but the lattei will evi

dently be, as it were, a demonstration of what a thing is, dif

fering from demonstration in the position (of the terms). For
there is a difference between saying, why does it thunder ? and
what is thunder ? for thus a person will answer, because fire

is extinguished in the clouds ; but what is thunder ? the sound
of fire extinguished in the clouds ; hence there is the same
sentence spoken in another manner, and in the one way there

is a continued demonstration, but in the other there is a de-

1 Vide Aid rich, Hill s and Whately s Logics upon nominal and real

definition. With regard to the expression Xoyoe trtpog, ovofiarw^g,
(oratio diversa nominalis, Buhle.) Trendelenburg s, (Elementa, 55,) the
literal rendering, gives the idea that nominal as well as real defini

tions must be sentences, but Mansel thinks the context seems rather to

mean &quot; a definition of the signification of a name, or of another sentence

having the force of a name
;

&quot;

yet on the other hand fairly allows that in

this way the word frtpoc
&quot;

is superfluous,&quot; and the example given
&quot; un

intelligible.&quot; There is no doubt therefore that by Xoyoc ovo^aT^rjg is

meant a sentence whose signification, like that of a single noun, is one ;

a description which includes all real definitions, of which the example is

a specimen. We subjoin the places he refers to : Int. v. 2
; Metap. vi. 4,

and 12, and vii. 6; Alex. Scholia, p. 743, a. 31. In the Greek com
mentators Xoyoc bvofJL. is clearly used for nominal definitions : see Philop.
Schol. p. 244, b. 31, also Mansel, Appendix B. p. 19. For the differ

ent uses of the word Xoyoc. by Aristotle, as envmciative of definition, cf.

Waitz upon this chapter.
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finition. Moreover the definition of thunder is, a sound in

the clouds, but this is the conclusion of the de-

*vide a?so

8
monstration of what it is

;
now the definition of

Hansel s Lo.&amp;lt;?ic, things immediate is, the indemonstrable thesis of

E.,
6 APP -

essence.*

3. Brief sum- One definition then is, an indemonstrable sen-

Smsofdelnl-
tence (significative) of essence, but another is a

tion. syllogism of essence, differing from demonstration
t 5. e. in in case, j and a third is the conclusion of the de-

fornvorSn the monstration of what a thing is. Wherefore, from

terms
&quot; f the w^at we nave sa

^&amp;gt;
^ i evident how there is, and

how there is not, a demonstration of what a thing
is, also of what things there is, and of what there is not ; more
over in how many ways definition is enunciated, and how it

demonstrates the essence of a thing, and how it does not ; also

of what things there is, and of what there is not, definition ;

yet more, how it subsists with respect to demonstration, and
how it may, and how it may not be, of the same thing.

CHAP. XL Of Causes and their Demonstration.

i. causes of SINCE we think that we scientifically know,

wh?ch
S

are

f

aTi

ir&amp;gt; when we are cognizant of the cause, but causes

expressed by are four,
2 one indeed as to the essence of a

1 &quot; Of things immediate,&quot; such as the definition of a subject. Waitz
and Pacius consider TTTOXTIS and Qkaig synonymous. Upon the kinds of

definition referred to here, the reader will find ample information in

Mansel s Appendix B., where they are ably and fully discussed.
2
Upon the four causes of things, see Forchhammer Verhandlungen der

sechsten, Versammlung deutscher Philoll. und Schulmm. Cassel, 1344,

p. 84 89. Although Aristotle allows any of the four to be used as a mid
dle term, yet it by no means follows that each may be a definition of

the major, for while he has not decidedly expressed his opinion, it is

probable that he regarded the formal cause only, as available for defini

tion. For not only has a material cause no place in attributes, but in

physical substances (Metap. vii. 4) ;
in this chapter he gives a material

cause, instanced as a middle term, as in fact identical with the formal.

The efficient and final causes seem, as Mansel says, to be excluded, as
not being contemporaneous with their effects, so that from the existence
ot the one we cannot certainly infer that of the other. Vide Waitz, vol.

ii. p. 41 1
; Trendelenburg, de Anim. p. 355 ; Mansel, App. B. 17. Cf. also

next chapter; Metap. books vi., xi., xii., xiii. ; DeAnim.i. ; Physic, lib.

i. and ii.
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thing,* another that which from certain things ex-
the

isting, this necessarily exists,f a third that which *
T

\i % v e ivui

first moves something,! and a fourth on account of
&quot;{J

1

^
formal

which a thing (exists) ; all these are demonstrated t The material

through a medium.
||

For the one that this existing j

a

J5fe efficient

it is necessary that that should be, is not from cause.
^..,. i i n Ine final.

one proposition being assumed, but from two at
\\
when one of

the least, but this is, when they have one medium ; simed
S

for

S

a

this one therefore being assumed,^ there is neces- middle. (Vide

sarily a conclusion, which is evidently thus : Why The middle.

is the angle a right one in a semicircle, or from
the existence of wr

hat, is it right ?
* Let then A be

*

^j
de

ro

uc
j
d

a right angle, B the half of two right angles, and
the angle in the semicircle C. Hence B is the cause why A
the right angle is inherent in C, i. e. in the angle of a semi

circle ; for this angle is equal to A, but C is equal to B, for it

is the half of two right angles ; B then being the half of two

right angles, A is inherent in C, and this was for

the angle in a semicircle to be a right angle. f
* Example (1.)

Thisj: however is the same as the explanation of
J.

6 conclu -

the essence of a thing, because definition signifies Because a

this, but the cause of the essence of a thing has 2SfI tof .

been shown to be the middle.
|| Why was there a ture.

Median war with the Athenians ? What was the

cause of waging war with the Athenians ? Because the latter

with the Eretrians attacked Sardis ; this was the first cause of the

movement. Let war then be A, first made the attack B, the

Athenians C, B then is present with C, i. e. to have first made
the attack is present with the Athenians, but A is also with B,
for they make war with the aggressors, A then is present with

B, i. e. to wage war is present with the aggressors, but this, B,
is present with the Athenians, for they were the aggressors.
Wherefore the middle is the cause here, and that which first

moves ; but of those things, whose cause is for the sake of some

thing, as, why does he walk ? that he may be well why is a

B A
Ex. 1. Every angle which is the half of two right angles is a right angle

C B

Every angle described in a semicircle is the half of two right

angles
C A

.
*

. Every angle described in a semicircle is a right angle.
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house built ? tliat furniture may be preserved ; the one is for

the sake of health, but the other for the sake of preservation.
Still there is no difference between why is it necessary to

walk after supper, and for the sake of what is it necessary ?

but let walking after supper be C, the food not to rise B, to

be well A. Let then walking after supper be the cause why
the food does not rise to the mouth of the stomach, and let

this be healthy ; for B, that is, for the food not to rise, appears
to be present with walking, C, and with this A, salubrious.

What then is the cause that A, which is that for the sake of

which (the final cause), is present with C ? B (is

the cause), that is, the food not rising, this* how-

t E^xam lie (2
evei*

*s as ** were
&amp;gt;

^e definition of it,| for A will

The premises be thus explained.
1

if Why is B present with C?

5

n
Exam

C

Sets
n
)

because to be thus affected is to be well : we must
1[ in final nevertheless change the sentences, and thus the

*
d

Emcient several points will be more clear.
j|

The genera-

tTnThe latter
^ons hei%e1F indeed, and in causes respecting mo-

t The cause. tion,* subsist vice versa, for there f it is necessary

I ThelS* that the middle! should be first generated, but
ir The last in here C, which is the

last,||
and that for the sake

nature?*
*

of which is generated the last.^f

Possibly indeed the same thing; may be for the
2. The same i n , IP r&amp;gt;

thing may sake of something, and from necessity ;
lor instance,

w^v ^oes ^o^lt Pass through a lantern ? for ne

cessarily that which consists of smaller particles

passes through larger pores, if light is produced by transit, also

(it does so) on account of something, that we may not fall. If

then it possibly may be, is it also possible to be generated ?

1 That is, the healthy will be explained to be that which does not suf

fer the food to rise.

B A
Ex. 2. For the food not to rise in the stomach is healthy

C B
Walking after supper does not suffer the food to rise, eta

C A
. . Walking after supper is healthy.

A B
E i . 3. That which is healthy causes the food not to rise

C A
Walking after supper is healthy

C B
.

*
. Walking after supper causes the food not to rise.
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as if it thunders, fire being extinguished, it is necessary that

it should crash and rumble, and, as the Pythagoreans say, for

the sake of threatening, that those in Tartarus may be terri

fied. Now there are many things of this kind, 3 Necessity is

especially in those which are constituted and con- two-fold; in

sist from nature, for nature produces one thing Rhet. i. n.

for the sake of something,* and another from

necessity ; f but necessity is two-fold, one accord-

ing to nature and impulse,! another with violence,

contrary to impulse ; thus a stone is borne from i

. , ,
L 111 n j.

natural im-

necessity both upward and downward, yet not pu ise.

from the same necessity. In things however I^J^ria-
which are from reason, ||

some never subsist from turaiiy, but

chance, as a house, or a statue, nor from neces-
&quot;8

A rtfficiai

ce &quot;

sity,
1 but for the sake of something, whilst others things.

are also from fortune, as health and safety.
2
^[ IT cf. Poetics,

Especially in those which are capable of a various
ch 9-

subsistence, as when the generation of them is not from for

tune, so that there is a good end, on account of which it

takes place, and either by nature or by art: from fortune

however nothing is produced for the sake of something.

CHAP. XII. Upon the causes of the Present, Past, (Cf. Phys. lib.

and Future. *v -)

THE cause of things which are, is the same also i. identity of

as that of things which are generated, which caU8e-

have been generated, and which will be, for the middle is the

cause, except that being is the cause to be, what is generated,
to those which are generated, what has been, to those which

1 Not from the necessity of matter
;
because though there are wood,

stones, and cement, yet there is no necessity on that account that there

should be a house.
2 &quot; As health,&quot; which is either from the medicinal art, or from chance,

e. g. when Phereeus Jason was healed by a dart thrown by an enemy, as

Cicero relates in book iii., de NaturS, Deorum
;

&quot; and
safety,&quot;

which so

happens to a ship when it is preserved, either on account of the art and
skill of the pilot, or fortuitously. Taylor. Upon necessity, chance, and
the principles generally alluded to at the close of (his chapter, cf. Phy
sics, book ii.

; Metaph. books iv. v; Rhet. i. 6 (Bohn s ed., where see

note) ;
also i. 10, and Ethics i. 9. See also Montaigne s Essays, pp. 50

and 105, Hazlitt s ed.
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have been, and what will be to those that will be. Thus why
was there an eclipse ? because the earth was interposed, but

an eclipse is generated, because an interposition of the earth

is generated, but there will be, because the earth will be, and
there is, because it is interposed. What is ice ? Let it be as

sumed to be congealed water ; let water be C, congealed A,
the middle cause B, a perfect defect of heat ; B then is pre-

. sent with C, but with this A, viz. to be congealed
*

Example (1.) . i V . ,.
but ice is generated, when B is generated, it was

so, when the latter was so, and it will be, when the latter

will be.

2. Causes and Hence that which is thus a cause, and that :&amp;lt;f

siStaneous
ly wn icn & ^ s ^e cause, are generated at one and

an inquiry the same time, when they are generated ; are si-

thing*not

8

s?-

f

multaneously when they are ; and in like man-
muitaneous.

ner? jn respect to the having been, and the will

be, generated. In the case of things which are not simul

taneous, are there in a continued time, as it seems to us, dif

ferent causes of different things ? for instance, is another thing

having been generated the cause of this thing having been

generated, and another thing which will be, the cause that

this will be, and of this being, something which was generated
before ? the syllogism however is from what was

eluded the* afterwards generated.f And the principle of these
foundation was are those things which have been generated.
laid from the . .

house being wherefore the case is the same as to things

3

U1

The poste-
which are generated. From the prior indeed

riomotcoi- there is no (syllogism), as that this thing was
lected from the /..

-i

V
, i V At

p r i or&amp;lt;
afterwards generated, because that thing was

j That because
generated,! it is the same also in regard to the

the foundation T
. .

&
.

was laid the future. 1 or whether the time be indefinite or
house was

definite, it will not result that because that thing
That is, the was truly said to have been generated, this which

iween tie is posterior is truly said to have been generated,

B A
Ex. 1. That, the heat of which fails, is congealed

B C
The heat fails of water
C A

. . Water is congealed.
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since in the interval it will be false to say this,
1 former and the

when already another thing* has been produced. J^},

er s nera-

The same reasoning also happens to what will be,
* The founda-

nor because that f was produced, will this J be, as
5-

10

The founda-

the middle must be generated at the same time;
2

j

10^ house
of things that have been that which has been, 4. Medium

of the future the future, of what are produced
that which is produced, of things which are those of which

that which is, but of what was generated, and of

that which will be, the middle cannot possibly be

produced at one and the same time. Moreover neither can the

interval be indefinite, nor definite,
3 since it will Between the

be false to assert it in the interval ;

4 but we must past and fu-

consider what is connected with it, so that after the

having been generated, to be generated may exist in things.
5

Or is it evident that what is generated is not connected with

what was generated ? for the past does not cohere with what
was generated, since they are terms and individuals. As then

neither points are mutually connected, those things which
have been produced are not so, for both are indivisible ; nor

for the same reason does that which is, cohere with that which
has been generated, for that which is generated is divisible,

but that which has been is indivisible. As a line then is to

a point, so is that which is to that which was generated, for

infinite things which have been, are inherent in

that which is ;
||

we must however enunciate these
pointsTn a line.

matters more clearly in the universal discussions
a-

J
11 Vide Physics,

about motion.! b . v i.

Concerning then the manner in which, when
5 In the cases

there is a successive generation, the middle cause of past and fu-

subsists, let so much be assumed, for in these also p^SdpTe?
it is necessary that the middle and the first should

J^i
Mt be

be immediate, thus A was generated because C
was so, but C was after, A before. The principle indeed is

1 As that the house was produced.
2
Supply with that of which it is the medium. Vide Waitz on this

chap., vol. ii. p. 411
;
and Cf. An. Prior ii. 5.

3
Supply in which we may justly infer, that one will be, because

another is.

* Since the future does not exist in that time.
* So that there may be a continual successive j reduction.

x
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C, because it is nearer to the now, which is the principle of

time, but C was generated if D was, hence from D having
been, it is necessary that A should have been. The cause how
ever is C, for from D having been, it is necessary that C
should have been generated, but C having been, A must of

necessity have been produced before. When however we
thus assume the middle, will (the process) at any time stop
at the immediate, or on account of the infinity will a medium

always intervene ? for, as we have stated, what has been ge
nerated is not connected with what has been ; nevertheless we

must commence at least from the immediate * and

Mediate/ray- from the first now. 1 Likewise with regard to the

tO SaV
.

that D
it is necessary that, prior to this, it should be true

to say that A will be, the cause however of this is C, for if D
will be, prior to it C will be, but if C will be, prior to it A
will be. Likewise also in these the division is infinite, for

things which will be, are not mutually coherent, but an im
mediate principle must also be assumed in these. It is thus

in the case of works, if a house has been built, stones must

necessarily have been cut, and formed ; and why this ? because

the foundation must of necessity have been laid, if the house

was built, but if the foundation was laid, stones must neces

sarily have been prepared before. Again, if there shall be a

house, in like manner there will be stones prior to this, still

the demonstration is in like manner through a medium, for

the foundation will have a prior subsistence.

6. Things ge- Notwithstanding, since we see in things which
neratedmacir- are, that there is a certain generation in a circle,f

a similar de-
Ve

this happens when the middle and the extremes fol-

monstratum.
jow eacn other, for in these there is a reciprocation ;

ally. this however was shown in the first treatise,! viz.

Jh
P

5-^&quot; aiso tnat tne conclusions are converted ;
but the case

Post. An. b. i. Of being in a circle is thus. In works it appears

changed into after this manner, when the earth has been moist-

prem.
eried, vapour is necessarily produced, from the

production of this, there is a cloud, from this last, water, and

from the presence of this, the earth is necessarily moistened,

this however was the (cause) at first, so that it has come round

1

Compare \Vaitz upon this place,
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in a circle, for any one of these existing, another is, ind if

that is, another, and from this, the first.

There are some things which are generated 7. of things

universally, (for always, and in every thing, they 2S*3J**
either thus subsist, or are generated,) but others but usually , the

not always, but for the most part ; thus not every JJoXcFbe non-

vigorous man has a beard, but this is generally necessary, but
~ ,,. .. &

,
J for the most

the case, now or such things it is necessary that part true. cf.

the medium also should be for the most part ; for Wallis&amp;gt; iiL 2S -

if A is universally predicated of B, and this of C universally,
it is necessary that A also should be predicated always, and
of every C, (for the universal is that which is present with

every individual and always,) but it was supposed to be for

the most part, wherefore it is necessary that the medium also,

B, should be for the most part : hence of those which are for

the most part, the principles are immediate, as many as thus

subsist for the most part, or are generated.

CHAP. XIII. Upon the Method of investigating Definition.

WE have before shown how what a thing is, is attributed to

definitions, and in what way there is or is not a demonstra
tion or definition of it, how therefore it is necessary to inves

tigate
1

things which are predicated in respect to what a thing
is, let us now discuss.

Of those then, which are always present with i. Division of

each individual, some have a wider extension, yet thin s iuoad
, , , ... T J extension.

are not beyond the genus.* I mean those have a * of the sub-

wider extension, as many as are present with Ject-

each individual universally, yet also with another thing, thus
there is something which is present with every triad, and
also with that which is not a triad, as being is present with
a triad, but also to that which is not number. Nevertheless
the odd is present with every triad, and is of wider extension,
for it is with five, but it is not beyond the genus,\
for the five is number, and nothing out of num- f * e number-

ber is odd. Now such things we must take so far fahfment ofde-

1 He uses the term n.ptvuv: see also Mansel s note (Appendix B.) in

reference to the expressions KaraaKevdZtiv and ^rjrliv as applied se

parately to the two methods of &quot;hunting for&quot; *nd &quot;

testing&quot; the defini

tion, viz. Division and Induction.

z 2
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fnition those to until so many are first assumed, each of which*
be taken, each . P . -.

*
. ., n / i

of which is of is or wider extension,! but all ol them together

ffthan^ut are not ^ greater extent, for it is necessary that

ail together this should be the substance of a thing.
1 For ex-

thing

1

to be^de- ample, number, the odd is present with every triad,
fined the first in both ways, both as not being mea-* Taken separ- , . 1 , .

&
i -

ateiy. sured by number and as not being composed of

thing

a
tobe

C numbers.2 Now therefore the triad is this, viz.

defined. the first odd number, and the first in this way, for

each of these is present, the one with all odd numbers, but

the last also with the dual, yet all of them (together) with

none (but the triad). Since however we have

t^Last
book, snown above,J that those things which are predi

cated in respect of what a thing is are necessary,
but universals are necessary, but what are thus assumed of a

triangle, or any other thing, are assumed in respect to what a

thing is, thus from necessity the triad will be these things. That
this however is its essence appears from this, since it is neces

sary, unless the very nature of a triad were not this, that this

should be a certain genus, either denominated or anonymous.
It will be therefore of wider extension than to be with a triad

alone, for let the genus be supposed of that kind as to be more

widely extended according to power, if then it is present with

nothing else than individual triads, this will be the essence of

the triad. Let this also be supposed, that an ultimate predi
cation like this of individuals is the essence of each thing,
wherefore in like manner, when any thing is thus demon

strated, it will be the essence of that thing,

s. Method of
Nevertheless it is right when any one is con-

dividing the versant with a certain whole,
3 to divide the genus

f
e

\vhichcan- into the individuals which are first in species,
1 As some discrepancy has been supposed to exist between this pas

sage and Metap. vi. 12, it may be well to observe that, although in the

latter passage he seems to maintain that the last differentia must be co

extensive with the subject, he is there apparently speaking not of the

specific difference per se, but of the difference regarded as dividing the

genus : this is in fact equivalent to saying, that the whole must be co

extensive, which no one would think of denying. Vide Mansel s Ap
pendix, note B.

; Boethius, Hill, and Whately upon logical definition and
decision

;
also Waitz s remarks.

8 Because the triad is the first number, the monad being the principle
of number, and the dual, a medium between 1 and 3.

3 In investigating the definition of a subaltern species.
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for instance, number into triad and dual, then to not be divided

endeavour thus to assume the definitions of these,
into sPecies -

as of a straight line, of a circle,
1 and of a right angle ; after

wards assuming what the genus is,
2 for instance, whether it

is quantity or quality, he should investigate the peculiar pas
sions* through common first (principles.)

3 For * Of the first

those which happen to the composites from indi- species.

viduals will be evident from the definitions,! be- t or the first

cause definition and that which is simple
4 are

8Pecies -

the principles of all things, and accidents are essentially pre
sent with simple things alone, but with others according to
them. The divisions indeed by differences 5 are

4 Differential
useful for our progression in this way, but how division useful

indeed they demonstrate we have shown before, J ^VS-
but they would thus be useful only for syllo-

nition -

gizing what a thing is, and indeed they may ap- Ln^STthta
pear to do nothing, but to assume every thing

book chi 5 -

immediately, just as if any one assumed from i. e. without

the beginning without division. It makes some proof

difference, however, whether what is predicated be so, prior or

posterior,
6 as for instance, whether we call animal, mild biped,

or biped, animal mild, for if every thing consists
of

two,|| and one certain thing is animal mild, Jiter&quot;/&quot;*

and again from this, and the difference, man or

any thing else which is one, consists, we must necessarily
make a postulate by division. Besides, thus only is it possible
to leave out nothing in the definition, since when the first

genus is assumed, if a person takes a certain inferior division,
7

every thing will not fall into this; for instance, not every
animal has entire or divided wings, but every animal which
is winged, for this is the difference of it,1[ but the \ i. e. thedivi-

first difference of animal is that into which every Tjjto.

1*

1 A circle is first amongst figures, because it is circumscribed by one
line, other figures by many lines.

2 In what category the thing defined is contained.
3

Principles common to the first and remaining lowest species, for the

principles of the subaltern are those of the infinia species.
4 The defin. of the first simple species.

5
Specific differences.

Therefore division is useful for the arrangement of things properly
in regard to priority, etc. Cf. Waitz.

7 In which there is not the peculiarity of genus, but of some lowef
species.
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animal falls. Likewise in regard to each of the rest, both of
* The first di- those genera

* which are external to animal, and

iwurned.*
be ^ tnose wn ic^ are contained under it, as of bird,f

t The first di- is that into which every bird falls, and of fish
vision of bird.

jnt() whi(;h proceeding
j in the defini- we may know that nothing is omitted, J but other

wise we must omit something, and not know it.
5. It is not reis no re- T .

. ,, i i i i / -

ite that he It is not at all necessary that he who defines and

Souid
e

kn?w divides, should know all things that subsist,
1

ail other sub- though some say it is impossible to know the dif-

which^iTdis- ferences of each thing without knowing each ;

tinpuishes the but it is impossible to know each tiling without
thing defined. ,.,,-. A , r&amp;gt; , &amp;gt; -, -&amp;gt; -,. ,.

differences, for that from which this does not dif

fer, is the same with this, but that from which it differs is

something else than this. In the first place then this is false, for

it is not something else according to every difference, since there
are many differences in things which are the same in species, yet
not according to substance, nor per se. Next, when any one

assumes opposites, and difference, and that every
thing falls into this or that, and assumes also that

the question is in one part of the two, and knows
this, it is of no consequence whether he know*,

or does not those other things of which the dii-

i From m
ferences are predicated. For it is evident that

to specief

e

by

S
thus proceeding, ||

if he should arrive at those of
differences. which there is no longer a difference, he will ob
tain the definition of the substance ; but that every thing will

fall into division, if there should be opposites of which there
is no medium, is not a postulate,^ since every
thing must necessarily be in one of them, if in

deed it will be the difference of it.

In order to frame definition by divisions, we
must attend to three things, viz. to assume the

things predicated in respect of what a thing
is ; to arrange these, which shall be first or se

cond ; and that these are all. Now the first of

6. A division
into opposite
members, as of
animal into
rational and
irrational.

IT Not a petitio

principii.

7. Three things
to be attended
to, in division
al definition

how to effect

these. Vide

Whately, Hill,
and Aldrich.

1 We find from the scholia that Aristotle here glances at Speusippus : he

proceeds to show that it does not signify tc the proper knowledge of the

thing defined, whether a person knows, or does not know, other things in

cluded in either species ;
since if he carries on division he will arrive at those

which have no difference, and will then have attained the desired definition.
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these arises from our being able as syllogistically # yide TQ icg

to collect accident, that it is inherent,* so to con- book a.

struct through genus.f There will however be a .t Topics, book

proper arrangement if what is first be assumed,
and this will be if that be taken which is consequent to all,

but all not consequent to it ; for there must be something of

this kind. This then being taken, there must now be the

same method in the things inferior, since the second will be

that which is first of the rest, and the third that which is first

of the following, for what is superior being taken away, what
ever succeeds will be the first of the others ; there is also

similar reasoning in the other cases. Still that all these should

be, is clear from assuming what is first in the division, that

every animal is either this or that, J but this is
t e g rational

inherent ; and again the difference of this whole l or irrational.

but that of the last 2 there is no longer any differ-

ence, or immediately with the last difference 3 this
||

H Being as-

does not differ in species from the whole :
4 for it

sumed -

is clear that neither more (than is necessary) is added, for every

thing has been assumed in reference to what a
8 The 8um.

thine; is, nor is any thing deficient, for it would mum genus
i -i TJX* T&amp;gt; J.T- AU . x AU assumed in the
be either genus or difference. Both the nrst then definition.

is genus, and this assumed together with differ- J ^iSai^ra-

ences, but all the differences are contained, for ttonal, mortal,

there is no longer any posterior difference.^&quot; ^^sentiaiiy

Otherwise the last* would differ in species, this from the whole

, , , , j-rt? animal, ration-
however has been shown not to diner.j ai

(
mortal.

Still we must investigate, looking to those which
g Method to

are similar and do not differ, first (considering) what be applied in

that is which is the same in all these, then again ^UpedeY&quot;

in other things which are in the same genus with with some-
.. p. .. thing common.

them, and which are among themselves the same

in species, but different from those. Yet when in these that is

1 Subdivision of rational animal into mortal, immortal, etc.

2 As of mortal rational animal.
3 This may be some accidental difference, e. g.

&quot;

black,&quot; united to the

last, as animal rational mortal black.
4 That is, from animal rational mortal, but as it does not differ from it

essentially, the last accidental difference (black) ought not to be admit

ted. He uses the term TO avvo\ov, when the definition is composed of

the genus and its differences. Cf. Waitz, Boethius, and Keckermann a

Lyst. Log. Min. lib. i. cap. 17. Wallis, Log.
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assumed which all have the same, and in others similarly, we
must consider in the things assumed whether it is the same,
until we arrive at one reason, for this will be the definition of

the thing. Yet if we do not arrive at one, but at two or

more, it is evident that the question will not be one, but

*neia\oMa. manv
&amp;gt;

f r instance, I mean if we should inquire
cf. Eth. NIC. what magnanimity

*
is, we must consider in the

iv. 3 and 4, and P
&

.
*

.

shaks. corioia- cases ot certain magnanimous persons, whom we
nus, passim. know what one thing they all possess, so far as

they are such. Thus if Alcibiades is magnanimous, or

Achilles, or Ajax, what one thing have they all? intolerance

t Alcibiades
^ insu

lt&amp;gt;

f r one of them fought,
1

f another

A
-

ax sulked,
2 another slew himself.^ Again, in other

instances, as in that of Lysander or Socrates. If

then (it is common to these) to behave in the same manner,
in prosperity and adversity, taking these two, I consider what
indifference with regard to fortune, arid what impatience under
insult possess in common

;
if they have nothing there will be

two species of magnanimity.
Every definition is nevertheless universal, for

the physician does not prescribe what is whole-
some ôr a certain eve

&amp;gt;

but defines what is fit for

every eye, or for the species. The singular however
is easier to define than the universal, wherefore we must pass
from singulars to universals, for equivocations lie more con
cealed in universals, than in things without a difference. But
as in demonstrations the power of syllogizing must necessarily

be inherent, so also perspicuity must be in de-

ruiesi for defini- fmitions, and there will be this, if through things
tion m Aidrich. whicn arg singulariy enunciated, what is in each

genus be separately defined ; as with the similar, not every
similar, but that which is in colours and in figures, and the

1

Alcibiades, to revenge the preference given by his countrymen to

Lysias, revolted to Lacedaemon, and brought war on his country.
2

Achilles, for Briseis. The reader may smile at the graphic term
used here for ffirjvicrtv, as descriptive of the &quot;angry boy&quot;

in the Iliad,

but will confess that its use is warranted, both verbally, by Johnson,
and circumstantially, by Shakspeare (Troilus and Cressida). Upon the

freaks and follies of Ajax, see the speech of Thersites in the same play,
act iii. scene 3, and Sophocles (Ajax) passim. Zell observes that mag
nanimity was a conspicuous element in Aristotle s own character ; upon
Christian magnanimity, see St. Paul s Epistles.
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sharp that which is in voice, and so to proceed to what is

common, taking care that equivocation does not Because of

occur. But if it is not right to use metaphors in ambiguity.
,. ,. i i A j U if t Because defi-

disputation, we must clearly not define by meta- nition is

phors,* nor by those things which are spoken by
metaphor, otherwise it will be necessary to use sion. (Cf.

metaphors in disputation.f J

V
o!)

Vo1 &quot;

CHAP. XIV. Rulesfor Problems* I Cf. An. Prior
J

i. 4, and i. 26 ;

_ T , also Topics i. 4,
JNow that we may have problems, we must select and i. n.

sections and divisions, and thus select, the com- i
;
Needofdivi-

mon genus of all being supposed, as for example, appropriating
y

if animals were the subjects of consideration, (we
must first consider,) what kind of things are pre
sent with every animal. 1 When these have been taken, we
must again see what kind of things are consequent to every
first individual of the rest,

2 thus if this is a bird, what things
follow every bird, and so always that which is nearest,

3 for

we shall evidently now be able to say why things are present,
which are consequent to those under what is common, as why
they are present with man or horse. 4 Let then animal be A,
B things consequent to every animal, C D E certain animals,

why then B is present with D is evident, for it is present

through A : in a similar manner with the rest, and
in others there is always the same reasoning.

1 For the word problem and its uses, see Alexander Scholia, p. 150,
b. 40. What he means here, is that we ascertain the questions or pro
blems to be discussed in every system, by the use of proper divisions and

sections, (which Aristotle assumes for the same thing,) and by proceed
ing from universals to singulars. Vide Biese i. p. 314.

2 Of the first species.
3 To the first species, which is next to the proposed genus. Taylor.
4

i. e. the properties of animal.

A B
Ex. 1. Every animal is sentient

D A
Every horse is an animal

D B
.

*
. Every horse is sentient.

The proof may be applied in the same manner to every species -f

animal.
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* Synonyms.
2. Also of in

vestigating
that which is

inherent in the

singulars as

something
common.

Now then we speak according to presented
common names,

1 * but we must not only consider

in these, but also assume if any thing else should

be seen to be common, afterwards consider to

what things this is consequent, and the quality of

the things consequent to this,
2 as those consequent

to having horns are the possession of a rough muscular lining
to the stomach, and the not having teeth in both jaws.

Moreover to what things the possession of horns

^s consequent, for it will be evident why what
has been mentioned f is present with them,J for

it will be so in consequence of their possessing
horns.

There is yet another mode of selection by anal

ogy^ since it is impossible to assume one and the

same thing, which it is necessary to call sepium,

spine, and bone, there are also things consequent
to these, as if there were one certain nature of

this kind.3

jaw only, etc.

I With the spe
cies of horned
animals.

3. Selection
Kara TO dva-
Koyov.

i. e. to as
sume a com
mon analogous
thing.

CHAP. XV. Of Identical Problems.

i. Problems are SOME problems are the same from having the same

ha^Sthe^the medium
j
for instance, because all things are an

same middle antiperistasis,
4 but of these some are the same in

1 Cf. Top. i. 5; Categ. ch. 1. Synonyms are not allowed to be real

definitions, in the proper sense, by Aristotle, though admitted to be

bpiKo. ;
as nominal definitions, they are recognised by Alexander on

Metaph. vi. 4, p. 442, Bonitz ed., but the genuineness of this portion of

the commentary has been questioned. Vide Mansel s Logic on Definition.
8 We must not only use this method in things synonymous, and in

vestigate the common generic properties, and afterwards the specific pecu
liarities, but if there be any thing common without a name, yet we must
assume it, in order to investigate its properties, and afterwards to con
sider to what species it is attributed, and the quality of the things which
are consequent to the anonymous genus.

3 The instances given are analogous, because there is the same relation

of the sepium in a particular kind of fish
;

of the spine in fish gener

ally, and of bone in quadrupeds. He means that from a certain analogy,
which is expressive of some common nature in things, we may ascertain

what is common to various individuals. Cf. Scholia^ p. 42, a. 37, 47.
4 Quod omnia fiant quia contraria qualitas cerminus instat. Buhle.

Compressio undique circumfusa. Scap. Theoph. de Caus. pi. 1, 2. The
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genus, which have differences from belonging to term,

other things, or from subsisting differently, e. g. Kubj
why is there an echo, or why is there a reflection,

th other.

and why a rainbow ? for all these are the same problem in

genus, (for all are reflection,) but they differ in species.
1

Other problems differ from the medium being contained under
another medium, as why does the Nile have a greater flow

during the fall of the month ?
2 because the fall of the month

is more winterly : but why is the fall more winterly ? because
the moon fails, for thus do these subsist towards each other.

CHAP. XVL Of Causes and Effects.

SOME one may perhaps doubt concerning cause
JifflcSt

5

the*
and that of which it is the cause, whether when middle term

the effect is inherent, the cause also is inherent, Spress
a

the
ays

as if the leaves fall from a tree, or there is an cause of the in-

eclipse, will there also be the cause of the eclipse, Awlich s Lop.,

or of the fall of the leaves ? As if the cause of h 1 *4*^**1 *,..,,., ,, n ,. ed.and Wains 8

this, is the having broad leaves, but 01 an eclipse Log.)

the interposition of the earth, for if this be not so, something
else will be the cause of these, and if the cause is present, at

the same time the effect will be, thus if the earth be interposed,
there is an eclipse, or if a tree have broad leaves, it sheds

them. But if this be so, they would be simultaneous, and de

monstrated through each other, for let the leaves to fall be A,
the having broad leaves B, and a vine C, if then A is present
with B, (for whatever has broad leaves sheds them,) but B is

present with C, for every vine has broad leaves, A is present
with C, and every vine sheds its leaves, but the cause is B,

word signifies the effect produced from a thing being surrounded by its

contrary. Thus why is hail produced ? Because the cold is contracted by
the surrounding heat. Why are subterranean places cold in summer and
hot in -winter ? Because in winter the heat is contracted on account of

the surrounding cold, and in summer the cold, on account of the sur

rounding heat. Taylor. Cf. Physic, b. iv. v. vi.
;

also Lucretius.
1 Reflection of the air produces the echo

;
of the figure in the mirror

produces the image ; of the sun s rays produces the rainbow.
2
During the fall of the month there is more rain

;
hence the Nile rises,

and there is more rain during the decrease of the moon, because when
her light fails, she more powerfully excites humid bodies. Taylor. Cfc

also Herod, lib. ii. c. 19 25.
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Exam led)
^e middle.* ^e maJ a^so snow that the vine

has broad leaves, from its shedding them, for if

D be what has broad leaves, E to shed the leaf, F a vine, E
then is present with F, (for every vine sheds its leaf,) but D
with E, (for every thing which sheds its leaf, has broad

leaves,) every vine then has broad leaves, the cause is, its

. shedding them.t Nevertheless if they cannot be
t Example (2.) f .

J
.

the cause ol each other, (since cause is prior to

that of which it is the cause,) the cause of an eclipse indeed

is the interposition of the earth, but an eclipse is not the

cause of the earth interposing. If then the demonstration by
cause (shows) why a thing is, but that which is not through
cause, that it is, one knows 1 indeed that the earth is inter

posed, but why it is, he does not know. 2 Yet that an

eclipse is not the cause of the interposition, but this of an

eclipse, is plain, since in the definition of an eclipse, the in

terposition of the earth is inherent, so that evidently that is

known through this,
3 but not this through that. 4

2 There is
*^r ma^ tnere ^e manv causes of one thing ?

oiiiy one cause for if the same thing may be predicated of many
slme

e

thil4,

the
primary, let A be present with B a first, and

from which it with C another first, and these with D E, A then

will be present with D E, but the cause why it is

with D will be B, and C the cause why it is with E, hence

from the existence of the cause there is necessarily the ex-

B A
Ex. 1. Whatever consists of broad leaves sheds its leaves

C B
Every vine consists of broad leaves

C A
. . Every vine sheds its leaves.

E D
Ex. 2. Whatever sheds its leaves has broad leaves

F E
Every vine sheds its leaves

F D
. . Every vine has broad leaves.

1
i. e. he who through an eclipse proves the interposition of the earth.

2 That is, one kind of knowledge (that of the on) is empirical, but the

other (that of the SIOTI) is scientific. Cf. Ethic. Nic. b. i. c. 5.
* The eclipse is proved through the interposition of the earth.
4 Cause is not truly proved through effect, because the true demonstra

tion is of the &quot;

why&quot; but demonstration from effect is of the &quot;

that.&quot;
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istence of the thing, but when the thing exists, it is not ne

cessary that every cause should exist, still some cause indeed,

yet not every cause. Or if the problem is always universal,
is the cause also a certain whole, and that of which it is the

cause universal ?
l as to shed the leaf is present definitely with

a certain whole,* though there should be species
of it,

2 and with these universally, i. e. either with

plants or with such plants.f Hence in these, the
t e&amp;gt; ^ plants

medium and that of which it is the cause must with broad

be equal, and reciprocate,
3 for instance, why do

the trees shed their leaves ? if indeed through the concre

tion of moisture, whether the tree casts its leaf, there must
of necessity be concretion, or whether there is concretion not

in any thing indiscriminately, but in a tree, the latter must

necessarily shed its leaf.

CHAP. XVII. Extension of the same subject.

WHETHER however may there not be possibly the L If the same

same cause of the same thing
4 in all things,

5 but thing is predi-

,.,v, . , . . ., i o in catedofmany,
a different one, or is this impossible : or shall we except there is

say it cannot happen, if it is demonstrated per se

and not by a sign or accident? 6 for the middle is

the definition of the extreme,
7 but if it is not thus,

(shall we say that) it is possible?
8 We may *?

^j^J^jJ&quot;

however consider that of which 9 and to which 10
cai? the middle

1 &quot;

Universal
&quot;

is here used in the same sense as in ch. iv. of the pre

ceding book, when a property is predicated of every subject and prima
rily, so as to reciprocate with it. Cf. Waitz, vol. ii. 424.

2 The property may be in the several species as in the genus, but its

presence in the latter does not prevent its predication of the former.
3
Reciprocals are called equals because they are identical in quantity.

4
Property which in the demonstration is the major extreme.

5 In subjects which are the minor extremes by cause understand, the

middle term.
6 Cf. Anal. Pr. ch. xxvii. and Waitz, p. 425, vol. ii.

7 Of the major, see below.
8 That if it is not demonstrated per se, but from accident, there may

be many causes.
9 The property.
10 The subject, it is possible to consider these from accident, just as if

a grammarian was proved visible, because man is visible. Taylor.
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so

rm
cf

i!

An
e ^ *s t^ie cause by accident still they do not ap-

Post. i. ia. pear to be problems,
1 but if not, the medium will

subsist similarly,
2

if indeed they are equivocal, the medium
will be equivocal, if however as in genus

3 the medium will

be similar. For instance, why is there alternate proportion ?

for there is a different cause in lines, and in numbers, and
the same (medium) so far as they are lines, is differ-

*amemedium ent,* but so far as it has an increase of the same
quoad num-

kmd,f it is the same, the like also occurs in all

t Muitipika- things. There is indeed a different cause in a

Sid, book v.

Eu~

different subject, why colour is similar to colour,
and figure to figure, for the similar in these is

tin figures
equivocal, for here

j: perhaps it is to have the

sides analogous, and the angles equal, but in co

lours it consists in there being one sense (of their perception)
or something else of the kind. Things however analogically
the same, will have also the same medium by analogy, and this

i. e. the mid-
*s so ^rom cause, and that of which,

||

and to

die. which ^f it is the cause following each other; but

extreme^*
1

by assuming each singly,* that of which it is the
IT The minor cause is more widely extended, as for the exter-
extreme. . ..

J . _ . ,
* The several nal angles to be equal to tour, is or wider exten-

mmor
8 f the

s ^on tnan triangle or square, but equal f in all, for
t with the ge- whatever have external angles equal to four right,
&quot;e

Tney
U
rect will also have the medium similarly. ;j;

The me-
procate. dium however is the definition of the first ex

treme,
4 wherefore all sciences are produced by definition, thus

Magis com- to sne(^ tne ^ea^ *s at tne same time consequent to

muneest. the vine, and exceeds,
5 and to the fig tree, and

exceeds, yet does not exceed all (plants), but is

1 Because problems ought to be &quot;

per se,&quot;
not from accident.

2 To the extremes. 3
They are synonymous.

4 Vide Mansel, Appendices B. and H., and cf. upon the method of in

terpretation to be used here, Anal. Post. i. 4, and i. 5. Aristotle intends

by the middle being the definition of the major extreme, that it is so of

the property which is demonstrated. For instance, why does it thunder ?

or why is there a noise in a cloud ? because fire is extinguished. What
is thunder? An extinction of fire in a cloud : here the medium is the

definition of the major extreme, thunder, and not of the less, that is, of a
cloud.

5 Vide Waitz, vol. ii. p. 426-7, and the Port Royal Logic, p. i. ch. vi.,

also Mansel, A pp. A.
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equal to them. If then you take the first middle 1
2. The major

it is the definition of shedding the leaf, for the (KBRff
first will be the middle of one of them, because nor in extent,

all are such,
2 next the middle of this * is, that sap ought&quot; to ex-

is congealed, or something else of the sort, but SJjJJ Jj*
1

what is it to shed the leaf ? it is for the sap to be prehended.

congealed, at the junction of the seed. of a
h

piant

S

hav-

In figures, to those who investigate the conse- ins br d
&amp;gt; ^ -i p -i x -x xi leaves.

quence of the cause, and of what it is the cause,
we may explain the matter thus : let A be present with every
B, and B with every D, but more extensively, B then will

be universal to D, I call that universal which
t Cumlatius

does not reciprocate,f but that the first universal, sit. Buhie.

with which each singular does not reciprocate, fs p/eScafedof
but all together reciprocate, and are of similar ex- things differing

tension. B then is the cause why A is present canbTSion-
with D, wherefore it is necessary that A should strated

ijy
di-

, -11 -i i ^i -rT /&amp;gt; -f verse middle
be more widely extended than B, for if not, why terms.

will this J be rather the cause than that ? If
j B

then A is present with all those of E, all those A.

will be some one thing different from B,|| for if

not, how will it be possible to say that A is present with

every thing with which E is, but E not with every thing
with which A is ? for why will there not be a certain cause

as there is why A is present with all D ? wherefore will all

those of E be one thing ? We must consider this, and let

1 The first universal subject in which the property is inherent e. g.

a plant with broad leaves, in which the falling off of leaves is present.
2

i. e. The universal subject will be the cause of the leaves falling, as

to the vine, fig tree, &c. because all vines and fig trees are plants with

broad leaves. Vide Biese i. p. 317.

B A
Ex. 1. Whatever is without bile is long-lived

D B
Every quadruped is without bile

D A
. Every quadruped is long-lived.

C A
Every animal of a dry complexion is long-lived

E C
Every bird is an animal of a dry complexion

E A
. . Every fcird is long-lived.
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AS Band c. there be C, hence there may be many causes*
t of the same of the same thing,! but not to the same in spe-
rope

cies,J for instance, the cause why quadrupeds
f&quot;

is tneir n t having bile, but why
birds live long, their being of a dry complexion,

i. e. an inde- or something else : if however they do not arrive

^ropoSion. immediately at an individual, and there is not

4 Eacund
(

eV
ne medium onlv

&amp;gt;

but many, ||

the causes also are
the other. many.^f

CHAP. XVIII. Observation upon Cause to Singulars.

* AS to r&amp;gt;.

WHICH of the media is the cause to singulars,*

term^fto
whether that wh

j

ch belongs to the first universal,
be the nearest or that to the singular ? Evidently the nearest

whicfit if to the sing^r to which it is cause. 1 For this is

cause the cause why the first,f under the
universal,^ is

t A
s

inherent^ C is the cause that B is inherent in
* in D. D, hence C is the cause why A is inherent in D,

Example H.)
b* B ^ U

*f
whv Jt is in C

&amp;gt; 7* to this it-

self is the cause. 2
]

CHAP. XIX. Upon the Method and Habit necessary to the ascer
tainment of Principles.

CONCERNING syllogism then and demonstration, what either
of them is, and how it is produced, is clear, and at the same
if Taylor and time about demonstrative science, for it is the
Buhiear,nex same :^ 3 but about principles, how they become

1 The medium is to be assumed, proximate to the subject rather than
to the property. Habet et Aiort suos gradus, quia potest esse causa
proxima qu non est prima h. e. per se nota et indemonstrabilis : cujusidco praefertur, evidentia, quia (contra quam cetera?) sua luce est conspi-
cua, et nihil indiget aliena. Quare, quae hanc adhibet causam demon-
stratio, et habetur et nominatur &quot;

potissima.&quot; Aldrich. Cf. also Whatelv
and Hill.

2 As the puration of bile is the cause to itself of longevity. Taylor.
Ex. 1. Whatever is without bile is long-lived

Every quadruped is without bile

. . Every quadruped is long-lived : but

Every horse is a quadruped
. *. Every horse is long-lived.

* The methods of explaining demonstration and demonstrative science
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known, and what is the habit which recognises
this sentence

them, is manifest hence to those who have pre- chiptKek&quot;
8

viously doubted it.
adhere

Waitz

That it is then impossible to have scientific

Knowledge through demonstration, without a LityaBdme-
knowledge of first immediate principles, has been thod

.

f obtain-

elucidated before,
1
still some one may doubt the oSeJTce-cer-

knowledge of immediate principles, both whether tain
?uestions

it is the same or not the same,* also whether there wtf solved.

a &quot;

is a science of each or not,f or a science of one, knSdge of
but a different kind (of science) of another, and th

? conclusion,

whether non-inherent habits are ingenerated,t or JitoSpteradof
when inherent are latent. 2 If then, indeed, we th

?
^&quot;are

1

*-&quot;

1

possess them, it is absurd, for it happens that it quired, cf.

(the principle) escapes those who have a more ^ch.^s!?,
accurate knowledge than demonstration,

3 but if and Mb/itt. s
,

not having them before, we acquire them, how * XtS%
can we know and learn without pre-existent fSj^&quot;

1

knowledge? for this is impossible, as we said 1. e.byna-
also in the case of demonstration. It is evident

ture&amp;lt;

then, that they ||
can neither be possessed, nor n The habit of

ingenerated in the ignorant, and in those who PrinciPles -

are identical therefore sometimes, as in this chapter, demonstration is

assumed for demonstrative science.
1 Vide book i. ch. 2. We have already noticed the two senses in which

aptaoG is used by Aristotle
; here it is applied to a proposition not proved

by any higher middle term
;

i. e. an axiomatic principle, which con
stitutes the first premise of a demonstration : cf. An. Post. i. 2. In An.
Post. i. 13, it is applied to a premise immediate as to its conclusion.
Vide Mansel

; Aldrich, p. 104, note.
2 As in infants. Aristotle considered the mind as a piece of blank

paper, on which nothing was written but natural inclination (TO TT^VKOQ).
One difference between disposition (SiaQtviQ) and habit (c), drawn in
the Categories and de Anima, (vide marginal references,) consists in

considering habit more lasting than disposition, the former applying to

the virtues, etc., the latter to heat, cold, health, etc., which last undergo
more rapid mutation. The relation between dvvafii^, ivepytia, and sie,
given by Aspasius, as quoted by Michelet, is as follows : Facultas a natura
insita jam est potentia quaedam, sed nondum nobis ut loquimur potentia,
cujus ex ipso vigore operatio profluat ;

hanc demum potentiam philoso-
phus habitum vocat.

3 That is, the thing which is known, or the possession of the principle
itself, is concealed from children, who having (suppose) a knowledge of

axioms, possess thereby a knowledge more accurate than demonstration.
Cf. Waitz.

2 A
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cf
Eth. vi. ch.

have no habit, wherefore it is necessary to possess a certain

power, yet not such an one as shall be more excellent ac

cording to accuracy than these. Now this ap-

pears inherent in all animals, for they have an

innate power, which they call sensible percep-

tion,* but sense being inherent in some animals,

a permanency of the sensible object is engen-
5, etseq. ;

in. i. dered, but in others it is not engendered.! Those,

therefore, wherein the sensible object does not re

main, either altogether or about those things which

do not remain, such have no knowledge with

out sensible perception, but others when they per

ceive, retain one certain thing in the soul.J Now
since there are many of this kind, a certain differ

ence exists, so that with some, reason is produced
from the permanency of such things, ||

but in

others it is not.^T From sense, therefore, as we

say, memory is produced, but from repeated re

membrance of the same thing, we get experience,
for many remembrances in number constitute

*
i. e. remain- one experience. From experience, however, or

r with things from every universal being at rest in the soul,*

that one besides the many, which in all of them is

one and the same, the principle of art and science

or iieS
1

from arises, if indeed it is conversant with generation,!
of art but if with being of science. 1

Neither,

therefore, are definite habits inherent,! nor are

tney produced from other habits more known,
from sensible perception, as when a flight

Vide Tren-
delen. de An
p. 170, 174.

J So Taylor
and Buhle

;

but Waitz and
Bekker read

Tl. Cf.

Brundisius.
Waitz and

Bekker read

uovw, but

Taylor and
Buhle, uLvnun*

| As in men.
IT As in brutes.

perishable.
3. In what
way we arrive

in art

habits by
6

which pnnci-

occurs in battle, if one soldier makes a stand,

another stands, and then another, until the fight is restored.

1 Cf. Trendelenb. c. i. p. 137
; Aldrich, Hill, and Mansel upon In-

duction and Method
;
Zabarella upon the last

;
and Whately upon the

Province of Reasoning. The &quot; methodus inventionis
&quot; can only be a

process of inference, for no arrangement of parts is possible before they

have been discovered, the discovery of general principles from individual

objects of sense, if limited to the inferential process itself, will be induc

tion. The term, however, is sometimes extended so as to include the

preliminary accumulation of individuals : in this under sense it will em
brace the successive steps given by Aristotle here, of aiaOqaiQ ftvttftq,

ipireipia, tTraywyi/. Mansel. Vide also Poelic, ch. xvi.
;
De Anira.

Proem. 167.
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But the soul has such a state of being, as enables soasto re-

it to suffer this,* what, however, we have before tain many sue.

said, but not clearly, let us again explain. When c

one thing without difference abides, there is (then) first, uni

versal in the soul,
1

(for the singular indeed is perceived by
sense, but sense is of the universal, as of man, t In these

but not of the man Callias,) again, in these f it most spe-

stops, till individuals J and universals stop,
2 as T

such a kind of animal, until animal, ||

and in Jj^jJ
this^[ again (it stops) after a similar manner.* Buhie.

It is manifest then that primary things become

necessarily known to us by induction, for thus permanent in

sensible perception produces the universal. But i/Vnimai.

since, of those habits which are about intellect,
*

hin
nt

ejs

s

e

e ~

by which we ascertain truth, some are always permanent in

true, but others admit the false, as opinion, and

reasoning,
3 but science, and intellect, are always

true, and no other kind of knowledge, except intellect, is

more accurate than science, but the principles of demon
strations are more known, and all science is connected with

reason, there could not be a science of principles : but since

.nothing can be more true than science except intellect

1 That is, the first universal notion, or that which remains of those

several things which are perceived by the senses, and which do not

specifically differ. From first universal notions, another is formed, com

prehending those things which the several singulars have in common,
until summa genera are arrived at. The universal, of course, is equally
and without difference found in many particulars.

2 The universals are so called (d/ufpjj) because they are inherent in

singulars, not partially, but wholly, every where totally present with
their participants : thus the whole of animal is in one man.

3 Of the powers of the soul, some are irrational and disobedient to

reason, as the nutritive, others are capable of being obedient to rea

son, as anger and desire. But other powers of the soul are rationa4
;

and of the rational, some are always true, as intellect and science,
others are sometimes true, as opinion and Xoyiffjuoc, i. e. reasoning about

practical and political affairs, and things generable and corruptible, which
are in a perpetual flux, and are subject to infinite mutations. For in

tellect, properly so called, is that power or summit of the soul which

energizes about things that possess an invariable sameness of subsistence.

Taylor. Vide also Trendelenb. de An. iii. c. 4 6; Biese i. p. 327 ;

Rassow, p. 73. And cf. Eth. Nic. b. i. c. 13, Bohn s ed., where see

Browne s note ; Poetics, c. 16; Magna Moral, i. 34; and Eudem. vi.

et lib. v. c. 3, et seq.
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intellect will belong to principles, and to those
who consider from these it is evident also, that as
demonstration is not the principle of demonstra
tion, so neither is science the principle of science.
If then we have no other true genus (of habit)
besides science, intellect will be the principle of
science : it will also be the principle (of the know-

the principle, but all this subsists similarly with
every thing.

END OF VOL. I.
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5 Portraits. 4 vols.

The French Revolution of 1648.
Portraits.

LAMB S (Charles) Ella and Eliana.
Complete Edition. Portrait.

LAMB S (Charles) Specimens of
English Dramatic Poets of the time of

Elizabeth. With Notes and the Extracts
from the Garnek Plays.

Talfourd s Letters of Charles
Lamb. New Edition, by W. Carew
Hazlitt. a vols.

LANZI S History of Painting in

Italy, from the Period of the Revival of
the Fine Arts to the End of the i8th

Century. With Memoir and Portraits.

Trans, by T. Roscoe. 3 vols.

LAPPENBERG S England under the
Anglo-Saxon Kings. Trans, by B.Thorpe,
F.S.A. 2 vols.

LESSING S .Dramatic Works. Com
plete. By E. Bell, M.A. With Memoir
by H. Zimmern. Portrait. 2 vols.

Laokoon, Dramatic Notes, and
Representation of Death by the Ancients.
Trans, by E. C. Beasley and Helen
Zimmern. Frontispiece.

LOCKE S Philosophical Works, con
taining Human Understanding,Controversy
with Bishop of Worcester, Malebranche s

Opinions, Natural Philosophy, Reading
and Stud} . With Introduction, Analysis,
and Notes, by J. A. St. John. Portrait.

2 vols.

Life and Letters, with Extracts from
his Common-place Books. By Lord King.

LOCKHART (J. G.)-See Bums.

LUTHER S Table-Talk. Trans, by W.
Hazlitt. With Life by A. Chalmers, and
LUTHER S CATECHISM. Portrait after

Cranach.

Autobiography.^ Mkhelet.

MACHIAVELLI S History of Flo
rence, THE PRINCE, Savonarola, Historical

Tracts, and Memoir. Portrait.

MARLOWE. Poems of. See Greene.

MARTTNEAU S (Harriet) History
ofEngland (including History of the Peace)
from 1800-1846. 5 vols.

MENZ EL S History of Germany,
I

from the Earliest Period to the Crimean
War. Portraits. 3 vols.

MICHELET S Autobiography of
Luther. Trans, by W. Hazlitf. With
Notes.

The French Revolution to the

Flight of the King in 1791. Frontispiece.

MIGNET S The French Revolution,
from 1789 to 1814. Portrait of Napoleon.



STANDARD LIBRARY.

MILTON S Prose Works. With Pre
face, Preliminary Remarks by J. A. St.

John, and Index. 5 vols. Portraits.

Poetical Works. With 120 Wood
Engravings. 2 vols.

MIT FORD S (Misi) Our Village.
Sketches of Rural Character and Scenery,
2 Engravings, a vols.

MOLtERE S Dramatic Works. In

English Prose, by C. H. Wall. With a
Life and a Portrait. 3 vols.

It is not too much to say that we have
here probably as good a translation of
Moliere as can be given.&quot; Academy.

MONTAGU. Letters and Works of
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. Lord
Wharncliffe s Third Edition. Edited by
W. Moy Thomas. New and revised
edition. With steel plates. 2 vols. 5$.

each.

MONTESQUIEU S Spirit of Laws.
Revised Edition, with D Alembert s Analy
sis, Notes, and Memoir. 2 vols.

NEANDER (Dr. A.) History of the
Christian Religion and Church. Trans, by
J. Torrey. With Short Memoir. 10 vols.

Life of Jesus Christ, in its His
torical Connexion and Development.

The Planting and Training of
the Christian Church by the Apostles.
With the Antignosticus, or Spirit of Ter-
tullian. Trans, by J. E. Ryland. 2 vols.

Lectures on the History of
Christian Dogmas. Trans, by J. E. Ry
land. 2 vols.

Memorials of Christian Life in
the Early and Middle Ages ; including
Light in Dark Places. Trans, by J. E.
Ryland.

NORTH S Lives of the Right Hon.
Francis North, Baron Guildford, the Hon.
Sir Dudley North, and the Hon. and Rev.
Dr. John North. By the Hon. Roger
North. Edited by A. Jessopp, D.D. With
3 Portraits. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Lovers of good literature will rejoice at
the appearance of a new, handy, and com
plete edition of so justly famous a book,
and will congratulate themselves that it

has found so competent and skilful an
editor as Dr. Jessopp. Times.

OCKLEY (S.) History of the Sara
cens and their Conquests in Syria, Persia,
and Egypt. Comprising the Lives of
Mohammed and his Successors to the
Death of Abdalmelik, the Eleventh Caliph.
By Simon Ockley, B.D., Portrait of Mo
hammed.

PASCAL S Thoughts. Translated from
the Text of M. Auguste Molinier by
C. Kegan Paul. 3rd edition.

PERCY S Reliques of Ancient Eng
lish Poetry, consisting of Ballads, Songs,
and other Pieces of our earlier Poets, with
some few of later date. With Essay on
Ancient Minstrels, and Glossary. 2 vols.

PHILIP DE COMMINES. Memoirs
of. Containing the Histories of Louis XI.
and Charles VIII., and Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgundy. With the History of
Louis XL, by Jean de Troyes. Trans
lated, with a Life and Notes, by A. R.
Scoble. Portraits. 2 vols.

PLUTARCH S LIVES. Translated, with.
Notes and Life, by A. Stewart, M.A.,
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and G. Long, M.A. 4 vols.

I

POETRY OF AMERICA. Selections
from One Hundred Poets, from 1776 to

1876. With Introductory Review, and
Specimens of Negro Melody, by W. J.
Lmton. Portrait of W. Whitman.

|

RACINE S (Jean) Dramatic Works..
A metrical English version, with Bio

graphical notice. By R. Bruce Boswell,
M.A. Oxon. 2 vols.

RANKE (L.) History of the Popes,
their Church and State, and their Conflicts
with Protestantism in the i6th and

i7th&amp;gt;

Centuries. Trans, by E. Foster. Portraits.

3 vols.

History of Servia. Trans, by Mrs*
Kerr. To which is added, The Slave Pro
vinces of Turkey, by Cyprien Robert.

History of the Latin and Teu
tonic Nations. 1494-1514. Trans, by
P. A. Ashworth, translator of Dr. Gneist s.
*
History of the English Constitution.

1

REUMONT (Alfred de).-5V* Carafas.

REYNOLDS (Sir J.) Literary Works.
With Memoir and Remarks by H. W.
Beechy. a vols.

RICHTER (Jean Paul). Levana,
a Treatise on Education ; fogether with tha
Autobiography, and a short Memoir.

Flower, Fruit, andThorn Pieces
j,

or the Wedded Life, Death, and Marriage
of Siebenkaes. Translated by Alex. Ewing.
The only complete English translation.

ROSCOE S (W.) Life of Leo X., with
Notes, Historical Documents, and Disser
tation on Lucretia Borgia. 3 Portraits.
2 vols.

Lorenzo de Medici, called The
Magnificent, with Copyright Notes,
Poems, Letters, &c. With Memoir of
Roscoe and Portrait of Lorenzo.

RUSSIA, History of, from tho
earliest Period to the Crimean War. By
W. K. Kelly. 3 Portraits. 2 vols.



BOfflTS LIBRARIES.

SCHILLER S Works. 7 vols.

Vol. I. History ofthe ThirtyYears War.
Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, M.A. Portrait.

Vol. II. History of the Revolt in the

Netherlands, the Trials of Counts Egmont
and Horn, the Siege of Antwerp, and the

Disturbance of France preceding the Reign
of Henry IV. Translated by Rev. A. J. W.
Morrison and L. Dora Schmitz.
Vol. III. Don Carlos. R. D. Eoylan
Mary Stuart. Mellish Maid of Or-

leans. Anna Swanwick Bride of Mes
sina. A. Lodge, M.A. Together with the

Use of the Chorus in Tragedy (a short

Essay). Engravings.
These Dramas are all translated in metre.

Vol. IV. Robbers Fiesco Love and

Intrigue Demetrius Ghost Seer Sport
of Divinity.
The Dramas in this volume are in prose.
Vol. V. Poems. E. A. Bowring, C.B.
Vol. VI. Essays, jEsthetical and Philo

sophical, including the Dissertation on the

Connexion between the Animal and Spiri
tual in Man.

Vol. VII. Wallenstein s Camp. J.
Churchill. Piccolomini and Death of

Wallenstein. S. T. Coleridge. William
Tell. Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B., LL.D.

SCHILLER and GOETHE. Corre
spondence between, from A.D. 1794-1805.
Trans, by L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols.

SCHLEGEL (F.) Lectures on the
Philosophy of Life and the Philosophy of

Language. Trans, by A. J. W. Morrison.

The History of Literature, Ancient
and Modern.

The Philosophy of History. With
Memoir and Portrait. Trans, by J. B.

Robertson.

Modern History, with the Lectures
entitled Caesar and Alexander, and The
Beginning of our History. Translated by
L. Purcell and R. H. Whitelock.

^Esthetic and Miscellaneous
Works, containing Letters on Christian

Art, Essaj on Gothic Architecture, Re
marks on the Romance Poetry of the Mid
dle Ages, on Shakspeare, the Limits of the

Beautiful, and on the Language and Wis
dom of the Indians. By E. J. Millington.

SCHLEGEL (A. W.) Dramatic Art
and Literature. By J. Black. With Me
moir by Rev. A. J. W. Morrison. Portrait.

SCHUMANN (Robert), His Life and
Works. By A. Reissmann. Trans, by
A. L. Alger.

Early Letters. Translated by May
Herbert. With Preface by Sir G. GroTe.

SHAKESPEARE S Dramatic Art.
The History and Character of Shakspeare s

Plays. By Dr. H. Ulrici. Trans, by L.
Dora Schmitz. 2 vols.

SHAKESPEARE (William). A
Literary Biography by Karl Elze, Ph.D.,
LL.D. Translated by L. Dora Schmitz. 55.

SHERIDAN S Dramatic Works. With
Memoir- Portrait (after Reynolds).

SISMONDI S History of the Litera
ture of the South of Europe. Trans, by
T. Roscoe. Portraits. 2 vols.

SMITH S (Adam) Theory of Moral
Sentiments

;
with Essay on the First For

mation of Languages, and Critical Memoir
by Dugald Stewart.

See Economic Library.

SMYTH S (Professor) Lectures on
Modern History ; from the Irruption of the
Northern Nations to the close of the Ameri
can Revolution. 2 vols.

Lectures on the French Revolu
tion. With Index. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY See Cowper, Wesley, and
{Illustrated Library) Nelson,

STURM S Morning Communings
with God, or Devotional Meditations for

Every Day. Trans, by W. Johnstone, M.A.

SULLY. Memoirs of the Duke of,
Prime Minister to Henry the Great. With
Notes and Historical Introduction. 4 Por
traits. 4 Yols.

TAYLOR S (Bishop Jeremy) Holy
Living and Dying, with Prayers, contain

ing the Whole Duty of a Christian and the

parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions.
Portrait.

TEN BRINK. See Brink.

THDZRRY S Conquest of England by
the Normans ;

its Causes, and its Conse
quences in England and the Continent.

By W. Hazlitt. With short Memoir. 2 Por
traits. 2 vols.

ULRICI (Dr.) See Shakespeare.

VASARI. Lives of the most Eminent
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. By
Mrs. J. Foster, with selected Notes. Por
trait. 6 rols., Vol. VI. being an additional

Volume of Notes by Dr. J. P. Richter.

VOLTAIRE S Tales. Translated by
R. B. Boswell. Vol. I., containing Ba-

bouc, Memnon, Candide, L Ingenu, and
other Tales.

WERNER S Templars in Cyprus.
Trans, by E. A. M. Lewis.

WESLEY, the Life of, and the Rise
and Progress of Methodism. By Robert
Southey. Portrait. $s.

WHEATLEY. A Rational Illustra
tion of the Book of Common Prayer.

TOUNG (Arthur) Travels in France.
Edited by Miss Betham Edwards. With
a Portrait.



HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARIES.

HISTORICAL, LIBRARY.
22 Volumes at $s. each. ($1. los. per set.)

EVELYN S Diary and Correspond-
dence, with the Private Correspondence of
Charles I. and Sir Edward Nicholas, and
between Sir Edward Hyde (Earl ofClaren
don) and Sir Richard Browne. Edited from
the Original MSS. by W. Bray, F.A.S.
4 vols. 45 Engravings (after Vandyke,
Lely, Kneller, and Jamieson, &c.).
N.B. This edition contains 130 letters

from Evelyn and his wife, printed by per-
mission, and contained in no other edition.

PEPYS Diary and Correspondence.
With Life and Notes, by Lord Braybrooke.
With Appendix containing additional
Letters and Index. 4 rols., with 31 En
gravings (after Vandyke, Sir P. Lely,
Holbein, Kneller, &c.).

N.B. This is a reprint of Lord Bray
brooke s fourth and last edition, containing
all his latest notes and corrections, the

copyright of the publishers.

JESSE S Memoirs of the Court of
England under the Stuarts, including the
Protectorate. 3 rols. With Index and 42
Portraits (after Vandyke, Lely, &c.).

Memoirs of the Pretenders and
their Adherents. 6 Portraits.

NUGENT S (Lord) Memorials of
Hampden, his Party and Times. With
Memoir. 12 Pprtraits (after Vandyke
and others).

I STRICKLAND S (Agnes) Lives of the
Queens of England from the Norman
Conquest. From authentic Documents,
public and private. 6 Portraits. 6 vols.

j

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.
2 Portraits. 2 vols.

I Lives of the Tudor and Stuart
Princesses. With 2 Portraits.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
17 Vols. at $s. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (3/. 19;. per set.)

BACON S Novum Organum and Ad
vancement of Learning. With Notes by
J. Devey, M.A.

BAX. A Handbook of the History
of Philosophy, for the use of Students.

By E. Belfort Bax, Editor of Kant s

Prolegomena.
COMTE S Philosophy of the Sciences.
An Exposition of the Principles of the
Cours de Philosophie Positive. By G. H.
Lewes, Author of The Life of Goethe.

DRAPER (Dr. J. W.) A History of
the Intellectual Development of Europe.
2 vols.

HEGEL S Philosophy of History.
J. Sibree, M.A.

By

KANT S Critique of Pure Reason.
By J. M. D. Meiklejohn.

Prolegomena and Metaphysical
Foundations of Natural Science, with Bio
graphy and Memoir by E. Belfort Bax.
Portrait.

LOGIC, or the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. By J. Devey.

MILLER (Professor). History Philo
sophically Illustrated, from the Fall of the
Roman Empire to the French Revolution.
With Memoir. 4 vols. 31. 6d. each.

SCHOPENHAUER on the Fourfold
Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason,
and on the Will in Nature. Trans, from
the German.

Essays. Selected and Translated by
E. Belfort Bax.

SPINOZA S Chief Works. Trans, with
Introduction by R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols.

Vol. I. Tractatus Theologico-Politicus
Political Treatise.

Vol. II. Improvement of the Under
standingEthicsLetters.



10 BOHWS LIBRARIES.

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
15 Vols. at $s. each (except Chittingivorth, y. 6&amp;lt;/.). (3/. 13*. 6d. per set.\

BLEEK. Introduction to the Old
Testament. By Friedrich Bleek. Trans,
under the supervision of Rev. E. Venables,
Residentiary Canon of Lincoln. 2 vols.

CHILLINGWORTH S Religion of
Protestants. 35. 6d.

EUSEBIUS. Ecclesiastical History
of Eusebius Pamphilus, Bishop of Caesarea.
Trans, by Rev. C. F. Cruse, M.A. With
Notes, Life, and Chronological Tables.

EVAGRIUS. History of the Church.
See Theodoret.

HARDWICK. History ofthe Articles
of Religion ;

to which is added a Series of
Documents from A.D. 1536 to A.D. 1615.
Ed. by Rev. F. Proctor.

HENRY S (Matthew) Exposition of
the Book of Psalms. Numerous Woodcuts.

PEARSON (John, D.D.) Exposition
of the Creed. Edit, by E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes, Analysis, and Indexes.

PHILO-JUD^US, Works of. The
Contemporary of Josephus. Trans, by
C. D. Yonge. 4 vols.

PHILOSTORGIUS. Ecclesiastical
History of. See Sozomen.

SOCRATES Ecclesiastical History,
Comprising a History of the Church from
Constantine, A.D. 305, to the 38th year of
Theodosius II. With Short Account of
the Author, and selected Notes.

SOZOMEN S Ecclesiastical History.
A.D. 324-440. With Notes, Prefatory Re
marks by Valesius, and Short Memoir.
Together with the ECCLESIASTICAL HIS
TORY OF PHILOSTORGIUS, as epitomised by
Photius. Trans, by Rev. E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes and brief Life.

THEODORET and EVAGRIUS. His-
tories of the Church from A.D. 332 to the
Death of Theodore of Mopsuestia, A.D.

427 ; and from A.D. 431 to A.D. 544. With
Memoirs.

WIESELER S (Karl) Chronological
Synopsis of the Four Gospels. Trans, by
Rev. Canon Venables.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
35 Vols. at 5j. each. (8/. 15^. per set.}

ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. See
Bede.

ASSER S Life of Alfred. See Six O. .

Chronicles.

BEDE S (Venerable) Ecclesiastical
History of England. Together with the
ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. With Notes,
Short Life, Analysis, and Map. Edit, by
J. A. Giles, D.C.L.

BOETHIUS S Consolation of Philo
sophy. King Alfred s Anglo-Saxon Ver
sion of. With an English Translation on

opposite pages, Notes, Introduction, and
Glossary, by Rer. S. Fox, M.A. To
which Is added the Anglo-Saxon Version of
the METRES OF BOETHIUS, with a free

Translation by Martin F. Tupper, D.C.L.

BRAND S Popular Antiquities of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. Illus

trating the Origin of our Vulgar and Pro
vincial Customs, Ceremonies, and Super
stitions. By Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., F.R.S.

Frontispiece. 3 vols.

CHRONICLES of the CRUSADES.
Contemporary Narratives of Richard Cceur
de Lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geof
frey de Vmsauf; and of the Crusade at
Saint Louis, by Lord John de Joinville.
With Short Notes. Illuminated Frontis

piece from an old MS.

DYER S (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past. An Account
of the various Games and Customs asso

ciated with different Days of the Year in

the British Isles, arranged according to the
Calendar. By the R.ev. T. F. Thiselton

Dyer, M.A.

EARLY TRAVELS IN PALESTINE.
Comprising the Narratives of Arculf,

Willfbald, Bernard, Sajwulf, Sigurd, Ben-

jamin of Tudela, Sir John Maundeville,
De la Brocquiere, and Maundrell ; all un

abridged. With Introduction and Notes

by Thomas Wright. Map of Jerusalem.



ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.

ELLIS (Q.) Specimens of Early En- i

glish Metrical Romances, relating to

Arthur, Merlin, Guy of Warwick, Richard
j

Cceur de Lion, Charlemagne, Roland, &c.
j

&c. With Historical Introduction by J. O. j

Halliwell, F.R.S. Illuminated Frontis- I

piece from an old MS.

ETHELWERD, Chronicle of. Set I

Six O. E. Chronicles.

FLORENCE OF WORCESTER S !

Chronicle, with the Two Continuations :
j

comprising Annals of English History j

from the Departure of the Romans to the !

Reign of Edward I. Trans., with Notes,
by Thomas Forester, M.A.

GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH.
Chronicle of. See Six O. E. Chronicles.

GESTA ROMANORUM, or Enter-
i

taining Moral Stories invented by the
Monks. Trans, with Notes by the Rev.

;

Charles Swan. Edit, by W. Hooper, M.A.
j

GILDAS. Chronicle of. See Six O. E.
Chronicles.

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS Histori
cal Works. Containing Topography of

j

Ireland, and History of the Conquest of i

Ireland, by Th. Forester, M.A. Itinerary i

through Wales, and Description of Wales,
j

by Sir R. Colt Hoare.

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON S His-
j

tory of the English, from the Roman In-
|

vasion to the Accession of Henry II. ; \

with the Acts of King Stephen, and the i

Letter to Walter. By T. Forester, M.A. i

Frontispiece from an old MS.

INGULPH S Chronicles of the Abbey
j

of Croyland, with the CONTINUATION by
j

Peter of Rlois and others. Trans, with i

Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A.

KEIGHTLEY S (Thomas) Fairy My-
j

thology, illustrative of the Romance and
!

Superstition of Various Countries. Frontis-
i

piece by Cruikshank.

LEPSIUS S Letters from Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai ; to

\

which are added, Extracts from his
i

Chronology of the Egyptians, with refer- !

ence to the Exodus of the Israelites. By
j

L. and J, B. Homer. Maps and Coloured
j

View of Mount Barkal.

MALLET S Northern Antiquities, or
j

an Historical Account of the Manners,
Customs, Religions, and Literature of the
Ancient Scandinavians. Trans, by Bishop
Percy. With Translation of the PROSE
EDDA, and Notes by J. A. Blackwell.
Also an Abstract of the Eyrbyggia Saga |

by Sir Walter Scott. With Glossary
j

and Coloured Frontispiece.

MARCO POLO S Travels; with Notes
and Introduction. Edit, by T. Wright.

MATTHEW PARIS S English His
tory, from 1235 to 1273. By Rev. J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. With Frontispiece. 3 vols.
See also Roger of Wendover.

MATTHEW OF WESTMINSTER S
Flowers of History, especially such as re
late to the affairs of Britain, from the be
ginning of the World to A.D. 1307. By
C. D. Yonge. 2 vols.

NENNIUS. Chronicle of. See Six
O. E. Chronicles.

ORDERICUSVITALIS Ecclesiastical
History of England and Normandy. With
Notes, Introduction of Guizot, and the
Critical Notice of M. Delille, by T.
Forester, M.A. To which is added the
CHRONICLE OF St. EVROULT. With Gene
ral and Chronological Indexes. 4 vols.

PAULI S (Dr. R.) Life of Alfred the
Great. To which is appended Alfred s

ANGLO-SAXON VERSION OF OROSIUS. With
literal Translation interpaged, Notes, and
an ANGLO-SAXON GRAMMAR and Glossary,
by B. Thorpe. Frontispiece.

RICHARD OF CIRENCESTER.
Chronicle of. See Six O. E. Chronicles.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN S Annals of
English History, comprising the History
of England and of other Countries of Eu
rope from A.D. 732 to A.D. 1201. With
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

ROGER OF WENDOVER S Flowers
of History, comprising the History of

England from the Descent of the Saxons to
A.D. 1235, formerly ascribed to Matthew
Paris. With Notes and Index by J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. 2 vols.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES i

viz., Asser s Life of Alfred and the ChroniT
cles of Ethelwerd, Gildas, Nennius, Geof
frey of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren-
cester. Edit., with Notes, by J. A. Giles,
D.C.L. Portrait ot Alfred.

WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY S
Chronicle of the Kings of England, from
the Earliest Period to King Stephen. By
Rev. J. Sharpe. With Notes by J. A.

Giles, D.C.L. Frontispiece.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Collection
of Scandinavian and North-German Popu
lar Tales and Traditions, from the Swedish,
Danish, and German. Edit, by B. Thorpe.



JOHN S LIBRARIES.

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
73 Vols. at

5.?. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (197. 7.5-. 6d.

ALLEN S (Joseph, R.N.) Battles of
the British Navy. Revised edition, with
Indexes of Names and Events, and 57 Por
traits and Plans. 2 vols.

ANDERSEN S Danish Fairy Tales.
By Caroline Peachey. With Short Life
and 1 20 Wood Engravings.

ARIOSTO S Orlando Furioso. In
English Verse by W. S. Rose. With Notes
and Short Memoir. Portrait after Titian,
and 24 Steel Engravings. 2 vols.

BECHSTEIN S Cage and Chamber
Birds : their Natural History, Habits, &c.
Together with SWEET S BRITISH WAR
BLERS. 43 Coloured Plates and Woodcuts.

BONOMI S Nineveh and its Palaces.
The Discoveries of Botta and Layard
applied to the Elucidation of Holy Writ.
7 Plates and 294 Woodcuts.

BUTLER S Hudibras, with Variorum
Notes and Biography. Portrait and 28
Illustrations.

CATTERMOLE S Evenings at Had-
don Hall. Romantic Tales of the Olden
Times. With 24 Steel Engravings after
Cattermole.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, with some account of Ava and
the Burmese, Siam, and Anam. Map, and
nearly 100 Illustrations.

CRAIK S (G. L.) Pursuit of Know
ledge under Difficulties. Illustrated by
Anecdotes and Memoirs. Numerous Wood
cut Portraits.

CRUIKSHANK S Three Courses and
a Dessert

; comprising three Sets of Tales, J

West Country, Irish, and Legal ; and a
!

Melange. With 50 Illustrations by Cruik- !

shank.

- Punch and Judy. The Dialogue of
the Puppet Show ; an Account of its Origin,
&c. 24 Illustrations and Coloured Plates
by Cruikshank.

DANTE, in English Verse, by I. C. Wright,
M.A. With Introduction and Memoir.
Portrait and 34 Steel Engravings after
Flaxman.

DIDRON S Christian Iconography;a History of Christian Art in the Middle
Ages. By the late A. N. Didron. Trans,
by E. J. Millington, and completed, with
Additions and Appendices, by Margaret
Stokes. 2 vols. With numerous Illustrations.

Vol. I. The History of the Nimbus, the
Aureole, and the Glory; Representations
of the Persons of the Trinity.

Vol. II. The Trinity; Angels; Devils;
The Soul ; The Christian Scheme. Appen
dices.

DYER (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii : its Build
ings and Antiquities. An Account of the
City, with full Description of the Remains
and Recent Excavations, and an Itinerary
for Visitors. By T. H. Dyer, LL.D.
Nearly 300 Wood Engravings, Map, and
Plan. js. 6d.

Rome : History of the City, with
Introduction on recent Excavations. 8
Engravings, Frontispiece, and 2 Maps.

GIL BLAS. The Adventures of.
From the _French of Lesage by Smollett.
24 Engravings after Smirke, and 10 Etch
ings by Cruikshank. 612 pages. 6s.

GRIMM S Gammer Grethel; or, Ger
man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories,
containing 42 Fairy Tales. By Edgar
Taylor. Numerous Woodcuts after Cruik-
shank and Ludwig Grimm. 3$. 6d.

HOLBEIN S Dance of Death and
Bible Cuts. Upwards of 150 Subjects, en
graved in facsimile, with Introduction and
Descriptions by the late Francis Douce
and Dr. Dibdin.

INDIA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, from the Earliest Times. 100
Engravings on Wood and Map.

JESSE S Anecdotes of Dogs. With
40 Woodcuts after Harvey, Bewick, and
others

; and 34 Steel Engravings after

Cooper and Landseer.

KING S (C. W.) Natural History of
Precious Stones and Metals. Illustra
tions. 6s.



ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.

LODGE S Portraits of Illustrious

Personages of Great Britain, with Bio

graphical and Historical Memoirs. 240
Portraits engraved on Steel, with the

respective Biographies unabridged. Com
plete in 8 vols.

LONGFELLOW S Poetical Works,
including his Translations and Notes. 24

full-page Woodcuts by Birket Foster and

others, and a Portrait.

Without the Illustrations, y. 6d.

Prose Works. With 16 full-page

Woodcuts by Birket Foster and others.

iOUDON S (Mrs.) Entertaining Na
turalist. Popular Descriptions, Tales, and

Anecdotes, of more than 500 Animals.

Numerous Woodcuts.

MARRYAT S (Capt., R.N.) Master-
man Ready ; or, the Wreck of the Pacific.

(Written for Young People.) With 93
Woodcuts. 3*. &amp;gt;d.

Mission; or, Scenes in Africa.

(Written for Young People.) Illustrated

by Gilbert and Dalziel. 3*. fsd.

Pirate and Three Cutters. (Writ-
ten for Young People.) With a Memoir.
8 Steel Engravings after Clarkson Stan-

field, R.A. 35. 6d.

Privateersman. Adventures by Sea
and Land One Hundred Years Ago.
(Written for Young People.) 8 Steel En-

gravings. 35. 6d.

Settlers i&quot; Canada. (Written for

Young People 10 Engravings by Gilbert

and Dalziel. 35. 6d.

&amp;lt; Poor Jack. (Written for Young
People.) With 16 Illustrations after Clark-

son Stanfield, R.A. 35. 6d.

Midshipman Easy. With 8 full-

page Illustrations. Small post 8vo. 3$. 6d.

Peter Simple. With 8 full-page Illus

trations. Small post 8vo. 35. 6d.

MAXWELL S Victories of Welling
ton and the British Armies. Frontispiece
and 4 Portraits.

MICHAEL ANGELO and RAPHAEL,
Their Lives and Works. By Duppa and

guatremere
de Quincy. Portraits and

ngravings, including the Last Judgment,
and Cartoons.

MUDIE S History of British Birds.
Revised by W. C. L. Martin. 52 Figures of
Birds and 7 coloured Plates of Eggs.
a vols.

NAVAL and MILITARY HEROES
of Great Britain ; a Record of British
Valour on every Day in the year, from
William the Conqueror to the Battle of
Inkermann. By Major Johns, R.M., and
Lieut. P. H. Nicolas, R.M. Indexes. 24
Portraits after Holbein, Reynolds, &c. 6s .

NKWLINI S History of the Jesuits :

their Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and De
signs. 8 Portraits.

PETRARCH S Sonnets, Triumphs,
and other Poems, in English Verse. With
Life by Thomas Campbell. Portrait and
15 Steel Engravings.

PICKERING S History of the Races
of Man, and their Geographical Distribu
tion ; with AN ANALYTICAL SYNOPSIS OF
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN. By Dr.
Hall. Map of the World and 12 coloured
Plates.

PICTORIAL HANDBOOK OF
Modern Geography on a Popular Plan.

Compiled from the best Authorities, English
and Foreign, by H. G. Bohn. 150 Wood
cuts and 51 coloured Maps.

Without the Maps, 3*. 6d.

POPE S Poetical Works, including
Translations. Edit., with Notes, by R.
Carruthers. 2 vols. With numerous Illus

trations.

Homer s Iliad, with Introduction
and Notes by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With Flaxman s Designs.

Homer s Odyssey, with the BATTLE
OF FROGS AND MICE, Hymns, &c., by
other translators including Chapman. In
troduction and Notes by J. S. Watson,
M.A. With Flaxman s Designs.

Life, including many of his Letters.

By R. Carruthers. Numerous Illustrations.

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, and
other objects of Vertu. Comprising an
Illustrated Catalogue of the Bernal Col

lection, with the prices and names of the

Possessors. Also an Introductory Lecture

on Pottery and Porcelain, and an Engraved
List of all Marks and Monograms. By
H. G. Bohn. Numerous Woodcuts.

With coloured Illustrations, 10$. 6d.

PROUT S (Father) Reliques. Edited

by Rev. F. Mahony. Copyright edition,

with the Author s last corrections and
additions. 21 Etchings by D. Maclise,

R.A. Nearly 600 pages.

RECREATIONS IN SHOOTING. With
some Account of the Game found in the

British Isles, and Directions for theManage
ment of Dog and Gun. By Craven. 62

Woodcuts and 9 Steel Engravings after

A. Cooper, R.A.
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RENNIE. Insect Architecture. Re-
vised by Rev&amp;gt; j. G Wood MA&amp;lt; i8fi

Woodcuts.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. With Memoir of
Defoe, 12 Steel Engravings and 74 Wood-
cuts after Stothard and Harvey.- Without the Engravings, 35. 6d.

ROME IN THE NINETEENTH CEN-
tury. An Account in 1817 of the Ruins zf
the Ancient City, and Monuments ofModern
Times. By C. A. Eaton. 34 Steel En
gravings. 2 vols.

SHARPE (S.) The History of Egypt,
from the Earliest Times till the Conquest
by the Arabs, A.D. 640. 2 Maps and up
wards of 400 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY S Life of Nelson. With
Additional Notes, Facsimiles of Nelson s

Writing, Portraits, Plans, and 50 Engrav
ings, after Birket Foster, &c.

STARLING S (Miss) Noble Deeds of
Women

; or, Examples ofFemale Courage.
Fortitude, and Virtue. With 14 Steel Por
traits.

STUART and REVETT S Antiquities
of Athens, and other Monuments of Greece ;
with Glossary of Terms used in Grecian
Architecture. 71 Steel Plates and numerous
Woodcuts.

SWEET S British Warblers, 5s.-Set
Bechstein..

ALES OF THE GENII; or, the
Delightful Lessons of Horam, the Son of
Asmar. Trans, by Sir C. Morrell. Numer
ous Woodcuts.

TASSO S Jerusalem Delivered. In
English Spenserian Verse, with Life, by
T. H. Wiffen. With 8 Engravings and 24
Woodcuts.

WALKER S Manly Exercises; con-

taming Skating, Riding, Driving, Hunting,
Shooting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &c.
44 Engravings and numerous Woodcuts.

WALTON S Complete Angler, or the
Contemplative Man s Recreation, by Izaak
Walton and Charles Cotton. With Me
moirs and Notes by E. Jesse. Also an
Account of Fishing Stations, Tackle, &c.,
by H. G. Bohn. Portrait and 203 Wood
cuts, and 26 Engravings on Steel.

Lives ofDonne,Wotton. Hooker.
&c., with Notes. A New Edition, re
vised by A. H. Bullen, with a Memoir
of Izaak Walton by William Dowling. 6

Portraits, 6 Autograph Signatures, &c.

WELLINGTON, Life of. From the
Materials of Maxwell. 18 Steel En-
gravings.

Victories of. See Maxwell.

WESTROPP (H. M.) A Handbook of
Archaeology, Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan,
Roman. By H. M. Westropp. Numerous
Illustrations.

WHITE S Natural History of Sel-
borne, with Observations on various Parts
of Nature, and the Naturalists Calendar.
Sir W. Jardine. Edit., with Notes and
Memoir, by E. Jesse. 40 Portraits and
coloured Plates.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.
TRANSLATIONS FROM THE GREEK AND LATIN.

103 Vols. at $s. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (257. y. per set.)

GreekACHILLES TATIUS. Sec
Romances.

-ESCHYLUS, The Dramas of. In
English Verse by Anna Swanwick. 4th
edition.

The Tragedies of. In Prose, with
Notes and Introduction, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait. 3$. 6d.

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. His
tory of Rome during the Reigns of Con-
stantius, Julian, Jovianus,Valentinian, and
Valens, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. Double
volume. 7s. 6d.

ANTONINUS (M. Aurelius), The
Thoughts of. Translated, with Notes.
Biographical Sketch, and Essay on the

Philosophy, by George Long, M.A.
3J. 6d. Fine Paper edition on hand-made
paper. 6s.

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS. &amp;lt; The Ar-
gonautica. Translated by E. P. Coleridge.

APULEIUS, The Works of. Com
prising the Golden Ass, God of Socrates,
Florida,

_
and Discourse of Magic, &c.

Frontispiece.



CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

ARISTOPHANES Comedies. Trans.,
with Notes and Extracts from Frere s and

j

other Metrical Versions, by W. J. Hickie. !

Portrait. 2 vols.

ARISTOTLE S Nicomachean Ethics.
|

Trans., with Notes, Analytical Introduc

tion, and Questions for Students, by Yen.
,

Archdn. Browne.

Politics and Economics. Trans.,
|

with Notes, Analyses, and Index, by E.

Walford, M.A., and an Essay and Life by
Dr. Gillies.

Metaphysics. Trans., with Notes,

Analysis, and Examination Questions, by
Rev. John H. M Mahon, M.A.

History ofAnimals. In Ten Books.

Trans., with Notes and Index, by R.

Cresswell, M.A.

Organon ; or, Logical Treatises, and
the Introduction of Porphyry. With Notes,

Analysis, and Introduction, by Rev. O.
F. Owen, M.A. 2 vols. 3$. 6d. each.

Rhetoric and Poetics. Trans., with
Hobbes Analysis, Exam. Questions, and

Notes, by T. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

ATHENJEUS. The Deipnosophists.
Trans, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. With an

Appendix of Poetical Fragments. 3 vols.

ATLAS of Classical Geography. 22

large Coloured Maps. With a complete
Index. Imp. 8vo. 75. 6ct.

BlON.Set Theocritus.

CAESAR. Commentaries on the
Gallic and Civil Wars, with the Supple
mentary Books attributed to Hirtius, in

cluding the complete Alexandrian, African,
and Spanish Wars. Portrait.

CATULLUS, Tibullus, and the Vigil
of Venus. Trans, with Notes and Bio

graphical Introduction. To which are

added, Metrical Versions by Lamb,
Grainger, and others. Frontispiece.

CICERO S Orations. Trans, by C. D.

Yonge, B.A. 4 vols.

On Oratory and Orators. With
Letters to Quintus and Brutus. Trans.,
with Notes, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.

On the Nature of the Gods, Divi

nation, Fate, Laws, a Republic, Consul

ship. Trans, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

Academics, De Finibus, and Tuscu-
lan Questions. By C. D. Yonge, B.A.
With Sketch of the Greek Philosophers
mentioned by Cicero.

CICERO S Works. Continued.

Offices
; or, Moral Duties. Cat&

Major, an Essay on Old Age ; Laelius, an
Essay on Friendship ; Scipio s Dream;
Paradoxes ;

Letter to Quintus on Magis
trates. Trans., with Notes, by C. R. Ed
monds. Portrait. 31. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES Orations. Trans.,
with Notes, Arguments, a Chronological
Abstract, and Appendices, by C. Rann
Kennedy. 5 vols. (One, 35. f&amp;gt;d ; four, 55.)-

DICTIONARY ofLATIN and GREEK
Quotations ; including Proverbs, Maxims,
Mottoes, Law Terms and Phrases. With
the Quantities marked, and English Trans
lations. With Index Verborum (622 pages).

Index Verborum to the above, with the

Quantities and Accents marked (56 pages),

limp cloth, is.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Lives and.

Opinions of the Ancient Philosophers.

Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

EPICTETUS. The Discourses of.
With the Encheiridion and Fragments.
With Notes, Life, and View of his Philo

sophy, by George Long, M.A.

EURIPIDES. Trans, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait. 2 vols.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. In English
Prose by G. Burges, M.A. With Metrical

Versions by Bland, Merivale, and others.

GREEK ROMANCES of Heliodorus,
Longus, and Achilles Tatius; viz., The
Adventures of Theagenes and Chariclea ;

Amours of Daphnis and Chloe ; and Loves
of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans., with

Notes, by Rev. R. Smith, M.A.

HELIODORUS. See Greek Romances.

HERODOTUS. Literally trans, by Rev.

Henry Gary, M.A. Portrait. 3^. 6d.

HESIOD, CALLIMACHUS, and
Theognis. In Prose, with Notes and

Biographical Notices by Rev. J. Banks,
M.A. Together with the Metrical Ver
sions of Hesiod, by Elton ; Callimachus,

by Tytler ;
and Theognis, by Frere.

HOMER S Iliad. In English Prose, with

Notes by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

Odyssey, Hymns, Epigrams, and
Battle of the Frogs and Mice. In English
Prose, with Notes and Memoir by T. A.

Buckley, B.A.

HORACE. In Prose by Smart, with Notes
selected by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Por
trait, y. 6d.

JULIAN THE EMPEROR. Containing

Gregory Mazianzea s Two Invectives and
Libanus Monody, with Julian s Theosophi-
cal Works. By the Rev. C. W. King, M.A.
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JUSTIN, CORNELIUS NEPOS, and
Eutropius. Trans., with Notes, by Rev.
J. S. Watson, M.A.

JUVENAL, PERSIUS, SULPICIA.
and Lucilius. In Prose, with Notes,
Chronological Tables, Arguments, by L.
Evans, M.A. To which is added the Me-
trical Version of Juvenal and Persius by
Gifford. Frontispiece.

UVY. The History of Rome. Trans,
by Dr. Spillan and others. 4vels. Portrait.

LONGUS. Daphnis and Chloe. SecGreck
Romances.

LUCAN S Pharsalia. In Prose, with
Notes by H. T. Riley.

LUCIAN S Dialogues of the Gods,
of the Sea Gods, and of the Dead. Trans,
by Howard Williams, M.A.

LUCRETIUS. In Prose, with Notes and
Biographical Introduction by Rev. J. S.

Watson, M.A. To which is added the
Metrical Version by J. M. Good.

MARTIAL S Epigrams, complete. In
Prose, with Verse Translations selected
from English Poets, and other sources.
Dble. vol. (670 pages). js. 6d.

MOSCHUS. See Theocritus.

OVID S Works, complete. In Prose,
with Notes and Introduction. 3 vols.

PAUSANIAS Description of Greece.
Trans., with Notes and Index, by Rev.
A. R. Shilleto, M.A., sometime Scholar of
Trinity College, Cambridge. 2 vols.

PHALARIS. Bentley s Dissertations
upon the Epistles of Phalaris, Themisto-
cles, Socrates, Euripides, and the Fables

i

of jEsop. With Introduction and Notes
by Prof. W. Wagner, Ph.D.

PINDAR. In Prose, with Introduction
and Notes by Dawson W. Turner. To- i

gether with the Metrical Version by Abra- &amp;gt;

ham Moore. Portrait.

PLATO S Works. Trans, by Rev. H. i

Gary, H. Davis, and G. Burges. 6 vols.

Dialogues. A Summary and Analysis
of. With Analytical Index to the Greek
text of modern editions and to the above
translations, by A. Day, LL.D.

PLAUTUS S Comedies. In Prose, with
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

PLINY S Natural History. Trans.,
with Notes, by J. Bostock, M.D., F.R.S.,
and H. T. Riley, B.A. 6 vols.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny the
Younger. Melmoth s Translation, revised,
with Notes and short Life, by Rev. F. C.
T. Bosanquet, M.A.

PLUTARCH S Morals. Theosophical
Essays. Trans, by Rev. C. W. King, M.A.

Ethical Essays. Trans, by Rer
A. R. Shilleto, M.A.

Lives. Seepage 7.

PROPERTIUS, The Elegies of. WT

ith

Notes, translated by Rev. P. J. F.
Gantillon, M.A., with metrical versions
of Select Elegies by Nott and Elton.

QUINTILIAN S Institutes ofOratory.
Trans., by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
2 Vols.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS
Paterculus. Trans., with Notes and Bio
graphical Notices, by J. S. Watson, M.A.

SENECA DE BENEFICIIS. Trans-
lated by Aubrey Stewart, M.A. 3^. 6d.

1 SENECA S Minor Essays. Translated
by A. Stewart, M.A.

SOPHOCLES. The Tragedies of. In
Prose, with Notes, Arguments, and Intro
duction. Portrait.

i
STRABO S Geography. Trans., with
Notes, by W. Falconer, M.A., and H. C.
Hamilton. Copious Index, giving Ancient
and Modern Names. 3 vols.

SUETONIUS Lives of the Twelve
Caesars and Lives of the Grammarians.
The Translation of Thomson, revised, with
Notes, by T. Forester.

|

TACITUS. The Works of. Trans.,
with Notes. 2 vols.

TERENCE and PHJEDRUS. In Eng
lish Prose, with Notes and Arguments, by
H. T. Riley, B.A. To which is added
Smart s Metrical Version of Phaedrus.
With Frontispiece.

i THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS,
and Tyrtaeus. In Prose, with Notes and
Arguments, by Rev. J. Banks, M.A. To
which are appended the METRICAL VER
SIONS of Chapman. Portrait of Theocritus.

THUCYDIDES. The Peloponnesian
War. Trans., with Notes, by Rev. H.
Dale. Portrait. 2 vols. 3$. 6d. each.

TYRT-EUS. See Theocritus.

VIRGIL. The Works of. In Prose,
with Notes by Davidson. Revised, with
additional Notes and Biographical Notice,
by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait, y. 6d.

XENOPHON S Works. Trans., with
Notes, by J. S. Watson, M.A., and Rev.
H. Dale. Portrait. In 3 vols.
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COLLEGIATE SERIES.
II Vols. at 5-r.

each. (2.1. 15*. per set.]

DANTE. The Inferno. Prose Trans.,

with the Text of the Original on the same

page, and Explanatory Notes, by John
A. Carlyle, M.D. Portrait.

The Purgatorio. Prose Trans., with

the Original on the same page, and Ex
planatory Notes, by W. S. Dugdale.

DOBREE S Adversaria. (Notes on the

Greek and Latin Classics.) Edited by the

late Prof. Wagner. 2 vols.

DONALDSON (Dr.) The Theatre of
the Greeks. With Supplementary Treatise

on the Language, Metres, and Prosody of

the Greek Dramatists. Numerous Illus

trations and 3 Plans. By J. W. Donald

son, D.D.

GOETHE S Faust. Parti. German Text,
with Hayward s Prose Translation and
Notes. Revised, with Introduction and

Bibliography, by Dr. C. A. Buchheim. $s.

KEIGHTLEY S (Thomas) Mythology
of Ancient Greece and Italy. Revised by
Dr. Leonhard Schmitz. la Plates.

HERODOTUS, Notes on. Original
and Selected from the best Commentators.
By D. W. Turner, M.A. Coloured Map.

Analysis and Summary of, with
a Synchronistical Table of Events Tables
of Weights, Measures, Money, and Dis
tances an Outline of the History and
Geography and the Dates completed from
Gaisford, Baehr, &c. By J. T. Wheeler.

NEW TESTAMENT (The) in Greek.
Griesbach s Text, with the Readings of
Mill and Scholz, and Parallel References.
Also a Critical Introduction and Chrono
logical Tables. Two Fac-similes of Greek
Manuscripts. 650 pages, y &d.

or bound up with a Greek and English
Lexicon to the New Testament (250 pages
additional, making in all 900^. 5$.

The Lexicon separately, zs.

THUCYDIDES. An Analysis anS
Summary of. With Chronological Table
of Events, &c., by J. T. Wheeler.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
48 Vols. at 5-r. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (i2/. 19*. per set.)

AGASSIZ and GOULD. Outline of
Comparative Physiology. Enlarged by
Dr. Wright. With Index and 300 Illus

trative Woodcuts.

BOLLEY S Manual of Technical
Analysis; a Guide for the Testing and
Valuation of the various Natural and
Artificial Substances employed in the Arts
and Domestic Economy, founded on the

work of Dr. Bolley. Edit, by Dr. Paul.
100 Woodcuts.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Bell (Sir Charles) on the Hand

;

its Mechanism and Vital Endowments, as

evincing Design. Preceded by an Account
of the Author s Discoveries in the Nervous
System by A. Shaw. Numerous Woodcuts.

Kirby on the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals. With Notes by
T. Rymer Jones. 100 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Buckland s Geology and Miner
alogy. With Additions by Prof. Owen,
Prof. Phillips, and R. Brown. Memoir of

Buckland. Portrait. 2 vols. 155. Vol. I.

Text. Vol. II. 90 large plates with letter-

press.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Continued.

Chalmers on the Adaptation of
External Nature to the Moral and Intel

lectual Constitution of Man. With Memoir
by Rev. Dr. Cumming. Portrait.

Prout s Treatise on Chemistry)
Meteorology, and the Function of Diges
tion, with reference to Natural Theology.
Edit, by Dr. J. W. Griffith. 2 Maps.

Rpget s Animal and Vegetable
Physiology. 463 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6f.

each.

Kidd on the Adaptation of Ex
ternal Nature to the Physical Condition of

Man. 3*. 64.

CARPENTER S (Dr. W. B.) Zoology,
A Systematic View of the Structure, Ha
bits, Instincts, and Uses of the principal
Families of the Animal Kingdom, and of

the chief Forms of Fossil Remains. Re
vised by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6* . each.

Mechanical Philosophy, Astro
nomy, and Horology. A Popular Expo
sition. 181 Woodcuts.
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PRpVERBS, Handbook of. Con-
taining an entire Republication of Ray s

Collection, with Additions from Foreign
Languages and Sayings, Sentences,
Maxims, and Phrases. 5$.

A Polyglot of Foreign. Com-
prising French, Italian, German, Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Danish. With
English Translations. 55.

SYNONYMS and ANTONYMS; or,
Kindred Words and their Opposites, Col
lected and Contrasted by Yen. C. J.

Smith, M.A. 5*.

WRIGHT (Th.) See Dictionary.

NOVELISTS LIBRARY.

13 Volumes at $s. 6d. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (2.1, %s, 6d.per set.)

BJORNSON S Arne and the Fisher
Lassie. Translated from the Norse with
an Introduction by W. H. Low, M.A.

BURNEY S Evelina
; or, a Young

Lady s Entrance into the World. By F.

Burney (Mme. D Arblay). With Intro
duction and Notes by A. R. Ellis, Author
of Sylvestra, &c.

Cecilia. With Introduction and
Notes by A. R. Ellis. 2 vols.

DE STAEL. Corinne or Italy.
By Madame de Stael. Translated by
Emily Baldwin and Paulina Driver.

EBERS Egyptian Princess. Trans,

by Emma Buchheim.

FIELDING S Joseph Andrews and
his Friend Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Roscoe s Biography. Cruikshank s Illus
trations.

Amelia. Roscoe s Edition, revised.
Cruikshank s Illustrations. 5*.

History ofTom Jones, a Found
ling. Roscoe s Edition. Cruikshank s

Illustrations, a vols.

GROSSI S Marco Visconti. Trans,

by A. F. D.

MANZONI. The Betrothed : being
a Translation of I Promessi Sposi.
Numerous Woodcuts, i vol. 5*.

STOWE (Mrs. H. B.) Uncle Tom s
Cabin ; or, Life among the Lowly. 8 full-

page Illustrations.

ARTISTS LIBRARY.
9 Volumes at Various Prices. (2!. Ss. dd. per set.}

BELL (Sir Charles). The Anatomy
and Philosophy of Expression, as Con
nected with the Fine Arts. 5*. Illustrated.

DEMMIN. History of Arms and
Armour from the Earliest Period. By
Auguste Demmin. Trans, by C. C.
Black, M.A., Assistant Keeper, S. K.
Museum. 1900 Illustrations. 7$. 6d.

FAIRHOLT S Costume in England.
Third Edition. Enlarged and Revised by
the Hon. H. A. Dillon, F.S.A. With
more than 700 Engravings. 2 vols. 5*.
each.

Vol. I. History. Vol. II. Glossary.

FLAXMAN. Lectures on Sculpture.
With Three Addresses to the R.A. by Sir
R. Wesimacott, R.A., and Memoir of
Flaxman. Portrait and 53 Plates. 6s.

HEATON S Concise History of
Painting. New Edition, revised by
W. Cosmo Monkhouse. 5^.

LECTURES ON PAINTING by the
Royal Academicians, Barry, Opie, Fuseli.
With Introductory Essay and Notes by
R. Wornum. Portrait of Fuseli. 5$.

LEONARDO DA VINCI S Treatise
on Painting. Trans, by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.
With a Life and an Account of his Works
by J. W. Brown. Numerous Plates. 5.1.

PLANCHE S History of British
Costume, from the Earliest Time to the
loth Century. By J. R. Planche. 400
Illustrations. 5*.
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LIBRARY OF SPORTS AND GAMES.

14 Volumes at 3*. 6d. and $s. each. (2!. iSs. per set.)

BOHN S Handbooks of Athletic

Sports. With numerous Illustrations. In

8 vols. 3i\ 6^. each.

Vol. I. Cricket, by Hon. and Rev. E.

Lyttelton; Lawn Tennis, by H. W. W.
Wilberforce ; Tennis, Rackets, and Fires,

by Julian Marshall, Major Spens, and J. A.

Tait ; Golf, by W. T. Linskill ; Hockey,

by F. S. Cresweil.

Vol. II. Rowing and Sculling, by W.
B. Woodgate ; Sailing, by E. F. Knight ;

Swimming, by M. and J. R. Cobbett.

Vol. III. Boxing, by R. G. Allanson-

Winn ; Single Stick and Sword Exercise,

by R. G. Allanson-Winn and C. Phillipps-

Wolley ; Wrestling, by Walter Armstrong ;

Fencing, by H. A. Colmore Dunn.

Vol. IV. Rugby Football, by Harry
Vassall ; Association Football, by C. W.
Alcock ; Baseball, by Newton Crane ;

Rounders, Field Ball, Bowls, Quoits, Curl

ing, Skittles, &c.,by J. M. Walker, M.A.,
and C. C. Mott.

Vol. V. Cycling and Athletics, by H. H.

Griffin ; Skating, by Douglas Adams.

Vol. VI. Practical Horsemanship, in

cluding Riding for Ladies. By W. A.

Kerr, V.C.

Vol. VII. Driving, and Stable Manage
ment. By W. A. Kerr, V.C. [Preparing.

Vol.VIII. Gymnastics , by A. F. Jenkin ;

Clubs and Dumb-bells, by G. T. B. Cobbett

and A. F. Jenkin. [/ the press.

BOHN S Handbooks of Games. New
Edition, entirely rewritten. 2 volumes.

3$. 6d. each.

Vol. I. TABLE GAMES.

Contents : Billiards, with Pool, Pyra

mids, and Snooker, by Major-Gen. A. W.
Drayson, F.R.A.S., with a preface by
W. J. Peall Bagatelle, by Berkeley

Chess, by R. F. Green Draughts, Back

gammon, Dominoes, Solitaire, Reversi,
Go Bang, Rouge et noir, Roulette, E.O.,

Hazard, Faro, by Berkeley.

Vol. II. CARD GAMES.

Contents : Whist, by Dr. William Pole,

F.R.S., Author of The Philosophy of

Whist, &c. Solo Whist, by R. F. Green ;

Piquet, Ecartc, Euchre, Bezique, and

Cribbage, by Berkeley ; Poker, Loo,

Vingt-et-un, Napoleon, Newmarket, Rouge
et Noir, Pope Joan, Speculation, &c. &c.,

by Baxter-Wray.

CHESS CONGRESS of 1862. A col-

lection of the games played. Edited by

J. Lowenthal. New edition, 5$.

MORPHY S Games of Chess, being
the Matches and best Games played by the

American Champion, with explanatory and

analytical Notes by J. LSwenthal. With

short Memoir and Portrait of Morphy. $s.

STAUNTON S Chess-Player s Hand-
book. A Popular and Scientific Intro

duction to the Game, with numerous Dia-

;

Chess Praxis. A Supplement to the

Chess-player s Handbook. Containing the

most important modern Improvements in

the Openings ; Code of Chess Laws ; and

a Selection ofMorphy s Games. Annotated.

636 pages. Diagrams. 55.

Chess-Player s Companion.
Comprising a Treatise on Odds, Collection

of Match Games, including the French

Match with M. St. Amant, and a Selection

of Original Problems. Diagrams and Co
loured Frontispiece. 5^.

Chess Tournament of 1851.

A Collection of Games played at this cele

brated assemblage. With Introduction

and Notes. Numerous Diagrams. $s.



BOHN S CHEAP SERIES.

Price is. each.

A Series of Complete Stories or Essays, mostly reprinted from Vols. in

Bohn s Libraries, and neatly bound in stiff paper cover, with

cut edges, suitable for Railway Reading.

ASCHAM (Roger). Scholeniaster.
By Professor Mayor.

CARPENTER (Dr. W. B.). Physi
ology ofTemperance and Total Abstinence.

EMERSON. England and English
Characteristics. Lectures on the Race,
Ability, Manners, Truth, Character,
Wealth, Religion. &c. &c.

Nature : An Essay. To which are
added Orations, Lectures, and Addresses.

Representative Men : Seven Lec
tures on PLATO, SWEDEN BORG, MON
TAIGNE, SHAKESPEARE, NAPOLEON, and
GOETHE.

Twenty Essays on Various Sub
jects.

The Conduct of Life.

FRANKLIN (Benjamin). Autobio
graphy. Edited by J. Sparks.

HAWTHORNE (Nathaniel). Twice-
told Tales. Two Vols.

Snow Image, and Other Tales.

Scarlet Letter.

House with the Seven Gables.

Transformation
; or the Marble

Fawn. Two Parts.

HAZLITT (W.). Table-talk: Essays
on Men and Manners. Three Parts.

Plain Speaker : Opinions on Books,
Men, and Things. Three Parts.

Lectures on the English Comic
Writers.

Lectures on the English Poets.
Lectures on the Characters of

Shakespeare s Plays.

Lectures on the Literature of
the Age of Elizabeth, chiefly Dramatic.

IRVING (Washington). Lives of
Successors of Mohammed.

Life of Goldsmith.

Sketch-book.

Tales of a Traveller.

Tour on the Prairies.

Conquests of Granada and
Spain. Two Parts.

Life and Voyages of Columbus.
Two Parts.

Companions of Columbus : Their
Voyages and Discoveries.

Adventures of Captain Bonne-
ville in the Rocky Mountains and the Far
West.

Knickerbocker s History ofNew
York, from the beginning of the World 10
the End of the Dutch Dynasty.

Tales of the Alhambra.

Conquest of Florida under Her-
nando de Soto.

Abbotsford & Newstead Abbey.
Salmagundi ; or, The Whim-Whams

and Opinions of LAUNCELOT LANGSTAFF,
Esq.

Bracebridge Hall; or, The Hu
mourists.

Astoria
; or, Anecdotes of an Enter

prise beyond the Rocky Mountains.

Wolfert s Roost, and other Tales.

LAMB (Charles).
With a Portrait.

Essays of Elia.

- Last Essays of Elia.- Eliana. With Memoir.

MARRYAT (Captain). Pirate and
Three Cutters. Witthe

the Author.
ith a Memoir of



Bohn s Select Library of Standard Works.

Price is. in paper covers, and is. 6d. in cloth.

1. BACON S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes.

2. LESSING S LAOKOON. Beasley s Translation, revised, with Intro
duction, Notes, &c., by Edward Bell, M.A. With Frontispiece.

3. DANTE S INFERNO. Translated, with Notes, by Rev. H. F. Gary.

4. GOETHE S FAUST. Part I. Translated, with Introduction, by
Anna Swanwick.

5. GOETHE S BOYHOOD. Being Part I. of the Autobiography.
Translated by J. Oxenfbrd.

6. SCHILLER S MARY STUART and THE MAID OF ORLEANS. Trans
lated by J. Hellish and Anna Swanwick.

7. THE QUEEN S ENGLISH. By the late Dean Alford.

8. LIFE AND LABOURS OF THE LATE THOMAS BRASSEY. By Sir
A. Helps, K.C.B.

9. PLATO S DIALOGUES : The Apology Crito Phaedo Protagoras.
With Introductions.

10. MOLIERE S PLAYS : The Miser Tartuffe The Shopkeeper turned
Gentleman. Translated by C. H. Walt, M.A. With brief Memoir.

11. GOETHE S REINEKE Fox, in English Hexameters. By A. Rogers.
12. OLIVER GOLDSMITH S PLAYS.

13. LESSING S PLAYS : Nathan the Wise Minna von Barnhelm.

14. PLAUTUS S COMEDIES: Trinummus Menaechmi Aulularia
Captivi.

15. WATERLOO DAYS. By C. A. Eaton. With Preface and Notes by
Edward Bell.

16. DEMOSTHENES ON THE CROWN. Translated by C. Rann
Kennedy.

17. THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD.
1 8. OLIVER CROMWELL. By Dr. Reinhold Pauli.

19. THE PERFECT LIFE. By Dr. Channing. Edited by his nephew,
Rev. W. H. Channing.

20. LADIES IN PARLIAMENT, HORACE AT ATHENS, and other pieces,
by Sir George Otto Trevelyan, Bart.

21. DEFOE S THE PLAGUE IN LONDON.
22. IRVING S LIFE OF MAHOMET.
23. HORACE S ODES, by various hands. \Oiit of Print.

24. BURKE S ESSAY ON THE SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL. With
Short Memoir.

25. HAUFF S CARAVAN.
26. SHERIDAN S PLAYS.

27. DANTE S PURGATORIO. Translated by Gary.
28. HARVEY S TREATISE ON THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD
29. CICERO S FRIENDSHIP AND OLD AGE.

30. DANTE S PARADISO. Translated by Gary.
31. CHRONICLE OF HENRY VIII. Translated by Major M. A. S.

Hume.



WEBSTER S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY.

An entirely New Edition of WEBSTER s DICTIONARY, thoroughly
Revised, considerably Enlarged, and reset in New Type from
beginning to end.

Demy 4/0. 2ii8#ages, 3500 illustrations.

Prices: Cloth, i us. 6d. ; half-calf, 2 2s.; half-russia, 2 55.;
calf, 2 8s. Also in 2 vols. cloth, i 145.

In addition to the Dictionary of Words, with their pronunciation, ety
mology, alternative spellings, and various meanings, illustrated by quotations
and numerous woodcuts, there are several valuable appendices,- comprising a

Pronouncing Gazetteer of the World; Vocabularies of Scripture, Greek, Latin,
and English Proper Names

; a Dictionary of the noted Names of Fiction
; a

Brief History of the English Language ;
a Dictionary of Foreign Quotations,

Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &c. ; a Biographical Dictionary with 10,000
Names, &c.

This last revision, comprising and superseding the issues of 1847, 1864,
and 1880, is by far the most complete that the Work has undergone during
the sixty-two years that it has been before the public. Every page has been
treated as if the book were now published for the first time.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS ON THE NEW EDITION.

_

We believe that, all things considered, this will be found to be the best
existing English dictionary in one volume. We do not know of any work
similar in size and price which can approach it in completeness of vocabulary,
variety of information, and general usefulness. Guardian.

The most comprehensive and the most useful of its kind. National
Observer.

A magnificent edition of Webster s immortal Dictionary. Daily
Telegraph.

A thoroughly practical and. useful dictionary. Standard.

^

A special feature of the present book is the lavish use of engravings,
which at once illustrate the verbal explanations of technical and scientific
terms, and permit them to remain readably brief. It may be enough to refer
to the article on &quot;

Cross.&quot; By the use of the little numbered diagrams we are
spared what would have become a treatise, and not a very clear one. . . .Werecommend the new Webster to every man of business, every father of a
family, every teacher, and almost every student to everybody, in fact, who is

likely to be posed at an unfamiliar or half-understood word or phrase.
o/. James s Gazette.

Prospectuses, with Specimen Pages, on application.

London : GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Street, Covent Garden.
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